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1st Days Proceedings—January 5, 1973

Friday, January 5, 1973

CALL TO ORDER

Hon. Joe W. Sanders The Louisiana Consti tutiona
Convention will now come to order. The invocatio
will be pronounced by the Most Reverend Philip M.

Hannan, Archbishop of New Orleans. Archbishop

PRAYER

Archbishop Hannan In the name of the Father and
the Son and the Holy Spirit. Oh, God, our Father,
and source of all justice, pour down Your blessing
on those who participate in this Constitutional
Convention. May Your presence abide in us as we
fashion the basic law of this state. May our work
merit the praise of the Psalmist, "Happy the nation
whose God is Yahweh, the people He has chosen for
His heritage." Make us mindful that our dignity
and rights protected by our law derived from You
Whose image we are and make us remember that our
laws must honor equally that image of You in every
man. Under Your guidance and grace may we make of
this state one family, under God, Whose deepest
concern is for the neediest and Whose goal is the
reign of charity. Led on by Your light may the
efforts of this convention forward in this state
Your kingdom. Whose motive is charity, Whose law
is justice, and Whose life is love. Yahweh, let
Your love rest on us, as our hope rests in You.
Amen

.

Ho

PRESENTATION OF COLORS AND NATIONAL A

1 . Joe W . San ders

HEM

presentation of the
made by the United State Marine
rd. This presentation will be

colors wil 1 b

Corps Color G

followed immediately by the National Anthem re
dered by Mrs. Frances Marsh, Associate profess
of Music, Southern University, Baton Rouge. S

will be accompanied on the organ by Mr. Melvin
Ballard and the delegates will remain standing
at this time. Let the color guard advance.

Hrs. Mar [Anthen,]

Hon. Joe W. Sanders The Color Gua 1 retire
prayer by the Rev-

Broadmoor Baptist
Church, Sh

PRAYER

Dr. Tatum Let us pray. Almighty God, our heaven-
ly Father, Father of our Lord and Savior, Jesus
Christ, we thank You for the privilege of worship.
In this moment we worship You because of Your great-
ness, because of Your righteousness, because of
Your love and because of Your mercy. Deliver us
from the folly of thinking that prayers are made
by mt'nisters to be heard by man. Give us the faith
to know that almighty God is listening even now,
not only to the words spoken by this man, but to
the thoughts that are in the minds of every person
who is here. We come now to delegate under Thee
the writing of a constitution. We pray that we
shall not think that we ourselves are wise enough
to write a constitution for our state, but that
we might ask God to work through us as His mind
becomes the mind of the delegates. We dedicate
these men and women unto You. May they pray not
only now but may they pray daily, until the con-
stitution they have is the constitution God would
have us to have. We pray for this great state of
ours. We pray for its citizens, we pray for its
officers. We ask that God will give unto us some
little part in the advancement of God's kingdom.
Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, in earth, in
Louisiana, now as it is in Heaven. In the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.

Hon. Joe W. Sanders The delegates will please be
seated. The next item on the program is the roll

call of delegates by the Honorable Wade 0. Martin,
Jr., Secretary of State. When your name is called,
please respond, rise, and come in front of the ros-
trum for the administration of the oath to the
delegates. Secretary Martin.

ROLL CALL

Secretary Martin Mr. Chairman, members of the
Constitutional Convention, roll call is as follows:
[l Journal 1-3]

One hundred percent attendence, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to say in conclusion and very briefly,
Mr. Temporary Chairman and. the other officers who
will be elected today, to all the delegates who
are here assembled for this important event my
sincere congratulations and thanks to Governor Ed-
win Edwards, the members of the Legislature, and
everyone who had anything to do with this important
forward step in the future of Louisiana, our sin-
cere thanks and appreciation. Thank you, Mr. Tem-
porary Chairman.

ADMINISTRATION OF OATH OF OFFICE

Hon. Joe W. Sanders The delegates will please
raise their right hand and repeat after me. I

hereby solemnly swear that I will support the con-
stitution and laws of the United States; that I

will well and faithfully perform all duties as a

member of this convention, and that I will observe
and obey the limitation of authority contained in

the Act under which this convention has assembled.
So help me God. The delegates may now be seated.

Governor Edwards, members of the clergy, and
distinguished delegates of this convention, today,
January 5th, nineteen hundred and seventy- three

,

is a historic day in Louisiana. After more than
a half century under the same framework of govern-
ment, you begin today in a new year to write a new
constitution. In a larger sense, however, you
write more than the bare phrases of organic law.
You write history, for in the new constitution
must be distilled the social and economic life of
our great people, a people whose rich diversities
of culture have been celebrated in song and story.
You have been chosen to serve here because of
your competence to do the work before us. In a

very true sense you write not for yourselves alone,
but as representatives of all the people. I con-
gratulate you on your selection as members of this
body. Like the delegates in earlier state conven-
tions, you face problems that seem to defy solu-
tion. As the late Dr. Owen, a legal authority
once noted, "Our present constitution falls short
in several major respects. Because of its length,
it poses problems in ascertaining basic policy. It

embodies defects in governmental structure. Finally
but no less important, it has spawned an abuse of
the amending process placing upon the people the
impossible burden of acting upon a multitude of
amendments, some of statewide concern, some of
local application only." Your work involves more
than merely transferring the law from one book to
another to shorten a constitution. It also in-
volves a creative process. Your goal will be to
create a new frame of government, basic, consistent,
and sound; a government that is responsive to the
needs of the people. No better guidelines can be

found than those inscribed in the preamble that all
Americans hold dear, "to establish justice, insure
domestic tranquility, provide for the common de-
fense, promote the general welfare, and secure the
blessings of liberty to ourselves and our prosper-
ity." As your temporary chairman, my duty under
the law is to preside until you elect a permanent
chairman. I will do my very test to facilitate your
work. I have reviewed the biography of each of

you. No greater assembledge [assemblage] of in-

tellect has ever been achieved in the history of the
state of Louisiana. But the ultimate success of
this convention requires more than intellect. It

also requires spirit. A spirit that will free the

convention of the turmoil of discordant factions
and the intrusion of partisan interests. Your pro-

ceedings must be conducted with decorum, dignity

[1]
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or opinion by leading public figures or by the lay down general principles of government which

media, the public seldom becomes knowledgeable on must be observed amidst changing conditions. It

the subject matter of amendments submitted to it follows then, that a constitution should not con-

fer approval or rejection. Indeed, despite the tain elaborate legislative provisions, but should

admitted merit of recently proposed changes few lay down briefly and clearly the fundamental prin-

want to compound or add to the confusion in the ciples upon which government shall proceed, leaving

virtually unreadable document and amendment after to the people's representatives to apply these

amendment in the last eight years has gone down to principles through legislation as conditions arise."

defeat. Thus the ultimate purpose of the constitution
Another related objection to our present con- and this convention must be designed to provide

stitution may be directed to those detailed pro- better government for the entire state and its peo-

visions of purely local application and concern. pie. To our critics and sceptics [skeptics] may I

What can be more unreasonable than to require the say that this convention will operate in no vacuum,

people of the entire state to vote on matters which Its product will face the ultimate democratic test,

concern only a restricted locality or an isolated its deliberations will be open to the public, and

area, yet our constitution is replete with unnec- people will know what is going on day by day. It

essary and involved details exclusively appropriate will subsequently be submitted to the people for

to local governments. Despite all of these justi- approval. If the work is good, it will be adopted,

fied criticisms and many more it is appalling to If it is bad, it will be rejected. There is here,

me that yet an appreciable number of people still in my opinion, involved a test of our faith in

oppose the confection of a new organic law. Therein democratic government. Those who question the in-

will be the problem that we will be facing in the tegrity and ability of this convention, doubt the

year ahead. The asserted grounds for our position integrity and ability of the people to govern them-

usually conceal from public view the selfish in- selves. Those who assail the good faith of the

terests of those individuals and groups who in- delegates to this convention attack the very pro-

spire, nuture [nurture] and sponsor such opposition. cesses, the principles and the ideals under which

For there are some individuals and groups who en- we live and in which we profess a belief. In short,

joy special benefits, rights and privileges which your coming experience of framing this new consti-

are completely to their satisfaction in the consti- tution will involve a contest between fear and faith

tution but may not be in the public interest. They fear of the loss of selfish advantages, fear of

will demand that the constitution continue as is adverse political influences, as opposed to faith

in its present unsatisfactory condition, admitting in the principles of democratic government and

that as a document it fails to serve its purpose, trust in the people of our state,

but so concerned about their own interests pro- During the preconventi on days, there was some

tected by its umbrella they are fearful to effect observations printed and spoken suggesting an under-

a change. To them, let the message be clear. If current of dissension and discord. But is not our

that which concerns you is right and decent and state diverse enough, the convention independent
holy, it will continue to have public support and enough that every delegate can heed the words of

will not be violated. If on the other hand it is Thoreau and "step to his own music" with indepen-
not right or proper, then not only does it not dence of thought and action not synonymous with

deserve public support, but even less it does not dissension? And I would hope that no delegate
deserve to be in the basic document of our consti- would demean himself here by marching to the dis-

tution. tant drum of a petty political ambition. Those
As a further example of what should not be in who seek the floor of this convention to launch a

the constitution, let me discuss briefly a "for candidacy for other public office will bring dis-
instance" for you. Article VI (A) contains many service to the convention and less than credit to

pages of great detail relating to the collection themselves. As we approach the first days of de-
of a one cent per gallon tax on gasoline and motor , liberation, let us then proclaim that there is no

fuel. The subject matter of the entire article need in this convention for insolence, intemperance
would be better out of the constitution and in the or a lack of political manners. May I caution you
statute or by regulation. This absurd and ridicu- to resist the temptation to respond in kind to the
lous state to which our constitution has been wild and whirling words of those opposed to reform,
brought by repeated tinkering processes illustrates Patiently consider all points of view and then
what I refer to. Listen to this as I quote verba- judge and decide in the best interest of all. Just
tim from a provision of the constitution of the a hundred years ago, John Stuart Mill wrote on

state of Louisiana. "Tractor fuel or distillate the pursuit of truth, saying, "There is always
base stock shall have a plus 10 minimum sable hope when people are forced to listen to both sides;
color, to which shall be added two grams per hun- it is only when they attend one only that errors
dred gallons of base stock of green dye, such as harden into prejudices."
petrol green 3W and petrol green B, as manufactured Two years ago when I finally concluded to leave
by Patent Chemicals, Inc., or oil-fast green GLB, the United States Congress, I made a firm resolve
as made by American Analine Products, or their to do all within my power to become Governor of

equi

1

valents .
" Do you know what that means? Does Louisiana and as chief goal of that magnificent

anybody know what it means? Doesn't everybody know venture to do what I could to provide a new consti-
it doesn't belong in the constitution? This is tution for our state. I knew as you do that our
an example of what I refer of much material in the state would continue to cringe and recoil from a

constitution which does not belong there, creates system of creeping constitutionalism, if the peo-
problems for people who do not understand it and pie did not select as their chief executive one
therefore rebel against it and want to insulate of those totally committed to reform and change
themselves from its use. By definition, ladies and improvement of a system of government, fester-
and gentlemen, a constitution is a formal written ing from sores which encrust the body of our or-
document assuring and protecting the rights and ganic law. More recently there has been a hue and
the liberties of the people and defining and limit- cry from some sources suggesting that the work of
ing the powers of government. Our document has so the convention should be insulated totally and corn-

far departed from these simple and desirable pur- pletely from both the office and the person of the
poses that it can no longer be considered to con- governor.
form to this definition. The New Orleans Times- May I say, no citizen, anywhere, regardless of
Picayune has recently noted that the late John J. his walk or call in life should be insulated from
Parker, Chief Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeal, this convention. All citizens are involved in the
has described well the purpose of a state consti- truest sense of the word. I do not intend to ab-
lution. "Its purpose," he said, "is two-fold: dicate my responsibility, nor the call that I think
(1) to protect the rights of the individual from was given to me by the people of this state in a

the encroachment of the state, and (2) to provide long gubernatorial election. I am determined to

a framework of government for the state and its respond to the mandate for constitutional change,
subdivisions. It is not the function of a consti- Flashing across your inward eye, "What does he
tution to deal with temporary conditions, but to mean by that? What is that fellow trying to tell

[3]
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us?" Very simply this: in a thousand places, small come here to serve me, and that you and I together

groups and large, from the teeming tenements of came here to serve the people of Louisiana. I
"-

some of our metropolitan areas across the marsh- forty-five years old. I have spent the last

lands of South Louisiana and to the hills of North teen years of my life serving in publi

Louisiana for eighteen months, I met, counselled all levels of government. This is the single

and spoke with leaders of industry, captains of important, proudest moment of my life, because
representatives of labor, working men and think it affords all of us the

in a thousand places
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5ur resolution with you? We've had about three that you would then have in your committee at that
jsolutions introduced; I've heard a lot of them time. The next thing that occurs is that subse-
<plained, and when I read them, I didn't necessar- quently your rules committee is going to meet...
ly agree with the explanation I had heard. I was come up with a proposed draft of the rules to be
jndering if there would be a copy available for mailed out no later than 12:00 noon, January 9, 1973.
i, where we would at least have a chance to look The Convention will reconvene then on January 12,
t it. 1973. In closing, now I would like to say, this

resolution and or motion has nothing whatsoever to

)n. Joe H. Sanders Captain Harwood, would you do with the election of a chairman of this Conven-
icate the
membe

iest 1 ons
Mr. Rayburn Do you have any objection to maybe
furnishing us with a copy of all resolutions, be- Mr. Duval Mr. Juneau, I merely want to establish
cause if we continue in the procedure we've just one thing to make sure that I understand your mo-
adopted where you can substitute a substitute, we tion. As I understand your motion, is it implicit
might be substituting tomorrow night. I never in it that it will be the first order of business
could get by with that in the Legislature, but it taken up by this Convention?
looks like that is the track we are on today. So,
if you can substitute a substitute we'll be here Mr. Juneau According to the
all day, substituting resolutions. I would like resolution was drafted, the fi

to suggest that everybody who has a resolution, Mr. at the conclusion of voting on
Acting Chairman, present it at this time, and to election of the chairman, as a

give us a few moments to analyze them, so we will would immediately go, as the n

at least know what we are talking about. into your caucus who would then, after a one hou

;he moti
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Hon. Joe H. Sanders Could they be delivered by gressional District, and as the chairperson of the
messenger? Rules Committee, I would like to notify in advance

anyone who is elected from his district should no-
Mr. Juneau That would be fine, your Honor. I tify those who are voting upon that nominee that
would be glad to not use the words "to amend" but this Committee will go into session this day, to-
make the motion to read "deliver." Would that be night, after the adjournment of this meeting, at a

sufficient? meeting room in the Prince Murat Motel, and that
we will stay in session until we have produced, wit

Hon. Joe W. Sanders Alright. The delegate from some sleep, until we have produced a proposed set
Winnfield, Louisiana, Terry Reeves. of rules to bring back to this Convention.

Mr. Reeves Pat, I have one question in reference [Recess in congressional District caucuses
to the Temporary Committee. We are, according to to elect rules committee members.]
the resolution, it is a Temporary Rules Committee,
however, we are, their job will be to adopt perma- Rules Committee Members
nent rules. Could we change this to instead of U Journal s]
Temporary to Permanent or just leave out the word
Temporary? Motion

ead the resolution, it says Mr. Kean Mr. Temporary Chairmar
that the Temporary Committee on Rules and Regula- this time to move that the next order of business
tions will prepare a set of rules; I didn't specify of this Convention be the election of the perma-
it one way or the other. I think it's implicit nent chairman, who may not be the Chairman of the
that they will prepare rules and call it what you Temporary Rules Committee, and that this election
may, and it will be submitted to the delegates. occur prior to the adjourment of this inaugural
Then at such time when the delegates accept or re- meeting of the Convention. I add that if that
ject, that's when it will become permanent. I

carries, Mr. Chairman, I would then have an ancil-
think It covers it adequately like it is. I don't laf'y motion to make in connection with it.
have any particular objection.

Mr. Re
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for a few days. I am expected to cover five hun- a great job to do confronting us, and I think that

dred miles by a flip of the penny. And it seems we might as well go ahead today and elect a chair-

to me that this Convention should continue in ses- man and get started to work. Any organization has

sion until it has finished the duties imposed upon got to have a head. Any ox team has got to have a

it by us. I am tired of the procedure we have fol- lead ox. Any automobile has got to have a driver,

lowed. It has been nothing but rush here, rush Any airplane has got to have a pilot. And as far

there. Let's do this, let's do that. I wish to as my good friend, Emmett Asseff, wanting to get a

say to you that the final analysis, the people of nominating committee, well I think I am my nominat-

the state of Louisiana will stand in judgement of ing committee. I know who I am ^oing to vote for,

this Convention. At this particular moment, the and I think most of you

people of Louisiana are not very happy. I am well- who might aspire to be

known throughout the state of Louisiana, and if we I think all those that have aspired for that high
fail to proceed in an orderly fashion and to the office has contacted us. I have been contacted a

job imposed upon us, we will work a long time, but little myself. Don't know about you people. But

we will find the Constitution rejected. My people, I think that we know what we are going to do. I

I know, are not enthusiastic. The people of this think that we have got a big job to do, and I sug-
general area are not. I urge you to think upon gest that we adopt the resolution, elect a chair-
that very seriously. We do have. ..we may go down man, and go to work,
in history; our names may be added to the greats
of the state. If we fail to proceed properly, we Further Discussion
may go down in infamy. And I, for one, am serving
notice on the Convention now that I for one, if Rev. Alexander Mr. Chairman and delegates, I have
you fail to adopt the proper procedures--el ect a one particular fear in this Convention. Someone
chairman, let's us continue and get our work done, has read the question about special interests. I

divide into commi ttees--i f you fail to do so, I have one special interest, yes. That is the 3.6
assure you that I shall travel the breadth of this million people of the State of Louisiana. I just
state in opposition to the Constitution whatever it came out of a meeting a few minutes ago of the
may be. I may fail, but I don't think that we are First Congressional District and I saw what could
doing justice to anybody. At this time, I would happen. I saw three factions in operation. Can-
like to carry out what Senator De Blieux has said, didates who were nominated are all good, able men.
by a substitute resolution. We have three able citizens of the State of Louisi-

ana from whom I have received correspondence, and
Hon. Joe W.Sandej^s Alright, read the substitute all of whom seem to possess all the traits and

characteristics necessary to do a good job. How-
ever, if we drag this thing on, whether it's a day,
two days or ten days, a month, it means that this
Convention will be divided and polarized into fac-

iting commit- tions, because the followers of each candidate will
ities... then become a little faction and thereby bring in

dissension. The Rules Committee has already been
:rophone. selected, so we have no problem there. I, there-

fore, support the motion to elect a chairman im-

.

agates are mediately.
isted in being chairman of the Convention,

which position will hold great prestige and power,
and

WHEREAS, the persons selected may determine the
success or failure of the Convention, and the as-
sembly will be large and most delegates will be

unknown to each other, and
WHEREAS, great care should be exercised in fill-

ing this important position, so that we will select
not only a well qualified person, but also one who
has the confidence of the people of this state, and

WHEREAS, this cannot be done by motion from the
floor, and additionally, all should be given an in order, or by writt
opportunity to be heard.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Louisiana Furthe
Constitutional Convention that there is hereby es-
tablished a nominating committee to be composed of Mr. Alario Fellow d

two members from each Congressional District to be ered today for the rei

selected by the delegates thereof, and two to be purpose. And that is
selected by the appointed delegates from among to the people of our
their number. i f y this. I believe

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that if an elected dele- rious mistake on our
gate represents a district with portions in more voting in secret. I

than one Congressional District, if that has hap- citizen throughout th
pened, he shall meet with the Congressional Dis- the delegate that is
trict in which most of the population of his dis- every particular issu
trict resides. smoke-filled back roo

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that each Congressional today. The people of
District and the appointed delegates shall caucus go for this type of t

after adjournment and select their representatives beginning with this o
on the committee and shall submit them to the Con- and recorded as such,
vention at twelve noon Saturday, January 6, 1973.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the nominating com- Point o
mittee shall submit its recommendations for chair-
man and vice-chairman the day following the adop- Mr. Kean Mr. Chairm
tion of the rules by this Convention. up, just in order that

it, the moti
my motion. As a matter of fact, Mr. Duval's motion
as made is the ancillary motion that I reserve the
right to make. I think it should be voted on sep-
arately, and therefore I will not accept it as an

jgates , I amendment to my . .

.

)n. We have

[9]

resoluti
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Hon. Joe W. Sanders The mover has declined to

accept the amendment, therefore the amendment wi

have to be voted on separately.

Ruling of the Chair

Hon. Joe W. Sanders The Chair rules that the
amendment is now .before the house for discussion
that is, that the main motion be amended to pro-
vide for a written or a secret ballot.

Hon. Joe W. Sanders That is the reason it has to
be voted on, because the mover would not accept it.
Are you ready for the vote or do you want to ex-
press your. . .

Point of Information

Mr. O'Neill Will you please state the exact
thing that we are voting on?

Hon. Joe M. Sanders The motion for amendment as
to the main motion that the vote, when taken on the
election of the chairman be by written or secret
ballot. Do you desire to state your position on
the amendment?

'
'

i s t ime , now

Further Discussion

Mr. O'Neill Yes, sir. You talk about smoke-
filled rooms and I wonder just how many of us have
come from smoke-filled rooms. I saw something
moving; I saw the same factions that Reverend Alex-
ander saw. And I saw how they tried to pack the
Rules Committee. Morally I am opposed to a secret
ballot. I have stated both publicly who I am sup-
porting for chairman, and I have no objections at
this time to a secret ballot. If I remember, the
House of Representatives voted on a secret ballot
for Speaker of the House, if I am correct. Now,
I couldn't find the roll call for those votes, but
I know that it passed, and I know the majority of
the Representatives voted for it. I think that
the undue pressure being influenced at this time
is something that we should all guard against. I

will support a secret ballot, and I believe that a

secret bal lot will carry.

Further Discussion

Mr. Leiqh Mr. Chairman, I would rise to support
a secret ballot if the amendment is put. However,
if I had an order, I would support the position
that Senator De Blieux has stated that the original
motion, even with its amendment is premature at
this time, and if I am in order, I would like to
set up a substitute motion that no action looking
to the election of chairman or any other permanent
officers of the Convention be taken, until there
has been a full report of the Rules Committee and
rules have been adopted.

Substitute Motion

Mr . Lei qh No, sir, I am moving a substitute to
the original motion with its proposed amendment
that the no action be taken secret or otherwise
until the Rules Committee has reported and the
rules have been adopted, and the positions of the
of

f

icial s--the permanent officials of the Conven-
tion--have been defined and their responsibilities
determined. And Iwould like to move as a sub-

Chairman, as a point of order, I

amendment is voted on and decided,
what we are voting to substitute

Ruling of the Cf

Joe W. Sanders relieve that the
well-taken and the chair rules that the substitute
will not be received at this time. If you will
defer that, Delegate Leigh, we will first vote on
the amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the Convention, I am speaking on the amendment
to Mr. Kean's motion from the chairman. That is
that the vote be taken by a written or secret bal-
lot. We are all human beings subject to human
weaknesses, prejudices, bias and so forth. If we
are going to be successful in this Convention we
have to take into consideration those weaknesses
of human nature and we cannot avoid them as much
as we might hope to and want to, because they are
going to be there in many instances subconsciously.
I would absoluteVy hate to see the work that we
do here not approved by the people of this state.
I don't know of any greater honor to have come to
me in my entire lifetime, than to have been elected
a delegate to this Convention. But it will be a

vain honor if what we do this day and throughout
this year is not approved by the people. I am not
in favor of having secret votes on a lot of stuff.
I think it ought to be open. But when it comes to
a case like this, to where personalities are in-
volved, we ought to be able to vote our conscience
in this particular issue so as to avoid some sort
of feelings or determination in who's going to be
elected and put on a particular committee or who
as chairman of this Convention is going to appoint
to subcommittees, and so forth and so on because
of the fact that one person did not vote for him,
and he was reminded him of that. He has a choice
of between two people. And one of them he did not
place on that committee. It possibly would have
been a little bit better because that oerson did
not support him for election. It can be that way
for, not only for the chairman but for the vice
chairman, the secretary and others that we have
to vote upon. And I am going to ask you, let's
try to avoid as much personalities as we possibly
can, and' use our good conscience by supporting a

written ballot for our officers and I would say
our officers, only. Now you know that I am not
saying this to try to cover up my vote, because I

have already publicly made known who I want to
vote for for chairman. But in order not to put
anybody on the spot in this Convention, the way
they can feel like that they can vote their own
good conscience. I support the voting in election
of our officers and only our officers by a secret
ballot, so that each one can vote his conscience
as to who would do the best job. And that is the
way we have got to get out to convince the people
of this state that we really mean business. And
we have an independent vote. As Mr. O'Neill said,
the House Speaker was elected by secret ballot
and we also elected the President Pro-Tempore of
the Senate by secret ballot.

Further Discussion

Rev. Landruiii Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
as some of you will remember in the Judge's chamber.
Judge Hamlin, it was my position at that time if
we are going to have an open Convention, then there
should be no secret ballot. I fail to see how we
can win the confidence of the people if we are go-
ing to start doing things in secret. I don't care
about the smoke-filled room. I will talk with any

[10]
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Mr. Abraham Mr. Temporary Chairman and members first impression is always the most important and

of the delegation, this is just a play on words most lasting. And the other is that to make haste

but I think it is very important. On this amend- slowly. First I was inclined to be in favor of

Tient the phrase "written or secret ballot" I think.. voting on the permanent chairman this afternoon.
But as time went on and I thought more about it,

Hon. Joe W. Sanders Commas around the "or secret" again the public, the people of the State of Lou-

«hich means that they are one and the same thing. isiana came to my mind. If we were to Ic

jnderstand there are commas, there are commas time by not casting this vote this afternoon.

ther

Mr. P
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the different candidates. Let's don't rush this
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filibustering a question, I certainly would be
i

willing to go along with the previous question. /

But, let's don't start out at least on our first j

day here of cutting off debate too quick and let-
ting somebody have their rightful say as a delegate Hon. Joe W. Sander
of this Convention. I just want to throw that out at this time,
to you for thought because whatever impression the
public gets of this Convention, this state may de-
termine whether or not we are successful or a fail-

floor is to pr

nent chairman
bates on the s

for the questi
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itate that we car extricate
less and bring forth a sen

the people ot

them from thi

sible document to become the basic, organic law ot

this state. Each one of us is confident that we

can intelligently fulfill the charge placed upon

us by Act 2 of 1972. We know we can do this. We

have the ability and the courage to do it. We are

a diverse body of individuals, truly represena t i ve

of the people of Louisiana. In our deliberations
we will prove to the voters that their confidence
was not misplaced. One year from today we will

present to the Governor a new Constitution, which
we have hammered out in a Democratic manner, one
which all of us can claim a hand in having written.
One which the voting public can confidently vote
for, because we will have retained their confidence
by meeting in an open Convention and by fully con-
sidering their suggestions made at open hearings.
Many of us at this Convention have never before
been referred to as redactors. Well, we will be

so referred to now. One of these days a court will

formally refer to us as the redactors of the 1973
Convention. Then your grandchildren can refer to

you as "you old redactor, you." But to be good
redactors, we will need a good chairman. I am
mindful of the sentiments that have been expressed
concerning the need to select as a chairman, a man
whose integrity and qualifications are beyond ques-
tion. We have such a man among our delegates, one
who has proved himself an independent and impartial
chairman of a body as diverse as ours, a man whose
experience in this field is without equal in the
entire State of Louisiana. As our first truly per-
manent act, we delegates should do no less than to

elect the best qualified among us as our chairman.
I have the honor to place in nomination for the
position as Chairman of this Convention the very
best doggone redactor of Bienville and Jackson
Parishes, the delegate elected from House District
Number 13, the Honorable E.L. "Bubba" Henry of

Jonesboro.

Hon. Joe W. Sanders Will the delqate who is to

second the nomination please come forward? The
time allotted in the motion of the Convention was
three minutes.

Mr. Lanier Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Gentl emen, I had the pleasure of attending the
Louisiana State University Law School with Bubba
Henry. Bubba was very active in our school affairs.
He was on our little intramural football team, but
at that time it was obvious to me that he possessed
qualities of excellence. I think if you will re-
view his conduct as the Speaker of our House of

Representatives here in Louisiana, you will see
that these qualities have come forth. I am not a

member of the House of Representatives, myself, but
when this election came up, I made inquiries of

people from my district and other districts, who I

know to be in the House, to see how they felt about
the way that Bubba did his job. Almost to the man,
I was told that it was fantastic, that he accom-
plished things in our House of Representatives that
some people thought were impossible. We have a

very difficult task to accomplish here. We are
going to need to all unite no matter what your po-
litical feeling or philosophy is. We are going to

need to work together for what's in the best in-
terest of the State of Louisiana. I feel that
Bubba can unite us and lead us along the path to

do that which we need to do which is the ultimate
passage of a modern Constitution to bring our state
into the twenty-first century. For this reason,
I urge your favorable consideration of Bubba Henry.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, members of the Con-
vention, I proudly rise to second the nomination
of E.L. Henry from Jonesboro. I do so, because I

think that this Convention is going to need strong
leadership. I've watched this man in the House of
Representatives provide strong leadership. I rise
to second his nomination because I believe that
this Convention is going to need courageous leader-
ship. I've watched E.L. Henry face the hard ques-

tions and exercise the courage and the leadership
to move Louisiana forward. Therefore, I believe
that he is going to be courageous enough to pro-

vide the strong and dynamic leadership necessary

to bring for a great, and dynamic, and creative
document. So, I proudly second the nomination of

E.L. Henry from Jonesboro and ask your vote for

this great Louisianian.

Nomi nation

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men of the Convention, what we do here today and

what we do here in Baton Rouge for the next three
hundred and sixty-four or five days is going to

weigh heavily upon the people of this state, the

children, grandchildren, and for posterity, if the

people approve our actions. I have no doubt that

any one of the candidates that have been mentioned
as chairman could do an outstanding job as chair-
man of the Convention. But there is a little bit

more involved than just being chairman of the Con-

vention. We have to think about the 3,600,000 peo-

ple of which 200, 2,000,000 of them will have the

right to pass upon what we do. They are not going

to be in this chamber or in the chamber where we

sit during our deliberations, or in the chamber
where we hold our committee meetings to judge the

action of each and every one of us. They are go-

ing to have to rely upon what they see in the news

media, the television, what they hear on the radio

or what they can read in the newspaper. If they
have an idea that we have put out [our] best foot

forward and have done a good job because of what

they have seen, what they have heard, and what they

have read, we may have a real good chance of going

down in history as having done something for the

state of Louisiana. But regardless of the docu-
ment that we may adopt and regardless of how good

the chairman may have performed in keeping order,

and decorum, and so forth, and so on if the people
get the idea that this was another controlled Con-

vention, and another three-ring circus, as has

been said of our Legislature in times past, our
Constitution could reach the same fate as some of

our Constitutional amendments that have been pro-

posed. Now, I ask you, let's not think about per-

.sonalities in this case. Let's think about the

people of the state, their children, their grand-
children, their great-grandchildren. And I don't
believe that we can get off on a better step than

having someone that is recognized all over the

whole state of Louisiana as being a capable admin-

istrator, a capable legal scholar, a capable judge

and one that is capable of submitting the image

we ought to have in order to get our work approved.

I offer to you the name of the Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of the State of Louisiana, a

person who was born in Opelousas on September 23,

1920, educated in the schools of this state and

just to give you an idea of his ability to preside,
he has been Chairman of the Louisiana Commission
on the Aging, Chairman of the Louisiana Judiciary
Commission, Chairman of the conference of Court of

Appeal Judges, Chairman of the Appellate Judges
Conference, American Bar Association, an organiza-
tion of eight hundred appellate judges. He's been

Commander of the Ville Platte American Legion,
President of Ville Platte's Junior Chamber of Com-

merce, Chairman of Evangeline Parish Boy Scout Dis-

trict and I could go on and on and name the various
organizations in which he has headed, not only be-

ing an active member, but actually the chairman or

the president of organizations, which shows that

they recognize him for having that ability. I ask

you let's not look at personalities. Let's look

at the best image we can put forth for the state
of Louisiana. Let's don't go about this in making
it look like we are railroading anybody. I think
that if we can do that we can show our real inde-

pendence and the people will recognize us for that

independence and will have lot more confidence in

what we do. I place in nomination for chairman of

this Convention, Judge Albert Tate, Associate Jus-

tice of the Supreme Court of Louisiana, who has

held that position, without opposition since his

[15]
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elect! 1970.

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
it is an honor to rise following Mr. De Blieux's
speech in support and to second the nomination of
the Honorable Justice Albert Tate, Jr., and I want
to tell you that I am a very biased person, I am
from Ville Platte and as you just heard. Judge
Tate is from Ville Platte. In fact, he still votes
there. I feel like a word which was just mentioned,
a railroad, railroading of the Convention. I just
calculated on the previous vote of the electing of
the chairman today or postponing it. Now, maybe I

shouldn't bring it up at this time, but I feel like
there is a railroad job being done to this Conven-
tion at the present time. My figures show that out
of the twenty-seven appointed members, twenty-three
of them voted the same way. Out of the elected
members of the Legislature twenty-one of twenty-
five voted the same way and I feel like this is

some indication of the unity. I'm not saying some-
body is trying to control us. I see a unity here
which may or may not be good for this Convention.
What I am trying to say is that you have an oppor-
tunity to elect as your chairman a person who I

think will not be controlled by any faction. He
is a Justice of the Louisiana Supreme Court. He
has no political ambition, henceforth, I don't
think this man can be controlled. I don't think
that there will be a railroad job at this Conven-
tion, if you elect him. I would very much appre-
ciate if every one of you here studied carefully
the names in the hat and you remember the people
who voted for you whenever you cast your ballot.
Think what the people want. They do not want a

controlled Convention. They told me, do not let
the Legislature run it. Do not let the Governor
run it. And you think seriously about who you
want as your chairman, because the sentiment if
we--if there's any indication that it is being con-
trolled, the sentiment of the people will be to
cast their vote against the Constitution. Just
remember that when you vote. And I second the
nomination of the Honorable Justice Albert Tate,
Jr. Thank you very much.

Mr. Conroy I am David Conroy of Metairie and I

have the great honor of seconding the nomination
of Judge Albert Tate, Jr. I think this Convention
and the people of the state of Louisiana are most
fortunate to have such outstanding men seeking the
Chairmanship of this Convention, but more than
leadership is necessary. The Chairman of this Con-
vention must have the full confidence of the people
of the state of Louisiana. Judge Tate is unique
in occupying a position in which he is as free as
possible of outside pressures and control. And he
could bring to this Convention the greatest possible
independence. An independence which I firmly be-
lieve is essential for the ultimate success of this
Convention. I strongly urge your vote for Judge
Tate.

Nomination

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
there are a great deal of us who feel that the only
way that we can write a Constitution that is going
to be acceptable to and acceptable by the people of
this state is for us to be an independent Conven-
tion. There are questions here today whether we
are or are not. There are those of us who feel
that the qualifications of the chairman, of course
we don't know what his job is yet, but we feel that
the qualifications of the Chairman of this Conven-
tion is not to be a person who will run our Conven-
tion for us, but will be a person who will let the
independent delegates from all across this state
run their own Convention. And I feel pleasure and
pride that I can name to you a man who has pledged
to do these things. If you will allow me, I wish
to place the name of Senator Louis Lambert in nom-
ination for the Chairman of this Convention.

Mr. Fayard In case most of you don't know me,
and I say that you have no reason to know me, my

[16]

name is Calvin Fayard. I represent the people of
District 71. I am the coauthor on this bill that
was passed with Pat Juneau earlier. I coauthored
that bill for one reason. I thought it was the
best thing for the Convention. The best thing for
the people of our state. I am seconding the nom-
ination of Louis Lambert, Delegate Lambert, as I

know him, because also, I think that he is the best
person for the state and for the Convention. As
my normal manner would have it, I prepared and sent
a letter to my fellow delegates a couple of days
ago, and I was a little bit late. I am sure most
of you did not get it. But in this letter I out-
lined my reasons for supporting Delegate Lambert
for this position. Number one, there has been a

lot of talk about independence, about railroad jobs,
about the feeling of the Convention as having to
put forth the idea and the image of an independent
in order to get it passed for the public. I am
new in politics. I've learned a lot here today.
I would imagine that by the time that I go home
a year from now, I will be aged quite a bit. How-
ever, I think that we still have the opportunity
to elect a man who can do the job as an independent,
who can reflect the proper image of this Convention
to the public. My primary concern is that we elect
a chairman who is a chairman of this Convention,
not a chairman of anything else. In his own mind,
he places this Convention first and foremost. I

realize that we have other qualified people for
this position. It is hard for me to make up my
mind, much harder than most of you-all, I would
say, because the other candidates for the chairman-
ship I know. I know Representative Henry. Justice
Tate taught me in Law School. Jim Dennis is a very
good friend of mine. However, I believe that we
have to lay this aside; and elect a man who can re-
flect the image that we want reflected to the pub-
lic, so a year from now we can go back to our peo-
ple, and say you elected me to do a job, I've done
the job, now please ratify it. Please vote for Sen-

Mire Justice Sanders, fe delegates it is

indeed a pleasure for me to rise and endorse Sen-
ator Lambert. Senator Lambert is from my Parish,
he ran in Ascension, and in St. James, and in Liv-
ingston Parish. He ran as an independent candidate
was elected there as an independent candidate.
Again ran as a delegate to the Convention indepen-
dently and was elected without opposition. This
young man has stood out as a young man in our com-
munity to do something for the people of our area.
He's one that looks to do for somebody instead of
them to do for him. I am most happy to second Sen-
ator Lambert's nomination and I wish you would con-
sider him very seriously. Thank you.

Rev. Stovall J.L. Stovall, elected delegate from
the 79th District, Metairie, Jefferson Parish. It

is my happy privilege at this time to present in

nomination before you a person who is eminently
qualified to serve as chairman of this group. He
was an honor student at LSU and has had experience
in three places of government: the Legislative,
the Judiciary, and the Executive. And even more
than this he has deeply committed to constitutional
revision. This is indicated in the fact that he
served in the Legislature, he introduced legiala-
tion to bring about the Convention of this kind,
and also, he was the author of the bill for con-
stitutional revision in the Legislature in 1970.
He then served as a member and coordinator of that
committee in order to present constitutional re-
form through the Legislature. It might be of some

terest to you to know that Jim Dennis was not
ected as chairman of that Constitutional Revision
mmittee, instead the political powers at that
me felt that the Speaker of the House would be
re suitable to serve as Chairman of the Consti-
tional Revision Committee. However, the Chair-
n, I mean the Speaker of the House was not able
do his regular duties plus this tremendous ad-

ditional responsibility, and they turned to Jim
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Dennis as coordinator of the Constitutional Re- the five who has not decided who I am going to vote
vision Committee in order that he might bring to- for yet. And I would ask for a moment for some
gether and serve ex officio on all the committees. prayerful consideration so that I may deliberate
This is to say that Jim Dennis has been through as to who I might vote for chairman,
what we are about and what we will be about during
this entire year. That is, he has handled all of Hon. Joe H. Sanders Your request is well taken,
the details of revising the Constitution. He's Delegate Abraham, and the prayers of all the Con-
beat the committee to it and he has the basic vention will be with you. Personal privilege,
philosophy that we need in order to move forward Delegate Asseff, Mansfield, Louisiana,
in the way in which we should. I think that we
should keep in mind that during the next year Dr . [Mr. ] Asseff I wish to inform the delegates that

there will be a regular session of the Louisiana I shall refuse to vote on two grounds. I do not

Legislature. There may be special sessions of the know any of the candidates; I really do not. I

Legislature. And also I will assume that this have not met one of the candidates until today. I

body will present to the Legislature a substantial have nothing for nor against them. I had hoped
amount of material to act upon. All of this is to that we would have the opportunity of getting to

say that we need people in the Legislature and know them. I don't and I refuse to vote unless I

workers there who will assume their full responsi- vote intelligently. Those of you that know the
bilities. At the same. time we need a person who candidates may do that. I am not criticizing you.
can give full time to this Constitutional Conven- I am simply saying I cannot, and if also Mr. Chair-
tion, and I submit to you that District Judge Jim man, remember this: my only desire is to please my
Dennis of Monroe, elected delegate from District constituents of District 7. And that I have done.
No. 16, is the person who can do that. I think I couldn't care less what anybody else thinks. And,
he will give to us a people's Convention. And I therefore, my second reason is a formal protest forpeople'
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Ken Le1 thman--and I hope I'm not leaving out other don't have any quarrel with that, do you? I am
members--Conway LeBleu, probably, too. But, "Bubba" elected and I am your Chairman. ! don't...! thoug^
was a coauthor on all of these bills. And he fought I knew who was going to vote for me; I don't know
the Constitutional Revision along with me and I who didn't vote for me; and I don't know whether
know that he, along with a lot of us, received a there were any switches. I don't care. I got
lot of pressure, to pull back. But he never did, enough votes to do what I set out to do with your
and for that reason, I would like to dispel any of help. I am your Convention Chairman. I have made
this talk about "Bubba" being controlled. I think no deals, and you probably won't believe that, and
he is an independent man; I think he will be an in- I really don't care. I haven't. I am here to do
dependent Chairman. I saw him withstand pressure one thing: that's what I told those people in good
somewhat to the pressures that are going to be old Bienville and Jackson Parishes, and Ward Six
brought upon us in this Convention. He has with- and Seven of Ouachita, that I'd do, and that is to
stood them with flying colors. And I know he is represent them at this Convention. I am going to
going to do that as Chairman, so I ask you to all do my best, and I believe that you are, too. To
close ranks and let's forget all this campaign talk. Louis and Jim Dennis or Judge Dennis, Judge Tate,
Let's get behind our Chairman, because he is a good I am glad that we had a race. I guess maybe
Chairman, and write the best darn Constitution that
the country has ever seen. Mr. Chief Justice, I

would like to second the motion.

Mr. Tate My brother delegates and sister delegates
--delegate persons, I should say--it was a great
pleasure to have been elected; I don't say appointed.
It seems to have been a little issue awhile back,
selected to serve with you elected delegates about
two weeks ago; and since then, 1 have been very
much and deeply impressed with the sincerity and
concern of this fine body of men and women. I join
with my other also rans in congratulating the Con-
vention on the choice of an excellent and strong
presiding officer: a man of character, integrity
and independence. And I join, also with them, in
looking forward to working with you to make the . ^._ ._.

best possible Constitution, to submit to the peo- that in the end yoi
pie of this state, that we can throughout sincerity write a speech. I scribbled d(

and concern of all of our endeavors. Thank you and I'm sure it's obvious that . _ _
very much for the pleasure of having had the chance speech, but I am trying to tell you how I feel,
to participate as I did in the recent processes. and feeling is what I am doing right now, becausi
Thank you so much. there has been a whole lot of feeling up to this

point. I guess it's time for us to start think-
[«r. Henry sleeted by acclamation .'[ ing how, SO this IS going to Conclude my remarks

and the Chair will entertain any further motions
Personal Privilege Mr. Casey is recognized. I am going to start mal

ing a list. I'll get you next. Reverend Landrum
Mr. Henry Thank you, Mr. Justice, fellow dele- Mr. Stagg, Mr. O'Neill. Wait a minute, let me
gates, I don't have a speech prepared. It is an get these names down. Mr. Lanier, Mr. Lowe, and
extreme honor and a privilege to be elected Chair- I hope you-all are not goino fn talk a innn timo
man of this Constitutional Convention. Many things Mr. Tobias and gentlemen, I

have been said in the past few weeks when we were these names as good as I car.,
getting ready to get to this Convention; and I re- Womack, Reverend Alexander; I think it will be
alize that, when we are doing things with people, easier to take those who Are not raising their
things are said. I felt like it was important hands. Mr. Wall,
that today we get the politics of the personalities Proceed, Mr. Casey,
out of the way so that we could proceed with the
issues that we are going to be faced with during Motion
the days of this Convention. We are somewhat, I

guess, in many respects, like the man on "Mission Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and members to the Lou-
Impossible" when he gets that little tape and he isiana Constitutional Convention, I would like to
says, "Your assignment, should you decide to ac- move that this Convention officially express its
cept it." Well, we said we wanted an assignment. most sincere thanks for an extremely outstanding
We haven't accepted the assignment yet because we job done by our Acting Chairman, Joe W. Sanders,
haven't gone to work. But there are going to be a Associate Justice, Supreme Court of Louisiana, and
lot of people, just like that man on that tape the Honorable Wade 0. Martin, Jr., who acted as
said, "We are not going to say anything for you or our Secretary today. I would like this motion to
do anything with you if you get caught." We are become a part of our official journal and minutes
going to have our problems during this Convention. of the Constitutional Convention, and I would like
But I believe with all my heart and with all my to request also that, when this motion is adopted,
mind that Almighty God has given each one of us that we give these gentlemen a standing thanks and
something that we can contribute to this Convention, ovation for a job well-done,
something that we can contribute to the people of
our state. I believe that, and I believe that Mr. Henry You heard the motion of Delegate Casey
that's why we are here. I believe that if we use to which Mr. Chehardy seconded,
the best that's in us to do those things that we Is there any discussion?
are most capable of doing, then we'll come up with Are you ready for the...
a document that you and I can go home with and tell Mr. De Blieux moves to amend the motion and in-
cur people, "This is good and we've done a good job elude GSRI .

and we want you to accept this document." Every- Do you accept the amendment?
body is not gifted, as J. Denson Smith used to say. Any objection?
to be a piccolo player. You got to have some trum- No objection, so ordered,
pet players, got to have some of all of us. Some- Are you ready for the question?
body said: It looks like to me some nitwits are If no objection, the previous question is or-
elected to that Convention. Well, that's probably dered.
right, but there are a lot of nitwits in the pub- Therefore, as many of you who are in favor of
lie and they deserve to be represented here. I the motion will say, "Yes." Those opposed will

[18]
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say , "No .

"

We don't have a voting machine; I've already
lost.

Those who are in favor of the motion will vote
"Yes." Those opposed vote "No."

Of course, the motion carries and Justice San-
ders. ..At this time I think it would be appropriate
...Justice Sanders, we have a gavel here, which in

appreciation for your putting up with all of our
comments today, the Convention wants to present to

you, which will at the appropriate time be inscribed
as a memento for you on this--what we hope will be
--a historical occasion.

Hon. Joe M. Sanders I

Chairman, and all the de
for this very fine gavel that will be inscribed
for me as a memorial to this very pleasant occa-
sion.

Motion

Mr. Staqg Mr. Chairman, I want to bat in a clean-

Mr. Alario which was then subjected to a substitute
--by I think, Mr. Abraham--the substitute by Mr.
Abraham had listed in it that Robert's Rules of
Order shall be referred to as the authority for
guidance to the Temporary Rules. Then the motion
was further substituted by the motion of Pat Juneau
which was then adopted, and the Juneau Resolution
did not have language in it concerning Robert ' s

Rules of Order . I move to the Chair a resolution
simply stated that this Convention will...

"BE IT RESOLVED, by this Convention that the
latest revision of Robert's Rules of Order be
adopted as the temporary parliamentary ruTes for
the conduct of the business of this Convention and
that any committees of this Convention, pending
the adoption of permanent rules of procedure"...

Hr. Staqg At this time to those, I hope, hard-
working members of the Rules Committee at the ad-
journment of this meeting--if you would check your
watch, the members of the Rules Commi ttee-- th i rty
minutes following adjournment of the meeting in
this hall, the Rules Committee will assemble in

House Room of the Prince Murat Motel for a short
meeting. Then at 9:00 tomorrow morning, the Rules
Committee will commence work either in that room
or some other room at the Prince Murat, notices of
which will be at the desk. I would like to invite
all those delegates who have suggestions to bring
to the Rules Committee, please let me know or come
to the 9:00 session on Saturday morning, tomorrow,
and let us have the benefit of your views of items
or matters of your concern that ought to be in- ,

eluded in the Rules of Procedure. We do invite
the participation of all the delegates in the pro-
cess of devolving these rules, not necessarily only
in the debate which will follow next week. Thank
ypu, Mr. Chairman.

[Adjournment to 10:00 o'clock a.m..

m
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Fridov, January 12, 1973

DUCTIOM OF RESOLUTIONS

PRAYER Kr . Velazquez Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates,
ladies and gentlemen, I rise to make a memorial

r:r. Stovall ...as we continue with this task that resolution.
has been given to us, we pause to ask for Your WHEREAS, a tragedy has taken place in New Or-
leadership. Give to each of us open rrinds, a will- leans, Louisiana, the effects of which have gone
ir.gness to decide issues on the basis of their beyond that city, affecting the state and the
merit, and give to us Your guidance that we might nation.
have a better future for our state. May Your WHEREAS, all the people of Louisiana, black as
presence be with all who are in need and be with well as white, deplore this senseless action.
us in our deliberations. In the name of Christ, WHEREAS, this Convention is meeting to write a

we pray. Anen. Constitution, which will guarantee the civil rights
of all of its citizens, under the rule of law.

NATIONAL ANTHEfl WHEREAS, to maintain civilization and order,
the individual policeman remains-also a swine of

ROLL CALL defense.
[JJ9 delegates present and a quorum.] BE IT RESOLVED that the Louisiana Constitutional

Convention publicly deplore the above mentioned
Personal Privilege incident.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that as its first course
Hr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, delegates, ladies and order of business before considering the rules we
gentl emen , I hope that you will accept this ir the stand for a minute of silence in memory of Deputy
spirit in which it is being given. I will go into Police Supertindent Louis Sirgo, Patrolman Paul
a little detail, because I appeared before a com- Persigo, Patrolman Phil Coleman, Cadet Albert
mittee in good faith, only to be told that I was Harrell.
doing it--being sweet--to get something. Well, I BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Louisiana
assure you, I am not sweet to get anything. That's Constitutional Convention endorses the Tragedy
just rot in ny nature. I am about to do something Fund, which is a legitimate fund-raising activity
that I rarely if ever heve done before, and I hope composed of a broad spectrum of citizens of all
that anyone who has done anything to offend any races and faiths and crossing organizational lines,
member of this Convent ion--and some of you have-- intended to raise funds for the families of the
too, will do the same thing, and clear the air deceased, which Fund has been endorsed by Mayor
before we begin work on what will be the toughest Moon Landrieu, Mayor of New Orleans.
job that ever faced a group of people. I am not The coauthor of this memorial are delegates:
doing it to gain popularity in District 7, for Thomas Velazquez, District 97, and former New Or-
District 7 will support me; nor am I doing it for leans Police Chief Joseph I. Giarrusso, Sr., Dis-
committee assignment, cause I'll take anything; nor trict 98.

received. I am doing it because it is my duty to All delegates that wish to s

help you help remove division. I don't want to be as equal coauthors. I move for
the cause of any division in the Convention, and
because a good constitution means that much to Point of Order
me, for done properly it will herald a new era for
Louisiana. I spoke in anger and created dissen- Mr. Stinson Mr. Chairman, members of the Con-
sion, which I regret. We have a rough job before vention, I am certainly in favor of this resolu-
us, and it will take all the skill and ingenuity tion, but we have our hands full and we will for
of all of us to fashion a new Constitution that the next year. Many other similar instances I'm
the people will approve. And if we are to sell afraid may happen; something of other types; and
it to them, there must be as little division as if we get off and adopt, we are not an official
possible. Our heads will be bloody enough over legislative body. If we get off and take up reso-
the issues, without controversy over other matters. lutions and memorials of this type, we are going
Though I represent District 7, and am accountable to have our hands full because things are happen-
only to that district, I always will vote my con- ing so fast nowadays. We'll be memorializing the
victions and for what I feel is right and proper Federal Government, the President and everything,
and in the best interest of Louisiana. I will do And as I say, I am one thousand percent for this,
that even though I have political ambitions, and but I don't think that we should each day come up
my vote may end my political career. Though the with somethina of this type to interfere with the
Lord in His infinite wisdom may close the door del

i

berations'that we have in which I think will
even if my vote is wrong. Some of you said I take all of our time. I would like to raise that
could have attended the Governor's reception and point. Is it a material matter before this Con-
learned the candidates. Believe me, I could not, vention of something of this type? I know of
and the Governor accepted my explanation. It w.is nothing that would be better but, if we start
my duty to accept his cordial invitation, but I and opened the door each day, we are going to have
had no alternative but to decline. I should not things of this type. And I would like to raise a

have said, I will oppose the new Constitution and point of order if that is in order at this time,
will campaign against it, and I apologize for hav-
ing said it. I will work closely with you and Mr. Henry Surely, Mr. Stinson, your point is

will do whatever assignment I receive no matter well-taken. We are operating without any particular
what it is, in the. ..to the best of my ability. rules of procedure at this time, and I think, that
And will make every effort to work out mutually in as much as there appears to be no serious ob-
acceptable provisions for all of us and to the jections to this resolution, that perhaps we can
people, whose confidence and support we need. I go ahead and dispose of this at this time after
face a dilemma that few of you do. My position which we are going to proceed with the other busi-
on state and local government, on a constitution, ness of the convention, if you will allow us that
is in a notebook of thousands of former college latitude,
students, and they are constantly reminding me of
what to do. If I am convinced that the proposed [Resolution adopted without objection .]
Constitution in in the best interest of the state,
I will support it, and will campaign for it. Mr. Henry We are going to have to take care of
Again I am sorry for having said otherwise. Thank some business at this time that is perhaps ques-
you, Mr. Chairman. tionable insofar as what we as delegates to the

convention did or did not do last week, and 1 think
Mr. Henry Thank you. Dr. Asseff and certainly you are familiar with the propositions on the oath,
your remarks will be well taken by the delegates which we, the convention delegates, took on last

[20]
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on the rules is to be followed, would you make
significant pause between the word without obje
tion and then the falling of the gavel?

, I think that 1 am proceed-
should proceed, and I'm cer-
;gates ample opportunity to
You just proceed with hand-
I'll handle the decorum of

ing in the way that
tainly giving the de

raise any objection,
ling the resolutions
the chamber. Procee

have heard you operate

or my remark.
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but if that attendance is not, the Convention ought "absence," we put into there "the majority of the
to have the machinery to bring its members back in delegates find no excuse". I think this would be
for the purpose of attending business. the sense the Chairman desires this rule to be

taken in and I think this would clear up any in-
Further Discussion tentions on the part of anyone to pass on whether

a deleaate has a sufficient excuse or not. If
Mrs. Warren To the Convention and our Chairman, there is no objection to this, I offer

ng that since the power to give us amendment. We could clear this up and we could
our Chairman, would he give us some keep moving,
as to what he would accept. If we say

eed a doctor's certificate, Mr. Henry Mr. C
4.i.,_i. »u,i I.. ij ,1 ..„ ent, we request.for one example? I think that

some of this if he would give us
as to what he thought would be a

for us as delegates.

shed on th
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that opportunity to make tre r i rs t mi s ta ke ,
ana ^^ _ Hayes Then, if that be the case, I had al-

ile they had passed No. 2, if

ig the quorum from sixty-sever
. . _ 's too late to bring that bact

Well, I just think that I have enough r hsri slrpsdu rirswn un thp amendment, but it wa!
this body to think that they re not joing ^j while you were voting on it.

nd , by force of arms, grab a delegate
first oc(

ready drawn up--
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I think we ought to go on with the. ..turn down containing a similar rule.
this amendment, because we that were on the Rules
Committee have gone over these things very care- Mr. Le:'reton Mr. Chairman and Mr. Stagg, I have
fully. I know some of them you are going to ob- no objection to your rule, but I merely wanted to

ject to, but right now I think you're nitpicking point out that I think it's rather ambiguous. It

on these technical things. I think it should be says, "for permission to leave the convention", and
left to the discretion of the Chairman, not to I didn't know whether you want to cons ider--what
the members, on this particular thing. It's do you mean by leaving the convention? When we

worked in other .. .we ' ve gone over a lot of other are in session, when we are not in session? Ex-

states ... twenty other states. This system has ample: we have rules in the House, I believe,
worked and I feel like we ought to go on with the read something like you can't leave the state of
work of the convention, and quit nitpicking on Louisiana while we are in session, without per-
these technicalities. mission. And I just wanted to be sure that no

delegate got himself in trouble. If he wants to
Further Discussion go to Europe for two or three weeks, is he violat-

ing this rule? I just merely wanted to bring that
Mr. Arnette I oppose Mr. O'Neill's amendment for to your attention,

ason that this amendment is better
Rule No. 34, which gives the Chairman Mr. Stagg I thank you, gentlemen, for the com-
3 say who has an excuse and who ments. The basic idea of the rule is

Chairman can always be overruled by that it will permit the body to conti
le convention. This is also in the rules. I work. I would say that also it is a

5n't think we need an amendment to Rule No. 4 prerooative of this convention to pre

lywhere. I think we ought to adopt it just as it penalty for nonattendance . Mr. Chair

Mr. Conroy Along the lines of the question of
[previous Question ordered on the Amend- Mr. LeBreton, I wondered whether this rule applied
went. Amendment rejected: viva voce. only duiing the time that the Convention is actuall

; No. 4. in session: that is, now, and then again when we
resume activity in July, and not in the interim?

Mr. Stagg I would think that it would provide

the simpl
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permits a committee to adopt rules of its own, and of the delegates, the convention could then p

I would think that the committee chairman and the scribe penalty for future absences or transgr
committee that you are a member of could adopt a sion. And I oppose the amendment,
rule about excuses from presence at committee ses-
sions. If some member of the Rules Committee will Further Discussion
sing out the number of that rule in which we allow
a committee to have its own rules, you will note Mr. Abraham f'.r. Chairman and delegates,
that that is covered. Rule flo. 57 is one of therr

but there is another one that specifically states
that a committee nay have rules o

Further Discussion

Kr . Tapper Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I see
no objection to the requirement that no delegate are going to have to do. Mow we've got a year to
shall absent himself from the service of the con- do a lot of work, and if we spend all of our time
vention without first obtaining leave of the con- doing what we are today, nitpicking on minor de-
vention. Although I do find a lot of fault--maybe tails. ..I'm not worried about what's going to hap-
not fault--but I oppose. a majority of this conven- pen in the way of the convention prescribing pen-
tion being able to prescribe penalties, when those alties for me if I'm absent or anything like that,
penal ties ... the limits of those penalties are not because I think we are all adults and I think that
outlined in these rules. This means that you could we can all decide what we need to do and what we
...if you decided that you didn't like the excuse don't need to do. And I'd like to get this thing

oving, and I urge you: let's quit nitpicking and
earing these minor details apart, and let's move
n with this session anc I move the previous ques-

in o|
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Point of Information has his plan for adopting these rules and I don

intend to try to change his plans, but I would

Avant On a point of information, rr. Chair- like to suggest to hir.i that many of us may feel

; rTTnderstood the Chairman to say that it took little differently about certain items that aren

^o-thirds vote to move the previous question. substantive, if we know that these rules can be

my question is this. ..I rise for a question. changed later in a certain way. By the time we

are proceeding under Robert's Rules of Order , get down to Rule No. 84, which deals with rule

I understand it. changes, we will have adopted the majority of ou

rules without, in effect, knowing what it will t

hat's correct. to change them. So, as a matter of suggestion,
would certainly like to vote on the rest of the

And I'm not sure if that is recorded rules after we've decided what it will take to
change the rul es

.

hat's what the Clerk, our temporary Mr. Henry Well, at the appropriate time, and

Mr.
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Mr. Velazquez The exact amount of paperwork and p^^^^ out to you, that one of the faults of t
problems is not as important as giving Delegate present constitution is that you can speak fo" j"'^^":..'^

'°
Jive Delegate Jones^justice j,^,^^^ ^^^ ^,^,^^3 ^„j ^,^^^^ 3„j ^^^^U ^^^ ^^^^^ ^„j

pages and not cover every eventuality. And I
xcessive paperwork, give him all the

needs . feel that, if we don't try not to cc

ize
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Amendment from a daily session,
and unworkable and al

Mr. Poynter Amendment Uo . 1 [by Mr. Bergeiron] . . . with proposed Rule No

on page 2, immediately after the word "convention"
delete the period. This is on line 20, page 2, Ai

line 20, immediately after the word "convention"
delete the period and insert the following: "while Mr. Poynter Amendin

ent r:o. 1 [by
mediately after the word--this is line 20 this
time--immedi a tely after the word and punctuation
"convention." add the following: "Leave for ab-
sence from a daily session may be obtained from

;ay in closing on this that, as Senator De Blieux the Chairman as provided in Rule No. 34.

brought out. Rule No. 34 covers daily sessions,
eas Rule No. 5--we could be in the service of [Amendment adopted: viva voce.]
convention for the next year. So this specif-
lly clarifies the issue, and I ask that you'd Motion
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I agree. Mr. Poynter Rule No. 10. Special Permission.
Special permission to sit on the convention floor

Further Discussion may be granted by the Chairman of the convention
to visiting officials of other states or of the

Hayes I object to Rule No. 6 because it re- United States or of foreign countries,
s Rule No. 4. It's really a subset of Rule

1, and again it would appear that we would try lAmendwent adopted without objection .1

treamline the rules, if it's an indication of

we are going to do for the constitution. Question

[previous Qaestion ordered. Rule Mr. Segura I just wanted to ask and suggest that
State of Louisiana in there.adopt
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the governor of the state will not be allowed to my people back home saying I voted for

address the convention? that they couldn't even come to the fl(

couldn't even address this convention.
lat it means, Mrs. is my worry.

ng as a convention and,
or a technical expert Mr. Staqq Well, Mr. Rayburn, I think the rule

or some other person whose testimony is desired by clearly states, just exactly as you read it, that

the entirety of the convention, the way you do that unless there was a motion before this convention
parliamentarywise is that the convention will re- to suspend the ru1es--and that takes a two-thirds

solve itself into a Committee of the Whole. While vote--or if it were in the Committee of the Whole,

in a Committee of the Whole, as a committee, this that then, only under those circumstances, could
convention--and the same people that you see sit- a person not a delegate to the convention present
ting in the room will be sitting as a Committee any petition, memorial, or address, or read the

as a Whole, and such things would be in order, thing; and that's the effect of the rule,

pari iamentarywi se--but while the convention is in

its deliberations, the rule against any other per- Mr. Duval You had mentioned that a two-thirds
son reading or presenting a speech to the conven- vote was required to suspend th.e rules. Am I not

tion is the nature of the rule and the reason for correct that the rules conflict that a majority
it. of the delegates to the convention can suspend

these rules and, in that way, of course, persons
could come to the floor? Is that correct, sir?

Mr. Henry That's Rule No. 85.

Mr. Triche
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with those that didn't want to come. Didn't want the rules at any time,
to come, what're we going to? We're going to

assess them, send the police after them, drag them [previous Question ordered. Amendment
up, bring them up. You know how I feel about that? adopted.- viva voce.]
Some of you that ran for this office, if you don't
want to come, we'd be better off without you. Why Amendment
worry about how to get them here? You might not
want them after you got them. Have you ever thought Mr. Poynter Amendment f.o . 1 [by /li . .j^.;..-,. On
of that? You might...! remember one time I had page 4, at the end of line 4, delete the period
one of the best friends I had in the Senate say, "." and add the following: "except in the Committee
"If you need me, send after me." Well, I needed of the Whole as may be provided by the convention
him. Got a trooper, sent to the hotel, cot him in accordance with Rule No. 65."
out of bed, held the committee up till we got him
dressed. He walked in and said, "Vote me V.o .

" Explanation
And that is a true story. So I say this: the
people sent us here. In my opinion, this is not Mr . Tri che I move the adoption of the amendment,
the delegate's convention: this is the people's Mr. Speaker. As I appreciate the gentleman from
convention. If you're going to try to hamstring St. Landry's amendment, it addresses itself to
and restrict, at the beginning, who can come here clearing up the language about when a motion shall
and make their views known, who can be heard here, be in order, and frankly, in my judgment, a motion
you are going to defeat this thing before we get to suspend the rules is always in order and a mo-
it started. And you remember and you believe what tion to resolve into a Committee of the Whole
I've told you. And I think time will bear me out. would always be in order, except in special cir-
We are here to serve the people of this state. We cumstances. But it doesn't clear up the language
are here to do what they think needs to be done, that once we are in the Comniittee of the Whole,
not what you and I. ..And the only way we're going then no motion shall be in order to admit a dele-
to know how they feel on issues is to listen to gate to the floor, the convention floor, because
them and hear from them. And I know we can go in the rules on the Committee of the Whole say that
a Committee of the Whole. We can hear the attorney when we're in the Committee of the Whole the rules
general; we can hear the governor; or we can hear of the convention apply. And we have to go back
other people; but I'd hate to see us go so far as to Rule No. 14 and apply Rule No. 14, so we get
to where the people back home think that we know ourselves caught in a position where we're never
everything, that we are coming here and we going going to be, by majority vote of this convention,
to solve all the problems without even allowing allowed to admit persons to address the convention,
them a chance to be consulted or to be heard. And except when we suspend the rules. And I suggest
you can adopt all the rules you want to. They are to you that suspension, the availability of sus-
no better than the enforcement, just like a law. pension of rules is not enough protection, because
And I hope that we don't get too streamlined. May you are goinc to find, I think, that there are
I say that we will leave the people back home think- some delegates here who are, as a matter of policy,
ing that we are coming over here and we're going going to rarely vote to suspend the rules. So
to do something without even allowing them to have you put a harsh limitation on the person or dele-
an opportunity to come confer with us, come up gate when you tell them you can do this if you can
here before us, come let us know their views, get a suspension of the rules. So I think if you
counsel with us, and help us. And I'm going to adopt this amendment, it will provide then that
ask you to proceed with caution with these stren- no motion will be in order to all our people to
uous rules where nobody can appear on the floor address the convention, except when you're in the
unless you are a delegate. Well, I tell you what. Committee of the Whole. When
when you was running for this office, you wanted 'on the Committee of the Whole
to get everybody you could to listen to you, and it out, we ought to offer ano
you better remember that. spell it out clearly that whe

mittee of the Whole, a majori
of t
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may be that we'll want several. That's going to

address itself to the committee and be determined
by those voting in the Committee of the Whole.

Mr. Henry

when you go into the Committee of the Whole, that

the purpose for going into the Committee of the

Whole must be stated at that time, and if we adopt
that rule, I think it might clear up any concern
that you have now.

Cue

Mr.
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Mr. Roemer Exactly. If you so wish, you need
to add further language, but mine does not provide
for executive session. I do not intend to have
such sessions.

Point of Information

Mr. Stovall The question might be directed to

you, Mr. Chairman. As open to the public, if there
are representatives from our various districts who
might be in the audience as spectators, and they
desire to speak with one of us, are the pages and
ushers instructed to send word to us or bring word
to us that we might go back and speak with them?

^'enry sir, they certainly a r

Amendment

1r. Poynter [.Amendment by Mr. Jenkins] On pag£
I, line 6, after the word, portion of the word,
'tion", insert the words, "including all meetings
)f committees and subcommittees,".

H r . Jenkins Mr. Chairman and delegates of the
convention, this amendment is basically the same
as Mr. Roemer's although it does include subcom-
mittees in addition. The reason that I offer it:
I think that we should consider very seriously the
fact that the public ought to be able to attend
every committee meeting and subcommittee meeting,
regardless of whether there is a hearing held.
And in addition, I think that on this important
matter, all of us ought to be recorded, according
to our thoughts on it. So therefore I move the
adoption of this amendment, and I ask that a roll
ca 11 vote be ta ken

.

Further Discussion

Mr. LeBreton Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
I think the subject matter before us is one of the
most important matters that has to do with the
passage of this Constitutional Convention. And 1

say that from personal experience, having headed
a Constitutional Convention workshop in Florida.
The state of California, the state of Florida,
stated that their open meetings, particularly the
committee meetings, was one of the reasons that
they were able to, in Florida's case, sell their
entire package to the citizens of that state. In

California, when they moved all around the state,
they didn't get the coverage as they did in the
Capital, so they lost the second half of their
convention. The point being that the public wants
to know what we're doing in committee and subcom-
mittee meetings. I -guess I don't know the speaker
well enough, because I had an amendment written
out and I wanted to get my amendment in and there-
fore I am very proud of the gentleman who put in

the amendment, though it was defeated, and now the
amendment that's before us. I can't urge you
enough and nothing that I can say is strong enough
language to urge you to support this amendment.
I realize that there may be some problems with the
Executive Committee, some committee of officers,
if we have one and so forth. There may be a reason
why they might want to meet in executive session.
That will be their problem, whoever is on that
meeting. But the sum and substance of what we are
talking about, is what's going to go into the con-
stitution. And I appreciate what Pappy said, but
we're not talking about who we're going to hire
and why we want to hire them and who wants this
job and why they want this job. That's not really
of any tremendous importance in front of us.
What's in front of us is this convention that
we're writing. And if we're going to pass what
we write and propose to the Governor and public
and the Legislature, it's going to have to be in
one hundred percent open meetings. And I just

really lean on you and ask you to consider that,
and I'd like to see this amendment passed whole-
heartedly, one hundred percent, without objection.
Because it will show the public our intent to
have all committee meetings and all subcommittee
meetings open to them. And I'm certain there will
be many times when there won't be anybody there,
but at least we will have said to the public,
"You have the right to come to our meeting, you
have the right to come to our committee meeting,
you have the right to come to our subcommittee
meeting." And I realize that in sections 56, 57,
and 58 under committee meetings, why there is some
possible difference in the rules in front of us
now. Therefore I see a reason to clear it up, so
there can be no question of what is before us. It

was my definition that what's before us did not
include committee meetings, because we are talking
about the convention as a whole, one by one by one
subject, and there's the section of subcommittee
meetings. So I think it belongs right here and
hopefully we'll pass the other section when we
get to it.

Point of Order

nderstan
Mr. Speaker, fellow delegates, as I

it, with the exception of adding the
lis is exactly the same

amendment that was just defeated by the convention.
And the point of order that I want to raise is:
would I be in order to ask for a division of the
question to see that this portion that we had just
killed could not be brought back in another form
in a substitute added to another technical amend-

ing of th Chai

think that's a constitu-
ing the same issue time

and time again on the Legislature, which does not
apply to the delegates of this convention at this
time. So I think that. ..I think that Mr. LeBreton

Questions

Mr. Perez Mr. LeBreton, do you realize that the
chapter which we are now dealing with deals with
the convention floor and that we have a Rule No.
58 which deals with committee meetings and then
later on there are provisions with regard to sub-
committees which shall do the same thing, the same
procedures with respect to committee hearings and
wouldn't it be more appropriate to amend the sec-
tion Rule No. 58 in order to have orderly rules
instead of sticking something into Rule No. 15,
which really belongs in No. 58?

Mr. L£ retc Wei Perez, I covered that in

I understood in Sections
1 the committees, but I

my talk by saying that
56, 57 and 58 it went
didn't want to have any delegate have the opinion
that this rule would prevail over another section
and if the parliamentarian wishes to tell me that
this in no way can outlaw having a public sub-com-
mittee and committee meetings open, that's all I

want, sir. I certainly am not trying to be tech-
nical over one section against the other. I have
only one point, ladies and gentlemen, and that
is to see that the convention, the committee meet-
ings and the subcommittee meetings are open. And,
Mr. Chairman, if that's your interpretation then
you word's good enough for me, and I rose in be-
half of Mr. Jenkins' amendment, I don't have one
myself, but I just want to see those three things
in there and if they are there, then whatever the
ruling is from there on as long as we accomplish
these three points.

Mr. Lambert Mr. LeBreton, you're familiar in

the last session of the Legislature; we, the Leg-
islature, adopted a revised statute Title 42,
Section 7, which was a public notice act. I think
this is what you have been talking about all this

[35]
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time
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Mr. Staqg
62 in your r

you suggest. . .

Mr. Lambert No sir, it doesn't. The heading as I

see it says "Notice of Committee Meetings." This
amendment incorporates the meeting of the conven-
tion as a whole, committee meetings, subcommittee
meetings, all proceedings, hearings or other re-

lated activities. That's one of the reasons for
putting this special section in. I've heard a

lot of people talk abou t . . . tha t
' s why I think we

have some amendments breaking it down into sub-
committees, committees, etc. I think this covers
everything, and that was the purpose of the sec-
tion. It may duplicate in some areas, but I think
it covers the entire convention's activities.

Mr. Stagg The question is not does it duplicate
it, but does it not supersede or find itself in

conflict with the language appearing in Rule No.

Lambert lat

Mr. Stagg "This committee hearing shall not be

scheduled less than four days from the date of

the notice to the secretary. This rule shall
apply when the convention is not in session," and
then we have a Rule B, which will be presented in

Rule No. 62 about committee sessions while the
Constitutional Convention is in session and how
it may be called. Are you engrafting onto this
rule a Legislative Act which is or will be in

conflict with this? And if you are--I think you
might be--should you not also pen language to

your motion to say that if any other rule of this
convention be in conflict herewith that this
rule shall apply. We've got to have some saving
language. We tried to cover all the facts you
iust said in Rule No. 62 A and B.

Lambert agree with you, Mr. Stagg, that
there possibly could here, and my main objection
here is to make sure that we don't omit anything.
And I think this covers everything. The amendment
that I have introduced, hopefully, may not, but
in a case where it may supersede, maybe you're
right. Maybe some language should be incorporated.

Mr. Stagg Without that language I can see a hope-
less conflict between one section of the rules
and the other, because they just may not agree witl-

each other.

Mr. Lambert Well, I agree with you, but I can
simply say this. I think this may. ..and I know
the committee did an excellent job, and I'm not
being critical at all. I'm doing this in a con-
structive way. I think this doesn't leave out
anything, I don't believe. It was studied very
carefully in the last session, and I think the
reason that this was introduced was due to the
fact that I think there were some meetings that
were being held by some public bodies where I

think some news media had not been notified, and
this was the purpose of this act.

Juneai Lambert, I wn be put
unfortunate position of having to vote against
your amendment, which I think is a good amendmer
unless you put language in there along the lines
that Mr. Stagg is talking about, because if not,
we'll end up in a hopeless problem of having ab-
solute conflict in the rules. Don't you think..

Mr. Lambert I agree with you and I'm willing t

entertain an amendment at this time to do that,
Mr. Juneau, if vou. .

.

Mr. Stagg be some time be-

fore we get to Rule No. 62, which covers this
problem, and would it not be appropriate to ask
that you take Rule No. 62 and read it very care-
fully and then append or amend to it the language
concerning the public notice act at that point in

the rules.

Lambert I have no objection to doing that,

withdraw the amendmentMr.
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Executive Com- and the budget and the other finance and adminis-
icts, rather to trative details; where the physical arrangements
I'm adding mem- are going to be made for this convention to meet

i to their duties. on a regular basis; they are going to arrange for

the purchase and rental of ec;uipment and supplies

Further Discussion and services; they are going to be working on the
question of printing and related administrative

Reeves I, too, would like to change the word- matters. That alludes to what we thoughtat th

lange a word
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you in favor of destroying the Committee on Com- in this state is represented on the Executive Com-
mittees and putting their function into the Execu- mittee I think that will have a bearing on my
tive Committee?" vote as to what powers I give them. If I think

some two or three Vice-Presidents are going to
Mr. Fulco No, I am not opposed to that. That have all those powers, I think that will have a

doesn't matter particularly with me. I have no bearing on how much power I want them tc

objection to the Committee on Committees. And that's my reason for raising the poi

Stagg, it seems to me that
favor of it? I didn't ask if you were opposed to connection with the matter under discussion that
it. it would be appropriate and proper to consider

both Rule No. 16 and Rule No. 18 together. My
Mr. Fulco I just said that I have no objection. question, sir, is whether you would be willing.
That doesn't mean that I favor it or oppose it; I as the proponent of the resolution, to request a

have no fixed opinion on it at this time. It's suspension of the rules to consider them together
immaterial to me and, when the time comes to con- and, as a preliminary portion of that considerati
sider it, I more than likely will favor it. a determination of the structure of the Executive

Committee be made. I think that would. ..if you
[Amendment withdrawn.] are willing to do that, it would permit an orderl

procedure in this matter.
Motion

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, Mr. Roemer, and Mr.
Reeves have suggested that perhaps it would be mor
conducive to orderly proceedings and in forming th
judgment of the convention if, out of order, we
took up the duties of the Executive Committee in

Rule No. 18 and then come back to the constitution
of the Executive Committee under Rule No. 16.

Mr. Henry The gentleman has withdrawn his amend-
ment .

Mr. Stagg low, Mr
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at this ti

rson Mr. Stagg, in your original intro-

number

Mr. Rov
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there is a question in their mind of how ti

tive Committee is going to be composed. Ar

just so happens that Rule No. 16 and Rule 1

are interlocking.

Hr. Wal We are issing them togetr
we discuss them together, we can offer amendments
that actually relate to both rules in one amendment
if you are discussing them together. And I ask
your favorable consideration. Thank you.

Further Discussion

r. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con-
ention, the important thing under consideration
ere is what the duties of this group are going to

e. Any time you create a political body the most
mportant .hing to consider is what it's function
s going to be. If we were going to set up local
ity councils it would be for certain designatedt would be for certa

purposes, and then we would decide how many membe
we are going to have on it. If we were going to

sec up a court system, we'd designate certain pur
poses in line with the Judicial Branch of govern-
ment, then we would determine how many people and
of what nature to carry out these functions. The
importance of the Executive Committee to this con
vention is to fulfill certain functions. Until
we know what those functions are, it's irrelvant
to talk about the size. If we give them very few
duties, you may only need to have a small number
of people on it. If we give them large and exten
sive duties, it may be that we'd need a large num
ber of people. But we need to find out, first of
all, what their duties and responsibilities are
going to be, and then, and only then, can we talk
about how many people should be involved.

•ther I scussion

Mr. Burson The point that I attempted to make--
very awkwardly, with a question awhile ago--was
in essence that point that Senator Rayburn has
mfde, that I feel that most members of the conven-
tion would vote differently on the powers that
were to be given to the proposed Executive Com-
mittee depending on who's on it. That is to say,
if it's only going to be composed of a Chairman,
a First Vice-Cha i rman , three Vice-Chai rmen , a

Secretary, and a Treasurer, as it's written and
proposed to us by the Temporary Rules Committee,
then I personally would feel that the power of that
Executive Committee should be limited to certain...
by no more than those powers that are in proposed
Rule Do. 18. However, if the membership of the
Executive Committee were expanded beyond those
officers, as suggested, then perhaps they might
be able to serve the same function as the Com-
mittee on Committees and make committee assign-
ments. I would not want just the seven officers
to be making committee assignments. I would not
vote for that, but if the Executive Committee con-
sisted of those seven plus two people from each
Congressional District, then I might want to turn
over to them the power to make the committee
assignments, because as I understand it, the Com-
mittee on Committees would be made up of two mem-
bers from each Congressional District, anyway. We
might have included, in effect, the proposed Com-
mittee on Committees in the Executive Committee.
So, I would tend to believe that probably you need
to take both of these things up at the same time.

'ther

?tte Mel sfinitely
ought to consider the powers of the Executive
Committee first, and the reason for this is bas
cally, if you know what. ..if you know what the
powers of the Executive Committee are, you will
know what representation you need on this parti
lar committee. If they are expansive powers, >

need an expansive committee; if they are limited
powers, you need a limited committee. This is

very obvious to me. It seems you need to decide
the size of the committee from what the committee
does. If the committee has unlimited powers to
do many, many different things, then you ought to
have representation--one member from each Congres-
sional District wouldn't be enough; I would vote
for two. But, if the powers are limited to the
powers that are enumerated in the proposed rules--
and I might add, these were unanimously voted on
by the delegates who were in the Temporary Rules
Commi ttee-- i f these powers are limited to these
particular powers, you don't need this big expan-
sive Executive Committee. And I think we need to
vote on that and decide what the powers are going
to be before we decide how much representation we

Further Discussion

Tipaqne Fel delegates, is set
the rules by the Rules Committee, the Executive
Committee is very administrative in its nature.
The Committee on Committees was set up. I just
want to point out to some of you, I think some-
thing is working out here where the Committee on
Committees is pretty soon going to be eliminated,
and unless somebody can tell me just which one of
these motions is going to be voted on, this talk I

heard about they're going to combine them and they're
going to vote them, this cannot be done. You're
either going to vote on one or the other, and I

think somebody's about to pull the wool over our
eyes, if you don't watch it. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Stovall Mr. Chairman, members of the con-
vention, it's a basic principle of administration
or architecture, of almost any field, that function
determines form. Now, if we vote down the sub-
stitute motion by Hr. Shady Wall and then go along
with Mr. Stagg, then we're following the general
principle of function determining form. Should
you go out here to Perry Segura and ask him to

build you a building, you'd do it because you had
a particular function in mind. You don't say,
"Perry, build me a building," and then determine
what the function is going to be, and it seems
to me that this is the key point at the present
time. Let's determine the. function and then get
on with the business of form. And this means that
we would vote against the amendment presented by
Mr. Wall and proceed with the amendment as pro-
posed by Mr. Stagg. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman and members of this
convention and fellow Americans, I think it would
be horrible to say that we have a family of all

the delegates here and then say we're going to
cut some of them off from the dinner table. If

any here that had more in his family than the
designated number by the Rules Committee, would
you say they couldn't have dinner because it's
not a workable thing? I'm gonna ask you to con-
sider two representatives from each Congressional
District and I'd like to say to you, I'm not in

the running for anything. I don't want to be on
the Executive Committee because I want to work
with the people in my area and let them know what's
going on in the convention, so I don't want to be
with you all the time. But I'm going to ask you
in the interest of justice and the interest of the
people that you will give us all a fair shake and
give two from each Congressional District. I

thdnk you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

rise to oppose Mr. Wall's substitute motion. I

do so, because I think we're at the very crux of
our deliberations with respect to the organization

[41]
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and future functioning of this convention. Mr. case may be would tend to remove the powers of the
Stagg has already pointed out in his explanation of Committee on Committees. Now, I, for one, am not
the Rules Committee recommendation, that that rec- in favor of changing the. ..I'm in favor of the
ommendation was designed to decentralize the power Committee on Committees' method that the Rules
of this convention. We felt that if we had an all- Committee has adopted, but I do believe that even
powerful Executive Committee with the power not with the so-called limited powers that you have
only to run the convention but to select the com- given to the Executive Committee, you overlook
mittees of the convention, then the rest of us the fact that the Executive Committee has the
might as well go home and wait for the call of the power to hire all the staff in this convention.
Executive Committee to perform whatever function And one of the most important things, to my way
they might desire to hand out to us from time to of thinking, in the development of this convention
time. It was the feeling of the Rules Committee is to have a good staff, and I question whether
that the very heart of this convention had to be or not we shouldn't have a larger Executive Commit-
the substantive committees who would work on the tee, if only for the purpose of determining who
new sections and articles and parts of the Consti- a good staff should consist of.
tution, and that it was essential in the selection
of those committees that we have a democratic Mr. Kean As I understood Mr. Velazquez's question,
process by which the members would be named. It he asked me whether or not I thought the effort
was. ..it was our feeling that if we provided a to enlarge the Executive Committee would lead to
democratic process by which the committees were doing away with the Committee on Committees and
sel ected. . . we ' ve done a good deal of talk here put in the hands of the Executive Committee the
about representation from Congressional Districts. authority to name the members of the substantive
The Committee on Committees provides that repre- committees, and I told him that I did. And I do
sentation; it consists of two delegates from each feel that way.
Congressional District together with the Chairman.
And if we are in accord that the heart of the
functioning of this convention has to be in the
substantive committees and that's where we want to
have democratic representation, then the approach
adopted by the Rules Committee, in my opinion, is

correct. It provides a means by which democratic
representation can be injected into the selection
of the committees and the committee membership.
We felt that if we separated that authority from
the Executive Committee, we then did away with
this powerful Executive Committee that's going
to run the convention for the benefit of all of
us who've been elected to participate in it. And
we gave to that Executive Committee limited power
and, once we gave it limited power, there was no
longer any need for a large, unreasonably unwieldy
Executive Committee to function. And I think
Reverend Stovall has put his finger right on it.
If we are going to now vote to broaden the duties
of the Executive Committee to include the appoint-
ment of committee members, then I, too, would stand
here and say we've got to have broader representa-
tion on the Executive Committee. On the other and responsibilities of the Executive Committee
hand, if we're going to leave the functioning of and also to the makeup of the Executive Committee,
the Executive Committee as it is, in my opinion That seems to be a logical way to approach it.
there's no good reason that can be advanced by We can debate it all at one time and none of us
any delegate here for increasing the size of that need fear about voting for powers and duties and
committee. I say, for that reason, we need to responsibilities of an Executive Committee until
reach the crux of the issue, decide whether or not we know what the makeup is, or vice versa. And
we wish to leave the Executive Committee with if we adopt Mr. Wall's motion to proceed in that
limited authority as the Rules Committee has pro- order, we can discuss for the purposes of debate,
posed, have the Committee on Committees democrati- the makeup of the committee and its duties and
cally elected to select the members of the various functions. When we get to the point of voting,
committees, and those committees select their own it's entirely in order for any of us to move for
chairman. And I think that if we follow that a division of the question, and we can vote sep-
procedure we're gonna have a democratic conven- arately. It seems to me that when we vote sep-
tion. If we don't we're going to have a conven- arately, we'd be in a position to vote more in-
tion dictated to by an Executive Committee all too telligently if we have had discussion of the amend-
powerful for our own purposes. For that reason, ments on what the makeup of the committee is going
I say to this committee, this convention, I oppose to be and what its duties and functions are going
Representative Wall's substitute motion and ask to be. That way nobody need fear that we put the
that you support the motion made by Mr. Stagg in cart before the horse; nobody need fear that
order that we can get to Rule No. 18 and get this amendments are going to come after they've noted
matter behind us. on the makeup of the committee, to illustrate...

after they've voted what the makeup of the corn-
Questions mittee is going to be. Nobody need fear that

the responsibilities are going to be changed, con-
Mr. Velazquez Mr. Kean, do you not feel that this trary to what they thought they would be at the
trend to expansion of the Executive Committee is time they voted on the makeup of the committee,
an attempt to destroy the continuity of the Com- So, in my judgment, Mr. Wall's approach to it
mittee on Committees and, therefore, destroy the makes a great deal of sense, and I think we ought
attempt by the Rules Committee to decentralize the to decide that issue now. I would urge that we
power and keep it in the hands of the delegates? should adopt Mr. Wall's motion so that we could

debate both of these rules at one time and then
Mr. Kean I deeply feel that way, Mr. Velazquez. divide the question and vote on the amendments
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therefore the vote will occur first on the sub- \ie do suggest to the convention that the duties
stitute motion. of the Executive Committee be as those are set

forth in Rule No. 18, subsections A,B,C, and D.

[substitute Motion rejected : viva voce.] And we move the adoption of the resolution.

Point of Information Amendment

Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Roy'i on p

the Secretary read Rule 4 at the end of line 28

ke the time to discuss and add the fol 1 owi ng--pane 4, line 28, after the
colon: "be composed of the officers of the con-
vention and sixteen delegates, with two delegates

< e n r

y

Actually we need to adopt your motion, to be elected from each Congressional District,
;, Mr. Stagg. in which they resided at the time of qualification

or appointment. Such voting shall be in separate
Motion congressional caucuses. The Executive Committee

shall elect from its membership a chairman and
itagg Alright, sir. I move that Rule No. 18 such other officers as it deems necessary. The
)w taken up by the convention. Executive Committee, in addition to such duties as

are prescribed by law or hereinafter set forth in

[previous Question ordered.] these RuleS, Shall:"

Point of Order Point of Order

, under the rules we're Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, I submit that the amend-
a substitute to the ment is not germane to the rule. The rule deals

with the duties of the Executive Committee and
the amendment deals with the composition of the

Mr. Lambert. committee. Therefore I object to the amendment.

Robert's Rules of Order ? Ruling of the Chair

believe that it would be in Mr. Her

Mr. Lambert
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Mr. Roy I was in the minority in voting aoainst Congressional District
that Function-form argument. I think it's out of whatever you want. But

place, and I think my amendment is timely at this time.

Point of Informati
the Chai

Mr. Lanier Mr. Chairman, I believe that we are
Further Discussion at a very critical stage of our debate here, and

I would like to direct this question to yourself
Mr. Duval Fellow delegates, I speak against the and our Secretary. I would like to have the
amendment for the following reason: I think the benefit of the text of Mr. Roy's proposal, for
heart and soul of this convention is its commit- me to review. I have the text of the proposal of
tees. The committees, the substantive committees, the Rules Committee and I think it would be im-
are going to be responsible for the drafting of portant to all of the delegates to have the text
the constitution. And I might remind all you of both, in order to properly deliberate this and
delegates this is the reason that we are here, to make a wise and intelligent decision. So, I would
draft a new constitution for the citizens of Lou- like to request that copies of this be made avail-
isiana. Therefore, I think that the heart of these able to us, Mr. Chairman,
rules is the Coordinating Committee. The Coordi-
nating Committee, I think, achieves a delicate Mr. Kean The Secretary tells me that he does not
balance and a very fine distribution of power in have sufficient facilities to duplicate copies for
a most democratic and efficient way. The Coordi- all members of the convention. Would you like to
nating Committee is democratically elected and have it read, again? The Secretary will read the
selects the committees to which we are all going amendment,
to be appointed. And these committees, as I said,
really are what we want representation on. Every- [.Amendment reread.']
body seems to want representation on the Executive
Committee. But what is the Executive Committee but Chairman Henry in the Chair
a large mass of people who are not going to be
writing this Constitution? And, therefore, I Further Discussion
think that we should place our emphasis on the
committees. If you have an Executive Committee Mr. Roemer Mr. Chairman, I oppose the amendment
which contemplates the appointment of committees, both as to its timing and its content. I agree
you've got twenty some odd people and after they with those previous speakers who said that the de-
appoint committees, do they all meet to buy pen- bate in the last hour was for naught if this
cils? Do they all meet to housekeep? What are amendment is allowed. I also agree with those
they going to do? We have all this representation, speakers who feel that two additional members from
and after. ..and let's assume the Executive Com- each Congressional District would make the Execu-
mittee appoints committees. Well if it does, tive Committee too large. However, I would like
after it serves that function, which can be done to speak for the next minute and a half, not about
very expeditiously, then you have a large unwieldy those two erroneous aspects of this amendment, but
Executive Committee of twenty some odd people rather the fact that I disagree with those who
sitting here meeting to do housekeeping, which is come before us and say the Executive Committee as
totally ridiculous. We should, we should keep in presently constituted in these Rules is not power-
mind again that we want representation on the ful. It is powerful. I point a couple of things
committees. And this is why I believe that the out to you: First of all, they have the right to
Committee on Committees is quite crucial and very hire and to fire our staff. We know the staff is

important to this convention. going to be important to the success of our con-
vention. Some of our delegates have mentioned

Question the fact that we might expend up to two million
dollars in this project. As 1 see it, this Execu-

Mr. Velazquez Mr. Duval, don't you feel that tive Committee would administer those funds. I

part of our problem is a semantical one in that refer you to Rule No. 18, Part C on page 5, "The
since this committee has the title Executive Com- Executive Committee serves as the executive board
mittee, everybody assumes that it is a real Execu- of the convention in all matters requiring official
tive Committee rather than an administrative com- sanction." To me that makes this committee the
mittee? summit for this whole convention. All aspects that

find no other home go here. So I personally dis-
l-'r. Duval I think that is quite a valid point. agree with those of you who say the Executive Com-
By the mere word "Executive" it implies certain mittee has no power. I think it has a great deal
powers that may not be necessary for this conven- of power. I will admit that perhaps it does not
tion. have those powers as laid down in Act 2, but it

certainly has the powers that we have here in

Further Discussion these rules. So I make this stand--personal ly , I

think it should be expanded to include geographical
: r . Arnette I have to agree with Representative representation. I think two per Congressional Dis-
lenkins that his point he brought up was very trict is too many,
valid. We just voted to take up Rule No. 18 first,
because Rule No. 18 is duties, duties of the Execu- Questions
tive Committee. The reason we decided to take it
up first was so we could decide the duties first. Mr. Roy Mr. Roemer, isn't it a fact that the
If we wanted to decide the makeup of the Executive reason we're dealing with Rule Ho. 18 is because
Committee, we would have gone with Rule No. 16 the Chairman of the Temporary Rules Committee is
first, so I think we can go on and take Rule No. the person who moved to disregard Rule No. 16 and
18 as Rule No. 18 is. It is the duties. If we go on to Rule No. 18 and we acquiesced in it?
want to expand the Executive Committee, let's do Isn't that the reason? Aren't we on Rule No. 18
it in proper perspective. Let's do it in the time right now for that reason?
when it is due. Let's do it when we consider
Rule No. 16. It is very simple. This is the way Mr. Roemer His statement, if I remember correct-
we contemplated doing it by the way we just voted. ly, was and, as he presented the argument to us.
Let's take up Rule No. 18 first and not Rule No. that the duties should come before the constitu-
16. So let's do decide what the duties are. Let's tion of that particular committee. I agree with
defeat this amendment until its proper time. Once that,
we define the duties, we can decide how big we
have to expand this Executive Committee. We might Mr. Roy He asked for Rule No. 18 to be considered
want to expand it to three members from every before Rule No. 16, didn't he?

[45]
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! IS labeled Duties aware that we. ..some members want to deal first of
all into the duties and responsibilities and how
many hours we are going to meet and who's going

; just 'cause we to get paid and every little minute thing that
! agree it should happens to be occurring in people's minds, and I

(ou? have questions to this effect. Yes, I do have
questions. But, again, 1 feel let's set up an

It. I don't argue organization of the Executive Committee, two per-
with your logic. sons per Congressional District. It's very simple.

That means that there are going to be two people
iion on the Executive Committee per Congressional Dis-

trict, that's sixteen, plus the officers. If
!S and gentlemen of they're going to be discussing the budget, which
^e minutes ago, you I agree with Mr. Roemer is going to be tremendous--
ly to defeat a sub- three hundred thousand dollars is not going to

lich would have al- even start this convention, two million dollars
lowed the consideration of both Rules 16 and 18 may not even handle it. And I agree also that we
at the same time. Now, I submit to you, unless are going to be, the Executive Committee, dealing
you have changed your mind in the last five with many problems; however, if they are minute
minutes, there is no way you can with clear con- or great, I don't care. And I cannot reiterate
science support Mr. Roy's substitute motion for this enough. I feel that this is the time and
this is nothing more than a political maneuver point to get into the consistency of the Executive
to have you do what you just voted you did not Committee, who's going to be on it. And when
want to do. I urge you to vote against the Roy there, let's drop on down into the duties. But I

sbustitute motion. think there will be no problem.

Further Discussion Point of Information

Mr. Dennery Mr. Chairman, this question may be
more properly directed to you. Is the Chair
aware of any other proposed amendments to this

as
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we have two persons per Congressional District, it out of it.

will be taken care of. I don't care what they are
going to be discussing. I keep saying, I keep Mr. Reeves
repeating myself and I realize that you are tired we had orig-

of hearing it, but again, it's immaterial to me.

I feel very strongly that we could just eliminate Mr. Stinson
this situation.

You do
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Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. Avant to

Rule No. 16. On page 5, between lines 10 and 11

insert the following: "E. Any other provision in

these rules to the contrary notwithstanding, the
Executive Committee may, when performing the duties Mr. Burns Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
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Kr. Staqq You will hire. ..the motion to hire
individuals and to fire individuals would be the
kind of thing that the motion goes on to say, "but
no committee action shall be taken while in execu-
tive session." That the discussions would be,
but the actions of the committee would be in open
session .

Mr. Silverberg Well, then, Mr. Stagg, don't you
think that you'll be defeating the purpose of an
executive session and an executive session would
be useless because you will have immediately des-
troyed the image on anybody you dismiss or do not
hire, for instance.

Mr. Stagg Well, I don't believe so, Mr. Silver-
berg. It might come to that, but I do personally

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, when we are at this stage
of the game, would it be appropriate for me to
ask the Chair how much longer the convention will
have to occupy these premises on this date?

Mr. Henry Well, unless the members know how to
square dance we [are] going to have to get out
about six o'clock, because there is a square dancs
starting in here shortly thereafter.

Mr. Henry Yes, sir.

Mr. Fayard Mr. Chairman, the question is more
properly directed to the proponent of the amend-
ment. I would like to know if this amendment
would. ..is intended to also exclude delegates from
the executive sessions of the Executive Committee
who may wish to appear before the committee and
voice either a suggestion as to the hiring of an
individual or suggestions as to staff positions
that may be open for hiring? No, what I want to
know is, am I excluded from this executive session,
as a delegate of this convention?

of discussing it with the man who moved it. And
I cannot answer your question.

Jer to ask
mover to answer the question?

Mr. Stagg I would yield for the purpose of let-
ting the mover answer the question.

Mr. Henry Mr. Stagg, you can't yield but I think
that it would not in all probability keep members
of the. . . del egates to- the convention from attend-
ing any meeting, irrespective of what type it was
insofar as the convention is concerned.

Were you ging [going] to withdraw your amend-
ment? There is some rumor to that effect and
there's not any point in us dilly-dallying back
and forth if that is going to be the case, Mr.
Avant.

lAmendment wit

Mr. Avant I have advised the Clerk that I will
withdraw the amendment and will resubmit it by
adding the words, following the word "rule" in

the amendment, "with respect to personnel matters.

Mr. Henry Now is that the way? Again I realize
we are out of order, but that's the. ..do you have
that amendment prepared, Mr. Clerk?

Mr. Poynter 1 do, Mr. Chairman.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter The previous amendment being with-

drawn, amendment would now read: Amendment No. 1

[by Mr. Avantl. On page 5, at the same place,
between lines 10 and 11 insert the following:
"E. Any other provision in these rules to the con-
trary notwithstanding, the Executive Committee
may, when performing the duties assigned to it in
this rule with respect to personnel matters, meet
in executive session, but no committee action
shall be taken while in executive session."

Question

Mr. Weiss I think it's significant that the
delegates should be able to answer this question.
I ask Mr. Stagg, how many members of the thirty-
five researchers will be selected by the Executive
Committee, according to provisions of Act 2 of the
1972 Legislature?

^e"|-y Stagg, you don't have the floor,
but go ahead now because you are going to have
to answer the question in some point in time. Pro-

Staqq would thi that

and the fourteen research assistants. The Act
itself sets up that there shall be four research
supervisors who are deans of the Law School and
that also there'll be six members of the House
and five members of the Senate who'll be appointed
by the Governor. So we are talking about fifteen
in the Act 2. ..we'll be talking
members of the research staff.

It fifteen

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. Rayburn
and Mr. Fayard amending original resolution as
follows: On page 5, between lines 10 and 11 in-
sert the following: "F. Any delegate may attend
any executive session held by the Executive Com-
mittee or any other committee."

Expl anat i on

Mr. Rayburn Mr. President, fellow delegates--
Mr. Chairman, ra ther--s i nee you just adopted the
amendment providing for executive sessions, I

feel that this amendment is necessary. And the
reason I say that, I have served in the Legisla-
ture many years ago where they would not allow
a member of the Legislature in executive session.
Senator De Blieux and I with a bill several years
ago corrected that. These amendments simply say
that any delegate of this convention can attend
any executive session, regardless of what com-
mittee it may be. And I move the adoption of
the amendment.

[previous puestion ord
adopted: viva voce .'i

Amendment

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Mr. Gravel sends up amendments,
amending the original resolution. Amendment No.
1, on page 5, between the lines 10 and 11 add
the following: Now section "G. Perform such addi-
tional duties as may be directed or prescribed
by the convention .

"

Explanation

Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, this is just an additional pro-
vision that would authorize this convention to
direct and authorize the Executive Committee to

perform any additional duties that the convention
determines should be performed in the future.
This should be, I think, noncontrovers ia 1 because
the proposed rule is restricted to the things
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that are outlined in detail in the rules. This
would just give the convention authority, which
: think it already has, but I believe we should
spell it out to give to the Executive Committee
such additional direction and prescribe such addi
tional duties as the convention may decide to do.

[P^e Que

!S.]

Mr
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something here that would pit the metropolitan
area against the rural area of this state, where
they could not, or would not, have representation.
And I hope that you go along with an amendment
that was read here earlier, where you will have
two members of the Executive Committee from each
congressional district elected by the members of
that di strict--just like you elected the Rules
Committee. Then you would have representation
from all sections of the state. And if I under-
stand the amendments that are now before us, in the
event that your congressional district does not
get a vice-president. Secretary or Treasurer, then
you would name one for the Executive Committee
from your congressional district, but it does not
say that if you get three, you got to give up one
or two of them to kinda equalize it. It don't
say a thing about that; not a thing. Just says
if we can't get in, they'll just let us come by,
just pass through, us country folks. Just to

keep you from being completely whitewashed, we're
going to give you one; if you can get three or
four, that's your good luck. I hope that don't
happen. I hope, and they've said a lot about
a big committee, but if you're going to operate
on a big committee. Brother Stovall, let's forty-
five of us go home, cause it's a pretty big one.
Ain't it pretty big? We had an awful hard time
getting together here with this huge committee
we've got. But I haven't seen nobody ready to
leave yet. They say that we'll have at least
twenty members on all the little subcommittees.
Pretty big, ain't it, but we don't need but four
or five on the Executive Committee. I say to

you, I hope we come up with a plan that will give
every section of this state representation. I

feel like they're entitled to that. And I hope
that you will adopt amendments that will assure
that.

Bd.]

Closing

Mr. Leigh Gentlemen, I simply want to say that
the Executive Committee's duties as we have votei
them in Rule No. 18 are largely administrative.
I think that every section of the state should be

represented on the Executive Committee, but wheth
we have one representative or three or even sever
for any particular district, I see no reason why
that should affect the workings of the committee.
It seems to me that if we provide the Executive
Committee shall have at least one representative
from each congressional district, then we have
provided representation for the public. I ask yc

to vote for my amendment.

^e.]

Amendme

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [iy Mr. Roemer].
On page 4, immediately after line 17, insert the
following: "The Executive Committee membership
shall consist of the officers of the convention
and one member elected from each Congressional
District within a caucus of same to be held sub-
sequent to the adoption of these rules."

Amendment Ho. 2. On page 4, at the end of
line 13, strike out the word "constitute" and in-
sert in lieu thereof "shall be members of".

Explanation

Mr. Roemer Yes. The amendment pertains to the
Executive Committee; it deals not at all with
the Committee on Committees. I want to make that
point first. I don't change any powers of the
Executive Committee; I only purport to change its
membership. I increase it by one member selected
from each congressional district by that delegation
...one. The major point that I want to make is

that I'm in sympathy with all efforts to expand
the Executive Committee, because I disagree with

those of us who would say that the Executive Com-
mittee has no power. I think it has many powers
and consequently needs direct representation from
each of the congressional districts. I only dif-
fer with those amendments prior to this and those
that might come after who would have us expand it

by a greater number than one per district. One
per district gives us the geographical spread yet
does not make the committee so large as to make
it cumbersome. That is my only point. I think
it provides representation yet does it concisely.

^0^

Question

Roemer, since the convention just
<helmingly beat the last ame

provided for only one delegate to be elected
from each congressional district, and since I have
my amendment up there which calls for two, essen-
tially the one I withdrew under Rule No. 18, would
you agree to let the convention take it up and
see if it will pass?

Mr. Roemer Well, I would agree to that, Chris,
because I am in sympathy of your aim to expand it,

however, I disagree with your point that we over-
whelmingly defeated the last motion because it

had one delegate from each district. I think we
overwhelmingly defeated the last amendment because
it did not provide for one additional delegate
from each district. That's all I'm trying to do.

Now if no one agrees with me, that's fine. Vote
against my amendment, but I would like to offer
it as I submitted it.

Further Disci.

Abraham <e to speak favor
the amendment. It's getting close to adjournment
time and I just think that this is an excellent
compromise. We've had some people who say, "No,

we do not want to expand the Executive Committee."
We've had a group that says, "Yes, we want to

expand it by two people from each Congressional
District." So I think this would be a real unify-
ing effort on our part if we would compromise on

this issue here.

1 scuss 1 on

lere's been a whole lot sa

just one, one from a district, but I th
Hayes

Ik you
have to keep in mind that you have to kinda satisfy
the people at the Convention and I guess you have
to try to satisfy the people back home, because
we don't have sovereign power as we think we have.
You do have to consider the people back home, in

passing the Constitutional Convention. And the
more people I believe that we could have on the
Executive Contmittee, the more votes we would have
for passing this document once we get it in some
form in which we can present it to the people. So

I wouldn't be for restricting it to one if the
majority of the people here would like to have
more than one person to represent them from a dis-
trict.

Further Discussion

Mr. Alario Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates,
several times today, particularly in this dis-
cussion, members have come up and said that twenty-
three delegates to compose an Executive Committee
would be too large. I ask you what is wrong with
having all segments of life of the people of Lou-
isiana represented on the Executive Committee, to

perform those functions that are necessary to run
this convention, and to bring the document forward.
I ask you, what's wrong in having minorities rep-
resented? Well, this would be virtually eliminated
if we go with one from each congressional district.
If you go with one from each congressional district,
you begin to split this state apart. You begin
right away to throw the Metropolitan New Orleans
area into a turmoil. They will be pitted against
each other, because of the way the f irst ... because
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of the way the Second and Third Congressional Dis- based on two per congressional district and I'd
tricts are so apportioned. With two from each be willing, if you were to accept that concept,
district, we can accomplish the means and work out to go along with also having two from each congres
this compromise the gentleman just before, or sional district on the Executive Committee. The
right before the other one talked of. We need to point I'm trying to make is that we are not so
have all segments of the people of this state rep- short of skilled delegates that we have to elect
resented. And the only way we are going to do the same people to the Committee on Committees as
that is to try to come to some means and some we elect to the Executive Committee. This is the
agreement that will do this. I ask that you would only point I'm trying to make. Balance is the
defeat this amendment and help support the next word, not numbers,
one which comes right above, right next, that will
help to give the representation that is needed on Mr. A 1 a r i

o

Well, of course, this next amendment
this committee. that comes up provides for two from each. The

Executive Committee, to my knowledge, doesn't.
Questions

Mr. Henry Mr. Alar
Mr. Duval Representative Alario, do I take it don't even kno
that you would also envision us having a Committee ment or
on Committees as well as the Executive Committee
you propose? And that the Executive Committee Mr. Alar
would be confined to the duties as set forth in are going to knock out the Committee on Committees.
the adopted Rule No. 18? That would be up to the delegates again on the

•. Alario,
)w whether
So confini
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could continue to have the two representatives the contrary today and I think its the overwhelming
from each congressional district remaining on the feeling of this convention that we want a wider
Executive Committee. Now there are those who say representation.
that the Executive Committee doesn't have that much
to do. But I sincerely feel that C. under the Further Discussion
duties under the Executive Committee is quite a

sleeper, and I would like to feel that there would Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, delegates to the conven-
be broader representation. Therefore, I feel that tion, I rise in opposition to the amendment, not
that current amendment before the house of one in its construction but in the fact that it does
delegate from each is an insufficient number, an not, in my judgment, provide what I consider to

inadequate kind of representation, and I would ap- be adequate representation for the public at large
preciate hearing from the membership what is so °" the Executive Committee. You look at the duties
sacred about the Committee on Committees that we spelled out now, that have been adopted so far by

must continue to debate the present issue. this convention, as to the Executive Committee.
You find that they have more than adequate duties

Question rinht now to justify at least two from each con-
gressional district. Assuming that we have problem

Mr. Velazquez Do you think that if the Committee of politics in the various congressional districts-
on Committees serves no purpose whatsoever, is of you have urban vs. renewal, you have the element
no value, and has no effect, how come everybody of race, you have the element of sex, all taken
wants to gut it? Now neither Matthew, Mark, Luke iito cons i derati on-- i t is my judgment that we
nor John was appointed to the Rules Committee; would be far better off if we were to expand it

human beings were elected to the Rules Committee. to at least two per congressional district rather
And they were put together to set up a balanced than as proposed under the present amendment,
document which would be fair to all the citizens Therefore I rise in opposition to the proposed
of the state of Louisiana, to all the delegates amendment,

of this convention and which would be fair to our
esteemed Chairman. One of the criteria that we Further Discussion

always took was: let's not
n b a r a s s

;ss ,

ever pu
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person can't be represented. I'm not a politician,
or I will put it this way, I may have grown up in
politics and been a politician, but I'm not a big
politician. The only office I've ever held in my
life is a member of the Democratic executive Com-
mittee in Winnfield, or Winn Parish, and this par-
ticular position I hold now. And I cannot accept
that this convention is controlled, or there is
an attempt to control it. And I simply feel, again,
that we, if you are for the people of the state of
Louisiana and if you told the folks in your dis-
trict that you were going to represent them.
Baby, you'd better vote number one down, as far as
one person per congres s iongl district, 'cause you're
not representing the people that you agreed that
you were going to be representing; you're represent-
ing only one person. If you agree that we need
more representation per congressional district,
anrJ if you told your people, if you told your peo-
ple in your heart that you were going to represent
them, and those are the people that really count,
then you're going to vote for two per congressional
district. Thank you.

[previous Question ordered.

2

Closing

Roeir ly close briefly by saying
that the rhetorical overkill of this cor
is amazing. We had a succession of some eleven
speakers who all agreed one with the other. The
number eleventh one sounded like the first one.
I might address a few remarks to their statements.
First of all, as regards the infighting in Orleans,
It was suggested that if we only take one from
each congressional district, we would pit one part
Of New Orleans against another. My suggestion miqh
be If we elect two members from each congressional
district, we might pit two parts of New Orleans
against each other. I think they are doomed to
be pitted. My meaning and intent was simply this-
we all agree the committee needs to be expanded
My purpose in expanding it by one is to get state-wide representation

, not by two, so thereby thecommittee will be of size enough that the adminis-
tration of a cc
linistration

can be handled. The ad-
/ention can be handled. Anthat IS the job of the Executive- Committee, .„ =administration of a convention. One person gives

onnnnh r'5* representation, yet makes it smallenough to do just that.

[Amendwents rejected: viva voce ad-

[54]
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than Id do. But there is one thing that I

am particularly concerned with and that is by
our actions, are we going to gain greater con-
fidence of the people of this state by putting
on eight more, that is, sixteen more people on
the Executive Committee who, in my opinion, won't
do any more good that the seven that we have that
we will select. If they are going to be an admini
trative committee, administrative or works econom-
ically, because I think as it has been seen in the
past, the people are more afraid of what we are
going to do to their pocketbooks than what we
are going to do to their personal liberties.
Now, I just want to stress that particular point.
The more I look at these rules, although I had
impressions to start with, the more I'm convinced
that this Rules Committee did a little better
job than I thought they did. I know they worked
hard at it because I was there part of the time,
and I heard part of the discussion. There are a

few things that I think that maybe we ought to
kinda check on--maybe do a little bit different.
Some of the things that they might have missed,
but overall they did a pretty good job, and I

think it was an independent job. I hope that we
can make this Convent i on ... that is, at least
lead the public to the conclusion that this Con-
vention is an open, independent Convention, and
that we are going to be working in their interest
rather than our interest or somebody else's. I

think, and I just ask you, let's don't go clutteri
up our Executive Committee with a lot of additiona
people, which I don't think we need.

Questions

Mr. Velazquez Mr. De Blieux, do you believe that
democracy is greater served by decreasing the
number of representatives of the people?

Mr. De Blieux It depends on what those people
do after they are selected, Mr. Velazquez. That's
the point. I've known a lot of people that can
still be undemocratic in their actions and some
few people can be more democratic. It all depends

ik that the peoplMr. Velazquez Do you no
of the state would be mor
the final draft of this Constitution, if they
thought that they had significant representation
on every level of the Convention, rather than de-
creasing the size or keeping the size of the Execi
tive Board at a smaller number which might not
end up being representative of all discordant
interest in the state?

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Velazquez, I can go along witf
increasing the Executive Committee to insure that
every Congressional District can have at least
one representative. But, I think that when you
get it beyond that point, you are stretching it a

litfle bit too far. I don't know that two addi-
tional people would be any better than three
additional people from each Congressional District
If you. ..why not put the whole Convention on the
Executive Committee, if you want to be sure that

jrybody

ith three, but

rese

that two is a

ippy to go along

, I just think that the more
itimes the harder it is to
qual i f ied dec i s ion.

Mr. LeBleu Senator De Blieux, I don't know if
this is correct, but I had understood that the
opening day session out at LSU cost $20,000. Pat
of that was for rent of the building out there.
My question was if that is true, how could you
criticize the fact that $800.00 additional for
each meeting would be unjustifiable?

Mr. De Blieux Mr. LeBleu, I had nothing to do

[56]

with making the arrangements with LSU. I don't
know how much it cost. But, I can tell you one
of the things that I have been concerned with,
because I know in talking to the people that they
are very much concerned with how we spend our
money. Maybe it was wrong to hold that session
out there and spend that much money if we could
have found some other place to do it. I don't
know. But, there is one thing that I do know--
that the people are going to be watching our
actions very careful ly--and I just want to be
sure that what we do here today and what we do in

the future that it will be acceptable by the peo-
ple, because this is going to take a lot of time
and effort on most all of our part. I would
certainly hate to waste the time and effort that
we put into this and have it rejected, because
of some little small sum like this. If we can
assure that this will not jeopardize our con-
fidence, that is the people's confidence in us
and our actions, I would be willing to spend ten
times that much, if it would do good. But we
ought to watch what we do and be sure that we
don't do anything which the people can criticize
us for doing, just because it might be to the
advantage and the disposition of some of the
del egates

.

Mr. Leithman Senator De Blieux, one of your
comments in the objections was the money. And it
comes to mind the Constitutional elections that
we've had down through the years, and I'm not
familiar with what the statewide cost is, but
I know what it is in a parish such as the size of
Jefferson. It's enormous. I think with an
expenditure of moneys for committee meetings, I

think we're being shortsighted, because I feel
with a good Constitution, properly written, I

think in the long run, this S800.00 committee
meeting will actually mean nothing. Do you
agree with that? Do you not agree with that.
Senator?

Mr. De Bl ieux I agree with you on that. Repre-
sentative Leithman. I'd say this. That it's
not the amount of money that disturbs me in this
respect. But it is whether or not it is necessary
expenditure of money. Whether or not that we are
doing something that the people as a whole can
benefit from. And my opinion, from the way I

read the rules, the way that they are presently
set up, that the seven man Executive Committee
can do the job which will only cost whenever they
meet and they are going to have a lot of work to
do and a lot of meetings to attend to if they do
their job right. It's only going to cost us
$350.00 at the time that they meet. In fact of
the business, it will cost less than that because
as you well know, our Chairman has said. ..has said
that since he is the Speaker of the House he will
not be on a per diem. But if we go and load up
the Executive Committee just to give somebody else
some position, and increase our cost by $800.00
every time they meet, over a period of time that
is going to be pointed out by somebody that doesn't
like the idea. You can bet your bottom dollar
on that. And we've had some pretty close elections
in this state, and I just want to be sure we
don't lose the confidence of the people by some
little small action like this, rather than on
some big issue that we might be engaged in. And
I tell you this. An election in the state right
now costs pretty close to ... statewide election,
a million dollars.

Mr. Leithman And, Senator, you touched on another
point that I'm glad you did regarding the public
confidence and what have you. And of course, I'm
here representing the people of my parish as you
are. We have some 350,000 people. The way, with
one per Congressional District, it is very apparent
that the second largest parish in the state would
have no representation on its Executive Committee.
I think the people would look at this from my
parish, the 350,000 people, with strong emotions
if they are not represented on something so
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important as an Executive Committee. And of forty-five dollars so far. Do you realize that?
course, the point that I'm trying to make is that
we are trying to get a good Constitution together, Mr. Henry Let's proceed orderly, ladies and
but also we are trying to get every big group and gentlemen. Mr. Guidry.
every segment of the state behind the ratification.
And I think my parish will look at this with very, Mr. De Blieux Representative Guidry, I would
very down eyes, really, if we did not have any say that you and I both are going to cost the
representation on such an important committee. Do state a lot more than that forty-five dollars
you agree on the ratification and pleasing the before we are through with this Convention.
people back home, sir?

Mr. J. Jackson Senator, you know I can under-
Hr . De Bl ieux That's why I am concerned with stand your concern about finances, but let me
more than anything is pleasing the people back suggest to you that in the act that provided for
home about this. But I can say this that there the Constitution for the calling of this Convention
will be a lot of parishes that won't have repre- and the composition of this Convention, you know,
sentation on the Executive Committee, even if we could have very well said that 105 representative
this amendment is passed. districts could have represented every parish

within the state. And yet and still we added,
Mr. Smith Do you perceive of the Executive Com- not considering cost, we added an additional
mittee having two primary functions that of being twenty-seven delegates to cover the major interests
a nuts and bolts type of daily administration in concern throughout the state. So I think that
function as well as that of being a watchdog com- ...you know cost should be considered, but I think

1 the spending of funds and so forth? that there has been a precedent set forth by the
appointment of twenty-seven delegates who also

Yes, I do. They will have a very receive fifty-seven dollars. Well, we could have
;ion. Yes, I agree. as a matter of logic and as a matter of repre-

sentation just went along with a hundred and five
I't some of the duties as far as representative districts,
listration of this work be delegated
• to someone else? Mr. De Blieux Representative Jackson, I agree

with the appointment of the twenty-seven delegates.
I think the Executive Committee I think that was okay. And I might say this, it's

can perform that function better and they will not the amount of this additional expense that I

have the overall say of how we operate. Now, am complaining about. It's what I would consider
that's why I believe that a small Executive Com- the unnecessary expenditure of this fund. We do
mittee could do a much better job than -a large not need these additional representatives on the
one could. Executive Committee. If they are talking about

the committees that are going to do the substantive
Mr. Smith Isn't it true that as a watchdog work, Mr. Chairman. What I started to say in

committee function, couldn't they meet periodically, answer to Representative Jackson's question, it

say once every two weeks or once a month? is not the particular amount here that I am con-
cerned here with. It's what I would consider the

Mr. De 81 ieu x To be perfectly frank and honest unnecessary additional expenditure. And those
with you, I don't contemplate the Executive Com- little things sometimes which can cause the loss
mittee being, you might say, a periodical meeting of public confidence, rather than maybe some big
Executive Committee. They are going to be in expenditure sometimes. Those are the ones that
session very numerous times. They are going to , get the most publicity. And I just want to
have to, to perform their functions. emphasize to you again, that we have got to

maintain public confidence. Now if this was to
Mr. Smith You don't think that. this small have represented upon individual committees, sub-

mi t
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back on some of the expense. Is it really expense? take place. I say, let's quit this political
I would really like to know what is the reason thing, fying to increase it just for political
that you are against the representation of two reasons. A lot of you-all have political motiva-
delegates from each representative Congressional tions, I have none. I'm not seeking any other
District. office. I'm here today to.. .and for the rest of

the year, to try to write a good Constitution, one
Mr. De Blieux The, what I'm concerned about is that the people will accept. If we're going to
1 ack of publ i c confidence, because I don't think fool around here and talk about the composition
we need those additional representatives on the we want, our district in order to have that
Executive Committee. district, which is not of any necessity of it for

the duties involved, I say, let's go ahead now
Mrs. Harren Public confidence. Senator De Blieux, and keep it like it is and not add sixteen more

nking about the people members for what reason I don't know,
are representing, or
people from all over Further Discussion

the state? I represent one representative district
which includes white and black. I intend to rep- Mr. LeBreton Mr. Chairman, members of the Con-
resent them all and I'm not even interested in an stitutional Convention, I rise very much in favor
executive position, because it's going to keep me of Mr. Roy's amendment. I think that this amend-
from having the contact that I will want to have ment will give the people of our great state full
with all of the people from my district. So, I representation on the committee that will be the
am looking for public confidence, too, and they steering committee; the committee that will work
are expecting me to come back and tell them some- throughout the Convention. By this amendment, we
thing. do many things; among them will be to take care

of the minorities. I hope that the minority
Mr. De Bl ieux Mrs. Warren, I'm concerned about interest, whether it be black or any other minority

interest will be fully taken care of on the Com-
mittee. That the matter of female representation
on the committee will be taken of. That the
appointed people as well as the elected people
will be taken care of on the Executive Committee;
and certainly geographically North and South,
East and West will be taken care of. I thoroughly
agree that the Committee on Committees should stay
in the Rules, however, when their work is completed,
the committee's work is finished. This will be
true with the Rules Committee, but it certainly
will show the public, the citizens of this great
state, that this Convention has been most fair,
because they are electing the people from the
Rules Committee, the Committee on Committees on
the Executive Committee. Each Congressional Dis-
trict elects their own representation. By gosh,
I think that that should remove any doubt that this
was a controlled or stacked Convention. Certainly
we couldn't be fairer than going to the people in
the district and asking them to give us, the
delegates, the Convention, who do we want from
the Second Congressional District, such in my
case? I therefore say to you in conclusion that
I think this is the fairest way that we can see

going to speak very briefly. I'm not, I don't that everybody is represented. Remove the image
get up on this floor much, about once a day. I'm of being controlled and with that we can go forward,
probably in the minority. I've been in it quite I congratulate Mr. Roy on a good set of amendments,
a bit in the last sixteen years when I was in the
Legislature; I'm used to it. But I always believe Further Discussion
in getting up and speaking for what I believe
in and speaking my convictions, whether you agree Mrs. Taylor Mr. Chairman and delegates, I had
with me or not. I was on the Rules Committees. a number of things in mind to say, but on my way
I'm not sensitive if you-all don't go along with up, Mr. Guidry reminded me not to cost the state
everything, but on this particular issue, we gave forty-five dollars, so I will limit my remarks,
a lot of thought to the composition and the duties But I would like to say, that I wholeheartedly
of the members of this committee who should be on support this amendment, expanding the Executive
it and I'm in favor of keeping it like it is; I Committee, whereby we would elect two persons from
see no reason whatsoever of increasing it, political each Congressional District. Why ... because I

reasons, two from each Congressional District. truly believe that this is the only way that we
The duties don't call for a large committee. I are going to get equal representation. As Mr.
think it would be unwieldy, not necessary. Do Jackson stated earlier that according to the act
you realize that we will have one-fifth of the that provided for this Constitution, one hundred
members of this Convention on this committee? and five persons were elected, and to take care
Those about the expense, it'll be fifty dollars of those persons who were not elected to represent
a day. That's not too much in doing the work of all factions, appointments were provided. And I

the committee, but they'll meet quite often. think in this case after electing the seven officers,
Somebody said they'll divide themselves into sub- that we ought to think in terms of other persons
committees, but we have no reason to know that. who will not be represented by those seven officers.
When you go to hiring the personnel, you're going 'ifou know, I used to think that we held the distinc-
to have a chaotic condition, having twenty-three tion of being labeled as minorities, but I hear
bosses. And anyhow, I think after probably this this today that you know, we have others joining
committee, after it is made sixteen or twenty-three, that group. I've heard so many identify them-
which it probably will be, they'll ask for more selves as minorities. And I think it's important
power. We worked hard on this particular section, that all minority groups be represented. I'm
and I feel like it ought to stay like it is, and talking about youth. And if we elect seven
not be increased anymore to twenty-three members persons; can you assure young Louisianians that
just so every district would have somebody on it; they will be represented in that number of seven?
the duties don't call for it. We have a Committee Can you assure the black community that they have
on Committees; that'swhere the work is going to been represented in that number seven? Can you

the people



Mr. Stagg Mr. Cha
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look at the Fifth District of which I am a repre-
sentative from that district, and find out we

have about fifteen, sixteen, or seventeen par-
ishes; without looking at that map, I know it's

in excess of fifteen; I wonder how in the world
we are going to sell to my people back home, by

having one representative or maybe not one repre-
sentative at all, if you go back to the old seven.
Well, I'm sorry, the Chairman's from my district,
so that couldn't be. But it could be for some
other districts that's not the Fifth District.
So it looks like to me and I wholeheartedly
support the endorsement of having two from each
district on this Executive Committee. I probably
have a feeling further down the line that it might
be a good idea on these committees that we are
going to have that we could at least have two from
each district, so the people would feel like when
they go to the polls and vote for this Constitu-
tonal Convention a year from now that they are
not being left out, that their wishes are being
considered, and that they are being a part of it.

I don't think the S800.00 a day is near as much
as it could be to spend a million and a half or
two million dollars in a Convention and then not
have the people sold on it and vote it down. We'd
be two million dollars in the hole. Senator
De Blieux, I think, you'd better think about that
rather than something else. I think that there's
been enough debate and there's one or two behind
me. I know Mr. Riecke would like to move for the
previous question, so with the permission of those
behind me, I think we've had enough debate on it.

I would like to move for the previous question,
Mr. Speaker.

Clos

Mr. Roy Vote for the amendment. Let me just say
one thing about this money matter and this com-
mittee being so unwieldy. I foresee that it is

going to be broken down into subcommittees and
anybody that was elected to this Convention can
come here and make money on fifty dollars a day,
is going to have a heck of a time doing it. Every-
body that I've talked to since the beginnino,
all for the first meetings I attended, all the
different socials want to get involved. They've
been sincere about this matter; the only way we
can assure effective representation and involve-
ment of everybody in here and give them an honest
chance, is to have two on this committee, elected
by the delegates from the representative districts
of this state, the Congressional representative
Districts, and two later by the Committee on Com-
mittees. And I don't see any point in saying
anything else about this matter.

[record .

122-7.]
Amendr. adopted:

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Proposed by Mr. Roy to the original
resol ution . On page 4, in Convention Floor Amend
ment No. 1, proposed by Mr. Roy and adopted by
the Convention January 13, 1973, in the sentence
which reads "The officers of the Convention shall
be elected in separate elections by a majority
vote of all of the delegates of the convention"
strike out the words "in separate elections" and
after such sentence add the following:

"The Chairman, First Vice-Chairman, Secretary,
and Treasurer shall be elected in separate elec-
tions. The three Vi ce-Chai rmen shall be elected
together in a single election. No delegate shall
be nominated for more than one such Vice-Chair-
manship. Election shall be by majority vote of
those present and voting with each delegate en-
titled to vote for three nominees. In the event
one or more Vice-Cha i rmen are not elected on the
first ballot, the Chairman shall call such addi-
tional runoff elections to be conducted as are

necessary until three delegates have received,
respectively, a majority of the votes cast. In

any such runoff election, the two candidates not

elected, receiving the highest number of votes
for each remaining unfilled seat, shall be placed
in the runoff election. All such elections shall

be by open paper ballot or by delegate roll call,
in the discretion of the Chairman."

_Rox

Expl ana t

i

The purpose of this amendment is to
re that we don't have a particular person

starting out and running at one level and, every
time he or she is defeated, that person then
jumping up and running at the next level, con-
tinuously on down. I think that the Chairman--
which is really out of the picture, because of
Mr. Henry's election already--but with a First
Vice-chairman, or what I think of as a statutory
Vice-chairman, that is the one that the act pro-
vides for--that that particular person and the
Secretary and Treasurer be elected separately.
Then since we have, in a sense, three coequal
Vice-Chairmen, if you will, I think everybody
who's interested should qualify and we should
get that over with in a single election contest:
that is, a single continuous one, rather than a

person running for one Vice-Cha irman . Then we
all vote on that, and there's a runoff between
two, and then we finally elect one. That person
may be defeated or some of the candidates who
ran in that jump in the next race and run for tht
second Vice Chairman. We go through the same
riqamarole again, and we do it on three separate
occasions. I think this way it insures that we
do things more orderly and that we make up our
minds more efficiently and go forward with the
Convention.
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amendment 1s an improve
Committee has proposed
division. I think that
that's necessary.
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Mrs. raylor Roy, there seems to be fen
questions going around as to the divisions. I

believe I know the answer, but I think maybe you
ought to explain briefly about how the divisions
will be set up, not necessarily geographical lines
per se.

Wei ides
simply that I

alphabetical order, that the Chairman will desig-
nate the divisions A, B, and C, for Vice Chair-
manships. And then, the candidates who are
interested in running in them will so state. One
might say I am a candidate for Division A. And
at that time whoever thinks they would like to
take that candidate on will ask his friend if he
chooses to nominate him for that particular Vice
Chairmanship. Then Division B would be brought
up; the same thing. Division C. And then, that's
what I'm saying, at that particular time you,
the Convention can get a bird's eye view of ex-
actly or the best chance, the best composition of
the Vice Chairmanship that you want. It will
affect the way you vote in the three different
divisions.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Roy, wouldn't it be more logi-
cal rather than having Vice Presidents A, B, and
C that we have second, third and fourth Vice
Presidents?

Mr. Roy Well, I don't think so, because I think
automatically people ascribe some type of numerica
significance or superiority of three different
positions. I think that A, B, and C is the best
way, at best we're only arguing about something
that's really not that important.

[Amendment rejected: 52-58.]

Personal Privilege

Wei to
forth the motion for lunch, but I'd like to make
a comment which I think most appropriate at this
time, because of Representative Triche's comments.
And I take exception to the situation that a

politician is equated with political compromise.
Political compromise is the decision to vote with
the apparent majority without a thorough compre-
hension of the reasonable results of group action.
A political delegate, which I hope this Convention
consists of is one whom the news media has equated
with the political virgins and is one who does not
accept compromise, but has faith, rather than fear
in the individual in a group decision. Numbers
have never overcome fears. Economic abuses bank-
rupt the state and society. I think this is some-
thing we should all consider. I would like to
feel that we are politicians, but at the same time
have different feelings about compromise. I move
that we go to lunch;

[cue
ru..]

Recess

126 memb

On page 4, immediately following the portion
of the sentence which reads "nor shall the Execu-
tive Committee serve as the Committee on Com-
mittees"--it was added by Convention Floor Amend-
ment No. 2 proposed by Mr. Roy and adopted by the
Convention on January 13, 1973--insert the follow-
ing: "The Executive Committee may divide itself
into subcommittees and assign to any such subcom-
mittee any duty or duties of the Executive Com-
mittee."

Expl ana t ion

Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, members of the Convention

there was some discussion this morning about the
size of the Executive Committee and the necessity
of the full committee meetings in order to carry
out its duties. It seems to me that there ought
to be some means by which the committee could
divide itself into subcommittees, and it may even
be implicit in the fact that such a committee
exists. However, in order to make it abundantly
clear that the Executive Committee would have
this right, in its discretion, and be able to...
some of its. ..all of its functions to subcom-
mittees, I offer the amendment.

[Amendment ad.]

Questi

Mr. Tapper My question is this. I'm wondering
if this amendment is germane to this particular
rule. Rather should it be, should we amend Rule
No. 18 to provide this? Rule No. 18 sets up
the Executive Committee and Rule No. 16 as I

understand it, sets up the officers of the Con-
vention. And I was just wondering if it wouldn't
be better attached to Rule No. 18?

Mr. Kean Well, Mr. Tapper, the only reason I

brought it up here is that Rule No. 16 now desig-
nates the Executive Committee beyond the officers
of the Convention as originally envisioned by
the rule. And under the circumstances I would
think that it could go here just as well under
Rule No. 18.

Schmitt Does Rule No. 55 to this
area? It states the Convention shall have au-
thority to create other committees including
special advisory committees as it deems necessary
and all substantive committees may create such
subcommittees as each deems necessary, provided
that all such subcommittees shall be created only
by a majority vote of the creating body. Does
that take care of that problem?

Mr. Kean No, I don't think it does, Mr. Schmitt,
because that rule goes to the creation of com-
mittees, additional committees by the Convention
and subcommittees by the substantive committees
and the Executive Committee is not a substantive
commi ttee.

Further Discussion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates to the Con-
vention, I rise in opposition to the proposed
amendment. My opposition is based upon the posi-
tion that I took on Mr. Roy's amendment in that
we ought to have an Executive Committee broad
enough to give adequate representation to this
Convention and the public at large. I can foresee
by this amendment through the use of delegated
powers by the Executive Committee to a subcommittee,
no limitation of power and a complete dilution of
the problem that we attempted to solve by Mr.
Roy's amendment. And I simply mean this, that a

majority of the Executive Committee could name
those subcommittees, excluding, if you will, those
that we attempted to put on the Executive Committee
by giving broad representation to the minorities.
Those based upon sex discrimination, urban versus
rural, so that we are right back where we started
originally. And I beg you to consider this amend-
ment in the light in which I rise, in opposition.
In that you are fixing to dilute what you have
already adopted by an overwhelming majority of the
Convention. So I ask you to defeat the amendment.

jss ion

Mr. Burns The amendment makes sense with me in

this respect. Some of the speakers this morning
have been talking about and stressing economy in
the cost of the operation of this Convention. It
would seem to me that under the amendment just
proposed that we could certainly save the tax-
payers of the state of Louisiana and at the same

[63]
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Mr. Avant And that would though, give them the each occasion when the Convention sits as a

right if they so saw fit to exclude certain mem- Committee of the Whole;
bers of the Executive Committee from any subcom- G. Assign, with the assistance of the Executive
mittee, as your motion stands now. Would it not? Committee, the delegates to their seats,

according to Congressional Districts;
Mr. Kean I don't view it that way, Mr. Avant. H. At the request of at least twenty-seven

delegates, a recorded yea and nay vote shall
Mr. Avant Well, maybe you and ! don't read the be ordered by the Chairman;
same language. I. Sign all official documents of the Convention

attested by the Secretary;
Mr. Kean That wouldn't be the firt time. J. Make corrections of the official journal of

the Convention, if necessary, attested by
Mr. De Blieux Mr. Kean, there is a question by the Secretary with notification of any sub-
Senator Rayburn awhile ago that this Executive stantive changes being made to the Convention
Committee couldn't do the same thing under Rule at large.;
No. 63. I just want to ask you, as I read Rule K. Direct the Convention in its official activ-
No. 63 that the committee can authorize as Chair- ities, including naming delegates to perform
man to appoint members to a subcommittee. But duties connected with the business of the
under the amendment that you propose here, the Convention;
whole entire Executive Committee must vote to L. Not engage in debate when sitting as Chairman,
set up these subcommittees with the membership. nor shall he vote on appeals from his rulings;
Isn't that the difference, so therefore the M. Maintain general control of the Convention
majority of the Executive Committee is going to Hall, its environs, and all rooms set apart
control who serves on each subcommittee? Is that for use of the Convention;
correct? N. Sign all warrants and/or checks;

0. Supervise the Convention staff, provided
Mr. Kean That's right, and I think they would. that he may delegate certain of this function

to members of the staff;
[Amendment rejected: 54-63. Rule P. On his own initiative or at the direction of
reread as amended. Previous Question the Convention appoint such special committees
ordered. Rule adopted: viva voce.] as ma V be necessary to perform special func-

tions.
Reading of the Rule

Amendments
Rule No. 17, Convention Em.ployees

A.
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think it's about time that the city of Nev

becomes a part of the rest of the state,
think this is a good start.

Casey, if we ev
going to meet fo

find us a

ore than t

s a seat
ould you mind that

place where we ' re
days in succession, an
where we are comfortab
being the permanent seating of the Convent
is that the intent of your amendment?

Mr. Casey I have no personal preference on how
the Executive Committee or the Chairman of the
Convention would determine our seating. Personally,
I think it ought to be just on a first come, first
served basis. If you walk in wherever we are
going to meet and you sit down and just be happy
with wherever you are sitting. And I think that
would be the appropriate way of doing it. If

anybody wants to come late to the Convention and
sit in the last seat that's available, that's
their problem. If you want a good seat, get there

Guidr Casey, thoroughly in accord
with your amendment. I really like it, but I

want to ask you a question which you may be able
to answer. Do you think we'll keep on being like
gypsies and move day to day or do you think we'll
finally, finally find a permanent home one of
these days? Where we can find a seat where we
might like to rest for the rest of the Convention.

Mr. Casey Well, Mr. Guidry, I thought the
physical arrangements were excellent yesterday.
I'd personally be satisfied with that, or if
good arrangements can be made in the House Chamber,
itself, I have no opposition to that. I think
it would be fine for us to find a permanent home,
however. Senator De Blieux has observed that this
discussion is costing the state some money, so we
ought to terminate it, sir.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendments proposed by Mr. Dennery.
Amendment No. 1. On page 6, line 13 delete the
words "and/or checks". On page 6, line 13,
delete the words "and/or checks". Amendment No. 2.

On page 8, delete line 10 in its entirety.
Amendment No. 3. On page 9 between lines 1

and 2, add the following Rule 25.1 to read as
follows: Page 9 between lines 1 and 2, the follow-
ing language would be inserted as a new rule 25.1
to read as follows: Rule 25, number 25.1. Signing
of Checks. All checks shall be signed by the
Chairman or the First Vice Chairman and by the
treasurer or the Chief Clerk.

Explanation

Mr. Dennery Section 8 of Act 2 of 1972 provides
that any funds appropriated should be withdrawn
from the state treasury in accordance with warrants
signed by the Chairman of the Convention and all
checks for the disbursement of funds shall be
signed by the Chairman and the Vice Chairman of
the Convention, or by the Chairman or Vice Chairman
and such other persons as shall be designated by
the Convention. The purpose of my amendment is
merely to clarify the situation so as to conform
with the rule and permit either the Chairman or
the Vice Chairman, plus the Treasurer and the
Chief Clerk to sign checks. I believe you will
all agree that if we have to have two people sign
checks, we ought to have four people authorized'
in case any one of the original two is ill or out
of town or something. It is basically a technical
amendment, and therefore I set it up so that it
amends three different sections at the same time.

Is the Chief Clerk
the amendment as a delegate?

. Dennery it's the Chief Clerk that is

referred to in the Rules as one of the employees
)f the Convention.

inqer Don't you think, in my opinion a

least, would it be in your opinion that the othe
authorized signature that would be coauthorized
with the Treasurer should be possibly a delegate
or an officer?

Mr. Burson I understand the reason of your amen
ment to conform it to the law, but would you
consent to withdraw that part that relates to a

rule that has yet to be considered? I don't see
pari iamentari ly how we could put an amendment to
something that's not before the body.

Mr.
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;rve as an ex officio member of
ittee on Rules, Credentials, Et
;hedules, but shall have no vot
)t be counted for the purpose o

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by f.

on page 6, line 30, after the word
before the word "and" insert the wc
Amendment No. 2, on page 6, line 31

word "quorum" and before the period
the word "thereof" .

the Com-
hi cs , and
e and sha
f obtaini

"therein"
ifter the
.

" insert

Expl ana t i

' the Conventio
lendment for cl

ily excluding the Chairman from be

ladies ar

this is just a 1 ittl
fication to be sure

that committee meeting, beca
stands does not make that clear
sure that the Vice Chairman has

[Amendmeri

Ame nent

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, you'll not
5 i n the middl e of the page the begi
duties of the Chairman, there is an
word, eleven, saying the Chairman is

line 19 on page 6, there is a title.
Chairman. In line 32 between 31 and
no title as a technical committee air

we ask and I move that we insert the
Chairmen" in the middle of the page

Readi

that on page
ling of the
iterl ined
i title. In

-irst Vice
32 there is

idment. May
^ord "Vice
I a style

ide the

21. Vice. Chair

3sence of the Cf

the First Vice Chairman in the o

lished by the Chairman as provid
No. 19E;
Serve as members of the Executiv
and carry out such duties as are
by the Chairman.
The Chairman shall designate Fir
Chairmen to serve ex officio on
three remaining procedural commi
Vice Chairman shall have a vote
mittee to which he is assigned a

be counted for the purpose of ob

airman and
rder estab-
ed in Rule

e Committee
assigned

St Vice
each of the
ttees. No
on the com-
nd Shall not

g a

the
Stagg

Amendment

Chairman, I move the delet
title following the words

No. 21". Take out "Vice Chairmen" at that
and insert the word "Duties" to make it cc
with the other parts of this rule, otherwi
move its adoption.

[7-e

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Poynter said First Vi

in 1 ine 3 and that was a mistake. I wa
clarify that point.

Mr. Stagg
as a style t

that the wor
line 7.

ighty f

-. Chaiirman, Mr. De Bl ieu
it conform with pre
eof" appear after "

X added
vious adopti

:hnical Amendment
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And my question is, do you have any idea or figure will make of these records in the event someone
at all that you can give this Convention as to wants a complete copy of all the proceedings on
what it would cost the state to provide a verbatim any particular day of proceedings of this Con-
written record of all proceedings of this Conven- vention?
tion and of the Committee as a Whole?

Mr. Staqq Mr. Rayburn, never having been a

Mr. Staqg Mr. Avant, in the Rules Committee member of a Constitutional Convention I don't
this same discussion was held. There were several know the answer to that. I know that when the
points of view expressed. One of those points of Secretary is charged with safeguarding them as

(now, when questions of Con- his duty, that I think it would lie with the
ights are concerned the courts Executive Committee to decide whether a copy of

pay attention to legislative history of the forma- a sound recording would be at the cost of the
tion of the Constitutional Document. It was the person applying for it or that a transcript would
opinion of some of the members of the Rules Com- be at the cost of the person desiring it, if it's
mittee, there were two on the Rules Committee who xeroxed at ten cents a page, then that would be
are Legislators. I think the last time I heard established as the cost to somebody who wanted a

them discuss it, they thought that it would take copy. But I don't know the answer to your questio
maybe four secretaries on hand at twenty dollars
a day, take twenty-five dollars a day for the pay Mr. Rayburn I know, but do you think we need
of those four secretaries or a hundred dollars a to put that safeguard in there where any one
day to transcribe the proceedings of the Convention. wanting it would at least have to pay the cost
There was no counterview to the fact that it was of it? We have that now in our driver's license
of historical and legal significance to have the application. Some attorney or some insurance
proceedings of the Convention in a form of a company wants some information. They pay the
written record and that is now reflected in the cost of that information, and I don't want to see
language of Subparagraph B. this Convention get placed in the predicament of

where some of our constituents would write in or
Mr. Avant Well, Mr. Stagg, are you telling me call in I would like a copy of the proceedings of
that it can be done for approximately a hundred the entire Convention on such and such a day, and
dollars per day? we have no provisions to whether we don't give it

to them we're in trouble. But I think we should
Mr. Stagg No, Mr. Avant, I'm not. I reflected have some safeguard to protect ourselves because
it as being that kind of conversation which took the cost could really be tremendous or we could
place in the debates in the Rules Committee, and be placed in a position if we don't give it to
that's why I am up here. To say why the delegates them of looking a little bad. That is the only
did it. And that's why they did it cause they thing I'm trying...
thought they could do it for a hundred dollars a

day and more than that they thought that it was M r. Stagg Senator Blair points out that under
needed as a historical record of the proceedings Rule No. 64, all written records and reports of
of the Convent!

Well , I say this that I agr

hav.
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Mr. LeBreton and a few of us, it might take two went on and what was said with reference to each
cameras instead of one? one of these provisions that it might be worth

a lot, lot more to the public in general then
Mr. Staqg We're going to rename you Mr. Leprechaun. what we've spent on the Executive Committee.

Amendment Question

Mr. Poynter Mr. LeBreton, I've made one editorial Mr. Blair Senator Oe Blieux, in order to defra
change on that, if you'd like to look at it. the expenses of, you know, it's going to be a

Amendment proposed by Mr. LeBreton to Committee very expensive thing, would you be willing to
Resolution No. 1 by Mr. Stagg, amending the original let us charge back to each one that comes up her
resolution. Amendment No. 1. On page 7, line 13, about ten cents a word in order to pay for this?
delete the words "a verbatim written record and".
(B) would then read for those trying to follow Mr. De Bl ieux Well, Senator Blair that's the
"keep a sound recording of all proceedings of the same category which I spoke awhile ago about the
Convention and of the Committee as a Whole." Executive Committee. It's not how long it ta

E X p 1 a n a t i

to say It, It s what you said here whether

Mr. LeBreton Mr. Chairman, Mr. Stagg and members Further Discussion
of the Convention, having read every word of
the duties of the Secretary, there are many safe- Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman and delegates to the
guards to keep a record of what we're doing. Now, Convention, there are two publications that are
in addition to that, when you say to me keep a contemplated by these rules. The first would be
verbatim written record, that would mean that some- a daily journal. It would be the minutes of what
body would have to take down every word that was transpires that would be placed on your desk the
uttered from the time we convened till we adjourned. following day. The other is this verbatim written
I never have heard of that in any body such as this, record. It would not be published every day and
a Legislative body or any other quorum. Sound placed on your desk. It would not even be printed
recording seems to duplicate a verbatim written in all likelihood. It would simply be typed up
record, you have a record on the tape. I can and at the end of the Convention, bound. A few
conceive that maybe the tape would break or maybe copies would be made available and it would be
the battery would run out or something of that available to the general public to come in and
sort, that would just be up to the person who Xerox or copy in any manner they chose. And the
operated the machine. It seems to me that we expense involved in doing this would not be
have a complete duplication in (B), and'then I great at all. It would involve the people that
guess one of the most important points I'm making took the shorthand and then check it against the
in asking you to remove these six words is that tape, once it was typed up. I contemplate three
I would think the cost would be just tremendous or four or five people involved. I think it would
to have every word. You think of every word that run no more than one or two hundred dollars a

we said yesterday between ten and six. I don't day, nothing like the cost of printing the journal,
know how many millions of words that would be and which in the House runs, I understand, more than
how many words have we issued today since ten two thousand dollars a day, but which I hope will
o'clock this morning. And I just wonder if it's not approach anything like that for our journal,
necessary. I certainly want to have a complete Now, the importance of this to me is not the cost,
record as much as anyone does, and I see the I think it would cost us some money, only a small
justification. I'll have had the experience to ' fraction, though, of the total Convention expenses,
understand it, but I don't think that the first For every day we meet, we're talking about sixty-
six words would be necessary. I think a sound six hundred dollars just for per diem for members
recording would be the answer to 'all extra pre- of the Convention. The cost of keeping this
cautions. Usually that isn't done, but usually transcript would be ininiscule compared to the total
(C) and (D) and so on would be sufficient to cost of the Convention. But the importance is
keep a record of what we do. So I ask that my that it would provide hopefully for generations
amendment be accepted on the basis of (A) to to come with the spirit and feeling of what we're
duplication and (B) the cost would be just out doing at this Convention. The few words that we're
of this world. putting down in the document only tell part of

the story. I don't care how precise you are in

Further Discussion writing something; it can be interpreted in many
ways. And what is said in the debate on this

Chairman and ladies and gentle- floor--not in things like rules, but when we get
3n, I don't anticipate that to the substance of this Convent ion--can be all

3 and putting in each daily important in future court decisions. It can mean,
ispired verbatim the preceeding literally, millions of dollars in the long run in

the sense of the rule that the court decisions compared to probably a few thousand
ill be preserved at the end of spent in this Convention and, more important, not
whatever method you use, I don't simply from dollars and cents but from the stand-
to run into the tremendous expense point for the rights and liberties of our people,

ind Representative LeBreton It could mean all of those things. Now, keeping
say this, probably if we a transcript is not uncommon. Most Constitutional
jrbatim record of the Con- Conventions do. The U.S. Congress does everyday.
1 the year 1787, we probably The state legislatures normally don't because what
3f expenses as it has taken transpires in the state legislature is not of
terpret what that Consti- enduring importance. They pass highly technical

tution meant. I hope that the Constitution that measures, not short, brief, concise documents
we adopt as a result of this Convention will last like, hopefully, we can pass. Now a tape is not
that long. And I hope that we won't have as many sufficient. Someone who wants to refer to a sound
court decisions trying to find out what we meant recording would have to listen to lengthy periods
because of the document we adopted. I think this in order to find something of relevance. That is
can be very helpful in that extent. You know you not the way you want to find something when you're
can waste money. You can waste it by dribbles doing research. You need a bound volume mimeo-
like I was speaking about a few minutes ago when graphed, xeroxed, or something that you can turn
you enlarged the Executive Committee. Or you can through that will be indexed that you can find
waste it in big lumps. It's not the amount that's the background for. I think this would be very
important; to a large extent is what you .spend important to the people of the state. It would
it for. And I think that this particular time not be costly, and it would give us a permanent
that if you spent money to keep a record of what record of what transpires here.
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Delegate Rayburn in the Chair the Constitution. I'm sure everyone understands
this is a very important point to consider. The

Further Discussion third point is, we went through our homework on
the Rules Committee and went through twenty-one

Mr. Roy To the Convention, I'm in favor of the other sets of rules to Constitutional Conventions
amendment of Representative LeBreton. First of held throughout the last twenty years. In all

all--and I'm not saying this just because I happen twenty-one of them, as far as we found, every one

to be an attorney--but I've been in a bunch of of them had a verbatim written record of the pro-

cases where you just, with even court reporters ceedings. The next point is, that whoever wants
there, you run into a world of problems and trouble a copy of this transcript and the part that they
finding out exactly what was said verbatim. I want, will have to request it and pay for the

think that what could be done with the sound part that they do want. Now, as Mr. Roy brought
recording as Representative LeBreton suggested is out, well if someone wants a specific section,
to do away with a lot of unnecessary expense. How I think it's be better if someone would ask for
in the world are you going to. ..and how are you that specific section of the tape. Well, this

going to index all of the thousands of words we're would be alright if everyone would just want
going to say? What are you going to say? Are you certain sections, but what's going to happen is

going to index something like Dick Guidry's comment there are going to be so many different people
this morning about forty-nine dollars a minute? wanting sections and so many sections that overlap.
That doesn't belong in a verbatim transcript and It would be much easier to have one master copy
stuff. I haven't found that the courts are overly and just let people copy what they wanted out of

excited about looking into the past history of this. The entire document verbatim would just
acts, and I think if an attorney is interested let the people take out of it what they wanted,
in citing something to a court, then it's very which in the long run would probably be much
easy under Rule 22--under part G of that Rule cheaper than to having these people come in and

No. 22--for the attorney to ask the Secretary to wanting certain sections and overlapping sections,
the Convention to have transcribed, and there's But these are the main points that I wanted to

going to be a world of conflict as to exactly bring out. Probably the most important is that
what was said.. Did the man say read or read or every other Constitutional Convention for the last

what have you? But in any event, you could attest twenty years did have a verbatim written record
to whatever somebody wants, charge them for it, of all the proceedings,
and send it up when it's needed. There's no
need from day to day to transcribe a verbatim Questions
record, whether you do it the next day or six
weeks after. There's just no need for it, and Mr. Juneau Mr. Arnette, I have a question for

if you're going to do it that long afterwards, I you. I discussed this matter with Justice Tate,
don't see the need for it immediately like it's because this is who it would effect, the Supreme
been suggested. What the courts need, the attorneys Court, and a verbatim record isn't a necessary
can furnish. I'm for the amendment. I think we thing to have. I think that for the future of
ought to adopt the amendment. the court and the state of Louisiana, my question

is this: as 1 read on line 14 it says, "all pro-
Questions ceedings," proceedings to me contemplates com-

mittees, subcommittees and everything else. That
Mr. O'Neill Mr. Roy, in listening to your pro- means all proceedings, procedural and everything
posal--I respect what you are saying--but what else and I think that it would be at the point
becomes of the recorded transcript to the pro- of being ridiculous. Don't you think that maybe
ceedings, once the Convention has disbanned? In a solution to that would be that we change,
other words, in 1985, I as an attorney write for a possibly change the word "proceedings" to "sessions"
written transcript of these proceedings. Who is and the only verbatim record we would have tran-
going to then transcribe the proceedings and make scribed then would then be the records we're in

them available to me? full session. It would eliminate all this redundant
stuff we might have in procedural committees.

Mr. Roy Well, I think under the Public Records
Act under that rule, it provides that this will Mr. Arnette Well, in other words, as I understand
be a Public Records Act that somebody could be your question, you're afraid that we are going
authorized to transcribe that particular section to have to copy all the proceedings of the com-
which you wanted and attest to it. I'm just mittees, also. Now as the Rule No. 22 is written,
opposed to the concept of a verbatim record being the (B) part says proceedings of the Convention
later typed up. I just don't think it makes sense. and of the Committee as a Whole. As Rule No. 22

Section B, is written, it contemplates proceedings
d the Public Records of the Convention and the Committee as a Whole.

t certification The verbatim written record of the committee is

Are you familiar covered in another section on committees. I can't
remember what it is right now, but it contemplates
that this committee may have a verbatim record.

I think if it's But it does not require it. Now this is covered
section. It's 58(A)

ur rules. I thi

Arnette, as the result of havin
ke this, is it possible that
1 be sold, the excerpts that
probably bring in more revenue

scussion than what the record would cost to make?

Mr. Arnette I was on the Rules Committee and we Mr. Arnette Now, this is a possibility. You
brought out, practically all the points that have colTldhave it maybe at ten or fifteen cents a

been brought out here, but the main reason that paqe, according to what the xerox copy would cost,
we decided to keep a verbatim written record was But this isn't what I'm concerned with. What I'm
for probably four or five specific reasons. First concerned with is exactly that we need a verbatim
of all, it would not be a deposition type form, written copy. Another point that has been brought
it would not cost a dollar or two a page or three to my attention since I've been up here, is that
dollars a page or anything like this. It would tapes will deteriorate after a period of time, say
just be a typed copy of what the tape said. Now twenty or_thirty or forty years; and hopefully
the second thing is, it's very necessary for future this Constitution and interpretation of it will be
use in law suit purposes for interpretation of questioned for a longer period of time than twenty,

[70]
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forty years. itten copy would

Mr. Arnette There is one other thing I'd like
to bring out that's also a very important point,
besides the deterioration of the tapes, there is

a possibility that since tapes do break, they
need to be spliced, and splicing you can leave
out words. I suppose sometimes words would be
garbled because of the splice and it could be
possible that certain tapes could be recorded
over. That a significant portion of the proceed-
ings that will be very vital to later interpreta-
tions would be lost in this manner. So thinking
that we should go along with twenty-one other
-•-'-' '•-ve done in their Constitutional Conven-

think we ought to have written verbatim
states
tions,
records

Mr. Duval Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the Convention, I don't want to belabor the
point and go on forever. I think that the pro-
ceedings of the Convention are of enough historic
significance to justify keeping a record. There
are other good reasons, particularly dealing witi
questions before the Supreme Court of Constitutic
interpretation. I think that this article pro-
vides an orderly means of transcribing it, of
having it attested to by the Secretary and the
President of which was set out in another rule.
Now I would be perfectly willing to limit the
broad language of this article, and restrict it

by some means as to the substantive debate on
the proposals before the Convention. Or even
leave it to the discretion of the Executive Com-
mittee what portions are going to be transcribed
But I think that we need this provision in here
at least to the substantive debate on proposals
before the Convention and I urge the defeat of
the amendment.

while making his decisions on the Supreme Court,
and I'm sure all of you lawyers here recognize
Justice Holmes is a very distinguished jurist.
It strikes close to home, my being a law student,
that a verbatim record would be an excellent mear
of preserving the work of this Convention. I

personally would purchase a copy of this verbatin
record, if the Constitution were passed or de-
feated. I think it's important enough that you
consider this and that you defeat this amendment
so that we can have a verbatim record of these
proceedings .

Questions

Mr. Roy Did James Madison transcribe all the
comments about Benjamin Franklin's gout and stuff
like that or did he transcribe the debate on the
substantive issues that went to the Constitution?

Mr. Madiso
is writings

some very amusing
he caught the jokes

Mr. Roy Then you think that what Mr. Jack Avant
has suggested is out of order at this time and
we can't wait and let the state archivist keep
all this and if it's passed, then let it be tran-
scribed at that time?

Mr. O'Neill I question the expense of transcrit
ing at that time. I think we should do it now,
while we have the opportunity to do it while we
are in session. I think the sense of a lot of
the things would be lost.

Stinson ill, isn't it so that i f

of this type in future
litigation there is a possibility with all due
deference to the paper, that a newspaper will
be introduced as what takes place here instead of
the actual record of the proceedings?

nan and fellow delegates Mr. Stinso

itself. I rise in favor of Mr. LeBreton's
amendment. I agree with everything that's beenainciiuincii L . i ayicc witri e v e i y L II ,1 ii y Lriat i ueeii

said about the importance of having a record of
this proceeding, if what we finally confect here
becomes a Constitution of this state. If it does
not, then I don't think anybody could care less
what we said here, if the people don't adopt our
final product. Now, if you will go on down in
this rule and read Section 8 thereof, you will
see that part of the duties of the Secretary are
to see that all records are properly preserved
in the Archives of this state. Now, my under-
standing this tape recording machine over there
is recording this on triplicate tape. So there's
,- ng to be three tape
the Archives of this Stat
ave com

Mr. O'Neill James Madison spent hours upon
hours at night transcribing notes of the Consti-
tutional Convention that was held back in 1780's.
He sat up every night, all night transcribing
word for word to the best of his memory, which
was very good, the exact proceedings, the exact
words which were said during the debate. These
debates were closed to the public, of course,
and the record was needed. Justice Holmes of
the Supreme Court later read all of these things

isn't it a fact that a

tape can be changed or deleted or such as that,
and you can only. ..a certification of tape would
be that this is a tape and not a certification.
This is the actual proceedings, isn't that correct?

M r. Champagne Is it not true that this record
verbatim would give us every detail that takes
part in this Convention? Is that right?

M r. O'Neill As I understand, it would give us
the detai 1 s of the Convention in full session.
That's my understanding.

M r. Champagne Then I would suggest possibly
that this would be a wonderful opportunity for
some of these people who come up here very often
to hear just what they said. Is it not?

^eill [f they care to that much.

Further Discussion

M r. B urns Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the Convention, I'm just adjusting my brief remarks
to the value of the importance in comparison to
the cost of transcribing verbatim the proceedings
of this Convention that will lead up to our fin-
ished product. If the finished product is not
sufficient in itself it will fall. But as far as
the transcription verbatim of our proceedings here
and everything that is going on and all the talk
of being any help to the Supreme Court in twenty,
or thirty, or forty years in the future, as far

as I'm concerned, I think it would be better if

the Supreme Court didn't have the availability
of all the things that are going on here. And
rather decided on the basis of our finished product,
though we've never been told what the cost for a

[71]
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verbatim transcription, but if it's anything like Mr. Drew I would have no objections, although

the suggestion, I would certainly say without fear I think as written, when it says Convention and

of contradiction that it's not worth it. Committee as a Whole, it would be hard to inter-
pret it to cover except the full sessions of this

[Motion for the Previous Question Convention and the Committee as a Whole.

rejecte
.

viva voce.
Mr. Jenkins Harmon, isn't this whole question o

Further Discussion whether committee meetings shall be recorded
verbatim, taken care of in Rule No. 58, which

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, says that they may be recorded verbatim, but does

I'll only take a few minutes, because I think not require that they be recorded verbatim?

there's been some misunderstanding from the
beginning of this discussion. If you will notice Mr. Drew That is correct, Mr. Jenkins. Whether

in Section (A) referring to the official journal committee recordings or testimonies are recorded

that it shall be placed on our desks daily, but or not is up to the committee. And I think that

there is nothing in this section that says that provision would further clarify what is written

the verbatim record shall be placed on our desk here that we are speaking of nothing but the full

daily. It can be typed up at any time. I will sessions of the Convention and the Committee as a

not yield now, Mr. Tapper. It can be typed up Whole.
at any time and I do think that we need the
record. We need a written record that can be Motion
certified to, and when this Convention is dissolved
and there are no further officers, there's no

one to certify it. I think that the three hundred
and fifty thousand dollar appropriation for this
Convention is so unreal that maybe it has caused
us to appear to be a little over thrifty. If we
were in session fifty more days, we would be out
of funds. So, don't look for three hundred and
fifty thousand dollars to cover the cost of it.

This is not a daily record, but it is a permanent
record that will be of great need in the future.
I urge the defeat of this amendment.

Questions

of course 1 agr

favor a--I favo
since the quest
would a motion
Section (B) of 1

exactly what it
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or shall be recorded. Certainly, that would be a "verbatim". Delete the word "verbatim",
tremendous difference in cost. I'm for keeping
a record, but not a verbatim record. Now, in Explanation
answer to what my friend and colleague in the
House of Representatives, Jenkins, said about Mr. LeBreton Mr. Chairman, members of the Con-
the fact that this may not be needed daily or it vention, I heard the chorus, but I still think
may be typed, year after the Convention adjourns, the word "verbatim" is unnecessary and again with
I again tell you that, having read Rule No. 22 the cost. As one member said to me, "Does that
from top to bottom and bottom to top, I don't see mean that if we discuss adjournment for forty-five
where anyone can say how often that's going to be minutes that's going to be," and of course it

written, how soon it's going to be written. I would be. And everything else that is said. I

could conceive that the session would require it see no objection. It's probably good to have
to be on our desks every morning. There's cer- a written record, but again I say that a verbatim
tainly nothing in here that forbids that. So I record is every word that is said from the time
tell you that the cost on this could be unbeliev- we convene till we adjourn, and I just wonder if

able. I am told that the eighty pages that was that is necessary. I for one don't think that
taken in testimony of Southern University cost it is. Therefore, I offer the amendment,
seven thousand, five- hundred dollars; almost a

hundred dollars a page was the cost. Now, I [previous Question ordered. Amendment
can't prove that to you, but I've been told that rejected.- viva voce. Previous Question
by one of the members in this room. And I promised ordered on the Ruie.]
not to use the name. So, I--when I tell you that
I'm afraid of the cost--I'm coming before you very Question
humbly as a member of the Appropriations Committee
and say to you: You've got to consider the cost Mr. Burson There's been a good deal of discussion
against the value. And if my figure are anywhere about the use of the written record in legal pro-
near right, I'll say to you--and stick my neck ceedings, and I don't see it treated in this
out--that if we have three hundred and fifty specific rule. It may be in some other that I

thousand dollars to run this Convention, about haven't noticed, but will the written record be
half of it's going to go for this. I rest my certified as the written record of the Convention
case, Mr. Speaker. by the Secretary? Because otherwise, we might...

lAmendwent rejected: viva voce.] Mr. Stagq In Paragraph (G), Mr. Burson, it says
that the Secretary shall attest when necessary

Amendment to all official documents of the Convention. And
a verbatim written record would certainly be

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. Juneau one of those documents.
to the resolution. Amendment No. 1, on page 7, I move the adoption of Rule No. 22, Mr. Chairman
line 14, delete the word "proceedings" and insert
in lieu thereof the word "sessions". [fiuJe adopted: viva voce.]

Explanation Reading of the Rule

Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman, I agree one hundred Mr. Poynter Rule No. 23. Delegation of Secre-
rew as what we intended, but tary's Duties to Chief Clerk. Except for certifi-
e darn sure that we understand cation of official acts, documents and vouchers,
we have a lot of technical • and service on the Executive Committee, the secre-

hate to appear a year later and tary may delegate his duties to the Chief Clerk,
says, "I don't care what you subject to the supervision by the Secretary,

ly, I want it transcribed". What this does mean
; when we're in full session of the Committee [previous Question ordered. Rule adopted:
; a Whole, that will be transcribed. When we
ive a committee hearing or a subcommittee hearing,
len you go to Rule No. 58 and that controls it.

just want to clarify that and that's all this
nendment does.

percent
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Reading of the Rule
Reading of the Rule

Sergeant At Arms. Rule No. 26.

tting, to
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Tforma 1 1 on

Mr. Poynter Rule No. 28. Recognition in Debate. Mr. Kean Now that Rule No. 30 has been adopted,
When any delegate desires to speak in debate or is it now in effect?
present any matter to the Convention, he shall
rise and address himself to the Chair. He shall Mr. Henry I'd like to say that it is, but I don'
not speak until recognized, and when recognized think that it is and I'll tell you why, because
he shall confine himself to the question under we are adopting a resolution from the Rules Corn-

debate, mittee. And I think that it would be improper for
the Chair to so rule that that beautiful rule is

[Previous Question ordered. Rule adopted: in effect at this time. If the body were tO
"it, I would be glad to preside in that manner.

Motion

is that in 1 ight of the fact
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Mr. O'Nein I agree with your motion, Mr. Kean
but I question the validity of it at this time,
because there's no provision that we've adopted
yet to suspend rules, in case we find that we'd
like to extend debate on this. And I find that
that's a problem, -too. It seems like this motio
las ito a lot of problems

Mr. Poynter

Reading of the Rule

?ule No. 31 . Prohibited Beh
?gate shall walk off the Convention

luring roll calls, nor shall any delegate
vay impede the business of the Convention
'upting delegates who are speaking, by use
3bjectionable language, or by engaging in

May in discourteous conduct.

[Pr Que Rul

Reading of the Rule

Mr. Poynter Rule No. 32. Questions of Order.
Every question of order shall be decided by the
Chairman, without debate, subject to an appeal.
The Chairman may call for the sense of the Con-
vention on any question of order, but when an

appeal has been taken from the decision of the
Chair, any subsequent question of order which
may arise from the decision of such appeal by
the Convention shall be decided by the Chairman
without debate, and all appeals therefrom shall
also be decided by the Convention without debate.
Appeals from any ruling of the Chairman shall be
affirmatively put, and to over

on the answering of the roll and the various ot

times during the Convention. The opening roll
call has been answered from all over the room,
and I think that's adequate, but when a vote i;

being taken on a critical issue, this Rules Con

mittee rule, that was the kind of roll call th<

Rules Committee had in mind.

Mr
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begins each day; in

lunch and come back
might have eight or
One roll call a day
of that

ds, if we recess for

Sti

articular

Yes , Sena

t

Mr
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Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Fiory]. On

page 12, line 3, delete the period "." and this
would precede the sentence added by Ms. Zervigon's
amendment. Delete the period "." following the
word "designee" and add the following: "and shall
bear the signatures of a majority of the members
of the committee." The additional language,
immediately following the word "designee" and
before the sentence added by the amendment proposed
by Ms. Zervigon and adopted "and shall bear the
signatures of a majority of the members of the
commi ttee .

Explanation

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, this is a

technical amendment somewhat but yet extremely
important in view of the fact that we have pro-
vided in this proposed rule that the Chairman may
introduce a committee proposal in his name or
the name of his designee. I have served on many
governmental and civic commissions and committees
in drafting legislation, agreeing in consensus as
to what it ought to contain. And yet when the
legislation was finally drafted, it did not nec-
essarily reflect a majority opinion. What this
does is assure this Convention that if a committee
proposal is introduced, it must bear the signature
of a majority of the committee members who have
read the final draft and does in fact represent
a majority view of that committee in the way of a

proposal. I urge the adoption of the amendment.

Question

Flory, Mr. FlFlory under Rule No. 60,
les all proposals submitted to a substantive

-ted from that committee
indicating committee action provided that a majority
of the committee membership present and voting
must approve the committee report. As I appreciate
your proposed amendment you would change that
rule as applies to all committees.

Mr. Flory Of course I would have no objection,
Mr. Perez, to amending it to that extend; however,
I think you're only delaying the pain. The decision
has to be made insofar as whether you're going to

reflect in a committee proposal the consensus of
a majority of a committee or whether or not you're
going to do it in the majority of a quorum present.
It was my understanding in the Rules Committee, I

may be incorrect, and I am not trying to speak for
the Rules Committee, but when this was under dis-
cussion that a committee proposal should at least
reflect a majority opinion of that committee. Now,
the only thing I'm trying to do is to assure in

the drafting of a proposal, when it comes before
this Convention for final passage as a committee
proposal, I want to know whether, it reflects a

majority opinion of that committee or whether it

reflects a majority of the quorum that was present
at the time that that proposal was heard. I think
we ought to be assured that it reflects a majority
opinion of the membership of that committee.

Mr. Duval Mr. Flory, I, looking in Rule No. 39,
and want to ask you what your interpretation of
it is. Rule No. 39 which we recently adopted
says, "a proposal may be introduced by a delegate
or delegates or by a committee on behalf of the
majority of its membership. "

idment,
spell ir

Mr. Flory That was the purpose of
was to clarify Rule No. 39, Mr. Duval, in spe
out that we would know as delegates to the Con-
vention when it appeared in the journal that it
contained a majority of the signatures of the
membership of that committee. Yes, sir, this
lies directly with Rule No. 39.

Mr. Roy Mr. Flory, in keeping with your argument,
isn't it a fact that what Mr. Kean and them are
talking about under Rule No. 60 applies only to
substantive committees and there are going to be

Mr. Flory That is absolutely correct an
ticularly if you adopt what is proposed h

the way of the procedural committee.

Mr. Flory We are talking about here is a majority.
If you spell out that a majority of that committee
shall make the report, Mr. Kean, we'll take care
of Rule No. 60 when we get there, if it is the
desire of the Convention. But if a committee
proposal is to be introduced in the name of a

committee, let's assume for example that there
are eighteen or nineteen members on the committee.
Ten constitutes a majority, then ten people ought
to sign that rather than having six people, if six
would constitute a quorum, six would be a majority
of the quorum present. If we're going to have a

committee proposal, it's my judgment that we ought
to have a majority of that committee supporting
that proposal. And it ought to reflect the
consensus of a majority of that committee. And
that's the sense of my amendment. I urge you to
adopt it.

Mr. Perez Mr. Flory, would you be agreeable to
an amendment which would provide that there would
be a majority in accordance with Rule No. 60 and
then when we get to that particular rule, we will
decide whether or not a majority of all of the
members of the committee or a majority of those
voting would be required to vote the matter
favorably so that we would have consistency in
our rules? In other words when we take up Rule
No. 60, we will then determine whether or not
we need a majority of the total members of the
committee or a majority of those voting, and at
that time we could determine what a majority means.
So that if you would be agreeable to amending your
amendment, so that it would provide that a majority
as provided in Rule No. 60, would you be agreeable
to that?

Further Discussion

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of the Convention, as I understand that,
particularly this Rule No. 40 that we are adopting
now, that means that all proposals submitted by
delegates will have to be introduced, that is
there's no prefiling or anything of that sort,
will have to be introduced after July the fifth,
1973. That all of the committee proposals which
will automatically be the first matters of the
Convention will be, you might say, prefiled, they
would have to be in order for us to get them out
as the amendment we've just adopted by June 22nd.
And then we can come to the Convention with our
own proposals after we've read the other proposals
for changes and submit our own proposals to the
Convention. I think that's the sense of that rule,
and I just wanted to be sure I understood it.

Oues

M r. Guidry Mr. Stagg, I don't see any provisions
for minority proposals on here. I do see a pro-
vision in Rule 60 on substantive committees but
how about on a procedural committee? Are you
entitled to a minority report, a minority proposal

. Stagg In paragraph sixty I know or I ha\
jrd, Mr. Guidry, that there will be an amenc
;n we get the Rule No. 60 to strike out the
'd "substantive" in line 6 which would be ci

)f the question you have raised.

[78]
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[Rule adopted: viva voce.'i

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Reading of the Rule

Mr. Poynter Rule No. 41. Form of Proposals.
Delegate proposals shall be distinguished from
committee proposals and all proposals shall be
separately numbered. All proposals shall be
introduced or submitted in eight copies. All
proposals must be typed, double spaced on 8-1/2
by 14 inch paper in a type face with excellent
reproduction qualities. A margin of one inch on
the left and right side and at the top and bottom
shall be preserved. The lines on each page shall
be numbered consecutively from top to bottom at
the left margin, and the left typing margin shall
be two spaces to the right of the line numbers.
Pages commencing with page two shall be numbered
at the top center of the page. The original of
all proposals shall remain in the custody of the
Convention. The Secretary shall, as soon as any
proposal is printed, place it on the desks of the
delegates. The caption of each proposal shall
be substantially in the following form:

Constitutional Convention of Louisiana of 1973
--- PROPOSAL
(Committee or Delegate) (Number)
Introduced by

(Name of Delegate or Committee Chairman)
Each proposal shall also contain a short title

stating concisely the general nature of its subjec
matter

.

[previous Question ordered. Pule adopted:

Tuesday, January 16, i97J.]

[79]
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Tuesday, January 16, 1973 [Previous Question ordered. Amendmen

PRAYER

Mr. Stovall ...name for the creation and preserva-

sdopte

1 the blessings of this life. We are ^-^^ Tapper Just a questior
that we can come here today to thi ke to as
ty with renewed physical strength and we ^^ ^^^^ "after the first sixty days.

inds if the Chairman of the Rules Committe
generous spirits to work together in order to move consent to change that by amendment to the first,
forward in our state, for all that will help all after the sixtieth day, following July 5, 1973.
of our people to find true fulfillment in life.

, don't ^now whether it makes a big d'iffe
We pray that You will give to each of us a spirit ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ leems a little confusing to me.
of understanding and consideration and guide us

May Your blessings be with Mr. Stagg I think that means the same thing
vho are in need and be with us at this time. Tapper; I really do. I'vo no strong feeli
le name of Christ we pray. Amen.

^^^ ^^ ^^^ other, just so lone as on the sixtieth
,. „. . ..,..,.. day after July the fifth it's understood there'd

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIAflCE
^e no new proposals.

ROLL CALL [previous Question ordered. Rule adopted:

ill4 delegates present and a quorum.}

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
)f the Rule

Reading of th

RESOLUTIONS ON FINAL PASSAGE Mr^_SMM^[ Poyn ter J^^^Ru

printed and distributed
be available to the qene

^^- P°
.

y"ter Rule NO. .2 Dead! ine on Proposal s . ^^^ ^J^^pe^^^r unt i 1 "prH

the^n?srlix:rdays"fo;io:ing J^ly^!^! 973 ;^:om: ^^^^^f
^'^ ^° ^^^ '^'^^^'^

mittee proposals, however, may be introduced at
any time, provided rules governing procedures for Explanation
adoption are followed. Amendments to proposals
may be offered anytime. ^^ 5^3 ^.^^ _ Chairman, this seemed to the Ru

1 sh
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Explanation reconsidered by the committee, then back to the
Committee on Style, and then engrossment which

Mr. St aqq Yes, Mr. Chairman. If it is appropriate completes the second reading of the proposal. The
to note t'hat what was sought by the Rules Committee commencement of it is with the committee referral,
was that no proposal could be rammed through the
Conventior by having first and second or second and Mr. Gravel I understand. Thank you very much,
third readings occur on the same Convention day,
and that a more orderly way of going about it was
considered by the Rules Committee, to require that
the bill be considered and read on three different
days during the deliberation of the Convention.

Question but I can't understand it fo

Mr. Flory Mr. Stagg, just as a matter of informa- Mr. Arnette In line 14 and line 17 was CI-

tion, I would like to ask your vie;s as regards intended to be capitalized, meaning the Chai
line 25, which is F and line 30 which is J. It of the Convention, or should this be the person
appears that you have'two referrals to the Committee that was presiding that particular day?
on Style and Drafting. Was it the intent of the
Rules Committee that the Style and Drafting Com-
mittee would style it in proper form prior. ..that
is, upon a committee recommendation to the Con-
vention? This is the way it appears here in my
interpretation.

Mr. Stagg
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all of education under this. the attorney sometimes says, the words "Board of
Regents" is leading the witness. I would like to

Mr. De Blieux Of course, Mr. Leithman, the ques- eliminate it, and I would suggest all education.
tion you answered for Representative Tapper has I feel that if you do go along and not adopt this
just about given me the answer which I was seeking amendment, and you go along as the other speaker
with reference to this, because I certainly think mentioned, then you're opening the door to have the
that this committee should consider education and same number of committees that the Constitutional
all of its fields. Now, I don't know about sepa- Convention in 1921 was killed by. On the point
rating it from the other affairs, but I'm with you that he mentioned that we would have experts on
on that it shall consider all education. Mow, as this committee, being a man of many interests, I

I take it, just lifting out the words "Board of submit that you don't want all the experts on the
Regents for Higher Education" will not change the conmittee to which they may appear to belong. You
functions of the committee whatsoever. You can certainly don't want legislators on the Legislative
bet your bottom dollar that the committee is going Committee completely. You don't want judges on
to consider some sort of a Coordinating Committee the Judiciary Committee completely. You don't
or Regent for Higher Education. Whatever you want want only educators on the Education Committee,
to call it, it's going to be considered by the com- You need people of different interests because,
mittee which consideres education. But I just even though it's two-thirds of the budget of the
wondered what harm would we do, if we lift out of State of Louisiana, the educators themselves do
this particular section the words which Mr. Silver- not pay the budget. What I'm telling you is, if
berg has attempted to do: that is, a Board of you go along and go along on this trend, that you
Regents for Higher Education. Also, if we just get one for" education , one for welfare, and one
lift out the word "public" so that we'd consider for relief, one for this and one for that, you'd
all education, you might say, in every one of its better hold this thing down to eight committees,
facets. It's well represented; it's varied; and it covers

it completely, and I repeat to you once again that
i thman I agree with you. please observe the amenr'ment that Mr. Silverberg

made. Let's consider education complete, because
y there's some segments of the education that twenty
ink years from now won't even be mentioned on this
or committee. It's changing times, and you're writing

erned the Constitution for all times. You want all
d in points of education, not only public, but insofar
tive. as it deals with private or any other means. But,
er please, let's not start adding on additional com-

mittees, as it seems to be the public opinion of
some people here, because then you're going to

ap- divide this thing up to the point that people of
many interests cannot be on any.

f Further Discussion
e

handled--an segments of education, higher educa- Mr. Newton Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, 1

tion as well as public education, will be handled rise in opposition to the amendment but primarily
along with welfare, labor and industry, civil in defense of Rule No. 49. I was a member of the
service, and all of these other segments--so it Temporary Rules Committee, and I don't stand here
will be handled, and I don't think any great jeop- to tell you that Rule No. 49 is perfect. I don't
ardy will be done. Well, Mr. Silverberg, one, I say it's going to satisfy everybody. There are
want to just touch on this: when you mentioned fifty separate areas of consideration named in
dividing the word about the Board of Reoents, I this rule. Now, if we start adding and everybody
think the planning people--! don't know; I can't wants to debate everyone of them or shift it or
really read their r.iinds--but I think they picked switch it, then we could be here all night on that
this title up off of a bill, and I personally one rule. We thought that we set out with broad
handled the bill in the House, and that was the areas that the Convention could get its teeth into
name, the title of the bill, for higher education. and start to work. I'd like to point out that,
I think, really, they just picked up that Board by the rules already adopted, any committee of this
of Regents for Higher Education and offered that Convention can consider any other area it wants
piece of legislation. But I don't see any harm to. The Committee on the Judiciary could, if it
if my bill does not pass; it just merely means so saw fit to, consider areas such as the Executive,
that you are going to be handling so much of the This is something that's just broad to get our
state's budget in one committee. Any other ques- teeth into and get started, and I'd like to see
tions, Mr. Speaker? it stay like it is. Thank you.

[previous Ouestion ordered.]

Mr. Sil
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that it will be limited to public education. I What's good for the state employees ought to be,
say that we won't--if I happen to be on this in the way of protection, good for municipal and
committee, or any of you are on this committee-- parochial employees of this state adapted to local
that you won't consider private and other areas and municipal and parochial adaptation. Let me
of education. But, in the final analysis we are say, if I might, in looking at Subsection Seven,
concerned with public education. I urge your the comments that have been made up to this moment
adoption of this amendment. in regard to the division of subject matters in

Subsection Seven: What is more appropriate in the
[Amendment adopted: viva voce.

2

way Of civil Service to leave in Subsection Seven
with the rights of employees? This is what you

Amendments are talking about. There is nothing else, basi-
cally, in the constitution with reference to rights

Mr. Poynter These dre amendments proncsed by of employees, except your provisions of civil ser-
Mr. Dennery to amend the original resolution as vice. Now, I think that Subsection Seven is ideal
follows: in the way that the Temporary Rules Committee has

Amendment No. 1. On page i"4, strike out lines had it. I've had my disagreement with some of the
30 through 33 in their entirety and insert in lieu things that the Temporary Rules Committee has
thereof the following: "C. Committee on the Execu- submitted in the way of detail. But, I submit
tive Department, which shall consider the offices to you that great consideration was given into the
comprising the Executive Department, reorganization, development of the subject matter and breaking it

state civil service, term of the governor and other down into the eight substantive committees, as we
elected officials of the Executive Department, and now have it proposed before us. I would beg you
impeachment;" not--not to divide the civil service. Don't put

Amendment No. 2. On page 15, strike out lines it in the Executive Department. It has no place
6 through 9 in their entirety and insert in lieu in being considered with the powers of the Executive
thereof the f ol lowi ng--on page 15, delete lines That was the ourpose originally of placing the
6 through 9 and insert in lieu thereof this--"5. employees of this state and the local governments
Committee on Local and Parochial Government, which under civil service: is to give them the protection
shall consider local and parochial government, that they need. I ask you, in all justice, to

home rule, special districts, consolidation of defeat this amendment,
government, intergovernmental cooperation and
parochial and municipal civil service." Delegate K.D. Kilpatrick in the Chair

jge 15, line 16, strikeAmendment No.
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by Mr. Abraham, and in part in answer to some of terpretation of it, we are looking for a constitu-
the things said also by Mr. Flory and by Mr. Bur- tion that gives the greatest amount of protection
son, we have attempted to balance the work load to the individuals of this state--the property
of eight different committees. We get down now owners and everybody else--but the greatest amount
to a discussion of philosophy as to what kind of of leeway and flexibility in the operation of
constitution are we going to present to the peo- local government. And when I go back and check
pie. If we are going to present a hundred thou- and, even though there's many, many pages involved
sand words or two hundred thousand words, then in civil service in the constitution that has
perhaps some of these committee structures could never been amended, and if every other act or
be enlarged. So, we are at a crossroads of sorts every other section of the constitution of this
here. What is the considered opinion of the dele- state was like civil service, there would not
gates in this room that our finished product will have been an amendment submitted in the last
look like? Will it be a catalogue, a compendium eighteen years. Now, I'll give you a little some-
exhaustively treating with every branch of govern- thing to think about. There is more votes tied
ment and every area of governrent responsibility; to fouling up civil service in the State of Lou-
or IS the new constitution going to be one with isiana than any other item of it, and 1 defy any-
very infrequent amendments, a basic statement of oody to successfully contradict it. If you don't
law and structure of government; or are we going think so, somewhere down the line you're not in
to write another catalogue like 1921? That is touch with the rank and file of civil service
what the committee structure is about. How we employees. There's only about fifty thousand of
get to the work load of Subcommittee Mo. 7. There them. When you add all of the other, and the fact

-ge number of pages on peop I

public education. There really isn't in the present i think we better take a second look before we
Constitution. There's not going to be a great start attempting to make civil service a football
huge amount of language on consumer affairs. in this convention and turn a good portion of our
This is not a legislative document we are going attention to where the real problems are, and that'
to draft. It's going to be a general statement the problems of the operation of local government
of principles of government. On Education and and the problems of reducing the multitude of
Welfare, if those were the only two subjects to amendments that has been submitted to the people
be in the purview of Subcommittee No. 7, their over a period of years which certainly has con-
work would certainly not be balanced with that of fused the issue. Thank you.
the Committee on the Executive or on the Legisla-
tive or on the Judiciary. So, for that reason. Chairman Henry in the Chair
we added to Education and Welfare two or three
pretty sticky points, so that their work load [previous Question ordered.]
would equal out with the other seven committees:
For instance, consumer affairs, a new and larger Closing
item of governmental interest in recent years,
civil service, labor and industry, seeking there
a balance between contending economic forces
within the same subcommittee. We would not want
to see this committee, if it had twenty people
on it, to have eighteen people previously asso-
ciated with education. I don't believe that woul
be what would be a balanced committee on the sub-
ject of education. Nor would I like to see it
overwhelmingly loaded with people whose business
and personal associations have been in the field
of welfare, or in civil service, or in labor,
or industry. We sought, by this committee struct
and this outline of subject matters, to divide the in that committee. It seems to me that the corn-
areas of the new constitution evenly as possible mittee can study it, but may recommend that the
in our concept so that the new constitutional article qo somewhere else in the constitution. And
document works. The drafting of the document in many situations, it is quite logical; for in-
would make one subcommittee about as busy as stance, in Rule No. 49.2 the Committee on the Execu-
another; and to the extent that we succeeded by tive Department is to study the term of the governor
dividing some of these areas, that is the explana- and other elected officials. Well, there are many
tion of the reason for the placement of these elected officials in this state who are not in the
subject matter areas where you or some of you Executive Department; and, presumably, this method
may think they don't really belong. It was an of dividing, in the rules, is to comprehend that
effort by the Rules Committee to divide the work each committep is to recommend where in the con-
of the eight separate committees, and that's how stitution the ultimate article will go. I strongly
these subject matters were switched around and
changed around by the Temporary Rules Committee.

Mr. Dennery I woi
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think that this committee should be free to maybe consider removal of judges as well as their selec-
find a new branch of government, or what have you, tion. The addition of the other words, the words
and they should be free to do this. Therefore, "constables," to follow "sheriff," and the words
I urge the adoption of the amendment. For an ex- "parish recorder" and "parish registrars" is
ample: distribution of powers--we may eliminate a primarily made because we have those animals in

power; we may add powers, but I think there's a New Orleans. Now, it may well be that we won't
presumption that we're only going to have three have them in New Orleans after the Constitution
branches of government and distribute them in is adopted. But I would certainly think that they
three different areas. So, I urge the adoption should be considered by the Committee on Judiciary.
of the amendment. We have a constable of the first city court who

has the same general types of duties as does the
lAinendment reread.] sheriff, SO I think we should consider that office.

Our parish registrar and recorders are independent
Further Discussion elected officials.

Mr. Duval Fellow delegates, I just thought at Questions
this point it might be a good idea to perhaps
clear up the language under the committees. This Mr. Kilbourne I only wish to ask if justices of
Ianguare--I don't think the Rules intended this the peace should not also be included in there?
language to be exclusive. It is merely a guideline
as is a budget. I don't think any committee is Mr. Dennery If you consider that a justice of
going to be bound by the language of this article. the peace is not comprehended under the term
I think if we attempted to outline everything "judiciary", I would assume they should.
specifically and definitely, we'd be here all
year trying to do that. What we must understand Kr. Kilbourne Well, everything else is mentioned
is that each committee is going to be basically but justices of the peace, and I just wondered if

autonomous and to try to work together with the it wouldn't be proper to include justices of the
other commi ttees--but , the general concept being peace.
that this language is merely a guideline to the
Convention and does not preclude any committee Mr. Bel Mr. Dennery, I'd like to ask: Would you
from going off into a peripheral area, and not include in that city marshal
sepcifically itemized, under the article setting
up the committees. I wish you'd consider this.
Therefore, keep that in mind when you vote, please.
Thank you. Mr. Bel Would you?

Mr.
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Amendment

nter Amendment proposed by fir. Leithman.
dment No. 1. On page 15, strike out lines
ugh 17 in their entirety and insert in lieu
the following: "7. Committee on Education,

hall consider all the facets of education
state: and 7. (A) Committee on Welfare,

, civil service, labor and industry; and".

Amen
14 thro
thereof
which s

in the
which s

af f ai rs

touched
I have
request
facets
lie".
I have
Higher
of educ
were ot
institu
in 7 (A

and wel
here is

Explanation

t hman Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, >

briefly, moments ago, on this resolution
changed the original resolution, at the
of many of you, which would include all

of education. We eliminated the word "pu
In accord with the vote for Mr. Silverber
eliminated the phrase "Board of Regents o

Education." The intent being: all facets
ation would be included separately. Ther
her people that asked "What about public
tions?" So I included the word "health"
). I broadened welfare to include health

Ifare;

this be
questio
is two
words ,

Commi tt
substan
propose

so, basically, what I'm trying to do
to I-, eep the children, the students, apart

her facets of this committee hearino. Vou
ar, in committee, various PTA groups; you
ar the teachers' organizations. You'll
hool-bus drivers, retirement representat i e;

1 go into career education, retarded school;
schools, not to mention our universities

leges. This will be a massive undertaking,
hink one committee should be set aside to
such an important segment of the state:
inc, education. I'll yield to questions.

;stior

Duld e to read
cause I couldn't follow it too well. My
n was: I understand that what you contemplate
separate and distinct committees. In other
there will be one committee that will be the
ee on Education, and then the rema

i

nder--or ,

tially, the remainder of what is then the
d seven--will be another committee with two
n, so we have nine committees instead of
ommittees.

That is exactl y cor

J anted to be sure I

Further Discussion

BCt.

Blieu>

this am
add ano
the sam
have al

adopted
mittees
mittee.
the rul
mittee:
mittee.
Commi tt
peopl e

noticed
twenty,
like th
of peop
I think
that we
eight,
the var

Chairman and ladies and gentle-
the Convention, I rise in opposition to
endment because what this will do, it'll
ther committee. I think we can accomplish
e thing, in a way, by subcommittees which
ready been authorized by the rules we have
so far. I see nothing wrong with the corn-
that have been set up by the Rules Com-

I see nothing wrong with the content of
es that have been set up by the Rules Com-
that is, will be considered by each com-

I do question the fact that the Rules
ee did not designate a definite number of
to be on each of these committees. I

that in Rule No. 53 there said from ten to
Now, I don't think we can adopt a rule

at. We've got to set out the exact number
le that would be on each committee. But
that with a smaller number of committees
have, if we'll keep to that number of

it will allow enough representation from
ious segments of our society and the
areas of our state to where everybody can

get in their two cents. I think that that's what
we should have. I've served in the legislature
a long time, and I know that sometimes you can
have committees running out of your ears. As a

result of that, I've found myself, sometimes,
trying to make three committees at the same iden-
tical time. I don't want this Convention to get
in that type of situation. If we can limit the
number of committees, hold the number down small,
and limit the number of committees which the mem-
bers will serve on, I believe we can do a much,
much better job, because I feel quite certain
there are a number of the members of this Conven-
tion will probably like to appear before some com-
mittee, sometimes, which they may not be a member
of. And, if you have a lot of committees meeting,
you're going to find yourself in a very difficult
position, sometimes, in making those committee
meetinas that you would like to make. So, as a

result of my observation of this particular amend-
ment, I would suggest that we vote down this par-
ticular amendment and stay with the eight that
we've got and utilize our subcommittees to divide
up the subject matters, which can be taken care
of. Now I can see it, if we have a committee of,
say, fifteen on the Education and Welfare, that
it might be very easy to have a committee of sever
of those that will consider nothing but education
at some particular time and maybe the rest of
them consider something else; but, at least, the
whole committee will have to pass on it. I think
we'll net a much, much better Constitution that
way than trying to have a committee for every sub-
ject matter that we may discuss during this Con-
vention.

Furtf )iscussi

-berg Chai nd fe ;gate
support of Representative Leitl-

amendment. I'm quite sure we're all aware of the
amount of work that went into the completion of
these rules and the intent of the Rules Committee
to limit the number of committees that we'd have
so that all of us could participate. However,
there is one thing that the Rules Commi t tee - couldn
do, nor can any other coiiinittee: sit here or stand
here and tell us how much work will be involved
in the final completion of the few pages that will
go into this new Constitution. I have in my hand
here einht type-written pages which are the result
of about four and a half months--or, possibly,
two hundred and fifty hours--of intensive work
in a committee of sixteen who have researched all
facets of higher education with the hope that it
could come up with something that would be better
than Act 71-2, which will take effect in January of
1974, unless this Convention comes up with some-
thing better. As you now know, the Board of
Regents would take effect then. Many of us feel
that this is an imperfect act, although the intent
is good. I think that, in order to accomplish
the objectives that have been set forth not only
by the Rules Committee, but in order to fulfill
the desires of the people throughout this state,
that it be our responsibility to give everyone,
as well as the delegates to this Convention, an
opportunity to participate in depth. I can
assure you that if we adopt the ten to twenty-man
or women committee that we don't have enough peopl
to staff the particular committee, in which we
are referring to, unless we divide it. Thank you,
and I urge your support for a favorable adoption
of this.

Further scussi

Mr. B urson I speak in opposition to the amendmen
for' t'he reason that I believe that the argument
that, because so much of the state budget is de-
voted to education that we need a separate com-
mittee, is spurious for this reason: We are not
here to confect a state budget, but a Constitution
The copy of the Constitution that I have here in
my hand contains Article XII on public education,
twenty-one pages framed. Now there are other

[88]
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allusions to pub! i c educa ti on in the Constitution, ide
but the main article dealing with public education tha
in the present Constitution is twenty-one papes
out of the seven hundred-odd paces in the present Further Discussion
Constitution. I think it is obvious, therefore,
that if we create a separate Committee on Education, Mrs. Corne Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
that their tendency would probably be to lengthen deleaates, I rise in opposition to the proposed
this twenty-one pages that we have, rather than amendment. I don't like to see education isolated.
to decrease it. I imagine that ninety percent of I think educators and the departments of education-
you here ran on the same platform that I did--that the different departments of educat i on--are very
we were going to cut down the size of the Constitu- much concerned with welfare, with civil service,
tion. I submit to you that, if you vote for an with labor, and other facets of government. I

amendment creating a separate Committee on Educa- think that the Rules Committee has done a very
tion, you're going to be doing the opposite of good job of assigning these eight different com-
the platform that you ran on. mittees, and I do not feel that we should add

Further Discussion

-tker Mr. Chairman and ladies and oentl

thank you.

Question

Mr.
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many years, and he indicated that--or I received
the indication that--this was a desirable way of
handling this matter, and I've got to take issue
because': have here a resolution by every legis-
lator that is now and has been keenly interested
in education. They have a resolution here--the
chairman of both committees, vice-chairmen of both
committees, people that have been active in the
Southern Regional Education Conferences, every
phase and every conference of education. This is

a resolution signed by those people, submitting
to you that the children and education be handled
separately in this Convention. I've got to compli-
ment Mr. Silverberg on his study of the LSU report.
I think it indicates just how this should be handled
Mr. Burson, I've got to apologize. I misled you,
Mr. Burson, on the state budget. I did not give
the state budget as any basis; apparently, I didn't
make myself clear. The dollar certainly isn't a

basis for our breaking this committee up. I

merely tried to indicate to you the vast scope
tnat education has--and, I think, related to the
moneys expended--bu t I certainly didn't want to
mislead you and indicate that education, because
of money, should be handled. It is because the
future of Louisiana is in education. Number two,
you may have twenty-one pages, but in my research,
these are the volumes in our Constitution that
relate to education. Each page here is an educa-
tion item, and it's not twenty-one pages. So,
gentlemen, I just feel that in something so
definite as a revision of our Constitution, we
certainly must look into and listen to the people
around the sta te--spec ial education, our careers--
and I'm not going to go over and over. Our univer-
sity people will be wanting to appear before you.
This would take literally months and months, and
I've been through it. And on that basis, I ask
that you handle education separately from the
other facets that appear in your rules. Thank
you for your attention.

[Amendment rejected: viva voce.]

Amendments

Mr. Poynter The next set of amendments, taking
them in order as they would arrive within the
rule, are sent up by Mr. Tapper, amending the
original resolution as follows:

Amendment No . 1 .

On page 14, at the end of line 29--page 14,
end of line 29--delete the semicolon ";" and add
the following:

", and any other subject deemed appropriate
by said committee,".

There is a similar amendment at the end of
each appropriate committee assignment: page 14,
line 33; page 15, line 1; page 15, line 5; page 15,
line 9; page 15 line 13; page 15, line 17; page 15,
line 23. The similar language is added: ", and
any other subject matter deemed appropriate by
said committee,".

Explanation

Mr. Ta pper Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the
amendment simply does what I think Mr. Stagg said
the Rules Committee intended to do, and that is
that to divide. ..It doesn't add any committees;
it leaves the number of committees at eight, but
what it does is to allow you, as a member of any
one of these eight committees, to go into any
other subject that the committee by majority vote
deems appropriate. Now what that means to me is
this. I want to commend the Rules Committee,
also, on a wonderful job that they have done. I

think they had a real tough time in trying to
title these committees and also in specifying
under those titles what these committees would
study. However, the word "shall" in each com-
mittee designation or explanation to me means--
or it may mean--that these are the only things
that can be considered by these respective com-
mittees. And the only thing that my amendment
will do is to authorize these committees to go

1901

into--well, let's say in the case of the Judiciary,
which does not talk about justices of the peace
or constables; I think that there was an amendment
here about constables or somebody else--in this
event, the respective committee could go into
that particular phase of the present Constitution.
They could also go into other phases. There was
an amendment proposed by someone else to the effect
that we should not be considering only those things
that are in the Constitution, but possibly those
things that are not in the Const i tut ion--maybe
like taking one of the departments out, which I'm
not saying we should do that. We should have
the right, as the Convention of the people, to go
into other matters, matters other than are in the
present Constitution. And I'll ask your favorable
support of my amendment.

IXbu

Question

Mr. Tapper, don't you believe that
you put some safeguards on this amendment

that you might have various committees duplicating
studies? I mean, you say "or any other matter
the committee desires." Well, you could have
several committees taking up the same subject
matter, if you don't have some provisions on your
amendment to eliminate that or to prevent that from
happeni ng?

Mr. Tapper It's very possible. Senator Rayburn,
and I think that's the reason the Rules Committee
went into the Coordinating Committee principle.
But the Coordinating Committee, in my understanding,
could have only ten members. If we adopt another
rule, which is coming up a little later, that our
committees will have from ten to twenty members,
and six members who don't want to go into anything
else that is in this Constitution, other than
what's in this Constitution, could very likely
say, "Well, we're not going to allow any other
committee to go into anything else, if they happen
to get on the Coordinating Committee. And yes,
it could be broad and it could have some duplica-
tion, but I think that every member of this Con-
vention should be authorized, and every committee
should be authorized, to go into whatever subject
they deem necessary. Because, remember, we're
only going to be on one committee apiece. Now,
suppose you are on a committee that isn't studying
judiciary, but you have something that you want
in judiciary or you think should or should not
be in the judiciary. Now, of course, you can
introduce a resol ut ion--or a proposal, rather--
and that will be sent to this Committee on the
Judiciary, but you will not be a member of that
committee." Your proposal could be killed in

that committee, and when it gets to the floor of
this house, you'd have a hard time overruling
that committee.

Mr. Velazquez First, as a member of the Rules
Committee, I'd like to thank you for your sugges-
tion; however, we felt that we. ..do you feel that
we covered this sufficiently and allowed sufficient
balance in line 21, on page 15--"other provisions
that may not be covered by the areas of responsibil-
ity shown above may be assigned by the Coordinating
Committee to the appropriate substantive committee"
--and on page 17, line 16, and following, "The
Coordinating Committee shall consider any issues
regarding omissions, overlap, and/or conflict
which might arise concerning the jurisdiction of
any substantive committee or on any subject matter,
call joint meetings of any substantive committee
for the purpose of discussing any omissions,
overlap and/or conflict which might arise and
make recommendations to the respective substantive
committees as the possible resolution thereof"?

Mr. Tapper No sir, I do not think the problem
that I'm presenting to you is covered by that.
That's the Coordinating Committee which could
have only ten members on it, if we adopt the fol-
lowing resolution forthcoming, which means that
six members who may not want to go into anything
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else other than what is in the present Constitution itself. So, in effect, it does negate Rule No. 44
could say that they are not going to delegate this if not negate, at least poses some very serious
authority to any particular substantive committee. problems in terms of how do we refer certain mat-

ters to substantive committees. Wouldn't you say?
Kr. Velazquez We also have a stipulation that,
when something goes before a committee, it must Hr. Tapper I don't think it negates it, Mr.
make a decision. There's no way that they could Jackson, but I do believe that it may affect it,
just bottle up the point that you would raise to somewhat, to this extent that the committee member
them. on either of the eight committees, or any of the

eight committees, will be able to go into other
Tapper I understand that too, but I don't matters than are specified in the language under

think that addresses itself to the problem that that particular heading.
I am presenting to you. The problem I'm present-
ing to you is this: I would like to see every Mr. Burson Mr. Tapper, isn't it true that under
member of this delegation, or this Convention, the rule that Representative Jackson just alluded
be able to propose any subject before a committee. to, if I had a delegate proposal that was assigned
You know, we also have adopted a rule which says to one committee and I thought it should be assicn
that a committee can make proposals. Now, if a to another, that I could object and ask the Con-"
committee cannot go into any other area than is vention to have it assigned to the committee I

specified under the particular committee heading, thought it should go to?
then how can that committee make any proposals
in that area other than that which is specified?
I don't think it's covered by the Coordinatina
Committee. The Coordinating Committee could be
composec' of people who don't want to go any furth
than we want to go.

MOuld you be agreeable to

Mr.
maj
the
it
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opposition to this particular amendment. I do
think it's necessary. I think that with readi

could have notten by just with the designati
the name of each committee, because

39, which allows a majority of the com- criptive in itself. But, I just don't th
ittee to introduce any type of resolution.

Rule No. 42, which allows the committ
;cessary to be amending every one of these com-
ittees' duties by saying that something was left

'"![°^?^! '"^^olution even after sixty days, along ^.t ^f it, because I don't think that limits thei
with al the other issues brought out by Represen- authority in any manner whatsoever. I could not
tative Jackson what have you, that we're just go q.ite as far as Hr. Tapper's amendment went;
engaging in a lot of discussion for nothing. I bi,t, yet, if it would obtain this purpose, I woul
think that the committee--the appointment committee, ^ave voted for it. But I do think that that shou..^ho....,n K. .„o..„ied by the Convention as a be left to the discretion of each committee. In

ther words, I don't think a Committee on Educati
about. I think anything that s germane to any ^Q^ld take it on themseles to go so far afield as
subject can be brouoht up; and, with due respect to fix the term of or the election method of
to the other people who want to ta k, if they are electing judges, but I think that anything within
in opposition to this amendment, I'd like to ask the concept or the general authority of that par-them^to^let^me move the previous question at this ticular committee, that they shoiild have the right

to take it up without being it set forth in detail.

Closing

Mr. Schmitt I believe that this amendment--and

time.

[Prev.

Mr. Poynter



publ
tten
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"assioned" to "recommended for consideration" would conflicts would be resolved by the Convention.
clear up some of the problems that a lot of the And I just wanted to brino that to your attention
delegates seem to have when it comes to what sub- as a possible resolution of what does appear to
jects of consideration you can have under the einht be an apparent conflict in these rules,
general categories. it also clears up some of
the language in the future rule which would be on Further Discussion
page 17', which says "the Coordinating Committee
shall recommend"--or "may recommend"; and it puts f'r. Kean fr. Chairman and members of the Con-
the same language in Rule No. 8: "they may recom- vention, there is no conflict between the pro-
mend for consideration." So it does two things. visions of Rule No. 49, with respect to the work
It clears up the language of the two different of the Coordinating Committee, and the provisions
rules here, and it also allows that subjects that of Rule f'o. 54. As I appreciate it, and as I

were considered not to be covered can be recom- understood it when we drafted this language, the
mended by the Coordinating Committee, which would orovisions on line 21, 22, and 23 of page 15 were
take some basic powers away fror the Coordinating desioned to cover a situation where there had been
Committee. And I think that the Rules Committee no assignment of a particular area of responsibi-
certainly has done a wonderful job; but just lity. And under those circumstances, an onission--
changing this one word, I think, would help these just no assignment havino been made--the Committee
rules out considerably. on Committees, the Coordinating Committee, would

have the riaht to make an assignment of that par-
Questions ticular material. On the other hand, where there

were conflicts and overlap involved, then under Rule
with No. 54 it was intended that the Coordinating Com-
ppose mittee would only make recommendations with respect
decides to a resolution of those particular areas. And
have under those circumstances, it seems to me that

the lanouage of the two rules are consistent and
ought to be left as they are.

e com-
[Previo^js O'^estiory ordered.]

hat there Closina
e that
ppears ^r. Nunez I'r. Chairman and gentlemen of the Con-

under Rule :'o. 54, when it sets forth the duties vention, certainly there seems to be some conflict
of the Coordinating Committee. In the last two as far as what a deleoate or what can be considered
lines of the section on Coordinatino Committee, it under these eioht categories of rules. Can we
says "and to make recommendations to the respective no, for instance, under the judiciary and pick out
substantive committees as to possible resolution and consider justices of the peace, which is
thereof." What your amendment a5ks--if I under- covered under that article in the Constitution?
stand it, sir--is that the word "assioned," in There is some guestion as to whether you can or
line 22, be changed to "recommended". Is that not. There is some question as to whether the
correct? Would you be as willino to sunoest that lanquane that is used in line 22 of the provision,
the word "assioned" that's in rule. ..on line 22, that may not be covered by the areas of responsibil-
in subsection--bottom of this rule we are studyino i ty shown, may be assinned by the Coordinatino Com-
--that we go over to Rule No. 54 and chanoe the mittee, v.'hether they dictate to you as a committee,
word "recommended" in line 22 to "assigned"? Would make assionments that maybe you don't want. And
that please you to make them consistent? What I don't think we should have that type of authority,
you are seeking, as I understand your amendment. So, I think if we change "assioned" to "recommended"
is consistency. And it would be just as consistent that we'd be clearinn up the lanouaoe in the rules,
to change "recommended" in Rule No. 54 to "assioned", and I think we'd be oivino a little leeway to what
as it would to change "assigned" to "recommended" a lot of people have tried to do here today and
in the current rule. maybe have gone too far. So I'd certainly appreci-

Mr. Womack Senator
the word "recommend"
they decide they don
that they shouldn't
the final say-so?



Education
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LeSleu's comment. He seems to think that we I tell you, 1f it will make you folks happy--! mean,
should separate these last three lines which are I don't think there is any problem--but if it will
a paragraph designed to cover all eight committees. make you all happy, we'll stick an A and B in there
He says its being snuggled up under 8 in the printed on the side to resolve the problem.
text might leave you the impression that it only
applied to Subparagraph 8. And in answer to his [RuJe adopted: viva voce.]
question, which I yielded to do, I asked him back
would it make him feel that it was clearer, and more Reading of the Rule
declaratory of the purpose of the rule, to merely
add to line 21 a number 9. So it made this a

separate paragraph--numbered separate paragraph--
under Rule Ho. 49. .

.

Mr. Poynter Ru
The following pr

ittee on Rules, Credentials, Ethics and
Stagg, I appreciate what you're Schedules, which shall consider rules, creden

attempting to do. Let me just get Mr. Poynter to tials of delegates, questions of ethics,
point out what is involved in these little changes and employees, schedules, calendar, agenda,
back and forth that seem so easy to make. Mr. and shall consider all questions on any proce-
Poynter. dural disputes referred to it by the Chairman

or by the convention;
Mr. Poynter Hell, those little changes are rather 2) Committee on Style and Drafting, which shall
complicated for the desk to keep up with, but in have control over literary style, consistency,
this case, Mr. Stagg, this rule begins "the follow- arrangement, and numbering. The committee
ing substantive committees are hereby created: 1, shall have authority to rephrase or to regroup
2, 3, 4, 5." I don't think the addition of 9 is proposed language, but shall have no authority
the solution here. I think that would tend to to change the sense or purpose of any proposal
indicate that you are talking about another com- referred to it; and
mittee there. 3) Committee on Legislative Liaison and Transi-

tional Measures, which shall maintain liaison
Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman--if I may speak, sir--if with the legislative branch and the Louisiana
you'll notice the punctuation of Rule No. 49, each Law Institute and provide for coordination of
individual committee's assigned suggested area of the transition of subject matter from the

coverage is ended by a semicolon. When you get Constitution to the appropriate statute law.

to the end of Rule No. 8, we very consciously 4) Committee on Public Information, which shall
placed a period to end it. Then we started a new consider and • impl ement measures to inform the
paragraph. Mr. LeBleu asked how better we could people on the actions, procedures, recommenda-
separate the last three lines. I'm not suggesting... tions, and activities of the Convention. It

shall plan and implement the report to be

rx Well, well, I don't think we're argu- given to the voters of Louisiana on the result
ing about, you know, anything that's that important. of the Convention s work, and shall direct the

I believe you're right. I think it would be nice efforts to obtain approval of the new Consti-
if we'd caught it, but we're in the process of the tution and the form and manner of presentation,
procedure where the previous question has been
moved, where you're closing, and we just can't Explanation and Amendments
back up that far. We've allowed a lot of leeway,
but I think chat's unnecessary. Does that conclude Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman and members of the Conven-
your remarks, sir? tion, I would like to offer three techni ca

T

amend-
ments. The first being on page 16, line 1, delete

fir. Staqq Yes, Mr. Chairman; the word "and" after the semicolon. On page 16,
line 6, insert a semicolon ";" instead of the
period after the word "law" and add the word "and."
And on page 16, line 6, delete the word "statutes",
so it would read merely "to the appropriate law."
It's been pointed out that there are regulations
such as civil service rules which have the effect
of law, that there are home rule charters which
have the effect of law, and perhaps other devices
which have the effect of law merely outside of the
statutes. And under the circumstances, the de-
letion of the word "statutes" would be appropriate
so that the committee could coordinate the tran-
sition of the subject matter from the Constitution
to the appropriate law. If that included a regu-
lation or a home rule charter or the like, it

_ ^ _ _ __ _ __^ ..^., would have the authority to supervise that parti-

go' ahead'and'vote on 'the 'adoption of the ruleT' cular transition. The Rules Committee in pro-
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tions and bringing matters before the voters of Explanation
the state necessary to the final adoption of a

jposed Constitution. And under the circuni- Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, delegates to the Con
nces, I move the adoption of the rule as amended. vention, while I consider this to be a technic

that it has some
vention, while
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to be done here. That's what the word "schedules" [Pi'svious Question ordered. Rule adopted:
IS talking about. Insofar as the reference to viva voce.]
calendar is concerned, the daily business of the
Convention proceeds in accordance with Rule No. 66. Amendment
As I envision it, that sets forth the manner in

which matters would be taken up by the Convention, Mr. Poynter [Amendment by Mr. Colten]. Page 15,

and this is simply a means by which this committee line 28, immediately after "ethics" and before
can consider possible conflicts or changes and the word "and" delete the word "press" and insert
make recommendations to the Convention if and as in lieu thereof the words "news media".
necessary. Under the circumstances, I don't see
any problem with the assignment of the material Explanation
to the committee and, certainly, in the case of
the schedules which have been listed, that should Mr. Colten I almost hesitate to discuss it after
be retained because someone has to accept that all the confusion, but it's a self-obvious change
responsibility. expanding the word "press" to the word "news media

That's all it is.
Question

[previous Question ordered. Amendment
Ms . Zervi gon Kr. Kean, you're a lawyer and I'm adopted.- viva voce. Previous Question
not, but I understood that schedules, as you just ordered on the Rule. Rule adopted:
interpreted, should be considered by the Committee viva voce.]
for Legislative Liaison and Transitional Matters,
and since the word "schedule" is included in the Reading of the Rule
rule that we are now discussing with the words
"calendar" and "agenda", 1 understood that it Mr. Poynter Rule No. 51. Appointment of Com-
meant scheduling, as to times, things to be con- mittees. The selection of delegates to serve on
sidered by the Convention or its committees. the substantive and procedural comiin ttees shall

be determined as follows: Within twenty-four
Mr. Kean That was not my interpretation of it. hours after the adoption of these rules by the
As I understand the transitional matters, that's Convention, each delegate shall submit in writing
going to be material which you are going to actually to the Convention the committee or committees in

take out of the Constitution and put in the statu- order of preference to which he or she desires to
tory material. As far as schedules are concerned, be appointed.
they are items which you attach to the Constitution A Committee on .Committees shall select from
either by way of explanation or by protection for among said delegates the delegates to serve on
those items which are not being carried over either each committee after giving due consideration to
in the Constitution or by some legislative action. the preference of each delegate and, based on

the qualifications, experience, and residence of
Iprevious Question ordered.} each delegate, SO as to provide as nearly as

possible a fair and balanced represenatat ion on
Closing each committee of this Convention.

delegates, I too am not E>

a lawyer, but I can
King's English. When you talk about schedules in Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, members of the Convention,
the same sentence with calendar and agenda, you I think the rule itself is explanatory. It simply
are talking about the order or priorities in provides a means by which the Committee on Com-
which matters will be discussed and considered mittees, which is set forth in Rule No. 52, would
and disposed of before this Convention. Now, I proceed with the designation of the membership of
have no quarrel with Mr. Kean insofar as what he's the substantive and procedural committees, taking
talking about in making reference to that somewhere into consideration the expressed interests of the
later on and clarifying it in legal terminology. delegates to serve on a particular committee as
But when you're talking about schedules here, well as the qualifications, experience, and resi-
calendar and agenda, I want you to be very cautious. dence of each of the delegates in order to provide-
You're yielding your right as an individual delegate both from the standpoint of experience and back-
to determine when your matter shall be heard by ground, as well as from a geographical standpoint--
this Convention. I ask for the adoption of the fair and balanced representation on each committee
amendment. of the Convention.

[Amendment adopted: vva voce.] Questions

Point of Order Mr. Fo n tenot Mr. Kean, as I read this rule, I

don't see any prov i s i on . . . I

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Chairman, I'm having trouble committee preference sheet.
keeping up with some of these amendments, and place on this committee preference
whenever the proposer comes up here and it is a procedural committee. Now, where
being read one time--and just now you kind of maybe I overlooked it or something-
closed on it real fast--if 1 missed it the first me where I have a choice or prefers
time, which I assume a lot of other people are these procedural committees?
missing it, missing the first reading of it now--
maybe I'm the only one; I don't think I am--but
there wasn't a second reading of it, and I really
didn't know exactly what the exact words were left
out or added. I wish you would maybe go a little
bit slower or read it a second time upon the final
passage. You're just going a little bit too fast,
Mr. Chairman. I wish somehow or other you could
correct that.

Mr. Henry Thank you, Mr. Fontenot, and your
point IS well taken. I apologize. I have been
trying to proceed as slowly as possible, and we
have not had a practice of reading it again; but,
perhaps, that is a wise idea. We will proceed committees, also?
accord i ngl y

.

Mr. Kean We can do that, yes si

:opy
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rir. Burns Mr. Kean, the second paragraph, "within fir. Roy Mr. Kean, I'm in favor of this rule,
twenty-four hours after the adoption of these rules generally, but it appears that you're talking
by the Convention, each delegate shall submit ir about. ..is it that, within twenty-four hours after
writing to the Convention the con-mittee or com- the adoption of these rules, we must submit in

mittees in order of preference to which he or she writing to the Convention what preferences we have
desires to be appoi n ted" --does that mean that you
have an open period of twenty-four hours that the Mr. Kean That's correct,
delegates have in which to file their preference?
In other words, if one came in at the twenty-third Mr. Roy Have you all taken into consideration
hour, he couldn't be shut off? that after the adoption of these rules we've got

certain officers to elect who are not eligible to

That is correct, sir. As I appreciate serve on these particular substantive committees
the rule, M;r. Burns, it was to expedite the turning and, therefore, we may not be

in of preference sheets with respect to the dele- within the twenty-four hours?
gate preference for committee, and to give some
period of time within which t'ley'd have an opportu- Hr. Kean At this point, there's no prohibition
nity to consider the committee or committees they acainst any of the officers serving on either sub-
might wish to serve on, taking into consideration stantive or procedural committees. The only pro-
as far as the Rules Committee was concerned that hibition is against a member of the Executive
there might be some changes in the committees that Committee, or the Executive Committee as a whole,
were listed in the recommended rules from those acting with respect to the Committee on Committees
that actually exist after the rules are adopted. so that officers at this point, unless there's
We wanted to have some period of time after the some amendment offered, would have the same right
final adoption of the rules within which you as any other delegate to serve on a substantive
could submit your preference. or procedural committee.

Roemer Ix. Kean, you yourself brought out
retard the proceedings of ;his Convention? the importance of the procedural committees. My

question relates to Rule No. 51 as in conjunction
-ir. Kean Yes, in a way i; would. It would. with Rule No. 53--Rule No. 53 limiting our service
It's entirely possible, at the rate we're going, of any one person to one substantive committee: As

^r. Burns, that we'll spend about twenty-four I understand the rule vis-a-vis procedural com-
ittees, the following rule applies: that is, each
F us has the possibility of serving on zero, one,

<o , three, or four procedural committees. Is

lat correct?

That's the way I understand the rule.

hours after the
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and I'm not going to be a member of the Executive three of these people can place people on committees
Committee. I don't want to be, and I'm not sub- so that they can stack the chairmanships of these
mitting to be, a member of the Nominating Committee, respective committees. Now, I think they might
so let's clear that board. Number two: I voted be able to do it, even in spite of the fact that
to expand the Executive Committee to give repre- we have a rule in here. They may not be a candidate
sentation across the whole state. I think sooner for the chairmanship themselves, but at least
or later that we are going to have to come to the there's not near as much incentive of working 'or
realization, once we get through with all the somebody else sometimes as there is in working
technicalities, that we've got to write a Consti- for yourself. And I just don't think we ought to
tution. When we get down to that point, gentlemen, take the possibility of having any committee
you're going to have to have qualified people to stacked for the purpose of promoting any one par-
do it. Now, the area of expertise is going to ticular individual for chairman or vice-chairman,
start getting narrow. I think we have gone to Yes, I'd like to be chairman of a committee, but
the ultimate. I, as a member of the Rules Com- I think that my chances are I'd rather take it if
mittee, did everything humanly possible to assure I'm elected. If I'm elected, fine and good. If

that the power structure of this Convention was I'm not elected by the members of the committee,
diffused to the dele.gates. I think we have done it's okay. But I don't want to get on the Com-
that. We have got a system. We have Committees mittee on Committees so that I can select those
on Committees. We have had caucuses to draw people who will vote for me for chairmanship,
these rules. I think--don't forget that--I think That's not the way we ought to write this Consti-
that was an excellent result, or an indication of tution. And I think as a result of this, that
what you can expect. The point that I'm making: possibly it would be better off if we did not
we have, in my own humble opinion, gone to the let the Rules... that is. Committee on Committees
ultimate of extremes in providing diffusion. I serve as chairman of a substantive committee. I

think you're going to make a drastic mistake, if don't mind the procedural committees, but substan-
you tell the people that you're going to elect on tive committees are the ones who are going to be
these two committees that you can't serve as a writing the proposals. I think that's a little
chairman or vice-chairman. You're going to see bit different. I would let them serve as vice-
people bailing out of the ship wondering which chairmen, but not as chairmen. I think that's
way they're going to go. And I think that you're the most important function. And I think we ought
going to exclude--I don't know who it is--but to limit it to the fact that they should not serve
you could exclude the possibility of an excellent as chairmen of the substantive committees. There-
person, serving in a capacity, that's going to fore, I support the amendment. I hope you will do
have to write this thing. So, I rise in opposition so too so that we can show the public that we're
and tell you that I think that we have-done the going to have an unstaci.ed, cooperative, working,
ultimate and hope that you reject this amendment. independent Convention. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Drew
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has certainly not been the byword of this Con- r:r. Womack I want to be sure that I understand
vention. It's just the opposite. I don't think your thinking and proposal that we eliminate the
anybody who tries to coerce anything is going to Committee on Committees from holding one of the
get anywhere in this Convention. And I don't other posi tions--that we also eliminate the Execu

any fear of the Committee on Com- tive Committee from that. So, that's sixteen ana
hey can't
an, so \:e

mittees even attempting to sta
elect a chairman. And I'd like to point out
this: when I'm on a committee, on a substantive
committee, I want to vote for whom I want to vo

for on this committee. I don't want other peop
to tell me that I can't vote for this person,
think each of us thinls that we have a reasonab
amount of discretion. Therefore, we should be

ise this discretion, using our own who are'on the Committee on Committees from

\'.r . \i
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legates, I ca there was, if there were some committees which

emember the first day of the Convention our chair- """Id perhaps require a larger number of delegate

lat even a nitwit needed some representa- to serve on that committee th

I'd like to say this to you; this is some- '•^^ circumstances, the Committee on Committees

thing that 1 heard many years ago and it has really °V9*^' ^° fiave the right to establ i sh those number

stuck with me. It says like this: self-praise
the most scandalous, but it's a poor dog

certai
Secondly, it was the aim of the Rules Committee

..., ..._ ,.... 1 am just a housewife, but I'd that every delegate would serve on at least, but

like for this delegation to know that I am quali- "°^ ""''"e than, one substantive committee. Insofar

fied to be a chairman of a committee. I'm not seek- ^s the procedural committees are concerned, it was

ing one, but I do believe that each delegate that tfie feeling of the Rules Committee that there

was elected or appointed should have the right to should be greater flexibility on those particular '

participate in this Convention fully. And if they committees in order to get the benefit of as many

are going to do it, they must have a chance to come persons who might have expertise in the particular
in. If one delegate is going to have all the power, area which was the responsibility of the procedural

delegates is going to ha' committee. The committees would elect a chai

1 will say, vice-chairman, and such other officers with the

vor that restriction now imposed under the prior rule. 1at this point, that I am speaking in favor that
these delegates that are on the Committee on Commit- Chairman of the Convention would be ex officio a

tees will not have the power to be a chairman of a member of all substantive committees in order to

committee. And I even go to the Executive Board provide proper liaison. As you may recall, we pro-

Committee 'cause, in many experiences over many vided that the first vice-chairman and the three
years, I am not so naive to bel ieve--even though I vice-chairmen would likewise be ex officio members
am not a seasoned politician, I have been a politi- of the procedural committees, thus oiving a liaison
cian for many years, and I think everybody should at that layer of leadership with those particular
be--that one person would stand up and say I'm not committees. I'd be glad to answer any questions,
interested in this. And I'm not going to tell you Mr. Chairman, anyone may ask.

a story; but, if anybody would like for me to tell
you why I believe it, come to me after the Conven- Amendments
tion and I'm going to tell you a little story about
the rattlesnake and the bull, and I think you all Mr. Poynter Amendments proposed by Mr. Brown to

will be convinced. Thank you very much. the original resolution as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 17, line 4, immediately

[Previous Question ordered.] after the words "not more than" strike Out the
word "twenty" and insert in lieu thereof "thirty".

Closing
'

Amendment No. 2. On page 17, line 4, immediately
,- , , . , ^ ., ^ ^u before the word "each" insert the following: "The

^ „..^^^.]?V ?!.^.!9L'!!'J^^?;: '?".!,.'!;:!,..,„ committee on Committees shall determine the size of
each substantive and procedural committee within
such limitations."

dment No. 3. On page 17, line 6, immediately

you wi I I have done as much as yo
in diffusing the power of this Convention. Yo

1 know, in your heart, that there's no particu-

l^be'^birtr^ontrort^ir^onv^nt"^^^^'^^!^"'"-" afterurword" "commi ttee-'and' before the

f,,f„,, »u,, ,„ ,„ ,. ,,,,„ '„L„ "each" insert the following: "No delegate shal

! '?: ' \,^°^ ',?! !
^",°

..„. serve on more than two committees of any natur
is your first step

a hundred and thirty-two good delegates
if you eliminate sixteen from serving as
chairmen or vice-chairmen of a procedura
stantive committee, I feel sure that you
balance of a hundred and sixteen that yo
on. This is a free Convention. If you
ambition of being a chairman of a substa

excludina the Committee on Committees and th

Executive Committee".

Explanation

the Committee on Committee
most important committee. There will be othe
where more of the action is, but this is it,
urge you to adopt this amendment.

Mr. Brown Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think
the amendments are self-explanatory. In amendment

ttee, just refrain from serving on ^° ^' ''^'/^ increasing the number, that we can

rnmmittPP._ Thi. nn to now i. our "1°^^ ^° ' ^'^"'^ twenty to thirty. I agree with many
of the delegates who have spoken to date saying
that we can't get carried away in the number of
committees that we have. If you let... we create
two or three more, where do you stop? It gets

[Amendments reread. Roll call vote or- Out of hand. In this particular case, however,
dered. Amendments adopted: 64-57. I think we've got several Substantive committees
Previous Question ordered on the Rule. where we've got a tremendous amount of work to do.

Roll call vote ordered. Rule adopted: Take the Finance and Taxation Committee; you take
viva voce.] our comm i t tee- -we had so much debate regarding

Readino of the Rule education and the civil service. I think in
Reading of the Rule

instances such as that, especially when we have
Mr. Poynter Rule No. 53. Service on Committees. ^ lot of talented people amongst this group who
Each substantive and procedural committee shall be ^^„ ignj support, we ought to be able to have a
composed of at least ten delegates and no more than little more flexibility. I'm not saying all our
twenty. Each delegate except the Convention Chair- committees should be numbered thirty. I'm saying
man shall serve on at least one and only one sub- t^at the Committee on Committees should have the
stantive committee. Each committee shall elect a discretion to go twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-
chairman, vice-chairman, and such other officers five. I personally feel that some of the smaller
as the committee deems necessary. committees may only be ten or twelve members. So,

The Chairman of the Convention, shall be ex offi-
] „ould like to give the Committee on Committees

cio a member of all substantive committees, but ft,e authority to look at the people involved, see
shall have no vote and shall not be counted for the where the preferences lie. and then if we need
purpose of obtaining a quorum. twenty-four, twenty-five men, men or women, give

them the discretion. Amendment No. 2 merely
Explanation gives the authority to the Committee on Committees

to determine what the size shall be. This is

merely an amendment to give that authority because
right now the rules do not state who shall deter-
mine that size. This merely says that the Com-
mittee on Committees will make that determination.
There's nothing in the rules that says this at
the present time. No. 3 merely defines a little
more explicitly what's already in the rules. In

Mr.
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other words I think it says that you should only [Amendnent withdrawn .2

serve on one substantive committee. Now, Mr.
Roemer raised the question, can you serve on all Amendments
four procedural committees? This merely says
that you can only serve on two. So I think that NIr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. Thompson
none of them make any drastic changes with the amending the original resolution as follows:
exception of raising from twenty to thirty. I

Amendment No. 1. On page 17, line 6, after
hope you'll go along with me on these amendments. the words "least one" delegate the words "and or

one"

.

Further Discussion Amendment No. 2. On page 17, line 8, after
"necessary "... "Not less than two delegates from

Reverend Alexander Mr. Chairman and delegates, ^^'^*^ Congressional District shall be appointed t

I've been analyzing these amendments, and it ^^"^^ substantive committee,
appeared to me that they make sense. I've been
looking at Rule No. 49, I think, which authorizes Explanation
the committees, standing committees. I find that
I'm assuming that the delegates in these committee
will break up into subcommittees. If they do,
for example, in Subsection No. 2, there are only
four subtopics. But in Subsection No. 6, there
are eleven subtopics. Now, assuming that this
Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation would
contain possibly two persons on each subcommittee,
you would need at least twenty-two people. So,
I'm asking the delegates to vote for this amend-
ment. Thank you.

Delegate Lambert in the CI-

Mr,
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that we could have better representation that way
because, otherwise, if you limit the delegates to

one member-- that is, to eight committees from the
eight Congressional Oi s tr icts--you would not have
enough people in all the districts to serve and
place two people on each committee.

Mr. Lambert What is your question. Senator De
Blieux?

Mr. De Blieux I just wanted to ask him if he

snge the

Anc
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we have some people serving on two substantive We're worrying about finances. We know that we

committees and others serving on one, which is can't get by with the money that's been appropriate
not a fair situation. I think the only fair way and, if we increase this, we've got the per diem
to have this Convention run is to have each dele- and any other expenses that might come in connectic
gate serving on one substantive committee and with it. Also, one of the major things is that a

only one substantive committee, since these will thirty-member committee is too large; it's too
be the parts of the Convention that are actually unwieldy. You can't operate, I don't think, in

going to write this Constitution. Like I say, that much--especial 1 y if they said if we travel
I can't tell you how strongly I feel about this over the state for hearings and such as that. I

because I just don't want to see part of these think that we should be given another opportunity
delegates being the favorite few that end up on to consider this. I'd like to urge that we vote
two substantive committees. it down and leave it as it is--at twenty as the

maximum number.
Henry I thi

It of Orde

Dass just for a few minutes, Mr. Thompson is Mr. Fontenot Mr. Chairman, I don't know if I got

going to withdraw his amendments and resubmit some lost somewhere in all of the discussion, but it
" the mot ion to

ther we want to
nson is talking about
ity to thirty. I

nembers, I wish to think, if I remember correctly, Robert's Rules of
by which Amendment Order states that the motion to

bsed or adopted. two-thirds vote. I don't reall
twent

're in the process of the motion is debatable.

E)

movi
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the next amendment that's going to be offered.

nat there's one per

rx Well

Mr.
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up to thirty. It does not restrict the Committee
on Committees in their appointment of a committee.
Now there's a lot of people who sen t ... everyone
of us sent in preference sheets. There's a lot
of us that might want to be on some particular
committee because we feel we particularly are
qualified for that. It's going to be--ril tell
you right now--with a limitation of twenty, there's
going to be a lot of delegates that are going to
be disappointed because they didn't get their pref-
erences on these committees. This simply permits
thirty. Now, I know you can't, you know you can't,
appoint two hundred and forty people, when you
only have a hundred and seventeen that are eligible
But some of these committees are so important, and
some of them are going to require such extensive
hearings. For example, one of the committees is
the Committee on Education and Welfare. It's
divided into six categories, and each and every
one of those categories are going to take extensive
hearings, in my judgment, and take an awful lot
of time of our committee. For example, Education--
can't you envision that when that comes up that
you're going to have school teachers' delegations.
You're going to have educators; you're going to
have all kinds of hearings that are going to take
committees' time. Wei fare--you ' re going to have
extensive hearings on Welfare. It's an important
subject. Consumer affairs, civil service, labor,
industry. Now if you only permit twenty on this
committee, this means that if you divide it evenly
in those seven categories, you can only appoint
about three people who have a knowledge of the
subject. So you divide it into subcommittees,
and the rules provide that you can divide it into
subcommittees. Is the whole committee going to
sit in on every one of those hearings? I don't
believe that it's physically possible for you to
do this unless you give up your business and your
home and spend the rest of your time for a year
up here. I think we ought to remove the restrictio
of twenty and leave the Committee on Committees
to handle it. They're not going to appoint two
hundred and forty people because they aren't there.
They are going to use good, common sense and appoin
larger members, larger quantities, on committees
that require them and less on the others. Thank
you very much.

[Previous rjuestion ordered.]
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Wednesday, January 17, 1973 convention who, for one reason or another, are

very well qualified to be of great assistance
ROLL CALL to this convention in its work if they vere

permitted to serve on two of its substantive

[iiS delegates present and a quorum.] committees. I think that that is something
that is tioing to have to address itself to the

PRAYER sound discretion of the Committee on Committees
to determine, first, whether or not such individual

Mr. Burns Let us pray: have the time and the willingness to serve on two

Our Heavenly Father, we thank Thee for the such comnittees. If you have an individual who,

privilege of allowing us to be participants in the sound discretion of that committee, they

in the most momentous event that has occurred feel car. make a contribution on two committees of

in the history of modern Louisiana, lie pray a substantial nature to the ultimate success of

as we meet here daily that we be under the this convention, ind the individual that they have

guidance and direction of Thy Holy Spirit so in mind is in a position to make that contribution,

that whatever we do will meet with Thy divine then I think that we should not deprive ourselves

approval and with the approval of the citizens and deprive the people of this state of the

of the State of Louisiana. We pray further, opportunity to receive the benefit of that contri-

Father, that Thou would give us a continuing bution. That's simply the purpose of this

feeling of fellowship so that, no matter how amendment,
warm the debate or how hot the argument, we

will always have a high regard one for the other, Questions
and never let us allow personalities to enter in

our deliberations or our procedures. Finally, V.r . Velazquez tlr. Avant, don't you accept the

Father, we would ask that as we meet here that premise that every substantive committee will have

we have your richest blessings on our families. an extensive workload?
We ask all these things in the name of our Savior
and Redjeiier, Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

.....
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

[oatii of Office administered to Wellborn
Jack . I Journal 37

.

]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

RESOLUTIONS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

id offered a

up
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come up with an ideal draft proposal for a new

constitution when we meet again in July. How, all

of us here at this convention have other duties:

to our families, to our businesses, to our pro-

fessions. It's going to be asking a great deal

of anyone to serve as he should on one substantive
committee. The Ideal will be to really grapple
with the problems of the particular area of the

committee that we're serving on. Anyone who has

done legal writing--and there are many here--know
that it is harder to reduce a problem than it is

to write a great deal about it. It's a lot easier

to write a long brief and ramble all over the lot

than it is to boil the point down to something
succinct, which is what we're aiming to do here.

It's also a lot easier to write one brief, if you

have the leisure or the other people in your law
firm give you the time to really wear out a point,
than it is to try to write three briefs on three
different legal questions at the same time. I

think even the most exceptional person at this con-
vention would find that he is spreading himself
too thin if he tries to tackle, at one and the

same time, for instance, the tremendous volume of
material in the constitution on local and parochial
government and the tremendous volume of material
under the judiciary section. I don't believe it's
humanly possible to do a ^'.ood job on both. tir.

Uomack raised the problem cf a quorum, yesterday.
If two committees were meeting on the same day,

you would go to one committee meeting and you
would not go to another one. You can't serve two
masters effectively. If the Chairman assigns you
work on one committee, he will expect you to have
that work completed by the next time that commit-
tee meets. He will not expect you to be absent,
meeting with another committee. As to the wide-
spread expertise of this convention, 1 agree there
are people here that can make contributions to

more than one committee. But, I submit that the
way for them to make that contribution is not to

be a member of two committees, but simply to submit
those proposals that they have to a committee
other than the one on which they serve by means
of delegate proposals and by means of testimony
before the other committees in which they have
an interest. Also, I can envision someone who
might have the leisure to do it serving on two
committees at one and the same time working, let
us say, to aggrandize the power of the Executive
Branch of government on the Executive Committee
and to diminish the power of the Legislative Branch
on the Legislative Committee, if he's serving on
both committees at the same time. I think, in

other words, that we may be giving an individual
wider latitude than we would want to in writing
the total document of the constitution. Finally,
I would make the point that the successful con-
stitutional conventions in recent history, insofar
as I can see in reviewing those rules that we were
given by G.S.R.I., has, in the main, permitted
deleoates to serve on one substantive committee.
Thank you.

Question

Mr. .Mario Mr. Burson, yesterday the delegates
passed an amendment to Rule No. 53 which says
that "committees shall not contain more than
thirty members," so that don't you think, mathe-
matically, that we might just put the Committee
on Committees in a bind if, for instance, we have
enough delegates who are interested in three
committees, which would make up to thirty, and
that's ninety of them used up right there to be...
which would leave five committees left and only
forty-two delegates to split up, you see? The
problet.i here might be that we would put the Com-
mittee on Committees in such a bind as to not be
able to place people on the committee that they
are particularly interested in or in which their
interests might lie in.

Hr. Burson hr . Alario, as I understood the
gravamen of Senator Brown's argument when he

should have thirty members, that the minimum of
ten might well apply to most committees, but that
there might be a few committees that would requirE

-ge
lat i tude.

', and he wanted to leave

Further Discussion

/ide

Mr. Arnette Mr. Chairman and delegates, I'm
going to have to start off my talk, here, with an
apology that I'll probably repeat some of the
arguments that I made yesterday. But, if delegates
would quit bringing up the same thing day after
day, I would not have to repeat my remarks.

The first thing I have to say about this par-
ticular proposal is that in general when the Rules
Committee met, they envisioned the idea of one
hundred and thirty-one members of this convention,
each serving on one committee. We left it up to

the Committee on Committees to decide which
committees would be more important and which ones
would have more members. But, we did not envision
at any time that there would be more than one
hundred and thirty-one positions on the total of
eight committees. If we accept this amendment
proposed by Mr. Avant, as I said yesterday, we're
on the horns of a dilemma. On the one horn, if

we want to have everyone serve on two committees,
then we have a definite problem because we're
going to have to increase the size of our committees
to thirty-two or thirty-three members each. This
is entirely unworkable. So, therefore, the other
horn of the dilemma is that we have some people--
some favored few-7Some people who are in with the
powers that be on' the Committee on Committees that
are going to be serving on two committees and some
other people that are not in with the powers on the
Committee on Committees will be just serving on one
committee. Now, to some of you this might be an
equitable thing to do, but to me, it is entirely
inequitable. We came here all equal as delegates.
The appointed delegates and the elected delegates
all came here equally. ! think that we should go

into these committees equally. I think we should
each serve on one. This would bring the size of
the committees down to a reasonable number--say,
at the most, probably twenty-three or twenty-four
in the largest committee and probably twelve or
thirteen or fourteen in the smallest committee.
But, this is up to the Committee on Committees to

decide which ones and how many people are on each
committee. I don't think we're going to put them
in any bind whatsoever. I don't think there's
any chance they can be put in a bind. If they
want to be... if they want thirty members on one
committee, they're just going to have to cut down
the other'ones a heck of a lot. But, I think this
is up to them to decide. But, the point I want to
make very clear is: I don't want any delegate in

here shortchanged. I don't want any delegate
shortchanged in representing his district or his
area of the state. I think everyone ought to
havt a right to be on as many committees as every-
one else. Now, this is substantive committees.
Now, we come up to another problem. If everyone
is allowed, or if some people are allowed, to serve
on two substantive committees, as been proposed,
then we run into another nroblem because we have
set no limit on the amount of procedural committees
that a delegate may serve on. So, conceptually
it's possible for one delegate to serve on two
substantive committees, if this amendment proposed
is passed, plus four procedural committees, plus,
possibly be on the Executive Committee and the
Committee on Committees and could have possibly
been a member of the temporary Rules Committee.
So, this is quite a burden to put on someone. Of
course, I don't envision this ever happening, but
the point I want to make very, very clear is 1

want everyone to be equal going into these com-
mittees and everyone have equal representation on
these committees. That's all I have to say.

Further Discussion

Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman and fellow deleoates, I.

[110]
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too, don't want to get up here and be redundant,
but I feel compelled to speak on this particular
issue because, ladies and gentlemen, in my humble
opinion this is the most crucial issue that I

have voted on in this very convention. I served
on the Rules Committee; I went with the concept
of expanding. I think that's good. You didn't
change the concept of what we ivere trying to do.
What we are talking about in this oarticular
provision, though, is whether you're going to allow
for a diffusion or the possibility of a stacking
situation in this convention. You can mathemati-
cally add it any way you want to add it. The end
result is that if you do this, you have theoreti-
cally created a situation which allows for a

stacking problem. I submit to you that if you
vote that way, I find that you will be hard pressed
to say that your previous votes were consistent
when you voted on the concept of diffusion and
expanding of these various committees. I was
against the thirty rule--expand to thi rty--because
I knew what was right behind it, and just exactly
what was going to occur. The writing is on the
wall. I'd like to make this one other point: the
point is made that we want to have a situation
where, if you have someone that is expertise in
several areas, that he could appear and be useful
in two committees. Well, nobody is precluding
that. These rules specifically state that you
can come and testify and afford whatever expertise
advice you want to the committee. I'm not talking
about that, and let's divide that issue. What we
are talking about is the ability to vote, and
that's where all the action is. Vlhen you put two
peopl e--concei vably two people--on a committee,
you've created that additional vote, and that's
where you run into problems. I think that we have
gone to a great length to divide the division
of powers amongst these eight committees. I think
when you equitably put one person on each committee,
you have done that. You have equitably distributed
the power; you have equated, as Mr. Arnette said--
if you want to, for lack of a better term--a one
vote concept; each delegate has one vote. So, in

closing, I can't stress this enough; I haven't felt
more strongly than this one issue. If you vote
for this amendment, you might as well pitch out
all of the other amendments because you've com-
pletely destroyed the thrust of what we are talk-
ing about, and you have allowed the situation to
exist, which heretofore we have tried to prevent,
is certain people--and I'm including everybody in
that category, and I don't mean ... that ' s not
directed at anyone--but you have created a situation
where certain select people can be on a committee
that maybe you're not, and there's where your vote
is going to come up. Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

Mr. Roemer Well, I speak in total opposition to the
amendi.ient and its concept. I found in the last
few days that many times I've bowed to the wisdom
of the Rules Committee and I'm in the same position
this morning. I think tiey had three things in
mind when they limited us to one substantive com-
mittee. Those three things are: the fact that
they felt a deep need to divide the responsibility
for the creation of this document equally among
us all. Secondly, I think that they were trying
to reduce the chance of alliances that spill out
of one committee and perhaps into another, if we
allow this mul ti -commi t tee concept to pass.
Thirdly, I think they tried, and with good reason,
to keep an eye on the fact that many of us over-
load ourselves by our own self-importance. There
are some of us I find here who feel that we know
as much as any body in the state, not just with
the affairs of one committee, but with the affairs
of several. I'm not in that position. I find
myself like, perhaps, some of you, who know little
about anything in regard to these committees. But,
for my protection as well as for those who seem to
know everything, I think we should limit our
endeavors to one, and only one substantive committee.
I might say that I have an amendment that will
follow in a few minutes which puts the '.ame

limitations on procedural committees that I speak
now in favor of on substantive committees. My
final comment would be that those who used the
thirty numbers game per committee are totally in
error. There is no requirement that we have
thirty men and women per committee; we have that
right. There is no requirement. There's no
argument that can be based on numbers in favor of
this amendment. I hope we vote it down.

Further Discussion

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
tHe convention, I will take just a very short
period of your time because I think there has
been adequate argument presented to you to vote
this amendment down. But, if I did not feel so
strongly in opposition, I wouldn't be taking up
your time today. I just want to bring up one
thing. The general consensus of this entire
convention from the first day through the Temporary
Rules Committee, and through proceedings up
until this morning, have been that we wanted
authority spread out and diversified. Frankly,
up to this point, we have done an excellent job
of carrying that out. If you vote for this
amendment, you will, in fact, do away with all of
the good things you have done up until this time.
I strongly urge you to defeat this amendment.

Further Discussion

Kr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, I would like to sugoest to
Mr. Avant, if he would, if he would withdraw his
amendment and let me propose one which I think is

somewhat of a compromise between what he has and
what, in the rule that we presently have of not
making any changes at all. I can see, if you are
going to have some of the committees that are
going to have membership in excess of, I would say,
fifteen, you are necessarily going to have to have
some of the committees which would have less than
that number if you use all of the delegates on the
substantive committees because, if you consider,
that sixteen delegates on each committee would
give you a total of a hundred and twenty-eight
members on the substantive committees. When you
vary more than that, you're going to use more
delegates, and somebody is going to have to serve
on more than one committee unless you have some
committees with less than that number. Since
yesterday we upped the number that could be a

member of a substantive committee to thirty--we
may not even have one committee that has thirty
on it--that necessarily means you're going to
have to have some committees with less. So, my
proposal is that no person serve. ..in fact the
business to let you know how it reads, I'd like
for you to follow along v.ith me and see if you
don't like this a little bit better. That is,
if you'll turn to page 17 and look at line 5,
strike out the words "least one" and insert in

lieu thereof--and also strike out the words "any
only one substantive commi ttee"--and substitute
the following language: "substantive committee,
but not more than two committees of any kind,"
which means that each individual delegate would
serve on at least one substantive committee.
He may serve on as many as two, but if he serves
on two substantive committees, he will not serve
on a procedural committee. If he serves on one
substantive committee, he can only serve on one
procedural committee. In other words, it limits
the delegates to at least two committees. I tell
you this, if you get more than two committees
that you're serving on, you're going to find
yourself in difficulty in the handling of this
convention. Now, as you well know, all the
chairmen will have to serve on the Coordinating
Committee. I don't think a chairman should serve
on any other committee other than... the committee
in which he's chairman of and the Coordinating
Committee. He's going to have enough to do with
that alone without trying to serve on any other
committee. I do believe this would be a proper
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compromise between what Mr. Avant has suggested that, and now they propose to you to water dow
and what has been argued against his amendment. those powers so that again the Committee on

So, I'd like to prevail upon i;r. Avant, if he Commi ttees--your commi ttee--wou Id amount to
would, to accept my amendment in lieu of the one nothing. I see here that this is not a questi
which he has proposed. on whether he's out on first or out on third;

this is a question of the whole ball game. I

Further Discussion see it, if you don't defeat this amendment and
these compromises, that you will have dealt

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman, and members of the com- indeed a mortal blow to this convention. As
mittee, I'm sorry I've been absent. I've had a suggested by the man who proposed this change, he
terrible case of the flu and I'm delighted I can asks. ..he said something about looking around and
be back with you now. I rise to talk against I have looked around and I have not found. ..I have
this amendment. I'll try to be as brief as I can. indeed looked around; I have seen very, very much
This Constitutional Convention is supposed to be talent. I am greatly impressed with the talent that
completely devoid of politics. The governor in is present; but I have not seen anyone when they
his talk the first day pointed that out. Now, walked in the room cause the lights to blink, or
sometimes I speak pretty rough and right to the anybody to stoop and scrape because they walked
point, but it's nothing personal --anythi ng I say-- in. I want to tell you now that I am reminded
because I speak for or against bills and amend- simply in plain language of a little story I

ments, and things like that, and not individuals. heard many years ago--and this man was not a

This amendment is politics; I term it a voting very well educated man, but a good man--and he
powe.' amendment. Now, I don't care how smart any said, "you know you're a nice looking bird."
delegate is here, if he is on two substantive He says--you have some fine new feathers, but
committees, he is not going to render near as good always remember and never forget, you're not
service to the people of Louisiana as if he's on the only chicken in the coop."
one committee. These committees can meet various
places. For instance, he could be on two com- Further Discussion
mittees; one would be meeting in Shreveport at
the same time the other one he's on is meeting in Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman, Delegates, ladies
New Orleans. Now, I very much oppose this. I and gentlemen, I have heard many discussions
believe that under the theory of this amendment during this convention about defusing powers. A

that I would probably be qualified as well as previous speaker stated, that this, in effect...
most people, to serve on the Judiciary Committee-- this amendment, rather, would restrict power into
for one, I've practiced law, civil and criminal, the hands of a few. I feel just the opposite,
for forty years. I'd probably be as well qualified For example, as I stated yesterday, if the
as most people who serve on the committee in regard Committee on Committees is going to be restricted,
to the legislature. I served twenty-four years in if we're going to defeat this amendment, and take
the House. I'd be as qualified on the Executive away from that committee the right to be inflexible
because I've learned that from the other, too. enough to vary the numbers on the committees
Now, I would not be as effective in helping the because as we look at the committees created in
people. Now, I learned this long ago. Before Rule No. 49, I think, we find that the subtopics
I came to the House in 1940 I was fortunate-- vary greatly, to the extent that some of the
being kin to the late Pike Hall who had served in committees, I think, could work very well with
the Senate and to Cecil Morgan--and I learned a eight or ten members; whereas, others would need
lot. I was one of the few men that stated I twenty or twenty-five. Now, I say to you that
wanted to serve on one committee and that was there are men in this convention who do possess
Judiciary A. I did serve on it for twenty-four some unusual expertise. Let me ^ive you this
years. They did; because legislatures are example--and I'm not saying this because this
different from this convention, I was forced to man is from the city of New Orleans--but I

serve on others. But, I found that by being on know a man by the name of Moise Dennery, who
only one main committee. Judiciary, I attended has had considerable experience in developing
more committee meetings of other House committees material of this sort. He has worked on the
and Senate committees than anybody in the House of Charter of the City of New Orleans. I know that
Representatives, to my knowledge. Now, here, this there are others, but they're not running out of
number eight commi ttee--subs tanti ve committees-- our ears here. It means that a man like'that
happens to be exactly the one I had sugges ted-- i

n

could advise more than one committee. It means
meetings up in Shreveport. If you have those that he could serve on two of these committees,
eight and you want to speak for others, you should and I'm sure there are others. Primarily, the
do it. You could speak before. ..if you're on one delegates here run from one end of the spectrum
committee--you' re knowledgeable and interested-- to the other. There are some of us here who
you could go speak before seven different ones; be have ideas, who are going to argue on principles,
very effective helping the people. You'd be But, there are others who possess the expertise
devoid of politics and you wouldn't have that who are technicians. Now, when I say technicians,
two votes. Now, as to the suggestion by Senator I mean those persons who have had experience
De Blieux's amendment, I'm not going to be in along those lines. I call upon you, and beg of
favor of amending this amendment. I say, let's you to vote this amendment and not restrict the
stop this creeping politics that's trying to slither Committee on Committees and put them in this
in the uoor. Now, I happened to be the one that kind of a legal s trai ghtjacke t . Thank you.
named that business "snake bills" in the legisla-
ture--Mr. Ford Stinson kids me a lot--but here is Fur
creeping politics, like the snake; kill him before ''

he gets on the front porch. Thank you. Mr. Guarisco Fellow delegates. I likewise rise
in opposition to the amendment. This proposal

Further Discussion reminds me of the George Orwell book on totalitar-
ianism I think called Animal Farm and to paraphrase

Mr. Champagne I would have remained seated if I that particular book there was a section that said.
was really as convinced as I think I am that we "all delegates are equal, but some delegates are
don't intend to compromise this measure in the more equal than others." I think if we take that
least. Ue intend to defeat it overwhelmingly. My position, then we're going to emasculate the intent
reason for making that statement is: as the rule of the Rules Committee, or the intent of this
IS written and as it has been written by the convention. If you can sit here and say that a
Committee on Committees and has been amended to person who wants to contribute, and who has talent.
thirty, there is no problem whatsoever to the and able to contribute is going to take a little
Committee on Committees to do an excellent job. boy attitude and refuse to make his contribution
There was at one time' a movement to do away with because "he can't vote" then he shouldn't be here.
this Committee on Committees. They failed in So, I likewise ask that you vote against the
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amendment.

Further Discussion

i.rs. Warren Mr. Chairman, fellov/ delegates, this
morning I seem to be more confused than I ever
was about the convention. From the beginning
I thought this was supposed to be delegates
representing people. How, I see this morning
that you're supposed to be qualified. I think
the only thing the act says is that you would
live in a certain area, and run from the area,
and let your people decide whether you were
qualified to be a delegate. I don't think and
I'm going to accept--Reverend Avery Alexander
mentioned one person, I don't think anybody
should be singled out as their expertise. I

think everybody here has some expertise and I'm
not downing anybody. I am against the amendment
because I think that everybody should have a fair
share of being on a committee. When I ran I

said to the people that I want to be your spokes-
man. You cannot speak for people unless you
know what they want. I think one of the things
that we're getting confused, when we become a

representative of the people, we die to our own
self-interest and become representatives of the
people. This is something I'm seeing hard to
believe. I heard !\r . Jenkins mention a little
story--and I'm not going to try to tell it,
because I think she's the only one--but that
made me think more and more about when people
are trying to get what they want, it's all nice
and glory, but when they get it, I'm sorry; we
made it. So, I am going against this anendment.
I am a delegate. I want my fair share. I'm
not going to stop for anything less.

notion

Mr. Smith Mr. Chairman, fellow del ega tes -- 1 ooks
like I messed up things here--I tliink we've heard
enough on this particular question. I served
on this committee. . .that Rules Committee. We
discussed this pro and con for several days. I

was in the legislature, too, where we had no more
than twenty people on a committee. I think if
you serve on more than one committee you can't
do it efficiently. I feel like that we've all
heard about as much as we need to. I think
they've made up their mind and we just keep going
over and over the same thing. So, I'd like to
now, lir. Chairman, to move the previous question.

IPr

Avsnt Chai

Closing

nan and fello>

amendment, if it's adopted, would reduce the
Committee on Committees to zero. I can't follow
that logic. It certainly does not. How, another
statement was made about the powers that be. Well,
you are the powers that be. You are going to elect
this Committee on Committees. You are going to
have to approve the finf.1 product of any sub-
stantive committee. You are the powers that be.
The final product of this convention is going to
be approved by you; and then, the people, hopefully.
This is not any kind of a power play. It's a very
simple, little proposition. I think fir. jack
made my point better than I could make it. It's
simply this: that if in the wisdom of this
Committee on Committees that you are to elect
with two people from each congressional district,
there is an individual or individuals that that
committee feels could make a contribution to our
work by serving on two committees, they have the
right to ask him to do so. He has the right to do
so, if he Is in agreement with the committee's
idea. Now, they don't have to do it; they may
not do it. But, far from being something that is
going to strip the Committee on Committees down
to zero, it is just the opposite. I think there
are many, many areas in this constitution that
are highly technical, that ninety percent of the

lawyers in this state don't have any idea what
these provisions in this present constitution
that we have, all the ramifications of them.
I say that if we out this Committee on Committees
in a stra ightjacket where they don't have any

discretion, that we're going to make a mistake.
I close by saying that this is not a power play,
and I'm not running for nothing, and won't accept
nothing. I leave it to the wisdom of this body.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Senator De Blieux sends up amend-
ments as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 17, line 11 after
the word "vote" and before the word "and" insert
the word "therein" .

Amendment No. 2. On page 17, line 12 after
the word "quorum" and before the peri od" .

"

i

nsert
the word "thereof".

Explanation

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, this is just one of those very

technical technical amendments, for clarification,
so to be sure that we're only talking about the

chairman insofar as his attendance for the

committee meeting, and not otherwi se--that he still

h6s a vote otherwise.

[Amendnient reread. Previous Question
ordered. Amendment adopted: viva voce.]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed ty Ilr. Roemer to

the resolution as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 17, line 6, delete

the period "." and insert in lieu tl-creof the

following: "and may serve on no more than one
procedural committee".

Explanation

Mr. Roemer Yes, Mr. Chairman. My brief amend-
ment is designed to put the same limitations on

procedural committees that we just ratified as

to substantive committees: that is, that no one
delegate may serve on more than one procedural
committee. Also notice that it is so worded
that there is no requirement, in my amendment to

the Committee on Committees, to place each
delegate on a procedural committee. There is a

requirement, of course, in Rule No. 53 that we

all are placed on at least one substantive
committee. I make the point that I have no such
requirement in my amendnent as to procedural
committees. The reason I don't have that require-
ment is for two. One: the procedural committees,
by the nature of their activities, I think, can
function, perhaps better, without a large number
of people. With only four procedural committees,
if we were each required to have a procedural
committee assignment, four divided into a hundred
and thi rty--John , your arithmetic might be better
than mine--but that is in excess of thirty
members per committee. I think that's too large.
The second reason that I don't require that we

each serve on one procedural committee is that some

of us do not wish to serve on a procedural com-
mittee. That is my amendment, Mr. Chairman.

[previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted: viva voce.']

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. Burson
amending the original resolution as follows:

On page 17, between lines 8 and 9, Insert the

follow1ng:--would be designed as another paraqraph-
"The Chairman of the convention shall designate

the date and the place of the original meeting of
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each committee, at which committee officers are to

be elected and each committee member is to be

notified in person or by certified nail of such
designation."

add the wor
"meeting"?

Burson

First of all , may I

"meeting" after "at

ne ,

purpose of tt

really, just for housekeeping. I noted, in

looking over the rules, apparently everyone is in

agreement that the committees should elect
their own chairmen. That being the case, somebody's
got to call the first meeting at which the officers
are to be elected; so that's the only reason for

is an

[Pi

ment

Amendment

Mr. Poynter [amendment by Mr. Conroy]. ]

same place, page 17, line 8, after the woi

"necessary." it would add the following:
delegate serving on the Executive Committi
shall serve as Chairman or Vice-Chairman (

substantive committee."

rox Fell( delegates, our efforts to date
that control of this conventiorhave been to assu.,; u,.u^ ,.>,..,..„.

be effectively diffused and left with no group.
An essential part of this diffusion is to have the
Executive Committee and the Coordinating Committee
as two separate committees. This amendment is to

ensure that these two important committees of this
convention--the Executive Committee and the
Coor.^i na ti ng Commi ttee--be retained as separate

tt3£S. If it was not apparent before,L^iiii;'i(.L:i!=i. II iL wa:3 nut a^jyiai cu l uciuic, ii.

was ccrtdinly apparent from yesterday's discussion
that z .ere '.nil be two important permanent
coMi.ntccr.s: the Executive Committee, the Coordina-
ting Cci:.: ittee. Under the proposed rules, the
Coorcinating Committee is comprised of the
chairmen of the substantive committees, and the
Coordinating Committee is the body which acts as
the traffic cop on which committee studies what
matter. There were a number of delegates here
who were vitally concerned with which substantive
committee studies which matter. The importance
of the functions must be obvious from the debates
yesterday when these questions were discussed
at 501:16 length. When the Executive Committee was
discussed earlier in this convention, it was
described as purely an administrative or house-
keeping committee; but, if you permit the members
of the Executive Committee to serve as chairmen
of a substantive committee and thereby serve as a

Coordinating Committee, you will have fused into
one the Coordinating Committee and the Executive
Committee, and you will have placed real control
of this conventi on--and , more importantly, real
control of the product of this convention, of
the substance of the constitution--in one small
group. I think it vitally important that this
fusion of the two entities not be permitted, and
that's the purpose of this amendment. There are
3 hiinHroH xnii thirty-two delegates to this con-

are twenty-three on the Executive
teen on the Comittee on Committees,
nine. That leaves ninety-three

s from whom we can pick sixteen
len of the substantive committees
of the substantive committees.

vention;
Committee; sixtee
That's thirty-nin
qual i f ied del ega t

to serve as chair
and vice-chairmen

(Jues t i ons

..„„,- you say that your amendi
attempt to continue the balancIS basically on atucmiJI. LU 1.UII11IIUC L

that the Rules Committee attempted to

rules at their initial setting?

Jel azquez you feel that, by you
amendment, you are preventing the Ex

Committee and the Coordinating Committee from
being identical?

I'ir. Conroy Yes .

Hr. Velazquez T

Further

J very

i scussi

I'r. Brown Mr. Chairman, delegates to the
convention, I rise to speak in favor of the
amendment offered by ilr. Conroy. I think, as
Mrs. IJarren said when she got up here yesterday,
we have an awful lot of talent amongst the
delegates to this convention. As Mr. Conroy
just mentioned, we have some ninety-three delegates
to choose from to be chairmen and vice-chairmen
of these very important committees. Since we only
have eight substantive committees, allowing a

chairman of a committee of a substantive nature
to serve on the Executive Committee, I would agree
wholeheartedly with Mr. Conroy it would concentrate
way too much power. I think this is an excellent
opportunity for us to diffuse and show real indeper
sence, and I wholeheartedly support the amendment
of Mr. Conroy to eliminate a member from being on

the Executive Committee and also being a chairman
or a vice-chairman of this convention.

Furth

Chai fellow
appalled at some of the actions that we continue
to do here, in that we say, "Uell, we're going to
diffuse the power." I don't know what power we're
talking about. Since I've been at this convention,
I haven't seen a more i ndependent- thi nki ng body
assembled anywhere, and I'm proud to be a part of
that body. That's the way it should be. We're here
to make up our own minds and then do what we' think
is right. But, every time there's an issue that
comes up, somebody tries to make a bogeyman out of
politics. Every time there's an argument or some-
thing, that's exactly what they say: It's politics;
it's power. I think if we keep passing these type
of restri ctions--where you tie yourself down and
say that a man can't serve on the Executive
Committee, so he can't be chairman of this one or
that one; if he serves on the Committee on
Committees, he can't be chairman or vice-chairman--
pretty soon,' we're going to eliminate it down to
where there are only five or six people in this
whole convention hall that'll be able to serve as
chairman on anything. I wonder what the next
action will be to tie it down. You still have
the power in the hands of the committees then-
selves to elect a chairman and vice-chairman. I

don't see where your problem is going to come. I

think there are many, many good, qualified people--
or a hundred and thirty-two of them that I can
think of--who could serve as chairman or vice-
chairman of these committees. 1 don't think you
ought to keep tying yourself down, as is being
proposed here. Therefore, I oppose the amendment
offered by my good friend from Hetairie.

'ther 1 scuss

Mr. Gauthier Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, as
a member of the Rules Committee and speaking in

the spirit in which the Rules Committee worked, I

rise in support of this amendment. The Rules
Committee tried to effectively diffuse the respon-
sibility. I agree with Mr. Alario: What's this
bit about power? Power to the people, power this,
power that. I don't think that's the intent. We're
trying to diffuse the responsibility. He have a
hundred and thirty-two capable people. Let's
spread out that responsibility. Let's give each
delegate a chance to perform with a degree of
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responsibility and not overload any one delegate.
Based on that principle, and if you think back on
your vote, if you voted against a person serving
on two substantive committees, then you're in that
philosophy of spreading out the responsibility--
giving each delegate an adequate chance to perforn
Based on this reasoning, I ask you to vote for
this amendment. Thank you.

Cannon Thank you, l.r. Speaker. I speak in
3sition to this amendment, and I'd just like to
nt out--rm not going to get up here and talk

too many times--but I'd just like to say that,
when you do a little simple mathematics, your odds
of having your Executive Committee and your
Coordinating Committee the same is one out of
two-fifty-six. That's having total similarity.
The odds are only one out of one-twenty-eight
that you're going to have half similarity. I

think who I am speaking for is the substantive
committees that are not yet formed. Give them the
leeway, give them the right to choose whoever they
want to as chairman or vice-chairman. That's
their business. That's where the independence
and the real work of this convention is going to
come from. I think it's the responsibility of
this body to give to these substantive committees
the right and the power to choose their own chair-
men and vice-chairmen with no strings. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Burson My mother's told me many t-imes in my
life that too much of any good thing is enough,
and I think we've reached that point with this
amendment. I have supported every measure that
would diffuse the power of the convention up until
this point, but I think at this point that we have
sufficient safeguards built-in that anybody who
could take over or control this convention at this
point would be a political genius of the first
magnitude. We have just set about passing a rule--
or are setting about passing a rule--where the
committees will elect their own chairman. We
have prohibited a member of the Committee on
Committees from serving as a chairman, and the
rationale of that amendment--and . I supported it--
was we didn't want a member of the Committee on
Committees to put his brothers-in-law or his close
friends on the committee so they could elect him
chairman. But, the members of the Executive
Committee will have nothing whatsoever to say
about who will serve on the various committees.
Therefore, there is no opportun i ty--and not the
wildest chance that they could stack a committee
to see to it that that committee would elect a
member of the Executive Committee chairman. Let's
remember we're here to write a constitution like
the U. S. Constitution, and the reason why the
U. S. Constitution was necessary was because the
Articles of Confederation, which it supplanted,
had diffused power so much that nobody could make
a decision. Let's not make that same mistake.

-ther i scussior

Mr. Fontenot Hr. Chairman and fellow deleoates,
I rise in support of this amendment, and I'm not
going to talk about the power issue. I think we
have diffused the power enough. The only point
that I really consider, in this particular
instance, is I am afraid that, if a member is on
the Executive Committee, he can also be a member
of a substantive committee; he can be a member of
a procedural committee; and, if he is elected a

chairman of one of these, then he is automatically
a member of the Coordinating Committee. Now, I'm
sure you realize that being a chairman of a

substantive committee is probably going to be the
most. ..the hardest job at this conven t

i

on--keepi ng
up. It's going to be the full-time job, I teel,
and I feel like if a member is on the Executive
Commi ttee--and then on two other committees and on
the Coordinating Committee--! feel like a chairman

will not have the opportunity to do his best at
being a chairman. That's why I feel like there's
too much work, so I feel like we should keep a

member from the Executive Committee from being a

chairman because he will not be able to devote his
full time to being chairman of his committee. Thi
is why I rise in support of the amendment. At
this time, I would like to call the previous
question .

[Previ ion ordered.']

Closing

Mr. Conroy Very briefly, in reply to f.r . Alario,
I simply say that this is designed to ensure the
independence which he says he has found in the
convention so far. In reply to Mr. Cannon, I

would like to remind him that two members of the
Coordinating Committee are already members of the
Executive Committee: that is, the Chairman of
this convention and the Vice-chairman of this con-
vention are already members of the Coordinating
Committee. You don't need very many more to be
able to control that committee. In reply to Hr.
Burson, I frankly do not follow his logic. This
is the first time we get to the actual substance
of the constitution and the possible control of
it through the substantive committees and Coordina
ting Committee. I think that this is vitally
important to the independence of this convention
to adopt this amendment, and I urge its adoption,
and I request a roll call vote.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed Mr. De Blieux to
the resolution as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 17, line 6, after the
words "least one" strike out the words "and only
one substantive committee." and substitute in lieu
thereof the following: "substantive cormittee but
rot more than two committees of any kin:!."

inat ion

Mr. Chai

amendment, I want to give the Committee on
Committees a little bit more authority. It seems
as if we've taken away quite a bit of their authority
insofar as their ability to name people to com-
mittees, etc., etc., and, possible, the committees
themselves in deciding who's going to be chairman
and vice-chairman. Yesterday, we passed an amend-
ment that allows our committees to be up to as
many as thirty people. I have a feeling that there
may be three or four--or, maybe, as many as ten--
delegates that might have to be assigned to more
than one committee in order to make up the necessary
numbers on the respective committees. If you don't
do this, you will not be able to reach anything
like thirty members of any committee; and, yet, that
amendment was approved yesterday. Now, I don't
want to spread it out to where everybody is serving
on a lot of committees, and I want to be sure that
nobody serves on more than two committees of any
kind. There are some of the committees which you
will not need very many members, of I know; but, so
that the Committee on Committees can properly
organize this convention into the proper committees
it must have to perform the duties and responsibil-
ities that we have been elected and appointed to
do, I'm just asking for this leeway--that the
Committee on Committees will be allowed to appoint
some people on more than one substantive committee--
but, in no case will any member of this convention
serve on more than two committees. 1 think that
that's in line with what we have previously adopteil,
and I just think that you're going to have some
difficulty that might cause us to have to come
back and suspend some of our rules in order to get
the proper working committees. If we don't do that;
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and it's going to be mighty late whenever we Mr. Dennery Senator
adjourn here and find out that we can't do that.
Now, they don't have to, but this just give them
the leeway to do so if they see fit to do it.

So, I just ask you to concur in this amendment Mr. De Blieux That could be true, but that's

so that we won't find ourselves stymied and not not where the proposals are going to be made up

be able to operate. in the Committee of the Whole; they are going to

Questi
^e get to that point.

My question is asked because you s

Mr. Juneau Senator De Blieux, we just had about that if you can serve on. ..you have to serve on

an hour and a half of debate. Aren't we talking least one substantive committee, but you can't
about the same thing? In essence, what you're serve on more than two committees of any kind.
saying--you want to come back and say we can have Therefore, if a man has served on the Rules
two substantive committees. That's possible Committee or if he is elected to the Committee c

under your amendment; isn't that correct? Committees, or if he is elected to the Executive
Committee, that would limit him to one substanti

i'lr. De Blieux This is a little bit different in, comnittee period; is that correct?

De Blieux That's correct. If th
before, that you could serve on two substantive
committees; you could serve on as many as proce-
dural committees as you could get appointed to. on the Executive Committee, he c

This particular way, no member can serve on more one substantive committee, they
than two committees of any kind.

t serve on any procedural
Car

committees
my question

De

ve got
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Comnittees will begin to appoint people based on,
one the substance of this committee and reflecting
upon, if their part i c i pta ti on on the Executive
Committee, the Coordinating Committee, the Com-
mittee on Committees. Once they finished that,
I would assume that most delegates will probably
be assigned to two committees. Your language
says very clearly that no person can serve on

any more than any two committees which, in effect,
means that the Committee on Committees is going to

have a very serious problem in terms of manpower
to assign people to procedural committees because
you are going to be exhausting, in my opinion, you
are going to be exhausting your appointments to

substantial committees. In fact, that you've
got three other committees where people are going
to be appointed firs.t, before even being considered
for procedural committees.

Mr. De Bl Mr. Jackson, if I und tand
now, you are saying that under the present rules,
a person can serve on more than two committees.
Now, I don't believe that under the present rules
that's possible, because a person can only serve
on one procedural committee, and he can only
serve on one substantive committee. That's my
very point to where we are going to have some
difficulty because you are limiting the number of
appointments that the Committee on Committees
can make, and they are going to have some
difficulties.

Delegate Leith Te C^

Mr. Cannon Thank you. I've raised the question
as to whether or not the Committee on Rules which
is composed of some very capable people serving
on one substantial committee. Here, let's take a

hypothetical situation for let's say, Mr. Kean and
Mr. Stagg, these would be excellent members on the
Committee on Style and Drafting. Here you would
deny... this amendment would deny the convention
their expertise in this area of style and drafting;
i mean, is this the intent of your motion?

Mr. De Blieux Well, as I stated, probably if they
want to be members of the executive Committee, and
members of the substantive committee, and members
on the Committee on Style and Drafting it will
because then they would be serving on three
commi ttees .

Cannon nat' )t my question. tal

about the Rules Committee which drew up the proposed
set of rules, that's one committee, they serve on
one substantive committee. Then, this would also
deny the convention their expertise on such a

committee such as Style and Drafting; I'm using
these two examples, these two competent men.

Mr. De Blieux No, because the Committee on Rules
would rea 1 ly . . . tha

t
' s a temporary committee and

would go out of existence whenever we finished
adoptinc the rules.

r,r. Anza Senate

on Committees is going to have in the appointment
of these delegates. Would you not think it would
be more proper that if the Committee on Committees
should come up with this problem that it would be

they who should come back to this convention with
something that would resolve it, rather than us

trying to resolve it here before the difficulty is

actual ly presented?

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Anzalone, that's the very
reason why I proposed this amendment at this par-
ticular time because whenever we get these rules
adopted and we elect our officers, we are going
to adjourn until July b, 1973. There is no way
that I know legally to bring this convention back
into being to change any rules until that date,
and it will be entirely too late to reform these
committees after that time.

[previous Qiestion ordered ]

Closing

Mr. De Bl ieux Hr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, I want to say this very
briefly, I just want to tell you one more time
that if we do not adopt this rule, the Committee
on Committees are going to have difficulty putting
together these committees like you have already
voted. We will not have any chance to chance it.

Now, it's up to you if you want to go ahead and
vote this down. But, I just warned you and don't
say that whatever occasion arises, I didn't tell

Flory

jesti

De Blieux, I'm not clear on your
amendment and I have two questions. One is a

matter of mathematics, if the Committee on
Committees decided that two commi ttees ... substanti ve

committees needed thirty members on each committee
and the rules already provide a minimum of ten
members on each committee, if I figure it correctly,
that means that the other six committees could have
no more than twelve members per committee; is that

Mr.
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[Amendment reread.}

Point of Order

of the

thai
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the substantive committee on the one hand could
do would be to recommend regarding omissions
which would be, in my opinion, in direct con-
trast with what we have on page 15 which says,
"they can assign those areas not covered." I

don't know how else to resolve the problem.

Mr. Perez Well, my suggestion to you, sir,
if you leave it like it is, we have solved the
problem from the standpoint that the respective
committees would not be precluded from taking
up a matter which they felt was within their
jurisdiction. But, if you omit these words,
there is a possibility of an interpretation that
these particular committees may not be able to
take up such matters as would be assigned by
the Coordinating Committee to another committee.

Juneau ^e no guar th the thrust
of what you are saying, Mr. Perez. May be
that might address itself to some other language.
I see the point that you're making. I don't
know if the animal may not be greater than the...
or the problem greater than the animal that
we started with. I personally don't view that
as a problem. I just wanted to resolve the
conflict which does exist.

Mr. Duval Mr. Juneau, don't you feel that the
only way that really an omission would come up
if there were a delegate proposal, perhaps,
covering some area in the constitution not
covered in the committees and the titles on
the committees? If there were a deleg.ate pro-
posal it had to be referred, wouldn't that
be the way it would basically come up by a

del ega te proposal?

H r. Juneau Basically, but I could conceive
of an area that could come up, I'm sure there
are thousands of them that we haven't listed
here that could come up in committees but
probably would come up in the delegate proposal.
I want to emphasize and answer that question.
The intent of the Rules Committee, and I know
for me personally, was not to give any really
sting on the part of the Coordinating Committee;
it was purely as a "Traffic Cop" to direct
these things as a forum for discussion of these
various items. I certainly would oppose any
interpretation and subsequently in this con-

to that

Kelly? That's correct, Mr. Burns

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mrs. Zervigor
to the resolution as follows:

On page 17, beginning with line 13 and fol-
lowing through to line 16, delete the first
sentence and substitute in lieu thereof the fol-
lowing:

"The Coordinating Committee shall be composed
of the Chairman of the Convention, or in his
absence a vice-chairman designated by him
and the Chairmen and V ice-Chairmen of all sub-
stantive committees."

Explanation

Mrs. Zer suggested this amendment

Singletary Pat, cou

the Rules Committee when they were meeting
had objection to it because they thought that
it made the Coordinating Committee too large
to be workable and that's the reason that I put
language in here that meant that the Vice-Chair-
man of the Convention didn't have to attend
every meeting of the Co'ordi na t ing Committee.
But, I did think it was important to open the
Coordinating Committee to the chairman and vice-
chairman of all substantive committees for
several reasons. In the first place, the thrust
of many of our amendments to the rules and of
the rules that we have adopted has been to
open the convention floor participation by
all. It seems to me that to have chairman and
vice-chairman gives us a better chance of having
representation of all different categories and
geographic areas that are represented at this
convention. In addition to that, it means that
when the Coordinating Committee discusses and
makes its recommendations considering assign-
ment of subject matter, there will always be
someone there from each substantive committee
who has heard all the deliberations of the
substantive committee as well as all the delib-
erations of the Coordinating Committee. Should
the chairman of a substantive committee not be
able to attend one of the Coordinating Committee
meetings, his or her vice-chairman will have
heard all of the deliberations of both commit-
tees and not need to be filled in on anything.
That's all I have to say, Hr. Chairman.

ey

lat yc

Hr . Juneau I'll answer that quest!
ally by an unequivocal note because
have then done, if you make that language, you
have created the most powerful committee in

this convention. You have then determined
that that very committee can shelf whatever it
wants to shelf any particular piece of proposed
legislature; this we discussed at length. My
own personal theory was that the idea was to
give it a forum so these people could discuss.
Let's don't give them the authority to pull
and take away, that was the thrust of why we
didn't want to do that.

Burns As I read this Rule No. 54, Cc

iting Committee, they have no actual pc

Jo anything; do they?

consider"
ommend;" but, they have

just wanted

ticed first that they "shall
wer down in the article "rec-

ower whatsoever.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Mr. Shannon sends up the following
amendment :

Amendment No. 1. On page 17, line 15, immedi-
ately after the word "Chairmen" and before
the words "of the" insert the words "and Vice-

Explanation

Hr. Shannon Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
this amendment is very simple. It is in some
ways like the one that we just defeated here,
but I feel that we have been talking in the
past here about representation, and I feel that
this will give us more representation on this
committee. This is a most important committee,
and it will refer to substantive committees
those things that are not covered specifically
in the outline as we have already approved.
This would increase the committee from ten
members to eighteen members. I believe in our
past discussion here on previous committees
that it came up on this floor, the fact that
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six would be a quorum of this ten-man committee,
ten-man or woman committee, and four people
could direct anything. This would increase
the committee to eighteen, which would require
a quorum of ten people and then would move up
to where six; we would have the advantage of
four or six people. The potential dangers
there that things could be referred to other
committees on a very minor vote. So, I ask
your adoption of this amendment.

1. Amendme

Amendment

Mr. Poynter A single amendment proposed by Mr.
Conroy as f ol 1 ows :

Amendment No. 1. On page 17, at the end
of line 23, delete the period "." and insert
the following: "and shall assure that each
provision of the Constitution of 1921, as
amended, shall have been considered by at
least one substantive committee."

Explanation

Mr. Conroy Our ultimate purpose Is to write
a new constitution, but we. cannot forget that
we do have a constitution at the present time,
and regardless of how some of us may feel about
the manner in which that constitution is put
together, everything in it was put there for
some purpose. Many of the people in this
state, many of your constituents are concerned
about preserving some of the rights and pro-
tections that exist in that constitution. The
provisions that exist in that constitution were
put there deliberately. They were put there
either by a convention of this sort, or by a

vote of the two-thirds of the legislature,
and passed by a vote of the majority of the
people. The purpose of this amendment is simply
to make certain that somebody, namely, the
Coordinating Committee, makes sure that every-
thing in the present constitution is at least
considered by, at least one substantive com-
mittee, and that something that's in there
doesn't somehow drop through the slot.

[Previous Question ordered.
adopted: viva voce.]

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. Bergeron
to the resolution as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 17, line 9, immedi-
ately after the word "matter" and before the
word "call" insert the following: "pertaining
to substantive committees".

Explanation

then, please so we can know what it says?

Mr. Poynter Certainly.
On page 17, line 19, immediately after the

word "matter" and before the word "call" inser
the following: "pertaining to the substantive
commi ttees "

.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : viva voce. Previous Ques-
tion ordered on the Rule. Rule adopted:

Co
/nter Rule No. 55. Other Committees,
ivention shall have authority to create
;ommittees, including special advisory

committees, as It deems necessary, and all
substantive committees may create such subcom
mittees as each deems necessary, provided tha
all such subcommittees shall be created only
by a majority vote of the creating body.

Amendments

portion of the word "sub-".
Amendment No. 2. On page 17,

the portion of the word "stantive
would delete the word "substantn

Explanation

Mr. Dennery The amendment is mf

delete the

ne 27, delete

Flc effectr. Dennery, aren t you
negating the action taken by this convention
the other day when the issue came before the
convention to allow the Executive Committee to
create subcommittees, and that was defeated
soundly by this convention? The terminology
you used as I understand your trying to include
procedural committees, but I think by the use
of the word "committees" what you're doing is

then going back to the original issue considered
by this convention as far as the Executive Com-
mittee was concerned.

Mr. Dennery I don t believe so, sir because
this says that the convention has that authority.
It's not given to the committee. It says that
the convention shall have the authority to
create subcommittees.

Mr. Bergeron Mr. Chairman, delegates, before
when I asked the question of Mr. Kean, if it
was the job of the coordinating committee to
consider issues only on the substantive com-
mittees he said that was correct. That was
the intent of the Temporary Rules Committee.
By inserting this I feel it would just clarify
the issue and state clearly that the Coordinat-
ing Committee concerns issues pertaining to the
substantive committees.

jesti

Mr. Perez It was impossible for me to under
stand the amendment because of the fact that
the way the Clerk read it, the amendment was
on line 9, and line 9 is In Rule 53, which ha
already been adopted.

[120]

Mr. Flory Well, what I'm saying is that they
shalf be created by only a majority vote of the
creating body and what you're doing is allow-
ing the committees up here to do that, if I

read it correctly.

Den that's )t the way I read

Mr. Poynter I'll just tell you what it

does. It deletes the word "substantive" which
appears on line 26 and 27, portion of the word
at the end of line 26, and the beginning of the
line, line 27. Just deletes the single word
"substantive. "

" nette____^___ , my question was, wasn't t

roperly handled in the following rule. Rule
0. 63, which relates to any committee which
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Mr. Dennery Well, this was done merely to

remove the conflict which apparently existed
because this one limited it to substantive con
niittee, this particular rule, 55; therefore,
it was in conflict with the rule to which you
referred, and I think this would clarify the
conflict. Mr. Chairman, in view of Mr. Flory'
question, may I withdraw that amendment and
substitute another one?

Mr. Henry You may withdraw your amendment at

this time.

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

would like that Mr. Riccke come up just a minute,
if you please. Mr. Riecke, would you come up
here?

Mr. Riecke, one of my dedications in life has
been to help my fellow man anywhere I could with-
out limitations of geographical area, and it's
been apparent to the many of us in the conven-
tion that at times you've had a 1 i t tl e- troubl e

getting recognition, and I want to at this time
present to you a flag that might assist you a

little bit in getting recogni t ion

.

Mr. Riecke May I say a word?

Mr. Henry Certainly, Mr. Riecke.

Mr. Riecke I just want to say that there was
some question last night as to whether the dele-
gates at this convention were intellectuals or
nitwits. Since you voted the way I asked you
to last night, I want you to know that I think
you're all intellectuals. Thank you.

"g"''y :hink it should be pointed out
that that is a flag of hunter orange, a color
which is very close to the heart of Mr. Womack.

nent

t'.r . Poynter Amendment No. 1 [bt( Mr. j. jacks
On page 17, line 24, after the words "the con\
tion" and before the word "shall" insert the f

lowing: ", by a majority vote of the delegate;
present in voting".

J . Jack Chai
thi s is basical ly a techn i

No. 55 it provides that a majority vote of the
creating body as it relates to subcommittees,
although I think it's assumed that any addition
committees would be created by a majority vote
of the convention, I wanted to insert this for
clarification.

IPrevious Question ordered. Amendment
reread and adopted: viva voce.]

Point of Order

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman, as I understood the
amendment, that applies to all committees, and
if you have a committee meeting that decided
they wanted a subcommittee, would we have to
call the entire membership of this convention

rder to get their approv

Mr. Henry It's the appreciation of the Chair-
man that that would not be necessary under the

rules as amended. Senator. I don't believe
that would be necessary under the rule as
amended .

Mr. Rayburn May I ask the Clerk to read it

very slowly. If you remember in the beginning
of the amendment, it applies to the convention,
but it later specifies what the various com-
mittees can do by dividing into subcommittees.

now read as follows:
Rule No. 55. Other Committees. The Convention,

by a majority vote of the delegates present and
voting, shall have authority to create other
committees, including special advisory committees,
as it deems necessary, and all substantive com-
mittees may create such subcommittees as each
deems necessary, provided that all such sub-
stantive committees shall be created only by a

majority vote of the creating body.

Mr. Henry Senator, does that resolve your
problem, answer your question?

Why do you rise, Mr. Abraham?
Read it again, Mr. Poynter.

Mr. Poynter
you mean the

Wei it's all one sentence. Do

iuse, Mr. Stagg, is that f

"...provided that all such subcommittees
shall be created only by a majority vote of the

creating body."

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Flory and
Mr. Avant]. On page 17, line 27, immediately
after the portion of the word, "stantive"
and before the word "committees" insert the

words "and procedural".

Explanation

Mr. Fl

call .

I Mr. Chairman, delegates, as you re-

questioned Mr. Dennery on his motion
prior to lunch. It was my feeling at that
time by taking out the word "substantive" you
were getting back into an issue that had already
been decided by the convention as a whole, and

I didn't want to see any extended debate again
on that particular issue. The reason I have
included, I should say, instead of deleting the

word "substantive" add the words "or procedural."
I do that for two reasons: one, not to get into

the previous question already decided by this
convention; secondly, that I don't believe that

this convention ought to let the Committee on

Committees divide into subcommittees because
I think it was the sense of the creation of the

Committee on Committees for broad representation
as a deliberative group to come up with the
committee appointments, the numbers on that
committee, etc. By deleting "substantive" I

think that's what you'd be doing also is allow-
ing the Committee on Committees to dissolve
into subcommittees. I ask for the adoption of

the amendment.

Questions

Flory, would you be satisfied
/een

the words "such" and "subcommittees" on line
27 of page 17, and the deletion of the word
"substantive" as I have originally suggested?
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F1 ory . Dennery, I would prefer what I

have proposed nere for the reasons that I have
stated in that I would not want to see the Com-
mittee on Committees break down in to subcom-
mittees, and one subcommittee, for example, take
up the appointment of, let's say, the Committee
on Bill of Rights, just as an example. I just
think it would be better if we hold it to sub-
stantive or parochial...! mean, or procedural.

Mr. Stagg Mr. Flory, if your amendment were
adopted would that preclude the Executive Com-
mittee of the convention from having, for in-
stance, a subcommittee of six or eight people,
charged with interviewing some of the hundreds
of people who've applied for work to reduce it

down to a usable numbers to be considered by
the whole Executive Committee, would your pro-
posal prevent the Executive Committee of this
convention from using a subcommittee for the
purpose of interviewing employees?

Flc My an
larly

63,

nt would not, Mr. Stagg,
ght of the rule on page

e a committee by the affi
and partic
20, Rule N

tive vote of the majority of its members may
provide for the appointment by the Committee
Chairman of subcommittee composed of members
the committee. They could have those subcom
mittees, but I think they would have to come
back to the overall Executive Committee for
any final action. I do not believe that my
amendment precludes advisory committees as s

on the Executive Committee.

Mr. Stagg Thank you very much.

;nry You have the right to close, Mr.
)uld you yield to a question from Senate

Mr. think th
uched before, but I'm not exactly clear

about it. I notice at the end of the sentence,
you use the words "creating body." Now, all
of these committees are created by the conven-
tion itself. I'm just wondering whether or not
that you could say that no subcommittee, even
though the previous clause says that the sub-
stantive committee and the procedural committees
may create subcommittees, then you go and say
"provided that all" and usually my interpreta-
tion of provided, that takes care of this situ-
ation wherein it refers back. "Provided that
all such subcommittees shall be created only
by a majority vote of the creating body." Now,
I think that possibly that word "body" may need
clarification there as whether or not you're
going to need the active support of the con-
vention as a whole to create a subcommittee
or whether or not the committee itself can
create it because as it stands right now, since
all these committees are created by the con-
vention itself, we might run into that question
there as to whether or not a subcommittee can
be created by anything other than the conven-
tion itself-. I'd just like to have that stated
clearly in the record as to how you mean that.

Mr. Kean Mr. De Blieux, as 1 understand this
rule, divided into two parts, separated by the
comma after "necessary," the first part is
talking about the convention, and I think Mr.
Jackson's amendment is-clarified what it would
take in order to create a special committee,

[122]
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being. It is contrary to the assumpt'
the constitution, or the proposed con;
would be drafted by a research staff ;

presented to us for consideration on ^

The thrust of this proposal is that tt

tive committees will work between now
together with the research staff and *

assistants to bring about the proposal
would be presented to the convention

I move the adoption of the rule.

on that
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being present at the time that that decision was
made we want to... I'm trying to assure the con-
vention that we will know that a quorum was pres-
ent, and that if we find out when the measure is

before us with a report favorably recommended
by that committee, and we find out when it hits
the floor that there was not a quorum, I think
any delegate here who has that knowledge ought
to be able to rise and say there was not a

quorum present when this was considered by
that committee and ask that it be recommitted
to that committee for consideration by a quorum
being present at the committee. That's the
purpose of my discussion, solely. I have no
other motive in mind whatsoever.

Mr. Abraham Mr. Flo ry, this is primarily for
my education, but if I understand you correctly,
if there is not a quorum at a committee meeting,
do you mean that a member of the committee can-
not come back later before the committee and
say, "Look, you all took action at this last
meeting and there was not a quorum present,"
and could not declare that action null and

to the convention, a majority of the committee
members signed that proposal, as your prior rule
would require them to do so. Under those cir-
cumstances, even with the majority of the com-
mittee members having signed the proposal, could
an objection be made on the floor that at the
time the proposal was considered by the commit-
tee a quorum was not presen ?

1 ory No sir, Mr. Kear
perhaps, some misunderstanding about the amend-
ment that was placed on earlier. It referred
solely to committee proposals. It did not
refer to committee actions. As you know from
your experience, "the round robin has been outlawed,
so to speak, in our legislative body. It does
not refer. ..I do not believe that you could have
a quorum and a member leave and then a roll call
vote be taken and be less than a quorum present
and then report action on that. Now, if they
came back and there was a quorum present at
that time, certainly, they could do that. I

don't want to complicate the rules either. I

thought I was trying to clear it up.

Mr. Flory If you leave the language
that's exactly what it says.

Velazquez
any committee of this convention would dare
take action before the public and before the
media without having a quorum present?

Flory l/elzaquez, I think I've already
answered that. I don't suggest that anyone
here would do it deliberately. I just know
from experience this has happened in legisla-
tive deliberative bodies where a quorum was
present on occasion and--let's say the thirteen
member committee; seven members were present--
for whatever reason, one of the members left
during the time of the discussion, action was
taken not realizing that a quorum did not exist
at that moment. 1 only say to you that if that
should be the case at a later time, you, as a

delegate, find that out, you ought to be able
to raise the question that a quorum was not
present when that issue was decided and ask
that it be recommitted for further discussion.
That's the sole purpose.

Mr. Velazquez Then, shouldn't you be making a

motion to the effect that a quorum call be made
prior to each vote on the committee rather than
the form that your present amendment is taking,
the complete deletion of this statement?

" y No. I think tl

here, K

vote,
problem as far as I'm concerned.

Mr. Velazquez Well, doesn't th
just gave take care of this prob
need for this amendment?

Fl ory

e further ru

a majority

answer that you

we're thinking al

Mr. Flory I m not opposed to it.

Mr. Kean Because I don't want to unduly
plicate the deliberations of the conventio
But, suppose we had a situation where a qu

idered the matter there was not a quorum pre
It. But, before that proposal was reported

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Flory, without your amendment,
isn't it true that under this rule the very peo-
ple who might want to raise an objection, namely,
the absent committee members, would not be able
to object once the proposal came to the floor?

Mr. Flory Absolutely correct.

Mr. Schmitt Without this amendment, doesn't
this effectively allow a proxy voting for the per-
son who had left?

Mr. Flory No, sir, and if it does, I'll tell
you one thing, I'll pull it down real quick.

Mr. Schmitt No, I don't mean your amendment.
I mean the way it is right now.

Mr. Flory No. I don't believe that it recog-
nizes proxy voting.

Mr. Schmitt Well, if one person left, wouldn't
it be true if less than a majority voted on it

and yet a quorum is necessary, then wouldn't
that per^.on be voting even though he wfsn't
there? He'd have to sign it subsequently.

M_r_._jno_rj Someone would. Let me place it...
"put it in that. ..Well, it would be the secretary
or reported in that fashion, through error or
whatever .

[previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted: viva voce. Previous Cues-

Reading of the Rule

Mr. Poynter "Rule No. 58. A. Public Hearings,
Records. No committee shall sit during sessions of the
of the convention or of the Committee of the
Whole without special leave of a majority of
the convention delegates present and voting.
All committee hearings shall be publicized,
shall be open to the public, and may be recorded
verbatim, including the testimony of those wish-
ing to be heard. Minutes of the committee meet-
ings shall be recorded. All committees shall,
and are hereby authorized to, hold public hear-
ings either as a committee or through a designated
subcommittee, said hearings to be conducted
at such localities throughout the state as the
committee may designate.

B. Appearance of Delegates or Witnesses.
Any person wishing to be heard before a com-
mittee shall have a right to be heard subject
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to the rules of that committee.
C. Committees and subcommittees may take

testimony under oath or affirmation, and the
chairman of any committee or subcommittee is
authorized to administer the oath."

Explanation

Staqg Chairman a first matte
Subsection C, beginning on page 26, a ma
style and a technical amendment. The other two
subsections have titles. We wish to suggest as
an amendment the word "Testimony" be inserted
after the letter "C" in order that this section
also will have a title, mainly that it is on the
subject of testimony.

idopt

Mr. Staqg Well, Mr. Burns, that's exactly
what the committee felt it was saying when it
drew that rule that way.

Mr. Burns But, don't you think that it would
be a little clearer that "All committees are
hereby authorized to hold public hearings"?

Mr. Stagq The rule directs the committees to
hold public hearings. It does not leave it dis-
cretionary with the committee.

In other words, even though there's
ecessity for a publ

r. Stagg That's correct, si

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Stagg, do the rules make
provision for a committee to subpoena witr
to appear before the various committees? ing for

Mr. Staqg No, Senator Rayburn, we did not
provide for subpoena power principally because
that power was not given to this convention in
the statute which brought it into existence.

Mr. Rayburn It does not prohibit a committee
from contacting some person that they might
like and ask then to appear before the committei
I notice it only spells out those wishing to
appear. Suppose a committee would like for
someone to appear. Does it prohibit them from
asking them to appear?

Mr. Staqg Ho, sir. I think everything in
the rules and the conversations that have
been met at this stand encourage a committee
chairman to bring to the committee all facets
of thought and belief on the subject matter
under discussion, and that all witnesses giv-
ing or having valuable testimony to give would
be encouraged by the chairman to come and
present his views. I would hope 'that's the way
these committees would operate.

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Stagg, there has been pre-
vious discussion considering recorded verbatim
the proceedings of this. ..of the convention
and the committees. Now, I want to clear some-
thing up. If I'm on a substantive committee
and there's some testimony being given and I

want recorded and maybe somebody else doesn't
want it recorded, the word here, "may be re-
corded verbatim," what was the intent of the
committee? Would you explain that? Who has the
final say-so whether something is going to be
recorded or not?

Mr. Staqg I would think it would be the prov-
ince of the members of the committee or subcom-
mittee before which the testimony was being
given could, in advance of the meeting, by
arrangements with the members of the committee,
have a recording machine placed in the hall,
similar to the one we have at this side table
over here, so that a tape recording would be
available of what was said in the subcommittee
or the committee. If a del ega te . . . i f the com-
mittee did not choose to follow that procedure,
I don't think it would be amiss for the delegate
who wanted to do so to furnish his own machine.

Mr. Burns Mr. Stagg, on line 18 it reads:
"All committees shall, and are hereby authorizec
to hold public hearings," etc. Don't you
think those first three. .. "shal 1

" should be
eliminated--"All committees are hereby authorize
to"? That word being mandatory, it gives the

Mr. Staqg The drawing of the constitution has
been said to be the most important work afoot
in this state at this time. As the committees
are appointed and go to work, it is the feeling
of the Rules Committee, and I think of the con-
vention, that the committees of this convention
will hold public hearings to get the public's
input into their committee sessions before they
do any extensive drafting of the constitution.
That's why we passed at a previous rule that
the committees and their research staffs would
work together before July 5. It was the feeling
of the Rules Committee, Mr. Burns, that the
only way the public is going to feel that it
had a part in writing this constitution would
be through the method of holding public hearings,
and these rules mandate that the committees
"shall hold public hearings" to get the public's
views on everything that's in the committees

Mr Im whole-heartedly in accord witl
that. Then, as I understand it, this has in mi
the holding of public hearings throughout the
state even before the proposals are worked up
by the research staff.

Staqg Exactly.

Delegate Leithman the Chai

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Stagg, did you give us the
benefit of the thinking of the temporary Rules
Committee as regards thepower of subpoena?
And, should this convention desire said power,
how would we go about getting it?

Mr. Stagg The committee, when it got to this
portion of its work, looked to see if, perhaps,
the committees would have the power to subpoena
a witness, and we felt that if that power was not
specified in Act 2 of 1972 that, then, the com-
mittee would be without power to do so. To
answer your question, it would be necessary that
the legislature, in its next session, consider
matters concerning perfecting Act 2 of 1973;
and, if the legislature, in its wisdom thought
that the committees of the constitutional con-
vention should have subpoena power, then the
legislature would have to pass an act which would
permit us to do so.

Mr. Anzalon e Then, if we were to introduce a

proposal to the convention at this time, asking
that the rules that we adopt give us subpoena
power, it would be something that would have to
be ratified by the legislature and, at the
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present time, be useless?

Mr. Staqg Yes, sir, it would. The better pro- ^^^ ^^^^^ ,5 ^^ "himself" in Ms. Zervigon's
cedure, perhaps, would be to have the legislatur
work its wisdom on the question; and then, if pe
mitted by the legislature, that then when the co

vention came back into session in July, the conv
tion could then amend these rules by adopt

Mr.
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improvements were needed; but, on Saturday, they
were defeated three- to-one , two-to-one, and some-
where in between. So, obviously, we hadn't reached
all the people and convinced them. If you think--
or, if I think--that we are going to have some few
hearings within the state--or many hearings at the
larger places--and we shall have, in most cases,
those same people who supported this tax coming
up and expressing, in an intellectual way, why we
should have this constitution and then sell it to
the people, this is beyond our understanding. If

we are to sell this constitution to the people, it

must be done at a grass roots level because there
simply are not enough intellectuals in this state
to adopt a new constitution. Those are the people
who we must sell this thing to in every barbershop,
every bar, every store, everyplace that men and
women and children will listen to us to understand
why we need a new constitution. We must make a

concerted effort to convey to these people that,
if Louisiana is to progress as it should--if we,
as men, women, and children, are to blossom to
our full anticipation of greatness--that there is

something in this constitution for all people.
You must sell it not as something for a small
group of people, but you must convince tnese peo-
ple at the grass roots level that, indeed, if they
sre to prosper, this is their means of doing so,
and we shall have here a reason and an explanation
why these people are included in this voting for
this constitution. I am sure that all of you here
realize full well that you would not be here if

you were not interested in a new constitution. I

simply point this out and put it and emphasize it

just a little more because I feel that it is nec-
essary, to convince all people, that we must show
an interest in their adoption of this constitution,
and I urge you to support these amendments.

Questions

Mr. Shannon Mr. Champagne, if I read your pio-
posal correctly, you are advocat i ng--peopl e that
cannot speak English--that it be interpreted, and
they pay for this themselves?

Mr. Champagne No, sir. If I'm on that committee,
I'll take care of that, sir. There'll be people
on these committees that'll take 'care of that.
In other words, I'm saying that the state not pay
for it. I'm saying that the people on those com-
mittees will take care of it; or, if these people
wish to speak, then they would come forth, and we
will--these committees--it will be their responsi-
bilities to get someone who will explain their
views to the committee, if he wants to be recorded.
In other words, if they wish it to be recorded.

Mr. Shannon Are these people voters that you're
talking about?

this state, to

Champaqn
ay that n

I just say that it's the responsibility of the
committee to arrange for an interpretation of
this. I was told, in talking about it to a person
who had written the constitution, that this is

normal; that, in other words, in a court, if the
person doesn't speak English, usually the judge
does the interpretation for him. I don't think
any of these people will come in great numbers,
but it's simply a question that--a5 we were pointed
out by Mr. Triche--we are politicians; and, if

you're a politician selling this thing, you want
to be sure that you don't leave any possibilities
of anybody sayino: The big shots met, and they
didn't include me.

Mr. Sh I underst that, the

I'm trying to make is: Are we going to have an
terpreter on every committee, whereas it would
cost the state or someone else some money?

Champaqn specifically put that in th

that an interpreter was not necessary; that I feel
that in localities in which people speak Italian--
for instance, in one section of my district that
I have the mayor who speaks it fluently, and I'll
arrange for that if I was there or, if not, he'll
be available and he will interpret the views of
these people. He'll gladly do this because he is

also a pol i t ician .

Mrs. Harren Mr. Chairman and members of the
delegation, on page 4, line 35, you have "ad-
ministrative details." We're talking about the
state, and now I'm thinking about a little story,
once, said: "Well, who is the state? Who is Uncle
Sam?" We are Uncle Sam, or we are the State of
Louisiana. Since we have an executive board, I

feel that the executive board should take care of
having these peopl e. . . i nterpreta te their language
so we can understand what they mean. After all,
they're citizens of Louisiana, too. I think the
executive board should take care of that in their
administrative staff. Do you feel that way?

Mr. Champagne I really have no argument on that
point. The point thet I was trying to bring out
is that I was very much concerned about these
people because I had many of them vote for me,
and that's why I'm here--because they sent me.
The thing is I don't feel that, necessarily, you
have to have people all over the state as inter-
preters because in very few instances you're going
to have this happen. I just wanted to save the
state some money, '.f possible, and say that we
would arrange it--the committee would arrange it.

I feel that, if it becomes a problem, that we can

take it up with the Executive Committee, and they'll
be liberal enough to take it in part. I didn't
want to raise the question. In other words, I

am in favor of labor, ladies and gentlemen, and I

don't want to raise the question of cutting some-
body out of a job; but all I'm saying is that I

didn't know that I was going to create this problem,
but I want to take care of those people, very def-
initely.

Mr. Hayes Mr. Champagne, do you think we have
enough French-speaking people to have extra copies
of the constitution reproduced for your section,
in particular?

Mr. Champagne I don't think so, Mr. Hayes. I

think that most of these people that I'm concerned
about have friends who can read the English lan-
guage, and they'd be glad to interpret it. I don't
think they want to get too involved, but I can
give you an example, for instance, that many, many,
many of these people. ..and since I ran for office,
I'm concerned, for instance, that every elector
in this state be given a number from here on out
because I had too many people complain, "I just
can't read that name"--if you had a number. So,
this is the kind of things that I want to give
them the opportunity, if they want to express
themselves, to come forth and express themselves.

Mr. Hayes Mr. Champagne, why is it you want the
people to pay for this material and not the state?

Champagn Jon t want the people to pay

Mr. Hayes Why is it you want the state to. ..I

mean... you said you wanted to pay for it yourself.
Why?

Mr. Champagne Well, really, it doesn't matter
to me, except that I think this will be very
limited; there will be very few of them. In

other words, I was simply saying: not those peo-
ple, but the committee as a group. In other
words, if this committee appears anywhere in St.
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Explanation all of this. Now, I realize that he says "keep
a sound recording and may keep a verbatim written

Mr. Schmitt This amendment requires a tape re- record." The rule as it's proposed leaves the
cording of all meetings and hearings, and the cost question open that you can record what you think
of these tape recordings will be quite minimal is worth recording and, what may not be worth re-
when compared to the costs of the salaries of the cording, you don't have to record or you don't
members of the committees meeting at that time. have to record anything at all. The purpose of
The cost could, perhaps, run a dollar or two dol- the committee system is to separate and divide
lars per hour, which would be quite miniscule. the labors of this convention. I don't want to
Secondly, it allows the committees to review testi- go back and review everything that everyone else
mony of subcommittees and, also, allows them to on all of the other seven committees had to hear
hear the testimony as spoken by the witnesses at to arrive at the committee reports that they will
the time they spoke it, rather than someone else's issue to this convention, and I don't think any
interpretation of that testimony. Third, it allows of you do either. So, if we don't wart to do
any members of the convention to review the testi- that, of what ultimate value would this verbatim
mony of experts who have spoken before any com- recording be? It can't be used as evidence in
mittee or subcommittee. Fourth, it provides a court because it's of no ultimate import. For
source of materials for research of any issue by instance, if somebody comes before the Committee
the convention at some later time and, if necessary, on Education and says that they think that we
can be transcribed in written form at some future ought to abolish two or three state universities,
point in time. and the committee rejects this, and it never comes

I feel that the cost of this will be very to the floor of the convention, so even though
small. The amount of benefit will be very large. the person that proposes this might have a nice
Mr. Stagg, throughout the proceedings in which we eight or nine page prepared statement to show why
attempted to learn what the convention business we ought to do it, wouldn't it be a great waste
was going to be all about, out of his own personal of the taxpayers .noney and a great waste of time
expense, maintained a tape recording of all ses- on the part of secretarial help and even a great
sions. The cost of this is extremely small, but waste of even tape on tape recording to put it
the benefit to us during our sessions beginning down? There is no reason to preserve that kind
in July and subsequent to that would be astronom- of information that's superfluous and unnecessary,
ical . Assuming that there was an expert witness
who spoke upon an area which at the time would not [previous Question ordered.]
seem important, this information would be lost to
the convention unless it was in some type of a Closing
permanent form. I'm suggesting that this be in

the form of tapes. I'm also suggesting that the Mr. Schmitt The cost of the recording equipment
committees and subcommittees have the right to and so forth when amortized over the number of
keep a verbatim record which is presently allowed hours in which it was used would not be that large,
under the rule as it is presently stated. I do feel that it would be very important that

we have the right to go back and to review certain
Further Discussion testimony. Perhaps, those who are sitting on the

committee at the time when they are hearing the
jdies and gentlemen of testimony might not be interested in those particu-

the convention, 1 rise to oppose this amendment. lar points. They might not feel that those
As you recall, I think on yesterday, when we de- relevant to the issues or germane to their subject
bated this very issue at length and it was during • area. But, perhaps, there is someone else who's
that discussion that it was distinctly understood, been denied the right to be on that committee who
and I'm sure it was on the basis of eliminating might feel differently. Why can't he call upon
the committee meetings and subcommittee meetings this body of information? Why can't he utilize
from the requirement that the proceedings be re- these sources of information to help prepare his
corded and preserved verbatim, that that amendment position? I don't believe that anyone's views
passed by a very, very narrow vote. Now, I don't
know whether you realize it or not as to the mag-
nitude that this could assume. If we have eight
committees going around the state and possibly
many subcommittees growing out of that eight com-
mittees going around the state holding public
hearings and taking testimony from citizens and
witnesses, if we are going to bring that back in
and provide that all of those hearings be recorded
verbatim, the cost would just be unbearable. I

certainly hope that the delegates to this conven-
tion will stand by their vote of yesterday and
just confine the recordings and the preservation
of the proceedings and testimony of this conven-
tion to the convention meetings itself and not
add the additional requirement, and more cost
than I would say recording the proceedings of the Amendment
convention itself would be caused by the amendment
that is now before the convention. Hr. Poynter Amendment Ho. 1 [iy .vr. Arnette].

17, after the word and punctuati
'ther Discussion "heard." and before the word "minutes" insert the

should 1
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ment there to record it.

Mr. Roy Should a delegate want it or should the
majority of the committee vote to record the en-
tire proceedings.

Mr. Kelly Chris, I think I understand your. ..the
purpose of this amendment. But, however, if I

understand the rules completely, it says "Minutes
of the committee meetings shall be recorded."
Now, if you want a particular position shown by
yourself within that committee hearing or meeting,
couldn't you request that a minute entry be made
of your feelings which would also give you a perma-
nent record at that time in that proceeding?

Hr. Roy I don't know the answer to that; maybe
some other person does. I thought of minutes as
being that the secretary of the committee would
subsequently write or record what occurred that
day. Now, if it can be done like that, that's
fine. All I'm wanting is the right of the dele-
gate to be able to have his views recorded. If

you want to call it a minute entry and have it

done that way, that's fine with me. I just want...
but the rest of the content doesn't indicate that.
It looks like tliat the only way you can have any-
thing recorded verbatim is if a majority of the
committee votes to do so. I'm just worried about
whether your suggestion would work. If it works,
it's fine. I just think we ought to be in a posi-
tion to be able to defend what position we took
either for ourselves or for somebody else, some
special interest group that wanted something
brought up and wanted to know how you voted on it,
what you said about it.

Mr. Stagg Mr. Roy, I don't think too highly of
your amendment, and I'm asking this question. If

you feel very strongly that the views you have
brought to that committee should be recorded some-
where, why is it that you could not hand to the
chairman of the committee a typed out text of your
remarks fully documented and ask that committee
chairman to have your remarks placed in the minutes
of the committee? The onus would then be upon
you to go to the trouble to have your statement
typed up and presented to the committee in that or-
derly fashion.

Mr. Roy Well, I think that begs the question.
There would be a lot of times that something that
I would think and write about prior to attending
the committee meeting would be changed as a result
of questions and things that were brought up.
I'm going to be. ..When I express myself at a com-
mittee ::ieeting, I want that expression at that
time to be recorded and not something that I may
have typed up that may not be relevant at the time.
I don't think we, as delegates, should have the
onus of going to so much trouble to get our
views expressed. I don't see where it can amount
to much in money or anything else to say "Flick
on the recorder, I want to..." Well, I've answered
Mr. Stagg's question. I don't think that we, as
delegates, should have the onus of going around
and typing up a bunch of stuff; some people don't
have secretaries, and I don't see the utility in
that.

js cues
»d .- vi
rdered

rdercd.
s. Pre\i

«uJe.]

Mr. Henry You have the right to close, Mr. Stac
Would you yield to a question from Reverend

Landrum?

'thing. Do you think.
to the best of your knowledge, that there are
citizens and there are people in the State of
Louisiana that do not understand the English

language? What I want to know from you: To the
best of your ability, are there people in Louisi-
ana that do not understand the English language
when it is heard?

Mr. Stagg Yes, sir. There are people in Lou-
isiana who native tongue is other than English.

Mr. Landrum And they are citizens of this state

Mr. Stagg That is correct, sir.

Mr. Landurm Now, don't you think as taxpaying

Mr. Stagg Yes, sir, I do think that.

Mr. Landrum Well, why is it that you find

Mr. Stage
Landr

D proposed any such amendment,
here were gentlemen here who

proposed such amendments and they were resoundingly
defeated on the floor. I did not take the floor
to object to them; I don't think I can be called
upon to answer your question since I'm not respon-
sible for the votes of this body.

[Rule adopted: viva voce.]

Reading of the Rule

?oyn ter ^ule No. 59. Cal If Committee
and Agenda. Each committee shall meet at the call
of its chairman, who shall also set its agenda.
One-third of the members of a committee may in
writing request the chairman to call a meeting of
that committee, and, upon his failure to do so
within forty-eight hours not including Saturdays,
Sundays, and legal holidays, a majority of the
members of the committee shall have the right to
call a meeting of fhe committee and set its agenda
and place of meeting under the appropriate notice
requirements. Each proposal referred to a com-
mittee must appear on the committee's agenda at
least once."

Expl ana t i on

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, the purpose of this
rule is simply to further the work of this con-
vention. If members of the committee think that
a meeting is required under any circumstances and
the chairman does not agree that a meeting is re-
quired or necessary, then members of the committee
itself may after having requested the chairman
to call it, if he does not do so, then the members
of the committee can call the committee into
hearings. ..into session over the opposition of its
cha i rman

.

Amendment

nendment proposed by Mr. Avant toMr. Poynt
the resolution as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 18, line 31, follow-
ing the word "agenda" delete the period "." and
insert the following: ", subject to the approval
of a majority of the committee."

Explanation

Mr. Avant The purpose of. ..Mr. Chairman and fel-
low delegates, the purpose of this amendment is

to give a majority of the committee control over
the agenda. Now, the way I read this rule, if the
chairman set an agenda and it wasn't agreeable
with the majority of the committee, there is

nothing they could do about it. Furthermore, if

he didn't call a meeting and you went through this
procedure and they wrote him and then he called a

meeting. They still wouldn't have the right to
set the agenda because it's only if they ask him
to call a meeting and he doesn't call the meeting,
that then they can call it and set the agenda.
The purpose of this amendment is to simply give
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the majority of the committee control over
agenda if the chairman is not operating th

mittee, as to its agenda, in accordance wi

wishes of the majority of the committee.
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merits and so forth, shall be attached, I assume, "called".
I take it to mean that this means amendments that Amendment No. 2. On page 20, line 6, immediatel
are approved by the committee, and not just any after the words "of the" and before the word
amendment that might be submitted to the committee. "members" strike out the word "Convention" and
Is that correct? insert in lieu thereof "committee".

Mr. Stagg That's correct, sir. Lxplanation

Dlanation Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, it's a technical amend-
considered ment to cure an oversight by the Rules Committee

a substitute report. ...the language was unclear about what meetings,
and it simply says, "the meetings called while the

Mr. Stagg Mr. Drew, it was my understanding that convention is in session" and it was an error to
in the Louisiana House of Representatives, when a say "by the majority of the members of the conven-
committee's minority report accompanies the majority tion." It was erroneous. It should have said
report to the floor, that it is considered as a "committee members" and those
substitute to the majority report. that are attempted to be suppl

amendment.
Mr. Drew I was under the impression you said it

would be handled by the committee. Did you mean [previous Question ordere

Stagg By the conventi
Amendments

Mr. Drew Another question, Mr. Stage;. I believe
we adopted an amendment requiring the majority of Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by m. stacg"]. On
the committee to sign committee reports; in this page 19, line 23, immediately after the word "or"
case, we say only "Chairman." Should we not amend and before the words "the members"--page 19,
it to comply with the other amendments? line 28, after the word "or" and before the words

"the members" insert the words "one of",
it's possible that we should. Amendment No. 2. On page 19, line 28, immediatel
me, and we'll look at it after the word "meeting" and before the word "shall"

together? insert the following: "under the authority of Rule
59".

Rule adopted: viva vace.'\ Explanation

Reading of the Rule Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, this simply ties the
language down as to the calling of those meetings,

Mr. Poynter Rule No. 62. Notice of Committee and we did in No. 59 allow members of the committee.
Meetings. A. Mo committee meetings may be held when the chairman wouldn't call it, or didn't
unless notice thereof is given in the following call it, the members of the committee could call
manner: The chairman of the committee or the the meeting, and the sentence would now read "The
members of the committee calling the meeting shall chairman of the committee or one of the members
notify the Secretary of the Convention of the of the committee calling the meeting under the au-
time, date, and place of the committee meeting. ' thority of Rule 59 shall notify theSecretary of
Within twenty-four hours thereafter the Secretary the Convention," etc. It merely strengthens the
shall mail notices of such meeting to all members language and tightens it down,
of the committee, all persons who have filed
written requests for notice with the Secretary, [previous Question- ordered . Technical
and to all members of the Convention who have amendments adopted: viva voce.]
introduced proposals on the subject matter to be
considered. The committee hearing shall not be Amendment
scheduled less than four days from the date of
notice to the Secretary. This rule shall apply Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. De Blieux.
only when the convention is not in session. Amendment No. 1. On page 19, line 33 after the

B. Committee and subcommittee meetings while comma "," following the word "Secretary" and be-
the Convention is in session may be called by the fore the word "and" add the following: "the news
chairman or by a majority of the convention members media of the area where the committee meeting is

upon twenty-four hour notice given by announcement being held,"
from the floor of the Convention and by posting
the notice thereof on a designated bulletin board Explanation
in the vicinity of the floor of the Convention at
least twenty-four hours before such meeting. Mr. De Blieux Mr.

of the committee, I

Explanation that we wanted to g

publicity to these
Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, in reviewing these rules just assures that e

by the committee during the recesses, a member of media so that they
the committee suggested an amendment in the way of being held. I thin
a technical amendment in that we have in line 4, it that we let the new
was suggested that the word "call"... a meeting.

Mr. Henry Mr. Stagg, do you have the technical
amendment drawn?

Cha
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is in session, I don't see this as a real hold up that are going to have to a

to our activities. It isn't as if we are like me say this, if I wanted to defeat
the legislature where everything must be done in do here, all I'd have to do is get up and say it

thirty to sixty days. I think we have time to costs two hundred thousand dollars for you to
consider everything and to let the people, that adopt some rules to operate under. You ever thought
we've let know that we want here, know when we of that? Fifty dollars a day for everybody here--
are available to hear them and let them come and we've been here how many days now young lady? I

address us on the subject in which they are in- don't know I'm so confused; I really don't know.
terested. I think we've been here three, or four or five.

Would you believe that we have spent the dollars
Mr. Rayburn Would a telephone message relieve that we have spent trying to operate or adopt some
the questions you have? procedures or rules to operate under? This could

have all been mailed out to us like we done in the
tis. Zerviqon To those who filed their names legislature. Come over there and you either adopt
on the list? it or reject it in one day and you've had it or

not had it. You know you win or lose.
Mr. Hayburn Yes. Now, you nonpol i t ic ians don't know what I'm

talking about. If we conti ue at the rate we're
Ms. Zervigon If it would not overburden the going. Brother Stoval 1

, --and I admire you, don't
) withdraw this and send always agree with you--and you too, Mr. Perez--
that effect. The problem we're going to use at least half the money we've

with that is we don't know how many people whose got to make our studies and our deliberations try-
names are going to be on the list. ing to figure out what kind of rules we're going

to operate under. Now, we've got to send out a

Mr. Rayburn Well, I still object, I want the not ice--coul d be six days before you can meet,
floor. Well, if grandma gets in trouble she calls a doc-

tor, immediately. We've got a law in this state
Further Discussion that says a twenty-four hour notice. I think that's

adequate; I've heard no complaint. I've been in
Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, public office for twenty-eight years. The only
I'm a little concerned about a lot of things trouble I get is because we meet, because they
we've done since we've been here, primarily the wonder what you're going to do to them next. There
cost of this convention. The reason I'm deeply ain't nobody worried about when you meet or get
concerned, I'm Chairman of the Finance Committee them notified. They would rather you wouldn't
and the Budget Committee. If we continue in the meet if you want to 'know the truth about it, be-
pace that we've been going, we're going to spend cause everytime you meet you do a little something.
the initial allocation trying to adopt some rules Now, you've got to have a six day notice before
to operate under. We've got to take all this... you meet--six days, believe me--if we adopt this
everything everybody says we've got to transcribe amendment. I just think that somewhere down the
it; we've got to take it verbatim. We've qot to line we'll stop--like them railroad signs, STOP,
send out special notices; we've got to send them LOOK, AND LISTEN--if you don't do that a train
out. Now, a four day period is unknown to me as might hit you. Well, if we don't do that, the
a member of the legislature. All the provisions people are going to hit us, and you can believe
I know of is a twenty-four hour notice. Now, what I'm telling you. Here we are; we came here
if you exclude Saturdays and Sundays, you're as a bunch of people that knew what we wanted to
talking about a six day period. If we are going do when we ran. We told the people that. I ran;
to do everything that some of you said we're I didn't get appointed--didn ' t want to be appointed
going to do--and it might be good to keep you --might be asked to do something I didn't want to
away six days--you won't have time to perform do, you know. So, I decided to run, and I'm here.
your duties. Every notice we send out you've But, I want to say this, and I'm fixing to close,
got to wait six days if you send it out on a we'd better look back and look over what we're
Friday before you convene. I think you should doing.
think of that. I think you should think of what We've done some things here that's unheard of
you're doing to extend the cost of this convention to me as far as procedure, as far as recording,
meeting. You're looking at one that's got to as far as committee meetings, and I've had it.
provide the money, and I guess I'm a politician. I'm not looking for nothing. A lot of you eager
I've been running for office for thirty-two years, beavers thaf have just come here the first time,
if I live out this term. Thanks to the Lord I've I'm for you. I want you to have some of the things
been successful. I don't know how you people got I've had. I've won and I've lost. I've had it
appointed; I think I know, but I con't want to upside, downside, in the middle and without. I

embarrass you. I've served under about five or know it from any angle you can talk about. Served
six governors. They got elected in a political under about six governors--been with some of them,
arena just like you came here. They come up to been against a lot of them. So, there's nothing
this mike and say they're nonpol i tica 1 --Oh no, you can do for me; there's no glory you can put
that's a dirty word, a "politician". Well, I on my head because I've had a little of all of it.
guess I'm a politician. I guess Representative If some of you people that want to be on two or
Triche is a politician. I don't know how you got three committees, I'll give you my proxy, if we can
here; you qualified and you ran just like I ran get an amendment passed where you can have a proxy,
for the office I got, unless you got appointed. because I'm looking for nothing.
Now, if you got appointed, I know you had to I want to do a good job for the people of this
know a little about politics or you wouldn't be state. I want to submit a constitution that's
here. I love the Governor--Edwards ; think he's simple where them snuff dippers and them tobacco
a fine man. But, he got to be governor of this chewers and those French people--Mr. Champagne
state by a majority vote of the people of this that you're so deeply interested in--can read
state. You can call him a politician or statesman and understand or get somebody like Mr. Champagne
or anything you want to call him. But, I think to read it to them. I'm a Baptist. I married a
we're going a little too far in this convention Ca thol i c--and I carry a little something in the
with technicalities. I think we're going a little back of ny car most of you don't carry--I get along
too far with commas and semicolons--and I'm no with all of them. I'm really not everybody's
educated man. What little education I got, I sweetheart and nobody's gal, somewhere down the
got it through the hard knocks of life. I got it line I join up and walk with them, you know. But,
with the snuff dippers and tobacco chewers and those there's a lot of people that wants to be everybody's
people, Mr. Champagne, you were talking about. I sweetheart and nobody's gal. Those days are gone.
think we're going a little too far. We're trying
to streamline this commission or this committee Mr. Henry Senator, you've about exceeded your
over and above the average thoughts of the people time, sir.

[136]
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Mr. Rayburn Okay. Well, I'm fixing. ..I'm closinci. shall not be scheduled less than four days from
But, I'm going to say this, --and I hadn't been to the date of delivery to the secretary. In order
this microphone many times, I believe this is the to be sure that ample opportunity was given to
second time I've been here to say something, I've be able to deliver the matter through the mail
asked a few quest 1ons--and my grandmother told me giving a three day notice." Let me just close by
when I was a young boy, says, "son, in your en- saying that I've heard a lot of people come up
deavors in life don't talk too much; somebody here and say to us, "you fellows on the Rules Corn-
might ask you to explain what you're talking about." mittee did a wonderful job, but..." and it's hardly
That's why I don't talk too much. I hadn't been a rule has gone by which has not had substantial
up here near as much as Mr. Burns, and he repre- amendments. I was hoping that when we passed the
sents the same area I do. But, I think you should more important rules which have already been
be cautious; I think you should really evaluate adopted that we might move along a little more
what you're doing because I've got to carry your quickly. As Senator Rayburn has said, these meet-
fight in the legislature, and this little measly ings are costing us an awful lot of money; we
three hundred or something thousand dollars we've can always change these rules when we come back
got I'm afraid won't adopt the rules because we... in July if they are not completely to the liking
every amendment 1 see it costs money. Then every- of the people here. It just seems to me that all
body that runs for office says we don't want to of us should try to see if we can't move the pro-
spend no more money; we're going to economize; ceedings forward more rapidly,
we're going to save you money. I just. ..in closing,
let me leave that one thought with you, and listen: Further Discussion
I've got nothing against this fine lady. : think
I voted for every proposal that she's had, she's Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Chai
won most of her proposals, but I don't think it's of the convention, I

right to say that you have got to give people at say, I think, very br

least six-days' notice before you meet. Listen there'd be no more ex
I got engaged on less than a six-days' notice. for four-days' than givir
Thank you very much. No more time. Ko more expense of money other than

the time. I don't know of anything that would be
Further Discussion worse than somebody who has notified the committee

that he or she wants to be heard, and then because
I agree that we probably don't need of a holiday or something like th

irnan
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concern. 1 want us to be able to hear the citizen be challenging something that's not going to be

lobbyists who have expressed an interest in coming workable in this Constitutional Convention. We're
to speak to us. There are several citizen groups going to have to sell this to the people--and as
that I know of that are doing research right now Senator Rayburn said--this convention is drawing
that will be of value to us; the League of Women out here into a long, lengthy, expensive session
Voters, the Junior Chamber of Commerce-- jus t to because of these people coming up here to this
name two. It's very difficult to get your affairs mike and taking a lot of time. I've been up here
in order and get up here on twenty-four hours' the first time. I could have been up here like
notice. There is no provision as I understand it many of you, a hundred times to challenge different
for mail notice while we're in session. I'd just things that were said in these temporary rules,
like to be able for us to hear all of these folks Most of them were defeated. But, let's get on
while we're in session as well as before we con- with sowing and let's defeat this one. I thank
vene in July. you.

Mr. Henry Lady sends up amendments and moves [previous Question ordered.]
the adoption of the same.

Now, I'd just like for you to read that one Closing
more time, Mr. Clerk, because I'n not sure I under-
stand it. If I appreciate what it said, and I Ms . Zervi gon The point I wanted to make is that
know I'm not supposed to comment like this, but it this is not a legislative session; this is a Con-
appears to me we're going to have to give about stitutional Convention. We have more time to plan
four days' notice on this one, Ms. Zervigon, before out our work, more time to consider things. The
we can have a committee hearing while we're in document that we're supposed to write is supposed
session. I may misunderstand it. ..I just. ..I think to last a hundred years. We want to make certain
we should read it again. that the people who we have invited to speak have

time to get their affairs in order and come and
[Amendment reread.] address us. If anyone has a Substitute proposal

that would accomplish this, I would be glad to
Mr. Henry Now, Ms. Zervigon, if you will allow withdraw it and submit their proposals, but I'm
me the opportunity to comment here, and I

' rr net afraid that twenty-four hours' notice is not
trying to kill your amendment, but we're going to adequate for people who are not paid lobbyists or
assure that there's an abundance of notice en delegates to the convention. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
these. I think that you really might hamstring man.
the working of the Convention when you put that
forty-eight hour proposition. Now, the Clerk and [Amendment reread and rejected: viva
I just looked at this a minute ago, and there is voce.]
the possibility it would even require four days
when you read all of the rules together on calling Amendment
such a meeting. I'm not trying to take advantage
of you, but I don't think that's what you want to Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. De Blieux].
do, is it? You want... On page 20, line 8, after the word "thereof" add

the following: "together with an agenda of the
Ms. Zervigon What I want to accomplish is when matters to be heard,"
the committees are working smoothly and logically
and have their work planned out, they may give Explanation
four days' notice. If they find an emergency
arises, by the consent of the Convention they Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
could give forty-eight hours. If you want me to this is just to let the people and the members of
withdraw it, submit it... the committee and others to know what's going to

come up before the committee when the Convention
Mr. Henry No, ma'am, Ms. Zervigon. I have ex- is in session, and you post a notice of the meet-
ceeded my latitude, and I apologize to you for it. ing. I don't see much reason for posting a notice
But, I just wanted to make sure that I understood that a committee is going to meet unless you can
it. tell the people what it's going to meet about. \'\

been in Legislative Committee meetings in which
Further Discussion a committee meeting was held, and somebody wants

to be heard' on a bill and then after you call a

Mr. Kil pa trick Mr. Chairman, members of this bill the chairman says well, I've told somebody
committee, this is in essence the same thing that else they're going to be heard on that bill next
the previous amendment said; this is a bad amend- week; we won't hear it today. You attend the
ment. It would take four days to get all of us meeting; people outside the convention will be
here. In the legislature we post these bills on attending meetings without knowing what's going
the bulletin board; the press, the T.V. picks it to come before the committee. This is just to let
up, and we only have twenty-four hours for a lot the chairman and the committee members post their
of people to come to Baton Rouge to talk about agenda whenever they post a notice of the meeting,
certain things that they are interested in. We That's all it's about, so the public can be in-
don't need all this time. The Rules Committee formed. I think we've got to take the public into
has adequately gone over this. I've heard the confidence,
word "nit-picking" and other words here in this
auditorium. I feel like it's time for us to move Questions
on with these rules that the temporary Rules Com-
mittee has placed before us. We've spent a lot Mr. Rayburn Senator De E

of time here; you are all ccpable men and women; to any amendment or anythi
otherwise, you wouldn't be here. Now, each man that some member of the committee might offer to
here could come up here and through a technicality something that had been advertised? If there was
could challenge any sentence, or paragraph, or an amendment, it might change the structure of the
rule, that has been presented to this body by original procedure or the original act? Would
this temporary Rules Committee. I think that your amendment apply to that?
we're doing some things here that would hurt this
convention; we don't need all this time. I ask Mr. De Bl ieux No, Senator Rayburn, this is just
you to defeat this bill and let's go on with this a subject matter that's going to be heard at that
adoption of these rules and regulations and let's particular time. As you well know, that these
move this convention on along--it's five o'clock committees will be hearing various proposals on
here now. I think it's time for us to start really a lot of subject matters, and this just allows the
reading these and, when we do have our amendments committee or requires the committee to post the
to come up here, let's have them so that we won't subject matter which will be taken up at the

[138]
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committee meeting. We certainly csn't take intc
consideration every amendment which might be of-
fered.

Mr. Rayburn It does not prevent the committee
from taking up any amendment that might chanae
the subject matter?

Mr.
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Raybur

Explanation

. Chairman and fellow delegates,
you've just heard some thirteen procedural sug-
gestions made by the Rules Committee. My amend-
ments simply say in one of the suggestions that
we scratch the "two-thirds vote" for a previous
question motion and leave that to "a majority vote.'
That's the only instance I see where they require
a two-thirds vote. I don't know how many of you
got a two-thirds vote to come here, but I wasn't
quite that fortunate. I almost made it, but it

wasn't quite two-thirds. I believe in the demo-
cratic form of government. I believe in the
majority rule. I think you believe in that.

at's the democratic process that I have known
om babyhood, childhood, to manhood. I can see
th all the commotion that we have here where a

nority group could keep us here time and time
ain when we didn't need to be here. I think
at we should strike the "two-thirds" out and
sert in lieu thereof--and that's what this
endment does--that "a majority" vote shall pre-
il. Maybe you don't agree with me, I don't
ow. But, I know how you got here--all you that
n--and I know how I got here. If they would

neve had a two-thi;-ds vote, some of you might not
ive made it--some of us, let me say, might not
ive made it. I have heard no valid reasons from
ie Rules Committee as to why with thirteen rules
ley propose that on the previous question we had
3 have a two-thirds vote. We've been here several
sys and that rule has not been in order, and the
-evious question has been offered most often. I'm
great believer in a majority rule. I know a few
KO-thirds nules that we've got in this state
lat's got us in trouble. If we're going to go
/ a two-thirds rule, let's say you've got to get
MO-thirds of the vote to come here--which I know

is not right, and you know is not right. I'm
lot trying to cut off debate, and anytime I'm up

if I can't convince you--a majority of you--
lever ask for two-thirds or one-third or a

ity to let me continue to speak, 'cause if I

convince a majority, I need to sit down

of th

;stion

nendment .

Mr. Burson Senator Rayburn, am I correct i

understanding the purpose of your amendment'
prevent one more than one-third of this con;
from filibustering and continuing debate?

Rayburn lat is the purpose of my amendment,
e exactly right.

Mr. Ar nette Mr. Chairman and delegates, I just
have a few points I'd like to make on this partici
lar motion, this particular amendment. I'd like
to point out that I'm emphatically opposed to this
amendment for several reasons. All these reasons
were brought out at the Rules Committee meeting,
and we decided to accept this "two-thirds" vote
of the delegates to require tha t . . . two- thi rds
vote required to cut off debate. Some of these
reasons--of course, I can't put my reasons «s
well as Senator Rayburn. I'm one of those here-
tofore a nonpol i t i c i an ; I guess I'm a politician
now, so maybe I'd better learn how to put myself
a little bit better. But, one of the main things
that we need to consider here is this constitution
is intended to last a long time. But, before we
have a constitution that's going to last a long
time, we need to have this thing passed at the
polls. The way we can pass this particular con-
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stitution at the polls, is give the minority at chance to try to convince the majority.
this convention a chance to be heard. This is one
of the main considerations of not letting a major- Mr. Flory You realize, Mr. Arnette, that what
ity cut off debate. Before someone can come up you are creating is a game when you combine it
here and shut off debate, I think it should re- with Rule 85 when you move to suspend the rules
quire a two-thirds vote because, perhaps, there it takes only two-thirds of those present and
is sometimes that maybe three or four votes would voting or a majority of the delegates, whichever
be the majority to cut off debate... We need a t';c- is the lesser number, so all you do is move to
thirds vote required because if a majority could suspend the rules?
cut off debate, perhaps if debate were not cut off
this majority would have voted the other way or Mr. Arnette It's possible that you could go this
would decide to vote the other way if they would route. Of course, there are some people that want
hear the other side. But, the present way that to amend that particular rule on suspending the
we are conducting business, and I'm sure it will rules. So, we might not end up with that same
be conducted this way at the convention is that particular rule on suspending the rules.
people will be recognized in the order that they
raise their hand and. that the Chairman sees them. Mr. Schmitt
Now, it could happen that six or seven people of Order , un
speaking on the same side of one issue could be present time
heard; people would get tired of listening to it particular i

and vote for the previous question 'cause they amendment?
haven't heard any opposition. Well, I think this
opposition ought to have a chance to be heard. Mr. Arnette Mr. Schmitt, you're exactly right
This is the main thrust of why the Rules Committee on that, and that's one point I forgot to bring
did this this way. Now, another thing is that out in my initial address, that we haven't had

Isn't
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Further Discussion

Mr. Uomack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I want
to explain how the Subcommittee on Committees hap-
pened to so wisely adopt this rule. The subcom-
mittee voted by a majority vote against the two-
thirds. I guess I'm the culprit. About the time
we had everything done--all the work done--and it

was just a matter of wrapping up and putting the
final touch to it, I left when probably I shouldn't
have and went on to a prior commitment--! don't
remember now, I believe late Sunday night or when-
ever it might have been, but anytime, it was at a

late hour--assuming that the final touch was going
to be put. If you had had a two-thirds rule for
reconsideration, it would never have been recon-
sidered. One of the young men who pushed so hard
for it, that was convinced that you needed by all

means a two-thirds, came and told me, he said,
"I have completely changed my position and my
idea." After having served not quite as long as

Senator Rayburn, but in my fifth administration in

the House, I have found that about twenty or twenty-
five percent of the people are against shutting
off debate, I don't care what you're debating.
Just say that basically I have a philosophy that
everybody ought to be able to talk as long as they
want to talk. So, if you get a simple majority
to cut off debate, there is a good odds that you've
got at least an eighty percent majority of those
that have made up their mind. I think nothing in

the world could be more convincing that maybe a

simple majority is all you need to cut off debate,
than the process we've gone through here in the
adoption of these rules. We've only used--or will
have within the next few minu tes--roughl y eight
hundred and sixty-five thousand feet of tape. I

remember very well that the Mafia Committee used
roughly five million feet of tape. Like this,
it was very important because the judges, the
Supreme Court, the Pope, Chairman of the Baptist
Convention, everybody else was going to have to

look at that tape in the future. That tape has
been locked up in the legislative auditor's office
--that some five million feet--since the day of
the adjournment of the Mafia Committee. Until this
time, nobody has ever looked at it yet. So, I'm
just telling you that some of the things that we
are convinced are so holy may not be quite as

important. I think in the essence of moving on,
that if you get a simple majority, you've already
got a two-thirds or a three fourths, and there's
a number of times when the delegates to a committee,
a subcommittee, or convention are going to be con-
vinced that their mind is made up beyond any ques-
tion. They are going to be ready to vote 'cause
there's going to be enough people to say that,
what he said a while ago, "I'm not going to shut
off debate, because if I shut off debate on him,
I'll be the victim of shutting off debate tomorrow."
There's a fair chance if you get twenty-five per-
cent to shut off debate you've got enough to
overwhelmingly carry the side that the shutting
off debate was on. This not being able to shut
off debate has cost us many, many hours of work
in the House that we wouldn't have had. It's
cost, to a great extent, two or three hundred
bills not to get final action in the last regular
session of the legislature. What I'm saying to
you now, I don't want to shut off anything that's
worthwhile; nobody else wants to. I go back to

what I mentioned to the speaker a while ago, it's
his job to maintain order. It's your job as a

speaker to maintain attention. In your debating,
if you're offering something that you can capture
the attention of the delegates, and you're contrib-
uting something to the issue at hand, I don't think
you'll ever have a problem with the simple majority
in an attempt to cut off debate. Thank you.

[142]
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Thursday, January 18, 1973 ^ ^''se convention. We should have a convention in
which everyone is allowed to speak his piece. Let me

ROLL CALL 'fill VO" one of the biggest dangers in this. Suppose
you want to get the floor to offer an amendment. If

[117 members present and a quorum.] somebody calls for the previous question before you
have had a chance to offer your amendment, which may

PRAYER "'^''fi ^ ^°^ °^ difference in the subject matter as
whether or not it's approved or rejected, you will

nrs. Warren Let us all bow our heads; each in his "°^ "^^ve a chance if somebody asks for the previous
own way pray. Father in heaven, as we come today, question previous to the time that you wanted the

a long day that appears to be hectic...! spent many floor. Now, I've been serving in that legislature
hours with the Lord last night and I didn't know I

a long, long time. I don't believe I've ever tried
was going to be called to pray. ..I'm asking You, ^° ^^^P somebody from having their say. I might not

Heavenly Father, that to touch each and every one agree with them. I might not want to hear what they

one of us here that our hearts nay deal with each say. But, certainly I think they have as much right
other as we would have each other deal with us. Let '^o be heard as I do. I'll fight as long as I possi-

us be brothers and sisters in love. Let us think blv can for their right to say it. I just think if

about the unborn generations that will have to live "^ ^''^ going to have a free, open convention and

with this constitution. Lat no man, no woman come after all let's remember this, ladies and gentlemen,
in here and believe that he should stop anyone from i" the legislature we can correct the errors and mis-

having a vote. I'm going to pray and ask You, takes we make from year to year. But, if we adopt
Heavenly Father, to guide us and keep us; these and ^*^^ type of constitution which I think that we will

many other blessings I ask in the name of Jesus and adopt, it may be a long, long time, much longer than

for his sake Amen this fifty years, before we have another constitu-
tional convention. So, let's be careful and try to

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE "ot make waste with haste but put down something that
will last us a long, long time by carefully consider-

RESOLUTIONS ON FINAL PASSAGE 1"9 ^"<^ hearing everybody's viewpoints on it before
we come to a conclusion. I do not think that two-

Amendments thirds vote necessary to cut off debate is too much
to ask of the convention delegates. So, I ask you,
let's reject this amendment and keep the two-thirds
rule. We are not going to kill anything with a two-
thirds rule, I can tell you that right now.

Further Discussion

Chairman and fellow delegates, if I

Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up



I would 1 ike to conci
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majority is concrete; that the people who comprise

the majority on a point today will necessarily be

a majority on the point ten minutes from row.

M r . G i n

n

That may be true.

Mr. Velazquez Haven't you noticed a trend that we

tend to either vote yes or no here in hopes that wh

a series of questions are brought before the body,

the body will vote yes for a period of time? Then,

there will be a break and the body will vote no.

Then, there will be a break and the body will vote

yes. But, the body very seldom alternates between

It different from th

Mr.
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constructive debate on any particular issue.

M r. Leithm an Representative Jackson, it's diffici
to put this in a question form, but you mentioned
about the minority, and I listened with interest t

cause I certainly believe that, when that word wa-
used here previously, there's no doubt in my mind
that a minority reflected upon a small group of
people opposing an issue. I don't think it was a

black-white. .

.

Mr. J. Jacksc
was, but I really feel that wh

minority, we're talking about

Leithir ny question is thi you
lize that we could get thirty people on a minority
stand and put these thirty people on the stand to be
heard; and with each going his full period of time,
do you realize we could be talking about as much as
one hundred and twenty-five hours? I think just a

few thirty people wouldn't be difficult to come by,
and I think a hundred and twenty-five hours could
literally kill any and all items that come up. Do
you realize this?

Mr. J. Jackson I realize that, but I only suggest
to you that that's like a, you know, like a two-edge
sword. You know, I recognize that. It's like a two-
edge sword. So, I'm suggesting that I would rather
see that, if there was some sort of motion to allow
at least--once the previous question is raised--at
least allow the number of people--a limited number of
people--to speak after the previous question, then
that'll be 0. K. But, as it stands right now, that a

simple ma jori ty--and I guess it's a fear I have, Rep-
resentative Leithman; and, if the will of the conven-
tion is so that we, that we stick with the simple ma-
jority, then as a member of this convention, you
know, I'm bound to go along with those rules. But, I

want everyone to be very cognizant of the fact that
this is a very crucial issue. It addresses itself,
primarily, to the heart of what we're all about, in

the terms of di scuss i on- -const ructi ve and positive
discussion. I think that, when we vote on this, that
we ought to look at it in that light, rather than
looking at it in the sake of that a minority can stop
it. I'm particularly interested in the opportunity
for all viewpoints to be heard^

Mr. Duval Representative Jackson, isn't it true
that, by a motion to limit debate, you can limit de-
bate on a particular matter to a specific limit of
time--a half an hour or an hour--so that, actually,
the points made by thirty-some-odd people controlling
this is actually quite fallacious; isn't that true?

1r. J. Jackson That's right because, in order of
Drecedence set up under Rule No. 69, you do have a

rule that precedes the previous question by limiting
debate so that, you know, when its opponents talks
about it's going to provide for excessive discussion.

got to disagree

Jesjjr Chai jdies gentlemen, the
thing that has impressed me most of this entire cor
vention is the sincerity of the delegates. I don't
think, from the judgment I've made of everybody here,
that there is one person who doesn't want to do a

good job. We've taken this set of rules; it's a

very small book, double-spaced; it is prepared by
a very excellent committee that did an excellent
job. I think this book could have been taken; we
could have adopted these rules as they were; and we
could have worked with them. They were workable.
But, we've spent five days--and we're still not
through with these rules--on something that was al-
ready good. Now, I don't know if you've ever seen
the volumes of the constitution as it stands today.
It's a lot more than this small book; there are a lot

more proposals. If you take all the proposals that
will be submi t ted--not only the proposals that were
adopted--if vou take al,l of these proposals, you
could fill a library. What I'm asking you to do is

let's not see the forest for the trees. We could

[1461
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spend so much time on one issue that is not going to
pass, that is not popular, that we could miss some
time that we could spend on some good issues. I ap-
peal to the ones who spoke against this because I

know they were sincere; and if you are sincere please
let's give every issue that's going to be proposed to
this Constitutional Convention a chance to pass. I

ask you to please vote favorable on this amendment.

i ss Delegate Chairman and fellow delegates,
to discuss the very important issue of the

js question. It seems that the best minds in

invention are split on the matter. Those
ig the one-half vote point out matters of
3ncy--save you time and noney--as reflected by

their distinguished and articulate Delegate Rayburn.
That we not limit debate is one of the desires of
the convention as a whole, but by limiting it to some
degree would be helpful, and we should have no fear
that it would be limited too much, they say. That
great son of Louisiana from Jonesboro, Delegate
Chairman Henry, is and will be very patient. Even
now, I'd consider him saintly; but, later, he will
have to produce and abide by the decision of this
body and stick to the rules. Committee meetings
and hearings throughout the state will allow full
investigation. There seems little doubt about that.
Minority reports will accompany these full committee
reports. Apparently, all segments of our great
state will be heard, so why the issue? Surely, this
is a procedural line, and the stake is simply one-
half or two-thirds., I propose that the real confu-
sion at this issue is the reasoning by the reasonable
in the comparison of these being-adopted procedural
rules with legislative procedural rules. Let us

clearly set forth that legislators legislate; we
delegates will const i tuti onate . No one here needs
be reminded that we must separate the basic consti-
tutional law from statutory or legislative law. It

seems the rules of this game--the conventional pro-
cedural rules--are reflected by the citizens of the
state through us and demand change. This mandate to
change, to me, goes particularly to all of us dele-
gates. It's time we removed the old politician con-
cept--working in a specific legislative, political
arena--and recognize all of us are here, elected or
appointed, city or state officials, legislators or
nonl egisl ators , professional politicians or nonpro-
fessional politicians, and are here on one equal
footing and want to remain so. Let us address one
another as delegates, delegated to meet our respon-
sibilities to the people of our state. Governor
Edwards, in addressing us, has asked we reflect
faith, not fear. Faith comes from security. The
safeguard to that security rests in knowing we have
the best rules to go by. The most widely used
American procedural rules, Robert's Rules of Order,
requires two-thirds vote be approved to move the
previous question. One-half vote can stop a debate.
We can vote, by a majority, to limit the debate. It

is up to us to adopt these rules, not necessarily of
expediency--and , particularly, legislative expedi-
ency--but those that this convention will go by.
Perhaps, Delegate Rayburn and his supporters and I

are, as the weather forecaster would say, not too far
apart--just two percent. He might favor expediency
fifty-one percent and reason forty-nine percent. I

favor reason fifty-one percent and expediency forty-
nine percent. The compromise of the political pro-
cess miiw be close this time, but I have faith that
the God-given reason will prevail and the convention
will vote to favor the two-third requirement. Dele-
gate Chairman Henry, in closing, I move the previous
question on a two-thirds vote.

Mr. Henry rhat's, in itself, a rare opportun
that an individual gets to move the previous q

on the previous question.
Is there a second to the motion?
Mr. Silverberg seconds the motion on the

vious question.
Therefore, as many of you in favor of the

vious question say aye; opposed, no.
The motion fai 1 s .

Why do you rise, Mrs. Warren?
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n of Order so important that we feel that unlimited discussion
should be utilized, then before we get into it.

Chairman and delegates, I'd we can suspend the rules and require a two-thirds
like to apologize to the Chairman for standing vote to close or to call the pr

back there screaming, but I've learned one thing But, that doesn't mean that every time some
since I've been here: that you gotta scream or controversial article comes up and a one-thi
else you're going to get left. I wanted to plue-one number of people decide they

Mr.
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or probably our second, possibly, time in politics, of this convention." Now, I don't know whether he's
dnd we don't know the inns and the outs. We don't riaht or wrong, and I don't know whether he can do
know that when you vote to shut off debate it's it. But, if you vote to shut off debate and move
going to bother somebody and hurt somebody's feel- the previous question, that not only shuts off debatf
ings, and the next time you want to shut off on the previous ques tion--whether it ought to be
debate, that person's going to vote against shutting adopted or not--but the fact that if it is passed--
off debate. The Senate and the House have learned that particular argument that is on the floor of the
this, and that's why you had so many people that House--no one else gets a chance to talk. I would
won't shut off debate no matter what. But, here hate to see Senator Rayburn cut out of his chance to
we don't have that situation. We have people convince the majority by his own amendment. So, I

overly willing to shut off debate. The next definitely think we ought to keep this two-thirds
thing that's been pointed out by Mr. Jack is vote. Now, Mr. Segura brought out a valid point when
that. ..well, like I said, this isn't the legislature he said that most of the delegates here are sincere;
--and I agree that this isn't the legislature. The I believe that almost all are sincere. He said,
thing about this that's so different from the leg- "Let's give each proposal a chance to pass." He
islature is, we don't have two houses. If we believes that the sincerity of the delegates will
shut off debate and-pass a bad bill in one house let each proposal have a chance to pass. Well,
right here, we don't have another house to send I say--a little amendment of my own--let's debate
this debate to and to kill that bad bill or that each and then give it a chance to pass. I think
bad proposal. When we pass something here, and that's what we're here for. I think everyone needs
we reconsider it and lay it on the table, it's to be heard on these things, and I think if every
going to take a two-thirds vote to take that back delegate is sincere on letting everyone be heard,
off the table. So, in that way, you could have a that's a small matter, requiring a two-thirds vote
bare thirty-three percent thwarting the whole will instead of a majority vote. It's just a little
of the majority. There was a bad proposal passed; insurance on this sincerity, and I think we need
we passed it, but debate was cut off, and now we it. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen,
can't reconsider it, and we're stuck with it,
ladies and gentlemen; we are stuck with it. The Question
next thing Mr. Jack brought out--I hate to just
refer to Mr. Jack--but a couple of things in his
talk kind of interested me greatly. Another one
was that all proposals would be entered by July 5,
and we would have a chance to read all these pro-
posals and talk about all these proposals and think
about them. This isn't true, ladies and gentlemen;
just look at Rule No. 42. "Any proposal may be
admitted by a committee or any individual delegate
up until sixty days after July 5." We won't have
time to consider these things beforehand. There
will be proposals just brought up off the floor.
We need to talk about these things. This is
very vital. I think everyone ought to get their
debate and they ought to listen to it because
I'm no mental giant, and my mind is changed by
debate. My mind can be greatly changed two or
three times during a single debate. It depends
on what is brought out by the particular speakers.
Now we have other, we have other safeguards against
filibuster. First of all, we ha've a limit on
debate. We can move to limit debate to one hour, the very end that are kind of sticky again. But,
two hours, three hours, or whatever we choose. I think that we definitely need to talk about this
The next point is that we have a fifteen minute because it does affect the workings of the con-
limit on each speaker. Another point is that one vention for the rest of the time we're going to
speaker ... each speaker cannot speak more than once be here and I definitely think this two-thirds
on each particular issue. All these things are vote is definitely needed. So, I think we ought
safeguards against filibuster. Now, this morning to vote to defeat this amendment by Senator Ray-
we had a meeting of the Temporary Rules Committee, burn, and go ahead and have a two-thirds vote to
and we were discussing a particular rule and shut off debate. Thank you.
whether to propose it as a rule to the convention.
We said, "Wait, let's take out the bible here". Further Discussion
referring to the Illinois set of rules. It's
got to be kind of a joke in the Temporary Rules M r. Schmitt I'm against the amendment. Initially
Committee because this was probably the bible of I was afraid of the actions of the Chairman. How-
our set of rules because the Illinois Convention ever, up to the present time Mr. Henry has leaned
worked. The Illinois Convention was the most over backwards to be fair to many of us who are
successful convention in the past twenty-five novices and not familiar with the rules of pro-
years in this country, and we took many rules cedure. I think he's done a fine job, and as
from them. But, people have been saying we've fine a job as anyone could have done. The Chair-
been going slow. We haven't been going slow. man cannot refuse, however, to cut off debate if
The Illinois Rules of Procedure took fourteen the motion to move the previous question is made,
solid days of debate and argument, and their body This cannot be debated. Any delegate with a

wasn't even half our size. They considered the majority can then cut off all amendments. There
ins and the outs of everything. They worked on are other means of limiting debate, and I believe
it to what they thought was perfection, and that these should be considered, rather than this
everyone's griping about us meeting for five days harsh rule. The motion to limit debate is also
on rules! I think if we'd meet possibly ten or undebatable, and can be obtained by a simple
twelve or fourteen, that might be too much; but, majority vote. I request that you vote against
five or six days, that isn't too long to develop the amendment,
what we think is a perfect set of rules. I think
we ought to have the opportunity to debate all Further Discussion
these rules and later on to debate all the pro-
posals that are introduced to the convention. M r. Nunez Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates.
Senator Rayburn, when he introduced his amendment, Wi". Henry, no doubt, should propose a change in
made a very valid point, and I have to agree with the rules before I discuss what is my position on
him on this. He said, "If I have a chance to this amendment, that we be called by "Delegate
talk, I can convince the majority of the delegates Nunez," or "Delegate Rayburn," or "Delegate What

[149]
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information is presented on the other side. I

think it means also that our discussion will be
more concise, more to the point, inasmuch as
the pro and con has been set before the convention.
Now, I realize that we are like the Egyptian
Mummy, "we're pressed for time." But, I think it

will be worthwhile to take just a couple of moments
to adopt this kind of motion.

Questions

Mr. Champagne This would be fine if you have eque
numbers, but what I'm worried about now is you
may not be prolonging the thing simply because if

you have ten against and one for, in other words,
you might have to start recruiting people for it,

you see. That was m^ question. I also think it

puts a problem on the people...

ask you question and take your seat, please.

Mr. Stovall The motion does not require that
there be an equal number of speakers on both
sides. It simply means that as long as there are

ill be alternating

Proceed

Mr. Champagne Do you think that there's a pos-
sibility that this would put an extra burden on
these people up here, because I just noticed he

was looking for an amendment, there, and he had a

problem there? Don't you think this may put a

little extra burden?

Mr . Stova 1

1

No. I think that when a person
stands to have the floor they can simply hold up
a thumb meaning they're for it, and another thumb,
you know, meaning that they're against it. The
only trouble with this is it might create a little
confusion among some of our leaders who are trying
to tell some of the rest of us how to vote. But,
maybe they'll find some other signals.

Mr. Blair Reverend Stovall, who would... how
would you select who would speak for or against,
and would it be in numbers? Suppose five wanted
to speak for or five against. Would it be first
come or would you have to get together and caucus,
or what?

M r

.

Stova 1 1 There would be no form of selection.
It woufS^'be a matter of their getting the recog-
nition of the Chair, and then being recognized
by the Chair at the time that he might need either
a pro or a con.

Mr. Alario Reverend Stovall, I've seen many a

time where--and I'm going to end it with the ques-
tion, but I need to make this statement first--
where a discussion is going on on the floor and then
right when the issue comes out, a delegate might
be for or against it, and then after he hears some
of the dicussion, then he changes his mind. What
are we going to do in that case where you stand
up and tell the Chairman you're for it, and then
after a while you get to thinking about this thing
and then you're not against it? Then you're...
what's going to happen in that case?

Mr. Stoval 1 The man would simply change his
Fund. He could change his position with the
speaker, if he so desired.

Further jsior

Mr^Wall Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
you "know, fair play is great. Equal justice is

great. But, there's no such thing as absolute
justice--no place in the world--from the time you

were a little kid, your mother and father, the
way they treated you or the way they treated your
sister and brother. There's no such thing as
absolute justice, and this type of regimentation
is just completely out of order. It's just unreal
You know, I'm just wondering if Reverend Stovall
gives the devil equal time on Sunday, and if he

takes both sides. You know, some of us. Pappy
Triche back here and Sixty Rayburn, they can
take either side. With this type of regimentation
they may change their mind before they get up
here. So, I'm going to ask you to vote down this
amendment because, really, I know Reverend Stovall
has fair play in mind, but this would do more to
abuse justice and fair play than leaving the dis-
cretion to the speaker and to the other delegates.

If there's no further. ..no one else to speak,
I'll move the previous question, but I'll withdraw
it if anyone objects.

iPrevlou
iva voce.]

Amendments

Mr. Poynter To amend the original resolution as
follows:

Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. BoJiinger]. On page
22, line 27, immediately after the partial word
"tion" and before the words "the previous" strike
out the word "and" and insert in lieu thereof a

comma ",".

Amendment No. 2. On page 22, strike out line
28 in its entirety.

Amendment No. 3. On page 22, line 29, at the
beginning of the line strike out the words "present
and voting" and at the end of the line add the
word "shall".

Amendment No. 4. On page 22, line 30, at the
beginning of the line strike out the word "re-
quires" and insert in lieu thereof the word
"requisite".

Amendment No. 5. On page 22, line 30, after the
words "vote of" strike out the remainder of the
line and insert the following:

"two-thirds of the delegates present and voting
or a majority of delegates to the convention,
whichever constitutes the lesser number".

Amendment No. 6. On page 22, line 31, at the
beginning of the line, strike out the following:

"to the convention."

Motion

debate or

proponents allowed five minutes each and then two
opponents allowed five minutes each.

Point of Information

Mr. Avant I would request, if it's in order,
Mr. Chairman, that the Clerk read the section now
as amended, because there were numerous amendments,
and I just can't follow it.

[Rule reread as amended.]

Point Of Order

Mr. Burson Without trying to be hypertechnical

,

insofar as that proposed amendment would make...
put "two-thirds" back in as regards to the previous
question, didn't we really decide that matter when
we voted on the Rayburn amendment?

[Motion
voce.]

[153]
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[previous question ordered.]

Closing

iqer Ir. Chai
iformed.

le 1 ega tes ,

. The two
ber any ti

ed present
le conventi
nus, the
. .and the

would be the lesser num
has less than one hundr
majority of the people here would be...
two-thirds rule is that if a hundred people are
here today and this amendment was adopted, then
either two-thirds of the people present and votinq
or a majority of the delegates would be able to
rule on a previoijs question. This would be sixty-
seven in either case.

I move your adoption.

Raybur

Question

inge
ment strike out the amen
just prior to recess for lunch, and does it not
go further and provide even beyond that amendment
and says that the two-thirds vote shall apply on
a motion to table? Does it not go far beyond the
amendment that we just. . .

Bol

Reac

t does

of

Mr. Poynter "Rule No. 70.
A motion to adjourn is alway
when a motion to fix the tim
or a motion to amend the cal
pending. A motion to adjour
the table, a motion for rece
sideration of other business
lating to questions of order
without debate."

Mr. Avant Mr. Stagg, would you explain something
to me, please, sir? One of the motions in Rule
No. 69 is: "To amend." Now, it was my under-
stand ing--and I just want to be clar i f ied--does
this mean that a motion to amend a proposal need

be

aes not mear

Avant Well, I want to make su
)re...if you could enlighten me.
enl ightenment .

specified that amendments, etc.,
iting? If so, there is a conflict,
-red in pointing it out.

Mr. Henry Mr. Avant, if I can clear up your
problem, this does refer to the precedence of
motions, etc., in the Rule No. 69 which are oral
motions, and certainly would not be construed
by the Chair in any wise to involve amendments.
etc.

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, w
Chair, I should ask the Cle
in the line 19, "no motion except t

in Rule No. 69 need be in writing."
Avant's problem.

the leave of th

ie Rule
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or the next succeeding session."

Explanation

rsor seriously considered withdrawing
though I drafted it a couple of
reconsideration of my decision,

y present the arguments
k are i n-
n decide
e that
normal ly

this amendment,
days ago. But,
I thought that I would

, , .

as briefly as I could to you that l

volved in here. Then, the conventio
and either reject the amendment or d

it's not necessary. As I understand it norm
bert's Rules of Order says, and I woul

requirement, that i s ,

n making the motion to
he preva i 1 i nq side

and Re

quote here, that tl...

require that the persi
consider have voted oi. ^..^ f,.^,- ^ ^.-^ ... „

protection against its dilatory use by defeated-
minority, understand well, here refers to those
that had the lesser number of votes--espec ial ly

when the motion is debatable and the minority is

large enough to prevent adoption of the previous
question." Now, that objection is somewhat alle-

fact that we've adopted this majority
would only point out to you that
reconsideration is itself a de-

s the Chairman ruled earlier

ts of what you're asking
that it would be possible,
re's some future amend-

viated by tl

rule. But, I i

the motion for
ba tabl e mot i on
when Mr. Stinson mads
can debate again the
to be reconsidered.

stand that tf

ments that may meet this objection. But, as I

read this rule right now other than the two day
requirement, it would be possible to bring up for
reconsideration any number of times, something
that had been resoundingly defeated without changinc
a single person's mind about the question. I reallj
wonder about the wisdom of saying that suppose a

proposal loses 80-2^0. If you haven't convinced
at least one of the eighty to change his vote,
why reconsider it because you're just going to
wind up with the same vote over again, and you
may be wasting a great deal of time.

Now, I understand that it's legislative strategy
when you see you're losing to go up and change your
vote so you can be on the prevailing side and come
back. But, I hope that--and I t

is an amendment that's going to
do this--that we set some limits or

sidersation because it's

nderstand there
oming up to

reco
.- - ... -ecret that in the

legislative history of the State of Louisiana that
there have been important bills in the legislature
that were voted on on Friday. Then, when the
motion to reconsider came up on Monday, thirty or
forty votes had changed for various reasons. I,

see these issues decided,
whole lot of committee work
gs that we are going to be

discussing are going to be well discussed in com-
Pl us , they are going to

ngs here and they are going to be
ittee on Style and Drafting,

dn't put some limit on
ration and that's why I

for one , woul d like t

We are going to have
Most of the tl

submitted to the Con
I just wonder if we shoul
the business of reconside
proposed this amendment.

Quest

Mr. S tagg Mr. Burson, it is tr

rufes, as written, that a member
Chair or the Clerk to change hi;
prevailing side and then move fc

is that not true?

understand the

of d

yes

.

Mr. Duval Mr. Burson, we did a good dei
cussing about this at the Rules Committei
was our interpretation that the motion to reconsidi
could only be made once, that is, either the day.,
on the day that the matter was decided or on the
following se
on ad nausea
Poynter, perhaps

on. So, 1 don't think it would go
But, would you object to Mr.

well understoo

benefit?

Poynter
becau
on it. This is a ra

sideration. Most ho
quire something simi
that you be on the "

vailing side is alte
cases. The Senate h

whatever the vote re
that lost. The Hous
interpretation of th
as I appreciate it,
adopted and u t i 1 i zed
Convent i on . It alio
reconsideration on t

day and also, all ows
previous motion for
mittinq on Style and
to make it; it is a

consideration. Do y
liar itior

theCertai
be made once. The
taken in its regul
and consult the or
adopted previously
will find that it
without looking, I

So, once a motion
made it would, in

appear before you
question would be
to vote recc

Mr . Kean Mr. Burso
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to determine what would be the prevailina side or of provisions which may have been adopted; it's

trying to determine under what manner that a person possible only the Drafting and Style Committee
is able to change his vote? If we went alono with would be able to catch. I would favor leaving
them, we would probably be adding to the confusion. it just like it is for the particular reason that
Don't you think we would be better off just to they can maybe save us from some of our errors.

;pend upon the sense of the We don't have another time, another body to catch
convention to prevent someone from bringing a the errors that might be made after we have once

reconsideration all the time? made them. It's our final chance to check on what
jt that we have made an

"son Well, I've recognized the validity error, to reconsider it and go back and change it.

of that argument except that in most cases I think After it's passed the rules of the Drafting Com-

We don'
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or you could not thereafter move for recon
tion; that's the nature of the motion.

Mr. Conroy Thank you, very much.

Rule adopted: viva voce.']

Reading of the Rule

Mr. Poynter "Rule No. 74. Motion to Call from
the Table. A motion which has been laid on the
table shall be called from the table only by the
affirmative vote of two-thirds of the delegates
to the convention. "

[Pzevious Question ordered. Rule adopted:

Reading of the Rule

Mr. Poynter "Rule No. 75. )n of a Questi

tion, which shall be divided if it includes propo-
sitions which are so distinct in substance that,
when one is removed or deferred, a substantive
proposition remains for the decision of the con-
vention. A motion to strike out and insert shall
not be subject to division within the meaning of
this rule. No section of a proposal may be
divided. The limits on debate as set forth in
Rule No. 30 of these rules shall apply to the
debate on each division of the question."

Amendments

Mr. Poynter The gentleman [wr. stagg'\ sends up
amendments .

On page 24, line 11, delete the word "No".
Amendment No. 2. On page 24, line 12, delete

the words "section of a proposal may be divided."

Explanation

«as brought to the
3f the Rules Committe

by delegates here that the division of a proposal,
the rules that no section could be divided, might
cause us to have for consideration before this
body a piece of legislative or constitutional
business that had two or three separate provisions
Perhaps, it was felt that two of them were good
and one was not and in order to vote on it, you
would have to take the good with the bad. The
part of the rule which precedes it, which where
they slts distinct propositions, where one can be
removed or deferred takes precedence over the
secti on . . .over that part of it that says, "No
section of a proposal may be divided." The Rules
Committee met this morning at 9:00. We reconsider
this Rule No. 75 and it was the judgment of the
Temporary Rules Committee that the suggestion that
this amendment be adopted be brought to the attent
of the convention and, for that reason, the amend-
ment was moved to delete the words, "No section of
a proposal may be divided."

Chai Henry in the Chai

Mr. Henry Mr. Stagg, if you would--! just got
back in the Chair--and if you would run through
that explanation just one more time, I would
appreciate it.

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, a number of delegates--
one, Mr, Avant, and some others--brought to the
attention of the Rules Committee members that the
rule section, second sentence from the end, would
perhaps face the delegates with a dilemma when a

proposal in the new constitution had several para-
graphs or several thoughts within a single proposa
and that if it could not be divided, you would be
maybe forced to vote for a proposition that had
some bad things in it you didn't want to vote for.
But, because it was presented as a single proposal
this would stop you from dividing it. That, being

[158]

brought to the attention of the Rules Committee,
we met this morning to reconsider our action in

putting this rule in here. It was the unanimous
view of the members of the Rules Commi ttee--and
there were fourteen of them present--that this
item should be eliminated and that's why the motion
was made in the name of the Temporary Rules Com-
litts

Real ig that n again exerci si ng
my discretion, couldn't you accomplish the same
thing that you're setting out to accomplish by
this. ..with this rule, by an amendment deleting
what is objectionable, insofar as the issue is
concerned, Mr. Stagg? All I'm basing my question
on is what limited experience I've had in the
legislature on such matters, because when you have
a bill that comes up for a final passage in the
legislature and there is some question that you
might lose the bill, you amend out that portion;
you resolve that by amendment rather than handling
it in the manner in which you're suggesting it. I

just wonder about the advisability.

Chairman, it was felt to be in-
isistent with the first sentence which reads

that "Any delegate may call for a division of the
question, which shall be divided if it includes
propositions which are so distinct in substance
that, when one is removed or deferred, a substan-
tive proposition remains for the decision of the
convention." If a question can be so divided be-
cause it would stand on its own bottom, then the
further provi sion. that no section could be divided
was a glaring inconsistency.

Stagg

Mr. Stagg
that the Ru
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the same point. Under the circumstances, do you with the good in order to get something you want.
think it would be in order to withdraw the amend- Now, this really is only going to come up on

ment so that we can proceed with the adoption of amendments and you cannot propose an amendment to

the rule? 3" amendment; I just want to call that to your
attention. You vote on amendments one at a time

Mr. Stagg Mr. Kean, I'm--if you don't leave, I af ter . .

.

accordi ng to what they're advocating by

want to parley with you--I believe that what. ..it not having this in the rules, you've got to adopt

can be done under these circumstances an-d when Mr. the amendment first and then come back with a

Avant proposed his question of salary, tenure and second amendment and debate the whole matter all

term of judges that if you were offended by one over again before you can take out that bad portion

of those three sections of that proposal, you which you don't want. If there's enough people
could move to amend it, either to amend it out there that want that bad portion in, it's going

hange the manner of it, or in any other to make it kind of difficult for you to do it

.sal.
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questions
,

t time, tt

be put fi

amend-

involving length of time, amounts of
questions of quantity, and similar qi

such questions involving the long
largest interest or quantity shal
regardless of the order in which motion
ments or substitutes may have been made.

On a motion for the previous question on the
entire subject matter, and prior to the ordering
of the same, a call of the Convention shall be in

order; but after the Convention shall have ordered
such motion no call shall be in order prior to the
decision of the main question on a motion for the
previous question on the entire subject matter,
there shall be no debate. All incidental question
of order, arising after a motion is made for the
previous question on the entire subject matter and
pending such motion, shall be decided whether on
appeal or otherwise, without debate. After a

call for the previous question on the entire subje
matter has been sustained, the question shall be
put in determined order as above, without debate
on either amendments or the main question, provid
that the proponents of the amendments and measure
or a delegate designated by him, shall respective
have the right to close the debate after the pre-
vious question on the entire subject matter is

ordered, which closing speech shall be limited to
a total of f iftenn minutes. "

ed

jynter nendments proposed by Mr Kear

Amendment No. 1. On page 24, line 19 after
the word "vote" delete the remainder of line 19
and insert in lieu thereof the following: "as
provided In Rule 69".

Amendment No. 2. On page 24, line 20 delete
the word "voting".

Amendment No. 3. On page 24, line 25, delete
the "a" before the word "delegate" and change the
word "delegate" to "delegates".

page 24, 1 iIt No
the word "Convention"
add the words "or any

Amendment No. 5.

the "a" and change th
gates".

Amendment No. 6. On page 25,
spell the word--1ncorrectly spel
to read "speeches "--correct 1 y sp

32 after
fore the word "to"

ttees"

.

e 25, 1 Ine 22, delete
"delegate" to "dele-

25, correct

"Amendment No.
that as Amendr
on page 24, 11

"of" and on 1 1

nt which would be designated
and renumbering those after
Nos. 5, 6, and 7, so that

9, you would delete the word
0, delete the words "two-thirds

andof the delegates present and v

"as provided in Rule 69." Amendment No. 1 and
Amendment No. 4 accords with the action previous
taken in Rule 69 to require a majority of those
present and voting for the purpose of the previo
question. The others are simply technical amend
ments to provide in one Instance, the word "dele
gates" instead of "delegate", another instance,
to make certain that the previous question rule
would apply to committees as well as the convent

Mr. Stagq The othe
spel 1 1ng of the word

Ect the

Amendrr :nt

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. Duval,
amend'i ng tTie Original Resolution.

On page 25, between lines 7 and 8 add the
following: "(4) The motion for the previous ques-
tion and the previous question on the entire sub-
ject matter shall, during the consideration of any
proposal, extend only to the individual section

-. Duval Mr. Chai
lis is merel y a c 1 a

jre that our rules
-eted as to not all
le entire subject m

; for an example, 1

-tide was proposed
iscussing two secti
le entire subject m
ider Rule No. 45 th
; are obliged to ta
Bction. But, I thi
le Chairman's duty
lould make them as
:uld avoid any poss
1 the event that it

le adoption of the

accordance with Kule No. 4b.

xpl ana t ion

rman and fellow delegates,
rification amendment. I'm
as written, would be Inter-
ow the previous question on
atter to be moved on a. ..let
et's assume a constitutional
with ten sections and after

ons, the previous question on
atter would be moved. I think
is could not be done because
ke each matter up, section by
nk since the" Cha 1 rman ... 1

1
' s

to Interpret these rules, we
clear as possible and this
ible argument on the matter
would come up. So, I urge
amendment

.
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entered in the Journal, and no proposal, secti
or article shall be declared passed until a me

jority of all of the delegates to the Conventi
shall have voted in favor of the passage of tt

same.

"

[previous Qu

Reading of the Rule

^r. Poynter "Rule No. 82. Consent. No proposal,
resolution, or other subject shall be made a special
Drder for a particular day without the consent of
two-thirds of the delegates present."

Mr. Stagg sends up technical amendments.

nent

Amendment No. 1 [by mi

page 26, line 23, at the end of the line stri

Dut the period "." and insert in lieu thereof
the following: "and voti ng"--read "present an

Poynte tagg\ .

1/ 1 1 n g

Question

for theMr. Burson Would you just ex

benefit of those of us that are not use to the
terms "Special Order of the day, etc." what the
significance is here requiring the two-thirds
vote, whether this means--this is only for the
pruposes of deviating or what?

Mr. Stagg It is the purpose that the. ..under
Rule No. 66, Mr. Burson, the daily order of
business, the Morning Hour and the Regular Order
of the day are set in the rules with particularity
as to what must precede another item. In order
for there to be a matter to be made the Special
Order for tomorrow or for next Monday, which would
take it out of its normal order on the day when
it occurs, the delegate might have a proposal that
you would be getting in the way of and extended
debate would occur, and his proposal would never
be heard until further in the week when he had
already got a prime position on the orders of the
day you seek to disrupt the order of the day by
Special Order. It was deemed by the Rules Com-
mittee that that should not occur without two-
thirds of the delegates present and voting.

[Pr

Rule adopted

:

Read

the Amend

the Rule.

3f the

Mr. Poynter "Rule No. 83. Precedence. When two
or more s'ubjects shall have been specially assigned
for consideration, they shall take precedence
according to the order of time for which they were
severally made or assigned, and said orders shall
at no time be lost or changed except by direction
of the Convention."

[Pre

Reading of the Rule

Mr. Poynter "Rule No. 84. Change in Rules. Any
stanHlng rule of the Convention may be rescinded,
altered, or amended in the following manner:
notice shall be given in writing of the motion
therefore, which motion shall be referred imme-
diately by the chairman to the Committee on Rules,
which shall file its report of the Convention
within twenty-four hours of the receipt of the
motion. Two days after the filing of the proposed
change, the motion shall be considered by the
Convention with or without the report of the Com-
mittee on Rules, and for passage shall require
a vote of a majority of the delegates to the
Convention."

Mr. Stagg sends up technical amendments.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter [Amendment by Mr. Stagg]. On page
27, line 4, after the words "require a" and before
the word "vote" insert the following "favorable".

Expl

'therefcMr. Chairman we misspelled the wor
and put an "e" on it which was erroneous. In the
next to last sentence, "for passage shall require
a vote of the majority of the delegates". It's
a vote of a favorabl e . . . i

t
' s a "favorable vote"

of a majority of the del egates-- i
t

' s really a

Style change because we've used "favorable vote"
in other places.

[previous Question ordered. Amendment

Reading of the Rule

Mr. Poynter "Rule No. 85. Suspension of Rules.
One or more rules may be suspended for a specified
purpose by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of
the delegates present and voting or a majority of
delegates to the Convention, whichever constitutes
the lesser number."

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Amette].
On page 27, line 8, after the word "of" delete
the remainder of the line and delete lines 9 and
10 in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof
the following: "a majority of the delegates to

the Convent ion . "--on page 27, line 8, after the
word "of" delete the remainder of the line,
delete all of lines 9 and 10 and insert in lieu
those words "a majority of the delegates to the
Convention. "

Expl

M r. Arnette Well, the purpose of this amendment
is to--I'm not trying td open the same can of
worms about the two-thirds vote or anything like
this about a previous question; this is something
entirely di f

f

erent--and there are three or four
basic reasons for this change. First of all, if

we keep the present rule as it stands, a two-
thirds vote or a majority of the Convention, which-
ever is a lesser number, the rules of this Con-
vention could be suspended if there is a bare
quorum present by forty-seven persons. These
same forty-seven persons could pass whatever they
wish to pass by the suspension of the rules; they
could even pass an entire constitution. Now, we
don't have the safeguards of the Senate and the
House that the constitution provides for them.
The present law in the Constitution of the State
of Louisiana provides that it takes a vote of
fifty-three of the House of Representatives or a

majority of the Senate--I forget what the majority
of the Senate is at the moment--but it requires
that vote for any bill to become law. But, we
don't have this built-in safeguard in the Con-
stitution, so there could be parts of the consti-
tution passed. They could be moved for reconsidera-
tion. They could be laid on the table by these
forty-seven people and it could get passed--of
what the majority of the delegates of the Conven-
tion want--and then we could not take this off
the table except with a two-thirds vote. So, I

think, it's imperative that we keep at least a

majority of the votes... a majority of the delegates
to the constitution required to pass any proposal
before this House. I welcome any questions If

there's any question in anyone's mind about this.
But. I think it's very important that we have
this safeguard. I also think that since the...
that since we need to have a set of rules that

[161]
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motion
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advice from Mr. Poynter, we sought advice from on it. I speak in particular ... 1 et me give you
delegates who were present at the Rules Committee this for an example: there has been a constitu-
hearings, and the general trend of the advice, sir, tional question raised, and one of the alter-
was that Robert's Rules of Order were particularly natives to the settlement of a possible consti-
designed for conventions of social organizations, tutional question would be the convention itself
for Kiwanis Clubs, for Lions Clubs, for other than take certain action which would be a corrective
legislative and governmental deliberative bodies. measure. But, if there's no provisions for call-

of Legislative inq the convention into sessi

parliamentary bodies, consti
il designed particularly for know whether you could do it or not. So

shoul
id state legislatures and that for that reason eluded in there and then if we have trouble with
ily, Mason's Manual was felt to be a superior it, we could ratify it by a House resolution.
)u rce of legislative information, parliamentary
!bate than would be Robert ' s Rul es of Order . Mr. Pravel Well, I don't agree with you that...

its business to recommend The point I'm asking is that if this is in contra-
imes during the delibera- vention of the law, and you seem to agree that it

tions of this convention, multiple copies of is, couldn't we accomplish your purpose by making
Mason ' s Manual will be present in whatever room some provision at this time for the convention to
it is we are deliberating so that the members reconvene upon the call of the Chairman and the
could have access to it. Executive Committee as a Committee of the Whole,

which I think probably would be within the au-
[previous Question ordered. Rule adopted: thorization of the Statutes? I think your reso-
viva voce.1 lution is in conf 1 i c t --d i rec t , clear conflict--

with the law. It's in conflict with the oath
Amendment that we've taken, and I believe that what you want

to do can be handlsd, but not in this manner.
Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, I move to adopt Rule
No. 89, which reads as follows:

"In all correspondence, news rele
and other similar writings, it shall
to refer to the Constitutional Conve
by the abbreviation 'C.C./'73'."

I move its adoption.

[Previous Question ordered. Ru

Mr. Stagq Mr. Chairman, there is o

memoranda
rmissible
of 1973
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question to Mr. Stagg, this would be a point of
i would like to recommend the name of R.L. "C

information from the Chair. Barrios to serve as Sergeant-at-Arms for the cor
If we adopt these rules, would we be then in vention.

a position to consider the resolutions today-- Mrs. Taylor,
those resolutions that have already been filed?

Motion
Mr. Henry Mr. Triche, your point is well taken.

adopt these rules
Tiotion, we will hav
:onsideration to an
next July.

I nf orma t ion

Stagg
or the Chair
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audio communication is possible at all stations
with the Chairman moderating the discussion from
Baton Rouge or New Orleans television studios.
Many authorities consider that television is the

most important discovery since the printing press.
Learning has been reported to be eighty percent
visual and twenty percent auditory, and we have

the means of educating and involving the citizens
of Louisiana as no other citizenry has been in-

volved in the history of the world in the formatior
of their own constitution. Louisiana has the

ability to bring this convention into the twenty-
first century. Therefore, I propose the following
resol u t ion .

Reading of the Resolution
[l Journal 5j]

mind giving us the benefit

Mr. Weiss I specifically stated the two to five
o'clock p.m. hour because there would be no charge
for that facility. In the event the Constitutional
Convention so desires, it would be approximately
a hundred dollars an hour on hours, say, between
five and nine; for four hours, it would be four
hundred dollars, roughly, to operate this facility
in the manner i

Mr. Rayburn 1

committee, I gi

to keep it till
desired.

said.

i be left u

it, whether
:k or 1 a ter

Well, that depneds upon the Executi
and I believe the Louisiana Hospital
Network and their cameramen and the
run the fac i 1 i ty

.

two to fi

rhar

that eq

you.

I have two questions. Dr. Weiss,
«hi"c"h concern me. First, doesn't this, in effect,
make our convention and our committee operations
somewhat subject to whatever schedule may be deter-
mined in the future by the Louisiana Educational
Television Authority? As I read your resolution,
it would make us have to accommodate to the
schedules that might be determined during the
times that we might be deliberating; isn't that

Mr. Weiss Well, yes and no. First, it would
appear that way, but this operation is run by
the State of Louisiana from our governor, I unde
stand, on down. Therefore, any request ma<)e of
Mr. Stanley, the Administrator, would of course
have to be taken into consideration by the gover
and the other authorities above him.

Mr. Gravel But, doesn't this resolution specif
caTly say that we shall not conflict with the
regular closed circuit programming of said netwo

Mr. Weiss That is correct.

Mr. Grave l Then, we would be subservient or
"subordinate, so to speak, to the scheduling that
the network might make.

Mr. Weiss Not unless the administrator was

istructed other 1 se.

Mr. Gravel That second question that I asked
is this: have you. Doctor, been able to talk with
the people connected with the Louisiana Education
Television Authority, Director of Hospitals,
and the head of the Health Rehabilitation Services
Department to determine their ideas as to the
feasibility and cost in scheduling problems that
might be involved here?

Weiss The scheduling and the feasibility
been worked out as asked by Delegate Rayburn.

d be three hours without questi
is convention. If they so
s through the Executive Com-

e to be worked
ately a hunc

hink there
no charge t

ired other
tee's request, that wo

The cost would be appro
lars per hour on the time t was made

:ommi ttees.
lil-

Mr. Gravel My question, I believe, was whether--
let me put it more speci f ical

1

y--whet her you've
discussed this, for example, with Or. Vidrine
with the Deparment of Health, Social Rehabilitation
Services, with Mr. Sweeney with the Deparment of
Hospitals, and with the officials of the Louisiana
Educational Authority with respect to the feasibility
of the entire concept.

M r. Weiss I did not go in between. 1 went as
low and as high as you could go, so to speak. The
administrator, Mr. Stanley, agrees that we can
handle it. The lieutenant governor, in speaking
with him, also felt the same way.

Mr. Weiss That is correct.

Mr . Bol 1 i nqer Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, members of the convent
I'm not going to get into the merits or demerits
of this resolution. I do want to point out to
you, if you will turn to your rules now and look
at the Procedural Committee No. 4, they have been
assigned by the adoption of the rules to handle

- things, and

refer

woul d look to me 1 ike
this time that this
ed to that committee
handle it. I would

get

these k

that it would be in ord
proposed resolution be
and let the proper comm
like to see the convent
ourselves in a habit of following the rules that
we have and let the proper committees handle the
proper things, and I do think that that's where
this belongs; and Dr., if you would have no objec
tion, or no serious objection, I would like at
this time to move that we do refer it to that
committee and let them attempt to work it out. I

think that is in keeping with the intent of our
rules. So, at this time, Mr. Chairman, I would
so move.

Isubst

possible.

•far egate

It of Information

, Wei ss This is a procedural matter, Mr.

rTrman. I'd like you to clarify it for me. I

jsented this resolution in the substance of the

tl65]
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discussion of the procedure on rules, thinking
that this would be more appropriate and was
advised to keep it until the end of the acceptar
of this procedural document. I do believe, how-
ever, that the convention, at least, should act
in this regard, one way or the other, certainly
turning it over to the proper subcommittees or
committees. But, if the convention is to use
these facilities its first few months, I think
some action might be taken, and I'm caught in

between procedure in this regard. I'd like to

know, if this motion passes, will this necessari
delay the use of these facilities that could be

most helpful in the coming months, prior to our
meeting here in July?

s 1 s

;s, I think I was the one that
•(ait. I thought you were going
J rule, and if 1 gave you some
ich I'm very capable and con-

I apologize to you. If Mr.
stitute motion does pass at this time,

our resolution will be referred to Procedural
ommittee No. 4, which is Public Information, in

hich event, that committee will not be able to

eport that resolution back to the full body until
e convene again, which probably will be in July.

suggested that you
to introduce it as
bad information, w

' s s

r . Weiss Therefore, these faci

r. Henry That's correct.

r. Weiss Well, I must have bee
rocedure because I would like to

sed by all committees before tha

rman, if this
Committee No.
Commiteee, fc

for the use of these faci

iry If the Executive Committee in its
te wisdom determines that such a propositi
; was advisable, I would imagine that the
ive Committee could set in motion the
ics to go ahead and get this on the road

Den

Dennery you, sir.

of I nf orma t i on

Mr. Silverberq Mr. Chairman,
that the committee, or Procedu
will not go into operation unt

id, Mr

out to Dr. Weiss
3f procedure which
J t i on is commi t ted
tee will not be
this convention

«ill make its
:onvent ion will then
1 all probabi 1 i ty

Mr. H enry What I was point
is simply that under the rul
you have adopted, if this n
to a committee that that con
able to make its report bact
until July; don't you see?
report to the convention. 1

make its determination, whit
will be in July.

Further Disci

Mr. Triche Mr. Chairman and delegates of the
convention, I rise in opposition to the motion by
my good friend, Mr. Womack. If we commit this
resolution, we're going to in effect kill it, and
we'll have to take it 'up when we come back in July.
The purpose of the resolution is simply to request

the Louisiana Department of Hospitals, which has
a closed circuit television network available for
our use now, request that that authority make its
facilities available. It requests the Louisiana
Television Authority, which is another agency that
has these facilities available, it requests that
that agency make those facilities available to the
convention. There's no requirement that they be
used by the convention. There's no requirement
that anybody spend any money in the use of these
facilities. It also provides that these facilities
shall be used when and if determined by the Execu-
tive Committee. The Executive Committee will
determine when these facilities will be used, and
if it's done in committee work, it will be done at
the request of the chairmen of the respective com-
mittees. Now, it just seems to me, ladies and
gentlemen, that we have available to us for the
use of the citizenry of this state a tremendous
network available to disseminate information about
the deliberations of this convention to the people
of this state. It's available to us. It's avail-
able to us at a modest cost. There's no requirement
that we spend a crying dime on it. We're simply
asking that these people make the facilities avail-
able, that the agency make the facilities available;
and if the Executive Committee decides that these
facilities should be used, they would be used; if

the chairman of the committees decide they shall
be used, they'll be used. So, it seems like we've
got a good bargain available to us, and we ought
to take the advantage and opportunity of it. We
ought to seek to take the advantage of these
facilities now because I believe it's contemplated
that we're going to hold hearings throughout the
state, and our committees are going to meet between
now and July; and it would be advantageous, I

think, when these committees are meeting if these
facilities are available, and if the agencies in-
volved have the funds to put them on, that they

through their television facilities and disseminate
that information far and wide throughout the length
and breadth of this state. I think it's something
that we ought to do. For that reason, I would ask
that you not commit Dr. Weiss's resolution, but
that you take it up now on its merits and make a

decision whether you want to use these facilities
now or not

.

Questions

Mr. Womack Mr. Triche, would you agree that the
wording in the Committee No. 4, that I made a motion
to refer to, says that they consider and take the
necessary a.ction? That's question No. 1. Question
No. 2, doesn't the act that set up this Constitu-
tional Convention, if you will look on under Para-
graph (F), and I'll read it to you and ask if you
don't realize it, "the convention also shall have
full authority to use the facilities and services
of any board, commission, department, agency of
the state, or any political subdivision," and it
goes on. Don't you think that sufficiently covers
it? Now, the third question is then, that in
view of these, if you still don't think that that
is sufficient to give leeway enough to protect
it, don't you realize that our motion will be to
recess tomorrow, and that we will be reconvened
within the next two to three weeks, and it could
be taken up at that time, if it was deemed necessary?

Mr . Triche No. That provides that services of
state agencies that it be made available to this
convention. Of course, to take advantage of the
agencies and the services of the agencies, the
convention has to make a determination for the
use of those facilities. That's what this resolu-
tion seeks to do. It seeks to request the Hospital
Authority and the Louisiana Television Authority
to make their services available, such services
as they are.

Mr. Womack Mr. Triche, do you realize that
sooner or later this convention is going to have
to consider those resolutions and only those

1166]
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)ns that are pertinent, and when I mean whatever they need to do between now and July to

I, I mean directly pertinent to the disseminate this information?
of this convention? I comment on that
by further stating that each time you Mr. Henry You'd better run that by me again,

; a resolution of any kind and print it sir. I m sorry,

it through the files, you're looking at

;e hundred--three hundred and fifty dol- Mr. Abraham Well, what I'm asking is, this says

'm also looking at the fact that all of that the Committee on Public Information shall

?ments of excessive expenditure... consider and implement measures to inform the
people on the actions, procedures, recommendation

Chairman, isn't that an awfully and activities of the convention. Doesn't this

my question? authorize the Committee on Educatiun lu uu wnaLcvci
it needs to do between now and July, or during

. Womack Mr. Triche, I got my lesson from the next year, to disseminate information; and

J. lou taught me. If that's an unusual question, doesn't this give the committee authority, in

lad a good teacher. But, don't you think that effect, that if it wants to activate this type

Dner or later we're going to have to get down of television network or go to the health authority
where we're looking at the final product and or whomever it may be that they could do this type

; analyzation of the final product by the voting of thing and set this up with various committees
3lic? The answer probably is no. or whomever they wanted?

r. Henry Not at all, Mr. Abraham, any moreMr.
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Chairman, I've listened for [Resolut
several days on practically every delegate here to consider the Resolutxan at this time.]

say how they wanted to keep the public informed,
how they wanted open meetings, and 1 can't imagine Anendment
a greater facility to keep the public informed
than this offer of Dr. Weiss and the Hospital Mr. Henry Mr. Triche now sends up amendment.

Association. I speak in favor of the motion, and This amendment will provide that every delegate

I think here's something that isn't going to cost to the convention will serve as a coauthor on the

us anything. If we need extra time in the prime resolution unless there is anybody who objects.

hours for television, that would seem to me to be

a question for the Finance Committee or the Execu- [Awendwent adopted without objection .1

tive Committee to decide, and I think it's a

facility for the Publicity Committee that we Explanation
ought to grab right now, and for that reason, I

move the previous Question, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
^solution as you've heard which simply
J conveys our appreciation to Chief
lin for his efforts preparatory to the
F the convention and before he stepped

3f Information aside and designated Justice Sanders to convene
us on January 5th. I ask for final passage.

[Previous Question ordered. Resolution
adopted: viva voce.'i

Reading of the Resolution

Mr. Poynter Delegate Resoluti
"D", introduced by Mr. Jenkins,
vide with respect to the purcha
materials, supplies, equipment
except employment, and provide
thereto.

That's one reason that it might not turn out
to be such a bad rule. [fiuies suspended to consi<:

this
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know either, dnd I'm curious? Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, delegates, this re;
tion is submitted on behalf of the State Orgar

Mr. Jenkins No, frankly, I haven't. I think tion of Veterans of Foreign Wars. It simply c

we are sort of dealing with an unusual situation a serious employment problem of our disabled
here dealing with the Constitutional Convention. veterans to the attention of the public and ur

public and private employers to give them pref
Mr. Silverberg Mr. Jenkins, I have two questions. in their employment practices; it's simply an
In the main body of your resolution, we're using urge and request,
the figure five hundred dollars which could be
changed or would you agree to change it to a [previous Question ordered. Resolution
thousand dollars and you would be within the adopted.- viva voce.}
Public Bid Law, if I'm not mistaken, for printing
and supplies? Are you familiar with the length Reading of the Resolution
of time that it would take to advertise sealed
bids if we follow the public bidding regulations Mr. Poynter Constitutional Convention of 19/
or the prohibitions for . . . aga i ns t? Delegate Resolution Number, temporarily letter

"F" introduced by Mr. Avant.
Mr. Jenkins First, Mr. Silverberg, I would have A resolution...
no objection to raising that amount to a thousand I'll read you the one line, perhaps you wol
dollars. Secondly, I believe the length of time want to suspend your rules and adopt it. ..two
involved for, in the Public Bid Law, may be a BE IT RESOLVED that no resolution, memorial
little bit too lengthy for some of our purposes or petition be in order unless it is germane t

and that's why I wanted to open it up a little the business of this Convention as such,
broader than that.

[Rules Suspended to consider the Resolu-
Mr . S i

1

verberg Thank you. My second question
is: I need a little explanation of the "BE IT
FURTHER RESOLVED". This is not a prohibition
against using any of the state contract where we
could get a much better price for some of the
materials we might have to purchase; is it?

Mr. Je nkins No, sir, not at all. I think we
would be able to take advantage of such agreement
but we would not be necessarily bound, by them.
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and organization for assistance during the organi- you would be better if you put a limitation on the
zational part of the convention. amount of stationery? We, in the legislature, orde

up to a thousand letterheads and envelopes and
[Rules Suspended to consider the ResoJu- the cost Of that per member of the legislature is

tion at this time. Resolution read roughly fifty something dollars. So, if your
in full.] resolution is going to pass, I wish you would

consider putting some type of limitation on it.

Explanation whereby maybe some person would come in there and
order far more than they would ever need and that

Mr. Shannon Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, would be about the only thing you would use it for,
there are quite a few people that have worked hard I think. I think it should have some type of
during this convention, during the organizational limitation; I'm wondering if you would consider
period that have received no additional compensation that because with a thousand letterheads and
other than the positions which they held. I would envelopes roughly for this membership, you are
like to express to them our appreciation for their talking about six thousand five hundred dollars...
services rendered during this time. I urge approval over six thousand dollars. So, if someone went
of this resolution. Thank you. in there and said, "Get me five thousand letter-

heads or get me four thousand letters," I don't
[previous Question ordered. Resolution know what the COSt might be.

Mr. Guarisco I agree with you. Senator Rayburn;
Reading of the Resolution that might be covered by leaving it within the

sound discretion of the Executive Committee. I

Mr. Poynter Constitutional Convention of 1973, don't think that we are going to have anybody
Delegate Resolution "H" introduced by Mr. Guarisco. that's going to make that kind of request.

I believe this resolution is being passed out
atthistime; isthatright?

A resolution to direct the Chairman
Executive Committee of the 1973 Consti
Convention to furnish each delegate wi
under the Convention letterhead contai
delegate's name and committee assignme
office held by a delegate.

As I think it'
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do on a high dignified plane to keep this conven-
tion and its purposes before the public during
this coming year, the more chance we have of get-
ting their final approval next year when it goes
before them for their adoption.

Closing

Mr. Guarisco I just feel exactly what Delegate
Burns said is that it's a necessary thing to keep
this convention before the public; it's very
dignified. I think it's very necessary. I can
think of plenty of people I'm going to write to.
So, I move that this resolution be adopted.

[Resolution adopted: viva voce. Motion
to reconsider tabled. ]

Reading of the Resolution

Mr . Poynter Constitutional Convention of 1973,
Delegate Resolution "I"; there is not a copy of
this one on your desk. I'm advised by the author,
he's going to ask to suspend the rules and consider
it without copies being distributed; he wasn't
able to do it. He claims it's very noncontrovers i a 1

in nature. Introduced by Mr. Arnette, Sutherland
and all delegates on behalf of all delegates to the
convention.

A resolution to commend Justice Sanders.
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Friday January 19, 1973 agenda, and you can only speak on those matters,
and you've got to do this and you've got to do

ROLL CALL that, etc. I had the idea that maybe some people
thought, the del egates--and I wasn't too particu-

[121 delegates present and a guorum.] ^i'r^y interested in that as I was the impression
that the press got and then the good citizens of

PRAYER our state, because I think it's important that
they realize that it's every delegate's desire to

Kr. Landrum Our Father in heaven, we thank Thee run an open committee, advance notice, subject

this morning for all Thy many blessings, for watch- matter, and as we meet, why, various committees

ing over us all night long, enablino us to rise that have different problems, I'm sure, will make

this morning with a reasonable portion of health up the rules. I'm sure that Bubba Henry will do

and strength enclosed in our right minds. Gracious something like he did when he was elected Speaker

Master, we thank Thee for this gatherina this morn- of the House. The committee chairmen met and they

ing, and we pray. Dear Lord, that Thou would bless made up a set of rules for the committees to follow

us in such a way that we may do the things that are But, they made up a practical set .of rules. They

pleasing in Thy sight, that the people of this made up a set of rules that would be a guideline,

state may be benefited by what we do here today. and they weren't mandatory, and you weren't break-

Bless the officers and every deleoate; bless their inq a rule or you weren't offending anybody if for

families. Bless those who are present here. These some reason you did something else,

blessings we pray and ask in the name of Thy son, AH sort of things keep you from doing in a min-

Jesus, and for His sake. Amen. ute way what would make you break a rule. I think
the judgement of this delegation was great. I

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE wanted to compliment the people, but I didn't want
anybody to think that the committees wouldn't be

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL run properly. I feel certain, having talked to

the Chairman, that everybody has the idea of runnin

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS our committee in a way that you'll be proud of. 1

think each member of the committee would want his

Reading of the Resolution committee to be well thought of. But, I think it
would have been wrong if we adopted this, and I

tir. Poynter Delegate Resolution No. J is intro- didn't want that to change anybody's attitude,
duced by Mr. Dennis: particularly the press and the public. So, it's

A resolution to provide with respect to the i" t^iat vein that Icome before you and say, one,

functioning of the committees of the Constitutional to compliment the Rules Committee and, two, to com-

Convention of 1973. pliment the delegates, and three, to see that we
all have nothing but a fine committee meeting

iResolution read in full and Rales every time we meet. Thank you.

ft^this^tirae.]""^'
"" " " ''^^° "''°"

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL

Explanation Readino of the Resolution

legates, t;r. Poynter Horning Hour No. 3. Resolutions on

this resolution would simply make explicit that Second Reading dnu Keieirc.

which I believe is already implicit in the rules. Delegate Resolution B,

It would direct the committees to begin to work « resolution to adopt a

immediately and authorize themto expend funds in registration of advocates.
furtherance of their work under the supervision The gentleman, I believe, moves for a suspension

and administration of the Executive Committee. I
of the rules for the purpose of the consideration

feel that it would be good to pass this resolution of the adoption of the resolution at this time.

so that that would remove all doubt that we are
going to go to work immediately and that the money [suies suspended to consider the

will be spent under the supervision of the Execu- Resolution at this time.}
tive Committee.

I ask for final passage of the resolution. Explanation

^Previous Question ordered. Resolution Hr. Derbes Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, un-
reread in full. Resolution adopted fortunately, I wasn't able to be here yesterday,
without objection.] I understand that a copy of this resolution was

Personal Privilege provided to each of you. If any of you do not have
a copy of the resolution, I believe we could pro-

Mr. LeBreton Hr. Chairman and delegates, I would bably get one for you.
like to say a few words from a point of personal Basically, the resolution attempts to do--and
privilege, as I understand our rules. I want to before going any further, I'll read it to you.
talk before we get too far away from the rules that First, the resolution defines advocates, as follows:
we've adopted, and I would like, particularly, to "An advocate is any person not a delegate to

address myself to the people that attempted to the Constitutional Convention who is the representa-
amend the committee rul es--subcommi ttee rules. 1 tive for compensation and/or reimbursement of ex-

think it's the desire of every delegate--! know penses of any other person, or any partnership,
it's the desire of our Cha i rman-- that the committees committee, association, corporation or other organ-
will all be run in the way that you will be proud ization, or of any division, subdivision or agency
of. But, it wasn't apropos to try and tie down of the State of Louisiana, its parishes or munici-
into minute details things affecting the committees. palities, to edvocate passage or defeat of proposals
I think the Rules Committee did a great job, and of or to otherwise influence the work of the Con-
I think they were right in writing the rules the vention, its delegates, committees, or subcommittees,
way they did, rather than try and say you had to Before advocating passage or defeat of proposals
give so many days, or the majority of the committee of, and before attempting to influence the work of

would pick the agenda and things that I think be- the convention, its committees, subcommittees or
long to the Chairman and belong to the committee, delegates, the advocate shall subi,iit a registration
and belong to the committee at the time. I think statement setting forth his or her name and address,
there will be things that would prevail in the com- the name and address of the person or entity by

mittees before July, and then there will be a shift whom the advocate is employed, and the name and
of effecting matters pertaining to the work that the address of the person or entity whose interest the

committee has to do. I think it's just impossible advocate will advocate."
to tie a lot of minute rules and say you've not to It provides for a method of registration.
publish so many days and you've got to put out an "Registration of advocates shall be by oath or

[172]
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affirmation before an officer authorized by law to

administer oaths (in other words, a notary public)
or before the chairman of any committee or subcom-
mittee as provided in Rule No. 58. Whenever there
occurs a change in the facts stated in the registr;
tion statement, the advocate shall file a revised Mr. Kelly Am I to understand, then, that

statement. The Secretary of the Convention shall the sheriff is down here just representing
maintain for inspection by the public and by the sheriffs' office, so to speak, you're go

delegates of this convention a list of all advoca'
and their af f i

1

iations .

"

Finally, the prohibition.
"Any person who has commenced the activities of Mr. Derbes Yes. But, let me point out to yo

an advocate without prior reaistration as herein that the registration can occur at the time the

required shall, upon resolution of the committees committee meeting occurs. That is, when the

or subcommittees of the convention, be denied the '
' ' " - ' --.-u,. » •,

,

privilege of addressing that respective committee has to do is fill them out, and he's completed all

or subcommittee. Any advocate who has falsified the requirements,
his or her registration statement shall be reported
to the Executive Committee, and upon resolution of Mr. Kelly Do you not think that this, perhaps,

that committee, referred to an appropriate law en- is covered in the previous rules which were adopted,

forcement officer for prosecution for the crime of and I believe Mrs. Zervigon is the one that had the

false swearing." amendment, which requires anyone speaking before a

Ladies and gentlemen, it's my opinion that we committee to declare their name, address and whom

Mr. Derbes If he represt
represents the sheriffs' c

of sheriff, or if he reprf
tion or corporation, yes.



fir.
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to spend it. We're not suggesting that you go by Mr. Derbes and commented upon by the others,

that far because some of you don't feel as strongly particularly Mr. Kean's motion and others who

about this business of legitimate lobbying interests appreciate the very intricate details of such a

as others of us do. But, all this does is require resolution. I would like to say, however, that

that they register. So, you and I and Mr. John Q. I, with the rest of you, am not lazy and will be

Public, and Mr. Average Everyday Citizen can know very busy this coming year, particularly with
who's before this convention advocating positions personal, professional, and family matters, as well

of special interests. I think it's important that as the committees that we will serve on and the

we do it now because the convention is going to re- deliberations we will make here after July. I am

cess now. We've already adopted a resolution direct- not an expert speaker, and we have had those before
ing that our committees meet forthwith and get on us who are, display their wares, and there's no

with the business of this convention. So, before question that they do a beautiful job. I would
any committee has time to report, we're going to like the privilege of having these experts in the

be, throughout the length and breadth of this state, lobbying line labeled so that I know how expert
holding hearings and inviting people to appear; and they are and are labeled to me ahead of time. I

believe you me, the advocates, the lobbyists, or would like the privilege of knowing that they have

however you call them are going to be there because had many, many hours of training and discipline in

they're here today; They were here the day before other studies that the individual citizen that I

we met, and they're going to be with us everyday will listen to, has not, and perhaps cannot express
and at every committee meeting. I don't say that himself as well as I'm trying to express myself to

there's anything sinister with that. you today. I hope that 1 make myself clear that

I think you're going to find, those of you who I favor Mr. Derbes' motion overwhelmingly, and

serve for the first time in a deliberative body that would suggest that we pass it and defeat Mr. Kean's
you're going to welcome the views of the lobbyists; amendment.
you're going to seek them out; you'll want to know;
it's important that you know the attitudes and the Further Discussion
philosophies of the special interests that they
represent. Those are the legitimate lobbyists. Mr. Alario Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I, too,

Those are the people who are welcome here. I sug- stand before you in favor of Mr. Derbes' proposal

gest to you that any man in this state and any and ask that you woul d^def ea t Mr. Kean's substitute,
organization in this state who's going to raise I don't see any problem with asking those, as Mr.

funds to present their views before this convention Triche has pointed out, that go around this state

ought to have no objection to telling us who they corralling small groups of individuals, small

are. We ought to do it now. We ought to do it professions, and ask them for funds and to give,

before we get on to any serious deliberations. I or imply, the impression that these citizens and

remember one time I ran into a very dear friend of these individuals of the state, that possibly some

mine who holds a minor public office in the country, of this money is being brought to this convention
and he says, "I got a call from one of the officers to be dwindled out among some of the delegates,
of my association, and they want us all to put up We've talked a lot about the image that we have

twenty-five dollars apiece because the legislature's to present here and to sell this constitution to

going to meet and we want to advance some legisla- the people. I've seen it happen just as Mr. Triche
tion for our organization, changing the jurisdic- has pointed out. A friend of mine back home told

tion of our office, raising the pay," or something me in a small profession where there's some three

like that. He said, "What do you think I ought to hundred throughout the state they were asked to

do?" I never could understand why in the world a put up a hundred dollars apiece to go before the

group of people in this state had to put twenty- legislature so that their profession would be pro-

five dollars apiece to send somebody to Baton Rouge tected or licensed, and they wanted to know where
to advance their views. When we got to putting the that money was spent. What happens is a promoter
pencil to it and got to figuring out how much money goes around and tells them that he can influence
would be involved in the twenty-five dollars that members of the legislature or maybe in this case,

was put up--both of us--we just couldn't agree that members of this convention with the almighty dollar,

that money was raised to send a man to Baton Rouge That presents a problem to us. I don't think Mr.

simply to present their views. Now, that's the Derbes' resolution would in any way hinder any

other side of the coin. That's the bad, evil, private citizen from coming before this body or

sinister side of the coin, and I don't want anybody this committee to speak. His resolution does not

to get the impression that I don't think lobbyists set out that purpose. It set out to protect us as

...that I think lobbyists ought to not be here. individuals and to protect all the citizens of

We'll welcome them here. this state. I think you've heard a lot of discus-
To repeat what I said just a minute ago, you're sion on this at this point. If I'm not out of

going to be asking for their views. But, all order, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to call for the pre-

organizations for the protection of this group, vious question on the entire subject matter, unless
protection of the delegates to this convention, someone else has something to add.

and the protection of the people of this state,
all groups who raise money, pay compensation to Mr. Leithman Mr. Alario, we do have one more,

have their views expressed before this convention
ought to register. [l^otion for the Previous Ouesticr.

Further Discussion
Questions

Mr. Derbes I'm just speaking only to Mr. Kean's
substitute motion. We've considered many very
important matters in our twenty-six or twenty-
seven hours of deliberations on these rules. It

seems to me that we are all quite familiar with
the issues raised by my resolution. I think the
resolution is well-drawn. I respect the disagree-
ments that I've heard on the substance of the reso
lution. But, I believe we can make a decision now
whether to adopt it as it stands or reject it as i

stands; and I see no reason at this point to refer
it to committee. Thank you.

Further Discussion

[175]
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motherhood, and that's what you're trying to do to as has been stated up here before, we felt that

me. What I'm telling you is this; We considered there's nothing wrong with a professional lobbyist-

this yesterday thoroughly and completely in the if you could define "prof essiona 1 "--of registering.
Rules Committee, and to the person, everyone agreed There's nothing wrong with knowing who an individua

no one whatsoever had any objections concerning the is speaking for. He may say that "I am a profes-
registration of lobbyists. But, gentlemen, you're sional lobbyist for Humble Oil Co., but I'm not

going to tell me that I should ... vote on a bill speaking for Humble today; I'm speaking for myself,

which I, in my opinion, is ill-prepared for what and I don't register in that case." This thing is

you're trying to do, and putting me in a position very loosely written.
to do that or saying you're against lobbyists. I just don't see how that you can take the docu-

That's not the issue because I'm for registering, ment you have here and determine the final degree
-

of quilt that an individual would have. On the
leca
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Mr.
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even those who are not lobbyists are defined as every police juror, every school board member,

such would object to filling out the forms and every clerk of court, every alderman, every district

establishing the fact that they are there to advo- attorney would have to file a registration with

cate, if they know that by so doing they are pro- this convention before they could call any of us

tecting themselves? up and talk to us on the telephone about some matter
that might be pending before the convention and

Mr. Homack If every individual down the street affects their particular bailiwick. I simply

,_ Sefore he made his statements and before think that we need to approa

anything was filed against him and he did it; I bly. I don't think that those of us who feel that

don't think there would be any problem. But, the it ought to be approached sensibly ought to be

individual that would go before the local civic branded as prol obbyi sts. I took the same position

groups and speak, then after it was all over find with the amendment offered by Mr. Oe Blieux about

that he had been charged with this could have a giving news media notice of committee hearings or

problem and be innocent. The newspapers could the position taken by my friend, Mr. Champagne,

pick it up and he could have a lot of trouble over about imposing on committees the responsibility of

nothing. All I'm trying to say is let's protect translating at no cost to this convention. I

the innocent people and let the guilty ones, tlie simply think that these are matters that we need

ones we are tryingget at; let them go ahead and to look at, they are on a sensible basis and then

register. I'm not advocating abolishing. All I'm come up with some answer to it that's going to

saying is let's put it in the committee and clean cope with the problem without hamstringing people

up and be sure that the document we come out with who ought to have a right to talk to us without

is good. the necessity of signing this sworn affidavit that
says they have some interest in doing so.

Mr. E. J. Landry Thank you. I think you have You could have twenty-five ladies of the League

helped me and others. of Women Voters around the state who want to come
before the convention and committee hearing and

Further Discussion would have their expenses reimbursed. Under this

resolution, they couldn't speak to the committee
until they signed the sworn affidavit that they
were representing the league of Women Voters. If

by chance they happen to start talking about the

Garden Club, they would be prosecuted for false
swearing. Now, I think under the circumstances
it's only reasonable to send this matter to the

Rules Committee where it can be ironed out or we ca

come up with a resolution that's going to get to

the real problem; then, we can proceed with our

business in an orderly fashion. In the meantime,
we don ' t suffer any loss.

Mrs. Zervigon offered an amendment as part of

the rules that anybody who appears before a com-

mittee has got to identify himself and the interest

convention, its committees, subcommittees, or dele- he represents. Under the circumstances, the com-

gates." My interpretation is not co\er the situa- mittees have an ample opportunity to find out just

tion as an average every day individual walking what this indi v idual . .

.

that individual is going to

down the street saying "Vote against the constitu-
)te because of this, because
-etation, I think, is a rea-
jn does not cover the average

individual in this particular case. I think a

reasonable interpretation which would cover the

case and the people who come before the conventior
while we are in deliberative body or before its

committees, before its subcommittees are talking
to individual delegates when the delegates know
that they represent a certain interest group. I Questions
don't think this particular sentence covers the
average individual. This is my point I'm trying to Mr. Munson Mr. Kean, is it your feeling that i

make. Therefore, I really don't think that if we all probability within the next few weeks this

send it to a committee that we are going to have convention will be called back into session and

enough time and the commi ttees . . . I mean, it may in the meantime rather than having to wa
i

'

Mr. Fontenot
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five of our six. ..we'll say Mr. Tobias I won't repeat what I just said. But,
wanted to come over here I would like to know how we can invalidate a con-

i their expenses over here, trect which is perfectly valid and binding on both
ave to register or could one parftes under our law?
le ether five?

Mr. Jenkins Well, certainly, we can't do that,
if any of those five came Max, and that's not the purpose of this resolution.

)se of attempting to influence The purpose of this resolution is to clarify the
i/ention, all of them would have point that any contracts which may have been enter-

!rs. ed into by other agencies or other departments of
the State of Louisiana, cannot and do not bind

rt you think that this convention. As an example, we are not a

ig at a coon and swallow- part of the Executive Branch of government, or the
Judicial Branch, or the Legislative. No contract
entered into by them can possibly be binding on us

:o answer that question. and that simply states this. If you look in the
now what Senator Rayburn is capable of. revised statutes in Title 38 under Section 2211, it

deals with the letting of contracts. If you deal
[substitute Motion adopted: viva voce. with Title 43 in Section 1, it talks about state
Motion to reconsider tabled.} printing; it says "All administrative boards, com-

missions, departments, agencies, institutions, and
RESOLUTIONS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE offices within the Executive Branch of the state

out
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instance, in the Illinois convention, the Illinois that's the case and they certainly cannot enter

Constitutional Convention asked the attorney general into contracts for us.

of the State of Illinois how far outside the scope
of the creating act it could go. The attorney Mr. LeBreton Well, Gulf South Research, I under-

general of that state said, "The Illinois Constitu- stand, did some work for us with the hope of being

tional Convention was autonomous, independent, not paid. Are these one of the things that you are

bound by any of the formalities and procedures that shooting at?

a normal state agency would be." I'm not suggesting
that we even need to go that far here. But, what Mr. Jenkins No, sir, that really would not be

I am suggesting is that no contract entered into by relevant. I think as regards to any work that

some other branch of government can be imposed on Gulf South Research Institute did for us, we are

us because we are not subservient to any of those going to have to ratify any sort of contracts that

branches of government. If we pursue a different were entered into if we are going to pay the bill,

path, here is what we might be faced with--let's But, I don't even know that that's the intent that

not. The governor might enter into a contract we pay the bill on Gulf South Research's effort,

obligating us to do something, or the legislature This is going to have to be determined, I think,

might enter into a contract, or somebody else; where by the Executive Committee. But, this doesn't
is it going to end? Who can bind us and to what bear on that I don't believe at all.

extent? Well, the answer is nobody can. We need
to recognize that point right now before we start Mr. LeBreton I would have thought--and this is

purchasing materials; before we start spending the quest i on--that what you are talking about, the

more money than we have to spend. In the case general things we are discussing will alter the

of this Official Journal, I assure you it can be Executive Committee. I'm not a candidate for the

done for two, to three, to four hundred dollars a Executive Committee, but I would think that the

day at the most. We need not be caught in a polit- details of these things must be, for example, I

ical bind which has been created by things that didn't know we had such a contract; there may be

have happened in the past with regard to the pur- other things that we don't know about. My question
chase of our printing. So, that's why it's so im- is that there's a. ..voting when you don't all that

portant to adopt this resolution at this time as exist. I would think, and ask you if you don't
it is written. I urge its passage. think this belongs to the Executive Committee?

Delegate Leithman in the Chair Mr. Jenkins Eddie, I think the Executive Commit-

Mr. Duval Representative Jenkins, as

your resolution, you're not attempting
any preexisting contracts? Are you mei

ing the right of this convention to em
contract on its own as it is a separatf
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cheaper themselves. They said also they'd be qlad contracts for printing out by bid. What's the

to do this official Journal for us if they could, difference between what the legislature has done

legally. They were only concerned about the size and what you propose to do in this resolution?
of the thing--they can't print newspaper size--but
could print something smaller. This would allow Mr. Jenkins Well, the difference is this, that

us to employ them rather than be bound by some other we would be allowed to let our own contracts and

agreement. would not be bound by any contract which the leg-
islature may have entered into.

Mr. Munson It is my impression that your resolu-
tion would state that we would take bids on anything Mr. Triche Well, now I gather what you're pro-

over a thousand dollars that we wanted to purchase, posing to do is that this convention do what the

which would prohibit us from using Central Purchas- legislature has done in the past,
ing. That's my feeling at this time; am I correct?
We would not be allowed to use Central Purchasing Mr. Jenkins Well, let me say this, I understand
even if we wanted to, and even if we could save that the reason this particular firm has been the

money by that method, if we adopt this resolution. only bidder is because the specifications involved
with all state printing are so largo and so vast

Mr. Jerkins I think normally that would be true. that they're the only ones that can bid on this

But , the only way we could buy printing through large a job for the entire state system. This is

Central Purchasing is if we went through this not true at all for a particular job like the print-
particular contract that we're talking about, be- ing of our Journal or the printing of our proposals,
cause that's how the printing is done'by the state. There are many businesses which could bid on such
through that particular contract. a proposal. This would allow us to go individually

and buy things in that manner.
Mr. Triche Mr. Jenkins, one question, if you will,
because you've made some statements here that are Substitute Motion
rather startling to me. It's my understanding
that the legislature's contracts are put out on Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, if

public bid now, and I understand there's only one it's in order, I would move that Mr. Jenkin's resolu
private business that has ever bid on it. I under- tion be referred to the Executive Committee, that
stand that this is so because that's a rather the Executive Committee be instructed to seek the
specialized and technical type of printing that advice of the attorney general with respect to

not many people are available to do, or have the this matter and do whatever he says the law requires
facilities to do. To illustrate, we meet in the us to do.

legislature sometimes until ten or eleven o'clock
at night and the Journal has to be printed and on Question
our desks the next morning. There are not many
people in the business available to do that. I Mr . Jenkins Now, Jack, your motion, I believe,
was under the impression that the legislature's was to refer it to the Executive Committee and then

printing was put out on public bids, but that's to allow them to do whatever the attorney general
not correct. My point is, whether or no' that's advised them they could do under the law?
correct. Also, I would like for you to explain
Lo me what background information you have, which Mr. Avant My motion was to refer it to the

a'.lows you to make the statements that you know Executive Committee with instructions to seek an

it is costing us two thousand dollars now and opinion from the attorney general as to what we
that maybe we could get it done for four or five are legally required to do, and do whatever the
hundred dollars. Nobody in this convention, I law requires us to do, Mr. Jenkins. My reason for

believe, wants to spend two thousand dollars for that is, that I don't think that is within our
prerogative. You have mentioned the point that
we're not the Executive Branch of the Government,
we're not the Legislative Branch of the Government,
and we darn sure aren't the Judicial Branch of the
Government. I think it ill behooves us to be say-
ing that we do not recognize ourselves as being
bound by some contract that was legally entered
into. Now, whether it applies to us or not, I

don't know.' But, I don't think it's our prerogative
to determine that. I think that we have an attorne.v

-ently, those figures are caught general who's a constitutional officer of this
up in contracts that are very difficult to state state whose duty it is to advise the Executive
explicitly, but Mr. Poynter has told me the approxi- Committee of this convention on what the law is.

mate amount that we spend everyday for printing in I don't know of any other source that we can go to,

the House. Now, as to who can do the job, I know and I think that's what we ought to do.

this, there are three or four firms right here in

Baton Rouge, not counting those in New Orleans and Chairman Henry in the Chair
other areas that could do this work, and that I'm
sure would be glad to bid on this work if they Mr. Jenkin s Well, my question is this. If your
could bid on this specific job. It can be done, motion is simply to commit this resolution to the
it's not a big task at all. I'll give you an Executive Committee, I'm going to have to object
example, I know of one firm that if we prepared our to it. Now, if your proposal is to commit it to
copy--camera ready--for offset printing could pro- the Executive Committee and to empower the Executive
duce us say two thousand copies of a sixteen page Committee to do what the attorney general says
tabloid newspaper for about a hundred and fifty they are 'egally empowered to do in order to get
dollars. Now, that's once it's camera ready-- the best possible contract that we can in accord
naturally it'd cost us something to get it camera with this resolution, I'll have no objection to

ready--but it can be done much cheaper. I think that,
it ought to be done much cheaper. We don't have the
money to spend the sort of funds that the legisla- Mr. Avant Well, that's my motion,
ture spends to print their official Journal. So,
I think, it's imperative that we take t

pri
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Come forward and state your point, sir. Amenc

Point of Order „ u ,, , ^Mr. Henry Would you lik

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, as I understood it, this so that every delegate cc

was more than a motion to commit. It was a motion
to commit with instructions to the committee to do Mr. Casey I do, Mr. Cha
certain things.

Ruling of the Chair Resolution adopted

Mr. Henry Well, I think, such a motion is out of
Motion to reoonside

order, and the only part we're going to consider is ° ^^°'^^Z j"^' ."1^
the part to commit it.

Mr. Avant Well, I limit the motion to cor

as provided in Act 2 of the 1972
Regular Session and the Standing

,bjs

'TlnlV.fiL'''''^ '
'""'" ^"^' "'*'' "°' '

"''' Mr. Henry The Chair will now entertain motions-
OT tne motion. ,gj ^g g,^,^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ p^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ j p^^p^^g

Further Discussion t*i3t we do this--we will elect. ..take your seats,
ladies and gentlement, take your seats. We will

Mr. Arnette Well, it seems that the entire discus- proceed first to elect the Statutory Vice-Chai rman
sion thus far on this particular resolution and this We will then elect in order the remaining Vice-
particular amendment has missed the boat. It seems Chairmen. We will then elect a Secretary, then the
like all the discussion is centered around one Treasurer. We will adjourn for the caucuses so
thing, printing of the Journal. This is not all that the congressional districts can elect their
we're concerned with with this resolution; we're membership to the Committee on Committees and the
concerned with the spending of money by this conven- Executive Committee, hopefully, as quickly and as
tion in any manner. I think the only way we can rapidly as we have done this. We seem to have
responsibly spend money is through a bid system. cleared up all of the business and we will adjourn
Now, this particular resolution does not make spe- or recess until some future time. The Chair now
cific recommendations as to how this bid system announces that we will entertain nominations for the

rate. It leaves that up to the Executive Statutory Vice-Chairman. We will allow one nomina-
Committee. All this does is make us agree leech of approximately tt
ciple to having a bid system. As Mr. Jenkins seconding speeches
pointed out, we don't know if we're bound by the
public bid system act--I don't know exactly what Point of Information
the statute number of it is--but we're not or we
might not be bound by this. All this resolution Mr. Fontenot I thought that we were going to elec
does is have us agree in principle to having a bid the First Vi ce-Cha i rman , then the Secretary and
system. Now, a lot has been said by a lot of people Treasurer, then the three Vi ce-Cha i rmen . Seems liki
here about saving money and saving time and things in the interpretation of the rules that was the
of this nature. If we plan on saving money and understanding,
running this convention as economically as we possi-
bly can, the only thing we can do is accept Mr. Mr. Henry That amendment was not passed, Mr.
Jenkins' resolution, because it does commit our Fontenot.
Executive Committee and this convention to a bid . Are there any nominations for the Statutory
system. Now, this does not have anything to do V

i

ce-Cha i rman?
with figures on the Journal and how you can get it Mr. Burson.
printed cheaper possibly by another contract. This
is everything, and all of the money that this Nominations for Statutory Vice Chairman
Constitutional Convention is going to spend. I

think this is very, very important that we do commit Mr. Burson I nominate Mrs. Ruth Loyd Miller. The
ourselves to such a responsible way of spending woman I nominate is uniquely qualified by backgrounc
money. If we don't have such a system for spending education, and experience for the high office of
money on a public bid type system, and we vote to First Vice-Chairwoman of this convention. Her
just let the Executive Committee spend the money background blends the life experiences of north and
as they so choose, then we can have them accept any south Louisiana. She was reared in Caddo Parish
contract that they want to accept, no matter how and Madison Parish. She has spent her adult life
much money it costs this state. This seems to me in Jennings, in Jefferson Davis Parish in southwest
a very irresponsible thing for this convention to Louisiana. Educationally, she has a degree from
do. So, I think, we need to accept Mr. Jenkins' L.S.U. in speech. She did special studies in
resolution and start spending money responsibly. sociology, race relations and Christian Religious
Thank you. philosophy at Blue Ridge College in North Carolina,

Further Discussion ^"'^ ""^°" Theological Seminary, New York City.uiscuss.on 5^g .^ ^^^ ^.^^ ^^ ^^^ Honorable Minos D. Miller,
Mr. Seaura Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I feel •>''' Judge of the Third Circuit Court of Appeal,

the Executive Committee ^^^ i^ the mother of three children and is a

3 that they've got the grandmother. This fifty year old woman has dur-
landle it, and I think i"9 liei" lifetime, seen and suffered through the

! way that it's best for torments and turmoil of seeing her husband missing
J like to move the question. '" action in World War II, confined to a prisoner

of war camp in Japan, As Wordsworth put it, "They
rdered: Substitute also Serve who only stand and wait". While her

Motion adopted: viva voce.] husband was SO confined, Mrs. Miller went to law

iNTPnniirTTnH nc or<:ni iit inNc
school so that she might support her family. When

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS her husband fortunately returned, she left law
Reading of the Resolution school and worked as an editorial assistant, L.S.U.

News Bureau, while Judge Miller finished law school.
Mr. Poynter Delegate Resolution No. K by Mr. T. After the turmoils and torments of wartime were
'^- Casey: over, she returned to Jennings to raise her family.

A resolution to commend and express the appre- She continued to mature and grow intellectually
ciation of the Convention to the Honorable Wade 0. into the knowledgeable, strongminded and diversely
Martin, Jr., Secretary of State, for his valuable talented woman I nominate today. By studying on
contributions to the Louisiana... her own, she taught herself the law and pas

that
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Elections for her parish,
inning Commission for the c .

;fferson Davis Parish. She is an nation of ours. He's gone forth throughout

visors of Elections for her parish. She has all of the people of that community and all of tt

ed the Planning Commission for the city of people of this state, and all of the people of U

accomplished public speaker and newspaper writer. community making a difference. He's gone forth
She could articulate the objectives of this conven- throughout this state exerci sing. . . He has not de-
tion to the many friends that she made across the nied this nation his genius because he has served
state as the campaign manager of her husband's us well. I don't always agree with Tom Stagg, but

successful twenty-one parish race for Court of I always say that a man is entitled to one mistake--
Appeal. Now, writing the constitution is penulti- and his mistake is that he's a Republ ican--but we

mately a work of language. Mrs. Miller is a won't hold that against him. I don't agree with
scholar of the English language, who is presently hin, but I respect him. I respect him a man of

completing editing the editions of three new books conviction, I respect him as a man of courage, I

on Shakespeare that will be published this year. respect him as a man of wisdom. You've watched
She's a lawyer; she's a scholar; she's a community him serve as our Chairman of the Temporary Rules
leader, but most of all she has the intangible Committee and you know him to be a courageous man
qualities of character that we need in this office. with the kind of spirit that will -enable us to

She's strong-minded and tough-minded, but not write a document that will serve us well. Kis

domineeringT Uith all of her skills in language presence is commanding. He's a tall man--tall not

she has not deluged you with comments at the ni'ke. only in terms of physical stature, but tall in

But, I'll tell you when the crunch comes, and terms of spirit, in terms of knowledge, in terms
the important issues are there, you will hear from of wisdom. So, ladies and gentlemen of this con-
her at that time. She's had the patience to sit vention, I'm delighted and honored to place in

and pay attention to the rest of us that like to nomination my friend and a great leader, a lawyer,
talk. I know that if you elect her to this high a businessman, and a planner, as the next Vice-
office that she will continue to give each and President of this Constitutional Convention, Mr.

everyone of us that kind of attention and patience. Thomas Stagg.
Her whole life and character epitomizes good govern-
ment. This new constitution is so important to her Mr. Roemer Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

that when she was appointed a delegate to this proudly rise today to second the nomination of
convention, she resigned her position as the first Thomas Stagg as our First V ice-Cha i rman . Emotion
woman ever to serve on the Louisiana Mineral Board aside, quotas be damned, independence be exhalted,
in order that she might devote this entire year of Thomas Stagg fits the job. A man more eloquent
her life to her duties as a delegate to this con- than I, early in this convention said that we
vention. Now, we hope to write a document not for should consider function before form--f unction
the hours, but for the ages. I ask you to enlist before form--I agree. The First Vice-Cha i rman will
the aid of this sagacious and talented woman, Ruth rule in the absence of our competent Chairman.
Miller, as First Vice-Chairwoman of this convention. We need a person, be it man or woman, black or
Thank you. white, firm, equitable, knowledgeable and compelling

Fortunately for us, we have that person in our
Mr. Henry Is there a second to the nomination? midst. I second the nomination of Thomas Stagg.

Is there a seconding speech?
Pardon me, Mr. Arnette, I didn't see you. You'll Mr. Bollinger Fellow delegates, it is also ny

have to borrow that man's flag. honor to second Delegate Jackson's nomination of
Thomas Stagg for First Vice-Chairman of this Con-

Mr. Arnette Yes, I'm going to have to have Louie stitutional Convention. The press has given us

loan me his flag. the impress ion--which I think we all appreciete--
It's with great pleasure that I come up here to that this convention is one of independence. Uhat

nominate or to second the nomination of Ruth Miller. better time is it than now to show our independence?
I just have a couple of words to say about her. The election of this First Vice-Chairman can do
First of all, I'm from her home town. I know her just this. We have an excellently qualified nan
well, and I know that she will do a good job. The to fill the office. If we elect Tom Stagg, which
people in her home town who also know her and all I'm sure we will, there will be no doubt in any-
around the parish and all around the state for that one's mind that the number two spot in this con-
matter, know that she is qualified, and that she vention is filled with one of independence, not
will do a job that you will be very pleased with. associated with the administration in any way.
Thank you very much. Tom Stagg has been a leader in his party. He has

served as national committeeman; he has served on
Mr. Henry Is there a further second to the nomina- procedural committees at a national level. He is

excellently qualified to be the First Vice-Chairman
of this convention. I also say that he has, as has
been stated before, shown his ability to govern
and control and execute leadership in his stance
as Chairman of the temporary Rules Committee. At
this time, I second his nomination as First Vice-
chairman of the Constitutional Convention of 1973.

Mr. Henry Are there further nominations for the
statutory Vice-Chairman?

The Chair recognizes Delegate Perkins.

M iss Perki ns Ladies and gentlemen, I come before
Statutory Vi ce-Cha i rman? you to submit into nomination the name of an indi-

Hr. Alphonse Jackson is recognized. vidual who can not only represent you, but can ad-
vance the spirit of this convention. My selection

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle- was based on concern for this convention. As a

men of this Constitutional Convention, I think that delegate from the home parish of Governor Edwards,
we all recognize that we are going to need coura- I'm certainly not here to fight the administration
geous, and diligent, and strong leadership to pro- or anyone else. When I feel the administration is

vide for the people of this state a document that right, I'll be with them; however, I object to a

will lead us into a decade of freedom and dignity handpicked slate of candidates for the offices to
and security for all of the people of this state. this convention, and this is the reason that I

When I look about this convention, in deference stand before you. Possibly, I am naive in politics;
to all of the fine ladies that we have here, I think I probably need my head examined for being up
there is such a man and his name is Thomas Stagg here. But, ever since I was a little girl, I was
from Shreveport, Louisiana. I've watched him in taught there comes a time that you either are a

my community work as a leader, as a planner, as a man or a woman or you're not. Uell, unfortunately,
lawyer, as an individual who is concerned about mv ddv of reckoning is here. Maybe it's a little

[184]
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earlier than I

but I am going
have been
this posit

ave 11 ked to have seen 1 1

,

g to stand up and be counted. There
y commitments made in reference to

I don't have to inform you of tha
iut, let me sayyou are as aware of it as I am. Bu

this: As delegates, any commitments you may have,
let's not forget that we had one commitment before
we had any commitment in this convention. That was
a commitment to our people to come here and vote
the way we thought was in the best interest of
the convent ion--to stand on our own two feet, not
to wheel and deal, but stand for principle on what
was right. I ask you to consider those people
at this time. You know, I'd like to take something
by reference: the human eye is a mighty beautiful
thing; it's the light of the world, as long as it

functions with the rest of your body. If you take
that eye and remove it from the body, it becomes
harsh and ugly; it's of no use. Well, it's the
same thing, ladies and gentlemen, with "I the indi-
vidual." If "I the individual" functions with the
body, for that body, in assistance with that body,
then it's helpful; but, when it starts thinking
about what "I" can get and what "I" can do, then
it becomes something harsh too. I would like to
say this: that we're making sure that all minori-
ties are represented in these offices. We're taking
care of the women, and we're taking care of the
blacks; but, ladies and gentlemen, we forgot one
minority: the people, the independent people that
put you here to do a job in their best interest.
If the reporters ask you, all of us are in the
position that we can't say very much. Well, as
they say, I'm letting it all hang -out right now.
It's going to take guts to cast an in.dependent vote.
I know that. But, that's what I'm asking you to
have is guts. If we don't have it now, we are going
to perpetuate power that does not actually exist,
simply by letting them convince us that it does
exist. I now, ladies and gentlemen, submit into
nomination, for Vi ce-Chai rman of this convention,
Miss Lynn Perkins. It has taken guts for me to
get up and submit my own name into nomination. I

could have found someone, in case any of you are
worried about that--there was someone to do it--
but I chose to do it in this manner. I'm going
to ask you to please consider me for this position'.
It may seem egotistical to submit my own name into
nomination, but I can assure you it is done with
the greatest of humility. I would like to say
this, in closing: I have stood up for what I think
is right. At worst, I can be defeated and, possi-
bly, the professional politicians can make me look
fool i sh--wh ich I'm sure they may attempt to do--
but my personal pride, ladies and gentlemen, is a

small price to pay for my own self-respect, a small
price to pay for the dignity of this convention,
and a small price to pay to restore the confidence
of the people of Louisiana. With this, I humbly
solicit your support, and I want to say this: If
this short skirt fools you, I think you found out
where the guts are. -I'll tell you this: We may
have to work together, but that doesn't mean the
atmosphere has to be unpleasant, so I don't think
my skirts have anything to do with it. I'd like
to say this too, in closing; You may question my
ability to run this convention as First Vice-Chair-
man. Ladies and gentlemen, keeping order and
decorum in this convention will be very simple
compared to what I have just done. Please, I

humbly solicit your support. Thank you for your
attention.

Mrs. War Chairman, f el 1 ow del ega tes ,

Lynn Perkins in

I came here this morning, I

going to happen. I met Mis
Lafayette. I want to say to yo
very much. I don't know anybody at this conv
very much. I have to depend on the inner man
I'm going to tell you it takes guts, and I'll
tell you 1 got guts. I take very great pride
seconding the nomination of Miss Lynn Perkins
the First Vi ce-Chai rman of this convention.
a young woman that I feel that will go places
usually push young people, and it is a great
to push people. I have never pushed myself, and
what happens to me, ladies

••essed me

important; but what happens to this convention and
what happens to the future generation of this state
concerns me very much. With these few words, I

take great pleasure in seconding the nomination of
Miss Lynn Perkins.

Mr. O'Neill I stand before you today to second
the nomination of Lynn Perkins. She deserves your
consideration as a colleague and as a friend. Lynn
did not ask, nor did she e.^pect, to be handed this
position on a silver platter. She very simply
offered herself to this convention as a young,
independent woman. I admire her for her courage,
and, at this moment, I ask you to admire her too.
Experience is gained through hard work and partici-
pation, not simply through years. Experience--
Lynn has done as much towards the organization of
this convention as any delegate. She attended
each of the pre-convent ion meetings. She was
selected as a member of the Temporary Rules Commit-
tee and was elected as that body's secretary. Lynn
is a practicing attorney. She has served as secre-
tary and vice-president and, currently, as president
of the Avoyelles Parish Bar Association. She has
been chairman of the L.S.U. Alumni Fund in her
parish, and she was voted as the Outstanding Young
Woman of America in 1971. Lynn is a woman who can
handle this convention in the exemplary manner of
Chairman Henry. She has a strong personality, and
her ability to get along with everyone is her
greatest asset. I very strongly feel that the First
Vice-chairman should be a competent presiding
officer. I support and second this nomination, not
because I oppose any candidate. Were it up to me,
every person in this convention would have a presti-
gious title. Rather, I support Lynn because of
her tenacity and independence. It seems that
everyone has made a deal to get a vote. I'll sup-
nort you for the Executive Committee if you'll
support me for Vice-Chai rman . Or, you can be a

Vice-chairman because you're a sacred cow, and
this is India. Well, Lynn and I struck a deal.
In return for my seconding her nomination, I get
to take her to dinner tonight, and that's a better
deal than any of you all have. Senator Rayburn
has a speech about everybody's sweetheart and
nobody's gal. Well, Lynn's a sweetheart to all of
us, but she does want to be our gal. I second
her nomination in hopes that you'll see fit to do
just this.

jate Stagg-25:

oil Call vote
ller-76: Dele-
ite Perkins-22

.

=d Statutory

Mr. Henry Delegates, please take your seats.
I recognize, jointly. Delegate Stagn and

Delegate Perkins.

I behalf of myself ar

'e that the nominatic
ler be made unanimoind the el

r. Henry

Hiss Per

lere objection

Yes, sir. Thank you. On behalf of
Mr. Stang and myself, we offer to Mrs. Miller our
public congratulations and assure her of our support
and cooperation in any way that we may be needed.
Thank you.

Mr. Henry And, congratulations, Mrs. fiiller.
The floor will now be open for nominations for

a Vice-Chairman.
Delegate Dennis.

nomination for Chai

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

ri se to place in nomination for the office of
Vice-chairman of this convention the name of Tom
Casey. The Vice-Chairmanship, as you know, is an
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important office, not only from the standpoint of
its legal duties--such as presiding in the absence
of the Chairman, serving on the Executive Committee
and the procedural committees, and performing such
other duties as assigned by the Cha i rman- -but

,

perhaps, even more important is the duty that the
Vice-chairman has to provide leadership within the
convention as well as acting as an ambassador to
the public. We need for this office a nan of abili-
ty, of mature judgment, and one who is held in high
respect both by the delegates and the citizens of
our state. I believe Tom Casey can fill this need
in a superb manner. Although I have only known
Tom for about five years, I have served through
many long, hard, and eventful sessions of the leg-
islature with him. When he entered the legislature,
he was already a successful attorney, active in

community affairs. I saw him develop from a fresh-
man legislator into one of the most capable, effect-
ive leaders within the House of Representatives,
handling legislation of the greatest magnitude for
our state. But, what was most significant to me
was that Tom attained his stature without sacrific-
ing any of the qualities in him that I most admire.
He is honest; he is sincere; he tries hard to

understand the concerns of others. He votes his
conscience even when the issues are politically
dangerous; and, at all tines, during his service
in the legislature, he has worked diligently for
constitutional revision and for oovernmental reform.
These qualities and his unquestioned ability have
earned him deep respect both within the legislature
and throughout our state. Our goal here is to
write a good constitution and to convince our citi-
zens to adopt it. I believe that the talents of
Tom Casey can help us tremendously in writing a

good document, and I know that his widely held
reputation for sincerity and honesty could prove
to be essential in winning the acceptance of that
document by our people. Therefore, ladies and
tentlemen of the convention, it is a very high
honor and a great personal pleasure for me to
place in nomination for Vi ce-Cha i rman of this con-
vention the name of Delegate Tom Casey of New
Orleans. I urge each of you to support this excel-
lent man for this important office. Thank you very
much

.

Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman, delegates to the conven-
tion, I rise to second the nomination of Tom Casey.
To be very honest with you, before this convention,
I did not know Tom Casey personally. On the other
hand, I did have the opportunity to know him through
many other people, and I can say, without exception,
that the reputation that he has in the community
that I live is one of excellence. They have told
me that he is a person who is honest, who is sincere,
who is dedicated, and who votes his convictions.
I have met Tom Casey during the course of these
deliberations, and what I have heard has been con-
firmed. I like Tom Casey; I like what he stands
for; I like the way he presents himself; I like
the way he listens to people. I think that it's
crucially important that we have someone of this
caliber and this stature and this background to
serve in the capacity as V

i

ce-Cha i rman--who , in my
opinion, will be so important to sell the ultimate
document to the people. I am personally confident
that Tom Casey will serve this convention well,
and I humbly submit his name to you for your con-
sideration for one of the Vice-Chairmanships of
this convention. Thank you very much.

Mrs. Soniat Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise to second the nomination of Mr. Thomas A.

Casey. He is a man that I feel, due to his many
activities in the city of New Orleans, will be able
to fulfill the job as one of the Vice Chairmen of
this convention. At the present time, he is
president of the Jesuit High School Parent Club.
He has also been president of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce of New Orleans as well as a past
president of the Ursuline Academy Advisory Council
and membership in many other civic and social organ-
izations in the city of New Orleans. For this
reason, I feel that he will be a capable Vice
Chairman, and I hope that you will vote for him as

Vice Chairman.

without objection .]

Nomination for Vice Chairman

Mrs. Taylor Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise to place the name of Reverend Avery Alexander
in nomination for Vice Chairman. Reverend Alexander
received his educational training at Gilbert Academy
in New Orleans, with further training and special
courses at Tulane and other local universities,
also, the Y.M.C.A. School of Commerce and Union
Baptist Theolcgical Seminary. In 1972, Reverend
Alexander was elected to the State Central Commit-
tee, also as a delegate to the National Democratic
Convention. He also serves as a member of the
Welfare Board of the city of New Orleans. Some of
Reverend Alexander's organizational affiliations
are: Second Baptist Church of New Orleans, Inter-
denominational Alliance, Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference, International Longshoremen Associa-
tion Local 1419, and organizer of voter registra-
tion throughout the State of Louisiana. Reverend
Alexander has served his constituency and the people
of this state for many years, giving hope to all

citizens to participate fully in the affairs of
government in their community and their state.
Reverend Alexander's herculean efforts are models
and courage, determination and deep faith in the
integrity of alT pen.ple n Louisiana. These demon-
strations of courage and unswerving faith in the
great future of this state makes him worthy of
your serious consideration and your vote as a Vice
Chairman of this constitutional convention. I

humbly solicit your support for Reverend Avery
Alexander as a Vice Chairman. Thank you.

Mr. Wall Mr. Chairman, fe

signal honor for me to be t

delegate. It really is a great obligation of this
body, and it's even a greater honor, though, that
I have the privilege of seconding the nomination
of Reverend Alexander. He's a man that has served
the people; he has served the Lord by serving the
people. He's served both black and white people.
He has kept the faith. The constitution that we
have today has many parts of it that discriminate
against black people, but this gentleman, he has
told his people that the Lord will not put a cross
on you any heavier than you can bear. All of us
agree that black people have had a heavy cross to

bear, but this man kept the faith of his people,
and they knew that someday that this would change.
This man has been like a Rock of Gibraltar in this
convention. You've seen him sitting there studying,
listening, and he's going to be that way all the
way through. We need this man in leadership because
he can give both white and black people leadership.
We're going to need his type of leadership, and a

man that has the trust of the people--of all people--
so that we can pass this document that we finish
with. It's a great honor that I have a part in

nominating Reverend Alexander as Vice Chairman of
this convention. Thank you.

Mr. Henry Thank you. Reverend. .. Del egate Wall.
Reverend Alexander said you quit meddling and

started preaching on that one.

Mr. Burns Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I asked for this privilege to
come up here and second the nomination of Reverend
Alexander. Usually, nominating speeches and
seconding speeches are made by people who have known
the candidate for either all their lives or a num-
ber of years. My support of Reverend Alexander
is based solely on his reputation as I know it, and
on my observation of him in the past two or three
weeks. He has impressed me as being a man of sound
judgment of listening more than talking, and in that
process of taking in everything that has gone on
in this convention. When we first started going
into session. Reverend Alexander asked some of the
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)st practical and sound and sensible questions that you will refer to the amendment regarding the Execu

heard any delegate in this convention ask. It tive Committee. Mr. Roy was the author of that

npressed me so that if he will recall, I asked him bill which gave us full and true representation of

lid, "Reverend, why don't you get all people throughout the state for this convent!

you will refer
tive Committee,
bill which gave
all people thro
I earnestly sol

Mr. Bergeron
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Mr. Stinson Mr. Chairman, fellow members of the

1973 Constitutional Convention, it is with pleasure
that I come before you today to place in nomination
the name of an outstanding young man. He's known to

all of you; he's especially known, liked and has been

elected by his constituency here in Baton Rouge. I

would like to place in nomination the name of State
Representative Louis "Woody" Jenkins. I would like

to give some of his accomplishments that have been

bestowed upon him in his short twenty-six years.
First, he was elected president of his student body
at Istrouma High School his senior year--ei ghteen
hundred. He was valedictorian of his five hundred
member senior class. He is especially qualified in

that he has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism
from Louisiana State University. He has a Juris
Doctorate Degree in Law from Louisiana State
University. Among the other accomplishments, he is

a former radio newscaster for WLCS, a former televi-
sion announcer for WAFB-TV. He is the former editor
and publisher of his own North Baton Rouge Journal
or weekly journal here in Baton Rouge. He's been

honored by the Louisiana Press Association as an out-
standing editor and writer. He is the owner of an

advertising agency. He is the second youngest member
of the Louisiana Legislature, having been elected in

1972 in the first primary over four opponents, re-

ceiving sixty-six percent of the vote. One of the

most outstanding things, I think, is after serving
one session in the legislature, he then submitted
himself to be elected to this honorable group. Those
that he has served for one session in the legislature
overwhelmingly elected him still as their voice and
their speaker. He won in the first primary over
several opponents that he had for that. When you've
served one session in the legislature, you usually
will want to wait maybe three or four years before
you go back to account. His people said, "You repre-
sent us well." He is also a member of the Democratic
State Central Committee. He was a delegate to the

Democratic National Convention this last time. He

was chairman on the Commission of Constitutional
Revision of the democratic party in Louisiana. He's
also on the Board of Directors of the East Baton
Rouge Democratic Elected Officials. He served in

many civic outstanding duties: Chairman of the
^arch of Dimes for East Baton Rouge Parish; he's
National Chairman of the American Bar Association of

Law Students; he's on the Board of Directors of the
North Baton Rouge Lions Club. There are many other
accomplishments, but this is not a retirement speech
that I'm making. Usually, with those accomplishments
it's when someone has reached an ancient age of some
of the rest of us and is retiring, not when they are

on the brink of what I predict as an outstanding
future. Woody Jenkins is offering himself as, what
I term as, a thankless job. The secretary is the
workhorse of this group. We are going to depend on

him and call on him for more than any of the others.
He is the behi nd- the-scene worker. It's my thought
that certainly the secretary of this group which
meets and sits in Baton Rouge should be from Baton
Rouge. No other elected official is from this area.
There are two from New Orleans, already...

...and then there's a lot of people. Besides the
honor of serving on this group, I've served in the
State Democratic Committee, I've served twenty-four
years in the legislature, and I do not know of one
person in that time that I have met and known that
I would recommend above this young man. I offer
his name for one that is courageous, energetic, fair
and impartial .. .We owe it to the people here and to

this young man, and I urge that you cast your vote
for him for this workhorse ... for the public, but it

will be a most appreciated job...

Due to a
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us in New Orleans and in Baton Rouge, individuals
working toward soundly established goals. A phi-
losophy was built from these needs, that philosophy
being to have an independent convention and to

diversify the responsibilities to give each delegate
a chance to participate in this convention. E. J.

symbolizes that independce in the spreading of that
responsibility. He is very capable of handling his
share, and I do hope you'll give him your considera-
tion. Thank you.

Vice Chairman Roy in the Chair in my opinion, there's never been a more capabl
individual. When Monday Lowe came before the

Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, members of the convention. Temporary Rules Committee, we hadn't given a lo

although this is the last office that we will elect of consideration to this office. One of the re

in a separate election, I think it is, nonetheless, we hadn't given much consideration was that the

one of the more important officers of this conven- other conventions that we had read after and ha

tion. As I envision it, the duties of a treasurer information on to use as guidelines to study an

of this organization we not only require a man with take that information that was applicable or mc

kground in finance and accounting, applicable to Louisiana and use it, those didn'

Mr. Womac
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you'll get mileage. If you're called back Friday and office for information as to where the committee
Saturday, you get additional mileage. But, under no „iii actually meet. That committee will probably
circumstances do you get mileage for two, three or be in for the balance of next week or until the
four or five consecutive days. You only get the one „ork is completed.
trip. I don't know that it will be worth anything. j „ould like to announce that he will have each
But, it is my plans to proceed in the session of the member or delegate provided within the next week
legislature with concurrent resolution or whatever q,. a; quickly as we can get the Legislative Council
is necessary to see that the delegates to this con- to prepare a set of the rules as amended and adopted
vention receive the mileage which, in my opinion, by the convention.
they are due. Take, for example, a trip to New i would like to say that insofar as your prefer-
Orleans from the extreme northwestern part of the ence sheets on the committees are concerned, if

state, the delegate would have to travel a good many you prefer a procedural committee over a substantive
miles by car, catch a plane to New Orleans and catch committee, you should let us know, in the meantime,
it back; if he had a two-day meeting, his plane fare which is whether a substantive committee or a pro-
is roughly eighty dollars. There's no way for him cedural committee is your first preference. I

to break even. He starts out operating at a loss. apologize for not making that announcement sooner.
I think that giving the mileage would be a manner in ^^e there other announcements?
which it would let every delegate serve with a rea- Then, Mr. Clerk, is the calendar clear?
sonable degree o'f equality as far as economics is x^e Chair now recognizes Mr. Womack for a motion,
concerned. I only suggest that you keep this for

record because it is my plan to introduce such legis- Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, 1 now
lation that will correct this, what I think is an ^ove that the convention recess until 4:00 P.M.
inequity. Thank you. Tuesday, the thirtieth day of Janu
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we have free in our thinking--we have a right to time limitations on the legislature, the Supreme
take pride in the freedom of spirit attitude which Court and the attorney general of this state. The
we have adopted at this convention. I submit to legislative committee, I believe, in rejecting
you that no one, no group, no self interest is 1973 Cadillac, was correct, because our job is to
going to control our efforts. I suppose that I draw a road map for the people of this state and
have never been associated with a group of people not to construct an automobile. And, while we are
who were so often and so frequently committing formulating the road map for the people of the state
themselves to being above politics and to shunning of Louisiana, let's realize that it is not just a

even the very appearance of any form of compromise. road map for us, but it is going to be a map, hope-
I expect no less of mysel f --parti san parochialism fully, for people for years to come. It's going
has no place in this convention. The constitution to be carefully scrutinized and effectively expanded
I believe must be a statement of principle and not by judges and by lawyers and my scholars and by
a corruption of it. Unfortunately, the reverse of professors and yes, by even nitwits and where there
this conviction I don't believe has been sufficient- are loopholes the loopholes are going to be plugged
ly articulated because while intolerance and arro- and where there is indecision, decision will be
gance have no place in this constitution a little had and where there is vagueness, there will be as
simple humanity and humility has a great deal of many opinions as there are people who are affected
room I believe here. This constitution is not by the vagueness and it will finally turn out that
going to be exactly as 132 of us would have it to the Supreme Court will have written as much of this
be anymore than it is going to be exactly like document as you and I have written.
3.6 million people in the state of Louisiana would Since I've already offended the legislative
have it to be. Compromise and tolerance of the committee rather than speaking on another committee
majority view of others I submit to you is not a I'll stay with the same group Senator. Presently
sign of weakness or moral bankruptcy. I think it's they are recommending to this body that the legis-
the critical realization that makes human society lature be allowed to meet a number of legislative
functional and I think it's that element that sep- days and I quote "legislative days" and a longer
arates the citizen from the hermit. If you think calendar period than we have heretofore been allowed
tnat comprnmis^ is he result of mediucrity then to meet. My question is--What is a Legislative
I suggest you remember that that federalism under Day? Is it a day when both Houses of the Legisla-
which we exist in the federal government now was ture meet, if we in fact decide again on a bicameral
the result of the greatest compromise that existed legislature? Is it a day when one house of the
during that constitutional convention in Philadelphia legislature is going to meet or is it a day when
in 1787. Recall that that was an entirely new form one committee or some of the committees of the leg-
of government then, born out of need and born out islature might meet? If you can't find a lawsuit
of necessity and yet disliked by the Mr. Hamilton's or two in that confusion, I'll suggest to you there
who wanted a unitary system of government and the is a country lawyer from Jonesboro who'll believe
Mr. Randolph's who wanted to maintain the form of I can.
confederation then in existence. I'm not much on I've suggested what our attitudes I think and what
reading the quotes of other people but if you'll our approaches should be and that they will shape
allow me just a little more time, I would like to this constitution and perhaps you are interested
read you the quote of that 1787 long hair Ben and so forth what my attitude is and so far as the
Franklin when he signed the constitution that was roll as chairman of this convention. You may recall,
adopted at that convention. "I confess that I do that back in January when we where hammering out
not entirely approve of this constitution at pre- the rules of procedure for the convention I said
sent but sir I'm not sure that I shall never approve "go ahead and get it out of your system, because
of it. For having lived long, I have experienced once the rules are adopted they are going to be
many instances of being obliged, by better informa"- your rules and we are going to live by these rules."
tion or fuller consideration, to change opinions Well, that time has come. The rules have been
even on important subjects, which I once thought adopted and while we have successfully managed to
right, but found to be otherwise. In these senti- keep from being controlled from outside I think
ments, sir, I agree to this constitution with all the time has come when. we are going to have to
its faults, if they are such, because I think a start controlling ourselves within. We will adhere
general government necessary for us. I doubt, too, to the rules. The rules will be enforced and we
whether any other convention we may obtain might be will move along because we have a deadline that we
able to ma'<e a better constitution; for, when you are going to have to meet. You might recall at tne
assemble a number of men, and I suppose women, to same time that we adopted Mason's Manual of
have the advantage of their joint wisdom, you in- Legislative Procedures to guide us in areas where
evitably assemble with these people all their the rules are silent. In that connection I'd like
prejudices, their passions, their errors of opinion, to cite or state a quotation that is contained in
their local interests, and their selfish views. Mason's Manual relative to rules and forms of pro-
From such an assembly can a perfect production be cedure. "The great purpose of all rules and forms
expected? It therefo-re astonishes me, sir, to is to serve the will of the assembly rather than
find this system approaching so near to perfection to restrain it; to facilitate and not to obstruct
as it does; and I think it will astonish our enemies the expression of the deliberate sense." I con-
who are waiting with confidence to hear that our ceive that my responsibility as entrusted by you to
counsels are confounded. Thus I consent, sir, to facilitate the expression of the deliberate sense
this constitution because I expect no better and of this convention. Equitable and impartial adher-
because I am not sure that it is not the best. ence to the rule I believe will insure us that the
The opinions I have had of its errors I sacrifice deliberate sense of this convention will not be
to the public good." obstructed; such is and such will be my goal. In

Our document, if it is going to be worthy at all, a different line, let me say that I am going to be
I subnit to you will not be a cure-all for the ills suggesting from time to time perhaps from day to

state of Louisiana. If the document is day, work schedules, periods of adjournment and
ink it will provide the people of this similar approaches which will effect the workings
the mechanics if they have the industry of this convention. I am going to do this after I

ire to face up to the ills of society. consult with you, your officers, your chairmen and
ading some months ago a report of the the clerk of this convention. I'm going to do this
n the legislative powers and functions so that I'll have the best advice I possibly can to
vention and I was rather amused because make the recommendations which I think will be
oncerning themselves with the problem necessary to effect the goals of the convention,

of legislative reapportionment. They, thankfully, I further want to tell you that it is my desire
did reject the proposal that was submitted but to facilitate your individual and your collective
they came up with a solution for legislative re- views during the workings of the convention. I'll
apportionment which was a three-phase 1973 solution. make myself available to you as far as it is humanly
What this would have done if it had been adopted, possible, to discuss with you and to meet with you
would have provided ten separate constitutional relative to matters of your particular concern.

[193]
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While I wish to assure you that my personal vie\«

n so far as substantive issues during the conven-
ion will never wane, my primary concern is going

be to assure on behalf of you, and on behalf of
he people of the people of the state of Louisiana
hat the deliberate sense of this convention will
e expressed in a document worthy of the peoples'
onsideration in 1974. We must now proceed to writ

a new constitution. There's a great deal of work
to do--so let's go to work. Thank you.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[I Journal Si]

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[j Journal 81-83]

,ns.]

:i94]
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intelligent. This can be done with a minimum of to reject Senator De Blieux's proposal. Thank you.
expense by installation of a curtain if an electron-
ic device would be more than we would like to spend. Further Discussion
It is important. I think that the decision we

make on this will make a difference in some of the Mr. Burns Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, 1

votes we cast. I think if we pass this resolution, came here under the assumption that this convention
it will enable us to cast in many instances, a more was to modernize our present constitution, our
intelligent and informed vote. I urge you to give system of laws, and not take a backward step. With
this resolution a favorable report. that thought in mind, I cannot help but think of

our earliest law making body of court which was
Further Discussion known as the Sanhedrin. Back in old biblical times

I think it was composed of 72 members and they had
Mr. Alario Mr. Chairman, members of the committee an iron-clad rule that in voting on the enactment
I stand to oppose the motion by Senator De Blieux of any laws, that they had to start witn the young-
to bring this matter up for further discussion. est member of the body and proceed on up to the
Your Executive Committee has looked into this mat- oldest member on the theory that byso doing, the
ter at the time they were going to purchase this younger members would not be influenced by the vote
voting machine. At that time I remember the dis- of the old veterans with more experienced members,
cussion with the gentlemen who were making proposals, I don't think we want to go back to any such system,
there were some three at the time, and we were try-

i don't think we want to have any reflection on one
ing to write specifications so that we could put delegate being influenced by how another delegate
this out on bids. Without any objections from has voted. We are mature women and men here. Each
members of the Executive Committee, we decided that have our own individual responsibility. I see no
it would be best to do the voting just as we have reason from changing the method or mode of voting
it now where a person could sit at his desk, push that the leoislature in this state and other states
his button, and see just how he voted--not so much follow. I therefore ask that Senator De Blieux's
how the other delegates voted. When you press that amendment, proposal be rejected,
button you want to look up at the board and make
sure that you haven't made a mistake. I have al- Further Discussion
ready sat in the House of Representatives and for
somereasonorotherpushedmybuttonthewrongwa
In instance, just made a simple mistake and it can
happen to you on this same convention floor. If

you need to sit down at your desk and look at your
light and vote the way you want to. This proposal
was referred to your Rules Committee. They turneo
it down, I am told, by some 11-2 vote. Now if two convention has the right to get up and express his
committees looked at this proposal, have already views on any motion that is before this convention,
studied it and decided it is not in the best interest

i don ' t . .

.

whi 1 e I may differ with the individual, I

of the committee as a whole, I ask that you would certainly have respect for his rights to his views,
defeat Senator De Blieux's motion.

I believe, though, that we are making a terrible
mistake in particularly setting a tone for this con-

Further Discussion vention at such an early date. I believe by adopting
such a substitute motion that we would perhaps cre-

Mr . Kilpatrick Mr. Henry, members of the constitu- ^^e in the minds of the people, the public, an at-
tional convention, delegates, I stand to oppose titude of distress, an attitutde of suspicion. I

this amendment. We started off with an open conceot think that we are also creating by this motion or
on this constitutional convention. Wo had open (.^e purpose of this motion, a feelinr of distress
meetings throughout this great state of Louisiana ^^d disrespect for ourselves. I sincerely hope that
invited our people here all over this state to core a; far as the public is concerned that they will re-'
to our meetings to show them that we didn't have any- alize that today we are demonstrating to them that
"'ig to hide. Here we have a proposal or an amend- „e are honestly and conscientiously as well as sin-

'.re and we are going to hide our vote up here. cerely trying to work to give the people of our
We are ashamed of the way are going to vote. We state a good constitution. Mo doubt that is the pur-
have been. ..it has been indicated here that some of p^^e in the minds of every individual in this assem-
these delegates here would not vote their conviction. [,iy today. Now, if we put a curtain over the names
We are all here, duly elected as a free and inde- on the voting board, on the board, what will natur-
pendent body, and I don't think there is a man here ally be the attitude of a stranaer in the state of
or a woman here in this convention hall that would Louisiana viewing that board. What is wrong with the
vote because somebody else voted a certain way. I people of Louisiana? What is wrong with the delegates
haven't seen this happen heretofore, and I don t ^^ this convention? Are they distrustful of each
think that this amendment has the merit that Mr. other? Are they suspicious of each other? If any-
De Blieux proposes that it should have here. Our ^^^ ^.ants to follow an example that's already been
theme song down here would be "Who s Behind the said by a vote on the board, that's that member's
Closed Black Curtain when this thing was proposed ^^ t,,at delegates' prerogative. If you happen to
and passed. All the delegated are independent. We ,^^^^ ^^g po,„j j^ ^ debate on a certain issue but
don't need to hide our vote here, and it doesn't y^u have confidence in a member in this convention,
matter how you vote. I just want this body to be

^g^, „y,d very easily and rightfully and justifiably
free and independent and open and aboveboard. This ^^ ^^^^^ ^_^^^^ „a„,g ^^^ ^^^ ^(,„ j^a^ person in
has been turned down by the committee already by ^^om you have this confidence voted and you will
,„ ,i_, „„»„ ,.,.,,K D„„,esentative A ario pointed f,ave the satisfaction of feeling that you have voted

Mr. Ful.
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that it is an advantage to the members here to have
the open and lit board upon each issue. I feel that
way about it and I hope you respect that fact be-
cause I respect your views. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in

opposition to Mr. De Blieux's substitute motion to

engross or pass the third reading. Let me call to
your attention the language contained in the pro-
posed resolution. After the machine is closed it

would still allow delegates to change their votes
after the machine has been opened to where you could
determine how everybody else voted. All you are
doing is a delaying process to allow the switching
after the ones that have voted and who have not
accomplished the purpose of the resolution, and I

would ask that you reject Mr. De Blieux's motion.

Further Discussion

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates.
I've got a little misgiving about the wording.

If you look on line 28, it says after the votes
are displayed, the presiding officer shall immediate-
ly recognize persons desiring to change or record
their votes before announcing the decision. I won-
der how many times we are going to count and recount,
go back, readjust before we announce. We are going
to run a poll, then we are going to look and count
and tally up and say well how are we getting along
and I don't believe they need me. I'm going to
vote against it, but if they need me, I'll vote for
it. If I've ever seen a horse swapping deal when
there wasn't any horse to swap, I think that's it.

I want to comment on one thing. A few minutes ago
a member said that on one particular bill in the
legislature, one man changed, ten changed, that one
changed back, people changed back, that one changed
again, he changed again, ten changed again, I went
15 years without missing a day of the sessions but
I guess that was one of the days I missed that I

didn't know about. I haven't seen that happen yet.
I think sometimes these conditions are magnified.
I see nothing wrong with that board. If you are not
going to show the board, then let's save the money
--two, three or four thousand, or whatever it cost
to put it up there and get it fcack. In fact, the
delegates on that side can't see anybody's name
up there anyhow. I think I can find mine because
I'm right down about the bottom, about where I be-
long. But I just can't imagine the idea of blank-
ing it out, let everybody vote, then opening it up
and see how everybody voted, and then let's go back
and go to following whoever our leader is. There's
a lot of fields I'm not knowledgeable in and I

readily admit it. The field of journalism is one
of them. If something up here is affecting the
field of journalism, I'm interested in John Thistle-
waite's opinion. I'm interested in how he voted, anc
if that's a vote that's in that field I'm not too
knowledgeable about, and I have seen occasions when
most of the speakers were not too knowledgeable
about it and the individual that probably had the
broadest knowledge had no comments to make, it would
be worth something to me to know how he felt about
it and it would be worth something to me in case
my mind wasn't made up to see how that individual
voted. Some 10 or 12 years ago I was asked about
voting for a particular bill 15-20 pages long and
I told them I didn't know, let me see the bill.
Let me find out a little about it. He handed me
the bill, I looked at it and said I'll vote for it.
He said now isn't that a [ . . ]of a note. He looked
at it one second, it's twenty pages long and you
changed your mind or you made up your mind. I did
make up my mind, because Ed Lancaster from tiadison
Parish was the lead author on it. His name never
appeared on a bad bill. Not the years I knew him
and that's a lot of years. So, it's worth some-
thing to me to see how delegates vote on issues that
come up. There are going to be many issues here
that many of you won't have your mind made up on.
Vcu could go either way. About like one of our
school teachers at home, I'll [...]a very good

friend of mine and when they integrated, they came
by and asked a little boy about his teachers. He
said "well I have one black one, I have one white
one and I've got one that can go either way. In
this particular case there's going to be a lot of
these issues, where you as an individual can go
either way because your knowledge is not there.
There could be some people in here they could want
to follow. I can think of any number of people in
here that their position on it would make up my
mind because they are knowledgeable in the field,
so I'm certainly going to vote against it and I

urge you to take a second look at it. Thank you.

Further Di scussi on

Mrs . Warren Mr. Chairman, delegates, I'm a member
of the rules committee and at that time, I did not
vote. I abstained. Since then, I would like to
make one statement which should just about explain
how I feel about it. Judge ye not, that ye be not
judged for what beggars ye judge, ye shall be judged.
I would not like to be judged by what somebody else
did on the school board in Baton Rouge which is a

great reflection on those people. I don't think
any other delegate would like to be judged that
way. So for that reason, I am opposed to this
amendment.

[Pr ?d.]

;ing

Mr . D e Bl i eu x Mr. Chairman, members of the con-
vention, I just want to make a few observations
in reply to some of the statements that have been
made from the podium here. First thing I would
like to say with reference to Delegate Alario's
statement about voting in error, if you've made an
error, you've got a chance to see it and make a

correction. I think that is the reason that the
language that occurs on lines 28 and 29 of the pro-
posed resolution and that I also might say in answer
to Mr. Flory's question with reference to changing
your vote. That is, this is not a blind vote in

the sense of the word. It means you don't know how
the other fellow has voted until after the vote has
been recorded on the machine. Then the vote is

displayed and then if anybody wants to change his
vote, he's got a right to do so. You don't have to
look to see how somebody else has voted before you
cast your vote. In other words, I think it will
have the effect of making delegates pay a little mor
attantion to what's going on. That might be good
if you want to follow the lead of somebody else to
see how he votes. I tell you, insofar as what Mr.
Fulco said about wanting to see how Mr. Smith voted
before he cast his vote, I don't believe I was sent
to this convention to give somebody my proxy by
theory, you might say. That is, I had to watch and
see how somebody else voted before I could make up
my mind how to vote. As far as I am concerned, I

believe there's enough of you already know me that
actually I believe I can vote without having to see
how somebody else votes on an issue, and it doesn't
make any difference whether you've got a hundred
and thirty green ones up there and I feel like it's
bad, I'm going to put my red one there. But we all
have our times in which we are influenced by what
goes on around us and sometimes we don't want to be
considered as being on the wrong side. Sometimes
the issue may be a little bit close. Sometimes we
will look at the voting machine and see that there
are a few more red ones or a few more green ones
and we will vote that way, when actually deep down
in our hearts we feel that the opposite viewpoint
would be the better position to take. I cannot
help but feel like that when it's all over with
that if we voted first and then found out how the
other fellows voted afterwards that we would have
a better constitution when we finished it up. I

think we are going to have a good constitution wheth
er you vote openly or whether you vote blindly on
the machines. I don't think we are going to do
detriment to the basic laws of the state of Louisi-
ana but I do think we could make some improvements

[199]
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and I would venture to say that if this resolution
fails that during the time of this convention and Mr. Hall Senator Brown, I see that one of these
during the time of argument and during the time of delegates name is Dale and if I remember correctly
debate there is not a single member here that dur-

^^^^^ lovely wife of yours is named Dale. Now, any
ing that particular time would not feel somewhat connection there'
that he could have carried his point if everybody
could have voted without knowing how the other fel- ^r. Brown I will be glad to explain that Repre-
low voted first. I just give that to you for what sentative Wall. You know, we all make sacrifices
it is. I think that what Mr. Burns said, although ^.^ ^^^g jo„„ ^^ ^^,^3 convention and my wife's first
he said it in opposition to the resolution, about „g^g ^5 O^^g ^„^ named after her grandfather who
the way that the Sanhedrin took the goat, that it happens to be my senior law partner. Now, I'm not
had good merit to it. They did not want to be too

j,ome practicing law too much right now and I thought
much influenced by what they considered the older ^^^^^ j wouldn't contribute too much to my business
members, and there are people that we do have a

^^^^^ ^^^^ 3 little best wishes back home would
tendency to look to see how they voted before we suffice to carry on, to get me through the next six
will make up our minds on the issue. It may be months. So, that's my explanation.
good, it may be bad, but I do think we ought to

exercise our i ndi vi dual knowl edge , our individual Mr . Wall Delegate Brown, isn't there a little
considerations, our individual consciences on these cToser relationship than just senior law partner?
matters before casting our vote. Now, I can t help
but think that Mr. Fulco's statement with reference ^^
to some stranger in here looking up there and not

To'o'^
knowing how the people voted, he is going to be here
able to see it. He can sit out there in that audi- Governor Sam"joneri Tal srone"orthe'"5i ,
ence and look at that board when the voti ng machi ne delegates. There are six who are still living out

' '"" -"-legate ^f^ , don't recall how many there were back in that

it is my wife's grandfati
ng delegates who are sti'

ight also call your attention that forr

ted on this, so it is not a closed vote It is
^^-J.^ ^^^^ that's been some fifty-two years ago. I

St a vote that will be your vote, an independent
p, ^^ f,^^^ ^^^^ t^,3„ 5^^ of ^5 ^^i,, ,,•„.„„ ,„v,„.

vote, and not that of your neighbor or some other we''bri'ng"up''another cons tituti onaTconvent ion when
person which you might see and you want to take his g„g^ ,•

^ ^^^^^ about
judgment rather than what you know. Furthermore,
it will keep somebody from roaming around and then [ResoJutior adopted without objection.]
after they see how the vote is going, to cast their
vote rather than paying attention to what's going PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
on. I just ask you that I think, without prolonging j-j. joi,j.„aj 134-136]
the issue because I think we are still going to come
out all right regardless of how it goes, that we RESOLUTIONS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
would do better if we could vote first and then
find out how our other delegates voted than waiting [committee Resolut'on «o . 4 called from
to see how the delegates voted before we cast our (.^^ calendar .]
own. That's the way our city council down here
votes and they do fairly well. They push their „^ Poynter Committee Resolution No. 4, by Mr.
machines and then after everybody has voted, then sFo7^ T^'resol u ti on introduced by Mr. Stovall on
the vote IS ref ected upon the vot 1 ng boa rd I know ^^^^^^^ ^^ Committee on Rules, Credentials and Ethi
It can work, I know it has worked, and that s why

^ resolution relative to amending the standing rul
I would Ike to see us consider it. And so I ask ^f j^,^ convention to provide for regulation of lob
you in all good spirit and conscience, et s try it

t)ying before the constitutional convention. It
and let s see if we can t make some real progress ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ committee on rules, credentials and

ethics reported with amendments.I believe those of you here wh
low, if we would do it, would f

3 a step in the right direction
along with it. Thank you very

Committee Amendments

Mr. Poynter The amendments read as follows. Dele
[substitute motion rejected: 35-ss. No- ^Fte'De BHeux, on page 2, line 32, after the word

,n.]
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been approved, no, absolutely not. ....this resolution, I'd like to ask you a couple
of questions. The first question is, on the second

[committee amendments adopted without page under "C-1" do not you modify the word person
objection.] as defined in the first page under "B", persons to

whom applicable because, and "B", you say it's ap-
Explanation plicable to anyone who in any manner whatsoever

directly or indirectly solicits, collects or re-
Wr- Stovall Mr. Chairman and members of the con- ceives money or anything of value to be used. I'm
vention, first of all, I would like to apologize talking about lines 28 through 33 defining persons
that the printed resolution was not in your book. to whom applicable. You say, "to be used to aid
It was my understanding that it would be there, ,„ the passage or defeat of any proposition by
but possibly because of printing difficulties, it the convention." Then you modify the deposition,
was not included and that is the reason for the the deposition, the definition of person under "C-1
delay in its being placed on your desk. This because it only applies to persons who are compen-
resolution deals with the question of lobbyists sated or receive pay. Therefore, under that modi-
registering and was originally presented before the fication, someone could receive a hundred thousand
convention at an e.arlier date. At that time it was dollars not for his own use but merely for the use
felt that the resolution was not in proper form, to spend for other reasons other than his own use
that It could go again before the rules committee. and they would not have to register because of the
The resolution was improved upon, was presented to modification of "B", of "C-1." Do you understand
the rules committee, and tJie resolution which pres- my question? Do you see a contradiction?
ently is before you is the one which has been dis-
cussed rather thoroughly and is now before you for Mr. Stov all No, I don't, Mr. Duval,
consideration. This lobbying resolution is patterned
after the lobbying resolution which governs the Mr . Duv al Could you tell me why? Alrioht. One
House and Senate and we patterned it after that as oFh er question.
closely as we could. Let me remind you that most if a group of. ..under this, if a group of, let's
legislative bodies have a rule similar to this pro- say, Jaycees from Terrebonne Parish wanted to come
vision. If you will turn to page 2, you will get up here and they received a mileage compensation
the essence of the resolution which in effect says from their club, would that be under this provision
any person who engages himself for pay or for any Would they have to register as lobbyists or advo-
consideration to influence matters before this con- cates?
vention, shall register with the clerk, shall give
in writing under oath his name and address and the Mr. Stovall Yes.
group that he represents. This file -will be kept
by the secretary of the convention. A list of these Mr. Duval Thank you.
persons will be made available to the members of the
convention. The persons who are registering as Mr. O'Neill Delegate Stovall, this question is
lobbyists will pay a ten dollar fee which shall be more directed towards the chairman and the clerk
used by the clerk to defray the costs of publishing of our convention in regard to the badge require-
the booklet and identification badges. Please note ment. I'd like to know what kind of badge you coul
that the resolution does not apply to persons who produce for the ten dollars and just tell us a lit-
merely appear before a committee of the convention tie bit about these badges because if it's going
or before a delegate of this convention or to a to be anything, any major production or anything,
public official who is acting in keeping with his I'd like to find out about it because I think it's
official capacity. Nor, does it apply to the news- kind of "Mickey Mouse" in a way. Could one of you
paper and the media personnel. Please note on page give us some information on that?
3 that persons who are registered according to this
rule shall be issued an identification badge and Mr. Stoval l Delegate O'Neill, as soon as the
shall wear it when engaged in the activity regulated parliamentary procedure will permit, there will be
by this rule. There is a mild penalty for persons an amendment and I would like for us to consider
who violate the rule. A hearing will be held if those amendments at the present time which I think
there is a violation and after a presentation of „iii serve as an answer to the questions which you
the facts before the convention and a decision by have raised.
the committee, persons who violate the rule would
then be subject to dismissal or inability to parti- Mr. O'Neill Thank you. Reverend Stovall.
cipate in the functions of this convention. In
conclusion, let me say that it seems to me that this Mr. Brown Reverend, in terms of the violations
resolution serves two important purposes: Number and the penalties thereto, do you think that we as
one, it gives dignity and recognition to the lob- delegates can list specific penalties, in other
byists. Representative Womack said a moment ago words staying away from the convention as a whole?
that he is not an expert in many fields. He needs in light of the fact that the bill that authorized
information from other sources. There will be lob- this convention stated that all citizens shall have
byists, persons who are specialists in different free access to this convention. Can we legally do
areas of information, which will be helpful and of what we are trying to do in terms of the violations
value to many of us who are serving on this conven-
tion. This is a means of registering these people,
of letting all of us know who they are, and if we
feel the need of their expert information, we can
turn to them for their help and their guidance.
This I think is the first and most important pur-
pose. Secondly, it gives to us some protection
from abuses which some lobbyists might seek to per-
petuate. This simply gives to us information con-
cerning who they are and who they represent. I fee
that this very simple resolution will be a service
to the lobbyists and it will be a service and a

protection to those of us who are members of the
convention, and I encourage your favorable consider
ation.

lei, I think that this conventi

^'r.^Bio
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Do you thjnl'

Stovall

Bcessary :

these ar

Senator Brown. «na i tninK tnat in oraer lo

lobbying resolution which has any meaning it

to have a penalty and certainly this conventi
the power to do what it deems necesarry for t

derly procedure of the convention.

lalties ,

lave a

>eeds

Brok. OnAlright, one more ques
35, page 3. "This convention can order that any
lobbyists cannot have any rapport or say any word
or do anything with any individual delegate." As

I read this, what this means on page 3, line 35,
this convention could order anyone who is deemed to

be a lobbyist, that they can't come talk to me. And
as a consequence, I can't talk to them. What I'm
saying is, if I am interested in some information,
if I want some background information, if this
penalty is imposed, I can't go talk to this lobbyist,
he can't go talk to me by order of the convention.
You think it's right for this convention to order,
to put me in the situation that I can't converse
with any lobbyist who comes under this provision?

Senate

lets the convention order
any liaison with me as ar

35 page 3 refers

th you. But It sti 1

lat person not to hav
idi vi dual del ega te , i

that correct?

Stov

Brow 11, would you entertain an amendment
to delete the words, "or delegates," so that I wol
have the right to talk to anybody I wanted to and
get any information that 1 wanted to as a delegate
In other words, would you entertain letting me de-

lete the words, "or delegate."

ided the
iat any
iual dele-

Hr. Stovall Senator Brown, earlie
words delegate to make it crystal c

individual can talk with you as an

gate without registering as a lobby. The reference
to which you are making is on page 3, and that has
to do with a lobbyist who has violated the rules of
this provision. If you desire to make an amendment,
that's your privilege concerning any matter relating
to this if you so desi re

.

if ormat i or

In t£ lis of an an

a rule that says that these amendments have to be
given out to everyone. But if I understand it cor-
rectly, does that mean that. ..is the chair going to

let us sit here for thirty minutes while I prepare
an amendment to delete a word or what's the procedur
in terms, I'm asking that an amendment be prepared
right now, but I understand that it has to be sent
upstairs, be Xeroxed, be...

Hen Delegate Br that you
have ample time to have your amendment prepared be-
cause we already have at least two sets of amend-
ments and I understand that they might be contro-
versial so I believe that you will have time to have
your amendments prepared and circulated to the dele-
gates.

you

Ques t i ons

Mr . Nunez Reverend Stovall, rather than go to the
Tengthy procedure of registering them, giving them
a badge and etc., I understand the House has a

complete list of lobbyists, has a complete brochure
on them, portfolio, whatever they do, and etc. Why
don't we request the Speaker or the Clerk just to
bring that list over here? I think there's a hun-
dred and some odd of them and if anybody wants to

[202]

know who's lobbying, I don't think they are going
to be any different from those who lobby the leg-
islature and there will probably be a lot less. Why
don't we just request, and may I suggest to you, re-
quest the Speaker or the Clerk of the convention...
the requests that the House furnish their list of
lobbyists to the convention. Put it up here on the
front seat. Anybody who wants to look at it has

the right to come look at it unless maybe you want
some of the delegates to register as lobbyists. But
I am talking about the regular lobbyists.

Mr. Stovall Senator Nunez, this Constitutional
Convention is an independent group and these are
rules provisioned to govern our work here together.
Now I think that this is an appropriate thing for
us to do as a Convention. What you all do in the
Senate and in the House of Representatives is your
business and. ..but this is a different set up. I'm
certain that many of these will be the same persons,
but it simply means that they will register here
and provide the necessary information.

Mr. Nunez Reverend, I certainly didn't mean to
infer that we adopt House. ..I don't think the Sen-
ate has that, but I just merely suggested since the
data is available now, and it's probably sitting
over there not being used, that we prevail upon the
...the people who have it just to bring it forth
and allow us to use it, rather than going through
a lengthy procedure of having them pay a registra-
tion fee, getting them a badge and all these other
things you have in here. Now I think we can do
essentially what you want to do without going througl
the procedures by ju-st prevailing upon existing, as

we have in the past in this convention.

Stoval Thank you Senator jnez .

M r. Roy Delegate Stovall, I'm like Delegate Brown,
I'm a little concerned with the fact that it looks
like the mandatory word, "shall," used in line 32
of page 3 makes it imperative that the Sergeant at
Arms deny the ... viol ate any regulated activities.
Lines 27 through 30 seem to imply, though, that this
would be only after the committee would makes its
recommendation with respect to any penalty. There-
fore, it seems that it would be in order, or you
should maybe allow an amendment to change the word
"shall" to "may" of line 32, which would be consis-
tent with what the committee would do. Am I correct
in that?

Stova ilegate Roy, yc

th that effect, you may

Mr. Roy Well suppose, let me ask you this. Sup-
pose the committee does not recommend any penalty
to be imposed, yet in lines 31 and 32 you have the
mandatory language, "shall," but if you find the
person was guilty of violating, that there must be
an imposition of a penalty and the two don't seem
to jing with me and all I'm trying to do is to make
it the sense of this rule that the committee's
recommendations be given to the violator and that
would be mandatory. I mean the Sergean t-a t-Arms
would have no choice once the committee would so
move. Isn't that right?

wou

may to

>!^r^_S^tov^a_l_[ Yes, I would if you wou Id. . . you . . .

Ar . Henry The gentleman has exceeded his time.

Amendments

«lr. Poynter Amendments have been distributed in

accordance with the rules of the convention. Amend-
iient No. 1 [by rnr. stagg] On page 2 amending the
original resolution. Amendment No. 1 on page 2,

line 26 after the number, quote, "to delete the
remainder of line 26 in its entirety and delete
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otherwise. And I want everybody to be heard from no fear whatsoever of the registration. I think

and I don't know about all these penalties, but I
'^ s perhaps wise that you require registration,

do know that no reflection should be drawn aaainst ^"t ' '^°"^ think by registration you ought to pro-

the lobbyists. We couldn't have operated as'well *ll^'}. ^^^ People from testifying or speaking

as we did in that legislature from 1940 and prior '"^ delegates of th"
thereto up till we had a Legislative Council unless views are on the va

we had had lobbyists and always good lobbyists. Now convention.
.. . .

I'm for this amendment and I hope you will be for Sena tor Rayburn , et me call your attention to

it and if you. ..that's a good example of downgrading °"e provision I think that you asked a question of

people that I've heard here already. If a stranger someone about, someone from Bogalusa coming to dis-

came in here and had listened to the prior talks! ""^^ "^ '^ >">" something coming before the conven-

he couldn't have helped but feel a resentment of l''°"-.J suggest to you if their gasoline was paid

some of you against lobbyists ^°'"> ''^ their meal was paid for, they would have

I thank you '•° P^^ ^^^ '•^" dollars and have to have the badge
on before they could testify or before they could

Further Discussion speak to you about anything in the -convention. Nov,

it does say that it doesn't cover those people who

rbes Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in suppo
ippear before, merely appear before a committee

speak to me about
asking them who they are? Who they
f I don't know. Then if I have ques

' a

them if I don't
tc

Second
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can influence us one way or the other
technical language of this
have to.

I am opposed to having lobbyists be as Delegate
Jack says, some type of second class citizen. I

think if we are going to do anything, we maybe ought
to hood them instead of just making them wear badges
something like these peregrine falcons. If you want
to get ridiculous about the matter, maybe we could
only have them wear their badges in places where
if they were going to influence you, it would be

under the influence of some alcoholic beverage. But
that's not what lobbyists do. Lobbyists serve a

very useful purpose. Anybody who is at this conven-
tion who is not going to bother to know who the lob-
byists are, and whom they represent when it is re-
quired that they register, that is if you have to
rely on some type of badge being presented to you
to know what's going on, I think you are remiss in

your duties to the Constitutional Convention as well
as to you constituents.

One last thing I want to make obvious is that no
lobbyist, if he is worth his salt is going to bother
to lie to you. He may lie one time, but that is it

because he's got a job to do and the only way he
can do it is to be honest and above board. Anyone
who would come to you and mislead you for any reason,
you know would never be able to come back to you.
So these fellows are professionals, they have in

my opinion, a very high standard and code of ethics,
they are very intelligent, most of them, and they
try to do a good job.

With all those reasons, I now move the previous
question on the amendments.

tabled.

]

Point of

Jon't reca

-der

Mr. Fontenot I don't recall the exact time when
the reading of the amendment was made this parti-
cular time, but right at the last vote, I would
appreciate it, and I don't remember if the rules
stated this or not, but at the very last vote, if •

you read it one more time, I think the rules provic
for it, that I have heard the original proposal, tl-

all these amendments came in and came out and I

don't remember what happened, but I think that the
rules require that it be read the last time right
before the final tally. Am I correct, Mr. Chairmar

tian Henry ie CI-

Mr. Henry I don't recall such a provision as that,
Mr. Fontenot, but we will check that and usually as

a matter of information to the convention we will
do that, but we are trying to learn to preside and
we probably made a mistake there, but if it caused
any inconvenience, we will try to rectify that in

the future. Thank you , sir.

^Ll. Tap per Mr. Chairman, and members of the con-
ventTon, I don't know what other amendments are
coming up, or what they may do, but I do want to go
on record now as being opposed to the proposal or
to the resolution. I think this is the wrong way
in which to start this convention I believe that
there is no way that we can word such a resolution
or a proposal, that would not hinder the ability of
some portions, some people of this state from com-
ing to this convention and voicing their opinions.
If this proposal is designed to in any way either
control or regulate the professional lobbyists, I

think it is a waste of time. I agree that we need
them here, and I do not want to cast any aspersions
against any lobbying group in this state. I think
that they all have a vital interest in this consti-
tution, and they are going to do the best that they
can to portray the image of the people they repre-
sent. The people that I am concerned about are the
Boy Scouts, as someone mentioned, and the League of
Women Voters, other organizations throughout this

may be lighte

not be able to comply, or may not
have to do to comply with the rule

3d here. It may be that this rule
sd up a little and explained a little
amendments that are coming hereafter.

However, I do not believe that this is needed in

this convention. I do not believe that the people
expect us to have it here. I believe that the
people expect us to vote our own minds after we
have heard our constituents. I believe that we
should allow our constituents as much freedom here
in the halls of this convention for the next six
months as we can possibly allow, and I urge you,
that no matter what amendments are adopted, I urge
you to please reject this resolution, and let's keep
this a wide open convention. This is the first one
is 52 years. Let us not shut the door to any citi-
zen of this state or any group of citizens. Thank

-ge

De Bl Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gen-
tlemen of the convention, I just wanted to ask and
beg of you, to very sparingly use the motion for
previous question and the motion to table. As all

of you know by now, each one of those motions are
not subject to debate and automatic cut off anybody
else from being heard upon the motion. I know I

have seen too many times, not necessarily in this
convention, but in other meetings that I have been
present, that a person will get up and he will have
his say about the motion that is pending on the
floor and as soon as he has got through saying his
piece, then he immediately asks for the previous
question. This is very unfair to the other members.
I hope that no delegate will come to the mike and
be very repetitious on a subject matter, particular-
ly whenever he feels that his remarks will not be
heard and he will not be able to change anybody's
mind or opinion upon a matter that may be under dis-
cussion. But in all good grace, politeness and
courtesy, let's don't try to cut off the other fel-
low from having his say about it because sometimes
we may learn something that may change our opinion
on an issue, and I would hope that this would be
an open, complete convention to where that we can
have a full and open discussion on all matters with-
out trying to cut the other fellow off after we
have had our say. For. that particular reason, I

just ask for fair play on all issues and as long
as somebody wants to be heard, let's don't ask for
the previous question. Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

am a little concerned about some of the language I

read on page 3 of this resolution. Where it says
that reports and statements under oath, "All reports
and statements required under this rule shall be
made under oath before an author authorized by
law to administer oaths." I am just wondering if

we have some club, some teacher's association, some
Lyons Club, coon hunter's association or likewise
to appear before us, are we going to have to put
each and every one of them under oath before they
make any statement or before they address any com-
mittee or address this convention. I would like for

the author of the resolution to more or less elabor-
ate on this when he does get recognized or when he

closes, because I don't believe that you or I want
to place everybody under oath and swear everybody
in that might want to appear before our committee
hearings, or might want to say something to some
delegate. Maybe that is the way you want to do it.

I see no objection to lobbyists registering. I am
glad that we took the fee out and took the badge
away, but I do, I am concerned over saying that per-

sons who would like to appear before this convention
or before our various committees would have to be

placed under oath if they only made a report or

made a statement. I don't think that is the proper
procedure .

-ther Disci ;ion

[205]
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Mr. Kilpatrick Mr. Chairman, delegates to the
here agai we have a resolution that adopted, if you have a lobbyists that is registereC

comes before us that limits the environment of peo-
Some of my

ith the state, we utilize that material that
jdy provided for the state. He is already

the northern hills of Union Parish registered. He is meeting state law he meeting

ad these newspapers like a lot of you ts, why make him register again. The

little paper up there. l''^°T.''°r1 '' ^"^^'f"
^^o

"J.."^
^^'^ 'ir^ll'^

It couldn't print all the things that go on up here. <^'"°"; the Chairman think it is a sensible thing

You could throw it out and read it from front to 1° '^°- ' """^
^""'"^T

'^'""^^ Tt\^° '"^" ''?''

back before it hit the ground. Get these people ^^"'^ °'' "0";en, or children, or what have you, if.

It to talk to us about the Sever- in fact, they already are registered to lobby -

going to scare these peopl

ing you know, you are going to get that delegate , .. . .... , ,

trouble and you are going to get us here and the obby i sts regi s ter , this is just savi ng us a Jot of

from the Chaii
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it simply says, a resume including all details with fore, that information pertaining to lobbyists would
respect to the names and addresses of the person, then not be available to the delegates because that
group, or persons, or organizations whose interest information should be here where the delegates are
he represents including the kind of business in meeting,
which each is engaged. The resume shall be filed
Kith the clerk before engaging in the activities M r. Nunez Representative Casey, if I thought that
described in this rule. It would seem to me that I wouldn't have introduced the resolution, or intro-
if, that this convention being the most important duced the amendment. If I thought that very simply
political event in the history of this state in the by registering with the state, they wouldn't have
last fifty years, should be sufficiently important to register with the convention, my whole purpose
that we could ask each individual lobbyist to fill of the resolution was to utilize the same informa-
Dut a form, and I frankly don't understand why you tion that is presently being utilized by the state,
feel differently. and I think it is public record and it is over there

and I think that we can get that record just like
As I said before, gentlemen, and ladies we get all the others. I think just a simple re-

Jbbyists that quest of the Clerk or the Chairman would provide
submit their, those records for us, and if I felt that by passing

3r allow the clerk or the chairman to gather those this amendment it would deprive the convention, de-
registrations, they are currently registered under prive the delegates of those that are preregi stered ,

state law, under state statute on the provisions certainly I wouldn't introduce it.
3f the House and the Senate. Those registrations
ire valid registrations, they have to register every Mr. Casey But Mr. Nunez, my problem is one of
/ear. Let me tell you, they are quite extensive. mechanics that the law requires that it be. ..those

d before,
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of lobbying, not only here in Baton Rouge and in
those records and bringing them over here. And that

th» rnnvpnfinn hall Isn't that a fact' '^ ^^^ ^"'^ ^^'"V simply I was trying to do. I'm not
the convention hall. Isn t that a tact.

trying to make it easy for lobbyists, I'm not try-

oint of order, Mr. Chairman, the '"9.^0 l<eep lobbyists from registering, I'm not

e us now is Mr Nunez's amend- trying to keep lobbyists from paying a SIO fee, I

solution at the moment J"^^ ^^''' "" D^'-bes ,
an opportunity to try tosolution, at tne moment.

streamline something and to get it in a form that

hpr nisriissinn ' think that the convention can live with. And that
is what I did, and I hope you go along with it. It

eminded of the ioke where a fel- ^ ^ 90od amendment. It is a good amendment, we get

fellow...! am reminded of the ^he books, they are already registered and bring it

over here, and tomorrow you can look right at who
is registered and who isn't, if that is what you
want to do. I ask you people who are going to vote

Qf against the amendment, or vote for it, regardless
of which way, to adopt this amendment because it

will save you a lot of time, it will save money, and

feeing "that' this
'

conve;,tion''is im^^ ^t will streamline the operations of fooling withreeling, tnat tnis convention im
-ggistered lobbyists that are already registered.
would say they are all registered. I would say

you'd have to do would be to get those records

story where the fellow was telling a joke to a

friend and after a good bit of time he said, wel

to make a long story short, and his friend said,

hate tc
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if that is what they had in mind, because that i

what I read into it and I think as originally
drafted. Delegate Flory, it ought to stand that

Flory

Closi

Chairman, delegates, I just say in

ision that if you want to require the registra-
tion of a person appearing before the convention,
or discusses specific subjects, fine; but, to say
theoretically that he is discussing something that
may become a subject before this convention I think
is too broad, I think where you define it as a pro-
posal, resolution, amendments, even nomination of
officers and other matters pending or proposed in

the convention is broad enough and it should be left
at that and not include something could possibly
come before this and I would ask for the adoption
of the amendments.

Jen It on
page 3, in Section F, the provision is still in

there saying that for violation of this provision
the Sargeant-at-arms may be instructed to prohibit
any person from speaking with a delegate for any
given period of time. I am going to vote against
this entire resolution because I think it is use-
less, I think it serves no useful purpose at all.
We have it in the legislature and it serves no use-
ful purpose there. It hasn't accomplished one sin-
gle thing, there. I don't think it will serve any
purpose here or accomplish anything here except to
deceive the public to a certain extent into thinking
that we are doing something good. If someone at-
tempts to bribe someone, that is a violation of law.
If they attempt to unduly influence anyone, that
can be penalized by law. But, I'm not for things
that are showcases and really accomplish nothing.
The comment I want to make about this Section F is

I just want to make it clear that as a delegate I

reserve the right to speak to anyone at any time
about anything that I choose, and if this convention
should at any time say that a person can not speak
to me, I will not abide by that. I will speak to
anyone about anything at anytime that I choose.
rhan you

Mr. Tappe r Woody, in line with your statement and
your position, don't you believe that even though
this convention would have passed this resolution
that any one of us, any delegate or any citizen of
this state could go into any court and have that
court determine that this resolution is inoperative
and that anyone can speak to any one of us and any
one of us can speak to any citizen of this state.
Don't you believe that this is just window dressing
and that it will have no effect whatsoever if a

citizen or a delegate goes to court and asks the
court to allow them to speak to one another.

Mr. Jen kins I hope you are right from a legal
standpoint. The danger I see is the fact that it
may chill the right of people to speak to us and
appear before us. I think legally it probably is

inoperable, but it will certainly have that chilling
effect and that is where it is dangerous when we

of ifor

Mr. Weiss The delegate who introduced this. Re
Stovall, said that he thought this would be inop
able. Some of the delegates here presenting the
opinion say it would not be. Would Delegate Stc
please elaborate on it and can we get an opinion

thori tat

M r. Henry Delegate Stovall will have the oppor-
tunity to close after the previous question is

ordered. Dr. Weiss, and at that time I am sure he
will accept and answer any questions.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendments proposed by Senator Brown.
Amendment No. 1, on page 3, line 32, after the word
"convention" delete the remainder of the line and
insert in lieu thereof the word "may." Amendment
No. 2, on page 3, line 34, after the word "meeting"
and before the word "convention", insert the word
"or". Amendment No. 3, page 3, line 35, after the
word session and before the words "for not" delete
the comma and delete the words "or delegate". Amend-
ment No. 4, page 4, line 2, after the portion of
the word "tor" and before the words "be denied"
delete the word "shall" and insert "may". Amend-
ment No. 5, page 4, line 2, after the word "meetings"
delete the remainder of the line, at the beginning
of line 3, delete the word "delegates" and insert
in lieu thereof the following "and sessions".

Explanation

M r. Brown Does everyone have a copy of the amend-
ment? Have they been passed out? This does two
things. First of all, on page 3, it makes the pro-
visions of penalties permissive and up to the con-
vention. As it reads now as you will notice on
page 3, line 31, the language is that for the first
violation of the provisions of this rule, the con-
vention shall instruct the Sargeant-at-arms and
goes on to talk about what penalties may be levied.
This merely changes the shall to may. It is up to

us. It is up to the convention to see if we think
the violation is so severe that we shall impose some
penalties. I would hate for the fact that someone
happens to lose their badge one day and gets caught
talking to one of us and one of the delegates com-
plains about it, and before you know it the guy is

thrown out of the convention for two weeks. 1

think that we as a convention certainly have some
judgment to see that there are no abuses and so the
discretionary factor of changing shall to may.
Number two, the second thing it does is to delete
the provision of the single delegate provision. If

we so censure someone in line with what Mr. Jenkins
says, it still allows you, as a delegate, to talk
to anybody you want to. As the provision reads now,
if a particular lobbyist was brought under this
provision and penalties imposed, then you and I as
delegates wouldn't be allowed to talk to him. He
couldn't talk to us. If you had a particular ques-
tion about something that delegate was interested
in, you couldn't talk to him. It simply deletes
the single delegate provision and allows you to
talk to anybody you want to talk to as a delegate.
Two things, permissive legislation allows you as a

delegate to talk to anyone you want to. If there
are no questions, I ask for adoption of this amend-
ment.

[PZ ndmenc

her Disci

Mr^W^omack Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
tFe only thing in the world this convention can dc

is to control the internal activities of this con-
vention. On the bottom of page 2 and the top of
page 3, they have specifically exempted certain of
the news media, the press and the publishers of
periodicals. Television is not excluded. I wonder
what would happen, and this is just another one
of the bad bills that is drawn up. if the television
news analyst comes up and in presenting a full day's
session in one and one-half minutes, covering the
highlights as they do, they presented what a certain
group of people thought was a very slanted approach.
They are not registered, 1 would assume the next
action would be to remove the cameras from the halls.
Maybe not, I don't know. Then in another section
here, it indicates that a lobbyist, if he does reg-

[210]
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ister, has the right to come before this
and address it, which he doesn't ha

(pressed an intent, I was very sincere in it,
lid put a resolution in the legislature

think he would have. When I look at an'issue of authorizing mileage for the delegates to th,, ^in-
vention. I still think It should have been done but
the powers that be, including a unanimous vote of

this kind, the first thing I want
good it can do, and the second thing is to 1

..hat harm it can do. If you stay in the political ^2^ txecutive Committee when they were in sessi

field and you don't look at politics realisticly ^^^^ voted unanimously against it. Why, they

you are kidding yourself. You could carry that everyone thought ,t was i n 1 i ne nothi ng wrong

statement a good bit farther. You are almost an ^P^"'?" ^^' "LP?l^:.^'^^L.^^l! ^t'^^?""'
idiot. I don't know what registrat
towards changing anything in the wo
come before this convention. As of rig

be detrimental toward the final adoption
at we do here. I told Chairman Henr
oach came up that I had no alternati

ot'of'opposition'to a'constitutiona'i conl' °t^V>.^^t" Ju
''"'^

'i"? ''K"1^'^'^ ''^^.^ ^'.^^^ ^^^^^

Maybe nobody has commented on it any, no ^^"'^ ^/°^^ ^'"^ ""Tl/ ?'Jh\ t ^? '° 'j^yg'-av
•-eqretting it and I feel that way about anything
Ise that we do that the weighted side could do

opposition has started yet. You can rest
going to be there. I wonder what advantage 'i'"=

'-"">•"=
^, ^, , .^ , . ^

jld have to come up with a set of rules that far more harm than the good it could do and certain-
„ j„,,„ ly I see this rule as one of those. I went throughcould exclude a layman back home from coming down

with part of his expenses paid, and not being reg-
istered; you say well nobody has been excluded, they ^ ^ , j ^. ^,_ , ,

could be under this. If they were presenting a
twenty-seven days adopting the rules fo

side that someone on that committee objected to 1 "^-^ ''^"'^^'- "t^" ='^''" t return to that

think the question would be raised and I think the ^ot
,, , ,

individual delegate who didn't raise a question H'L^ !I!h .^!,?"!„ = !^? "°ZJ
would not be representing the particular group t

of the legislature, a thirty day session,
last regular four-year term, of which we spent

larti-
ind we

jpposed to represen

month and still haven t come
pretty good story could

is^thr u^sti^;. lo the;.^;rbeci:e; m^lol a;
I am trying to say is that i f we h

^
K„ constructive, I think it would be

I think i

[ can see

'er did get to
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Further Discussion improved the document. I think that
, . ,. .^ , _, ^^ possibly in others you have weakened it, but I feel
'.?^^l-'!^lL!9ree^with the twopre- that this resolution will serve a very useful pur-

e for the convention and in the state. I think
is clear to us that this resolution does not
lude anyone. Instead, it encourages persons
oughout our state to express

vious speakers in one part
I am against this resolution. I'll make it very
short and sweet. The reason I am against this r

because it no longer does anything
longer accomplishes any purpose. It f'^s been ^.^ also it lets persons who have expert knowledge
;nded out of existence to do anything useful what- ^f different subjects know that we will be open io

«hy I am agai them and we show them the courtesy of asking then
ink we ought to make the people of Louisiana think to register and these names of the ones who regi
at we are actually passing something that is going ^^^ be distributed to all members of this conve

to regulate lobbying when it doesn't do anything at
all in effect. That is why I am aga

tion so that all of us will have this infortr
of people who are interested in these differ
items. I think that Senators Tapper, Kilpatr

'*• Representatives Jenkins and Womackhave not found
lobbying resolution under which they work in

te and the House limiting to them, and
^ it is no reason to assume that if we have
ig resolution here that it will limit our
= and what we do. I think this resolution
tect the convention if there should be those

who might misuse the lobbying privilege which is

P
. . extended to them. It is not all that any of us mighttxpianation ^^^. f^^ ^ut I think it will be a witness to our

Mr. Poynter Mr. Shannon sends up amendments as
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Mr. Stovall Mr. Nunez, you too are a distinguished
attorney and I think you could answer your own
question. I think the answer is quite obvious that
any member of this delegation is at liberty to speak
with other delegates about matters of concern to

Mr. Nunez Thank you for the di s ti ngui shedness ,

but I'm not a distinguished attorney. I'll take
the distinguish but leave the attorney off.

Mr. Henry They didn't make you an attorney one
time That was a Judge they were going to make y
wasn ' t it?

Mr. Nunez You make me a lot of things, Mr. Speaker
I got something we'll make you in a little while.
I got a little present for you. Did you understand
my question because there are a number of people
here that do 1 obby--regi stered lobbyists and they
will be del egates-- they are delegates as elected
delegates maybe some are appointed. I really don't

Mr. Stoval! I understand your question Sen. Nunez,
and I answered in the affirmative that these persons
have the right to contact different delegates as
they see fit.

[Resolution rejected: 49-68. Mntiov to
reconsider tabled. Rules Suspended to
revert to Introduction of Resolutions.]

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[l Journal 138]

Illation to suspend
Deiegate Resolut.c

Announcements
[l Journal 139-140]

Report of the Secretary
[I Journai 139]

[Motion to adjourn to 12:00 o'clock
noon, Wednesday , July 11, 1973. Sub-
stitute motion to adjourn to 1:00
o'clock p.m., Tuesday, July 10, 1973.
Motion adopted: 105-14. Adjournment
to 12:00 o'clock noon, Wednesday

,

July 11, 1973.]

[213]
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Wednesday, July 11 , 1973

ROLL CALL

ll22 delegates present and a quorum.]

PRAYER

Mr. De Blieux Let us bow our heads. Our
Father, we thank Thee for
here, considering what our
ing them to our best abili
dom come with us, that we

; tandi ng

the privilege of gat
te needs are, de

We ask that The
ur jobs in the 1

ask of tt

t to the best

Jesus name. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Mr. Stovall Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, the purpose of this resolution is to change
the requirement of the permanent rules which were
adopted which called for the signatures of the ma-
jority of the committee presenting the report, and
this resolution simply calls for the names of the
majority of the members of the committee in order
to present it before the convention. It changes
the word signatures to names.

Questions

Mr.
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Senator Blair and the members of that committee that
they were not sufficiently through with their work.
That they had a few more changes that they wanted

Point of Order

know that we are going very far

lese matter
consequently the feeling of Mr. Stagg .

^^^ provided with a copy
bers of the Executive Committee that \^^ ,„„„H„„„to „„ „,,, ^^ci, h„fo.= ,.,= ^„„= i h

Taps they were in a better position to begi idments on our desk befo
..... , Tu „„,„ „f n,„ c . ""^ ' ise earlier, but in my judgment we are beg

iberating their work. The purpose of the Sus- ^.^^ ^^ steamroll something ^hiiih should not be

time^s'VailL^^ ^ll^:^^ I'.l eTr^l^?^ stea.rolled. This is a matter which should have
serious deliberation. We came here prepared to

to the legislative matter, now we are being giof the bill so that we can begin considering, to-

'".°7°:: :iii.i'.i'i^'Vi.°iA'.:'^t^^ ^°.^!^j?^:; ;hrm;ttero;^;h;'Exec;;u:e"Departme;
beina told that we are going

; without us even seeing?nd th

ider t

tomor
technical and my point of order is that I

pon the Chairman or the party proposing the
ents to provide us with those amendments befor
ceec'. To put them on our desk.

rules pr
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subjects of Dual Office Holding, Reorganization and
Impeachments and, inasmuch as if this bill is on the

floor today for amendment it is out of the hands of

the committee under the rules and it is on behalf
of the Committee on the Executive Department that
I ask the convention and I so move that the bill on

the Executive Department be recommitted to the Com-
mittee for further action.

Henry
there has been some concern and I think, rightfully
so, the fact that many of the delegates spent their
time in the last few days studying the article on

Legislative Powers and Procedure that perhaps we
would do well to take that article up first. There-
fore, if this motion passes what will be suggested
to you by me, is that the Legislative Committee
which plans to meet upon adjournment this afternoon
meet this afternoon into the night and tomorrow to

bring to us its committee report tomorrow afternoon.
That committee at that time will ask you, although
you will be supplied with a copy on your desk of
their amendments, to suspend the rules in order that
we might advance the article and begin considering
it on Friday morning. This will give us a full day
of committee hearings for all committees tomorrow.
It will not cause us to lose any time insofar as

the full convention is concerned because we can
begin meeting early on Friday morning. And that's
the purpose and the intent I think of Mr. Stagg's
moti on

.

It of Info

and m

; mate
)f each delegate. I

i that have been drop

les regu-
rials to

ut four or

ambert

convention's expense I think we've got about a

hundred dollars worth of this stuff passed out al-
ready. Considering the printing cost and the time
of these girls to do it and come around here and
pass it around and I strongly reconnend that the
Rules Committee get together and put a stop to it.

Mr. Henry Delegate Stovall has just advised me
that the Rules Committee is going to take this
under consideration immediately.

the p
for
whe
off
to

Rayb ike to make

I ege

n Mr. Chairman, I'd just
that I did ask the page who she work

r and she said she worked for us and I asked
ere this material was printed and she says i

I don't know maybe that's all we've

Mr . Henry If it was printed, it was printed at
the request of some delegate. I agree with you that
it is quite expensive and quite unnecessary, but
again, there is notniny to prevent it--nothing that
approves of it and Mr. Stovall is going to make
some recommendation here I think just momentarily.

Motion

Mr . St ovall Members of the convention I make a

motion that the staff be enjoined to abstain from
printing or distributing this material until the
Rules Committee can act on it and give the staff
and the convention same guidance concerning the
matter.

Ques t i ons

Mr. Brown Does this motion mean--Hr. Stovall
Reverand--any material? Like if I've got something
that I happen to have printed back home can I have
it passed out--cause 1 want to do so.

Mr._S^tovall This would restrict the lassinq out of
materfaT until the Rules Committee can act upon the
matter.

Mr^_Brqwn Any material? [••]
Rev. why can't you limit this to this material--

material printed on the machines here. I think
that's the poi nt--everyone is concerned about isn't

i^TTTd— cau
'd JUS

; a little bit because
10 put it there . Vou

if it's going to be

xeroxed at the state's

! [...] inquiry into the same
question about the same matter and going to discus
it with Delegate Stovall the possibility of some
action taken along those lines.

Mr.
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Mr.
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Thursday, July 12, 1973

ROLL CALL

PRAYER

objection.]

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
Mr. Abraham Direct us, oh Lord, in these our doings [7 journal 147]
and may all our works and all our efforts be toward

Thine end. Amen. lAdjournment to 9:30 a.m., Friday
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 1973.]

READING AND ADOPTION OF JOURNAL

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[I Journal 147]

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[I Journal 147]

Point of Information

Mr. Conroy I have point of information and pro-
cedure. In each of the committees, as we consider
parts of the constitution, I understand we will do

with the proposal tomorrow, we had before us on

committees the provisions of the present constitu-
tion and ultimately, when we were finished the work
of the committee, the committee had not only a pro-
posal but also a schedule of what happened to the

present provisions in the constitution. As I gather,
tomorrow we will begin final consideration of the

Legislative Committee proposal and I wonder whether
the delegates will have available to them, this same
sort of data and information. Will we be able to

see what is in the present constitution and will we

be able to see what has happened to those provisions
other than what is in the proposal itself?

Mr. Henry I am trying to find out myself whether
that information is going to be available.

There have been no plans to my knowledge, Mr.

Conroy, to provide that information at this time.

I think we could request that the staff provide us

with basically the same information that the com-
mittees have had in their considerations, if that

le for the
committees.

Mr. Henrx
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Friday, July 13, 1973

isubstitute motion adopted: 71-48.
"i

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

PRAYER REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[r Journal 150-152]

i t r i c k Our gracious Heavenly Father, we
(ful for this day and the many blessings of
; are thankful for these people who are Mr. Poynter Committee proposal No. 3, introduced
1 here together. Give us the strength, oh by Delegate Blair, Chairman on behalf of the
it the things that we do here today may be Committee on Legislative Powers and Functions and
unto Thy sight. These things we ask in Delegates Casey, Fayard, Fulco, Ginn, Juneau,
name. Amen. Kilpatrick, Landrum, LeBreton and O'Neill. A pro-

posal making provision for the Legislative Branch
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE of government, impeachment and removal of officials

and necessary provisions with respect, thereto.
READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Reading of the Secti

Section 1. A. The
of the state is vested in a legislature consisting

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES °^
l ^^Tll^.t^l.l".^'^

of Representatives.
r, T_uj-.,, ;4q-| °- The legislature shall be a continuous body
• -' during the term for which its members are elected.

ition

Mr.
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raham Mr. Conroy, I an

lat your amendment, but

i better in the article

'. Conroy I think that one will be pro

ie article dealing with elections that w

ith all public bodies. However, I don't
jn the risk of getting to that poin
ig that there is some quarrel as to

posed in

ould deal
want to

t and then find-
whether it

should apply only to the House of Representatives,
only to the Senate, rather than to local governing
entities. So that at this point I want to make sure

that at least we have the legislature elected by

single-member districts.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Conroy, what I am thinking of

is that at the present time, and I might preface
my question with this statement so you'd know where

I stand, that I was one of those members who sup-
ported a single-member district in our legislature
before the court decreed it to introduce legislation
to that effect. So you know that I am in favor of

the single-member district and I would not want to

abolish them as they are now constituted.
But, don't you realize that we might come to a

situation, maybe some ten or fifteen years from now

when it might be desirable to have a multiple dis-

trict because of the make-up and composition of the

vote at that particular time.
Now if we insert this particular provision in the

constitution, don't you realize that we would not

be able to do that?

Mr. Conroy I think that the single-member district
is so important that if you are going to deny people
in an area the right to have a single representative
that you should submit that to those people. So I

would intend not to delegate the authority of the

legislators throughout the state to have the right

to change the representation from another area of

the state. The way this article is written, the
legislature would have the right to decide that in

one particular area, there would be a multi-member
district without the vote of the people in that
district, without any voice whatsoever from the

people in that particular area.

LeBleu Mr. Conroy,
the number of seats in the House or the number
seats in the Senate which would reflect the nu

of districts. I just wondered if this was con

in some other section.

Mr. Conroy

Roy Conroy , Te Supreme Court of
nuch, muchthe United States recently al

latitude in the percentage of vote difference and

said that on Senatorial Districts you could go by

old, established lines and would your amendment
necessarily preclude the legislature from re-estab-
lishing Senatorial Districts on more the parish,
maybe, boundary line as opposed to single member
districts.

-ge enough to have several
senators or more than one senator, then they can be
divided up within that parish. But I don't think
that we should look to the Federal Courts, the
United States Supreme Court or U.S. District Court
to. ..for guidance or determination as to how we
think that the legislature should be composed. And
I think that the single-member district is desirable
and I don't think we should wait on the court to

decide whether it is or isn't in any particular in-
stance.

Mr. Roy Well, I don't necessarily agree with that,
but the question is, isn't it a matter of fact that
for years before we did arrange Senatorial Districts
on some type of geographical boundary and does your
amendment preclude that from occurring, notwithstand-
ing the Supreme Court has lately said it will tol-

[220]

Taylor

itor from the sa

Delegate Conroy, wouldn't you als

say that with single member districts, legislators
would be more accountable to their constituents
based on the fact that in multi-member districts
where there are two or three persons representing
one geographical area, it's very difficult to tie

responsi bi 1 i ty .idual dow

Mr. Conroy Defini

Mrs. Taylor Thank

Mr. Juneau Mr. Conroy, I agree that the concept
in this year, 1973, is a good concept. But aren't
you, by your amendment mandating to the people in
year 1980 and year 2000 how they should elect thei
?gis h

-. Coi I am saying, that before you change
from single-member districts, you go back to the
people and ask them, do they want to change it?
That's what I'm saying. If it's sufficiently desir
able to change it, you won't have any trouble get-
ting it changed. But I think that it's sufficient-
ly important to have a responsive legislature that
you assure the people in the constitution that thev
have a responsive legislature.

Now , .

.

ititutional

Mr. Co nroy Ves, so that the people would have a

cTTa^nc^e to decide whether they wanted to be repre-
sented in some other fashion. That's absolutely

m a 1
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theconstitiition that^you have a single-member Mr. Derbes My point is that that type of decision
r district to a multi-mem-
ibly be made to protect the
ts of people in government

ther Discussi

Casey Mr. Chairman and members of
the Committee on the Legislature on many „g ^ave no idea of at this time. There are ma

occasions di scussed _ the subject matter ofsingle- situations that will be offered in this consti

Mr.
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"'' '^<^D^;'e1 Fellow delegates, I alsu ,,.= .u ^^„^_ , tt,^^^ ^^ ^^ ^3,.^ 3„j j t^^^,^ ^^'s just, but
support this amendment. As one of the representa- ^^..^ ^ j^^^ ,3 districts such as the one I

thit's'the ru?:i"arl"? "'^T.^l ILl'lL'^l' \r.'.".t.
represent. Ifs 45 miles from end to the othe

at a fundamental po
to determine
consti tutior

low delegal
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run for office. This is too important now, to try think this is good to put in the constitution. I

to go back to the mul ti -member district as we had think it's going to protect for the future and allow
before. This is the opportunity to set it out not a poor man of modest means to be elected to the
only for ourselves, but for the future because I office of Representative or Senator,
feel that it is best for the future. As far as

being pliable in the constitution, it is just as Further Discussion
pliable. There's no problem there. We're talking
about anything that has to be changed, we're talk- Mr. Abraham I am very much in favor of single-
ing about the change in the next twenty years. Well member districts and I have heard some of the peo-
if we can't set up an amendment process for twenty pie who are opposed to this particular amendment,
years from now, we may as well not have an amendment state that they are worried about what may happen
process at all in the constitution. I don't want in the future or that they wanted this flexibility
to labor this thing too much, but I want to remind in here, but they are in favor of single-member dis-
you of one thing and I want to leave you with this tricts. Now the reason many people are in favor of
thought, how many of you as delegates right now would single-member districts is because you've had fifty
be sitting where you are, if it were not for the years of multi-member districts. Everybody likes
single-member districts? And I think that this the system as it is now, and I think we ought to
speaks for itself, and I think that this is cause give another shot of fifty years of single-member
enough to put it in the constitution and assure districts. The thing is this, that if the people
everybody of representation all over the state of of this state are in favor of single-member dis-
Louisiana. Thank you very much. tricts now, and if the people of this convention

are in favor of single-member districts, when the
•ther Discussion situation arises in the future, twenty, thirty or

forty years from now, where it looks like it's to
lirman, delegates to the conven- our advantage to go to a different type of district,
jport of the amendment. I believe then I think that this should be brought to the
institutional safeguards ought to people and let the people vote on this type of
It be flexible. One of the pre- thing since this is real important to the people

stated that we are at a point in this and I am not concerned about locking this thing
, where directions will be into the constitution. I think it should be locked

agree. The present single-member in because it's a real good issue with people right
district system has met with widespread public ap- now. Thank you.
proval in Louisiana. This is reflected in the in-
creasing public support of the Legislature. In this Questions
new constitution we'll have a number of opportuni-
ties to strengthen the legislative branch, which we Mr. De Blieux Mr. Abraham, if it was thought that
think it badly will need, to be a co-equal branch ^ single-member district would be desirable in a

of state government. A favorable vote on this certain portion, we may say like Orleans Parish,
amendment will serve to buttress public support for do you think the people of Shreveport or Alexandria
a stronger Legislature with powers equal to those or Baton Rouge would be knowl edgeabl e enough to know
possessed by the executive branch. I do rise in whether or not that particular area would be better
enthusiastic support of the amendment, and I urge served by a multiple member district, because we
you to vote in favor of it. would have to change the constitution to allow that
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because the United States Supreme Court said it of the unicameral legislature, first each legisla-
violates the one man one vote requirement of the ture now represents 34,000 plus persons, under this
U.S. Constitution equal protection clause. I'm concept the combined membership of both the House
in favor of this amendment because it sets up a and the Senate would be 144 single-member districts,
policy decision that the people in this state are reducing the constituency of each legislator from
going to have to live with from now on. It sets 34,000 plus to 25,000 plus. What would this do?
up single-member districts. Without this amendment. First, it would make it possible, as has been pointed
it doesn't necessarily require single-member dis- out in previous arguments here today, for people of
tricts. It gives the authority of the legislature little means, for persons who are not able to cam-
if they wanted to try to set up multi-parish dis- paign extensively over wide areas, to run and be
tricts. I don't want to give the Legislature the elected, because the expense of running for office
power to do this. How the U.S. Supreme Court, if would be much smaller. In addition, it would guaran-
the Legislature tried to do it, would probably knock tee or at least permit representation from many
it out. But I don't want to see that possibility groups that are not represented in the legislature
and I don't want to see more court litigation, so now, women, for example, and other groups, labor is

I just as soon vote for the policy that we are going another group, possibly religious groups and of
to live with single-member districts. I would ap- course racial and ethnic groups could be represented,
preciate everybody here voting for this amendment. n^y i point out to you, especially those of you from
Being from a rural area, we just cannot survive if rural areas of the state, that some years ago the
we go back to the multi-parish district policy, and state of Louisiana was dominated by rural areas, but
Mr. Chairman, I'm going to move the previous question n^g pendulum is swinging back and that condition is

unless there is a list of names so long that I might reversing itself. Southern, major urban areas of
withdraw my motion. But at this time I move the the state of Louisiana where the population will be
previous question. concentrated, eventually will control the state, and

under the dual legislative system that we have now
[notion for the Previous Question with- it means that it will be almost impossible for any-
drawn.] body who lives in the rural section of a small par-

ish to be elected to the legislature. I say to you
Further Discussion by reducing the constituency of each legislator it

would make representation possible to everybody.
Mr. Champag ne I'll be very brief. It's clear, jhen it would bring the legislator and the consti-
it's concise, the issue is here. Is the single- tuent closer together. It would permit the citizen
member district so strong that it is so demanding to have direct access to his legislator. It would
that it deserves to be locked into the constitution. prevent buck passing. The member of the House would
I judge that it is that type of issue. I want it not be in a position to say go see your Senator and
in the constitution and I hope you agree to this vice-versa. So I appeal to you as delegates who
same philosophy. are elected most of you, the overwhelming number of

you, from single member districts and I reiterate
Further Discussion you would not be here, most of you, because most of

you are as poor as I, I hope, and you would not be

here if you had had to run from mu 1 t i -di s t ri c ts

.

!nd- Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield for questions.

Ques t i ons

Mr. Anzalo ne Mr. Alexander, how many members do
you envision would be involved in this unicameral
type 1 egi si a ture?

Mr. conroy we are here to write a constitution for Mr. A lexa nder 144
the people of the state of Louisiana. Not a con-
stitution just for the Legislature of the state of Mr. Anzalo ne Where are we going to put them?
Louisiana, for all the people. Many studies have
been made about the problem of multi-member and sin- Mr. Alexander Well, you know there are some prob-
gle-member districts and I'm going to quote from lems with everything you do. We didn't know where
one, it was made of Legislatures generally. It we were going to put this convention but we are
says: "The first thing a citizen must know before here. Now, it would be an easy matter to extend the
he can hold his Representative accountable is pre- walls of the House and convert the Senate chamber
cisely who his Representative is, and before he can to private offices for members of the legislature,
know who Representative is, he has to have one, not
two or three, but one." It's that that is the basis Mr . Anzalon e Thank you. Sir.
of my proposed amendment and I urge you to vote in

favor of it. Mr. De Blieux Rev. Alexander, do you realize how
many mistakes the Senate catches that the House

[Record vote ordered. Amendment reread and makes, that we had to correct their bills when we
adopted: 89-32. Motion to reconsider get them that way?
tabled.]

Mr. Al exander Well, everybody makes mistakes and.
Amendment of course, I think we have made a mistake for the

last fifty years with the bicameral legislature,
H^r^_Po_y^nter The next amendment is sent up Delegate but I have subsequent amendments and of course the
Alexander.' The amendment is proposed by Delegate legislature, through statute, could set up a system
Alexander. Amendment No. 1 on page 1, delete lines which I would propose that a bill when passed by
15 through 17, both inclusive in their entirety and the single legislature would lay over for 15 days,
insert in lieu thereof the following: "Section 1. during which time committee hearings could be held

The Legislature shall be composed of a single cham- all over again, everyone who is vigilant could ask

ber consisting of one member to represent each leg- questions, make amendments and the bill then would
islative district". go before the unicameral legislature for the second

time to be finally passed.
Explanation

Further Discussion
Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman, delegates, the basic
concept discussed here, of course, is the unicamer- Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and members of the commit-
a1 legislature. This is the first amendment and tee, the concept of a unicameral legislature was

there will be many additional amendments offered to considered by the Committee on the Legislature and.

Implement the whole question. Under the provisions as i recall, did not receive favorable consideration

[225]
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except possibly from one or two delegates, but we
did discuss the concept, a memorandum was prepared
by our research staff, we did interview witnesses
who advanced the theory of a unicameral legislature,
thoroughly discussed the subject matter in our com-
mittee, and it was the decision of a large majority
of the members of the committee that we adhere to
the principle of a bicameral legislature for some
very potent reasons. As a member of the legislature,
1 have had occasion to observe thoroughly the legis-
lative process and I believe the present process and
the manner in which we operate at this time, and
the time limits under which we operate, and the fact
that we are only in session temporarily, and the
fact that we have volumes of legislation and during
the 1972 session of the legislature we considered
approximately 3,000 pieces of legislation during a

sixty day period, and apparently we are going to
retain the type of limitation that we have, that we
will be limited to "X" number of days in session for
a certain period of time. For these types of rea-
sons and the limitation of time, it is certainly
quite important that we retain the concept of a bi-
cameral legislature if nothing else and for no other
reason other than the system of checks and balances
that we now have. Under the system of a House and
a Senate, as you well know, you have committee meet-
ings in both the House and the Senate to consider
the legislation, and the legislation is then con-
sidered on the floor of each chamber. Through this
process you at least amend extensively, if necessary,
those matters that will become law and we hope on
many, many occasions, and I would hope on many more
occasions that we do, that we would finally kill
legislation that could be detrimental to our citi-
zens. The theory of checks and balances is quite
important because the process moves so fast and so
rapidly that it is difficult for the individual
legislator to honestly study and analyze each piece
of legislation, so the checks and balances are quite
important under the system that we have at this time.
The House is the watchdog for the Senate and the
Senate is the watchdog for the House, in trying to
cure or kill that legislation which rightfully should
be amended or killed. I think that the system we
have gives for proper and more thorough considera-
tion rather than just one body might do it. There
is only one state, as you may or may not know, as
far as I know that has the unicameral system, the
state of Nebraska. Up to this point, I have heard
no one really rave about the system that they have.
I would urge that you defeat this amendment.

[Pr ious Qu ^d.]

Closing

Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman, I will close briefly.
I have heard the objections raised by Mr. Casey and
actually the objections have all been answered. The
system as proposed in the amendment would not affect
the checks and balance system as we know it in the
state at all, because a bill as passed by the unicam-
eral legislature would lay over for 15 days during
which time any discussion, committee meetings, addi-
tional hearings, could be held, and I say to you that
this is a good system despite the fact that it is un-
tried and I know that man has a tendency to oppose
that which he knows very little. I am asking you
not to do that in this instance and I am asking you
to move this state into the twentieth century and
let's go with this amendment. Thank you.

[Amendment rejected : 7-215. Motion to
reconsider tabled.}

Mr. Henry There are amendments to Subsection B,
so we would ask you to explain that if you will,
Mr. Fayard.

Explanation

"*"•
''^y^f'

Subsection B reads--it says the follow-
ing: "The legislature shall be a continuous body
during the term for which its members are elected."
I would ask the delegates to refer to the Eleventh
Day's Proceedings in the Official Journal of the
Convention. On page 5 of those proceedings, you
will see comments underneath this subsection. The

term "continuous body" is new, however, it does not
mean continuous session. It merely clarifies the
fact that the legislators take office and they do
remain in office and that the legislature can func-
tion throughout the year, from term to term instead
of from adjournment sine die to adjournment sine die.
It further means that it eliminates the necessity
for the creation of, say, interim committees, that
is necessary now to meet in between sessions, and
further, that the legislature could only meet in
actual session as permitted by Section 2 which will
follow. As stated before, this does not mean that
the legislature will be in continuous session
throughout the year. It can adjourn, come back into
session, extraordinary session, or what have you.
If you will look a little bit ahead into Section 2,
this is where we get into the session, both annual
and extraordinary. We debated this language at
length, there was quite a bit of research on it,
and the reason for the language is to make clear
that the legislature holds its office and is func-
tioning throughout the year and not just when it is
meeting in session. We feel that this clarifies
the problems which have arisen in the past and we

jld )f th

Questions

Fl ory
ition

Fayard, you say that you gave a

definition of what a continuous body is but isn't
that in truth and in fact only some interpretation
given to the word continuous. Isn't it possible
that there may be other interpretations of what is

meant by the term continuous body?

. Fayard Mr. Flory, you are correct. But, you
11 note that we say continuous body and not con-
nuous session, and I think that the following
•tide will clarify that meaning, the article on

term "continuous body" committees coul
the year and actually consider for fin
bills by that committee?

der the
neet dur
action

committees could meet, could hold hearings, u

the rules provided by the legislature, but no
action could be taken unless the legislature
session.

With the restricti

Fayard t is presently proposed, we limit
that. My personal opinion, and the opinion of the
committee, is that committees could not take final
action on matters even if Section 2 was amended and
not adopted in the present fashion.

Mr. Triche Mr. Fayard, could you explain to us
what the purpose of this section is?

Mr. Fayard Mr. Triche, I believe the comment that
is written underneath Subsection B explains it bet-
ter than I could go into it today.

Mr^^T^Hc^he I wonder if you would read that comment
I am not privileged to have a copyfor me, pi

of it.

Mr. Faya rd The comment says, in essence, as fol-
Tows: The term "continuous body" means that the
legislature is a viable and ongoing body for the
duration of each of the four year terms of its men
bers rather than a year to year body. As you kno*
the legislature presently acts as a body only when
convened in actual session and all orders, resolu-
tions and proceedings cease at the end of the ses-

[226]
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tended. Under this provi- Mr. O'Neill Mr. Fayard, would this in effect
egislature would be able to pass resolu- vide, could it be construed to provide for year'

'
'"

in round legislature?action that
session throughout the year and not just
1. It is my interpretation of this arti
ninates many problems which may have ari
past. I do not have personal experience of this. Mr. Weiss Delegate Fayard, if th

yard No . I di sagree .

commi ttee
'Che I just wonder if you could give us some to be conducted for extended periods, perhaps

examples of some of those problems. necessarily? For example, 250 days a year for
time the committee members would receive per diem.

^r. Fayard The fact that you .

-

.

.

Mr.
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with other provisions of the constitution, that a try to give to the tools of our legislative body

simple majority of the legislature could keep the the ability to properly function. One objection
legislature in continuous session. was raised that would this not permit the committees

to meet 365 days out of the year and receive per

Mr. Fayard I would admit only that there would be diem. Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, that

:ial sessions could be called can be done right now by a simple concurrent reso-

! fact that this term would be lution establishing our committees and permitting
ith the other sections that them to function throughout the year, if that is

the desire of the legislature. But, you know and
I know that the legislature, I hope and 1 hope you

Mrd, if, as you pointed out, agree, is composed of good citizens, representative

y is redundant because the
' citizens, who want to do a good, intelligent job

ictly what this seems to pro- and they are not going to do something like that.

!d a lot of trouble, why not We want to give them the authority and the thought

just delete the entire matter? that you are a continuous body, that once you elect
your speaker or your presiding officer in the Senate,

Mr. Fayard Delegate Roy, it is not redundant. It that those gentlemen are elected for four years and

allows the legislature more flexibility in the opera- lOt just for one year. That those committees, the

tion of its committees and carrying on business standing committees of the House and Senate that

outside of regular sessions. It may be redundant y°^ establish, are established for four years and

insofar as extraordinary sessions are concerned lot just for one year. That if the legislature, in

le that it is... its wisdom, deems it advisable to hold committee
hearings on legislation which may be introduced and

ley do that right now' considered at future sessions of the legislature,
that it may be done during the year in the interest

lecessarily. On some items, they °t perfecting legislation and I tried to comment on
that before, that the problem we have now is the

a
!

bu
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Casey I think what it does, is

Under this proposal of continuous committee meet-
ings, any special interest group--let us just take
labor on oneside and industry on another. With a

ttee, they could harass industry

':i"LirVrS.TVrl\Jl',°V'::i ^^^^ continuous bins m a committee 365 days ir
ie fact that we hope, as we are acting today, that
jr Speaker is elected for four years and we hope
lat standing committees can meet during the off
imes when the Legislature is not in session and
roperly make studies and make recommendations an

the year
, you can turn it around the other way with a

nuous committee— a pro-industry committee
harass labor 365 days in a year.

^?tImntinn^tI'Hn°tlH.S°"^lnlr"„i^[^n'; P^^ ^°' ^"V^""" ^hd probably one Of the breakattempting to do today-- -moderni z i ng our .. ,.^ ,^,„ aduantaoP nf hPinn^ihl^ to no hnmp.
Legislature and reforming the met
legislation that

Mr. Conroy Mr. Casey,
,
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like further per die
things, but Louisian

There is all kind of type
not a big enough state yet

to have rules, constitution everything for a leg-
islature to do like the Congress of the United States
to be going on, on and on. And, incidently, I think
Congress of the United States has got too many meet-
ings, itself. So I hope you will vote for Mr.

Flory's floor amendment and delete those lines which
read "the legislature shall be a continuous body
during the time for which its members are elected."

Thank you.

Question

Mr. Womack Mr. Stinson, the question I wanted
asked you realize that when I was speaking, as
against this proposal being in the constitution I

was speaking in support of this amendment.

Mr. Stinson Yes, I did, Mr. Womack and I am hoping
all the others did too because I know how persuasive
you always are in your arguments. You are for this
amendment and against the regular proposals.

Further Discussion

Mr. Stinson Members of the convention, what con-
cerns me--if this amendment is not adopted--is, that
we are going to have to then elect and revert to
professional legislators.

No businessman, unless he is a foolish business-
man, can annually give up his business and come and
serve in the legislature. This continuous meetings
continuous-- if it hadn't been it wouldn't be used.
If you are businessman of any type, 1 awyer , ( tha t

'

s

a bad word to use in most cases) no lawyer can give
up his legal business and come down here annually,
continuously, unless he expects to get something
out of being here. It is too great a temptation.

Many of us have single law offices and if we
leave our office 366 days a year we are not going
to have an office to return to--unless it is just to
hang your hat i n.

I think that when you are not a professional
legislator that you are closer to the people. As
Mr. Womack's remarks were--"you need to be at home"
so they can tell you something about what their
wishes are and I still believe in the old adage that
"the least government the best governed. We are
not supposed to be herded around like sheep, contin-
uously.

Now the promoter of this original amendment said
that the hands of the legislature had been tied be-
cause some matters that came up during the time that
we were not in session. There have always been
plenty of interim committees that consider anything
that may come up.

We don't have to be in session to consider those
things. I think that it has been very operative in

the past and in the future it can be just as well
under our present law. And I would like to urge you
to let us vote for this amendment and leave it like
it is so the people will not be regimented and con-
tinuously harassed by what the legislature might do.

Some legislatures are fine, but there have been
some legislatures that were not fine and I am sure
in the next fifty years we will have some legisla-
tures that will not have the confidence of the peo-
ple. And if you are in session that long, and
you want to be re-elected, the best way not to be
is be in Baton Rouge all the time and someone at
home says— well where is Ford Stinson— well he is
in Baton Rouge as usual, he stays down there. He
moved down there.

So you better vote and let us vote for this
amendment and leave it like it is. I think it has
worked remarkably well in the past.

Quest 1 on

Mr. Weiss Delegate Stinson, do you t

pie of Loui siana , if Section 1-B were
afford that type of legislation?

Continuous body.

you refer as to the salaries and per diem and mile-
age or as to whether they can afford to have done
to them what might be done, but the answer to both,
would be I do not think that they can afford.

Further Discussion

l£^_XM£he Madam Chairn
nen of the convention, I

)f this convention and at

1 and ladies and gentle-
in about sense the mood
It predict the outcome of

the vote on Mr. Flory's amendment. But, I just can't
let this pass, without letting you hear from the
country precinct, from PI attenvi 1 1 e.

Now here we are, at it again, all of the evils
of this state has been brought about by that legis-
lature. All of the problems we have--people just
sit home and wring their hands and knit their brows
and worry about what that horrible legislature is

going to do to them. The taxes that we are going
to put on Mr. Jack and the per diems we are going
to take out of the state coffers the horrible things
that we are going to do to this state. Well let me
remind you, gentlemen, that the state legislature
is the representative of the people of this state
and as we are a convention of the people in Baton
Rouge assembled, the legislature is a session of
the people of this state assembled and the legis-
lature is as responsible as the constitution will
allow it to be and it is as loyal and is as faithful
and devoted to this state as the people want it to
be.

>low, make up your
responsible do yc
do you want it to

Stins Uel Weiss, I

How loyal and devoted
It your legislature to be?
I part-time Saturday night

legislature or do you want it to be dedicated,
fulltine professional. You want it to be dedicated
to the business back home or do you want it to be
dedicated to the government of this state.

I have served in the legislature quite some time
and I know a little bit something about passing
taxes , Mr . Jack

.

If tax proposals passed by the legislature were
introduced in pre-session filing months in advance
of the legislature and if the Ways and Means Commit-
tee in the House and the Finance Committee in the
Senate held public hearings on those tax measures
weeks in advance of the session, I can guarantee you
there would be no taxes passed in this state except
as those wanted by the people of this state.

And I think the same thing would be true to ev-
ery other proposal adopted by the legislature. The
point I make--the point I try to make--the problem
with our legislature, ladies and gentlemen, is that
it does not have enough time. It is not a continuous
body. It meets for sixty days every other year, and
for the f i rst. f i f teen days we introduce proposals
and the next forty-five days we have got to get them
passed. And we handle in that short length of time
thousands of bills. That is the trouble, and the
same thing with the odd session years where we han-
dle the general appropriation bill. We consider
sixty, seventy, eighty schedules— we spend over
two billion dollars and we do it in thirty days'
deliberation. And in addition to that, we handle
hundreds of bills in thirty days. I would suggest
to you that is the problem. That is why we have
an ant i - 1 egi si a ture syndrome in this state.

That is why whenever we consider the legislature
meeting people worry about the per diem--poppy cock— what man is going to sell this state out for fifty
dollars a day. What man or woman among you, raise
your hand and none of you here, and 1 don't believe
there are any in the state--would sell this state
down the drain for fifty dollar a day per diem.
That is foolishness. Let us throw off the legisla-
ture syndrome that we have. That the evils in this
state are brought about by our legislature. Let us
throw off the fear of the legislature and make it

the responsible body that represents the people of
this state; that is as it should be.

Now, continuous body needs to meet. Not contin-
uous session because the constitutional proposals
in Article 3 in my judgment set it out very plain
and very clearly.

The legislature can enact laws only when it is

in session.

[230]
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Mr. Triche elaborated a great deal about that. Recess
Mr. Casey didn't speak too directly on the amend-

ment but I, for one, have always had great faith in [quorum Call: as delegates present and

the legislature. 1 have said this repeatedly a quorum.]
throughout this state. While I might disagree with
them over issues, I have never questioned their Amendment
integrity, their motive and I think what they ulti-
mately attempted to do. Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Perez and

It was mentioned about there ought to be a con- «r. KiipatrickJ. On page 1, line 19, delete the

tinuous body. When I asked Mr. Fayard originally period, quote period, and add the following. Quote,
in his interpretation of what continuous body meant comma, provided that bills and resolutions not fi-

he said that you could not take committee action on nally passed by both houses in any session of the

legislation on interim period. Someone then subse- legislature shall be automatically withdrawn from

quently asked him the same question and he said that its files,

you could. I merely use the illustration to point
out to you the difference in interpretation of the Explanation
word ' conti nuous' .

Now, Mr. Casey elaborated to the point that the Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman and delegates, if you will

logjam created in the legislature by the number of recall when I rose earlier, one of the problems I

bills that are introduced. I submit to you that in had with regard to the subsection of Section B which
1968 in the regular session there were a total of provided that the legislature be a continuous body,
527 bills introduced in the Senate, 279 of which it might be construed that bills of the legislature
were introduced in the first five days. introduced in one session of the legislature and

In the House there 1520 bills, 566 introduced in not finally acted upon might be carried over into

the first five days and so on---until 1972 402 of the next session of the legislature, and it may, for

the 852 bills in the Senate were introduced in the instance, have been introduced in the House, passed
first five days. And likewise, about a third in in the House and then gone to the Senate and may have

the House. stayed in the Senate Committee and then in the next
session of the legislature it would only be neces-
sary to pick the bill up in the Senate and then
jroceed with the bill. !t is the present procedure,
ind I think should be maintained, that any bills
vhich are not finally acted on should be killed in

that particular session and if the particular member
3f the legislature wants to reintroduce that bill,
if course he can do so in the next session.

I move for favorable passage of the amendment.

^r^BlaJx I just... we have no objection to this

to month and year to year?

Mr

.

Pex.ez No, the way the amendment is prepared.
It says , '^provi ded that bills and resolutions not
finally passed by both houses." That means that
it may be in the committee, it may be before one
of the houses, no matter what the posture of the
bill is at the time, that at the end of the session
if it has not been finally passed by both houses,
it should be automatically withdrawn from the files
of the legisla.ture.

Mr; Ro^ Delegate Perez, I'm for your amendment.
I just don't like the language very much of "shall
be automatically." I was wondering if we could in-
sert, maybe, and I hate to use my terminology be-
cause I am using a Latin phrase that has, as you
know, a meaning, but "or ipso facto withdrawn from
its files." Anything but "shall automatically be..
I just don't like "shall automatically",

lot at all . And I

too don't believe that a member of the legislatur
would sell this state down for fifty dollars a da
or fifty million dollars a day, Mr. Triche.

So I support the annual salary concept. Let t

legislature be in office for four years but let t

public know what their responsibilities are as a

legislature and when they can consider that they
will be in session. If you want it to be a year
around legislature, say so in the proposal. Don't Tegislature are withdrawn from its files." Just
come through the back door and say that they are do away with "shall be automatically" and just "are
going to be a continuous body. If you want a 365 a withdrawn."
day 1 egi si ature--say so.

I see no reason for the word 'continuous body' Mr. Pe rez Well, the question was raised that when
in this proposal. I think it is superfluous, it is it withdrawn from the files, and that's the
is ambiguous and I ask for the adoption of the amend- reason that the word "automatically" was inserted

My point in this is
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ues t 1 ons

- LeBleu Mr. Perez, maybe the clerk could answer Mr. Raybur n Mr. O'Neill, if we have committees

lis better. I just think "withdrawn from the files" of the legislature decide they want to adopt a r

ight pertain to House bills. Is there a term used lution directed to some state agency, would this

1 the Senate, "suspended indefinitely?" And would amendment prevent them from do'"" *^'* .,„io<:e ,.,»

ipply no references to

whether it has the effect of law or not. I know of

They withdraw it from the files of the many resolutions that many committees, after making

they are Senate bills. We withdraw them ...having a long deliberation, have adopted and

es of the House, then if they are Senate passed on to the various state agencies, their feel-

definitely postpone and vice versa, I ings or their findings and what they think maybe
they should look into during the time and while the

legislature was not in session. Would this amend-

Question ment prevent that?

r. Perez, as far as t|-

there probably might be a better wor

visage that to be the sort of functi

and Drafting might perform if it car

that would suit the delegates?

Mr. Perez
the
pol

Mr.
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mittee. If you cannot appear before the committee, ^^.^^ j^,^^, „^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ 3„y ^^^^ beyond sixty
they do not know your views and if final action is calendar days following the second Monday In May.
taken by a committee, then it goes straight to the p^^, ^^^ interim between adjournment and re-
floor moving for favorable passage convention, committees of the House may meet and

Not
you on the floor to address the entire legislature,

^^ ^^^ j^.,, ^^ resolution referred to the
respect

have no voice in the process. matter intended to have the effect of law shall be
introduced during any regular session after midnight
of the third Monday In May of each year.

Our legislative day Is a calendar day on which
either house of the legislature is in session.

B. The legislature may be convened at other
times by the governor or shall be convened upon the
written request of a majority of the elected members
to each house by the presiding officers of both
houses.

The governor, or the presiding officers of both
houses, as the case may be, shall Issue a proclama-
tion at least five days prior to convening the leg-
islature into extraordinary session. The proclama-
tion shall state the object or objects for conven-
ing the legislature in extraordinary session, the
date on which the legislature is to be convened,
and the number of days for which the legislature Is

convened.
The power to legislate under the penalty of

^. ^ , , ,^ nullity shall be limited to the object specifically
nate future problems which could result enumerated in the proclamation convening the extra-
^„ ,„„.,„g5 of this convention, amendments ordinary session, and the session shall be limited

Mr.
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point. We have heard many people speak on the pro-

position of bills being introduced late and having
a logjam at the end of the session. This is an

effort to clear that up, to provide that bills will

be introduced in time to have an appropriate number
of days for the committees to meet and act to hear
all public bodies, or all public interests, and all

people who might want to speak on these matters.
We further define a legislative day as a calendar

day on which either house of the legislature is in

session. This definition merely is added to give
lead-way to the proposition that the legislature
has sixty days within to meet its fifty legislative-
day period. In other words, if the legislature so

desires, it can adjourn for 2 or 3 days, go home,
and listen to the constituents and come back and
this will not be counted against the fifty legisla-
tive days that they can meet. As we have a problem
now in annual sessions, you come into sessions for

sixty days and if you recess, well your time limit
is still running. And we have heard many delegates,
and many representatives, and many people professing
that the legislature does not have time under the
present provisions in order to take care of the busi-
ness at hand.

This is a very important section. It further
deletes the present system of sessions, and as the

way we know it, by providing for general annual ses-
sions without referring to fiscal sessions.

I will be happy to answer any questions. I think
the section pretty much speaks for itself if you
read it closely. I feel, personally, that it is a

step in the right direction; it gives the legislature
the latitude that it might need. But it also pro-
tects the public in that it allows for' the legisla-
ture to come in, organize, and take appropriate ac-
tion that it may need in order to get its business
in order before proceeding directly to considering
legislation perhaps that it hasn't had an opportunity
to review.

Ques t i ons

Mr. Derbes Mr. Fayard, as I understand the pro-
posal, it provides for what I think is something
very good, an interim period. But it also permits
legislation to be introduced after an interim period.

I see that as announcing one premise and then devi-
ating from it. Do you see a contradiction there?

Mr. Fay ard Delegate Derbes, the way I see it the

figures that have been provided to us shows that the
majority of the legislation, I believe I am right
is presently introduced in the first five days and
there is a cut off in the constitution at this time
that extends beyond this. I feel that the matters
...there will be a great majority of matters intro-
duced during this five-day period, but the committee
felt that it could not absolutely limit introduction
to the initial five-day period in the event that say,
active committee hearing on some of the bills that
have been introduced made the determination that
new legislation, new bills, new measures would have
to be introduced.

Mr. Derbes But as I understand the provision, the
provision is not established in order to be for the
convenience of the legislature. The provision is

established in order to encourage public import
during an interim period.

So, if that's the purpose of the provision, why
not make the provision applicable to all bills, the
interim period applicable to all bills and perhaps
extend the interim period by ten days.

How do you respond to that?

Hr. Fayard Well, we had a great deal of research
done in this, and it would appear from the results
we came up with, that the five-day period would also
be used to a great majority for organizational pur-
poses other than introduction of bills.

Now if, if. ..we came to the determination that if

you limit the introduction to the five-day period,
then it may take away time for other organizational
purposes. Further, I believe the public is more
safeguarded by the provision as drafted in that it

Kould give the public an opportunity to see what
legislation would be introduced during that period
and give the committees a chance to meet and furthe
allow them an additional week, say, to introduce
Tiore bills through their individual legislators.

Amendments

-. Poynter Amendments proposed by Delegate Ray-
jrn, Kilpatrick, Casey, Fulco, Ginn, Juneau and
iny, many others.
Amending the reprinted as engrossed proposal as

Amendment No. 1 on page 1, delete lines 21

through 32 both inclusive in their entirety and
insert in lieu thereof the following, quote, "Sec-
tion 2. A. The legislature shall meet annually in

regular session for not more than sixty legislative
days which need not be consecutive, but no regular
session shall continue beyond eighty calendar days
after convening. The legislature shall convene at
twelve o'clock noon on the fourth Monday in April
of each year. No new matter intended to have the
effect of law shall be introduced or received by

either house of the legislature after midnight of

the nineteenth calendar day of the session except
by a favorable record vote of two-thirds of the
elected members of each house. A legislative day
is a calendar day on which either or both houses
are in session."

Amendment No. 1 on page 2, delete lines one

through nine both inclusive in their entirety.

Explanation

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
this amendment does not make too much change in

the present language that is now contained in the
committee proposal. It does, however, take out the
five-day period where we shall convene for a period
not to exceed five days, introduce bills, hold hear-
ings if we so desire, without being able to take
any action, go home for a certain period and then
come back, introduce bills for seven more days and
continue our work for a period not to exceed fifty-
five days.

These amendments allow the legislature what I

think they should be allowed. It provides to meet
on the same day and say that we could not meet over
sixty days in an eighty day period which means that
the 1 egi s la ti ve. . . when either body of the legisla-
ture in session, that will be a legislative day.
But it does prevent us from having Saturdays and
Sunday charged against the Legislative day if we
are not in session. I have seen in the last ses-
sion, when the legislature had to meet on a Sunday,
and I don't think it's good for this legislature
to meet on a Sunday, but because of the time element
and because Sunday was a legislative day, we had to

meet on Sunday to get our work done. I don't think
that's right. These amendments give the right to

the legislature to meet sixty days. If we want to

convene, call ourselves in session, not necessarily
call ourself in session because we will be in ses-

sion, introduce bills for fifteen days and go home
for ten days, we can do that under the provisions
of my amendment.

But I can truthfully tell you since with my ex-

perience in the legislature, if we meet five days
and we are not allowed to vote, that's going to be

five days wasted. When you come back and come back
in session, you are going to have to go through the

same procedure before you vote on a bill. Vou are

going to have to have probably the same argument
because if it's a close vote, one side or the other
won't yield, you are going through the same proced-
ure again before you can take a final vote.

And another thing that I see wrong. If the pre-
sent committee proposal is adopted in 1974, the

legislature will convene on April 22 and will re-

cess on April 26 and will come back on May 13 which
is a sixteen-day waiting period.

In 1975, and I don't know what it will be in

1980, but I did find a '75 calendar, in 1975 the

legislature will convene on April the 28th, the same

month and same day as '74, we will recess five days
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afterward which we
May 12, a nine day
coming up, we will
teen-day waiting pe
iod. And if you wo
this convention, we

ill be May 5 and will come back
apse. So in the first two years
ave a variation between a six-
iod and a nine-day waiting per-
Id apply the same formula to
«ere provided to meet from Janu-

ary to January,
centage formula
fifty-five days

If you would provide the same per-
vhich I believe five days out of
is about nine percent, if you would

provide the same formula to this proposal as the
language it carries at this moment, we would meet
over here one-third of our time or almost one month,
I mean thirty days. We would meet thirty days and
would not be able to vote or would not be able to

take action.
I merely mention that to show you where I think

this is going to cause a lot of problems. Now I

know who wants this. And if your ears haven't been
plugged lately, I think you know because it's been
well lobbied. But let me say to the lobbyists in

this state, that they don't need a cool-off period
to lobby, they do pretty good lobbying when you are
in session. They have in the past. But I know what
they want to do, I know what they'd like to do.

They'd like to get us over here and have us in ses-
sion for five days, hear our arguments, hear how
we're feeling, but no record vote. Then they've got
a lapse of ten or fifteen days to try to persuade us
to change our minds. Oh, it won't hurt you to change
your mind. Nobody really knew how you felt to start
with. No record of it. I know what's behind it.

And I think that the legislature should have the
right if they think we should meet five days or ten
days and go home for ten days, that should be left
up to the members of that body. And I may never be
a member of that body after this term. I don't
really know. But I don't think the constitution
should say to the people who run for public office,
"you've got to go to Baton Rouge, you've got to meet
five days, you can't vote on nothing." Oh, no.

You can't take a vote, but you've just got to go
over there and be seen. You know how many would be

seen? Not enough to see.
Who's going to sit in a committee all day, day

in and day out, when they can't vote? Then when we
come back, we've got to go over the same procedure
again. And I have no quarrel with the waiting
period. I think you're going to see that whether
you put it in the constitution or not, I think you're
going to see it. I think it's a good thing. But
I don't think it's good to tell us that we've got
to be in session five days, we've got to go home,
we've got to come back, we've got seven more days to

introduce bills, and then we go to work. I think
that that should be left to the members that desire
to run for the office and get elected and I ask the
adoption of the amendments.

Ques

Mr . Roy Delegate Raybu
amendment. On your last
to atrike "or both house
and just say "legislativ
on which either house is

that's exactly what you

rn, I just have a technical
sentence, would you agree

e days of the calendar year
in session" because I think

mean

.

Mr. Ro/ I didn
no"'6'bjection to

Mr. Rayburn Th
rrfiink that we

in truthfully tell

i
us t compl eted , I

'

tee, the House App
meet a week or te

you th

n Chair

1 days

. Roy , is this,
:tle leeway, and
session that

le Finance Com-
Munson, did

the session?

M r. Hen ry

Rayb
they
sion c

approp
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let a week prior to the session, th

fd regular commi.ttee meetings after the se
ened. The Senate got a two million doll
tion bill five days before we had to hav

it on the Governor's desk. I merely mention that
to show you some of the problems we are confronted
with, some of the problems we have that if you have
never served, you don't know about, and that's the
reason that I'm asking you to adopt these amendments.
Let us meet sixty days. Let us figure out the way
we want to meet. If we want to come in for ten days
and introduce bills, this says it's got to be done
within fifteen days or nineteen calendar days which
will give us an opportunity not to count Saturday
and Sunday against us if we want to go home. After
all, some of us have families. You're all business
people. You like to be home on the weekend, and I

5t good for the dignity of this state
/e to meet on a Sunday, but we've been
le past, to that because the time ele-
'm merely trying to say that with this
3u will let us kindly arrange our work-
in the manner that we think is best

think i
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Je'd have to commit to eighty Hr. Fayard Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, 1

ty working day period. Is that would like to get up here and say that my committee
is behind me 100% in the proposal which I have pre-
viously explained to you. I was sitting down at

Mr. Rayburn Well it provides for a sixty day ses- ^y jesk just now, I counted on this floor amendment
sion in a given period not to exceed eighty days, the names of six of my committee members. I don't
which means that Saturday and Sunday wouldn't be |<no„ „hat happened last night when I went home to
counted a Legislative day. However, under this j^y hello to the people back home, but something
provision if the Legislature desired to meet and go happened. So I'm speaking on behalf of myself. I

sixty days straight through, they could. If they believe that, I have one with me.
desired in the odd years to have a thirty day ses- j jq „;,( have much in opposition to Senator
sion, they can. If they desire to have a 45 day Rayburn's amendment. However, I think that the
session, they can. They just cannot exceed a sixty section as presented to you by the committee is a

day session in an eighty day period. Senator Nunez, better provision. We have studied this over a per-
and my purpose for that, the original provision adds ^^^ ^f approximately three to four months. We
up to approximately eighty days, and the reason for started out with the premise of having wide open
that was that I wanted to try to get away from work- sessions. The Legislature shall meet in annual
ing on weekends if we could, particularly on Sundays. sessions as provided by law, and we have come down

to a provision which I think, not only protects the
"'" Nunez My point is, when you say the Legisla- public, but gives them in the terms, at least the
tui-e shall meet at 12 o'clock on the fourth Monday phrase of one of my committee members, a bargain,
in April of each year, and if I'm planning ahead, as ^ aHows the public to be kept informed of exactly
a Legislator and also as a businessman and what have „f,3t , ; going on. It allows the public to have an
you, and trying to design my future time, in effect opportunity to appear before committee meetings.
I don't know what days we will meet, but I will have j^ aiiows the public to be more informed on bills
to say from the fourth Monday in April I have to ^„^ measures introduced prior to the actual legis-
look forward to eighty days, whether they be con- lative vote on these measures. There was mention
secutive days or otherwise, we'll be working for ^^^^ about the different time periods as a result
sixty days but it will be an eighty day period. The of the sort of waiting period or interim period,
point that I am trying to make is that if the prob- At least the public would know what these time
lem is in the thirty day session, and I think that's periods are. It's in the constitution. It's
the problem, because having served in the Legislature established by the constitution. It's very simple
for the past few years, the thirty day fiscal ses- , f you look at the chart that was passed out on
sion seems to present a problem. The sixty day y^^^^ desk, and this is the way it will be. I do
annual sessions every even number years doesn't seem p^t oppose the concept of allowing the Legislature
to have a problem. Would you be acceptable to a to be very flexible, however, I think the dates
provision that would just put us in sixty annual ^„a times on which the Legislature meets should be
days, sixty day sessions annually? And spell out established in the constitution. There may be a
that we shall meet the second Monday of May, just difference between nine and fifteen days, but if
like we do now, and go to the sixty days, just like you allow the amendment to be passed, the Legisla-
we do now in the regular session, so to speak. That ture would be possible to come in in one year for
way we would put the Legislature in an annual sixty one day and then recess for twenty days. The next
day session without going the eighty days and the yg^r it could come in for two days and then recess
other terminology you have in here. for four days, or what have you. I don't see how

the public could be more informed by allowing the
Mr. Raybu rn Senator Nunez, if this amendment fail.s, passage of this amendment. I further think that
I certainly would welcome that amendment. I think insofar as the lobbyists are concerned, that it
it is far better than the one we now have before us doesn't bother me that much. I feel like that most
in the original proposal. of the Legislators are over here for the public and

that they do what the public wants, and that they
Mr. Abra ham Mr. Rayburn, you stated awhile ago „ant their public to know what is happening. It
that this actually gives you a little bit more flex- jee^s „ery odd to me that every four years you have
ibility than what the original proposal has, and new Legislators coming over. They are allowed to
this is what you feel that the Legislature needs. take office one day and then start deliberation on
Would you be in favor of being constitutionally the Appropriations Bill and matters of public inter-
provided with, the flexibility of saying that the est the next day, and it was the intent of the com-
Legislature shall meet in annual sessions as pro- mittee to try to solve this problem. To give the
vided by law, which allows the Legislature to pass Legislature the opportunity and the time to maybe
laws then, determining exactly when their regular meet for five days, organize, consider measures,
sessions will be and how they will set them up and refer them to committee, get freshman Legislators
give this freedom to the Legislature to do this? oriented and then come back to hear the matters,

Mr. Rayburn I 'm tryi ng to do tha t
.

Not quite as p^.ides" ? further'feertharihis'irthe'Klsl*"

sions without any restrictions, and then you have
Mr . Henry Senator, you might wind up your remarks advocates trying to limit the Legislature to meet
if you have anything else to say. say fifteen days a year, thirty days a year or go

back to keep the fiscal session. In my personal
'^L^Ail^^LH "r. Chairman, and members, I hope you opinion this proposal. Section 2A, as presently
will go along and adopt this amendment. I can truth- drafted solves these problems, and it does allow
fully tell you that I think it's in the best inter- the public to know exactly when the Legislature
est, It will give the Legislature a right to sched- meets and it's a mandate to the Legislature that
ule their work and to, I think, better handle their they must be organized prior to taking final action
work, and I think this is far better than telling q„ j^y matter. Thank you.
the Legislature, and it's plain in the proposal here,
that you shall meet and convene at 12 o'clock noon Further Discussion
on the fourth Monday in April of each year, not to
exceed five calendar days. I just think that's go- ^r. O'Neill Mr. Chairman, members of the conven-
ing a little too far. I think, in my opinion, that's Hon . T FTse with Calvin Fayard as a member of the
going to be fi.ve days that will not be fully uti- Legislative Committee and I too ask what happened
lized by the legislature, and I ask you to adopt overnight. By a vote of 8 to 1, late yesterday,
the amendments. „e adopted the proposal that you have in front of

you. 1 too wonder what happened overnight. Let me
Further Discussion say that from the beginning of our committee, the

beginning of our hearings, I have been in favor of
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then, to try to consider the legislation in commit-

9 about. tee, to try to consider it on final passage in both
Houses, and I think Mr. Rayburn's proposal solves

Except that it is not as specific as „,any ^f our problems, permits the Legislature by its
^'^5 ^° ^^- own mechanics, to establish the method of introduc-

tion. To have committee hearings without the Leg-
Further Discussion islature being in session. To have committee hear-

ings during this eighty day period to properly clean
up and consider legislation. There are many merits
to Mr. Rayburn's proposal, and 1 urge you to adopt

Chai
men of the convention, I want to say, with referenc
to the draft of this particular Section A, it's not
exactly as I would have drafted, but I can tell you
I feel that having been in the Legislature for some
time, that it is a vast improvement over what we
have now. I particularly like the feature about

ing
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ofone ot you and everyone of you, would like to know
1n advance, thirty days in advance, before the leg-
islature considers these bills that come up. This
will give the legislators an opportunity to hold
the committee meeting in that period of time. If

you've been in the legislature when they have com-
mittee meetings and there's some bill that's going
to hurt your business or you think is going to hurt
your area and you want to testify they'll set a time
for the committee meetings. Then you go all the way
up there from New Orleans or Shreveport and you find
that the committee meeting has been cancelled and
you have to go back home. These are the things that
we want to try to correct in this constitution.
Gentlemen and ladies, please vote against this amend-

nt of Information

Mr. Abraham Mr. Riecke made the statement that if

this amendment passes, it kills all subsequent amenc
ments to this particular section. That's not cor-
rect, is it? The other amendments will still be

considered and might supersede this one if they're
passed. Will it not?

Mr. Henry The other amendments certainly would be
considered. If this amendment were adopted and we
began considering the other amendments because of
the way they were worded and this amendment had
been adopted they may have to be redrafted but they
would be considered.

Mr. Abraham His i

ered, would it not'

Mr. Henry Yes s

amendment could sti

ecke May I answer that;

nee of

Mr. Henry Points of order I'm suppos
to, Mr. Riecke, but in as much as you
the floor, I will let you proceed.

Mr. Riecke This is in direct opposit
session and if you pass this, there's
the other amendments on a split session being ever
considered. You've passed what they've advocated.

Vice Chairmar

Furtht

Mr. Flory Madam Cha
vention, I rise in op,,-^
amendment. He mentioned
commi ttee ' s prop
bit of f
brea

, „,,„,...ian, delegates to the con-
n opposition to Senator Rayburn's
-''---" - '^tle lobbying on the

-ttle
nament. ne rnentiunea a iiLLie luuuyiny un in

imittee's proposal. Looks like there was a li

. of the lobbying going on last night and at
akfast this morning from what I am told. And

that's good too.
Let me say to you that those of you that can re

call the last referendum election the issue of an
annual sixty day session was submitted to the peop
of this state .

of that, support the committee's proposal because
I think that proposal does provide adequate safe-
guards to the public. It does provide for a work-
able legislative session on an annual basis. How-
ever, what is contained in amendment Senator Rayburn
has is an eighty day session of the legislature
every year. Put it anyway you want to. That is

exactly what it means.
It does not provide for a prefiling period and

I have heard I would suggest a far majority of the
legislature repeatedly over the years say that they
needed a prefiling session. They needed a period
of time with which they could go home and get the
reaction of the voters in their district as well
as to interpret what is contained in the legislation
that had been introduced.

I admit that it is a possibility that Senator
Rayburn's proposal that could be done. But there
is no guarantee in that proposal that it will be
done .

Let me suggest to you what could very easily
happen.

The legislature could be in session three or
four days a week. Adjourn and hold committee meet-
ings one or two days a week or a remainder of the
week. And you've got eighty session days of the
legislature.

The last three regular sessions 800 bills. House
and Senate have been introduced in the first five
days of the legislature. I suggest to you that is

a good case load for the legislature to begin work
after they come back during the interim period from
the prefiling period and committees proposals and
start work on the first day of the session when they
come back the second Monday in May.

I believe that what is contained in Senator Ray-
burn's proposal will not be accepted by the people
of this state. Already having spoken against the
annual sixty day session without any restrictions
whatsoever in the period prescribed in his amend-

I can't help but believe, that the public of this
state is entitled to know on an annual basis what
they can expect and I can't help but believe that
the legislature itself, would want to have a pre-
filing period spelled out for the purpose of pre-
filing. Where no action could be taken until the
bills were printed to get some reaction. And let
the public find out what is in those bills. Now if

the public is not entitled to that, and they are
paying the bill, then you tell me what they are
entitled to.

I believe that if you reject this amendment that
in the further deliberations upon this subject if

the committee proposal does not suit your fashion
that other pr-oposals will be considered that you
might find more possible than what is presented here.
Once you adopt this amendment, for all practical
purposes, the majority of the delegates he speak.
And as a practical matter, how can you get adopted
a subsequent proposal that might even be a better
proposa 1

.

I ask you to give this consideration, reject this
amendment. Let us establish in the constitution a

prefiling period with a period of recess for the
public's good. Let them find out what has been pre-
sented and give them adequate opportunity to come
to the legislature and be heard. After all, that
is what a democracy is all about, representing the
views of the majority.

How can that majority be heard if they don't know
what's going on? Under the committee's proposal,
I suggest to you that can be done. Now, I was in

attendance at the committee meeting when they adopted
their proposal. I heard the chairman of this con-
vention speak in favor of that proposal. And I

agree that perhaps it is now time to spell out on
an annual basis what should be done with the ses-

sions of the legislature and under what conditions
they can meet and should meet. And 1 ask that you
reject this amendment and give favorable considera-
tion to the committee's proposal as it comes up.

Further Discussion

Mr. Juneau Madam Chairman, fellow delegates, some
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reference was made earlier to I think six members
, ^^.^^ . . ^ .^

^^
,

.

of the commutee as to where hey were last night ,^j„, ^„^^ ^„„„
^^a^^

^^5 ^ ^^^„^^ to get his feet

:?re [o^?:ir.orrha[°f l'l°''''
''''' '"'

'
^°'"' -^ ^^ "-^^^^-"^ ^ grace period during Shich he may

the Piccadi
be able to return home if he chooses
back and listen to the comments that

ger turnip greens and custard pie. Thereafter, I „ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^ „^ ^^^^ ^^^
went to my apartment and slept. I saw Mr. Casey
in the interim period and indicated to me he said
'do you think you would favor a proposal wherein
would remove the five year limitation which I, pu

licly and in committee and in committee voiced ob

jection to. And to extend the period to eighty nnir," nf "n^" return' "iha t'eacli ' of

"

spect to as
number of bi

past.
It may be

1 1 expressed concern over And I said ^^^^ ^^^^^ „, ^^^^^ ^^^,^ ^, t 3,,

l*]^} "°!;1^ P^°^^^l^..^^^l'"lL^!^^?' a mtle better than what the other guy
than what we have. And he said if such a propos
would be proposed would you join as a co-author and ""^fbel i eve' thaTthrprovi lion

'

that ' the'"c
I said I would. If that is the
they are referringto I admit guilt.

^ ^ ^^^
I might tell you that I offered the original pro- Jpl*. ,rp

that would allow for 120 day p '

'

the end, we're just spending a lot of ti

on that the
gall the peopl

ey hold weight
Saturday and Sunday. I don't think they

'?\ ^
K u r ^/ ;

f^"'" "siaUt about not---you're [your] ,._ „....,
I have backed off of my provisions to attempt to ^^ ^ ^^^^ ,3^ ^f tf,^ convention of the peopl-,„„ ,. ,.,. = t I thought was a realistic, strength- because you haven't had a score vote.
ig fact of the legislature. And that's why that the young legislator having a char

hink this amendment IS good
, ^ ,. ,

to meet his fellow legislators to know how they
I do not plead infallibility and I do plead that ^^^^^ generally is in a better position in the f

can be educated by other members of this conven- analysis to determine what legislation he will c
ion. I thought for edification Purposes you would ^^„ ^^^ support and then go back--come back her
Ike to know that we considered at length most of -^^^ gj busy on

the adoption of the proposal of the corn-

ejection of the amendment.

that are being suggested as ame
And while we are talking about lobbyists pro
overnight may I remind you, that at the comm
hearing yesterday, for the first time, to my know- Further Discuss
ledge an amendment was proposed by Mr. O'Neill.
Which in essence would have reinserted into the
stitution what we have now in fiscal sessions.

I submit to you, I think he did in good cons
but the same would apply. Where does it come f

Ladies and gentlemen, what I am attempting t

tell you is this. Over the committee proposals
Rayburn amendment does nothing to mean more than re- Iv is^half'of t
move the five day limitation which I t'--'^'

''

'
'" "

Mr.
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house why, because you are attempting to meet seven
days a week and you had a number of people that had

to go home one or two days to transact their own
business. This leaves them the one or two days to

go home and transact business. And certainly I

wholeheartedly agree that there should be enough
days in the week for us to transact business without
having to meet on Sunday. This would leave you the

Sunday to be retained as it set out in the command-
ments.

Would like to cover briefly the three or four
things again that I think is the difference.

Number 1, you still maintaining the sixty days.
You are releasing the hamstrings on the legislature
and letting them move as they see fit according to

the work load that they have. You will be permit-
ting them to go forward with the special appropria-
tion bill for instance, to pay the expenses of the
legislature which means that they will pay their
employees on time.

You will permit the members of the legislature.

AS 1 say, you would take the five day restric-
tion off permit the legislature to go about
their work then in accordance with their work
load. They can meet, assign bills to committees
and in a number of instances go ahead with com-
mittee hearings.

If you have the fourteen days waiting period.
A five day introduction period at which time
nothing can be taken up. Then it will require
a suspension of every conceivable rule that
you have and taking advantage of the House and
the Senate taking up the same subject matter
on the third day in the House and the first
day in the Senate even to get by with twenty-five
days

.

And if you go the normal routine, you could
easily run in the neighborhood of thirty days
before you make a payroll to the employees.

Now, if this makes sense, there is something
wrong with me.

You say that we want to give a legislature
all the freedom and that is all I have heard
since I got here. We want a free legislature
that they can move independently. Leave them
the five days, let them move as they see fit.
And then let them move into other work as the
work load would project. And let them assign
the work load and work it out. And this is

simply what the Rayburn amendment does. So
I have urged the adoption of it.

Point of Information

Mr. Kean I understand the Chairman to have stated
that if the Rayburn amendment passes, that the
other amendments that are in the hands of the clerk
will be then taken up for consideration.

I rise to ask the question if the Rayburn amend-
ment passes, does that then become the matter on the
floor and can that be amended.

iou speak on that

Mr. Poynter Yes, Mr. Kean. Certainly, as you
stated it is absolutely correct. That amendment
would be appropriate in the manner that it has been
proposed to delete the previous amendments and in-
sert in lieu thereof the language that they wish to

insert. Or in the alternative, amendments could be
proposed to the text of the language which would be
inserted if the Rayburn amendment is adopted by
this convention.

Closing

Mr. Ray burn Madam Chairman, fellow delegates, much
has been said here about lobbying. 1 want to take
just a moment and tell all of you and ask all of you
how many times I lobbied. Yes, I talked to a very

[242]

few of you, very few. But I want to ask you how
many times you have been lobbied by someone speaking
in opposition to this bill.

And let's set the record straight. I oppose this

original plan and I am happy some of the committee
members have authored my amendments because they
think I've got a better plan or not. A lot of other
people who discuss this.

They said Mr. Flory said we would have an

eighty day session. Well under his provision you
could have an eighty day session if the days of the

month fell right.
It is about a seventy-six day session like it is.

You are going to meet on the fourth Monday for

five days and then you are going home the fourth
Monday of April you are going home -till the second
Monday in May. So it's according to where those
Mondays fall. That could a three weeks or more to

four weeks lap right there.
So there is no big difference in the days, may

be [maybe] one or two not over a half a dozen at
the most.

Well I want to say to you Rev. Stovall, if this

committee proposal is adopted like it is it would
put the legislature in about the same category as

you and Rev. Landrum.
If you were holding a revival, you would preach

your heart out for five days but nobody could join
the church. They had to go back home and think it

over three weeks, come back and you had to start
preaching all over again.

Now, let me say to you, if you don't think time
changes things, why are all these amendments here.

All of those that appeared this wonderful committee
system that we have and it is good, it's awful flex-
ible though. Here's the committee's proposal. Here
several of them have had a change of heart. They
read off somethi ng-- the first time I ever heard of

we introduced a lot of amendments, but I never had
my competition read before but I actually don't mind,
but you've done that and that's all right. That's
all right, I guess. There are about fourteen others
up there changed their minds. So the committee sys-
tem is so fair--so great and so gracious we wasted
a lot of time or this committee did that heard this.

You are seeing democracy in its truest form this
moment. You are seeing people have a chance to

change proposals. You are seeing committee members
changing their minds. I have seen that for thirty-
two years at the end of this session. Thirty-two
years

.

When you spend five days meeting, deliberating
and don't take a vote and you go back home what are
you going to talk about. You're going to tell your
people what you talked about while you were over
here. They say well did they do. Oh, he didn't
do nothing-- just talked.

They just talked, you are going to take three
weeks to come back. They are going to start talking
again. Oh, that sounds good for somebody who wants
a little time that had to see a bill they wanted to

kill. That would give them five days to kinda look
it over and three weeks to kill it.

Well, you don't think I would drop a bill that
I knew I was going to have some problems with in

that session the first five days, do you. I've
dropped one or two when I first came here, but I

learned. I caught on.

Any time you drop one in there you are giving
opposition that much more time to shoot at it. You
know when they get a chance at mine, the last night
the last minute before deadline for introducing.

There's nothing wrong with this proposal. It is

letting the legislature do a little bit of what the

people elected them to do. It's no eighty day ses-

sion. It's tied down in a sixty day session. It

does give you eighty days to do your work.
And I don't believe that any legislature should

convene on a Sunday. And that was one of my inten-
tions was trying to prevent that from happening in

the future.
I think I am entitled to a day or two at home

to see the baby's mamma, I hope I am.

This would let us work five days a week, take
Saturday and Sunday off. Go home and talk to our
people if we so desire. Of course most of them.
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including myself, have usually got somebody who wants they are responsible businessmen, they are not in-

to take us on a fishing trip. Or some other kind of terested in squandering the state's money as Mr.

little trip. Well, I want to tell it like it is. Rayburn can attest. They are interested in getting

But I would hate to come over there and meet for down here and getting their work done and going

five days and discuss bills and go back home and home.

maybe the farm bureau says well what did they do I think there is going to be sufficient pressure

on that House bill so and so--that had so and so to from the different interests of the state to keep

do with--They ain't done nothing. Just talked about the sessions within reasonable bounds. That I per-

it. sonally am not worried about [...] of the privilege

In my opinion that would be five days wasted and or right that they would be given to conduct their

that's my main opposition to the proposal in its business for themselves.
present form. I think that one of the next sections proposed

I hope you will adopt my proposal. I'm not going to put the legislature on a salary. I am in com-

to tell you it's perfect but I do think it's an plete agreement with this. I think that they are

improvement. on a salary, they are adequately compensated, let
them come down here for however long it takes for

Chairman Henry in the Chair them to take care of the state's business. And I

think one further thing that allowing them suffi-
[Amendment adopted: 84-34. Motion to cient time to meet to consider the budget, to con-

sider any other matters that they need to consider
is going to allow them to at least equalize their
strength with that of the Governor. And I urge
that you accept the amendment.

this time. Further
Amendment No. . , .

through 32 both inclusive in their entirety and on Mr . Abraham Fellow delegates, I voted

page

,i.ied.]
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come back in so many days. He needs to know from '^°'

year to year, and for^several years exactly how
Mr, penners^ Yes, I think it would be dating it.

resee at some time, the
1 time where in sixty days might not
just as thirty days has proved not

y are
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Ids of the people
constitution.

; possibility beMr.
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this amendment does quite a few things
rhen they will recess for thirty days. That's that this convention needs to do and I appeal to

iense of fair play that is consistent with
ive been doing and what we have been trying
this state and we support this bill. I

you that we go back to the principle of
where we voted unanimously to endorse or

1 meet for ten days.



secut
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be
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Mr.
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bitant and unjustified tax exemptions. It seems

anymore, I don't intend to run anymore, but I'm down that the legislature would also be denied the fact

here to make a good constitution. I think this of repealing any, let's say, undue and unjust tax
should go in the constitution, so I ask you please exemptions that may already exist in odd years,

go along with this amendment.
Mr. Jack Well, about the only thing I can answer

Further Discussion to that is of course this isn't my amendment. You

should have asked the authors, but Senator Rayburn,
Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, you might talk to him, he'd mentioned something
under the present law, as you know, you cannot in- about granting a tax exemption like these different,
troduce measures to levy new taxes or increase exist- I believe, local clubs when they sell Christmas
ing taxes during the 30 day session. Now that's trees and things like that are being charged by the

pretty historical thing because prior to the 30 day State Tax Collector a sales tax on it and maybe ex-

session, we didn't have any sessions in the odd empt them in the law. Those things, they just don't
years. Now, it seems to me if we change that, we are happen often would be my only answer I could give
indicating to the people that we are tax minded. I you. But what I'm saying, the overall picture and
don't think anybody here wants to infer that they the thing with me, these things arenot special, I'm

have in the back of their head already, to start just putting out what I think and what the people
pouring it on peoples' sick back when they are rid- want, and I just think it would be fine for the peo-
den with taxes now. Bear in mind that some people pie to continue to know that the regular session,
didn't know this [...] but I'm not sure you know. which has been in the past the 30 day session in the

During the odd years the Governor can call a special odd year, they are going to be able to sit down and
session and can have tax bills, so you don't have quit shaking and worrying about a new tax or in-

to worry about that. Under this constitution, you creased tax, and it will be continued right on in

are having provisions that are not hard to do for the constitution. That's all I have to say.
the legislature to call itself in a special session.
What you will be doing by adopting this amendment. Further Discussion
you'll be giving some peace of mind to the people
of this state. Now I want you to listen a minute Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the

because I'm going to give you a few instances that amendment. If I appreciate the present constitution,
I don't think many of you have heard unless you can taxes cannot be increased in the fiscal sessions nor

go back as far as 1940-1946, and along these. I can a special session be called 30 days prior to or

cannot answer on these things since '64, but having after the fiscal session for that purpose. I be-
been in the House in 1940-1964, I saw many times lieve that if there is sufficient need for additional
these kind of things happen. And I'm not accusing revenue it could be easily handled in the even num-
people of it, but people wanted tax dipping outfits bered years in the sessions of the legislature,
for various reasons, and why should people contin- And I don't believe that the people of this state
ually, at every session, have to go down to, fight ought to be subjected to 80 days every year, the
off the taxes even if they're not needed. I saw a possibility of increased taxes. As a matter of fact.
Representative one time in New Orleans, he had seven i think you've just about reached the saturation
different tax bills against the motion picture in- point now on what the people can pay in the way of

dustry. I saw another Representative where he had taxes in this state. When you go to talking about
his schoolhouse burned and he needed three hundred a session for taxes every year, I submit that that
thousand, and he had twenty something tax bills in- had a great deal to do with the defeat of the annual
troduced. I never did see as many. On one of them, 60 day session that the people voted on in this
I never will forget, Russell Long was helping his state. Because inherent in that proposal was the
uncle Earl, and I tried to get ahold of Earl Long authority to raise taxes every year. Attention has
and I couldn't. It was a tax on this outdoor sign- been called to the repealing of tax exemption. I

board, so much a square foot. And Russell Long, don't think industry ought to be faced, every year,
that's when I learned he was left handed, seeing him with legislation introduced to change the constitu-
write it, met me that night and figured it out and tion of this state to repeal the industrial tax

exemptions. I think they're entitled to that year
of grace to know how to plan their corporate budgets
for expansion, to hire additional workers rather
than losing a tax exemption that they might enjoy
given them by the vote of the people of this state.
I ask you to adopt this amendment. Assure the peo-

ple of this state you' re not going to raise taxes
every year, that they'll only be considered on a

bi-annual basis. Adopt this and keep faith with
the people of this state.

[previous Question ordered. Record vut

ordered. Amendment rejected: 51-56.
Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Amen dment s

Mr^ Poynter Amendments proposed by Mr. Weiss to

the "reprinted bill.
These go to the Rayburn amendment and I will try

to. ..you can try to follow along if you still have
the copy of the amendment that the convention adopted
proposed by Mr. Rayburn.

Amendment No. 1 on page 1, in delegate Amendment
Nj. 1 proposed by Delegate Rayburn and others and
adopted by the convention today. Delete lines 3,

4, and 5 of said amendment in their entirety and

insert in lieu thereof the following:
"...Calendar days. The legislature shall con".
Amendment No. 2 on page 1 in delegate Amendment

No. 1 proposed by Delegate Rayburn and others adopted
by the convention on July 13, 1973. At the end of

line 9 delete 9-and at the beginning of line )0

delete '10' and insert in lieu thereof '15'.

[2501

it would have cost SI ,000 a year more to pay that
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Mr. Chairman, it might be in order— I can try to just want to clarify a statement that the Dr. made,

follow along to read the text of what it would read Under my amendment, we cannot meet but sixty days

like. in any one year. His amendment says sixty consecu-
tive days, if I read it right.

Mr. Henry If you will, do so. My amendment said we could not meet but sixty
days in an eighty day period which I was merely try-

Mr. Poynter As I appreciate the effect of the ing to give the legislature the weekends off if they

amendment. If the amendment were adopted, the Kay- so oesirec.
burn amendment would read as follows: They can meet thirty days under my amendment.

"The legislature shall meet annually in regular They can meet forty days but they can't meet but

sessions for not more than sixty calendar days. The sixty days. And it does give them each Saturday an

legislature shall convene at 12:00 o'clock noon on Sunday to have off if they so desire at their dis-

the fourth Monday in April of each year. cretion. And my amendment had nothing to do with

No new matter intended to have the effect of law increasing the days to 160.

shall be introduced to receive by either house of It tied them down not over sixty days. It don't

the legislature after midnight of the fifteenth cal- even say they have to be sixty days. Under this

endar day of the session except by a favorable rec- amendment if I understand it correctly Dr., you are

ord vote of two-thirds of the elected members of saying that the legislature can meet for sixty cal-

each house. endar days period. Which means that if we have got

A legislative day is a calendar day on which a heavy workload we would have to work on Saturday

either or both houses are in session. and Sunday and that's what I was trying to alleviat
nt No. 2 on page 2 delete lines 1 through with my amendments if the

9 both inclusive in their. ..it retains that amend- didn't have to work on aSaturday and Sunday

ment .
wi

" ' ' - -

lent have
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graphic and typographic and the expertise and assis-

tance that the legislators now have that they can

get through their work. We have one hundred to one

hundred fifty page document to complete here in about

four months. And I think we will be doing one, con-

siderably more work than the legislators have to do

with one thousand or two thousand bills, many of

which are rejected.
I urge you to accept this amendment for the peo-

ple of the state of Louisiana and I think that they

will appreciate this and in due time, the legisla-
tors also will find that they don't need as much
time as they have extended to themselves.

[Record vote ordered. Amendment rejected:

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[/ Journal 156-157]

^S, MEMORIALS, AND COMMUNICATIONS
[l Journal 157]

Wednesday , July IB, 1973. Substitute m
tion rejected: 27-79. Substitute moti
to adjourn to 9:30 o'clock a.m., Saturd
July 14, 1973. Substitute motion adopt
78-23. Adjournment to 9:30 o'clock a.m.

Saturday, July 14, 1973.]

[252]
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Saturday, July 14, 1973 We still have a very brief amendment and there can
be no question as to the time the legislature will

ROLL CALL be permitted to meet under this provision.
We have also revised it to comply with Senator

[72 delegates present and a quorum.] Rayburn's wishes, although I haven't discussed it

with him; but as he expressed yesterday, so that
PRAYER the legislature will not be required to meet on

Saturday and Sunday, and we have revised the time

Mr. Weiss Thank you, Mr. Chairman. limit so that the legislature will not have to re-

Almighty, and Everlasting God and Father whose convene on Friday and then recess until Monday. W

bounty sustains us, we ask Your favor for all Your have made every effort to conform as much as possi

children. Bless this assembly of devoted individ- with the amendment which you passed yesterday as i

uals who have been assigned the noble task of ere- troduced by Senator Rayburn and others,

ating a new constitution for the people of our great I think several of the members of our group wou

State of Louisiana. Unite our hearts in friendship like to discuss it further, Mr. Chairman, if that'

and fellowship and help us by showing how to best alright.
through truth. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Further Disci

Mr. Sutherland Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates,

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL this is a similar proposal to what we had yesterday,
[i Journal 159] but taking into consideration several of the objec-

tions which were raised on the floor in the form of

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL questions to this amendment.
[j Journal 159] It Still retains a provision for prefiling bills.

It contains a provision for the introduction of

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER bills and the dissemination of the information to

[i Journal 159-160] the voting public. It provides for a recess of fif-
teen calendar days. It provides for a recess which

UNFINISHED BUSINESS could vary from two weeks to three weeks and pro-
vides, also, that the committees may hold hearings

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE during this period of time.
Now, Senator Rayburn objected to the original

Mr. Poynter Unfinished business. Committee Pro- proposal on the basis that they would meet, go home,

posal No. 3, introduced by Delegate Blair, Chair- come back and were able to do everything that they

man on behalf of the Committee of Legislative Powers had to do in the seven days after they reconvene,
and Functions and other delegates composing members This provides that no bills may be introduced after

of that Committee. midnight of the fifteenth calendar day, except on a

Proposal making provisions for the legislative favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected members

branch of government, impeachment, and removal from of each House.
office. You also will notice that this provision that the

Of course, when we adjourned yesterday, you had legislative days after the session reconvenes is

adopted Section 1 and were considering Section 2 of more or less left to the discretion of the legis-

proposa I

Mr. Poynter
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and represen
Now if yo

this amendme
amendment.
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I wanted to introduce a measure which had to do

with say, cats, would this enable all people to

know that I was going to have a measure that had

to do something with cats. Is that right, sir?

Mr. Riecke Why, certainly.

hou
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legislature that had enough time and the tools and

where-with-all [wherewithal] to act judiciously and

properly and had enough time and availability to

discuss and consider all proposals and act intelli-
gently before it acted on any of the proposals. In

my judgment, this amendment by Mr. Riecke allows
that. The legislature would meet and for fifteen
days introduce bills. Bills could only be intro-
duced during that fifteen day preliminary session.
The only restriction on the preliminary session is

that committees would not be able to report nor the

legislature be able to take any action on bills
which would have the effect of law. But the legis-
lature could introduce all, would have to introduce
all of its bills in the first fifteen day prelim-
inary session. Those bills would be read, printed
in the newspaper, they would be read again a second
time, exposed to the public again and they could be

referred to committee within the first fifteen days.

The committees could then meet immediately. The
legislature would recess after the first fifteen
day period, would give the citizenry ample oppor-
tunity to become intelligently informed on the pro-
posals that have been introduced. It would give
the citizenry ample opportunity to provide whatever
input it wished into these legislative proposals.
And after the recess the legislature would come
back again and then begin to take the matters up

on third reading and final passage. I don't think
the legislature would be able to complain if we
adopt this proposal, that it never had enough time.

I don't think the citizenry would be able to com-
plain if we adopt this proposal that legislative
matters were sneaked through without it being in-

formed and without the opportunity to have ample
discussion and debate. I heard concern about tax
measures, tax measures slipping by in the darkness
of night, put over on the people who are not will-
ing to pay taxes and don't want to assume those
burdens. We had a proposal here yesterday to pro-
hibit the legislature from passing tax measures on
odd numbered years, and so forth, and I guess we'll
probably have some other proposals which will pro-
hibit the legislature from passing taxes except on
every fifth year, or sixth year, or tenth year.
The worry, and I have sympathy with those proposals,
but the worry is, the fear is that the legislature
is going to pass tax measures without proper delib-
eration and pass tax measures promi scousl y . And I

think this procedure eleminates [eliminates] all of
that because any tax measure would have to be intro-
duced in the first preliminary session, the first
fifteen days. Those matters would then be ad [...]
in the newspaper. The legislature could not act
upon that until about at least two weeks later,
which gives the citizenry ample opportunity to be-
come informed to contact their legislature, make
their wishes known. It would assure us of a com-
plete airing of the problem, and I only point up
taxes as an illustration. But all legislation
would be subject to the same scrutiny and should
be. The legislature has in its hands, the legis-
lature and the Governor of this state, the life,
liberty, well-being, health and prosperity of all

of the citizens of this state, and we ought to not
deal with the health, welfare, prosperity and lib-
erty of our citizens in a slip-shod fashion. We
ought to not do it in haste. We ought to do it
deliberately, and I hear some objection that this
hamstrings the legislature. I think, ladies and
gentlemen, we ought to hamstring the legislature.
We ought to hamstring it to the extent that we
guarantee that matters are not adopted in haste.
That matters lay in the legislature at least 25
days or so as this proposal will guarantee before
they are finally enacted in the law. We ought to
guarantee that there is a time of cooling off, a

recess period when the legislature can't move these
bills. A recess period when the citizenry would
have a right, the opportunity to study these bills
and make its wishes known to the legislature. I

can see, gentlemen and ladies, that this procedure
is going to cure many ills that we suffer from to-
day, and I plead with you to read this proposal and
study it and if you can. find it to agree with us to
help us pass this proposal. Thank you very much.

Delegate Triche, several questions
< many legislative days are involved
this amendment?

Mr. Triche Well, as I understand it we meet fif-
teen days for the first preliminary session. Then
we recess and come back on the fourth Monday in

May for 60 legislative days, excuse me, 50 legis-
lative days. So that would be a total of 65.

Ful( ight. cal( days

corrected, Mr

first 15 day period, fifteen calendar days. So we
have first the preliminary session is 15 calendar
days, the second session is 50 legislative days.

1r. Triche Yes sir, 50 legislative days. So we

lave 15 calendar days to start with, and then 50
legislative days in the second session.

Ir. Fulco Well Pappy, overall, how many calenda

Wei t , go

answer i t

.

Well if you are concerned about the span of tine,
it starts on the fourth Monday of April and lasts
no longer than the 31st day of July. So from the
fourth of April to the 31st day of July, during
that period of time you have 15 calendar days for

the first session and 50 legislative days for the
second session.

Ico jst 50

legislative days
Jay period.

Triche
make 1

of

Mr.
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]Out hamstringing the legislature insofar as pro- Mr. Triche Do I understand you that your fear i

>dure is concerned, and I think there's a great that during the 15 day recess something may come

>al of difference between substantive action of up and the legislature may not be able to act?

ie legislature and procedural action of the legis-
iture. I would suggest to you that the constitu- Mr. Roy It's not may fear, it's a question. If

ion today presently hamstrings the legislature this provision is passed then constitutionally th

Id its procedure and I wouldn't suggest a change legislature is mandated that it cannot enact legi

1 that and I don't think you would either. Bills lation within that 15 day period. May it do so?

jght to be read three times. They ought to go to

jmmittees. They ought to be reported back. They Mr. Triche No it may not do so. I can't draw a

3n't get your point.

need a law passed and

ought to be voted on by final record vote and so
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want this kind of thing. In this interval they're Mr. Champagne Mr. Alario, that's a tech

going to be lining up in front of my office a mile question and I informed the public and th

long to tell me what they want and what they want. gates here that I'm not a professional.

And I said listen, why did you run for this office, can't answer that question,

to do what you want or to do what the people want?
And if it takes a circus tent in your front yard Mr. Alario Mr. Champagne, then if

to house the people, once you become a leg'
and you should at that time say thank the Lord for you know that they informed me that they believe

that constitutional convention. Because I just this is so, and if it is so, then this provision

want to mention one thing to you, think of, and that Mr. Riecke has here, whether we are for or

this is no reflection on him I just want to point against it, would not take effect until possibly

out something to you, from A to Jefferson there's five years from now; so that this new legislature

not a more thought of man in his parish than the which would come in after this constitution is

assessor. Why do you think that's so? That's be- passed would not meet in their split session until

cause he knows and he has a personal contact with the following legislature, you see. Cause in effect,

these people and he never forgets it. And those if you're cutting down an officeholder's office, or

of you who are legislators who want to overlook term of office, we expressly prohibited under Act 2

this, who think perhaps you're just a little bit from doing that. So I'm just wondering if possibly

higher than the people who sent you there, remem- they shouldn't withdraw this amendment and doctor

ber that. When did you ever see an assessor de- it back up to go to the second Monday in May so

feated in your office, in his office? Was it the that we won't cut down on the office, and they might

last time we had an earthquake in Louisiana? And do this immediately if that's their intention.

I'm not speaking against them, I'm for them. They
have found something that most of us have not found, " " " '---- ' ••'

the ability to contact the people, to speak their
mind and to come up here and say this is what my
people want. And my daddy told me long ago, he

said son, he said don't ever work at a job that
you're not happy. He said, all the money in the
world's not worth it. And I jus't want to tell
these legislators who may be bothered with these
people, that all the money in the legislature and
all we are going to provide here is not for it.
You're in the wrong job. This is not speaking
badly about the legislature, I really think the
world of them. My legislators are some of the
best people that I know. And I just want to men-
tion this, though, that when I heard of a bill and
read it on my local paper for the first time and

te for that monstros- I

TOW, and this can be public, in other words be men-
tioned to all the public, that the provisions we
are providing for this legislature are so great
that I can see bankers closing their banks, farmers
:losing their farms, and everybody running for the

I aske
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Mr. Roy All right, the other thing is won't you
automatically permit these committees, if they do
meet, to have some vote even though they may not
render a final report or take any type of action.

Mr. Champagne I really don't know, Mr. Roy. Not
having ever been in the legislature, and may never
be there, I wouldn't know. But I'm sure that some-
one might be able to enlighten you, other than my-

Hr. Roy I want to make one comment about that.
Why couldn't they vote? What precludes these com-
mittees from meeting, from taking a straw vote?
Don't you agree that that's the worst form of pre-
conceived notion, so that when you return to vote
on the measure you've already made up your mind
one way or the other.

Mr. Champagne Mr. Roy, they have those kind of
votes every night when the legislature is in ses-
sion. They meet in rooms and they do this all the
time. Didn't you know that? I was told that and
I've seen it in action at this convention.

Mr. Roy Well, I don't usually go by what I'm
told.- I go by what I know. Finally, wouldn't
going into the 31st of July enter into a new fiscal
period which would present some problem to the leg-
islature and the state?

Mr. Champagne I think that that probably, as men-
tioned by Mr. Duval, could be handled later on. I

really don't know, Mr. Roy. But you see, the point
is I try to get direct with my questions and an-
swers, and I try, in other words, in simple terms
and that's why I mentioned the bill on cats. Be-
cause everybody, you know, has seen a cat. And in

other words I like to do this thing simple because
where I come from, they say "you fer it or your
against it" in just, you know, plain English. I

will not get involved with people who are better
qualified at these technicalities than I am.

Hr. Roy Finally, one last question, what prevents
the legislature from doing exactly what you're talk^
ing about according to its own rules under the Ray-
burn provision?

Hr. Champagne Nothing at all, sir. I was for the
Rayburn provision, or intended to be, if I was not.
The only thing is I think Mr. Riecke's provision
is far superior since we are providing things for
the legislature that were never provided for before
and I think we're doing a good job at that. I just
want the people to feel that in return, they are
getting some guarantees and guide is set for
people. Now any legislator worth his salt wil
under guidelines that are well established by
people or their Representatives, and that's wh

this convention is all about.

ice Chairma the Chai

Muns r. Champagne, I wanted to clear up
something that I think I heard you say a moment ago
in answer to a question of John Alario when he was
discussing the dates that are involved in this
amendment. Did I understand you to say that the

I probably ss

Mr. Munson Well, don't you agree with me that
they cannot change the substance of the amendment?

Hr. Champagne On second consideration, I would
agree with you that they cannot, but I think that
this is a very technical matter which I have said
that I cannot answer and refuse to answer, but be-
cause I simply don't know what I'm talking about.
But I will be glad to refer it to other people who
may have a solution to it.

Further Discussion

the ter

sdame Chairman, members of the conven-
Jblems have come out about shortening
jt I'll get to that a little later.

Now, I'm for Senator Rayburn's version of this mat-
ter, and spoke on it yesterday. I want you to lis-
ten carefully because I don't think anybody has
touched on what I'm going to tell you now. Now,
under Mr. Riecke's proposal, you have this situation.
You have a split session of the legislature. Under
Senator Rayburn's, and I want you to listen because
this is important, under Senator Rayburn's it's
broad where it provides for 80 days maximum during
which the House, one or both, cannot be in session i

more than 60 days. Now, under Senator Rayburn's
you have your choice. You can have a split session
if the legislature so desires. You can have under
Rayburn's what Riecke has, but you cannot have under
Mr. Riecke's what Senator Rayburn has. Now I want
you to follow that. There have been arguments pro
and con, in the House and Senate to my knowledge,
since 1940 when I first was there as to whether or
not we ought to have split sessions. Now, under
Senator Rayburn's, the legislature, if they so de-
sire, could go into that. Next year, if they wanted,
under Rayburn's, with 80 day maximum, maximum of
sixty actual sessions, if they wanted they could
choose the first 15 days just like Riecke's in which
to have committee meetings. They could do that.
If they wanted then, the following year, revert back
and run a regular thing like under Rayburn's like
you've considered and then make up their mind which
is best. But you can't do that under Mr. Riecke's.
Nobody has ever had split sessions, so you don't
know how they work. They may be horrible. You may
not have anybody introduce any bills if Hr. Riecke's
passed till the 15th day. And you would have 14
days going along in which you didn't have a single
bill. Now I believe the history shows on pre-filing
you do find about 300 bills introduced. How much
that's going to increase and how many there'll be
filed the first few days, I don't know. But I hate
to see a split session put in the constitution and
made compulsory and you may make a big, big error.
Let me tell you, we cannot afford to make errors,
if possible. When you make them in the legislature,
you can correct them, if you make them in the House,
in the Senate, and vice versa. You make them in the
legislature in both Houses, you can correct them the
following year. Now you can say, Hr. Jack, you make
them in this constitution you can correct them with
a constitutional amendment. Let me tell you, that's
the reason we are here now. The people are sick and
tired of having a lot of constitutional amendments
foisted on them. They want us to figure this thing
out and there's been no constitutional convention
for 51 years, so you may not can correct an error
and do it properly for another 51 years. Now I'm
going to go over this cause it's important. Under
Senator Rayburn's you can do, in my opinion, every-
thing you can do in Hr. Riecke's. You can send up
a trial balloon, the legislature can, under Senator
Rayburn's, by taking the first 10-15 days of this
maximum of 80 and having a split session, and see
how it does. And after that's over follow the reg-
ular other procedure. Personally, I don't think a

split session is going to work, but under Rayburn's
I again repeat, and I hope you are listening, it can
be done. You can handle it both ways under Senator
Rayburn's. Under Hr. Riecke's you can handle it
only one way. So I say, let's don't take the chance
on being mistaken in this matter and I say let's
follow the Rayburn bill. Thank you.

Furth )iscussior

Mr^ K j_l ga_t rjU k Hadam Chairman, members of the con-
vention. I rise in opposition to this Riecke amend-
ment. I'd like to go back some. Let's study what
the Rayburn bill said. The Rayburn bill said that

the legislature shall meet annually in regular ses-

sion for not more than sixty legislative days out

of eighty calendar days. What the Riecke proposal
does in essence goes back to the original proposal
that we had that we defeated with the Rayburn amend-
ment. There's very little difference and it was an

overwhelming defeat. We've been here for two days
now discussing what we want the legislature to do.
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You have heard better legislators say that they know why you feel that you have all of the answers

are satisfied with the continuous sessions. We and you're just going to come up here and do what
don't want to split this session. Most of us in you want to do and they don't have any input,

the legislature do not want to split the sessions. We have our constitutional convention nere and we

It has been said here that we want to hear from have delegates, grass roots people and everybody
the people back home. Well, that's a bunch of coming in saying what they would like to have,

bosh. For the two years that I have been down So are we supposed to consider them or is this a

here as a freshman legislator, I don't hear from farce and we're just to make them believe that

a lot of people about bills at home. They come to they've got something to say and they don't, and

Baton Rouge to talk to us. You know who you hear we're going to sit up here and do like we want to

from back home? The people who want a job and are do. In all fairness to all of the people, my

hounding you to death from day to day. They're belief is that we should give the people a chance
not coming down there and talking to you about to have something to say.

something constructive in the legislature. This
sounds good to some of the supporters of the Riecke Mr. Kilpatrick I have never said that I didn't
amendment, but this isn't true--pu tti ng a great want to hear from the people back home. I want
white cloud over an issue that isn't basically to hear from the people back home and I represent
true. Most of you are telling the legislature the people back home. The question is, when you
what you want them to do. Let the legislature be get back home, the people are not going to talk
independent. Don't hamstring the legislature. to you back home on these bills. They are coming
Let the legislature come into session, let them down here to Baton Rouge but what you said or in-

pass their rules and regulations that they would timated is nothi ng . . .

I
' ve never made that state-

like to have to represent most of the people in ment and I'll never make it. I represent the peo-
the state of Louisiana. You're talking about pie back home and I'm free and independent because
people who have to face the responsibility back of the people back home, one hundred thousand peo-
home. There was one gentleman here who said that pie that I represent. I don't know where you got
if we did not vote to go and listen to the people your accusation that I didn't want to hear the peo-

back home we shouldn't be here. Well, let me tell pie back home,
you something, Mr. Champagne, most of the people
here who are legislators are conscientious about Mrs. Warren I think that if you read the record
being legislators and we listen to the people back back, you'Tl find where you said it right here on

home. If we didn't want to be conscientious and this rostrum today. That's the reason I came up
if we were not conscientious, we wouldn't be here here, Mr. Kilpatrick.
representing the people. I'm down here at fifty
dollars a day and my expenses are more than what Mr. Kilpatrick Oh no! You misunderstood that. I

I'm getting out of this legislature. I have two
homes to take care of, one here and one in Baton
Rouge with my wife and family here. I have a Mrs . Miller Let's not have any argument at the

repi
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tion or what would be bad, what would hamstring Mr. Wall This is a proposed amendment to the co

twenty or thirty years from now. Now, ladies and stitution, Mrs. Warren. But it is more legislati

gentlemen, this is somethi ng-- the legislature could than it is constitutional,

live with this, but this is such a useless amend-
ment. It's a useless amendment. Why? Five days Mrs. Warren They just mentioned that they have

is too short a time truthfully the original way it one to allow you to set your own time and it was

was for the introduction of bills. Let me point rejected and I didn't hear you come up here and

out to you one reason for that. Now the lawyers say anything about it.

could call down to the Legislative Council and
properly get their bills drafted in most instances, Mr. Wall Mrs. Warren, you'll find that I'm not

but a non-lawyer may not get it drafted until he going to come up here and take issue on all mat-

gets down here or he may not get it drafted cor- ters. There's some things that I feel like that

rectly because he didn't properly explain it. So I can feel the sentiment of the delegates and it'

he gets down here and it's impossible, a physical not necessary for me to waste the time to come up

impossibility, to have a staff that could draft here and make a talk and give my views. Thank yo

all the bills that's necessary in five days. Now
that doesn't mean that all these bills are good. Further Discussion

Many times bills that should not be passed are
introduced, but they point out abuses by certain Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman and delegates, I hav

groups or interests in this state that when that analyzed this amendment, I have listened to the

abuse is pointed out then corrective measures are arguments and I have come to a definite conclusio

taken without necessary legislation. Now, this This conclusion is based on the arguments and on

particular amendment .. .you ' re going to string the the information that I have drawn from this amend

procedure out over unnecessary process at this ment. The very first good feature of this amendrr

particular time. Now you hear what I'm telling is the fact that it permits a vigilant citizenry

you--at this particular time. This should not be keep track of what its legislature is doing. It

in the constitution. The 1 egi s 1 a ture . . . t he con- permits the citizen to react. This thirty day pe

ig which time hearings could be had
Itizer -

stitution should put certain reins on the legis- rio

lature but that should be limited. There should per

be that latitude so that if twenty years from now not necessarily the professional lobbyists or the

or ten years from now the necessity of the work- big organizations, but the little people who may

ings of the legislature needs to be changed, the have problems with legislation to come up here to

legislature can change it. We are not here to Baton Rouge and present their case. Then, Mr.

legislate. We are here to write a constitution. Chairman, this amendment would remedy many of the

If you are going to try to put everything in the ills of the past. It would remedy the problem

constitution that should be legislation, we will pointed out by a previous speaker that the legis-

not come up with an instrument that will pass the lature has been forced to meet on Saturdays and on

people when we finish it. Ladies and gentlemen, Sundays because the stipulation is here that the

this is not good for the constitutional convention. legislature would have fifty legislative days to

If one of you happen to be a legislator and you work. Finally, I say to you that this is the most

want to put. ..you need it where the legislature can perfect, corrective provision to cure the ills of

adjust themselves within certain periods of time. the past that has been presented to this conventior

Truthfully, you know if I had my way, and I've and I say to you that if we are losing time and if

been mentioning it a little bit, I really think we have lost time it has not been during the de-

the legislature should meet in January. But I bate of this amendment. We have lost time on some-

haven't offered that because I haven't had any thing else. It has not been this important. This

support yet. But there's a lot of. ..to the legis-
' provision is the most important measure presented

meetings institutional convention outside of the

t want to bring it up here and unicameral legislative idea. So I appeal to you

waste the'time of these delegates but this is an to vote for this provision, put it into the con-

unnecessary amendment and I hope you will see fit stitution so that the legislature will be respon-

to vote against it. sive to the people, so that the legislature will

be a responsible body meeting in session during

Chairman Henry in the Chair times when everybody will know when they are going
to meet, when hearings can be held and when commit-

Questions tees will be holding these hearings. Mr. Chairman,
I thank you. If there are questions, I will answer.

Mr. Duval Delegate Wall, wasn't there a proposal
yesterday to allow the legislature to fix its times Further Discussion

as provided by law? Wasn't there such a proposal
yesterday, sir? Mr. Tapper Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

rise also in opposition to this amendment. It isn't

Mr. Wall I believe there was some such proposal. as bad as it could be but I'd like to preface my
remarks with this. We've been beating this dog for

Mr. Duval Doesn't the Rayburn amendment limit con- a long, long time. Yesterday we finally voted by

stitutional ly the session to sixty days? Doesn't an overwhelming majority for a proposal or an amend-

it? ment to the proposal which was Senator Rayburn's
amendment. I believe that that was a good amendment.

Mr. Wall Not necessarily sixty. Sixty days with- I believe that this is a bad amendment. It could

TrTTTiriod of time. be under this amendment that we could meet--the
legislatu'-e could meet--from April through July 31st.

Mr. Duval You say you think the legislature should There has been much talk here about suspects of the

jesn't that also constitutionally legislature. Of course, I'm a member of that body.

nay need to be changed in fifty I hope that talk was not true. However, if that is

true throughout this state, which I do not believe,
then what you are doing here is authorizing that

ight. But this is not an improve- body which you feel is not trusted by the citizens

It, Mr. Duval. It does put restrictions. If you of this state, to meet for a longer period than

inted to have an amendment to let the legislature sixty days while at the same time, you are not

;t their sessions, I would vote for that, Mr. Duval. authorizing them to take any final action for the
first fifteen days. Yes, the amendment says that.

der Mr. The committees can meet. The committees can take
' When you action but cannot report. Believe me if you know

, would you what the legislative process is, you can fully

;his was an understand that we can take action in a committee
today and we can take action again tomorrow on the

same measure by a simple majority vote to reconsider.

[261]
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question Senator is because I just want to point 1972. So I am not a veteran of the legislature.

out something about the last one. But I do know this much about legislators and I

bunch of Representatives am speaking from personal knowledge and from what

3 and saying that we are I have seen done in the legislature and out of the

not going to do anything, we're just going to go legislature in this short fourteen months. There

back home? has never been and I don't think there will ever be
an attempt for a legislator to isolate himself or

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Champagne I was in the legis- herself from their constituents. The procedure

lature one time in my political life when we met which I follow which is followed by the majority of

and recessed and adjourned sine die the same day the House and the majority of the Senate and if you

we met. I've only had that experience once but would come into the lounge and see the lines wait-

yes, it can happen. ing to get on the watts line to talk to our con-

I don't think it will happen but I didn't think stituents is to discusi with those parties who may

it would happen that day but it did. possibly even be interested in legislation their
feelings on it. Our duty, our obligation because

[Motion for the Previous Question.] the legislature is a heart beat of government is

to vote the will of our constituents and that's what
Point of Information we attempt to do. Now I mentioned that I would

talk about paternity a little bit and I do not

Mr. Womack Mr. Speaker, in case there is some mean to deflate anybody particularly and certainly

very pertinent facts that still haven't been not to mean this in a derogatory manner but if you

brought out if you vote the previous question have your chest stuck out because you think you be-

you have cut that information off. get this child called split session you had better
Is that not right? deflate it. This child was beget by the House

Executive Committee months and months ago. And

Mr. Henry That is correct. would have been instituted without any doubt prior
to this convention even convening had the legis-

[notion for the Previous Question lature had the time to permit a split session.

rejected: 54-55.] And I am Sure that it will be done. The consensus
of the House and the. ..I'm sure the consensus in

Further Discussion the Senate is the same. That we do need something
of a split session to have a little more time to

Mr. Sequra The one thing I promised the people consider the bills. To allow our constituents to

back home when I ran for this office and the one consider the bills.

thing I have heard you say more than anything else Now let's go and see. Now this was [...] by

is that we want a short, precise, streamlined con- the legislature through its Executive Committee
stitution. One that can last forever without not by this convention. It was submitted to this

amendment if possible. We all know that's impossi- convention indirectly from the House Executive

ble. But that's what we are trying to do and I Committee.
feel the more specific we get in the articles we Now, let's put this thing in proper perspective.
write the more it will need amending in the future. We have two amendments here that we are discussing.
This is the point I want to make. That I think the Rayburn amendment that was adopted the other

the Riecke amendment, the intent is very good but day and the Riecke amendment and there is very

this amendment is in my opinion much to specific little difference between the two as mentioned
because times will change. As you can see the when Mr. Warren was questioning Senator Rayburn.

legislature in the past has met sometimes it has In one you have fifteen days in which to introduce
been a thirty day session. Sometimes a sixty day bills in the Riecke amendment and the Rayburn amend-

session and I am not familiar with the history of ment you have nineteen days to introduce bills,

it but I know it hasn't always been as we have We have a four day difference in that part of it.

proposed it today. The difference between the Riecke amendment and the

So I know as well as I am standing here that Rayburn amendment which is so vital is that if all

there will come a time when the amount of time bills should be introduced in five days there would
they are going to meet is going to be different, be no need for the legislature to sit there for

required as it is required today. So what I am ten more days doing nothing before they went home

asking you to do is to let's look at what we came and instead of having a sixty day session we have

here to do and let's try to do and let's try to then been cut down to fifty-five day sessions with
streamline this constitution and write it in a a fifty day session for consideration of bills,

way that it will not need amending as often. You are not giving the legislature more time to

I, for one, have faith in the legislators be- consider bills. You are very possibly cutting down

cause I have faith in the people. The people who the time that we so badly need. In the 1972 ses-

elect them. You can see the legislators. They sion had every bill that was introduced gone through
are only elected for four years. This constitu- both houses and these are rough figures. We would
tion is written for much more than four years. have been permitted twenty minutes per bill to be

Why can't we have faith in them and let them decide introduced in the House, considered by committee,
if they need to go home for fifteen days if they considered on the floor, go to the Senate, con-
need to meet for sixty days continuous. I think sidered by committee and go to the Senate floor for

these specifics can be left up to them because we final passage and come back to the House. Twenty
should have faith in them. Because it is us, the minutes a bill is about the time we were allowed
people that's electing them. and you are complaining about poor legislation

Let's not miss the forest for the trees. getting through the legislature.
The difference between these bills is this and

Further Discussion it is vitally important. You were most kind yes-
terday in defeating an amendment that would put

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, since part of my few re- limitation on the odd year sessions. If we are
marks will be on paternity. Which I think most going to have annual sessions--l et ' s have annual
will be interested in I wonder if I might suggest sessions.
a absence of a quorum. Now let's get down to the difference between

these two amendments. The amendment that Mr. Riecke
[Quorum Call: 97 delegates present has Offered to me and I do not mean this to be

and J quorum.] derogatory, Mr. Riecke. This is an amendment that
would sound good to the people. Sound good to the

Further Discussion people. I do not deny that and I think that is

part of the consideration that has been given to

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, delegates to the conven- this amendment because then it would be there that

tion, I would like to make a few remarks, very we would have to be there fifteen days and take

short remarks about the legislature and I am one this period in between and come back and consider
of the oldest new faces that appeared there in legislation. The thing that bothers me about the

[266]
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would start the introduction of legislation which and looked upon them and our form of government as

would bring in a new legislature, which would cut the worst form in the world except all of the rest.

the term short of the other members. They said you So with this, 1 would urge you to defeat this amend-

can provide not to cut the term short. If you don't ment, stay with the Rayburn amendment, and leave

do that, or if you do do it, then let the present this flexibility to the legislature to where they

four year term which Act 2 says shall be maintained, will be in a better position to use their wisdom

which the constitution will overrule when we pass in the years to come. Thank you.

it because when you go to court, you're going to
find out that the constitution is going to super- Further Discussion
sede Act 2, and you'll reduce the term of those
12 year Representatives or those 2U year Represen- Mr. Bell Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this

tatives or those 12 year Representatives with a is the shortest speech you've ever heard from this

years of prior service--you have interrupted a rostrum today. I'm in full favor of the Riecke
retirement system that they joined a long time ago, amendment. I think it's a good amendment and I'm

that they have every right to participate in just going to ask you to support it. I've sat down

as every other state employee has. This is a this morning and I've listened to whipping the

major factor. There are some legislators it would dogs, riding the horse to death, pulling the rabbits

affect, and they would be affected because the law out of the hat and we've gone on down to all the

specifically says they shall have that full 12 animal family. I think we've heard enough. I think

years with additional years with other creditable everybody here has made up their minds which way
service or they shall have 20 full years. And if they're going to vote, and I think we're wasting a

you cut it a week short, you've interrupted that. lot of time unnecessarily. Maybe you let some of

I would like to point out to you that for those our lobbyists here lobby long enough. ..So if I'm

of you who feel that holding extensive committee in order Mr. Chairman, I would like to move the

hearings for the public to come in, for everybody previous question,
to come in is going to cure everything, it isn't.
I would call to your attention, if you exclude [previous Question ordered.}
authorizations for suits, I would say that at least
96, 97 or 98% of all of your bills passed by the Closing
legislature are amended in some manner after they
leave the committee. In many of those instances, Mr. Triche Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
with major changes in substance. So the public of the convention, the kernel of this nut is the

can only be protected by the legislature as the recess period after which bills are introduced,
intent of this form of government and it's right- After the first 15 da.y initial period, the legisla-

ful that it should be. The Rayburn amendment ture recesses for a period of weeks, then comes
gives the flexibility to the legislature, which I back later for a 50 legislative day session. The

have heard many of you say the legislature needs difference between this proposal and the proposal
the flexibility. In this amendment that's pro- introduced by the committee was that the committee's
posed now, we're going to take the flexibility proposal called for a split session, allowed intro-

away from the legislature. I have, in the short duction of bills after the split session. This

tenure of time I've been here, seen some times amendment does not do that. All bills must be

when It was imperative that the legislature take introduced in the first 15 day period. Therefore,
very quick action on an emergency basis. To give when the legislature comes back for the 50 legisla-
an example, certain federal funds would be avail- tive day session after the recess, all of the bills

able immediately provided that you could make some will have been introduced by that time and will have
changes in your law. I have seen the time when been read by titles. If the legislature desired
local bills can be certified emergency in order to during the first i5 day period, those bills could
speed up construction and to help conditions that have been read a second time and then referred to

would help the suffering people that can't help committee and there could have been some committee
themselves. The Riecke amendment eliminates the hearings. During the recess the bills could have
privilege of having this emergency. I feel cer- been acted upon in committee. When we come back
tain that the closer is going to enlighten me on in the 50 day legislative day session, the bills
why it would be a great benefit to the people of conceivably would all be ready for final passage
the State of Louisiana to tell a legislature that and debate and would give us 50 days for debate
you can meet and can't take action on emergencies. and deliberation before final passage. I think it's
I hope that he can tell me why that cutting the workable. I think it's efficient. It gives the
active legislative days from 60 to 50 that you can legislature more time to deliberate and it gives
take action is going to speed up the process. In the public more time to study the bills and provide
any manner other than speed up the time that it's us with its input. I think it's a step in the right
going to have to get through with it, you're going direction. Everybody has heard all of that. The
to speed that time up ten days. Ladies and gentle- difference between this proposal and the Rayburn
men of the convention, it is my feeling that per- proposal is that this proposal guarantees us that
sonalities shouldn't ever be involved in this and bills cannot be acted upon and finally passed until
I will try to always refrain from it. It's unfor- the passage of a recess period. I think it's good.
tunate sometimes they get there. It's my feeling I want to touch briefly upon some of the objections
that this is probably one of the most serious that I have heard. Some delegates say well this is

things that we are going to consider and that the not going to really accomplish what you desire be-
weight of the seriousness of it would lean very cause legislators are going to introduce skeleton
heavy toward giving the legislature the maximum bills and introduce bills by title and introduce
amount of operating room, and let them in years to phony bills and after they're printed in the paper
come, and their wisdom make those adjustments. and after they've been advanced to second reading
This government has become several hundred percent and gone to committees, the legislators are going
more complicated in the short time I've been here, to come back and change those bills. That can't
and I don't think complications have stopped. As be done. If you read Section 17 Article C, I think
time goes on, it's going to get more complicated. it is, it's on page 8, it says that no bills can be
And I think the feeling of the public, and I think amended before final passage by any amendment which
the feeling of most of you is going to be to try does not germane into the bill. Well let me illus-
to submit to the people a proposed document that trate. We will not be able to introduce a bill fix-
will be as brief as possible, give the greatest ing the seasons for hunting bullfrogs and then come
amount of flexibility for the operation of govern- back after the recess and change it to an increase
ment, and give the greatest amount of protection in Severance Taxes. We won't be able to do that
to you as individuals for your life, your property under the constitution and the legislature can't
and your freedom. The Rayburn amendment, in my change the constitution. So that, gentlemen, if

opinion, does that, and I have no intentions of the legislature wants to increase the Severance Tax
supporting, at any time', proposals that will put on natural gas as it did recently, we'd have to
drastic limitations on the legislature after we introduce that bill in the first 15 days. We
have voted them the authority and the responsibility wouldn't be able to act on it until after a recess.
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I think that's good. It's good for the people.
It's good for the government of this State. The
been another objection about emergency. It's be

the objection and some of you are troubled about
it, and you say that well, we have a 15 day peri
in which emergencies may occur and we're not goi
to be able to act. The woods are going to be on

fire and we're not going to be able to act. The
woods are going to be on fire and we're not goin
to be able to put the fire out. We've got to le

it burn for 15 days. I suggest that you look at
Section 21 of Article 3. It simply says [...].
There's no contradiction of that anywhere in Art
3. That no legislation is effective until 60 da
after the session. So you're going to have to 1

the woods burn for 60 days anyway. So that argu
of 15 days in which [...j can act, I don't think
is an argument against this amendment. It may t

an argument against Article 3 in its entirety, b

certainly not against this amendment because thi
amendment doesn't affect that. Sine die, the le
islature can adjourn sine die on the first day.
remember that happening. It happened once, I tt

in the history of the State and that was a speci
session where the governor called a special sess
to pass certain enumerated legislation and nobod
in the legislature wanted to consider it, so aft
a 15 minute session we adjourned that special se
sion sine die. I suggest to you that under the
Rayburn amendment that the legislature could mee
15 minutes and adjourn sine die every year. And
under the Riecke amendment we could do that agai
That argument doesn't address itself to the meri
or demerit of the Riecke amendment or the Raybur
amendment. It addresses itself to the responsit
ity of the legislature. Legislature is not goin
to adjourn sine die after 15 minutes of business
I guarantee you that. Term of office being shor
ened. Senator Rayburn in his wisdom with his
amendment, shortened the term of office that the
Riecke amendment shortens the term of office. E

amendments provide that the legislature shall me
on the fourth Monday of April. I suggest to you
that both amendments are probably in that regard
in error. But that's why the procedure of this
convention set up the Committee on Styling and
Drafting. To take care of those discrepancies t

I guess we must make because we have to agree th

we are not infallible. I couldn't convince any
you that the Pope's infallible. How in the worl
I can convince you that Mr. Riecke's infallible.
The Styling and Drafting Committee, ladies and
gentlemen, is going to take care of that. This
a good amendment. It will guarantee us a slow,
orderly legislative process that will act deli be

ately on bills before they're passed. I sincere
urge you to. . .

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Mr. Hen ry Would you yield to a question of Mr. Mi

Gen tfeman refuses to yield.

Point of Information

Mr. Roy My Section 21 of the effective date of
law says: "However any bill may specify an earli
or later effective date". I wonder if Mr. Triche
has the same section or if we have something dif-
ferent because obviously, we have a different int
pretation of what Section 21 says.

Point of Information

Mr. Jack I'm looking, please do not interrupt tr

it's the only way l can handle this thing. Mr.
Triche, I'm not asking him a question, he refuses
but a point of order. I'm reading from Section 2

proposal 3. "All laws shall be published as pro-
vided by law and shall take effect on the 60th da
after final adjournment of the session in which
they were enacted. However, any bill may specify
an earlier or later effective date." Now Mr. Cha
man, what I want to know, if I heard correctly, f

Triche said nothing about how any bill may specif
an earlier or later effective date. Now, the poi
of order is this, I'm reading from what I was fur
nished here as being authentic. Now correct me i

I'm wrong. What I read, isn't
Proposal No. 3, Section 21 thai
about any bill may specify an (

effective date.

the copy

; of Order

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, poir
going to continue the filibustt
afternoon under the guise of pc

so, I'd like to know it now so
again in the future .

that the correct
has that last pa

arl ier or later

t of orde
r that we
ints of

1, yo

and to be as fair as possible
recognize somebody on a point
not much i can do but let ther
Sometimes I just don't address
improper .

Mr. Riecke has offered up.
Why do you rise, Mr. Tappei

Point of Inform;

Mr. Tapper This is a point (

Cha i rman
beyond the Section z. Sub-para
mittee Proposal No. 3 submitte
his committee?

oint 15, perhaps,
Hiing as much latitude

Of course after I

Df order, there ' s

go ahead and finish.
mysel f to it if it's

f information, Mr.
at we have not gotten
graph A of the Com-
d by Mr. Blair and

Henry That's absolutely correct,

sections referred to by Mr. Tr
considered nor adopted by thi?

Mr. Henry I think everybody

convention?

is aware of that

Is it not furthe
?n be referring

Mr.
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back and you nay as well cut us oack to 30 days n-S}. notion to reconsider tabled. '\

each year and then keep complaining that we are
not properly handling our legislation. We need Amendment s

more time, not less time, and please defeat this.
~~

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [bi; .Vr . Perez]. On
[Previous Question ordered ."i page 1 in Delegate Amendment No. 1 proposed by

Delegate Riecke and others and adopted by the con-
Closing vention on July 14, 1973, at the end of line 15

delete the work "50" and insert in lieu thereof
Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen "40".

of the convention, I can't necessarily agree with Amendment No. 2. On page 1 in Delegate Amend-
Delegate Drew that this is going to shorten the ment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Riecke and others
period of time, because at the present time we've and adopted by the convention on July 14, 1973, at
been trying to get to the legislature for many beginning of line 17 delete the word "31st" and
many years the annual session in which we would insert in lieu thereof the work "21st".
have an annual session of 60 days each year. I

certainly feel that the annual session is going to Explanation
allow the averaging- out and evening up of the pro-

posals that we'll have before us. This is still Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman, and delegates, the pur-
going to give us not only just you might say 60 pose of this amendment is twofold, and that is to

days of deliberation, 15 days to start with and 45 cut down on the number of legislative days after
days of actual debate upon the bills, but you will the session comes back in, after the waiting perio
even have the chance of holding committee meetings from 50 days to 40 days, and to also cut down the
during the interim. The main point about the 60 total length of time in which the session may be
day session of the Riecke amendment ... 1 1 will give conducted to the 21st of July instead of the 31st
us the right to have the knowledge and consent of of July. Well this is a practical matter to see
our people at home as advantage of a split session. what would happen under the proposal which has
It divides the 60 days into 15 days and 45 days, been adopted. As you know, as we have done here
but during that period of time between the 15 and in this session, after bills are introduced, you
45, the provisions provide for the holding of com- must have them on first reading, second reading
mittee meetings. Therefore your legislative time and so forth, they are referrals to the committee.
would not be all taken up with committee hearings. Then the committee, in turn, holds its hearings.
You will have longer period of deliberation. You The legislature, of course, follows that same pro-
will have a chance to average out your bills. Now cedure and they utilize, ordinarily, two to three
if you think that this is not enough time, the weeks and sometimes four weeks in a 60 day session
only thing is I just want to get us out of having for most of the bills in the introductory period
to necessarily meet on Saturdays and Sundays or and in the hearing period. I suggest to you that
otherwise if we do not want to. I might also call under the proposal submitted by Mr. Riecke, and
your attention to this, that during this period of adopted, that that first month is really in essenc
time you're going to have the 4th of July each year. a part of that particular session of the legisla-
I would say that if you want more time, we might ture as a practical matter. Because of the fact
extend it to some period of time during August, but that the legislators will be able to conduct the
really wher^ you close it off on the 31st day of normal business which they ordinarily should and
July, you are going to force the legislature to would conduct if they were in open session. I've

meet on the 4th of July and on some Saturday or discussed this matter with a number of legislators
Sunday in order to finish out your 50 days if you who have agreed with me. I'm sure there'll be
need that much time and deliberation. I feel like ' others who will disagree with me. But, if you
the amendment is a good one. I feel like that it were to take at least 25 of the first 30 days whic
is going to help us, and therefore I ask you to in essence would be the same as the normal session
support the amendment. of the legislature and add that to another 40 leg-

islative days, there is no question in my mind tha
Question there is more than ample opportunity for the legis

lature to conduct its business orderly and properl
(Son Senator, in your closing remarks. The total length of time involved is more than

I sul
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Questions

Mr. Burson Mr. Jackson, I've heard a lot this
afternoon about emergencies. Do you have any ex-
ample in mind of what kind of emergency would be
of such urgency that the governor and the Executive
Department couldn't take up if anything needs to

Mr. J. Jacksc je you two examples hat

One is about the matter of flood insurance.
Secondly, I'm most concerned about new revenue
sharing in this area because the national govern-
ment is reverting a lot of programs to this State.
You may have local communities which are under
irregular chargers that may need certain legisla-
tion introduced to meet a certain deadline.

Under Mr. Riecke's Amendment the legislature is

not allowed to be acted upon. Those are two ex-
amples that I can think of right now.. .right at
hand but I don't want to rule out permanently the
possibility that any emergency may occur, and if

it does occur we would then have the vehicle to
deal with in it in the first fifteen days.

You may have a situation that was brought to my
attention by Delegate Leithman when school board
borrowing bills are necessary to permit school
boards to borrow money to finish a school year.
All I'm saying to you Delegate Burson is the possi-
bility does exist as it has exercised in the past
and could possibly exist in the future. I think
this provision does provide a kind of guarantee.

The fact that it takes two-thirds of the House,
which is almost like trying to get a constitutional
amendment passed to whatever constitution that we
finally adopt, and the fact that it will be neces-
sary to obtain the governor's certification which
means no governor is going to attempt under the
guidelines of emergency legislation to ramrod leg-
islation that is not actually emergency during the
first fifteen days. I have enough confidence, al-
though I disagree and have disagreed and acted
upon, I do see the possibility in the future as in

the past that the occasion may present itself under
the Riecke Amendment we do not have the provisions
to deal with an emergency until after the sixteenth
day. I think we have to reconvene first to actuall
take a vote on it.

son Don ' t you fee
rds vote that you w
« scheme that we ad
5 very similar to t

that by requ

a fi

o-thirds
ed to get legislation declared

Jacks it you. ..we als
had Mr. Burson if you want to hold that rule of thu
true that we had the same kind of regulation for pr

posing the constitutional amendments. And if some-
body wants to increase the vote to more than two-
thirds, I have no objection to that.

My basic problem is the fact that I can envision
the possibility of emergency legislation being
needed and being enacted within the first fifteen
days.

If we cannot act upon it then there may exist
the possibility, and that's all we're talking
about, is the possibility of emergency legislation
being needed.

I have faith in the legislature to feel as thoug
one-third who do not feel that emergency legislatio
is needed can prevent it. That's my response to

your question.

So t fe

to circumvent the split session U
constitutional convention is sayir

this is what we want, a split session.
I think one-third plus one of the members of

the legislature can prevent it.
In addition let me also suggest to you that I

didn't comment before while we were talking about
the legislature, but I get the impression that
people feel as though the people who meet here in

Baton Rouge are representing persons elected from
either Texas, Mississippi or Alabama and that we
do not come from those localities in which we pass
laws that affect them. I would like to clear up
for the record, even though I disagree personally
with some of the legislation that has been intro-
duced, I do not feel as though we ought to totally
say that just because we meet in Baton Rouge that
we don't represent to some faithful or trustworthy
degree the desires, aspirations or concerns of our
constituents.

Suther ^e justDelegate Jackson
iestion from you, point of information, really.
Who takes care of this emergency legislation

len the legislature is not in session?
Let's say in this case from July to April.

J. Jacksc The governor can call the special
session. The problem that I had. ..what if we are
in session and emergency legislation is needed?

Then, we can't act upon it. The governor can
call a special session of the members of the House,
I believe if I'm correct by two-thirds majority to

deal with matters of an emergency nature. But what
happens if you were in session?

You can't call an emergency session while you
are in session so I just want to

the legislaturvision a I I owl
f i f teen days ,

decide that

e this pro-
the first

certified and if two-thirds
s emergency legislation, that we

If there are no more questions,
nove for favorable adoption.

ibled

.

]

-. Burso n 1 move to suspend the rules to permit
le adoption of Section 2A without including Sec-
ion 2B. Move to permit the question to be called
1 2A without call ing .it on 2B.

28-62.]

Amendu Its

Mr. Poynter The next set of amendments is sent

up by Delegate Gravel to Committee Proposal No. 3.

Amendment No. 1, delete amendment No. 1 proposed
by Delegate Riecke and others and adopted by the
convention on July 14, 1973.

Amendment No. 2, on page 1, delete lines 21

through 32 in their entirety and insert in lieu
thereof the following: "Section 2 (A) The legis-
lature shall convene each year in regular session
at 12 o'clock noon on the first Monday in April
for not to exceed 10 calendar days.

Point of Order

Mr. Burson This is a reconsideration of the Riecke
amendment in the guize [guise] of an amendment to

it. I object on those grounds. I ask for a ruling
on the point of order.

Mr. Henry You would be out of order and I'll tell

you why. Because we don't have any rule to the con-

vention that says that you can't consider the same
amendment over and over and over again, Mr. Burson,
and it is different even if we had such a rule be-

cause the wording is different to some extent.
Therefore you would be out of order.

Amendment continued
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gislature shall convene each ending. I think that's necessary. I am not

year in regular session at 12 o'clock noon on the agreement, however, with limiting the per
first Monday in April for not to exceed 10 calendar the introduction of bills.
days. No new matter intended to have the effect of Under the Riecke amendment that we have already
law shall be introduced during any regular session passed here, we have the right as a legislature to
after midnight of the tenth calendar day except by have fifteen days for the introduction of bills.
a favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected mem- The legislature does not have to take all those
bers of each House. During this period, no com- fifteen days. It might be that ten is not enough,
mittee shall report and neither House shall adopt perhaps it will be. But fifteen gives then the
any bill or resolution which is Intended to have flexibility to take all fifteen days if they so
the effect of law. Not later than the close of the need.
tenth calendar day the legislature shall adjourn 1 suggested to Mr. Gravel that there were two
and stand in recess until 12 o'clock noon on the issues here, important to all of us. And this
fourth Monday in April at which time it shall re- question should have been decided, I think, one
convene for not to exceed 50 legislative days which issue at a time.
shall not extend beyond the 30th day of June in any However, the amendments as Introduced, that is
year. During the interim between adjournment and both issues at once, I have to vote against it
reconvening, the committees of the House may meet even though I am in sympathy with ending at the
and hold hearings. A legislative day is a calendar fiscal year, I am not in sympathy with limiting
day on which either House is in session." the legislature to ten days for the introduction

of bills. 1 think it is an important distinction.
Explanation I am sorry the amendments are Introduced in this

Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen

ask Mr.
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Wpdnesdav July 18, 1973 Posal after the final passage on the third reading,
•" "^ and we figured it was just a vain and useless thing.

ROLL CALL At least I believe it to be a vain and useless thing
to have us go over the proposal after the second

Ill's delegates present and a quorum.] reading, make our corrections, and then have the
proposal come to the floor and have it amended al-

PRAYER "i05t out of existence and then we have to go through
it all over agai n

.

Father Zimmerman Heavenly Father, we pray that And so, accordingly, I felt that we should only

You
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I feel that statements such as this have a way the proposal that I had introduced at the last

of spilling over on all public officials and breed session have discussed with the authors of the

the distrust most of our citizens have for its of- Riecke amendment the possibility of working out

ficials. Further irresponsible statements with no some language that would accomodate the concept of

basis of fact certainly contribute to the much used the split sessions of the legislature and some of

misnomer, "dirty politicians." the proposed changes that I had advocated.

I have found that when you trust, you usually We have reached such an agreement. The reason

can be trusted. Our job here certainly is so im- I am about to withdraw the amendment that I had

portant that we should all be above dirty personal proposed is because of an understanding that I have

vendettas, innuendoes, accusations, insinuations with Mr. Riecke, Mr. Sutherland, Mr. Guarisco and

and such, and I feel we can and must go about the Mr. Bel that they will introduce another amendment,

business of putting together a constitution on the also sponsored by Mr. Triche, Mr. Roy, Mr. Newton,

highest plane possible, and only in this way will Mr. Jenkins and myself which will in effect leave

the public know that we have accepted our responsi- the concept of Mr. Riecke's amendment solely in

bilities seriously, conscientiously, and with a effect as part of the proposed new constitution,

sincere desire to offer to them an acceptable docu- Therefore, and subject to...

ment. Thank you very much.
Mr. Henry 1 have heard of an unholy alliance in

UNFINISHED BUSINESS my life, but this has got to be it...
Go ahead, Mr. Gravel .

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE All you need is Roemer and Chehardy on it to
real ly wind it up

.

Mr. Poynter Co

A proposal making provisions- for the legislative M r. Gravel Well, both of those gentle

branch of government, impeachment and removal of indicated they^are^ goi ng to support the Rieck

of f i cers . . . of f
..... j ,. .., u ...ii .1 » .. u. ,_*

respect ther

ttee Proposal No. 3,
ig provisions- for the legi5lati\
It, impeachment and removal of

s and necessary provision with
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session so these employees can get paid. Well it Under the other proposal there were 13 days so
makes no substantial change in the content of my you've cut your time by 50;.

resolution. Now the second change was a compromise.
My original proposal was that the legislature would Mr. Riecke No, you've cut them by 3 days, didn't
meet 15 days solely for the consideration of bills you?
after which they could not introduce any more bills
without two-thirds vote of both Houses. It was Mr. Abraham Four days. You've cut them down from
suggested that we change it from 15 days to 12 days 13 days down to 9 days. So you've cut 4 days off
for the introduction of bills. I didn't think that that time, have you not?
that made that much difference, that three days.
Frankly, I'm learning a lot on how to get stuff Mr. Riecke That's right,
through, and for that 3 days, I lost a lot of op-
position. I hope that everybody will go alont with Point of Information
it. This is a good amendment. Thank you.

Mr. Tcomy On a procedural matter. Is it my under
Questions standing that the Riecke proposal i-s now on the

table and would require a two-thirds vote to take
Mr. Avant Mr. Riecke, I just want to know if it off the table?
there
the proper time, 1 understand that this would not Mr. Henry To reconsider the vote on the Riecke
be the proper time to offer this as an amendment amendments as proposed would take a two-thirds vote
to this, but if there would be any objection to to undo it. These are different amendments, Mr.
adding to the next to the last sentence in this Toomy. These are entirely different amendments,
proposal at the end of the word "hearings," the
words "but may not act on any matter referred to M r. T o o my So this amendment could be accepted by
it" to make it clear that during this interim pe- a majority vote without taking the Riecke amendment
riod that even though the committees may meet and off the...
hold hearings, that they may not take any action
as a committee to report a bill. Would there be Mr. Henry Ves, the motion to reconsider and lay
objection to that? on the table went to the original Riecke amendments

Mr. Toomy. These being a different set of amend-
:ke I can't answer that. There are a lot ments, that motion would not be applicable.

of peoplf
be fair to them if I said that without consulting Questions
with them. You can do that anyway whether there
is any objection or not. Mr. S hannon Mr. Riecke, I am concerned. I voted

for your amendment in the beginning, but I have
talked at length with people and I'm concerned now
about the committee meetings in the interim between
adjournment and reconvening. As I gather this now
they can hold hearings but they can't report to

Mr. Riecke That's correct,
is for split sessions and any minor detail that
the delegates feel is necessary I'm sure would be M r. Shannon Under this, can they take action and
all right. But we don't want to lose the split get ready for reporting? Can they take final action
session. The people want this and I think the del- after hearings and be ready to report, favorable or
egates want it and certainly I want it. I see no unfavorable, whichever the case might be?
objection. As a matter of fact, you can introduce
that if you wish. I'm very anxious to have this Mr. R iecke I don't think they can.
behind us so that we can get on with the rest of
the work we have before us. M^^^ S hannon Well why would you want committee

hearings if you can't take any action?
Mr. Abraham Mr Riecke, vou made the statement
that this proposal is essentially the same as your Mr. Riecke .They can take action the first day of
original proposal. But if I've done my arithmetic the session if they want and report...
correctly, where your proposal said that they would
meet on the fourth Monday in April and after the M r. Shannon Go through all this procedure again?
calendar day period and the period of recess, they
would come back on the fourth Monday in May. That's Mr. R ieck e

a time-span of 28 calendar days which would have it? They
allowed approximately two weeks for committee hear- hearings,
ings or what ever may be done in that interim pe-
riod. But in this new proposal going from the Mr. Shaji^no

first Monday in April to the fourth Monday in April these peop
is a time-span of only 21 days. If you're going during this time?
to use up 12 of those calendar days for your filing,
then you have essentially cut, in fact you have Mr^ Riecke Yes.
drastically cut the time for cimmittee hearings
and so forth. So there is quite a substantive Mr. Shannon Do you take care of that here?
change in what you are proposing now and what your

proposal was. Is it not? You're going Mr. Riecke No, you don't take care of that here.

th
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ig paid? This amendment would Mr. Guarlsco Addressing myself to the time inter-
ig paid when they're having com- ^^i insofar as the committees may meet during the

recess. Is it not the intention to, this recess is
really intended to allow the public to find out

? where it makes no provisions what's in the hopper? Isn't that right Mr. Riecke?

i not be

not be

Mr.
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wives and friends of people down here and their

""""" " " "'
children and the employees. If you think that the

Mr Riecke No. people all-fired, want to discuss everything with—'

you, let's just look at the meetings that we've

Mr Nunez Well I can't read then. f'^d around at different cities. I know that every—

^

place 1 know of wasn't real well attended. The

Further Discussion Composite Committee had a meeting a while back and
our Chairman couldn't be there and I took his place.

Mr. Newton I think we've had about all the dis- It was in Shreveport in a little annex of our civic

cussion on this thing. We discussed it several center. There was 125 people at Shreveport and

days last week, and I therefore move the previous Bossier City. Over at Minden, a little town, there

Question <nere 8. But Minden, for it's population, with 8

people there had a better attendance than Shreveport

[notion for the Previous Question and Bossier who had 125. So there's no justifica-

rejected: 32-74.'] tion for split Sessions on this old worn-out thing
of saying you're going home to discuss it with peo-

Further Discussion ple like they're going to have that auditorium full
for you. What I'd like to see back here, and I

Mr Jac k Mr. Chairman, and delegates, I rise to hope he'll do it, is for Senator Rayburn to get his

oppose this floor amendment. Now, it's been my resolution back here, if necessary under the rules

experience when an amendment is amended and they to change it up; give or take a day. I think that s

keep on, there's something wrong with it. And the one. This Riecke amendment was discovered

there's something very wrong with the Riecke, wasn't proper, again being changed. 1 say let's

Sutherland, Guarisco, Bel, Triche, Gravel, Roy, kill this amendment. And another thing I'm going

Newton, et al, etc. amendment. Here, according to to suggest is people give people a chance to talk.

my reading of this new amendment, you'd start out I haven't moved the previous question. I don t

the first Monday in April. I want you to listen ever remember doing that in the 24 years I was in

to this now Then you'd have the days for intro- the House of Representatives. As long as anybody

the bills and granting you can meet th Its to speak, I'm paid $60 a day to be

with committees, and then when you recess after I'd be here whether I was paid or not. I'm not

the 12th day, granting if you can meet with commit- going to move the previous question on anybody.

tees then, you would have a total of 21 days from I'll work day and night. Every one of the 132

the time you started...! want you to quit talking delegates has got just as much right to be heard

out there, right over there and listen, please sir. as you Mr., or you Mrs., or Miss or Ms. or what-

Mr. Speaker.

.

.please have order in it. I want to ever you want to call it, as that mar

say something here that hasn t beer

Mr. Henry Well now, Mr. Jack...Th
a lot of things, I can maybe get
for you, but I can't make them li

ifou're going to have to do that y

previous question. I thar

11 you not, that
! dates and the ti

th the resolution

somebody, but I ask you to give me your attention. that was adopted by this convention, proposed by

Now there is a period of 21 days. If, during Mr. Riecke? Isn't that correct?

that entire time let's just say they were, in the
12 days, there were 2,800 bills introduced like Mr. Jack
someone said was in the two Houses the last few this resol

years. Now, what dre you going to do? That is didn't thi

ridiculous. Would you attempt to consider 2,800 have had an amendment t

bills during that time? Under these rules, this adjourned,

amendment, granting that you could consider them "'ou asked

in committee the first 12 days, granting that you I" plain w

could consider them after the first 12 days and House, the

up to the fourth day in April making a total of

21, you couldn't vote on them. Now let me tell Mr. G ravel

you. How could you, after considering 2,800 bills
in committees if you possibly could, how would M r

.
J ack

you remember all the testimony and things? Suppose a snake, y

we had this silly rule enforced right here. It you kill h

would romp out that everything that had been said amendment
floor since July 5, we wouldn't a snake amendment here. You all are combining.

;lose vote, and I don't thir
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the legislature, a problem that we do not presently
have to address ourselves to. You heard the argu-
ment by Delegate Abraham who stated that you're
going to cut the committees work down by some 8 or
9 days. Again, if you're going to stick by wanting
to go home to talk to constituents in your district,
then you're going to want some weekends off in that
time to discuss with them just what their point of
view is on particular issues. I can't see people
in my district Monday through Friday during normal
working hours. When he gets off from work, gen-
erally and it's from the shipyards or from any
other plant he works in, he's too tired to see me
from six to seven or eight o'clock. He's got to
take a bath and eat his lunch and visit with his
family. Generally by that time, he's put in a

good day's work and he doesn't want to have to fool
with any of this. I can see him better on the
weekend, on Saturday and Sunday, when he is at his
leisure, when he's not losing any time or any pay.
If you cut down the committees' meetings to 8 or 9

days and the committees decide to go home on
weekends, you're in effect, are cutting it down to
only 5 working days. I submit this is not the
correct thing and this is not what we're looking
to do. I'd ask that you defeat this Riecke amend-

Grav
the just
been made with respect to this amend
to the original amendment that was p

Riecke with one or two exceptions,
pie contentions that I think have be
those that result from views that do
from a fair rating of either the ori
by Mr. Riecke or this one. Some peo
cerned about the fact that there mig
encroachment of legislative time on
or Sunday periods when they would li

not work in the legislature. There
the original Riecke Amendment nor in
The wording in that regard is identi
that you have to work on any Saturda
Sunday. The only provision in here
shall be not more than fifty legisla
which the legislature will conduct i

after the initial adjournment. This
provides that bills can be introduce
twelve days. The legislature may ad
that they will only meet for ten day
pose within the purview and scope of
Now, the purpose of this whole conce
vide split sessions. To provide a p
within which the legislators can int
bills and explain those bills. ..and
seldom done now to other members of
The legislators are going to be info
and after they have received this in
they are going to be given an adequa
opportunity to go back horn and to di

constituents the scope of the propos
Split session is the concept that

on. All of the rest of these argume
efforts to try to defeat this propos
of an amendment, to get back to a co
amendment that I am confident would
the event this proposed amendment is

So I strongly urge that those of
supporting this principle not be mis
that don't address themselves to the
true concept of the Riecke Amendment
that we have split sessions within a

How can anybody fail to see that it
for the legislature if it can possib
plete all of its affairs within the
that the business of government and
nesses throughout the State can be a

the fiscal year concept.
I think this is a good amendment,

going to help streamline the legisla
I urge that you support it.

Ques t i ons

d gentlemen of
about that has
ment was made
roposed by Mr.
And the princi-
en advanced are
not result

;st
is nothing in

this amendment.

y or on any
is that there
ti ve days i n

ts business
amendment also

d in the first
opt rules saying
s for that pur-
this amendment,

pt is to pro-
eriod of time
roduce their
that's [. .

.

]

the legislature,
rmed initially
formation then
te time and
scuss with thei r

ed legislation.
we're voting
nts are just
al , this kind
ntinuous session
be offered in
not passed,

you that aren't
led by arguments
principle or
and that is
fiscal year,

is important
ly do so com-
f i sea 1 year so
the other busi-
ccommodated to

Mr. Abraham So the only real thing that we are
talking about here is the length of time that we
have for the recess period, is that correct?

Mr. Gravel Well, the recess period...

Mr. Abraham The only difference between the two
proposals is to how much time we have between the
recess period, that's the basic difference isn't

Gravel

t ti

suggest,
ion last
jm number

The principle reason why I pro-
posed an amendment to start with was in order to
terminate the legislative session during the then
current fiscal year. I think that's tremendously
important. In other words, to terminate the sessi
not later than June the 30th of each calendar year
That's one very important point. The other one
that you bring up is a question. .. does relate to
the question of time between the period within
which bills are introduced in not more than twelve
calendar days.

Neither Me. Riecke orig
that it is necessary that
the full twelve days,
of days that it could last.

Mr. Abrah am I see. Well, I just wanted to. ..the
only real difference then is as you say is not when
the thing ends but also in one proposal you have
fifteen days not to exceed fifteen days the other
you have not to exceed twelve days.

Mr . Grave l That's correct.

Mr. Abraham And then by the arithmetic of the
calendar under one proposal you can have a certain
number of days of recess which would be nine days
under the new amendment or nineteen or twenty-one
days under the old amendment.

M r. Gravel That's correct. As I calculate this
the maximum number of working legislative days that
would be involved subject to determination and
scheduling by the legislature itself would be sixty-
two. That's the maximum number of legislative days
that could be involved during a span of time en-
compass i ng. .. a s I calculate it, approximately
eighty-four or eight-five days on the average.

r. Fulc o

rovides re

hat ri gh t

i

Mr^_Gra^yel^ Well, my amendment does not in any way
prohibit nor did Mr. Riecke's Amendment prohibit
committees from meeting from the very first day
that the legislature goes into session throughout
the entire span of time that the legislature would
be in session. The original amendment that Mr.
Riecke had. ..and I track his language, does contain
a sentence saying that during the interim between
the adjournment and reconvening that the committees
of the houses may meet and hold hearings. I haven'
violated that language or changed it to any extend
in this amendment. Now I understand that there are
probably going to be amendments whether this amend-
ment passes or not to delete that provision from
the proposed constitution.

Mr. Fulco Mr. Grav
bfe". . . we'"re t ry i ng t

a lot of details. W

, wouldn't it be more advisa
remove from the constitution
Idn't it be more advisable

tails up to the legislature insofar
the operation of their business
ted period of calendar days in your

l± That would be advisable but I don't
anything in Mr. Riecke's original Amend-

in this one that is not substantive except

1284]
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where you can only take fiscal matters. And the help. And I am quite convinced and quite positive
problem is putting in a fiscal session hundreds and as I stand before you that that's who it would help,
hundreds of bills that are non-fiscal and that is If you want to strengthen the legislative process.
your problem. Your problem isn't in the regular If you want to strengthen your legislature put a

sixty day session, it never has been and it never regular sixty day session and let them do their
will be. And I'm not saying down the line another business. They will be in contact with their peo-
ten years or twenty years from now we might not pie- They know what the people want, that's what
have more bills than we can handle but right now they are elected for. That's what they're up here
we can handle them and in the past we have been able for. And if you pass single member districts which
to handle them. I think if you check with the Clerk, I think is good because it gives each legislator a

or with the Speaker, or the President of the Senate certain district to be responsible to. And I think
you will find that the number of bills introduced basically that's the premise under which we're op-
have been handled quite easily in a sixty day ses- erating. And I would seriously hope you consider
sion. And that the House or the Senate has worked defeating this amendment and then passing a straight
an average of fifty-two days which gives them eight sixty day session bill. I think the problem lies
days and mainly on Sundays they can take off. Per- in a restricted thirty day session, bill and not in
sonally, I like Senator Rayburn's Amendment but I the unrestricted sixty day session bill,
like better the straight sixty day session that will And I never have heard, never have I heard one
leave a clean and concise constitution. The legis- person tell me . . .

I
' 1 1 tell you what I've heard,

lature shall have annual sixty day sessions within Now you want to hear what I've heard. I voted
that period to work their legislative procedure and against sixty day sessions because I didn't think
process. I just can't see how this sixty day con- that we needed them at the time. And the people
cept...the split session concept has developed. I thought that too, because they voted against them,
can understand some of the people who are so ada- You know we put a sixty day session to the people
mantly for it. Mr. Gravel certainly is the chief and they defeated them. You are putting practically
lobbyist for the administration. He handles all a ninety day session to the people. I don't think
the legislation, he makes sure what passes, what's they are going to like it. I really don't think

they are going to appreciate it.

I hope you defeat this amendment. I think the
concept of a split session is a bad, bad amendment.
I think just a continuous session is better than
a split session. Because it doesn't give certain
elements of our society an advantage over the people.
And let me say the pjeople are the legislature. If
you disagree with that you disagree with the premise
that we're up here representing our people and you
disagree with the premise that you're up here repre-
senting the people that sent you here. I think that
if we defeat it and we come back with a straight
sixty day session I think you are streamlining the
constitution. And on the other reason it'll appear
to you pure if you want to keep the constitution
pure and keep it simple. I think if you put in
there a provision that the legislature shall meet
in annual sixty day sessions and sixty days only
I think you're keeping a pure and simple constitu-
tion. And I think you are keeping it in the line
and the dictates with what the people would want
and not the special interest. Not other govern-

by it and I think it was a bad piece of legislation mental agencies and not the lobbyists,
to put double-bottom trucks on this highway. I So I would appeal to you to defeat this amendment
thought it was a bad piece of legislation to allow and to come back and to vote for a regular sixty
one or two or several individuals to stop free en- day session,
terprise in the liquor industry. But I heard from
the people who were being affected by that industry Questions
and they said your Senator is up there voting against
you, your job. I was voting for free enterprise. Mr. Gu arisco ' Mr. Nunez, I think I understand now
And that's who you hear from ladies and gentlemen.
You don't hear from that little person who don't
get to... maybe he reads it in the paper if you get
the newspaper or you'll hear it from the radio or
the television you'll hear it from them. But the
majority you hear from are special interest people.

And you give us twelve days and you say we can't
introduce anything after twelve days and that's what
we are going to hear from during that period. We're
going to hear from those people who are affected.
Now maybe that's the way it should be. Maybe that's
the way it should be... maybe the lobbyists should
run this state. Maybe that special interest should
run this state but I tell you one thing, I think
we've got a good procedure with the elected officials
going and your legislative process and your demo-
cratic process. I believe you had better look at
it a little harder than what you are doing, I think
it's worthwhile. I think it's worked well and I

Mr. Guarisco Would you deny thai the cons 1 1 tut i ona
think the legislators who have done a good job have convention recognizes the concept of split sessions
come back time and time again. Legislators like by holding hearings and hearing out the people and
Senator Rayburn and a lot of people here who took then coming back to vote on these proposals at this
their time out to run for this convention. To run time? Isn't that correct?
for it. And they are here representing those people.

I hope I don't put aspersions on the people who Mr. Nunez I recognize that the convention had
submitted this. I think they are acting in good severalHieari ngs throughout the state I don't know
faith I think they believe that the people back home what the participation was in those hearings and I

want this. But I tell you my ten years experience would assume that they are going to be of benefit
tells me it isn't going to help the people back and value to this convention. Yes,
home and I try to elaborate on who I think it would And I also recognize the fact that the convention

[286]
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meets once every fifty years and the legislature date the legislature
meets every year. And I am trying to strengthen which is what we are
the legislative process by giving them a session you really believe that if you have to live with
of sixty days. Let me tell you, the people when either this amendment to Riecke's bill or the ori-
they become affected by legislation will come be- ginal one, that this is a better drafted bill.
fore committees. You're not abolishing the commit-
tee procedure and you're not abolishing the legis- Mr. N unez Well I don't think either of them are
lative process by which the public is invited to better ... bet ter in comparatively speaking...! think
appear before committees. I don't think we're doing that the convention just like they reconsidered
that at all. I think what you're doing when you Senator Rayburn's proposal and passed Senator Rieck
say twelve days to introduce bills and go back home, proposal if they hear fair arguments and good argu-
you're not giving the people no advantage. Not at ments from people who are actually doing the work
all. If you assume that, I think your assumption would possibly reconsider Mr. Riecke's proposal her
would be wrong. Beat this one and pass one that I think the legis-

lature can live with for the next fifty or hundred
Mr. Guarisco Do you agree with Delegate Triche's years. I don't think they can live with this one
...when he said that you probably in any session and I think if we pass it or keep the one Mr. Rieck
you probably considered more bills than we'll pro- now has that you, this convention, the people of
bably consider in the convention at any one time? this State will live to regret it.

Mr. Nunez I don't particularly agree with that Further Discussion
because Delegate Triche and I. ..every legislator
knows that when you say you got two thousand bills

!l!: L^C^*l?Mi91?. Ladies and gentlemen, delegates all
you got a thousand introduced in the House and a I am going to keep this very brief. I think we
thousand introduced in the Senate of exactly the have had too much rhetoric, too much discussion as
same matter and then you maybe have. .. that ' s over some people might refer to in some instances and I

my hundred percent limitation but then somebody didn't say that. ..'hot air' regarding the issue but
picks it up and wants their name in the paoer as it occurs very simple to me that there are only one
the lead author and they introduce the same bill or two people who actually admit that they are
so you might have four and five bills of the same against the split session. I submit to you that
nature and the same content in the Senate and the the important question here is, do you consider it
House and then the Senate will pass it and a House important enough to you and the people you represen
member decides he wants to pass it and he'll pass to have it put into the constitution. That is all
it and then they fight over who's going to be the we say. We have sat here, we've talked about long
pride of having the authorship of that-bill. And sessions, more pay, more time and all we ask you is
that's why you've got two and three thousand bills. to put into the constitution a statement that. ..we
Not because there is no rash of legislation needed the people back home have a chance to express our
to be passed by this State. Now, if they want to view to our legislators, do we consider it of signi
tell you the truth, that's the fact. ficant importance enough to put it into this consti

tut ion. That is the question and either you vote
Mr^^Gu^arij^cq Do you think that the legislature yes or no and that's the solution we arrive. All
should do any less than the convention in passing of these other things are simply picking at some-
legislation that may affect the people as much as thing which the people themselves do not agree with
this convention. And they have a right to do it. But if I would be

in order, Mr. Chairman, something which I hope I

11 probably never do again, I would like to move
iture and the convention is just not quite the previous question.

lat
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and leave the original Riecke Amendment in line important things going on and they know about, be-

where it is, so that the legislature can meet one lieve me they let you know. I have seen times when

in fiscal session, not meet on weekends as the orig- I got as many as twenty-five and thirty phone calls

inal Riecke language permitted. The new Riecke a night from constituents who cared a great deal

language will in some years cause the legislature about what was going on in their public school sys-

to stay in session on five weekends if the calendar tem. The reason why legislators have not received

happens to fall with a Monday being on the seventh perhaps a commensurate amount of contact from their

day of the month or the sixth and it will happen constituents is simply because their constituents

that way. haven't known what was going on and that is the

We urge that the legislatures be offered time idea of the split session, that they would know

off for weekend visits home. I urge you to defeat what is going on. Because most of our constituents

the new Riecke Amendment and leave the old Riecke are people who are too busy working and earning a

Amendment exactly as we adopted it on Saturday morn- living to go to meetings but they do read the news-

inn paper, they do watch television and if all of the
bills have got to be in on those first twelve days

Further Discussion at least by subject matter they wil.l be able to sit

down and read the subject matter titled in the news
" ig that interest themtes, I speak in favor of
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be tried if the legislature wanted to try them. ment store. You've got to display it and look at

It didn't give the legislature a mandate because it for fifteen days before you could do any business,

those members of the legislature will run for that J"st got to keep it there, put it on display, let

office. I believe if the people had demanded a everybody come see it, talk about it and then make
split session they would have given you a split ses- suggestions of what they wanted to change and go

sion but in any event it didn't work. I don't think home and take a two or three weeks rest before they

we should go back to the people with the proposition could come back and change anything. Maybe that's

to change it. I don't know whether it will work or what you want to do. I don't believe you really

not. I know one thing, if you're coming over here do. I know if you had served in the legislature
for twelve days and hear bills and have your good you could see some of the reasons it would not work
people there before the committee meetings, I hope and I'm a strong believer that a public office is

it comes out better than it would have if it had a public trust and you can say all you want to about
been before some of these that we've had because by let the people be heard. Let the people speak, but

the time we get through with it, and we're not if you're a good public official you're going to

through with it yet, it would be a complete new dif- let them speak to you or you're going to speak to

ferent Shetland pony. Regardless of what has been them. That's the way I conduct my ' '

:oming over here
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Don't you know that the lobbyist, ladies and
gentlemen, whether you have one day or five days to

consider legislation, don't you know that they know
what that legislation is? And the very purpose of

this split session is to give the people back home
a chance to know what bills are introduced, the
press has a chance to analyze it and let the people
know what they are all about. The lobbyists already
know. Say that if the Senator said that if the
lobbyist, if the people want to know what it's all

about and if their interest is affected, that they
come up to the hearings and tell the legislator.

Well how many people that you know and I know in

your district and my district, have the time to

come to Baton Rouge and testify before a committee?
The lobbyists do. And the people back home want to

know what is going .on. Now, if this delay, this
short delay in introducing bills and in passing
them is bad, then I submit to you that our Executive
Committee, when we adjourned in January to July 5,

that our Executive Committee wasted time and effort
in going to the people and telling them what was
being proposed and asking for input, that's a new
word I like. We had . . . del ega tes had neighborhood
meetings to ask the people what they thought about
some of the things that were being proposed in com-
mittee. We had committee hearings for months.
Somebody said that a legislator couldn't remember
weeks after somebody told him that. Well, don't
you remember what your committee discussions were
and we had the people come before us in our commit-
tees. Did you forget that? I don't believe you
did.

Both the Riecke amendments are good. I am sorry
that some people who were for the first one are
against the second one, but the prime consideration
of these amendments are a split session to give the
people home a chance to find out what bills are
going to be introduced and to give the press and
the television and the radio an opportunity to
analyze them and tell the people what it is all

about.
I hope that you will vote for this amendment,

ladies and gentlemen. Thank you.

Question

Mr. Al a ri Mr. Riecke, you made a real good argu-
ment for split sessions. Now supposing I vote
against this proposal you have now. Won't I still
have a split session under your first proposal?

[Record vote
lis delegati

Amendmen t_s

Poynter These are amendments proposed by Mr
Nunez

Committee Proposal No. 3

Amendment No. 1 on page 1, delete lines 21

through 32 both inclusive in their entirety and
insert in lieu thereof the following quote.

Section 2. A. The legislature shall meet an-
nually in regular session for sixty days. The leg-
islature shall convene at twelve o'clock noon on
the fourth Monday in April of each year. No new
matter intended to have the effect of law shall be
introduced or received by either House of the leg-
islature after midnight of the nineteenth calendar
day of the session except by a favorable record
vote of two-thirds of the elected members of each
House.

Amendment No. 2, page 2, delete lines 1 through
9 both inclusive in their entirety.

Amendment No. 3 needs to be added to the copy
which would delete the previous Riecke amendments.

Expl

Mr. Nunez Ladies and gentlemen of the convention,
what this amendment does would give the legislature
...allow the legislature to meet. ..shall meet in
annual sixty day sess i ons . . . no sixty out of seventy,
no thirty day fiscal sessions. Just a plain, regu-
lar sixty day session annually like we now meet in

the regular session in the even numbered years.
It would also allow us to consider any matter

that comes before the legislature like you now can
consider in the regular even numbered year session.
I think it's a good amendment. I think procedure
wise it is what the legislature can operate under,
and I believe we would be strengthening the legisla-
tive process from a standpoint of allowing the leg-
islature to consider any matter, any matter that
it wants to bring before it during this period. It
would not be limited to the fiscal matters, or would
not be limited to the non-taxing matters or anything
of that sort. It would be just the. ..let me say
this, I think it would also, for the people who
want to make a pure and simple constitution, it
would be in line with what you now have that would
make just a simple, sixty day annual session out
of the... what you now have.

I don't know what more could be said about this.
I think everything that could be said has been said.
I don't want to go into the procedures that you have
adopted amendments under the split session. I think
enough has been said about that. I think some things
maybe that haven't been said that as far as quorum
to the legislature on committees, it's sometimes
difficult now to get quorums if you allow twelve
or fifteen days for introduction of bills only, and
a person has no introduction of bills, I see no

reason why he would stay up here.
And if you don't have a quorum, I'd think you

are not going to be able to introduce your bills
and that's what you have now, that's what you now
have- So what I have done with the sixty day ses-
sion is to put a simple phrase into the present...
into the new constitution that the legislature should
have annual, sixty day sessions.

Questions

Mr. Champagne I think I read this right. What
you are saying is, you are not saying not more than
sixty days, you actually say sixty days. Is that
right?

Mr. Nunez Mr. Champagne, that is what the present
constitution says under the sixty day session and
the reason for doing this is the fact that the thirty
day session... we get down to the simple matter of
the problem. And the problem has not been the sixty
day session. The sixty day session has worked out
quite well and the legislature has worked practically
sixty days and the records will reflect the workings
of the legislature in this time either the House or
Senate has been in for a total of practically fifty-
two to sixty days.

Now, in keeping with the idea to keep it simple

Mr. Roem er Sammy, you don't differenti
between Sunday and any other day, do you

.sixty days is sixty consecuti

Mr. Roemer So the Sundays count against you.

Mr_ Nunez Yes, sir, exactly right. And there are
many times that the legislature works on Sunday.
I have never had a Fourth of July off since I have
been up here.

Mr Champagne I am reading in this book they pro-
vided for me and it says ... that ' s the question.
The question I have says, "and shall be limited to
sixty days."

Now, as I understand it, that doesn't say sixty

[291]
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Supreme Court ruling or the federal reapportionment if that day falls on a Sunday, a Monday, Tuesday,
has made this more so than ever before. I don't Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, fourth
represent land area. I represent X number of peo- of July or what have you, shall count as a legisla-
ple. They are either going to be informed or like tive day. Sixty consecutive days, yes sir.
my performance. If they don't like it. ..and let me

just remark about that at this time because the Mr . Willis Mr. Nunez, as I read your proposal,
legislature has the highest turnover of anybody, Mr. Avant preempted part of my question, but I don't
any elected official in this State, or any group see any prohibition against the legislature meeting
of elected officials, I'll think you find the turn- every Monday after it convenes at 12 o'clock noon
over in the legislature. Since I've been up here on the fourth day of April which would make for 52
it's higher than 505. When I came it was something days and then meet a couple or three Tuesdays and
like 60%, and I think the last time it was a little still comply with this constitutional provision,
more than 60%. I can't see that you'd believe that if it were adopted. Isn't that correct?
the people aren't informed. I think they are well
informed. I think their information indicates to Mr. Nunez If you reinterpret it that way, Mr.
me that when they want to change, they change. I Willis. I certainly don't. My intention is, and

I-

to



Mr. Nunez All I want to do is put that
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sider tabled. 1 Of when you can introduce bills whatsoever because
they must be introduced during that first 15 day

Amendment period, Mr. LeBleu. So it will not affect that
whatsoever. It has nothing to do with that.

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. De Blieux'\.

On Page 1 in Delegate Amendment No. I, proposed by Mr. Burns Senator, I've been sitting up here about
Delegate Riecke and others and adopted by the con- four days now listening to the people back home, I

vention on July 14, 1973, on line 17 before the mean referring to the people back home. Do you find

words "in any year period", delete the words "31st that the people back home are in favor of shorter
day of July" and insert in lieu thereof the follow- legislative sessions rather than longer ones?

ig words, "5th day of August"
Bl ieux Well, I haven't had any expression
horter period of time, but this is not going

to lengthen the session any. It's going to elimi-

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle- nate the necessity of the legislature meeting on a

men of the convention, this is a very simple amend- Saturday or Sunday,
ment. I think that Delegate Roemer explained it

very well a few minutes ago when he stated that you Mr. Burns In other words, yours provides for a

would not do your best work on Saturday and Sunday. total of how many days?
I also want to call your attention that in any pe-
riod in which the legislature will meet, there is Mr. De Blieux The total that is in the provision
also a fourth of July. It's very simple mathematics. right now is the total of 65 days. You count the

If you will take your calendar or anything and fig- original 15, plus the 50 days. It does not change
ure up if the fourth Monday of May happens to fall that whatsoever,
on the 28th day of May, you only have 4 more days
during the month of May. You've got 30 days dur- Mr . Burn s Your amendment adds 5 days to the Riecke
ing the month of June, and 31 days during the month amendment,
of July, giving you a total of 65 days. During
that period of time, you are going to have at least Mr. De Blieux To the time in which that the legis-
8 Saturdays and 8 Sundays and the fourth of July lature can get in its 50 days. That's all it does.

which will give you 15 days. During that period of It doesn't do anything else. Doesn't add any more

time, sometime during the years you Are going to legislative days,
have at least 9 Saturdays and 9 Sundays and the
fourth of July making a total of 19 days. With Point of Information
this addition of five days it would relieve the
legislature of the absolute necessity of meeting i _
the fourth of July and on Saturdays and Sundays. Senator De Blieux. My question is one of pa

It does not say you have to meet on those days, it tary procedure. My question is, how many votes
just says that you do not have to meet those days. would it take to adopt an amendment to Mr. Ri"-

I ask you for adoption of the amendment which wil

1r. Avant
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Ju- 1973

ROLL CALL

PRAYER

Mr. Zimmerman Lord, we pray that You would
us instruments of Your peace. Where there is

ocrity, let us bring creativity; where there
been confusion, let us bring clarity; where t

has been division, let there be unity. Let u

mindful of what we have come to do, to serve
than to rule, to set free rather than to bind

the wounds that have beer
flicted
Amen.

us by our i s trus t of on

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

DING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[j- Journal i70-27i]

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[I Journal 17l]

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[I Jo.rnal J70]

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[I Journal i 7J

]

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[I Journal I?!}

U NFINI5H ED_B U S^I_" E S 5

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter CommUtee Proposal No. 3, introduced •

by Delegate Blair, CRa'irman on beh'aTf of the commit-
tee on Legislative Powers and Functions.

A proposal making provisions for the legislative
branch of government, impeachment and removal of
officials and necessary provisions with respect to.

The status this juncture is that the convention
has adopted Section 1, presently has under consid-
eration Sect Df the Ar

Amendments

ed by Delegal
rd.

Amendment No.
and adopted I

delete lines
hereof the ft

Mr^ Poynt er Amendments pre
Rayburn, Casey, Womack and F

Amending the reprinted bi

Amendment No. 1, strike c

.posed by Mr. Riecke and oth!
Convention on July 14,

Amendment No. 2, on page
through 32 and insert in lit

quote:
"Section 2A. The legislature shall meet

in regular session in the State Capitol duri
period of 85 calendar days, for not more th;
legislative days. A legislative day is a ci

day on which either House is in session. Nt

session shall continue beyond the eighty-fil
calendar day after convening. The legislati
convene at twelve o'clock noon on the third
in April of each year. No new matter intent
have the effect of law shall be introduced (

ceived by either House of the legislature at

midnight of the fifteenth calendar day exce[
favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected
of each House. .. tha t ' s favorable record vott
two-thirds of the elected members of each H(

Explanai

Mr. Rayburn
much has bei
this partici

man and fellow
he last several
Many ideas ha\

forth. I really belie
amendment. I believe
port. I certainly hop
change from our regula
;hat the legislature shall

April in place of the fo
ts more t

we have here a workable
u have one that you can sup-
so. It does make a 1 i ttle
amendment. It provides

! the third Monday
M n\j f I I 1(1 jjiace ui Lne ruur tfi, any LMdL b LU give

iS more time in the present fiscal year and it does
increase the eighty days to eighty-five days. And
:he purpose of that increased five days is to make
iure that if a legislature desires to have a split
session, there will be ample time to have it without
laving to work on Sundays.

about it. r
anyone has or

Mr. Abrahan
islature fl

I'd like tc

the amendment,
been said that could be said

appy to answer any questions i

I hope that you will go along

Raybi
ity wl-

your
slatu
is pr

he leg-
Now

n, do
is dis-

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Abraham, I certainly think they
will and I will make a pledge to this body now...
I will. ..I can only speak for myself. I'm one mem-
ber of that body, but I certainly will support it
and let me say this, Mr. Abraham. The reason that
I want this amendment adopted so bad is under today'!
constitution, we are locked in. We've got a provi-
sion that was put in there back in 1955 that was
workable at that time and was wonderful at that
time. It says we can't go beyond thirty days.

Our appropriations in this State and our expendi-
tures have over doubled since that time. Now we
are locked in with a thirty-day and can't do any-
thing about it. This amendment would leave us the
flexibility of having a forty day session, fifty
day session, fifty-five day session or even a thirty
day if we so desired, that's all we'd need to take
care of our work load. But it does oeq it down.
It cannot go beyond a :

Abraha

^Ray^bur

Fulco

supp

ay peric

t tr

Mr. Rayburn, would you have any objec-
on to the machine, voting machine being opened
d allowing everyone who would like to to become
-authors of this amendment if we had the Chairm,

Mr. Rayburn I cer-
would be happy to S(

mi ght open the mi

to become co-auti

is it possib'
for those wl

is amendment'

Mr. Henry Well, it's highly irregular. If the
are no objections from. .Do you object, Mrs. War

Mrs. Warren would object, so I would suggest
that perhaps we not do that

Mr. B urns Senator Raybt
been at this thing for fc

ike we might be getting
days

stated, we have
now it looks

t beforeI I ^e WK iMtyiiL ue yeuLing near trit; ena, dul oerure
we do, I've had so many dates and so many times for
introduction in the lengthy sessions, I just want
to ask you this final question.

As I understand your amendment, they meet inlendment, they meet . ..

od of eighty-five day;
that's the total it

M r. Rayburn No sir. ..yes, sir, Mr. Bu
not ris t for over eighty-five calendar
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session itself cannot last over sixty legislative
days in the eighty-five day period.

Mr. Burns That's my next question. In other wor

you meet in legislative session for not more than

sixty days within an eighty-five day period.

1 days.

Raybur

it's correc t , Mr

i s correct

.

And I understand that you pledge your

Mr. Rayburn I certai
try it. I real ly do

,

will be successful and I think it will.

Mrs. Ijarren Mr. Chairman, and delegates. I thi

from the beginning I wanted to ask this question.
I was a little bit confused by Senator Rayburn's
statement when he said the legislature was "locke
in." I don't want them to be "locked in" but I

was wondering if his amendment would keep the peo
pie locked out? That they wouldn't have the time
that they would care... you know that they have th

bills available for people to see.
So if they are going to be available, that you

can get them before they act on them, I have no
objection, and that is the reason I didn't want
these people to say that they didn't want to put
their name on the amendment before I knew what it

was all about. Thank you.

Raybu you very

Mr. Derbes Senator Rayburn, is it not true under
your proposal that certainly during the first fif-
teen days of any legislative session, the legisla-
ture could convene and in the regular course of
business summarily pass a piece of legislation witf
out providing the people an interim period for dis-
closure and suggestion?

^r. Rayburn That could happen, yes, sir. On the
jther hand, if we decide to have a split session
jnd we want to set the first twelve days to intro-
duce bills, or the first ten days, we could do that,
slso. It does leave a little flexibility.

Chatelain Senator, you know that I was on

nged my mind, I think three times
you are working pretty

those 1

Thursday or Friday,
on me to have changed it for the fourth ti

Mr. Rayburn don t see whe

Mr. Chatel ain I would like to ask you this ques-
tion, sirT I did a lot of homework last night and
talked to a lot of people, and I have my mind about
made up. But here is the question I want to know,
sir.

I see you have three distinguished delegates who
are co-authoring this with you. Would they have
the same view that you might have so far as trying
a split session? This is my problem.

Mr. Rayburn I have talked to Mr. Casey. I am
sure he shares my same views. I'm sure Mr. Womack
shares my same views. They are the only two names
I see on the amendment I have, and I am sure they

Mr. Chatela in Then one more time for
that you will try, in your behalf you
split sess ion.

Mr. Rayburn I certainly will.

Mr. Chatelain Thank you, sir.

"n

,
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work, we'll get a constitutional amendment and do
away with it.

Well, you see, you have never done away with it.

Now on this amendment of Senator Rayburn's which I

have been through and talked on and been for all

the way, it gives you a chance under this provision
which will be in the constitution of trying a split
session. And I want them to try it and decide.
Now you are tired of four days of listening to argu-
ments.

From 1940 to 1964 in that House, I heard people
all the time talking about whether or not they ought
to have a split session. That argument has been
going on for thirty-three years to my knowledge and
this is the way to put a stop to it. Now I am not
in the legislature, but if anybody will remind me
and ask me, at my own expense I will be glad to
come down to the committee and speak in favor of
any provision necessary in the next session to set
up the machinery to try out a split session.

I don't think you are going to like a split ses-
sion. I told you the reason. But I would like to
see it tried, but not put in the constitution like
these other Riecke Amendments would.

So here you have it in plain language in this
amendment, the Rayburn amendment

, where you can try
out that split session and you have enough people
already been telling you they'd come down there to
committee and help you get through the necessary
mechanics so you could have one and try it.

Now why put it in this constitution like the
Riecke amendment? The reason we are in session
down here as a constitutional convention is because
people are sick and tired of voting on constitutional
amendments. So don't think you are go'ing to put
something in this constitution and submit a batch
of amendments to people to take it out. You better
take whatever time is necessary and try to get this
document as near to where it will be left alone for
a good long length of time. And that's what the
Rayburn amendment will do. So you can operate
under either one of these.

So I say, let's adopt this, and get on with
:her rhar

Tate Chai nd brother delegates, we
have been discussing this question for the last
three or four days. I think you have had excellen
discussion, excellent debate, and in short, I move
the previous question.

[Pre.lc
vote c

80-35.
Amendments

Amendment

he followin

an odd num-

Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [bv Mr.
on page 2 at the end of line 9 insert
quote ,

"During any regular session held in
bered year, no measures levying new taxes or in-
creasing existing taxes shall be introduced or en-
acted. Page 2 at the end of line 9."

Point of Order

Hr. Schmitt 1 believe that we have voted on this
already and placed it on the table. Won't it take
a two-thirds vote in order to get it removed?

Mr. Henry It is a different amendment. It's an
enti reTy different amendment, sir, and so it would
be considered to take a majority of those present
and voting to adopt such an amendment.

Hr. Sti nson Hr. Chairman, and delegates of the
convention. This is to a certain degree similar,
but it is entirely different from the one that wa
voted down by a close vote several days ago... las
week.

The one. ..to discuss it first, I'd like to poi
out the difference. The one that was voted down

and that was primarily the objection from a number
of people was that this repealed that this. ..that
this odd session that there could be no repeal of
tax exemptions from industry. So in view of that,
this new amendment deletes that from the former
amendments and it only says that "at no annual ses-
sion held in the odd numbered years could measures
be i ntroduced. . .measures leveling new taxes or in-
creasing taxes at such an odd year session.

As was pointed out by much debate and a number
of speeches at the last voting, the people in

Louisiana have since the enactment of the fiscal
session, have then felt secure in that an increase
in taxes would only be every other year or the even
years. ..the possibility. They did not feel it nec-
essary to worry about increased taxation or to come
down and lobby against it or work against it on the
odd numbered years. So we would like to continue
that security in the taxpayers of the state and say
that only taxes can be considered and introduced
and passed at the even numbered years of our regu-
lar session.

This would mean that taxes. ..at least be a holi-
day on taxes every other year, the odd numbered
years. Those of use that have worked for this
amendment and are supporting it feel that it will
help the final passage of this constitution submitted
to the people if this is included. And we would
like to urge that this security and feeling of
stability in our tax payers be continued and guar-
anteed to them and only have tax measures introduced
on the even numbered years of our regular session.

Of course, this would have no prohibition against
a special session at any time the legislature or the
governor could cal 1 an—eTftraordi nary session under
ourconstitution.

I personally believe that in the future, that any
taxes that the governors will call an extraordinary
session where it will not bog down and interfere
with our normal legislative matters on our annual
sessions .

So I would like to urge that you insert this
provision in the constitution to give the people a

feeling of security and also help in the support
of this constitution when it is submitted to the
people for a state-wide vote.

If there are any questions, I would be happy to
answer them.

Questions

Mr. Tobias Mr. Stinson, you stated that this par-
nent would prohibit introducti
lumbered years ... propos

ticular a

You also
stated that this would not prohibit special sessions
of the legislature from considering tax matters in

odd numbered years.
Well, my question is this. In what. ..why would

you want to do this, because it would just add to
the work load of the convention, it would cost a

lot more money when it can just be handled in an
ordinary session. It is a false prohibition since
the legislature could adjourn and come right back
after a delay and consider it. So you are just
churning your wheels.

Hr. Stinson Mr. Tobias, if you had been a member
of the legislature, you would realize that in sixty
days, or if you have them, or whatever we vote, you
really have too many problems and measures in each
to really consider taxes. By this, we are really
actually helping the legislators because if the tax
burden that we have now is to be increased, I feel
that it should be at an extraordinary session for

that purpose where the people will all be knowing
of it and can come down not for sixty days but for
maybe ten or fifteen or whatever number of days
the session is called for.

Hr. Tobias Are you aware that a speci al .^ess.i<Mi

coulj c^J upwards of seven hundred and fifty
thousand dollarsi Bround seven hundred and fifty
thousand dollars?

Hr. Stinson Well, Hr. Tobias, for twenty-four
years in the legislature I worried about the cost
of government and I voted against it usually in the
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minority, and no one eve
suffered from it. So I

'

age, the fact that peopl
have legislative session
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gates had come to me and told me that the reason Further Discussion
they voted against it was because it had prohibited
repeals of exemptions in odd numbered years. And Mr. DeBI i eux Mr. Chairman, and ladies of the con-
wo we thought we would try it without that provi- vention, I don't want to labor this too long because
sion in there because it does seem so important. I think it's a dead issue to start with. But I

At present there are two limitations that exist in would just like to lay one or two things out before
regular annual sessions in odd numbered years. They you.
are separate and distinct. One is, non-fiscal mat- The proponents of ths resolution I have always
ters may not be considered without a super majority thought were those that were in favor of giving the
vote in the legislature, that's the first one. And legislature the prerogative rather than the gover-
that is the one that has caused the problems. That nor with reference to the legislation in taxes.
makes it a fiscal session. The second prohibition If you pass this amendment it would absolutely put
though is against raising taxes which admittedly the taxing power you might say, in the hands of the
is a fiscal matter. In a fiscal session there is governor at his pleasure to do with as he sees fit
one fiscal thing you can't do at all and that's because he can call a special session of the legis-
raise taxes. The reason it has never caused a pro- lature anytime he sees fit and limit it to the tax
cedural problem is because legislators have known issue.
that a super majority vote would not allow them to I think that is one of the reasons why governors
introduce a tax measure so there was no use even in the past have always rather have the biannual
trying to introduce it and get it passed. They sessions of the legislature rather than the annual
knew that if they passed it and it were considered sessions. It was true that fiscal sessions did
a tax by the courts then it would be declared in- take a part of this power away from the governor
valid. So this is not bringing back fiscal sessions insofar as other matters are concerned ... fi seal
at all. In no way is this bringing back fiscal matters but it still left it in the hands of the
sessions. This is one limitation that has been in governor with reference to taxes.
our law before and has not caused problems before Now if you want to build a powerful, executive
from a procedural standpoint. over there to the legislature just adopt this amend-

The language with regard to forbidding the lev- ment. If you want to leave it to the discretion
ying of new taxes or rather increasing existing of the true representatives of the people who are
taxes is just like in the present constitution as the representatives in the legislature, then you
in this amendment. That's been said that the leg- will vote against this amendment. And I ask you to
islature needs more flexibility and that is no vote against it because it is absolutely a step in
doubt true but it is our job to give some protec- the wrong direction,
tions to the people while the legislature exercises
that flexibility. I think the people want and need Further Discussion
some protection and this is one sort of protection
that they need. Mr. Smith Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I only

Now the people are not worried about some little want to get up here when I think that there is

tax adjustments that might be made. The adjustments something important and I do think this amendment
are not what they are concerned about. They are is important. And I want to join in with Mr. Stinson
concerned about tax increases and levying new taxes. asking you to support it.

And this is what this particular provision would They talk about tieing the hands of the legisla-
prohibit in regular annual sessions during odd ture. Well sometimes I think you need to tie their
numbered years. hands. I was author of the two-thirds amendment.

Now some think that if we don't adopt this amend- I like to keep on talking about it. I think it's a

ment it won't imperil the new constitution. I dis-' good law. That tied the hands of the legislature,
pute that. And I call your attention to proposition But I think every other year industry, business
No. 8 that was on the ballot in November, 1972 with and people ought to know that they are not going
regard to allowing sixty day annual sessions. Now to have any taxes at least that particular session
that provision failed at that time you remember. they can work on other t hi ngs . Now, they want to
You said the only reason it failed was because all eliminate the fiscal session which I think is good,
the amendments failed or most of them failed. (All I was one of the co-authors of the fiscal session
the amendments failed or most of them failed.) All but I think it failed its purpose. It didn't do
the amendments did not fail, five passed out of what it was supposed to do and now I voted tne
thirty. Now the interesting thing to me is this. Rayburn Amendment awhile ago. But I think this is

This particular proposal not only failed, and I a good law and it will help pass this constitution,
think one factor was the fact that people didn't And I feel like every two years we can vote taxes
want any tax increases. But it failed rather bad- if we need it. If the governor thinks we need a

ly. It was eighth on the list of amendments but special session we can call that. But I think this
it was twenty-second in terms of the percentage is a fine amendment and I think the people back
of the vote that it got. Twenty-one other proposals home if you are talking about the people back home
got a higher percentage of the vote than it did and the little people they would be glad if you do.
even though it was eighth. It was a rather unpopu- So I ask you to join with us and vote for this
lar proposal. Sixty-three percent of the people amendment,
voted against it.

Now I am sure that a large portion of that sixty- Further Discussion
three percent certainly knew what they were voting
against, it was a conscious vote. They did not Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates,
want to see their taxes increased during regular I rise in support of this amendment. What this
sessions in odd numbered years. That will certain- amendment does, is basically offers. ..and as someone
ly be true if we include that same provision that would say. ..it is some peace of mind to constituency,
was in that amendment in our new constitution. It's I think that we have accomplished in terms of the
going to give a certain percentage of the people a latitude that the legislature needs. We have accom-
good reason to vote against the constitution. And plished that by the adoption of Senator Rayburn's
it's a reason that we shouldn't have to give them. Amendment.
[...] do this during regular sessions in odd num- My concern is that you may have situations whereby
bered years. Budgets are planned well in advance. and it has happened, that a tax measure could be
Taxes if they need to be increased can be increased introduced that maybe not affects everybody but
in even numbered years. So we're not going to do affects particular a certain segment. To give you
any violence to the legislative system. We're not an example, you have a lot of boards who could come
going to take away any significant flexibility. very annually talking about increasing the license
But we are going to give the people a good protec- certification fees for a particular occupation,
tion, a popular protection. A protection that I This provides some protection in the light that that
think you agree if you had to vote on right now they can only happen every two years. For those persons
would undoubtedly vote overwhelmingly in favor of who are concerned about local government and the
it. So I urge you to go along with this amendment. fact that the legislature imposing financial burdens
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on that . Then it would appear that this amendment the ability to respond to the needs of the future
would provide a time span whereby local government as it comes to us.

would know that this could not happen within a pe- Now it seems to me that this amendment is another
riod of two years. I think that if in fact that attempt to put the legislature in some kind of
there is need on the part of the legislature, the frame work that will prevent them from responding
part of the state to increase its taxes than we do to the needs that might occur in the state. It

have alternate measures by which we can do it. really makes unnecessary the provision which we just
We can do it in even years or we can do it by passed,

special session. I think for those proponents of Mr. Jack a few moments ago said he recognized
split sessions .. .what this does. ..in fact that the that the thirty day fiscal session was irrelevant.
legislature does not come. ..adopt a split session This again is an attempt to limit and confuse. It

concept. What this basically does, is to provide seems to me that this kind of amendment is based on
the public with the kinds of import particularly fear, on suspicion, on cynicism. I feel that we
on a very vital issue like tax measures because it need to have faith in the ability of our legislature
would necessarily have to mean the calling of a to respond to the needs of the people and I encourage
special session or in fact, the public preparing you to defeat this amendment in order that the fu-
itself to deal with the legislature in the even ture legislatures of our state might be able to re-
years. And for those reasons I would ask delegates spond to the needs of the people on a given occasion,
here to give some favorable adoption of this amend- Thank you.
ment. Particularly in the fact that it does no
more than provide the people of the state of Questions
Louisiana with some peace of mind and with some
measuring stick as to when and where and how they Wr. Toomy Reverend Stovall, wouldn't the adoption
can expect tax increases. of this amendment only give a reprieve of eighty-

Let me say that I oppose this measure firstly five days during the odd numbered years to the poor
because it did not provi de . . . the fact that it did people, the rich people, the industry and everybody
provide that we could not repeal certain tax exemp- else to this state of taxes only for that eighty-

amendment and I

tion of it.

itisfied my basic arguments with five day period and only that per
jggest to you that this is a good

Mr. Stovall Yes, M
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Mrs. Warren Thank you. on your back, he say. ..oh, no Mr. rattlesnake if I

you are going to bite me.. .he begged and he begged
Further Discussion with the bull and finally the bull gave in and he

told the rattlesnake to crawl up on his back and he

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in carried him out. When he got out of the fire the

support of the amendment. I do so for a number of rattlesr
reasons. This convention by a substantial majority The bull said
just a few moments ago increased the time that the weren't going to bite. He said I was in the fire

legislature can meet from less than nine weeks in then.
the even numbered years when they can increase taxes I said that to say this, all of us seem to be in

to a regular twenty-four week period in two years a little bit of fire now and we are going to say a

and they can raise taxes within any of those twenty lot of things probably to try and get out of it. But

four weeks. Now I suggest to you if you read the I do think in consideration of the people that they

morning paper. With the announcement of phase four could sleep better at night if they knew when you

and in the same announcement the indication that were going discuss tax issues. For that reason I

food prices and other prices are going to rise sub- think that we should give them this opportunity to

stantially in the .i mmedi ate future. That the mood know what is going to happen to them. What their fu-

of the people of this state and across this nation ture is going to be like. You can vote a tax en them

are at the point that they are paying all that they and they don't know anything about it and then it's

can afford to pay and even more. That the burden gone.
has become too great for them to bear. Now I admit I heard some people in my community say the reason
it takes revenues to run state government. And I'm they voted against a lot of amendments and I want to

not suggesting that we cut state services, but I tell you thi s ... Because they thought it was taxes...
do suggest to you that the average citizen of this they had voted once on taxes and they didn't know

state has to set their economy based upon the tax what they were voting on so they decided after they

load taken by this state and by the federal govern- found out they had voted on taxes they wouldn't vote
ment. And I think that they are entitled to know for nothing.
at least some in advance as to how they can set So let's make it kinda clear for them so that they
their personal economy. And I don't think that they will know that we are not trying to put taxes on them

ought to be subjected every year to the possibility and let's support this amendment,
reased taxes. Thank you.

Further
It has been mentioned that the governor or t|-

legislature could call themselves into special
sion in the odd numbered years for the purpose _. ^, ^ ,, j , .^

considering increase in taxes. That'-s true. And Mr. Bollinger Mr. Chairman fell ow del egates ,

that is the way it ought to be in the cases iformed that in the last twenty years

of emergency. But I submit to you that there are there have been four special sessions called fo

very rare instances when the governor of a state the purpose of taxation This in my opinion is ,..

or when the legislature itself will call itself regular. This. ..it could be construed may be emer

into a special session for the purposes of levying gencies and if so, they are fine. However, I thin

new or increased taxes. They just don't do it un- the people need the protection of thi s provi sion

less there exists a dire emergency. And if they Many people think that this is a move by the good

do, then or course the attention of the entire government people.

electorate of this state is focused on the legisle
ture for that one specific purpose of increasing
taxes which is put in a call when they call that
special session. And nothing else can be consider
except what is in that call. So then the attentic
of the people of their. ..with the legislature and
if they have objection of course that attention i;

focused on the legislature and they have the right

of course to let their legislators know how they
feel. So I suggest to you that in order to carry
on the affairs of the state in an orderly, proper
fashion, that every biannually is adequate in ord(

to increase taxes if that becomes necessary. But
I don't think we ought to subject the taxpayers oi

this state to wake up every morning of every year
knowing not what their taxes are going to be in tl

next coming months. I ask that you give strong
consideration to the adoption of this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mrs^ Wa^rren Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I r

to'support this amendment. I think it is good, I

have been sitting here for days and most I have
heard in debate is let's give the legislators mor(

flexibility. I have heard a few people say. ..let's mittee.
give the people a chance. I think we have just Next, there is according to the department of

passed an amendment. I was kind of in limbo, I administration and the governor there is no need of

didn't know really which way to go and I am being taxes at the present time.

truthful with you. I was tied between two opinions. If the present need develops within the next year

A story came to my mind that I mentioned in the the next session is an even numbered year and taxes

off-set of this convention about the rattlesnake can be voted at that time. We will not in any way

and the bull. be tieing down the present administration. This is

I am going to tell it to you now. certainly not an an ti -admi nis tra ti on measure against

I want to tell you this little story now. We any administration. This is an amendment for the

been talking about the farm and the vineyard peop"

What the [...] is wrong with good government?
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Questions be one hundred and thirty-two different subjects
under the language as we now have it. It is con-

Hr. De Blieux Mr. Stinson, if you are trying to ceivable then that it would be left to the speaker

limit the time when the legislature could pass taxes as to which items he would take up for the procla-

wouldn't it make a lot more sense if you had an mation call. I don't think that the speaker would
amendment that stated that taxes could be passed want that prerogative and we wouldn't want to give

only during the regular session during even years? it to him. The thrust of it is, that the legisla
ture itself by a mechanical and meticulous statute

Mr. Stinso^n Well, it's just a matter of words. could provide for the mechanics by which this peti

3, 1 believe Mr. De tion would be circulated.
t if it was worded It was the thinking that that kind of language

does not belong in the constitution but this amenc

We
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now that we want a three- fourths vote to call a didn't we agree on 85 days, then you would have
special session to consider a tax when the legisla- thirty days prior to this regular session and thirty
ture itself, at any time, ought to be able to con- days afterwards so you're tieing the hands of the
vene itself on a simple majority vote. We are still legislature with a three-fourths vote for almost
going to have the two-thirds vote to consider the five months, isn't that true, if your amendment
tax or to assess it. I just see that we are going passes?
against what we said we had believed in and what
we said and what we have in fact done in the last Mr. Jenkins Mo, that's not correct at all. It
few days. We are once again making the legislature would be for thirty days before and thirty days
the whipping boy, the whipping boy of state govern- after, that's two months, not five months, and that
ment. The people disagree with anything you can would mean that you couldn't get anxious and go in

always jump on the legislature and say they are early and you couldn't stay later. You would have
raising your taxes. I am opposed to this amendment. to finish, unless three-fourths of the members think
I think it is a sneaky amendment because I think that it's important enough to stay. That's the way
it requires a three-fourths vote at all times, but the present law is in odd numbered years.
I am opposed to it even as it stands if you would
take out the regular sessions three-fourths require- M r. Blair In your odd years, your amendment just
ments. I think the legislature ought to be able to a few minutes ago limited to w'

call itself into special session on a simple majori- the taxes argued, wouldn't you
ty vote if you have any heat you want to put on limited to some five months?
them about a matter that's coming up, go ahead and
put it on them. If they convene all year round and M r. Jenkins No, you would be in session for three
try to get around being a continuous body then you months or almost three months under Rayburn's pro-
vote them out, but I think the amendment is bad. posal then the rest of the year except for a two
I am against it. months period you could have special sessions at

any time and you could even during those two months,
Chairman Henry in the Chair if you have three-fourths of the members agreeing

to it. Just like the present law.
[Previous Question ordered.

'\

!1L^_5°1 Woody, do I understand that what you're
Closing saying is that if the legislature is in session and

there is need to continue on, on something that is

, delegates to the con- of real significance, you'd need a three-fourths
vention, I know that it was unintentional but dele- vote to go beyond the sine die. Is that right?
gate Roy misrepresented what this amendment does.
It does not require a three-fourths vote to call a M r. Jenkins That's right. That's so we won't have
special session, that's not what this does at all. continuous sessions of the legislature...
Under the proposal proposed by the legislative com-
mittee and this does not change it, it is simply, Mr^Roj^ I understand.
a majority could call the legislature into session.
The only thing this deals with is within thirty days Mr. Jenkins ...I don't think this body is for that,
before or thirty days after any regular or special
session it would take a three- fourths vote of the "ll^.Roj! '^ll right,
membership in order to come back in session or stay
in session. Now that's exactly the way it is now Mr. Jen kins Well you see we might as well not have
in odd numbered years, it's not changed any. Now limitations at all built into the session length
Senator Blair said but in even numbered years, that's if a simple majority of the legislature can keep
not the case, well that's true there's no limita- things going, because a simple majority is what it
tion in even numbered years on staying in continuous would take anyway to keep going if we had unlimited
session but in even numbered years now, it takes a sessions,
two-thirds vote to go into special session. Where
as under the proposal proposed by the Legislative !lll__B°l All right, but then what could happen, is

Committee it is merely a majority to come into a that you couldn't get the three-fourths vote to keep
special session, or stay in one, so what this is it going, but one month later fifty percent plus
attempting to do is not to limit the ability to one could come back and call the special session and
call special sessions at all. It will still be by you'd have all the trouble and all the expense of
a majority vote at any time for taxes or anything going back into special session on something that
else, but, within thirty days before or after any could have been finished in maybe two or three days
other session you could not call without three- with an extension of the current regular session.
fourths of the members, and if you have an emergen- Isn't that correct?
cy or something you can, but I believe back in the
Davis administration you had cases of the legisla- Mr. Jenkins Well 1 don't know what expense, great
ture staying in continuous session and this is not expense, additional that you are talking about,
a healthy situation when that occurs, when a simple about coming back rather than staying. What would
majority can do that because there is always bills be the additional expense?
pending, there is always something that somebody
would like to pass if he could just stay over ano
two or three days, and there needs to be some cut- wait thirty days it only takes fifty percent pU
off date, so that's all this attempts to do. So I one to call that special session that would maybe
urge the adoption. Also, one other point I want last another month, that you could have covered
to make is that it's been said that this makes the everything when it was hot and ready to be handled
governor, that this amendment makes the governor with just a majority vote saying let's go one or
stronger, that's not true. Without this amendment, two extra weeks. Isn't that in essence what would
the governor is stronger than he is under the pre- happen?
sent constitution, because without this amendment
under the proposal by the Legislative Committee, Mr. J enkins That's right, it would take a majority
the governor can call a special session immediately vote later. So let me emphasize once again because
at the adjournment of any regular session even in this is the key point. We've spent all this time
odd numbered years, and that would not be true under discussing session lengths, how many days a year
this amendment, it will still take a three- four ths we should meet, if we had put no limitations at all
vote as now in odd numbered years. So, I urge the on the constitution, the session length would have
adoption of this amendment. been determined by simple majority vote. Majority

wanted to stay, you'd stay, if they didn't, they
Questions wouldn't. But in fact, unless we adopt an amendment

like this or some other restriction, that's all it

Mi^BJair Woody, in essence wouldn't you be re- would be anyway, because a special session can be
stricffng the legislature for almost five months, called right at the end of the regular session for
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bills laying over. We always have bill that haven't !; ?^^''^.^ ]^^^ll!°:. I"",'!" .,„!^P.
come up yet, they haven't had committee meetings,
because they were low on the priority of the various

i:n^^r::^rther?Lr:icS^°r:ia?iirto^ot^er''^:g^^lL Mr. Derbes ^^^^ '-?--: ^"tyo^ur^c^n^^usr

'ri- 'Wi^Tiit iiiurtiMi "h^^e^rM^r^ ^:l ny^sr?^?ro"n'S%^rt?nii^n n:sis%nr.^:i^ei
House and 20 in the Senate to say, oh well, we ve

tn rlsrifv what I believe the intent of Secti

'''II
'°'

lf'i:.Vll]L'lll\:inTnll\'SlitV'
" d' ^s s ec?}rthe'number"f Says'foJ

so they jut keep go ng and keep going and keep ^^ ^^ additional special session will be called

^:;:?s^Srihir^ta?e"^lot !n ^d^Uionaf l^^^L'tion --^ ^° -' forth the purposes of that special ses-

regulation interference with their private lives as

idditional special session will be cal
lurpos
that.

the cost of such sessions.
Mr. Jenkins We agree. That is no practical

Roy You keep raising other states

Mr.
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get finished with our schemes here a ma.

the people of the state of Louisiana ha

this. I submit to you that I don't bel

they are going to be quite as concerned
like flexibility and so on as they will

can be done to us, and I don't think it

tion of distrust of the legislature. I

people have a healthy cynicism about go

general, not just legislative governmen
government, judicial government or any (

of government that interferes with t

lives and operations. If we are goi

their dose of medicine, let's not gi

than they can stand here at one sitt
to support this amendment. It keeps
it is and while we are changing a lo

let's not change everything.

to
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,, thirds agreed then, but it's harder to get two-thirds
increases new taxes?

^^^^ ^ majority. Let's make sure that it's something

Mr Fontenot This is just what I just tried to say. that a substantial number of the legislature really

T can justify two-thirds vote for tax increases be- wants and will agree to, so that we won t have year-

cause taxing provisions are something that are so round sessions. So I urge your adoption of this

dear to the hearts of the people in the state that I amendment,

think maybe a little added protection, in that par-

ticular case, is needed. It's almost arbitrary, but

I think politically speaking you. ..it has to be done; Mr. Casey Mr. Jenkins, I can certainly understand
whereas I can't justify it for calling a session or ^^^g ^f ^^e arguments that you are setting forth, but

any other purpose that the legislature is trying to would not, under your proposal if adopted, then per-
...any other job the legislature is trying to do. ^^^ ^.^e governor to have more control over the legis-

lature to make the legislature a less independent
Mr. Toomy Well, are those not the same legislators ^^Q^y ^„^ thereby permit the governor, who may have
that you are talking about that you trust on one ^^^g control, for instance in the Senate, by obtain-
issue and you don't trust on another issue? i^g the consent of ten senators under your proposal

rather than fourteen senators under the proposal as
Mr. Fontenot That's right, they are, but I'm say- ^^ exists to prohibit the calling of a special ses-
ing that the taxing issue is a lot dearer to the ^^^^ ^f the legislature by itself. So therefore,
people's heart than all these other issues whereas would not the governor have more control under your
I feel like the protection of the two-thirds vote proposal?
on the taxing issues is just absolutely needed. It

is inconsistent, I agree with that, but I think the Mr. Jenkins I don't think your figures are correct

inconsistency is because we have to protect our at all. It simply keeps the system the same. It

people on taxing provisions. That's the only justi- keeps a two-thirds vote required. It would take

fication I have for it. fourteen to prevent it, just as now. Not ten, there'

If I'm in order Mr. Chairman, I move the previous no question of ten being involved, I don't think.

question.
Mr. Casey You're correct. My figures are wrong,

[Previous Question ordered.] but would not it take fewer senators to prevent a

calling of a special session under your proposal

Closing than under the proposal as it exists right now?
Is that not correct?

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates, of course
the only thing this does is on line 12 of page 2 Wr. Jenkins That's correct, Tom, and let me say

change the words "a majority" to " two- thi rds "

.

this: I know that you and many others would like

But the impact of it is to protect everything that to see year-round sessions of the legislature, be-

we've been here debating and discussing for the last cause you've advocated in committee and on the

four or five convention days. Frankly, I didn't floor, and I certainly respect your right to do this,

come prepared to debate the merits or demerits of but what I'm saying is I don't want this to get in

a year-round legislature, because I thought the the back door. I think that we've already pretty

delegates here were fully convinced that a year- well agreed that we don't want year-round sessions

round session was not in the best interest of the of the legislature and yet if we don't adopt such

people of this state. Suffice it to say, that the a mechanism we can have the possibility, indeed

people would not tolerate year-round sessions of perhaps the probability that they will occur,

the legislature, and I really don't think by our
past votes that we want year-round sessions, either. Mr. C asey Well, first of all, if you'll yield to

But the mechanism exists right here unless we adopt another question with the permission of the chair,

this amendment to have in essence, year-round ses- is it not correct, Mr. Jenkins, that I have not ad-

sions of the legislature. We've already said it vocated year-round sessions of the legislature...
will be a continuous body, and now we say by a sim- that I have merely advocated the possibility, ini-

ple majority it can have a special session. Not tially, that if the legislature were permitted by

after a thirty day delay after a regular, but right law to establish legislative sessions ... that they

at the end of a regular session, including those in would set up the mechanics in the period of time,

odd numbered years that are supposed to forbid That is not me advocating year-round sessions, first

taxes. And at the end of the special session the of all. Is that not correct that I have merely ad-

majority can simply call another special session vocated a different method...
for thirty days. The legislature, under this, can
stay in session for as long as it wants to. Many Mr. Jenkins I think you're right. I'm sorry. I

people have said that we need to increase the power didn't mean to misrepresent your position. But I

of the legislature, and there is no one more con- do think that the debate has come around to that

cerned than I am about the disparity in power, par- point, whether or not we want the possibility of

ticularly between the executive and legislative bran- year-round sessions.
ches. I fear that when we attempt to level-out We'd appreciate your favorable vote on this amend-

the power among the various branches, though, that ment.
we might succeed in doing something quite different.
And that's tremendously increasing the overall pow- [Amendment rejected: 37-75. notion
er of government. If we don't. ..if we keep the to reconsider tabled.]
level of power of the governor the same, and the
judiciary the same and we simply tremendously in- Amendment
crease the power of the legislative branch, the
overall effect is going to be to tremendously in- Mr. P oynter Amendment Number 1 [fcy »r. Abr.ih.iinJ.

crease the overall power of government. Let's in- On page 2, line 16, after the word and period
crease the power of the legislature, at the same "session.", delete the remainder of the line, or

time decreasing the power, maybe, of the executive the sentence, it says Anendment Number 2. On page
branch. But we need some limitations. We have 2, delete all of lines 17 through 24 in their en-
trust in the legislature, but not complete, total tirety and insert in lieu thereof, the following:
trust, to the extent that we're willing to abnegate "The proclamation shall state the specific subjects
our responsibility, and let them meet year-round. to be considered, the date and time the legislature
I don't think we feel that way. Let's simply pro- is to convene and the number of days for which the
vide that, as we have in the past, a special session legislature is convened. The subject matter of the

can be called by a two-thirds vote of the membership session may be amended by proclamation to the leq-
not by a mere majority. I'd hate to see us have a islature until 48 hours prior to the hour in which
situation like we had during the period of sixty to the legislature convenes. The power to legislate
sixty-four when we had a special session meeting on under the penalty of nullity shall be limited to

segregation matters for, I think, about sixty days the subject specifically enumerated in the latest
continuously in special session. Of course two- proclamation convening such extraordinary session.
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or proclamation on occasions of public emergencie;
caused by epidemics, attacks by the enemy, or pub-

lic catastrophe; does not this take the words pub-
lic emergencies and define them specifically to

say that only an epidemic, attack by the enemy, or

public catastrophe could be the reason for a call'

Abraham

that something that was not a

associated with these three th

for a call of the legislature.

ipeci fie. This is...
says public emergenc

i t to these things.

prevent someone sayin<
a publ i c emergency , r

ngs to be a reasor

Mr. Burson Mr. Abraham, I no
to be a difference and I wonde
me. The committee proposal sa

the special session shall neve
dar days, whereas your proposa
of the first paragraph says sh
days. Wouldn't that be differ

at maybe yo

tice
r if
vs or

last line
xceed thir
other word

have
legislative day session. It just doesn't say.

Mr. Abrahan
Jack.

out discussior
calendar days
thirty calendc

Mr. Abraham
ing our articl
talking about

by the calendai

nty-four

rse. dea
legislati

ays , that

'

my quest! or

orrect, but
never

e days

airman, ladies and gentlemen of
e would like to divide the ques-
objections to the last paragrapt

iguage into

stter

but if you '

. . . down to your f i rs
serted the subject m
amended down to the

of calendar days. We'd much rat _

been brought out, the fact that we
about legislative days and calenda
understand there
take care of the
I'd 1 ike to see,
and come up with
wouldn ' t have an

pici

;ence and he shou 1 d ' ve
of the session may be
that sentence. Then I

again with the except
, since
ve been
days . I

n amendment being prepared to
t paragraph so to clear this

I urge you to defeat this one
! other amendment, which we
ij ec t i on to .

Closing

Abraham to br^^^^ -. • - .ply
reason that this was brought up now was not neces-
sarily to. ..it's simply to bring the issue to you
that we do have two proposals, and in order to sai

guing over this thing twice, if this one passes
in us, in our legislative

guing the same issue again. So
t's brought up now.

then there
article, we are ..,.

.

that's the only reason'that

[Amendmen

t

Mr . Poynte r Amer
Smendment Number ;

25 insert the foil
the legislature ir

jected: 11-92. Motion
r tabled. '\

Amendment

dments proposed by Mr. Dennery
, on page 2 between lines 24 ai

awing: "the governor may convi
extraordinary session without

prior notice or proclamation on occasions of public
emergencies caused by epidemics, attacks by the
enemy, or public catastrophe."

Expl itic

Denne his is the same as the last paragraph
in the previous amendment in which you rejected and
which could not be divided. The question on it
could not be divided. Senator Blair says that the
legislative committee has no objection to this. As
I understand it, it was omitted because in the ori-
ginal section, in the original draft of the legisla-
tive department there was no requirement of a five
day notice. Therefore, this would have been unnec-
essary. When the five day notice was inserted and
placed in their report, they overlooked the emergency
situation and the purpose of this is merely to take
care of emergencies as they are taken care of in
the iresent cons t i tut i

[Quor

Reading of the Section

M r. Poynter Section 3, size. Section 3, the num-
ber of members of the legislature shall be provided
by law but the number of senate members shall not
exceed 41 and the number of house members shall not
exceed 111

.

Expl

Hi-AL^ll "^- Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
he corivention, we just added a few more down the
ay. We might not know what would happen twenty
ears or more. So, we gave a little more latitude
oing from 39 to 41 that could be in the senate
nd going from 105 to 111 in the house. Now, there's
wo sides to this, of course. Our committee was a

nanimous vote for this particular section, with
wo members being absent. But on the other side,
f course, someone brought up there's a lot of
rgument back and forth, that might cause arguments
n later years, especially in urban areas, or how

you would go on from your 39, for instance your
nate, on to your 41. But our reason behind it
s to give us a little more latitude in the legis-

app

Mr. T oomy Senator
on why you increasec
of your committee don't express
all. Why did you pick these par
you wanted to have leeway?

Mr . Blair I think it would be in proportion as
Tor as the senate increase and the house increase
because of the numbers now being 105 and we've tried
to keep it at an uneven number, of course, avoiding
ties and things of that type. But along the line
that we have at the present time. Just a little
more latitude for the legislature to work under on
apportionment when it came up.

Mr. Toomy Well, if this constitution is going to
Vast for many years, which I hope it does, why
didn't you increase it even greater than it is to
allow for flexibility. Why these particular numbers
Why increase the senate by 2 and the house by 6.

Mr . Blair Well, particularly, one of the things
Tn' the house...! understand the house could handle
111 members, and if you increased it more you would
probably have to knock out a side. There were some
people that thought that maybe we should reduce both
houses, but our general agreement, after we studied
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it and listened to the different

house and

Toomy

)f reathought to a pr

Mr. Blair That's where you may have a problem,
but we are now apportioned on a population basis.
Just giving an example, suppose that the legislatu
wanted to increase, then the way I'd see it you
would just lower, fix your population with that
particular number that you'd have, whether it woul
be 39 or 49 or 41 or either your 105 or 111.

Mr. Chatelain Well, I could anticipate being
adopted in 1974 or maybe 75 or the 76. ..want to in

crease the number of legislators that would create
a boundary problem and cause a lot of furor, woulii

Mr.
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I think, addressed Itself to more gerrymandering say, that it shall not exceed thirty-nine Senate
and was concerned with trying to put multimember members and shall not exceed one hundred and five,
districts in certain areas. Under the proposal which means to me... does it mean to you... that then
that this convention has adopted, the legislature the legislature could reduce itself if it so chose
would be required to go under single member districts and allow for that flexibility?
and to reapportion accordingly. I think you're
going to stop a lot of that business they had in Mr. Casey But my answer to that, Mr. Alario, if
1970 with that proposal. I don't see the same prob- you are really concerned about the cost factor and
lem arising in 1980. really want to save the people of the State of

Louisiana money, why not just say in the constitu-
Further Discussion tion, "shall not exceed thirty Senators and shall

not exceed ninety members of the House of Represen-
Hr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates to the con- tatives"?
vention. Senator Blair has already indicated that
this proposition passed unanimously by the commit- Mr. Fayard Delegate Casey, as our committee stud-
tee. I think it would be appropriate to comment ied this proposition, did we not consider that a'
on some of the questions and some of the argument presently constituted, you have approximately three
brought out here. First of all, Mr. Bollinger, I representatives for each Senator?
think you asked the question about why should we
have a limit at all in the constitution. In the Mr. Casey That's correct.
New England states such as New Hampshire and Mas-
sachusetts, their house of representatives comprises Mr. Fayard As the proposal is presently presented
as many as three or four hundred house members and to the convention, the increase is approximately
they are severely criticized for that large number by the same ratio. Is that not correct?
because the most effective body by all statistics
printed that I have seen, the ideal situation is in Mr. C asey It is proportionate. That's correct.
the area that we are dealing with at this time.
And the reason, Mr. Joe Toomy asked the question, Mr. Nunez Representative Casey, why do we have to
why do we have these particular numbers that we are increase at all? Why can't we just leave it thirty-
dealing here with now? Well, Senator Blair has al- nine and one hundred and five? You're dealing in
ready indicated that the Clerk of the House and the the area of increasing the numbers in the legisla-
Secretary of the Senate appeared before our commit- ture when we can just pick up additional people like
tee. We discussed this matter; they indicated that we did this past time. I wouldn't mind going to one
the physical facilities could only comfortably han- hundred and fifty if we have to and you go to 40,000
die 2 more senators, from 39 to 41 and 6 more house and keep the numbers the same,
members from 105 up to 111. The real reason that the
committee adopted this proposal as is, was merely Mr. Casey As I sai
for flexibility. Mr. Alario is absolutely correct We could say thirty
that there is no real argument, or nothing sacred like to say th
about the numbers 41 and 111. Nor is there anything All we are try
sacred about the numbers 39 and 105. If you really. The legislatur
really want to streamline things, Nr. Alario, maybe Senators and o

the ideal situation might be to have only 30 sena- They can in th
tors and 90 members of the house. Why stick with ment plan redu
105 members in the house and 39 members in the sen- be appropriate
ate? And if you're going to argue. ..I'll yield, but ment might require,
when I'm f i n i shed ... and if you're going to bring
up the cost argument, that's the- best argument that Mr^_N£nez But the flexibility is also there now.
you can give them. Let's reduce it, down to 30 Just increase your district to include more people,
senators and 90 house members or 25 senators and 80 if the population growth of the state dictates as
house members. You can pick any figure that you such and a ten year count comes out and you have to
want to. So I really don't consider those to be pick up four or five thousand people, just like we
really the potent arguments behind this. I think did this time. Why can't we do it rather than in-
this really goes to the heart of the entire concept crease the number of the legislature. I think that
of a constitution. Are you going to be flexible was his point,
and viable and versatile and offer to the legisla-
ture and to the people the most workable constitu- Mr. Casey My answer to that is, the flexibility
tion that we can come up with. And I feel that you is only one way that you can alter this. It pro-
will not have a problem on reapportionment in the vides for no flexibility upward and that's all we're
immediate future of adding additional spaces in offering. If you like the proposal as it is, vote
either the house or the senate, although I'm the against the amendment of Mr. Alario. If you do not
first to admit, that politically, it could happen, want to provide the flexibility, the slight margin
but I don't think that would be a major catastrophe that we are allowing, then vote for the amendment,
because it's not a drastic change. Increasing the It's a very simple proposition as far as I'm con-
senate from 39 to 41 and 105 to 111 with a popula- cerned.
tion growth you're not going to water down or dimin-
ish your representation. Each member of the house yr.1 _ " u^n ez You say it's a simple proposition, but
represents approximately 33,000 people. Each mem- when "you 's tart dividing the districts as opposed to
ber of the senate, approximately 93 to 95,000 peo- a thirty-nine into forty-one and as opposed to one
pie. With the Increase of population, by the time hundred and five, what are you going to hundred and
that we get to the next period of reapportionment, what? One hundred and eleven? It's additional
even if you did Increase the membership to the maxi- districts that you have to create,
mum, you would still have approximately the same
percentage of representation In population. I don't Mr. Casey That's correct,
think that this is a big thing to argue about. I

don't think that we should really belabor the point Mr . Nunez You have to recreate the lines whereby
too much longer. Either you're in favor of the con- Tf you stuck with the same numbers, you'd have to
cept of flexibility or you're against it or you're move the boundaries to include new people that have
going to lock us in again on another particular moved Into the area or just shift the boundaries.
proposal. I think that's the whole issue that we're I think you are creating a problem when you take on
really deciding here and I will yield. additional numbers as to the same numbers and taking

on additional people. I think you do create a

Questions problem.

M r. Ala rio Delegate Casey, are you aware that In Hr^ C asey Mr. Nunez, I would have to leave that
the amendment that I have and the proposal that the to tfie infinite wisdom of the legislature to deter-
commlttee has submitted that in both Instances we mine whether they are merely going to strictly re-

[314]
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are losing representation. I understand that the
population is growing in the metropolitan areas,
but I am rising in support of Mr. Alario's amend-

Mr. Burns Don't you think perhaps that the citi-
IPrevious Question ordered. Amendments zens Of the State, or a majority Of them, think we
adopted: 53-52. Motion to reconsider have too many at the present time?
tabled. ]

Mr. T obias My feeling is that most legislators
Amendment presently in the legislature would not vote to di-

lute their voting strength in the legislature.
Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [i>y Mr. Tobias], on You've got practical limitations on it.

page 2, line 27 immediately after the word "law",
change the comma to a period and delete the remain- Mr. Burns My question was based on the general
der of the line and delete lines 28 and 29 in their line of questions and arguments that I have been
entirety. listening to where so much is based, on assumption

and anticipatory, something that might happen way
Explanation in the future. It's getting away from realism and

my question was more or less based along that line,
Mr. Tobias Briefly, all this amendment does is not that I think it's ever going to happen.

Mrs. Warren
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it is absolutely ridiculous to require or to state
in effect that there is some difference in the

abilities, or difference in the abilities required
of the member of the House and a member of the Sen-
ate.

However, foremost I am in favor of eighteen year
olds enjoying in every case the privilege of adult-
hood no matter what the public office is. If he

stands out enough to be elected to any office that
is his right, that is his privilege, and that is

what we should not do anything to hinder.
But just on the simple basis that we have a pro-

vision being offered which discriminates between
members of the Senate and the House, not that I see
any basis in the discrimination. I cannot under-
stand how it has even reached the floor distinguish
ing what we expect of a member of the House and a

member of the Senate, and just on the importance
of the whole issue I am supporting Mrs. Taylor's
amendment and I hope it receives a favorable vote.

Further Discussion

I simply It to experi ence
I had with the Student Constituti
that was here last week.

In. ..I worked with one of the committees and
later on I ran across three of the little girls,
little high school girls and I asked them what they
did and how they came out and they told me, they
said, "Man, you guys sure were liberal. You all

lowered the age by which a governor could hold of-
fice to twenty-five." They said, "We set all these
elected offices up to thirty years of age."

Further Discussion

Mr. Velazquez I feel

ments of our population, inclu
pie in the Democratic process,
going to become involved in th
or they are going to try to fi

which might not be as good for

cracy itself.
I think that since both hou

Legislature, the House c

Senate, are apportioned
we shouldn't tell the ps

except someone eighteen.

! of
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asking you a question .
urt and whether or not his consti tutiona
e been deprived, because he was eighteen

Bol

1

inger He can qualify even though he is at the time of the election.

Supreme
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at the time of his election. This would permit Is that correct?
somebody seveenteen to run for office and that per-
son could be elected but would not be eligible to Mr. A. Landry I don't think so. I think if

serve until he was eighteen which might be several you read the bill, the proposal as it is now writt

months past the time that the legislative session that if a person is seventeen and reaches the age
began. of eighteen before the general election, then he i

eligible to run for the office of Representative o

Mr. A. Landry You are talking about under Senator,
the Taylor amendment. My amendment says he has to be an elector and

you cannot violate the United States Constitution
Mr. De Blieux No the Taylor amendment provides at the present time that says eighteen which the

that the person must be eighteen years of age at State of Louisiana has adopted,
the time he is elected.

Mr. Nunez But your qualifications for membership
Mr. A. Landry That is correct. That's what
...Mine says you have to be an elector. And in order
to Qualify in any election. Mr. A. Landry You have to be an elector at

you qualify, yes si

Mr.
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Mr. A. Landry You are correct, Kr . Burson. amendment, the draft of the proposal is, and re-
reading Mr. Ambroi se. . .Mr . Landry's amendment here,

Mr. Burson And wouldn't your language substantial- I am reconsidering what I said before because very
except it also makes possibly he is right and we should adopt it because
le Senate? what we have in there now, that he can be eighteen

at the time of the general election which means he

Mr. A. Landry That is correct, sir. can qualify at seventeen. Is that correct? What
we just adopted. Unless we adopt this, he can, in

Mr. Burson And the interpretation of the election fact, qualify at seventeen years old in August if

laws that you are giving us is after servi ng . . . how he is going to be eighteen at the time of the gen-
many years... eral election.

Mr.
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democratic primaries, and it may be that in the fu- sociated from any age requirement with respect to
ture, we have open primaries which would, of course, the qualifications of a candidate who seeks either
do away with general elections. So, if it makes one of the offices of Senator or Representative,
any difference, my provision that I'm going to pro- Let me tell you why I think that the Roy amendment
pose subsequent to this is that every elector who should be adopted and why it should supersede what
at the time of election shall have reached the age you've just done. I don't know how many of you are
of 18 years shall be eligible to membership of the old enough to recall, but this is what I'm trying
House of Representatives or the Senate. Meaning to avoid, and this is what Mr. Roy is trying to
that you may qualify, a person 17 years of age, avoid. Many years ago I think the candidates name
will be able to qualify to run for the position if, was Rush Holt. A man ran for the United States
at the date of the election he is 18 years of age. Senate, Holt ran for the United States Senate, from
Secondly, it does away with the notion of a general West Virginia. He was, I think he was 29 years of
election because we may not have general elections. age. He got elected, but he could not serve in the
I just wanted to say that. Thank you. United States Senate until he got to be 30 years of

age. Now just so you'll know what you've done, that'
[previous Ouestion ordered.] precisely what the situation can be if the consti-

tution does contain the provision that you've adopt-
Closing ed that Mr. Landry sponsored. Now the distinction

between his proposal and the proposal of Mr. Roy,
Mr. A . L andry Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The is that Mr. Roy's proposal requires that at the
only tTTn g that I can say is that in my 21 years time of the election the candidate would be an elec-
experience as an elected official of my parish, I tor or 18 years of age. Now that's the only dif-
urge you to adopt this amendment so that we will ference. You are going to admit of the possibility
not have the elections in the courts. Keep it out insofar as this particular language is concerned,
of the courts if we can. Thank you. if you don't undo what you just did of someone being

elected to office that can't hold the office.
[Record vote ordered. Amendment
adopted: 82-25. notion to recon- Questions
sider tabled. ]

Mr. A. Landry You
Amendments

Wr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Poy]. Delete
Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Taylor and
adopted by the convention on July 19, 1973. Mr.

Roy would need to amend that now to delete the last
amendment as wel 1

.

Amendment No. 2. On page 2, delete lines 32 in

its entirety and on page 3, delete lines 1 through
5 both inclusive in their entirety and insert in

lieu thereof the following: "Section 4A. Every
elector who at the time of election shall have
reached the age of 18 years shall be eligible to
membership in the House of Representatives or the
Senate. "

Explanation

Mr. Roy Well, I've raised the issue that I think
is a valid one with the distinction between what Mr,

Landry has proposed and what we have adopted. Mine
changes two things. It definitely states that at
the time of the election, you must be 18 years of
age. You cannot be elected prior to that time, and
besides that, it obviates the chance of talking
about dealing with general elections and gives the
legislature the chance to go into open primaries
without any problem. That's all I have to say. stitution?
Apparently everybody has got his mind made up. I

don't know what good questions will do, so let's Mr. Gr ave l For Louisiana purposes I think they
just. ..I'd just as soon vote on it. If you think coulH. One thing that you've done here too, Mr.
I'm wrong, vote against it. Landry, just so there won't be any question about

It, is you have eliminated the provision that was
Chairman Henry in the Chair sponsored by Mrs. Taylor fixing the age of the

elector at 18. You're leaving open now the question
Further Discussion of the age of the elector that was foreclosed I

thought by the adoption of the Taylor amendment.
'f you don't adopt the Roy amendment you have com-
iletely deleted from the law what you just overwhelm-
ngly adopted when it was proposed by Mrs. Taylor.

Delegate Gravel, isn't it true that
c i t was the West
was elected who

Mr.
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Hr. Gravel No sir, Mr. Silverberg. I don't think committee or another proposal somewhere else?
so. I think the Roy proposal does exactly what
this convention voted should be done with respect Hr. Gravel Well, maybe so. I'm not all that hung
to the age of electors. You've now eliminated that up on it. I think it's a defect in what we're doing
by the adoption of Mr. Landry's amendment. There's I don't think we're doing it properly, and I think
nothing in Mr. Landry's proposal that says anything it's better to provide in this article that at the
at all about the age of the electors or the age of age of 18, at the time of his election, that a per-
the eligibility of those who are going to serve in son then will be qualified to serve in the legisla-
the House or the Senate. You're going to have to ture.
do that somewhere else. All that the Roy amendment
does, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, is Mr. Burns Mr. Gravel, Mr. Ambroise Landry has
to say that for a person to be eligible for member- argued very forcefully about being an electorate,
ship in the House of Senate, is that he has to have Under this present amendment of Mr. Roy's, it says
been, be 18 years of age at the time of his election. it shall have reached the age of 18 years, who at
That's something certain and definite. The Landry the time of the election have reached the age of
proposal that you've just adopted is not. 18 years shall be eligible and so forth. Suppose

a person who became 18 years of age 10 months before
istitution says that every the election and he registered and qualified. Under

link requires
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Mr. Rayburn Well let me ask you this, Mr. Gravel.
Under Mr. Roy's amendment where he says in Section

ery elector who at the time of election sh

have reached the age of 18 years shall be eligible
for membership in the House or Senate,
would you conside
the general elect

te to be elected? After

Hr. Gravel That would be the electi
the only election...

Mr. Rayb That' s

ior to the general e

ight

ction. That's

be a nominee

. Gravel That's correct. The courts have cc

jtently held that, that a primary is not the «

jn. There are some cases that deal precisely
is kind of a problem growing out of resolutior

Further Discussion

A. Landi
in opposition to Mr. Roy's

le reason that for 53 years
states that every elector

to a seat
ature

the convention, I r

amendment for the s

our present constit..— -.-
under this constitution shall be eligibl
in the Hjuse of Representatives. The leyi^iatuic
has provided the laws to permit or to set out the
qualifications for an elector. Under Mr. Roy's
..jposal, there is a question as to when a person
lecomes an elector. Under my original amendment a

'ector, he has to be qualified
candidate. Therefore

,.= ,i ^, = u, u,,- ^.^^.^^ „,id I hope that you will
te against the Roy amendment.

Further Discussion

person has to be a.. .

in order to qualify to be
i s clear a

office, IS fraught with problems. Une problem i

can see, you can't register until you become 18,
but perhaps you can qualify. If you don't have to
register as a voter, you don' have declare your
party affiliation, you don't have to declare whethe
vou ' re an indeoendent or anvthino other than thatanything other than that

goi ng to be 18 ei tl

you're an independent
you want the office and you „ ^ .

at the time of the election or at the time you .. . .

take office. For those reasons, I ask you to vote
•against Mr. Roy's amendment, in all due respect tc

Roy, and vote for this amendment

Questi ons

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Avant, is there any instance in

which a 17 year old can register to vote before his
18th birthday except before the time of the 30 day
period time the registration books close and say
the first primary? Is there any other time that he
can preregister providing he would be 18 at the
time. .

.

Mr. Avant Mr. LeBleu, I have to answer to you sir,
that I'just don't know. I really don't. I under-
stand that there is a provision for preregi strati on
in anticipation of being 18 at the time of an elec-

it what the tec
ikly don

Roy But Mr. Avant
chose to say that a

at the age of 16 or 17 is an
islature defined elector as a

inicalities of that are, I

, the question is if the 1(

ua 1 , then under you
he could run and se

fives if he were or

right?

Hr. Avant If they so defined it anc
the power to so define it when we fi

the constitution, if it's adopted.

son who preregisters
ctor. If the leg-
eregistered individ-

ew and Mr. Landry's amendment,
in the House of Representa-
7, or the Senate. Isn't that

Mr. Roy Wasn't it your
proposal and the sense o

that inasmuch as 18 year olds have been given the
right to vote and what have you and they fight for
this country, that we wanted them to be able to

serve in the House of Representatives or the Senate?
Isn't that the view?

Mr. Avant It is my intention, Mr. Roy, that a per-
son who is 18 years of age and otherwise qualified
can be either a Senator or a Representative. But
now we're refining it down into an area of extreme
technicality about what you're going to do with
the fellow who is going to be 18 at the time he
takes office or when the general election is held,
but he's not 18 at the time he has to qualify for
the first primary. I think we ought to make that
clear. I don't think we ought to leave it up in

the air where we're going to have a lawsuit to fig-
ure it out. I'll yield to any questions, otherwise

have

Mr. A. Landry Mr. Avant, isn't it correct
that under the present constitution every elector
under this constitution shall be eligible to a seat
in the House of Representatives. Isn't it true that
we are here giving the legislature a lot of power?
Isn't it true that in 53 years, up until last year
in 1972 until the constitution of the United States '

was amended to 18 years old, was the only time that
the Louisiana legislature reduced the qualifications
of an elector from 21 to 18? Is that correct?

Mr.
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[Motion to adjourn to 9

Friday, July 20, 1973
Adjournment to 9:30 o'
July 20, 1973.}
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7ugh Fridays and to include Saturday
lecessary. Substitute motion to est

h a work schedule to begin on Monday

99. Prt Que
>tion rejected

. Orig,
the

adopted: 90-24. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Motion to work a 9:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. daily schedule and also nightly
Wednesdays through Fridays. Substitute

Business adopted: 89-10.2

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[l Journal i78-i79j

[Rules Suspended to allow Committee Pro-
posal No. 4 to be reengrossed and passed
to third reading.]

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[l Journal 179]

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[I Journal 179]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[l Journal 179-ieo]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

1r. Poynter Committee Proposal 3, introduced by

Delegate Blair, Chairman on behalf of the Committee
3n Legislative Powers.

A proposal making provisions for the legislative
branch of government, impeachment and removal of

officials, and necessary provisions with respect
thereto.

The status today is that Sections 1 through 3 as

amended have been adopted by the convention to date,
and at the present time the convention has before
it Section 4, and in particular; we adjourned yes-
terday with a pending amendment to Section 4, Para-
graph A thereof, proposed by Delegate Roy.

Poynter \t this ti have amendments of-
fered up by Mr. Roy, Mrs. Taylor, Landry and many
other delegates have their name attached as
coauthors

.

Amendment No. 1, delete Amendment No. 1 proposed
by Delegate Taylor and adopted by the convention on
July 19, 1973.

Amendment No. 2, on page 2, delete line 32 in its
entirety and on page 3 delete lines 1 through 5,

both inclusive in their entirety and insert in lieu
thereof the following: "Section 4 A. Every person
who is an elector and has reached the age of eighteer
years at the time of qualifications for the office
shall be elegible for membership in the legislature.'

Amendment No. 3, delete Amendment No. 1 proposed
by Delegate Landry and adopted by the convention on
July 19, 1973.

Explanation

Roy Chairman ar gentlemen of
the convention, this essentially is a compromise
between blacks, cajuns, red necks. Republicans,
patricians, city dwellers, youths, liberals, con-
servatives and moderates. What it says is, it locks
into the constitution the notion that you must be
at least eighteen years of age to serve as a member
of either House. It also. ..and with that in mind
that only the people would be able to change the
qualifications for that' pes 1 tion . It also locks
into the constitution the idea that you must be

[328]

eighteen at the time of qualification rather than,
as yesterday's proposal provided, eighteen at the
time that you would be elected. That's a compromise
because it's going to require the legislature, of
course, to set a specific date for qualifying so

that all people will be treated equal ly--that is you
won't have an independent able to come in and reg-
ister at a later date than the democratic primary
or the republican primary, something that Mr. Perez
raised. That's all it does. There is a technical
amendment in that qualification, the word "s" should
be left off of it and it should just be qualifica-
tion. I would like for you to make that amendment
or the Style and Drafting Committee could if it did
choose to do so at a later date. It's strictly a

technical amendment. All of the authors are the
people who initiated this whole concept of locking
into the constitution a minimum age requirement,
Mrs. Taylor, Mr. Landry, myself, Mr. Oennery, etc.

7bj^

Junea

Expl

Chairmrman, fellow delegates, now
hat we're through with the uncontroversi al parts
f this provision, I'd like to go on to Section B.

thought it would be appropriate to indicate to

ou what the changes are with the present constitu-
ion with regard to the draft you now have before
ou. Number 1, the residency requirement for someone
unning for the legislature has been changed from
period of five years to two years. Secondly, and

n important change, is that the requirement that
s in the present constitution for residence within

the district for the period of one year has been
changed to the word "domicile". Now, let me just
offer this explanation in that regard. It is our
appreciation that the word "domicile" is in fact a

more restrictive word than is the word "residence".
By that I mean, you can have but one domicile but
you can have more than one residence. To be a dom-
iciliary of an area, that means that that is the
area where you intend to be your permanent home.
The thought being behind the committee with regard
to inserting the word "domicile", we thought that
there ought to be one place where your residence is,
where you intend to permanently make your home,
wherein you can run for office. We further thought
that this would give some continuity, some stability,
to the area from which you run. It would require
that you live and intend to permanently live. ..your
intent at that time is to live in that particular
area for one year before vou run. We also have a

provision in there with regard to a situation which
may arise after reapportionment. It provides that
after reapportionment if someone is in the legis-
lature, that for that period and that period alone,
that next four year term, that he would be able to
run from any district which is created in whole or
in part from the district from which he originally
came. That takes care of a problem that could con-
ceivably arise with reapportionment. With regard to
the vacancy, if someone changes his domicile, the
seat of that member in the legislature is vacated.
Now some question has arisen as to what happens in

the situation, I'll give you an example that's
closest to me would be, for example in Lafayette.
If you lived in District 43 and you moved because
of the legislative districts eight blocks away and
you were then in a new district, would that vacate
your seat? Under this provision, if you intend to

change your permanent domicile and that's where you
intended to move to, yes, that would vacate your
seat. The position was this: that if you did not
provide such a provision, then what you could have
would possibly be just the mere changing of the
residence, as I said, you can have more than one
residence. So the issue is dramatized when you are
moving from across the street, but it is much more
acute when you are moving from one parish to another
or moving from north to south Louisiana. The thrust
of these provisions are to require that someone spend
time and have a permanent attachment to the parti-
cular area from which he is running. We further
submit that in this regard that the reason for
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having the domicile provision with rega

cy and with regard to an area, that if

area you want to represent, that's the area you of the genera

logical concept,
adoption, Mr. C^

ihoul

'ea , 1
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My question

thought that a one year period within the confines
^^^^ ^^ , going

of the state of Louisiana was sufficient time for

the people to know an individual and to give him „^ Juneau Well, as you are well aware, Joe, under
sufficient time to know the problems of that area. the present law you can have but one domicile; there
We didn't want to restn ct . . . we thought that the two ^^^ ^^^ j^g ^^^^ ^„^ domicile. The thrust of this is
year requirement for a state requirement would re-

^j,^^ g„ individual cannot on his volition move that
to be familiar with the problems of domi ci 1 e . . .any declaration of retention of domicile

-' - ^"ser time requirement would be
^^ ^^^ contrary .. .we don't want to give him that

level within a district. latitude. We want that to be the determination.

rf„»cr,'t "^ <^°"''^ 9i^^ '"^ the latitude to say I'm going to
and that, but it still doesn t ^^^^ ^^^^ domicile just to fit the needs of whatever

district I want to move into.

3u, isn't it correct that under Amendment
proposal a person who would be elected from a

reapportioned district might indeed not actually
f,^^ Povnter Amendment Number One [it, «r. Casey]:

take up residence in that district until the election Goes to the reprinted bill. On page 3, after the
following the election in which he was elected? In partial word "tion" at the beginning of line 18,
other words, that the district may have an absentee strike out the period and before the word "the" in-
representative for a period of four years, but never- ^^^^ ^^^^ following: "and if he was a resident of
theless a duly elected absentee representative. jf,g state for at least two years immediately pre-

Mr.



Mr. De Bli
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domicile into that. He has the time to do that, but
he has to live within the area. If he previously "fiich he was a part. Therefore he could take his

lived within the district which has been divided, choice maybe out of 4 or 5 seats. I think you

if he previously lived within the district that has stated this, within one year after his election and

been divided he can change from one portion of the "o matter from which district he was elected, he

previous district into another portion to run for would have to move within that district and be a

all that this provides for. Mr. resident. Is that correct?

will knock out that provision
3u knock out that provision, it Mr. De Blieux That's not my understanding of the

^mander out of districts poten- provision, Mr. LeBleu. That is true that he could

as to favor somebody else. I
''"". but he must first move into^the area and estab

to do that. ^"'~ '~" ''
'"

the
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amendment
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wanted Teddy Kennedy to come to Louisiana and run parish in which they are domiciled it more or less
for Senate. I mean that would have been a good anal- follows the general rules of all elections fo
ogy to the situation. I th
ment that is being offered

a Representative living In the district with Mr. Fontenot wouldn't it be possible for an out
people that he represents and I think that is ^f state person or a person from New Orleans to mov

t the people desire. I move for the adoption of ^^^^ district after reapportionment.

have
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Amendments

Mr. Poynter The language would read Amendment No.
1 [be; Hr. Drew], page 3, delete lines 11 through
17 and insert the following: "However, following
reapportionment at the next regular election for
members of the legislature a candidate shall run
from the district in which he is domiciled." Then
pick up the Casey language which you have in front
of you dropping the 'and' "if he was a resident of
the state for at least two years immediately preced-
ing his election."

Amendment No. 2 stays the same.
Add an Amendment No. 3 striking out the floor

amendment proposed by Mr. Casey and adopted by the
convention today.

Questions

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Drew, Mr. Fontenot spoke and raised
another question. I think what he was questioning
you about is didn't you intend to require one years
residence even after reapportionment? I think this
could be added to your amendment while you are fool-
ing with it, if you intended to do that.

Mr. D rew Conway, that's the question that I say
that I'^m not satisfied with this amendment as it's
drawn because that is a hiatus at the present time.
I think possibly an amendment will come along on
that basis.

Hr. LeB1e

mittee pro
those thre
arate di s

t

The other question that I had, without
ment to the committee proposal and when
to Representative Fowler's district, men-
ade of the incumbent but wouldn't the com-
posal allow any resident of either of
e parishes to run in either of three sep-
ricts under your proposed reapportionment.

Mr. Dr ew I think the committee proposal would
definitely allow anyone. It's not limited to incum-
bents and this is not limited to incumbents.

If there are no further questions...

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Harmon, what you are actually
doing with this... with your amendment, is removing
the option of the elected representative to run in

either district that he may be reapportioned out of.

Mr . Dre w I am trying to prevent a district from
having a representative that is a non-resident for
a period of four years and that can be done under
the committee proposal.

Mr. AnzaJ^on^e I hate to say do you know or... but
would you agree that probably a better amendment
would be to allow him the option to run in either
district but force him to move into that district
within a certain time, a short period of time-

Mr. Drew Actually, Joe, the way this amendment is

wrften, he could do it, and that is the reason I

think it will probably be clarified by additional
amendment as to whether the convention would require

ne year domicile or not.the

rse what I am sayi
if I am an e lee ted
from another di st
I am not going to

Mr^Anzal_one Well, of coi
that as a practical matter,
resentative and going to rur
and they don't want me, well
to move there.

Hrs^ Warre^n
cTarTfied whal
amendment and
that mine was going to do, I was wanting t

some time, so i am wondering if it is in ord
me to let him see it, Mr Chairman?

ted to ask because I had ar

was going to do the same t

drafted. An individual after reapportionment could
merely move and establish a domicile within a perioc
of two months. You don't have the one year restrict
ive period and immediately run for office as long
as he would have lived in another part of the state
for two years. Is that right?

Dren id that cc be
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[previous Question ordered. Amendments

by either the Federal Court or the State Court and rejected: 46-63. Motion to reconsider
they handed down the decision at five o'clock this tabled.]
afternoon and they said you have seventy-two hours

with which to qualify, how could a man then change Recess
his domicile under those conditions in order to run

from the district in which he would have normally [Quorum call: 94 delegates present and
run from without the reapportionment. a quorum.]

Mr. Drew I was trying to remember, Mr. Flory, as Amendment
to the effect of a declaration. I mean how soon a

declaration of a change of homestead is effective. Mr . Poynter Amendment proposed by Mr. [J.] Jackson
Off hand, I don't recall. as follows:

Amendment No. 1 on page 3 delete lines 11 through
Further Discussion 17 both inclusive in their entirety,

and on line 18 delete the portion of the word
Mr. Fontenot Fellow delegates, I appreciate Mr. "tion" and insert in lieu thereof the following.
Drew, I appreciate the problem he is trying to al- quote, "however, at the first general election for
leviate, but I am afraid he is creating a bigger members of the legislature following the reapportion
problem than he is trying to do away with. ment of the legislature, any person may qualify for

By his amendment, as I stated previously, a mem- election to either House of the legislature from
ber, a public figure could move to another district the district in which such person is then domiciled,
and run against another public figure if he so wished if he was domiciled in the prior district for at
and I am against this. I think the amendment will least one year immediately preceding his qualifica-
create this possibility. Therefor
I think we ought to come up

to clarify exactly what Mr.

But I am afraid if you v

you are going to be creatin
you are trying to solve. T

reject this amendment and I

tion.
ll^otionfor tne Pre.^c

Mr. Blair^e—n-e-aci
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le time of

Mr.
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Mr. J. Jackson Based on the arguments we have "P ^'"' ^ay I want to just move over there and so

heard this morning, the only exception is to the ex- '^^"^ ^^ my domicile. I ye heard anywhere from six

tent that one, let's say if a person is gerryman- months to a year but as I understand it the bigges

dered out of .

eivable that under the first section,
es you just referred to, he could not
.0 run because he would one, not have
dency requirement in the new legisla-

I think that's the argument we hea
So what I'm saying is that he can r

prov

the courts have interpreted.

ther

Pel low del ega tes

,

residency requirement in tions to committee proposals is that

pp does allow someone to play tarzan ^-'

four years without living there. The
bjection is that it provides the kinds of

amendment correctly , "if "he resi ded'in" the'pa r- options without the necessary requirements and what

f East Baton Rouge naturally he would be in a ' ^^''^ attempted to do is to allow someone to run

sentative district. Suppose he resided here wherever he wants to run provided that he meets
*'' ments. One, that he meets the two year

ment. Two, that at the time of quali-
any new legislative district he must

then prove domicile in a new legislative district
ts the requirements ^"'' that three, to meet the problems of the one

year requirement is to provide him that he at least
have one year requirement in some other district.

.; ;;!>/: ho mijct ro- NOW, as a matter of fact you could possibly take
off the last one year requirement because if he has

De Blieux In other words, if I

ten years and decided he wanted to move dow
leans parish and run from one of those dist
down there, he could do that...

Mr
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This
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so we can save some time. We have lost over an hour years and be "actually domiciled" within his leg-
and a half or two hours today. Is there some way islative district for one year immediately preceding
we can have a committee to which we delegates can ^,,-5 election. The present law has been interpreted
appear before in reference to any amendment that we ^y Louisiana courts to require that a candidate have
plan to introduce? 3 bona fide residence in the district he represents,

but to allow him other residences outside his dis-
Mr. Henry Mr. Fulco, there is no provision for trict as well. The courts have never really given
such a committee at this time and I would imagine ^ precise definition to the term "actual residence"
that the delegates to this convention would feel 35 related to legislators' qualifications but have
that they were severely hampered and I would agree indicated that it is primarily a matter of intention
with them, if there was any move which would attempt illustrated usually by the legislator's conduct and
to prevent any member at any time from introducing

^^^^ circumstances of his life. The courts have de-
an amendment which he felt was germane and appropri- clared that he must spend more than one or two
ate and I think we would save a lot of time doing nights a week in a district to qualify as a candid-
less talking and more reading on these amendments ^^g f^om that district. The actual effect of the
then we could speed up the process. Sir. altered wording in the proposed article cannot be

determined without judicial interpretation. Some
" indication of possible effects can be obtained from

previous judicial interpretations of the term "domi-
cile-" It is more of a legal term than residence.
A person can have several residences but he can

'' claim only one of them as a domicile. The civil
-"' code defines domicile as a place one has "as his

principal domestic establishment," in which he makes
his habitual residence. The code further provides,

r and jurisprudence seems to support, that if a per-
''-' son resides about equally in several places, he may

declare his intention to have one of them as his
legal domicile. However unless he resides at each
equally, his domicile is necessarily where he spends

)f us dele- ^^e most time. Again, courts have never established
a precise formula for making this distinction but
have rules that where a person spends two-thirds of
his time at one residence and one-third at another,

Mr. Fulco
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yes sir.

Mr. Derbes So
the principal pu
litigation, is t

rectly, and I was
it would be neces
his domicile at 1

Is that correct?

Mr. Lennox This
who are members o

matter is litigat
i f you had two or
only declare your
you spent half yo

Mr. LeBreton Th
thought occi
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ber of the Legislative Committee I think it is in-

cumbent on me to at least explain the action of the
committee and the reason why the word domicile was
adopted in preference to the word residence. The
concept was advanced, and incidentally was adopted
with only one dissenting vote, with the thought in

mind that we would hope to avoid abuses by candid-
ates for the legislature who attempt, or who rather
actually reside or are legally domiciled in one area
of a district or city or state or what have you, and
through other means establish a residence in another
legislative district. For instance, a person may
have his home, have a homestead exemption, rear his
children, and actually live in a home in one area
of a city or a parish, and then have a business,
let's say a barroom, in another area, a different
legislative district, and have a cot on the second
floor and he might sleep on that cot once a week or
twice a week, register to vote in that area where
he has his business, and then run for election in

that area; in an area where in fact he does not ac-
tually live with his family and is not actually domi-
ciled. We have attempted to do this to prevent just
that thing. A person who lives with his family in

one area could theoretically have many, many resi-
dences, five or six, and therefore have the option,
through these means, and I feel they could be devi-
ous means, to establish other residences merely for
the purpose of running in a certain legislative dis-
trict. That was the whole thinking behind this.
I must grant that Mr. Lennox has made some good
points, that possibly we may have litigation over
the interpretation of the word domicile, but the
truth is that we definitely have had and may in the
future have additional litigation over the word res-
idence. The entire subject matter and the entire
document that we adopt will instigate litigation.
I think we must face that fact of life. I also feel,
and I speak only for myself, that there was concern,
I know advanced by Mr. Lennox, that the court may
go into the question of how long you are going to
spend in any particular area. Are you going to live
fifty percent of the time here and twenty-five
percent of the time in another place, and twenty-
five percent of the time in another place. I submit
to you that if a person is going to run for public
office and represent a certain area of the state and
be familiar with the thinking of the people and
their problems that they should well spend in excess
of fifty percent of their time in a certain area.
And, I would hope that that area would be their dom-
icile. I would submit to you also that the word
domicile has been greatly, and on many occasions
interpreted, particularly in the area of divorce
laws, they have talked about the subject matter of
domicile for purpose of jurisdiction for bringing
suit for divorce and separation, and the courts have
expounded on this greatly. The word domicile is
really where a person intends to have his main home,
to rear his children, to register to vote, where
he goes to church, where he associates with many of
his friends and neighbors and things of that type,
where his children may go to school. Various cri-
teria such as that are things that the court looks
at and not just how much time you might happen to
spend in a particular residence, if you have more
than one residence. So, there can be many criteria
for the interpretation of the word domicile. I sub-
mit to you gentlemen and ladies that this is more
restrictive, it ties down the qualifications some-
what more than it is under existing law. Domicile
is more demanding. You must make that determination
yourself, to determine where you are going to make
your principal home, raise your children, have your
bank account, send your children to school and go to
church. Rather than give an individual the option
to establish many residences and run possibly from
many districts. I would urge rejection of the amend-

it.

Further Discuss

Mr. Derbes Ladies and gentlemen, I merely want tc

echo Mr. Casey's sentiments and say to you that on

well founded. The courts have repeatedly, in my
opinion, interpreted the qualification or the re-
quirement of domicile. It is not a burdensome, dif-
ficult, impossible qualification to administer.
Philosophically, I think it is consonant with the
position that this convention has taken on other
issues. It requires that a person have his princi-
pal domestic establishment and intend to permanently
reside in the area that he seeks to represent. That
to me is clearly preferable, the difficulties in

administering the word domicile, I believe, are not
overwhelming, in fact are quite simple. It is mere-
ly a fact question. So, I concur in Mr. Casey's
remarks and I urge you to defeat the Lennox amend-
ment. Thank you.

[Previous Question ordered.

1

Closi ng

Mr. Lennox Madam Chairman, fellow delegates, I

submit to you that there are many elected public
officials in the state of Louisiana, other than leg-
islators, who must face this problem in the courts
if this proposal is adopted in its present form.
I ask your adoption of the amendments.

[A.end. rejected: 20-79. Motion to
reconsider tabled.

'i

Amendments

Mr. Poynte r Mr. Dennery sends up amendments at
this time.

Amendment No. 1, page 3, line 7, after the words
"the time of" and before the words "he shall", de-
lete the words "the general election" and insert in

lieu thereof the words "qualification for the of-
fice."

Amendment No. 2, on page 3, at the end of line
10, after the words "preceding his" delete the word
"election" and insert in lieu thereof the words
"qualification for office."

Explanation

Mr. Dennery The purpose of these amendments is
merely to conform with the language which we pre-
viously adopted when we changed from election to
qualification for the office. I suppose you would
call it a technical change although it does make a

material difference in the time. I think it is

much more accurate and much more clear to state at
qualification for the office. Senator Blair author-
izes me to say that his committee has no objection
to this.

Mr. Poynter Madam Chairman, we have discovered a

slight error that affects Mr. Dennery's amendment.
We discovered it with respect to that particular
line in the second amendment, is in error in the
reprinted bill. It reads "for one year immediately
preceding his election." That language was con-
tained as the bill was originally introduced but was
amended in committee in conformity with where it

appears in line 7 to read "for one year immediately
preceding the general election" in the actual reen-
grossed bill. The printed bill is in error so if it

is acceptable to Mr. Dennery and to the convention,
I would suggest that a way out of the impasse to
accomplish his purpose is to vote first on Amendment
No. 1 by itself where you will reflect your intent.
If you pass that one, we will come back with the
second amendment which will go not to the reprinted
as engrossed, but the actual rcengrossed bill to
make the same change in the same appropriate lan-
guage in the actual reengrossed bill. Is that all
right with you, Mr. Dennery? Actually, the question
before you is just the Amendment No. 1, realising
that if you adopt it you will need a second amend-
ment drawn to the reengrossed bill.

questions

the first hand I bel that Mr. Le
with regard to the fostering of litigation

[342]
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months in advance of the time of the general elec- thing like this comino up and people are 1

have a chance to do as they please, there
to be a dead cat on the line somewhere.

you point out the language that
can run in three districts if he

lave that effect. wants to and no one else can? Will you point that

link if you will follow me back anc

Conroy It seems to me that the wording of the '' ' <"" ""'- w' ""y I'll have the Clerk to read it

proposal as it presently exists is good enough. It back to you. I said that Mr. Lennox in his address

year's domicile. This effectively in- to this convention said, if you have three residents

es the period that a person must be domiciled or you are domiciled in three residents you have a

n the district prior to the time of the elec- choice to run from either. When I got up this mornir

tion. It deals with a one year period and a two and I spoke, I said that this seem to be gerrymander

year period for qualification and simply backs up and this was not my words but it is in effect th=

say
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Mr. De Bl ieux That is correct. You are absolutely

refer

correct.
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Amendments

Mr. A. Jackson Well, would you admit that some of
fTTe^proposa I s that were introduced in addition to

mine indicated very strongly that maybe the princi-
ple we were talking about was representation but
particularly at the point of qualifying. Cause that
seems to be the issue.

P°y"ter Mr. Anzalone sends up the following
„^_ Anzalone Well, Representative Jackson what

endn :hat
Amendment No. 1. On page 3. line 18 immediately ^

^ ^^ ^.^j, provision was because you forced
after the portion of the word "tion and this needs ^\^^ ^^ ^^^^ „^^ ^^ ^ district that he was now
a little technical correction after the anguage... representing and forced him to go into a district
added by Hr Casey s amendment. Delete the remain-

that he could possibly represent ' "

^^rlir^i^lir^l'ui:i;.el^of"l^J\o\' - diametrically opposed to your proposition of

ig: "the seat of any member who changes his

:ile from the legislative district he represent
;cted after reapportionment whose domicile
ithin the district he represents at the ti

Drn into office shall be vacated there by

iration of a retention of domicile to the

Explanation

ig where you are represented.

-. Avant Mr. Anzalone, isn't it a fact that

would be candidate from being gerrymandered into

an area where he couldn't possibly win and yet a

the same time, satisfy the other requirements th

before he actually represents an area, that is,

he sits in the legislature and votes, he must li

and be domiciled in that area. That's what your
amendment does, doesn't it?

that if a person moves out of the district
epresents

Hr. Anzalone Ladies and gentlemen of the

tion, the original proposal by the Legislative Com-
Anzalone That's exactly what it does.

mittee has left approximately a three year hiatus
when a legislator who is representing a new district „ Avant Thank vou
must move into that district. On the other end you —

^

-'

have had proposals by Mr. Drew, by Mr. Jackson that Further Discussion
require a person who is seeking office with a fur-

ther amendment by Mr. Dennery that he be in the area ^^ conroy We have spent a great deal of time on
which he is to represent at least one year prior to

rhTr'g"¥Tri7a 1 problem but this is a good amendment,
the date of qualifications. With the .infinitesimal j^ deserves your consideration. It deserves your
amount...! should say the great amount of trouble support. The last sentence of paragraph B presentl
that we have had with reapportionment in the past -< t^f'

doesn't seem likely that the legislature or the

courts or the United States Supreme Court is goin

to get the job of reapportionment done in record
ther and savs' that

time. This is going to put you in a position such
problems of reappo

as this. If you are now in a represen ta 1 1
" -*"- ''

""'" ' ^^

trict which is going to be cut into three
if you had the opportunity as an incumbent
citizen to choose the area from which you
to run, you must make this choice within o

prior to qualification. The problem with
is that you are not going to be sure as to

reapportionment is going to be final. You are plac- Further Discussion
ing yourself in a position of making a judgment when
you actually don't have any idea where the district ^^ ^ ^^^^^ Chairman, and ladies and gentleme
lines are going to be drawn. What my amendment does , ^mri^convent i on I rise in opposition to this
simply is this It gives you the opportunity if the particular amendment. I will tell you why. I ha
year has passed to run for, seek reelection to any_

|;^^^^ ^^, ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ .^^^^ ^^ ^^ jt,^ candidate

his choice to run but
district, which he is

move and be domi ci 1 ed
I think that is con

of the last sentence c

your support of this a

-acates 1
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I shouldn't have to go live in A under some type of
gun to my head that by the time I am sworn in some
three months from the date that I am elected I

should have disposed of my entire property in dis-
trict B.

Now that is the danger here. It serves no useful
purpose. It only puts a great burden on a person
who has been elected by the people of A because he
is one of them to dispose of his entire live prop-
erty acquisition in B at maybe a great loss. How
it affects his representing A I do not know. It has
nothing to do with it, but if you pass this amend-
ment that is what you do. You strangle a guy who
has been elected by the people who believe in him
and you force him at the risk of some pecuniary loss
to get rid of his holdings in B before he can serve.
And you do one other thing, because if he can't
serve you see.. .if he can't sell that is and be out
of that area and have acquired a new place in dis-
trict A, you nullify the people's choice in dis-
trict A. You are saying, that notwithstanding you
cajun people in district A wanted elect me to
serve you, you have nullified that by some process
that does not address itself to whether I will ef-
fectively serve them or not. For those reasons, I

am aga ins t it.

Questions

isn't th£Con roy Mr. Roy,
jtter of timing?

, Roy No, it is not?
It is a matter of whether peopl

i the democratic process have a

and whether you are going to force me to disf
my property ownings in B before I am sworn ir

says you have tc

move there.Roy It says th

Conroy Got to

Mr. Roy That is right. But that also means that
I have to be rich enough, Mr. Conroy, which I may
not be, to be able to acquire another home. .. another
place in district A to live and I may have to move
my children out of B and go to district A and start
having them educated there before I even start serv-
ing.

Mr. Abraham Chris, I fail to understand and you
might explain to me the difference between denying
the people their choice of a person to represent
them under the provision here whereas they do not
have the opportunity to decide who they want to vote
for. And the position that we took on line 10 in
which we said that this person must live in a dis-
trict before people can vote for them. Aren't we
denying the people of their choice there by requir-
ing a new man who moves into a district. The peo-
ple may want him but we are saying that he is going
to have to live there one year before he can be
elected. Even though all of the people in that dis-
trict may want him.

reapportionment and that is where this thing addres-
ses itself and the fact of the matter is that the
person who has been reapportioned out of an area
should not be discriminated against in running in
the area he previously lived in.

Iking about the

are talking about denial of the people's right to
vote for whom they wanted. In one instance we are
denying them the right to vote for a man who moves
in an area because he has not lived there for one
year. On the other hand, now you are saying we are
denying them the right to vote for this man who
happened to live in an area and who now resides out
of the area due to reapportionment. Regardless of
what the reason may be as to why he is not in the
area, we are still denying the people the right to
vote in either case.

;s, that is one thing. But let me answer
The theory of causing the residents

to be there, for a person living there, is that
theoretically he knows the area ahd that is why you
wouldn't want a stranger moving into an area and we
haven't provided for that. Although I wouldn't be
opposed to it. But the issues that in the instant
case after reapportionment you are taking a person
who lived and served in an area maybe twenty-five
years and he is denied the chance of really running
and being elected by that area unless he chooses to
sell his ownings before the time that he is sworn
in. There is a great difference in the two.

Roy

iry the Ch

Lilliili Mr. Roy, I don't see anywhere here
it requires you to sell your property. It
squires you to change your domicile. I mean
i think you wouldn't want to rent your prop-
id collect your depreciation. Make it both

Mtv Ro^ Well, I am assuming that most people maybe
Tiving in an area like a hypothet I gave might have
owned a home and that is their domicile. Now he
has got to change his domicile which means he will
have to arrange to go and move elsewhere and rent a

home or arrange to sell it. And I just don't be-
lieve you should impose that condition on him cause
my idea is, as a Jacksonian Democrat if the people
in A choose to elect that person it is their choice
and not ours to put incumbencies on him to where he
may not choose to run at all.

Mr. Velazquez Are you telling me that you believe
that you can be good enough to represent the people
but too good to live next door to them?

Mr. Roy No, not at all. I say that you do have
to move there ultimately but you should not be
forced to move at an arbitrary date, i.e., before
you are sworn in. It has nothing to do with living
them and representing them properly.

Velazquez

iiove

.

isn't any time that you have
)ing to eventually have to
that is picked arbitrary?

M£^ Roy It is to some extent. And if I had my
choice, I may not choose that but at least there is
some reasonable basis for letting it be at a later
date. But Mr. Anzalone's amendment makes it so that
he must move before he is even sworn in or otherwise
you nullify what the people of that district have
chosen. And I am against that.

Mr. Velazqu ez Don't you think that Mr. Anzalone
IS very reasonable in this thing and that he could
have set the time even earlier and gotten support
but instead he is willing to give you a couple of
months to get your affairs in order. He is just
asking you to move your main place of residence...
your domicile he is not telling you to sell your
property or divorce your wife or shoot your kids.
He is just telling you to change your domicile to
represent the people who have elected you.

Mr. Roy Not only do 1 think he is not reasonable,
r '3'oirT think if he were reasonable it has any basis
for the position he has raised. To make it that
you have to sell out or move within a two months

[346J
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Mr.
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Juneau, would you just explain why,
_ _ _^ _ cannot raise its own salary

Explanation this provision during a. ..the time for which they

,, . »u » *u * -.i- i- sre elected, it would take two-thirds to
Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman, now that the trai"

rolling, we move to Section D, which provide

if a vacancy occurs in either house of the 1

lature, the remainder of the term shall be f

by election as provided by law In essence.
Mr. Avant Rather than a simple majority....I... J M- Chairman and fellow delegates. p j j

inserted into the constitution
ovision the word "only" which

election, and that the mechanics of said electi

be provided for by statute which of course
. i

"
a in % mi that^the^istinction"

"""'''.'^ ^"^ 1"''!! ?^. rr between two-thirds and a majority as to
lion in the provision. We move for

if the legis
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Explanation

Mr. Fayard Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your pro-
nunciation of my name. 1 think that I will at least
acquire temporary residence in the city of Amite or
Independence after watching Mr. Anzalone perform
earlier. I hope that I meet with the same success.
This amendment makes no substantial change in the
committee proposal. It was brought to my attention
by several members of the committee and also by sev-
eral delegates that the wording of subsection E as
proposed by the committee was somewhat awkward. I'm
in hopes that this amendment will clear up several
areas which may have led to objections if not
cleared up. Number one, this amendment conforms in

the latter sentence with the language that we have
later in our proposal with regard to Section 7, Sal-
aries to public officers and change. I think that
the terminology is better. This amendment further
makes it clear that the legislature will be able to
fix the annual salary and thereafter only change it
by a vote of two-thirds of the members elected to
each house. It was brought to my attention that
under the wording of the committee proposal in sub-
section E that an interpretation would have been
possible to the effect that the legislature at each
term could have changed or fixed its salary. In
other words, this four years fix it and then a new
legislature in the next four years come back and fix
it again by a majority vote. I would be happy to
answer any questions regarding my amendment. Actual-
ly, it's the same substantial proposition that is

originally submitted by the committee. I personally
favor this concept. I think that there is no reason
for camouflaging a salary paid legisla-tors in terms
other than a salary. I personally feel that members
of the legislature work very hard. I think that
they should be paid an annual salary comparable to
the work that they put forth.

And I further feel that this concept of being
paid an annual salary is supported by most students
of government and I'm not only saying that this is a

good government move, I'm saying that it lends sup-
port to the legislature. It encourages them and man-
dates them to fix their salary which I think that
they deserve. It further establishes a precedent to.

the public to know before running for an office as

to how much he's going to get paid for seeking that
office. I can anticipate some arguments and some
questions about the fact well, does this cut out the
expense allowances. No, this does not. I would sub-
mit to you that this provision allows any reasonable
expenses to be paid; mileage, for hotels, for meals,
or whatever the legislature in its wisdom desires.
But it does require the members to be paid on an

annual salary which shall be fixed. I will yield
to a question now.

Mr. Leigh Mr. Fayard, does your amendment contem-
plate that the Senate can fix the salary for its

members different from what the House fixes for its
members.

Mr. Fayar My amendment contemplates.

Mr. Leigh Isn't it subject to that interpretation
where you say it's fixed by each house, or the mem-
bers of each body.

Mr Faya No sir, t think so think that
. i t says that each member of the legislature

shall be paid an annual salary which shall be fixed
by a favorable vote of a majority of the members
elected to each house. This is language which we
have used throughout our proposal and it's merely
used to conform with other provisions of the pro-
posal .

Mr. Riecke Mr. Fayard, I'm certainly in favor of
the legi slature. . .

1

egisl ators getting increases when
the time is right and getting everything that they
should have, but I'm just wonderi ng. . . don ' t you
think that if they're taken off of a per diem and
put on an annual salary that it would encourage ab-
sences from the legislature? The legislator knows
that if he's going to get an annual salary, he

doesn ' t have to show

Fayar ir, Mr. Riecke because
ne gets a certaat this time gets a certain amount of money

wnetner he shows up or not. I think that this woul
encourage more responsible, at least more responsi-
ble action in the legislature. It would further
encourage more people to participate in the seeking
of office to the legislature.

1311

'ther

I have no major objections to the
gist of Mr. Fayard's amendment. However, I still
feel that there is dead language in here which is
not necessary to the constitution. We could provid
simply in the schedule that the legislature shall
fix the salary and the constitution could provide
that the legislature shall be paid an annual salary
which may be changed only by a two-thirds vote and
then concur with the rest of his language. I just
feel that this is adding language that will never
again be used, once the legislature sets the first
salary which will come hopefully after the adoption
of this constitution. So, I think that this could
be cleaned up considerably for the constitution and
I would like to see Mr. Fayard possibly redraft it

to delete it. Thank you.

Questions

Velazquez Boll inger, wouldn't it be a lot
;ier it the convention itself just went ahead anc
xed an initial salary and give the legislature t^
thority to expand it from then on by a two-thirds

itand your quest
Could you

Mr. Velaz

It i ti

uez Wouldn't it be easier, since a lo

of your problem seems to be in the fixed salary p

tion of this thing, for the convention itself to
merely go ahead and set up initial fixed salaries
and give the legislature the authority to expand
that by a two-thirds vote which would not be for
them but for the next succeeding legislature? An
solve the problem that way.

Mt^^

cons ti tut i on

.

1 nger

• h r u the
Id seem to be a way to break

Mr. B ol 1 i nger No, I don't. I think the language
is totally erroneous to the constitution. That's
my objection. Not to further specify that we... the
constitution will set the first salary. This is
not at all my intention.

hat IS your

_|oI
le to
najor

i^e remove the portion which is ger-
iture fixing the first salary by

ity vote. The schedule could provide that
the legislature shall fix the first salary, or the
salary for the 1976 members and then the constitu-
tion shall provide that it will be an annual salary
and how it will be changed. But once it's fixed,
this portion of the constitution will never again
be needed.

Mr. Velazquez The question is, are you really sav-
ing any words by making a difference from the thing
that's presently on the floor?

Ik you'
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Mr.
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get the double shot out of it.

Mr. Stagg We'd better not.

Mr. Willis Mr. Stagg, Mr. Fayard told us that th

'low the payment of per

expenses. Under this, you do what you want and you
are, but I want to call it to your attention. The
legislature, under this, can fix a salary, annual
salary, and unless they repeal the per diem they
would still be entitled to the per diem just the
same as they would be entitled to the $500 a month

but'ihat"would"possibiy"alio; the'l egi s 1 a ture"to'" expense money "hich is $6,000 a year The per diem

llowance for hotels and means. ..and """er our present 60 day session is $3 000. So you

S;;u: liw, thars What Ue p^^d^em is ^or isn't ^?^1?. 1!^ ?J LJ t°.'/'..'llV°
i t? g $6,000 plus $3,000 which is $9,000 a y

ou fix the annual salary at $1,000 a it

>;t..nn Vo^ 5ir w,M...i li $12,000, a legislator would draw $12,

C

•
^'•''3^

' plus $9,000 which is $21,000 a year plus whatev

Mr. Willis Now, a

just as sweet. So,
diem or a subsisten(
get the per diem by

isn't that correct?
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amendments and go with the committee's proposal. I added expenses, for instance I'll use my good friend
hope that the legislature in its wisdom and through Senator De Blieux, is it right for him to make the
the men who serve us will see that they have a good same salary that I make and I've got to come 105
attendance by penalizing those who do not attend and miles to get here? I've got to stay in a hotel
provide for their fellow delegates who are out of here and he stays at home?
certain areas and have to spend more money. That
they too be allowed a larger annual salary. Mr. Weiss Obviously not, but do you think it's up

to the constitutional body here assembled to make
Further Discussion that decision or should we leave it to the legisla-

ture?
Mr. Champagne I too might have had this by ques-
tions but we didn't have enough time. I simply want Mr. Rayburn I think it should be left to the lea-
to make the statement that the Fayard amendment pos- islature and let them be responsible to the people.
itively does not take care of the fact of per diem no„ you ask me what I think, and that's what I think.
in my estimation. It simply, and the first one is
not complete enough. As submitted without the amend- Mr. Heiss Therefore the amendment by the committee
ments that are coming, I would have to vote against is more desirable than...
all of these. I want to leave one thought in your

., n ,. , i ..u- , ^^- , .. •
, t- ,. ^

mind. Many years ago when we had a reconnaissance '^':- P^yburn I also think this. I think this body

squadron and there was one plane up observing and ^^°''^'^ 9ive some consideration, I'm sure you are qo-

the other ore flew wing man, the wing man's purpose i"? ^o pass the amendment where it says that

was to take care of the boy up front
ess 1 by one of the pilots to his wing lr-A'A'tU'°At\ J '^''.^'°"J^°.

nan. He said. You know Joe, I trust
life but with my girlfriends and my be

It that thought tc

1 my
posi-
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you want to further amend it to prohibit per
to prohibit gasoline expenses, to prohibit s

ial expenses that's fine. I do not favor th

favor letting the legislature make up their
minds. My position is merely that a salary

lis poor family here in Baton Rouge, seek s

ambiance of justice. See that our nation a

i ty would thoroughly investigate the circuci
irrounding this reckless disregard for huma
id that the perpetrators of this injustice

It to court and that th
salary. As you may or may not know as protected. Mr. Chairman, I have risen and ask your

Rayburn pointed out, they legation
ight now. You can call it what you want to. The j^ose sympathetic delegates would be permitted to
/erage legislator receives $9,000 a year whether

f,^^^ ^^^^^ jo ^^^^ j„ jj,^ PB, offj^e in the Post
e goes to a committee meeting or whether he goes of^,.^^ Building of our city to ask that the investi-

a session or not if he gets a leave of absence. gation be made, that the perpertra tors of this crime
I submit to you that everybody gets a leave of ab- ^qui^ be brought to justice. I think you would
sence and gets his $9 000 a year It's called a recognize that the more recent news media has re-

if you want to call it that. He st

1 goes
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it. So you had a per diem expense. I don't know ordered on the section: 72-
what it was before 1940, somebody said it was $5, passed: 98-2. Motion to re

I don't know. But in 1940 when I went there it was tailed.]
$10 a day and you met 60 days every other year in
the even years. Now that was for expenses. It was Personal Privilege
later raised to SZ5 per diem for expenses. Later
to $50. Now after that we got $250. Now when I was Mr. Juneau I'

talking a few minutes ago, I stated that it was not in legislative
subject to state income tax because as I recall, a respects,
ruling of the tax collectors. Someone said I was I want to clarify one thing because it is going
in error. If I'm in error I stand corrected. It to come up again. I don't know if you got the im-
still has nothing to do with what we're talking pression I did in the slight span of time of five
about because that per diem that you get today of or six seconds. I think Mr. Fayard would share my
$50 is expense. It's not a salary. That $500 a thoughts in this regard, that the Legislative Corn-
month is not a salary, it's not caused it. The whole mittee consensus seems to be that we favored the
thing here is this is a matter that concerns itself deletion of that amendment. I don't know if I un-
with the legislature. We don't have anything in the derstood you correct. Dr. Asseff. That is totally
constitution that says what the salary of a judge and completely incorrect. I don't know if you said
or that they get a salary. The legislature's got that exactly. But if that's the implications, that
a right to fix their own. If we're going to try to is not true,
come up with a semblance of a constitution that
eliminates things that are not necessary, here's Personal Privilege
quite a number of lines to take out. Just delete
the whole section here then they can equitably fix Mr. Assef f Well, I said I'm not sure if the im-
a proper salary, and I think they ought to have pi i ca ti on. . . I just wanted to clarify that. It is
one. I think the chairman ought to be paid more not correct,
than the other people. I think a person serving
on that Budget Committee for 30 days or whatever it Personal Privilege
is, he ought to get more than a man that doesn't.
Take for instance salary alone shouldn't be proper. Mr. Blair Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
Some of you think under this bill it eliminates per the committee, I think I can explain that. I think
diem, since it is some doubt on things. In justice I can clear it, and I think I can clear it from the
to the hard workers in the legislature, if for no beginning,
other reason, let them work out their problem. S

they don't need authority from the constitution t<

do it, why in the world do we have this section ii

here? So I say this is a good amendment, elimina'
the thing and let's get along with it.

[Quorum Call: 93 delegates present and
a quorum.']

Further Discussion

Reading of the Section

Mr^ Poynter Section 5. Legislative apportionment,
judicial review, apportionment by the Supreme Court.

Section 5A. Not later than the end of the first
year following the year in which the population of
this state is reported to the President of the Uni-
ted States for each decennial federal census, the
legislature shall apportion the representation in
each House on the basis of the total state popula-

that's going to have to pay the price. So I urge tion as shown by the census,
the support of Dr. Asseff's amendment. Within ten days after the legislature adopts an

apportionment plan, the presiding officers of the
Further Discussion two Houses shall submit the plan to the Supreme

Court for review.
Mr. Champagne I simply want to say that I'm in B. If the legislature fails to apportion itself,
favor of this motion. I want to put whatever in- the Supreme Court, upon petition therefore by the
quities or blames that might occur where they belong. attorney general within ten days after the close of
To say in the constitution that we have something the year above specified, shall apportion each House
which appears that it's a check and it is no check, as provided in paragraph A of this Section.
I simply want to leave the fact to the public. I C. The procedure for review and petition shall
want the public to know that the legislature alone be provided by law.
decides this and if they decided wrong, then kick
them out of office when they so do. I'm in favor Explanation
of this motion.

Mr. O'Nei 1 1 Ladies and gentlemen of the convention.
[Previous Question ordered.] The a r t TcTe on reapportionment was perhaps the

longest discussion that our committee held during
Closing our deliberations. We went from one extreme that

the legislature shall apportion itself, period, to
Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, delegates, I wish to the extreme of adopting the language in the Florida
say onfy two things. First, the amendment meets Constitution which set out approximately three
with the approval of the chairman of the Committee pages of material on apportionment,
on Legislative Powers and two, it will not prevent We took the Florida plan, capsuled it down, and
the legislature from setting a salary. Thank you. we came out with this. Now let me explain why we

came out with this. It was felt by myself, and I

[Amendment adopted.; 82-15. Motion to think fairly said by other members of the committee,
reconsider tabled. Previous Question that we would like to keep apportionment Out Of the

federal courts. Therefore, we have provided that it

Mr. Burns Mr. Chai
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shall go directly to the Supreme Court if the leg-
islature fails to apportion itself. Now you ask,
will this keep it out of federal court? Well, I

think that that answer has to be determined by each
one of us.

Personally, I am not so sure that it will. If

an individual files suit, I feel that it would go
directly into federal court. Therefore, it would
not go, it would be in federal court and we had not
anti ci pa ted that.

The Supreme Court, if they had to pass upon ap-
portionment, would probably go the route of getting
a special person to gather information and what have
you and then would draw up the apportionment plan.
I do not think, and I may be wrong, that they would
appoint a special master. I think that instead they
would have someone to gather information on appor-
tionment and would be guided by that information.

The present constitution states that the legis-
lature shall apportion itself after each decennial
census. Well, we know the story behind that, and
we also know that until the federal courts did it

last year, the legislature was not able to do it,
and I doubt that even though the legislature will
perhaps draw reapportionment plans that we can't
keep it out of federal court, anyway.

But by this, and several members of the committee
join with me, we felt that we were placing kind of
a stick over the legislature in making them reap-
portion, and I feel that this is the thrust of this
article.

There have been questions about whether or not
the legislature can make the attorney general apply
to the Supreme Court for reapportionment. I think
that this article may be vague on that'and I also
personally feel that any elector or anybody ought
to be able to petition the Supreme Court. But
these are matters that can be amended out.

I say to you that we have provided a stick over
the legislature so that they shall reapportion and
that I think it wise that we leave this stick in
there and make sure that we keep it out of federal
court if at all possibl e.

I hope I can answer your questions, and I hope
I can reflect somewhat what the members of the com-
mittee thought while drafting this proposal.

I move for its favorable adoption.

Questions

Mr. Dennery Mr. O'Neill, I assume that you mean
that the legislature shall apportion as equally as
prac t i cabl e?

Mr. O'Neill Yes, sir. Let me say this, Mr. Den-
nery, I think that under the previous section that
we have adopted, that they have no choice but to
apportion on one man, one vote principle. I checked
that out earlier, by the way, and I think that was
the opinion of most everyone. They have no choice
but to apportion that way. ..single member districts.

Mr. _La_mbe^rt Mr. O'Neill, on line 12 you refer to
suFmi'sfion'of the plan to the Supreme Court for re-
view. What I am concerned about is this. Would
the State Supreme Court, I would assume under this
provision they would. ..they could in effect take
the entire plan and just throw it out and redraw the
lines. Is that the way you interpret this particu-
lar provision?

Or, could it be interpreted that they would leave
whatever the legislature does as is? To what extent
does this review power go? That's my question.

Mr. O 'Neill I would assume. Senator Lambe
they would simply be able to review the pla
until a suit is filed, probably wouldn't be
do much changing in it.

Mr. Lambert Well, you are assuming.

Mr. O'Neill Yes, sir, I am.

t, that

Ir. Lanier Mr. O'Neill, 1

nhfch commences on line 9 an

12, appears to indicate that

im noticing the sentence
I terminates on line
the review, whatever

that is, by the Supreme Court is automatic whether
or not the plan is acceptable to all parties con-
cerned or not. Is this correct? And if it is cor-
rect, why did you think it was necessary to have
an automatic review when the reapportionment plan
was not contested.

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Lanier, and if I misrepresent the
feelings of the committee, I hope the members will
tell me, we planned this so that if in case it did
not go to the Supreme Court. ..I'm sorry, the fed-
eral court would have taken this into consideration
when passing upon it perhaps in a suit. The Supreme
Court would have reviewed the plan and would have
passed upon it and that it would have had some ef-
fect in some way when it got into federal court.

I think that's the intent of this section and
that's why it was put in there.

cons i dered?

Mr. O'Neill

M r. Poynter
now IS sent

Amendmen
after the w

quote , on ,

prac

. Chairman, I'd
? submitted some
nat poi nt in tim

Amendment

poi nt

The first set to be passed out right
by Delegate Dennery.

0. 1 on page 4, line 8, immediately
, quote, house, and before the word.

able, end quote . Equ

Explanati

M r. De nnery The purpose of
purpose of this amendment i

man one vote rule is folloi*
as Mr. O'Neill indicated th

:tici

It the single member dis
trict would require an equal apportionment.

Apportionment as defined in the dictionary does
not necessarily require equality. As a matter of
fact, I think the last decision of the Supreme Cour
defining this word or discussing this word used the
language just and equitable, but did not indicate
as equally as practicable. And the purpose of my
resolution is merely. ..of my amendment, rather, is
merely to put into the constitution very clearly
that any apportionment by the legislature shall
divide the total number of citizens in the state by
the total number of legislative districts in the
House and in the Senate and come out as equally as
practicable for each district in numbers of repre-
sentatives.
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on].

After the words, quote. Plan to the, delete th

OF PROPOSALS
rnai 185]

Mr. Poy nter Committee Proposal No. 17, 1 troducec

and insert in lieu therefore Ihe wird" ^uote ' ^^ D-^^S^^- Perez
,

cha i r.an on behalf of the Com-

Louisiana Supreme Court for review. Local and Parochial Government, Delegates
Burson, Cannon and others

Explanation A proposal making general provisions for local
and parochial government, levee districts and ports,

and delegates, ^on^the^ „,tf, tf,e financing thereof and necessary provisions
espect toise that Johnny won't have any ob

Tients, the only thing this does Incidentally, Perez might want me to comment,
add the word, Louisiana, in front of the Supreme ^^,,-5 ,-5 ^g^y similar to the committees first pro-
irt. It now stands to Supreme Court for review. posal but has been reworked, Mr. Perez, and so for
is would make it read Louisiana Supreme Court for y^^ might want to explain that so the delegates
M'ew. I don't think that's very controversial and „ould know which one to read,
that basis why I ask for a favorable report on

is amendment. Mr. Henrv If you will, Mr. Perez.

Questions Mr. Per ez It was the consensus of the Local and
Parochial Government Committee that instead of sub-

Mr. Tate Mr. LeBreton, I would assume that on the mitting technical amendments because of the fact

style and drafting, when we get to it, we will try that there was a lot of regrouping of sections but

to talk of the, say, the Supreme Court, in the same very little or no change in the substance, that we

terms throughout. And for instance in the judiciary, should introduce a new proposal.

we are just saying supreme court and saying Louisiana So I would ask the delegates if they would give

State Supreme Court. I would just think this is their attention to the new proposal which has been

sort of a style and drafting amendment that really introduced and the proposal which was previously

we might it is not well considered. introduced by the committee will probably be voted

ANNOUNCEMENTS
[ I Journal i«5-iS6]

Mr LeBret,
Judge, and
get it in 1
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Wednesday, July 25, 1973

l9l

PRAYER

Mr. A. Jackson Let us pray. Dear God, as we come
to this place to make great decisions for Louis ian-
ians, we ask that You would invoke Your blessings
upon this body in order that the decisions we make
for generations yet unborn will be fair and just
and will rebound to the benefit of all citizens of
this great state. We ask that You give us the cre-
ative power not to be mindful of what the present
mood is so much as we would project and realize
that there are things yet to come that we must plan
and consider as we write a set of laws for these
people that are here and will come. These blessings
we ask in Your name. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

PETITIONS, MEMORIALS, AND COMMUNICATIONS
[I Journal 137 ]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEE.S
[l Journal 1B7-18S ]

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[l Journal 188'\

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Poynte Committee Proposal No, 3 by Delegate
Jlair, chairman on behalf of the Committee on Leg-
islative Powers and Functions.

A proposal making provisions for the legislative,
branch of government, impeachment and removal of
officials, and necessary provisions with respect
thereto.

The status at this time is that the convention
has adopted to date the first four sections of the
proposed article dealing with the legislative branch
It is presently considering Section 5 dealing with
legislative apportionment, judicial review, appor-
tionment by the Supreme Court. To date, on Friday,
one amendment proposed by Mr. Dennery which will be
noted in your Journal on the second to last page,
I believe, was adopted, and one proposed by Mr.
Johnny Jackson was rejected on Friday. That is the
status of Section 5 at this time.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Tate Sister and brother delegates, at this
time, with regard to the section under discussion,
one of the delegates yesterday asked me to check
with the Chief Justice with regard to any views he
might have on the function of the Supreme Court
under the proposal to apportion the legislature upon
petition of the attorney general, elector, or who-
ever, if the legislature fails to do so. I feel
obliged to communicate to you the views he expressed
because some of the delegates asked for the views
of the Supreme Court. This does not necessarily
represent the views of all of the Supreme Court, i^

just represents the views of the Chief Justice.
Here is what he says. "Dear Judge Tate, I have been
advised that the Constitutional Convention is con-
sidering a proposal whereby the legislature will
reapportion itself periodically, but if it fails
to do so that the State Supreme Court will have the
duty to reapportion on the petition of the attorney
general. I am opposed to such a provision for at
least two reasons. One, it violates, at least in
spirit, the separation of powers between the leg-
islative and judicial branches. Two, it places
upon this court the administrative or political

duty of reap
form of a la'

trust that y

-tionment in a proceeding outside the
;uit between competing parties.

s matter earnest consid-
eration and, if you think it advisable, you may
acquaint the members of the convention with my views
on the matter."

Mr. Speaker, I would like to do whatever I need
to do to file this with the records of the conven-

'^g"''y :hink th

th the clerk and the
just need to read it i

Petitions, Memorials a

file that appropriately.
Thank you Justice Tate

present that

d Cc

ill take
ing Hour

Amendments

Mr. P oynte r The next set of amendments was sent
up by Delegate Lanier with many names on it, Kean,
Duval, D'Gerolamo, Landry, Silverberg, et al.

Amendment No. 1, on page 4, line 9, after the
word and punctuation "census." delete the remainder
of line 9 and delete lines 10 through 12, both in-
clusive in their entirety.

Amendment No. 2, on page 4, line 18, after the
words "procedure for" and before the word "petition"
delete the words "review and".

Amendment No. 3, on page 4, at the end of line
13, delete the words "the supreme" and at the be-
ginning of line 14 delete "court," and insert in
lieu thereof the following: "the Louisiana Supreme
Court,".

I see a few people still looking for this. This
was offered up by Mr. Lanier, it has many other
handwritten names on it: Kean, Duval, D'Gerolamo,
et al. Are there a good number of you who have
misplaced the copy? I'll have a few more run and
if you see the pages walking around, if you don't
have a copy of it, then raise your hand.

Explanation

Mr. Du val Fellow delegates, the purpose of this
amendment is basically to delete the provision that
the Supreme Court of Louisiana automatically reviews
the plan within ten days after its adoption. There
are very many arguments against them automatically
doing this because, one has been read to you in a

letter, it certainly abrogates the separation of
powers theory. If the Supreme Court, without any
justiciable controversy, comes in and immediately
reviews the plan, and the word review, in my mind,
allows them to amend, alter and in any way change
the plan, I think that actually you are going to
have the Supreme Court reapportioning the legislature
rather than the legislature itself under this pro-
vision. This is what this amendment attempts to do
is to take out the automatic review of the Supreme
Court. You would normally have a review by the
courts in the event any citizen of Louisiana peti-
tioned the courts to review the reapportionment plan.
I don't think it is necessary to have an automatic
review and therefore I urge the adoption of the
amendment .

Amendment

nt No. 1 [i

rety
If

s 13 and 14 in their enti
reof the following: "B.

re fails to apportion itself the
reme Court, upon petition therefor
ey general or a qualified elector with-

Point of Informal

Mr. J . J ackson Mr. Chairman, in light of the pre-
vious amendment that was just adopted I would assume
that my amendment would possibly be out of order so

I just wish to withdraw it at this time.

[357]
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Mr. Henry Mr. Poynter, would it, in light of the
jndment, be It of I ter

Mr. Poynter As I appreciate it, Mr. Chairman, it

wouldn't be. Mr. Duval's amendment, straighten me

out if I am incorrect, Mr. Duval, affected particu-
larly lines 9 through 12 and took out the right of
review. This deals, Mr. Jackson, with Section B,

not with review, but just the failure of the leg-
islature to approtion. Mr. Duval's amendment did
not affect that particular area so, as I understand
it, it would certainly be in order.

Expl la 1 1 on

_m_Jacks
)f t^

clerk, Mr. Poynter, what this amendment basically
does is add the right of a qualified elector, it

makes it very clear within the constitution that
if the legislature fails to apportion itself that
not only does the attorney general have the right
to file a petition but a qualified elector also.
That is the basis and the thrust of this particule
amendment.

Questions

Derbes Mr. Jackson, don't you find a little
lair that the Committee on Legislative Powers
Functions say fit to set forth in their pro-

posal a method for reapportioning and that provi-
sion for reapportioning has been completely gutted
from that proposal without any discussion whatsoever

pecu

[J-] J^ n That s an observation, Mr. Derbe;
3t some would share, I don't know how totally

true, but the emphasis of my amendment basically is

to provide another vehicle whereby a qualified elec-
tor of the state of Louisiana could also file a

petition. I wouldn't want it to be construed that
it could only be. ..that a petition could only be

filled by the attorney general. If there is not
further question or discussion, Mr. Chairman, I move
adoption.

Mr. Gravel Mr. Jackson, I appreciate the spirit,
I think, and purpose of your amendment but aren't
you afraid that by adopting your amendment that we
would perhaps restrict those persons, or the class
of persons who would be eligible to institute a

reapportionment suit? If the constitution provides
that only an elector or the attorney general can
institute a petition for review, would that not pre-
clude a citizen and taxpayer who presently has the
iqht to petition for reapportionment from being

able to dc

Jac Dblf
you want to further amend this to provide for a

particular class, but as I read the amendment as
proposed by the committee it only restricted itself,
it only clarified and stated that the attorney gen-
eral. I have attempted to go a step further by
saying the qualified elector. If you have an amend-
ment that you feel would be all inclusive that woulc
not only include qualified electors but would possi-
bly include persons who may not be qualified elec-
tors but may have a particular interest in filing
suit, I would have no objection, but at present I

am submitting this because I think that one of the
basis for anyone filing a suit challenging the re-
apportionment of the representation, it would seem
to be that one of the automatic criteria ought to
be that he ought to be a qualified elector. A
qualified elector, it would seem to me, could very
well file that suit in the name of particular class

"Ir. Gravely I do have an amendment. All I am say-
fng 1 s don ' t you feel that your proposed amendment
Kill really restrict the right of persons who are
not electors to institute a suit for reapportionment
xhen they should have the right to do so? I am
talking about citizens and taxpayers who are not
electors. My only problem is whether or not you
don't think that what you are trying to do is

probably not being accomplished by your amendment.
It is too restrictive, don't you agree?

Mr. J. Jackson It may be, Mr. Gravel, but most of
the apportionment suits that I've been acquainted
with have in all cases persons who lived in a par-
ticular geographical area who represented a certain
class and particularly carried the criteria of being
a qualified voter, but I have no major objections;
I would ask the convention to adopt it so that we do
have an expansion of the present committee proposal
and you could very well fellow later with an amend-
ment that you may feel will be all inclusive. I

am not too sure if by opening the door, not wanting
to be restrictive, I might just have such language
in there that it would not accomodate even the class
of persons that you are probably interested in.

Mr. Roy Mr. Jackson, I am a little worried about
this entire section. The way I read it is that it

mandates the Supreme Court to do something that it

may not want to do. That is, even assuming that
you would have a census taken and no reapportionment
done by the legislature because the census would
not have changed. Nevertheless the Supreme Court,
on line 15 with the word "shall," would be mandated
to do it and I am just wondering if it shouldn't be
optional. That is if the Supreme Court, if it is

not necessary, we ought to have the word "may",
because we may be making them do something they have
to do when there is no need to do it.

Mr. J . Jackson My only response to that, Mr. Roy,
Ts tRat normal ly it-has been a historical fact
that the federal courts have had to decide what the
reapportionment lines are going to look like. I

believe if you provide the options, too many options
involved in reapportionment, what you have is people
just shifting the buck and nobody taking the respon-
sibility of his rightful charged duty so that what
I have attempted to do is to say that if the leg-
islature fails to fulfill its responsibility then
upon petition of the attorney general or a qualified
elector, then the Supreme Court. If we make it

optional I just wonder what if the Supreme Court
decides not to become involved in the reapportion-
ment, then what you have is what people are very
much against, what you have is that...

In closing, just let me say that I offer this
amendment as to one, to provide alternatives, not
allowing only the attorney general but a qualified
elector and, two, is to make sure that someone, and
on the state level that we are attempting to take
care of our business before it necessitates someone
outside of the state taking care of our business.
I would hope that members of this convention would
adopt this proposal as written and if there were
other amendments then what we could possibly do is

amend them to meet with every other objection that
some of the delegates have mentioned. I wanted to

just use that, I think there is a responsibility
of the legislature to apportion itself and if it

doesn't, I think that someone else on the state
level must take that responsibility before we push
it on to the federal government.

Further Discussion

Mr. Conroy I wish to speak in favor of Delegate
Jackson's proposed amendment. I think it fills a

hole that has to be filled in the proposal as it

came from the committee. The committee proposal
does not really make it anybody's obligation to

seek reapportionment if the legislature fails to do
so. Unfortunately in this state the legislature
has had some difficulty in reapportioning itself
and the result has been that the matter has been
pushed into the federal court. Hopefully with
this provision, with the insertion that Mr. Jackson
suggests with any interested citizen being able
to petition our Supreme Court in the event the leg-
islature fails to reapportion itself, perhaps we
can keep the thing at least within Louisiana bodies'
jurisdiction to determine what the makeup of the

Louisiana legislature should be instead of pushing
it into the federal court. I urge your support of
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this amendment. nent of the legislature by itself?

about any other states

rejected- 40-41. Motion to reconsider that particular issue, Mr. Avant. I personally am

tabled.'] confident that the Supreme Court of Louisiana as
presently constituted would address itself to a val

Point of Information id reapportionment case if such a case came before
that court.

Mr. Kean In light of the letter that has been
read to us from the Chief Justice about his concern Mr. L anier Mr. Gravel, isn't it true that under

with this provision, I raise the question of wheth- the present voting rights law that reapportionment

er or not we could defer action on this particular plans must be submitted to the U.S. Attorney in

section to have some further committee or other Washington, unless the matter is in federal court?

consideration of it, in light of the Chief Justice's
comments, and then proceed with the other sections Mr. Gra v el That is the present law but I don't bf

lieve that under the terms of the statute itself ttof the article.
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not recommend districts that crossed parish bound- to an elector and that is the simple fact that le-
aries. In some instances, you had to have multiple gaily a corporation is a citizen, but a corporation
member districts. After the court gave the case cannot be an elector. Speaking my own personal
to the reapportionment master, he was allowed to views and maybe not the views of a majority of you
do anything that he pleased as far as a single mem- gentlemen and ladies, I do not relish the idea of
ber district was concerned, even cut across ward a corporation which cannot vote being entitled to

lines. In fact, in my district I have eight voting contest a reapportionment plan. The main difference
precincts in South Lake Charles which comprised between this amendment and Mr. Jackson's amendment,
27,000 people out of the 35,000 in my whole district. and this is the most serious thing that occurred to

So I think this was the whole problem. If the next me, was this removes the 10 day limitation that is

reapportionment, since we have single member dis- contained in Section B, as drafted by the committee,
tricts, the legislature will be allowed to cut The section says that within 10 days after the year
across ward lines, then there is going to be no above specified. Now as I read Section A, the leg-
serious problem at all. I think the whole thing islature has until the 31st of December in the year
why the legislature could not come up with an ac- following that in which the census is reported to

ceptable reapportionment plan last time was the fact the President in which to adopt a reapportionment
that they could not cut across parish lines because plan. If they finally adopt a plan on the last day
of our present constitution. of that year then the elector would have only 10

days after the close of that year within which to
Further Discussion file this petition. So the net effect of the amend-

ment which I have prepared and which I offer is to
Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, delegates, I have no ob- permit any elector to contest a reapportionment
jection to a delay suggested by Mr. Kean If all of plan adopted by the legislature and to remove the
the proposals made are read to this convention at time limitation within which he must do so. It

this time. It is my opinion that in view of the leaves the review by the Supreme Court in the event
fact that Justice Sanders does not want jurlsdic- there is an actual contest, an actual case or con-
tion of apportionment and I doubt very seriously It troversy and it says, and I understand there is an
will do any good anyhow, for that reason I have objection to this based upon Justice Tate's question,
proposed an alternative plan of a state legislative but that if the legislature has not reapportioned
apportionment board which you may not wish. Now, Itself In accordance with these provisions of Sec-
if the court is willing to accept jurisdiction, tlon A, not that they just haven't done anything
then I will withdraw my amendment, but I doubt se- but if they haven't done it in accordance with the
riously that it will. But, in view of that and the provisions of Section A which is, as I interpret
desire of some of the members to study Justice that would be in accordance with population and
Sanders' letter, and I would like to read it too, I accordance with the one man one vote jurisprudence
would suggest that all of the amendments be read to of the United States Supreme Court which I under-
the convention and then we delay action along with stand is incorporated In this. Then any elector
Mr. Kean's suggestion until this afternoon. at any time and not just within a limited 10 day

period would have the right to go by petition to
Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, I understand that there the Supreme Court to seek a review of that reappor-
are amendments which will take Into consideration tionment plan and if the Supreme Court found that

idy it was not in accordance with this constitution,
then the Supreme Court would render a judgment order-
ing the legislature to be reapportioned in accor-
dance with this provision. Now that's the net effect
of my amendment. I've stated the reasons why I drew

Amendment Further Discussion

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Delegate Avant, Mr^^ Ca^se^ Mr. Chairman and delegates to the con-
as follows, a single amendment. ventlon, I would like to just advance one objection

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, delete lines 13 that I personally have, and I'm not speaking for the
through 17 both inclusive in their entirety and in- legislative committee, I'm speaking only for myself
sert in lieu thereof the following: "B. If the as an individual delegate. Personally, the very
legislature fails to apportion Itself as required think that Mr Avant pointed out that he is deleting
in paragraph A of this section, the Supreme Court, Is the very 'thing I think should, you should consid-
upon petition by any elector shall apportion each er as meritorious in the reapportionment plan. The
House as provided in paragraph A of this section." fact that from January 1 to January 10 the responsi-

bility is placed on one individual primarily, the
Explanation Attorney General, that there must be a petition

filed with the Supreme Court to require reapportion-
Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, point ment if the legislature does not itself reapportion
number one. As I interpret the letter from Judge itself. Under Mr. Avant's plan if an elector does
Sanders as read by Judge Tate, his objection is not not, on his own, take the prerogative to file the
to the provision that we have here where there is necessary proceeding theoretically, and of course
an actual controversy and an actual suit filed over It Is only theoretical, it could go on for another
a reapportionment plan. But his objection was to two years before anyone would advance the thought
the preceding section which has been amended which that a petition should be filed with the Supreme
would inject the Supreme Court into the review of Court and therefore delay reapportionment any longer.
a reapportionment plan in the absence of an actual I don't think, personally, that the provision as
case or controversy. Now that was my understanding drafted and I'm referring to Subparagraph B, pro-
of the objection. If I am wrong, I stand to be hibits the Idea of an elector bringing a suit to
corrected. reapportion at any time, if one is deemed appropri-

ate. All we're arguing here is a 10 day period
Question where the Attorney General is required to bring this

proceeding. I personally think as an individual
Mr. Tate Mr. Avant, that was one of the objections. that this remedy is an addition to the rights that
The other objection was, I don't know how I'm going any elector has to bring whatever proceedings are
to make this in the form of a question, but it was necessary either in state or in federal court. I

to the fact that the "B" provision required the would urge you to defeat the amendment and retain
Supreme Court itself to apportion instead of to re- Paragraph B.

view someone elses apportionment plans.
Questions

Mr. Avant Now, getting to Mr. Gravel's remarks as
to a citizen as opposed to an elector, there is one, Mr. Conroy Mr. Casey, one thing that particularly
in my mind, valid reason why it should be limited worried me about the proposal from the Legislative
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Committee was whether or not it inteded to make it

mandatory for the Attorney General to file this pe-

tition. It does not so state. It simply says that

the Supreme Court shall reapportion itself upon pe-

tition by the Attorney General, but it doesn't say

that the Attorney General has that duty. Was it

the intention of the Legislative Committee that the

Attorney General would have the mandatory duty to

file this petition within that time?

Mr. Casey My interpretation as one individual is

that the Attorney General has no choice but to file
this petition. I would think that an elector would
have some sort of remedy whether it be mandamus or

a similar type of remedy or it doesn't say a remedy
on his own on the part of an individual elector,
but I would think the remedy would be a mandamus
proceeding to require the Attorney General to com-

ply.

Mr. Conroy I would agree with you if it made it a

mandatory duty of the Attorney General, but I don't
find that language in it and it's for that reason
that I have supported these various other proposals,
to make sure there was a mandamus.

Mr. Flory Mr. Casey, as I read Subsection B the

Attorney General is not mandated to petition the

Supreme Court. I ask you the question if the 10

days passes, the Attorney General has not petitioned
the Supreme Court and if you try to mandamus at that

time and the 10 days would have already been pre-

scribed, then you're right back where you started
with and no action has been taken. How do you ac-

count for that?

Mr. Casey 1 don't agree with you there, Mr. Flory.
The 10 day period is merely a mechanical time limit

that is established for whatever procedure is neces-
sary for the Attorney General to take to instigate
the necessary proceedings. That's all. If this
provision is not complied with under law, my humble
opinion is that any elector or any citizen whether
he be an elector or not could bring whatever legal

proceedings are necessar to force the Attorney Gen-
eral and to force the Supreme Court of Louisiana to.

do its duty whatever its duty might be, that being
petitioned for reapportionment and the final judg-
ment of apportionment if its necessary.

Mr. Flory Mr. Casey, if you read carefully Sub-
section B, haven't you precluded a citizen from
filing the petition by naming specifically only
the Attorney General who is allowed to petition the

Supreme Court.
The only thing that you have excluded is the

thought that within this 10 day period, within this

10 day period the Attorney General is the proper
person to file the petition. During this 10 day
period. If he does not within that 10 day period,
then any citizen has the right, I would think, under
law, to bring some sort of proceeding to either
force the Supreme Court and force the Attorney Gen-
eral to do their duty.

Mr^ Avan^t 'ifou say you so think but you agree that
the Supreme Court may not so think. Is that correct,
Mr. Casey?

Mr. Casey Well the Supreme Court and I have dis-

agreed on other occasions, not face to face, but

sometimes 1 certainly don't agree with their rulings.
If we delete this provision we don't know, we're
not sure what the Supreme Court is going to think.

[Ouorum Call: 84 delegates present
and a quorum.]

Further Discussion

Mr. Derbes Fellow delegates, I'd merely like to

bring to your attention the fact that there is a

floor amendment proposed by me which is behind the
amendments currently under consideration, which will
require automatic review by the Louisiana Supreme
Court which will provide for the expression in that
forum of adversary interests, the interests of any

citizen and which will require the Supreme Court to

render an opinion within a relatively brief period
of time, 30 days. It's an automatic review provi-
sion. It does not require independent action. It

does not require the filing of a lawsuit. You know
frequently when lawsuits are filed on reapportion-
ment topics, people become relatively unpopular do-
ing so and some people are afraid to do it. Fre-
quently, at least in my opinion, private citizens
don't take the necessary initiative. So I think
to require an individual elector or an individual
citizen to file a lawsuit in order to contest a re-
apportionment plan, is perhaps a little burdensome.
If there is an automatic review provision where no-

body has to become the "bad guy," so to speak, it

seems to me that that's very effective and accom-
plishes our purpose. This amendment will be distri-
buted to you shortly and therefore I urge you to

reject the Avant amendment. Thank you.

Fur Discussion

Mr. Triche Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the Fdnventi on , I think it's a historical fact
and a fact of life and a reality that the legisla-
ture cannot reapportion itself. The legislature
will not reapportion itself on the basis of popu-
lation. Why? Because to reapportion itself on the

basis of population requires a judicial decision
and the legislature does not, cannot, and will not
make judicial decisions. That's the nature of the

beast. The legislature is a political body and it

makes political decisions. I don't think it should
be faulted for doing that and it should be required
to do otherwise something that it just cannot and
will not do. I think the proposal that the legisla-
ture be required to reapportion itself on the basis
of population every 10 years is adequate and fine
and ought to be done and it ought to be in the con-
stitution. I find no fault with that. I think we
should face the reality, however, and require some
procedure for the courts to solve the problem that
we know the legislature will not solve. I'd sug-
gest to you that the proposal by Mr. Avant is ade-
quate. It solves the problem. It provides that in

the event the legislature fails to reapportion it-
self in accordance with the provisions of the con-
stitution then the court shall do it. The opinion
of the justice of the Supreme Court to the contrary,
notwithstanding, we ought to do this and we ought
to provide some procedure for review by the Supreme
Court and we ought to require that they do it. To

repeat, the simple historical fact is that the
legislature is not going to do it. I find fault wit

the language of the proposal as originally written.
There's some respectable division of opinion as to

what that means. Competent lawyers as Mr. Casey
and Mr. Avant differ and I think if we leave the

language in the posture that it presently is written
we may end up with some results that we do not in-

tend, simply because the language is confusing. I

don't think there's a thing confusing about Mr.

Avant's language in his amendment. It provides that
if the legislature fails to reapportion itself in

accordance with the provisions and accordance with
provisions of Section A requiring reapportionment
on the basis of population. The Supreme Court on

petition of any elector shall perform the task.
It's short, it's simple, it's direct, it's to the
point and it will accomplish the purpose. Thank
you.

[previous Question ordered. Amendment

tabled. ]

Amendment

Mr. Poynte r Lengthy amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, strike out lines 2

through 19 in their entirety, it would delete the

entire section, and insert in lieu thereof the
following: "Section 5. Legislative Apportionment
Board. Section 5A. Not later than the end of the

first year following the year in which the popula-
tion of this state is reported to the President of

the United States for each decennial federal census
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the legislature shall apportion the representation Lanier amendment, although the purpose of my amend-
in each House on the basis of total state population ment is the same as Mr. Lanier's amendment in part,
as shown by the federal census. No special census I any event, let me go ahead and state what I've
of the state or any part thereof may be used. The proposed to do by this amendment,
legislature shall submit any apportionment plan The purpose of this amendment, Mr. Chairman,
adopted by it to the State Apportionment Board here- ladies and gentlemen of the convention, is to delete
inafter created for review and approval. from Section 5, all provisions that have to do with

B. In the event that the legislature fails to review by the Supreme Court or with any other action
apportion itself as provided in Paragraph A of this that might be taken by the Attorney General. The
section, the State Legislative Apportionment Board reason for that is because in my judgment we're put-
automatically shall apportion each House. ting something into the constitution that is not re-

C. The State Legislative Apportionment Board quired that absolutely accomplishes nothing. There's
shall consist of 7 members to be appointed as fol- absolutely no question but that the Supreme Court
lows: one member to be appointed by the Presidents of Louisiana would have jurisdiction to consider
of Tulane University of Louisiana and Loyola Univer- any case that might come before it in the event that
sity of the South, acting jointly. One member to the legislature did not respond to its obligation
be appointed by the Presidents of Dillard Universi- as set forth in Section 5A. The additional language
ty and Xavier University of Louisiana, acting joint- in here, in my judgment, is surplusage, it's not
ly. One member to be appointed by the Presidents needed, it's clutter insofar as the constitution is
of Centenary College and Louisiana College, acting concerned and serves no useful purpose whatsoever,
jointly. One member appointed by a majority of the I submit to you that we ought to leave out from this
elected members of the House of Representatives. particular provision of the constitution, any ref-
One member appointed by a majority of the elected erence whatsoever which might have the result of
members of the Senate. One member appointed by the limiting the expanded rights which presently exist,
entire membership of the Louisiana Supreme Court As of right now, if the legislature does nor respond
and the Secretary of State, ex officio. to its equal protection obligation under this pro-

vision or under the provision of the Constitution
Explanation of the United States then the Supreme Court of

Louisiana would have jurisdiction at the instance
of any aggrieved taxpayer, any aggrieved citizen,
any elector, any corporation or anybody else who
«as adversely affected as a consequence of malappor-
tionment, and the court would have to take and would
take jurisdiction and would resolve the matter.
(Je've got an entirely different situation now from
the situation that existed prior to the last reappor-
tionment decree of the federal court. This conven-
tion has sanctified into this constitution the
single-member district concept. I have confidence
in the fact that the legislature will respond to
the obligation imposed upon it to reapportion after
the next federal census. We don't have the problems,
I don't think at all, that we had in years gone by
ivhen we were talking about reapportionment and how
it affected persons in multi-member districts. 1

submit to you earnestly, as one who has made a very
careful study of the question of reapportionment,
and probably I have been involved in more reappor-
tionment cases than any other attorney in the state
3f Louisiana. I submit to you that this language
is unnecessary. I move the adoption of the amend-
Tient and the deletion of the unnecessary language
i n Sections B and C.

Questions

''\r . Duva l Mr. Gravel, it's obviously a concern of
some of the delegates here that unless some state

It will go the federal courts anyhow and I feel that remedy is placed in the constitution, the federal
if a special board is appointed then the federal courts might immediately take cognizance of a reap-
courts would be more likely to accept the decision. portionment suit and perhaps, especially after the
I would prefer that the legislature do it because Voting Rights Act expires, if there is a specific
it is a political problem, I simply doubt that it state remedy, federal courts would not take juris-
will do it. And if the state court which does not diction until exhaustion of the state remedy. I'd
apparently want jurisdiction considers it, I doubt like to hear what you have to say about that,
very seriously that Judge West will accept it. I

will yield to questions, Mr. Chairman. Mr^ Gravel Well I don't think there's any ques-
tion, ~RF. Duval, but if we're going to have an equal

[Prei/ious Question ordered. Amendment protection clause in the new constitution of Louisi-
rejected: 14-68. Motion to reconsider ana. If we do, that's the basis for Louisiana courts
tabled.} to exercise jurisdiction and I'm confident that they

will. If the state courts do not accept jurisdic-
Amendment tion, which to me is unthingable, then of course

the remedy of aggrieved plaintiffs would be to go
Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 9 to the federal court and envoke the equal protec-
after the period delete the remainder of the line tion clause of the 14th Amendment,
and delete lines 10 through 19 in their entirety.

Mr. Gravel, as a matter of clarity, perhaps Mr. Duva l In other words you're saying that it is
should delete the previous amendments which have a state remedy whether it's in the constitution or
been adopted with respect to lines 13 through 17 not. The courts will take jurisdiction, you think,
offered by Mr. Avant.

Mr. G rav el Well there's no question in my mind
Explanation B^uf'that this constitution is going to provide for

equal protection of the citizens of Louisiana, and
Mr. Gravel I think it might be appropriate also when it does, that's the basis of jurisdiction for
to. . .That' s all right. I don't know whether that the state courts to consider any case where the equal
would have to be an amendment to take care of the protection concept flows from the reapportionment
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process.
Mr. Lanier That is correct. There is a guarantee

Derbes Mr. Gravel, as I interpret your provi- that a court will pass upon it and a court of appeal
1, original jurisdiction for any reapportionment „iii pass upon it. There is no guarantee that the

stion would lie in the district court. Louisiana Supreme Court will pass upon it under our
existing law, as I understand it.

Gravel It would unless there is. ..and it

jld, in my judgment, in order to develop a rec

without any question. But unless there is so

5r provision in the judiciary article, I would
tainly assume so, but I would certainly hope s.

Mr. Lanier Yes. And..
luse that's the only place you can develop the

by that, he could jump into federal
^'0-

his federal right
s you see it, I think we ought to

;he open and let the delegates de- Mr. Dennery Than

the
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tution became effective and read It, could have made
the same argument that Mr. Gravel makes. That we
would have had a judicial review and the courts
would have straightened it out if the legislature
didn't. But we all know that the courts did not
straighten it out. They said it was a political
issue. Now as far as the Supreme Court not being
able to take evidence, there's nothing to that argu-
ment. They take evidence all the time, they have
original jurisdiction of disbarment proceedings
which requires the taking of evidence and they have

a procedure for taking evidence. Now, the issue is

simply this. I, for one, believe that it's high
time that Louisianians started handling the affairs
of Louisiana in accordance with law. I prefer that
our legislature be one, reapportioned by legislators
elected by the citizens of Louisiana. That if they
do not do that, that then it be reviewed by judges
elected by the citizens of Louisiana, and that our
legislature not be reapportioned by a single man
elected by no one, through a master who is not a

lawyer or a judge elected or appointed, and then
reviewed by a bunch of non-elected judges from
states other than Louisiana. To me, that's the
issue, and I say that if you vote for the Gravel
amendment, you are again advocating to somebody
else the single most important business of the
state of Louisiana and that is the manner in which
the people of this state will be able to express
themselves through their elected representatives.
And that to me, ladies and gentlemen, is something
that is sacred to the people of this state, and
that we should not advocate our responsibility and

that we should provide a very definite and a very
clear procedure whereby that delicate issue will
be handled by Louisianians. That to me is the
issue and I rise and I ask you to vote against Mr.

Gravel's amendment because if you vote for it, we
are exactly where we were in 1921. And I say this
in all due respects to the present Supreme Court.
But I don't know who is going to be on the Supreme
Court in 1980 or 1990 of 2000, and you don't either.
And you don't know whether or not they're going to

follow the jurisprudence that was established under
the 1921 constitution or not. So I say, and I urge
you and implore you, spell it out. It's your re-
sponsibility. Discharge that responsibility. Say
that to the court. In this constitution, make no
loopholes for anyone to weasel out of their respon-
sibility and again allow the legislature of this
state to be apportioned by a single man, not a law-
yer to my knowledge, certainly not a judge elected
or appointed by anyone.

Questions

Mr. Roy I say I hate to keep getting up but I

think it is important and we had a philosophical
difference. Isn't it a fact that when the Supreme
Court takes original jurisdiction in disbarment
proceedings that the evidence is gathered by some-
one else other than the Supreme Court, by the judi-
cial administrator or a committee appointed to gath-

Avant nat 1 s cc

ght.Mr. Roy All right. Well then that is not the
Supreme C(

true?
That is not the Supreme Court sitting as a Dis-

trict Judge would who would have everybody before
taking in what evidence is permissible or not. you
are now allowing a non-judicial person, somebody
appointed by the Louisiana Supreme Court to take
the evidence that you just griped about would be
taken by a master, isn't that true?

Mr. Avant That is right. But that is the Louisi-
ana Supreme Court, every member of which has been
elected by a segment of the citizens of this state.

Mr. Roy So is a District Judge whose review would
be. . .whose findings of fact would be reviewed by
the Supreme Court of Louisiana.

Mr. Avant Mr. Roy, I don't argue with you, if you

want to put it in the district courts, that is all
right. I wouldn't object to that. If you want it
to start in the district courts and go through the
long procedures, my only objection to that would be

that it is a matter that perhaps should be expedited.
But it could be expedited.

My point, my objection is I want the Louisiana
Legislature and the Louisiana Courts to tend to the
business of Louisiana and not somebody else.

iir. Roy I agree with you, and that is why Section
3 of the Bill of Rights, the right to individual
dignity, the proposed s tuff ... reads no person shall
be denied the equal protection of the laws nor shall
any law discriminate against the person in the ex-
ercise of his rights on account of birth, etc., race,
creed and all that.

Now, do you think this convention will not pass
an equal protection clause of this nature, granting
to our citizens...

ry_ Wai t just
am sorry.

i nute. KCeeded

:ussi on

Mr. New ton Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I rise in support of the Gravel
amendment. First thing I would like to point out
is this is not 1921. Since 1921 the Supreme Court
of the United States has acted and I believe that
the Supreme Court of the state of Louisiana will

act.
I would like to point out that the 1921 Constitu-

tion of the state of Louisiana does not contain an

equal protection clause. And I think that in itself,
was a sufficient reason for the Louisiana Supreme
Court to decline to take action with respect to

legislative reapportionment. I believe that we are
going to have an equal protection clause in this
constitution and I think that is going to be suffi-
cient reason that the Supreme Court of the state of

Louisiana and all of the courts of Louisiana would
exercise jurisdiction.

With all due respect to Mr. Avant, I would like
to point out and I don't claim to be a great consti-
tutional lawyer, but his amendment restricts the
filing of a suit to an elector. And I think that
in itself is an unconstitutional provision in that
It violates the equal protection clause of the
United States Constitution which says that no state
shall deny the equal protection of the law to any
person. And I understand Mr. Avant's problems with
corporations but I do believe that this may very
well be an unconstitutional provision and I certain-
ly wouldn't want to come out of here with an uncon-
stitutional . cons ti tuti on . There is one other point
1 would like to make. That the Supreme Court does
not want original jurisdiction for the simple reason
that they are not set up to take evidence. If you
allow the matter to go through the normal court pro-
ceeding where the case originates in the district
court you are in an adversary proceedings where
the contending sides can present their evidence that
is most favorable to them and then the judge can
make a decision on that evidence that he sits there
and he hears.

I think in answer to Mr. Dennery's question. The
question is whether or not the Supreme Court would
review it? If the case went from the district
court and the district court concluded that the
legislative reapportionment plan was constitutional,
and then the Court of Appeals decided that the leg-
islative plan was constitutional and an application
for writs was made to the Supreme Court. The Su-
preme Court would in effect review it, they might
conclude that it was a constitutional plan and refuse
writs, but in that sense it would be before the Su-
preme Court and they would be looking at it. And
again, I would like to say this is not 1921. this
is 1973 and I urge your support of the Gravel amend-
ment.

Questions

Mr.Denn^er^ Is it your understanding that all

members of the Supreme Court would review this writ?

[364]
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Mr. Newtor It is my understanding Mr. Dennery,
that all members of the Supreme Court would not be

required to look at it. I am not exactly sure wha
the percentages are, but I do believe that on ques
tions as important as this, I believe they would

It i t.

Ever iew of the letter
from the Chief Justice?

Mr. Newton I believe sc

k you.Dennery

pass
:he legisl
:he right to pass or pro:
:he review and the petiti

amendment by Mr. Gravel

Mr.



Mr. Gravel But
present no equal
constitution.
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that t

thorit
legisl
then t

le cou rts of Lou i s i a

/ to review whatever
iture or if the legi
) take whatever acti

3 will not have the au-
sction is taken by the
lature does not act,
n is necessary upon the

instance of a party who has a right to bring a suit.

All I am saying is this, is that we should leave
out of the constitution any restricted provisions
that will make it harder to put into effect that

equal protection clause of the Louisiana constitu-
tion and to provide for a fair and just reapportion-
ment of the legislature. Anything that you do less

than that is going to redound to our disadvantage.
We don't have the equal protection clause in the
Louisiana constitution and that has been the source
of the trouble. We are going to have it in this
new constitution or believe me, it will not pass
the scrutiny that will attend the constitution by

the people of the state of Louisiana. And I submit
to you that the modern concept would be to require
the legislature to reapportion itself and if the

legislature doesn't do it, then under the inherent
law of the state of Louisiana under the constitu-
tion, the courts of this state shall have a right
to review that failure of the legislature and to

make a determination based upon the equal protec-
tion concept. If we persist in putting into the
constitution extraneous, irrelevant, vague, obscure
and general materials such as this, we are going to

hamper the cause that all of us at least say we
espouse. And I submit to you ladies and gentlemen
of the constitutional convention that it is impor-
tant to leave, if we are going to do anything at
all about the appellate jurisdiction, or the origi-
nal jurisdiction of the authority of the court with
respect to reapportionment that that be done in the

judiciary article and not here.
And I urgently appeal to each and everyone of

you to delete this language from the constitution
...from the proposed constitution and adopt a mean-
ingful provision that will not have the restraint
that this language will permit to exist if it is

continued in effect.

Questions

Hr. De BJieux Well now how could Mr. Avant's
amendment keep us from getting real reapport i onme

Mr^Gr^av^el Well, the Avant amendment only goes
in part to the problem and as I understood this
amendment it just qave the right of . . . add i ti ona 1

1

the right of an elector to institute a suit. I

don't think Mr. Avant's amendment is necessary,
think that any person who has been aggrieved whet
he is an elector or not, any citizen, any taxpaye
any elector or anybody who has been aggrieved as

consequence of malapportionment should have the
right to go to the court under the equal protecti
clause of the new Louisiana Constitution and get

relief and I think he will be able to do so if yo
eliminate this language. Now if you don't and
leave the Avant amendment and leave this language
in there then the right of the people has been re

stricted and delimited.

jctor is any vo

voter be entitl
Mr^_De_Blieu2i Now the.,, any
wRy shouTd'anybody other than
to this right?

!lr-_-5r^lI *"y citizen and taxpayer whether he is

a voter or not. ..might well be adversely affected
by a mal apport ioned legislature. There are some
places Senator Oe Blieux where people can't register
to vote and many of those people are disadvantaged.

Mr.
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[Previous Question ordered.] posals.

Ar. Poynter Mr. De Blieux did you intend? This Point of Order
would delete one amendment of Mr. Lanier's but did
you intend to delete the other amendments and leave Mr. Avant Uould we not have the right if the staff
the language contained in lines 9 through 12? were to tell us that one word in this section had

You said that it was your intent to leave it as to be changed to remove a possible constitutional
the committee had proposed it and your amendment question to-wit the word "elector" must be changed
would still have the effect of leaving in the Lanier to "citizen" or "person." Don't we have
amendment which struck the last sentence in Para- a ri cht . . .can ' t we vote on this again, can't we
graph A which begins on line 9 and... make that amendment again without just [...] the

whole sub.iect matter at this time?
i-ir. De Blieux No. ..Mr. Chairman, this will not
affect any of the Lanier amendment except that on Mr. Henry Well, it is my appreciation...! am sure
line 18 where that out of line the words "for re- it is going to be extremely interesting to see what
view" was taken out end I certainly think that the happens when it does come time to .see what happens,
legislature ought to provide for some orderly re- Mr. Avant. But it is my appreciation that once we
view of the proposals as submitted to it. And that adopt this proposal it will go to Style and Draft-
is all this does. It just provides for the legisla- ing and then will be resubmitted to us from that
ture setting up an orderly review. That is the only committee to either accept or reject the proposals
portion of this section that it affects. or the amendments that they would make to the pro-

posal. Now I think I have answered your question,
[.Amendments adopted: 53-24. Motion I may not have, but I think I have, have I not. Or

In other words, I think you are right.
Motion

Mr. Avant Vou answered it.

)f Information

iituation regarding say two

Mr. New
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this revises the present provisions providing for the House or of the Senate. He may be guilty of

the House to judge qualifications, elections and gross misconduct, may be not performing his function

returns of its own members by deleting the word properly, may be guilty of malfeasance or nonfeasanc

"returns". It clarifies the powers to expel by You may have a member of the House or of the Senate

stating that expulsion creates a vacancy. which is elected but doesn't even attend the meeti--

retains prov
dance and production of all types of paper

ng of tlie legislature. In those types of situation.
did

and documents, and it authorizes the legislature to out his duties or attend the meetings of the House

punish for contempt those who disobey its orders. of Representatives or the meetings of the Senate,

Removes Lieutenant Governor as presiding officer that particular body may then expel its own members,

of the Senate and provides that each House is to Gentlemen, I urge you to retain this language,

choose its officers from its members. the proposal as we are submitting it to you presents

Probably the biggest change, and this was a no change in the present status or present consti-

iinaniiious vote of the committee, probably the big- tution whatsoever, and I think gives to the legisla-

qest change is the removing of the Lieutenant Gov- ture a right which it should rightfully have, and

ernor as the presiding officer in the Senate. And that of determining the qualification and election

the committee felt, and I believe the Executive of its own members.

Committee felt, that if we are going to strengthen
the legislature, then we should let the Senate, as Questions

the House now is privileged to do, elect its own

officers Hr. Avant Mr. Casey, over on page 11, Section 24,

And Mr. Chairman, unless you have amendments, ! which says "All state and district officers whether

move for adoption of this section. elected or appointed shall be liable to impeachment
for felonies, incompetency, corruption, extortion.

Amendment oppression in office, gross misconduct or habitual
drunkenness." Under that section, would not a leg-

hr Povnter Amendment No. 1 [.by .«ii . Avant] on islator who was guilty of any of those particular

page 4, line 25, the same amendment, immediately charges be subject to removal by the impeachment
roces

lete the remainder of the line and delete ;ine ^b

and 27 in its entirety.

Explanation

hr. Guarisco The amendment is to de.lete, "with
the concurrence of two-thirds of its elected memb
may expel a member. Expulsion shall create a va-

cancy in the office", and I rise in support of th

deletion of that section for the simple reason th

I think that the people who elected a delegate or

a representative or a legislator as it may be, ar

the persons who should expel him from office, eit

by the next election, or by a recall election or
some answer by the people, not the legislature fr

which he serves with his peers.
Or if we allow this, I think that we are goinc

to have a constitutional crisis and that the judi

ciary is going to be ruling on what the legislati
may or may not do with its members. I think that

you are responsible
and not to your co-

For that reason,
that section.

and members of the cc

le people i
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^^^gy :hairt;ian and delegates, the request-
ed amendment 1s strictly technical to indicate that
in each House determining the rules of its procedure
that those rules will not be inconsistent with the
provisions of this constitution and that's all that
this amendment does.

Mr. Burns Mr. Casey, I'll take advantage of asking
you the question now that I wanted to ask you before
when your time ran out.

In expulsion of a member of the legislature under
the provisions of the section that we are now on,
is it. ..do you contemplate any method of hearings,
or just expel a member arbitrarily without giving
him a chance to defend himself.

Hr. Casey Well, first of all under L'les of
nd possi-

bly later on in. ..I'm not sure what section but
under a section referring to passage. ..a final pas-
sage of bills, there's general requirement that any
proposal whether it be a resolution, joint resolu-
tion, concurrent resolution, bill of any kind must
be referred to a committee and there would be a re-
quirement that a hearing. ..a public hearing, be
of f ered. . . the opportunity be there on any matter
that is submitted to the legislature.

Mr. Dennery Do you believe that this. ..I notice
you said that you were ... apparently were requested
to introduce this amendment. Is there a reason for
it? If the rules of the House and Senate are in-
consistent with the constitution, wouldn't either
a member of the House and the Senate or a citizen
have the same right without this clause as he would
with it?

t.r. Casey Mr. Dennery, I can appreciate your ques-
tion. However, I can appreciate the concern of those
that felt maybe this should be cleared up because
of the fact that under this particular paragraph or
provision, the legislature is given the right to
determine its own rules of procedure and it was
feared that they would have some unlimited and un-
restricted powers and rights which might be in con-
flict to other provisions of the constitution and
in interpretation by a court at a later date, possi-
bly may give the legislature more power than what
we intend in the constitution.

That's about as best an explanation I can give
you. I don't have any strong feelings, very honest-
ly, on this. Possibly there would be no problem
whatsoever. The only intention here is just strict-
ly clarification.

Mr. Dennery Thank you, sir.

[Previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted : 76-13. Motion to reconsider
tabled . ]

Mr. Henry Read B, then, ana let the gentleman
explain B.

You've read it, let the. ..Senator, you going to
handle it? Explain Section B, please. Hit it one
more time, please, sir.

fir. Blair Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, B, we retain provisions relating
to the compelling attendance and procedure of all
types of papers and documents .. .author i ze the leg-
islature to punish for contempt those who disobey
the orders.. .its orders.

Its just about the same as we have at the present

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendments posed by Mr. Tobias:
Amendment Ho. 1 on page 4, line 32, immediately

after the word "punish"- and before the word "for"
insert the words "by imprisonment".

Amendment llo. 2, page 5, line 1 at the end of

the line change the period t

following:
"but such impi

for each offense

comma, and add the

nt shall not exceed ten days

Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman, this particu lar. .. these
amendments are aimed at putting back into our con-
stitution a provision which has been in every con-
stitution since 1845. In 1845 it was Section 24 of
that constitution.

Basically it is to protect the citizen who comes
before a committee from being put into prison by
the legislature for an indefinite period of time.
Recently, the legislature has acted, for example,
in the James Strain case which the Louisiana Supreme
Court upheld the procedure finding him in contempt.

Historically, the 1 egi si ature . . . wel 1 , back in

the '50's they threatened one member of the press
although they did not actually put him in jail, they
threatened him because he called the citiz...the
legislature a bunch of trained seals. There has
been in the history of the. ..in history back in...
around 1860 at one time a person was put.. .found in

contempt of Congress, put in jail for three months.
Nothing that he could do. ..a very indefinite sen-
tence.

In history, there has also been one time when a

person was in jail for three years for contempt,
and I think that this particular provision should
be continued in our constitution from now on.

Further Discussion

Mr. Blair Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I rise in opposition to the amend-
ment. We took it out because the legislature does
not have the authority to put anyone in jail. That's
handled through the courts. We thought it was ob-
solete language so we removed it.

rejected: 15-77. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered on
the Section . Section passed: 91-4.
Motion to reconsider tabled. "l

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Section 7. Privileges and Immunities.
Section 7. The members of the legislature shall

in all cases, except felony, be privileged from
arrest during their attendance at the sessions and
committee meetings of their respective Houses and
in going to and returning from the same.

No member shall be questioned in any other place
for any speech or debate in either House.

Explanation

Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates. Section 7

is pretty much the same as the provision is as it

exists today in the present constitution. The only
change is that the word "treason" is used along
with felony. That is deleted as just surplus word-
ing because treason would also be a felony.

And also the words "breach of the peace" have
been deleted from the present constitution and I

urge final adoption of Section 7.

Mr.
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for him'to be drunk and you couldn't arrest him f'.r . Tobias Do you think that is a correct result,

for drunken driving and reckless driving and endan- is what I mean?

gering the lives of the public just because he i

s

, ,, , • .,, .u
going to and from the legislature? He ought to »r . Casey Yes, I m not saying it s the correct

wait^nd get drunk when he gets there. result, I think that wi 1 be the resuU Whether
you agree with it or not is another matter. That s

lave to submit to you "P to the members of the convention to decide.

St is real 1 y the case , i f

Mr. Stinson Mr. Casey, now that you have contin-
uous sessions, members of the legislature are going

n driving a breach of the to be exempt for four years then, aren't they?...

3uld be a felony would be continuously.

Mr. Casey Ford, I think that is sort of a loaded

Mr. Casey,
that you are
it would rea
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'"g''/ you.

Mr. Burson Mr. Juneau, I noticed in the source
material you list Sections 29 and 30 of Article III
of the present constitution as the source from
which you departed on this article. I would ask
you with regard to Section 30, which provides that
a member cf the legislature shall forfeit the office
which he holds if he is convicted of giving or of-
fering to give or receiving anything for his vote
in the legislature, if you have made any recommenda-
tion with regard to that Section 30 that it be placed
in the statutes or otherwise?

Mr. Juneau It was our intention, Mr. Burson, tha
that matter would properly, the mechanics of which
and the particulars of which, would address Itself
to statutory law. I might add in further explanat
to your question there was or is in the present
constitution a provision wherein the legislators dsion where
close their personal interest
from voting thereon. It was the cons
of the delegates that that was language which was
just not technically enforceable in the constitutio
For example, someone who is in the insurance busi-
ness could not vote on an insurance bill. Someone
who is a farmer, conceivably, would not vote on
agriculture bills. We thought that by pufting in
the provision that a code of ethics per se could be
enacted if that would take care of that particular
probl em.

Burson
that rather
dealt with
the statute
that it wou

So, it would be your thinking then
;han recommend that the specific matte
ider the present Section 30 be put in

that you would simply believe and hop
i be covered by a code of ethics adopt
1 the statutes.

the mandate was on
the legislature.
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because I think that any member of the legislature Mr. Blair Article 6,

and as you members of this constitutional convention
can realize, that you daily journal is very much of ^r

.
Den

an assistance to you, . . .

Section 26.

Iir.
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tain him solely under the legislative branch or to be brief. Get along.
area of government. We did discuss the question Mr. flunez Mr. Jack, according to your reasonin
that you are mentioning now, but felt that it should

a simple majority can get rid of a good man if t

be up to the legislature, who has the tools avail-
^,3^ enough pressure from back home, etc., if he

able, to find the most qualified person that mi ght written some bad audits. On the other hand, a s

many details of what h

that we possibly real 1;

in the constitution. >

we should not have too
tion, that's why we di(

do this by statute.
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[notion for the Previ-Jus Question
rejected: ?9-66.]

Further Discussion
\t Mo

Mr. Nunez Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the con- 6, line 7, immediately after "Section 10" and be-

vention, I rise in support of the amendment. I fore the words "there shall" add "a",

think the simple majority to expel the auditor if Amendment No. 2, page 6, between lines 15 and 16

the simple majority is needed to hire him, makes a add the following: "B. The legislative auditor
lot more logic and is a lot more sensible than al- shall conduct an audit annually of all compensation
lowing, having two-thirds to get rid of him just in paid from state funds to all persons except in the

the simple event that he's not doing the job that classified service of the state."
he's hired to do. I think it's much more reason-
able and much more logical to assume that if he Explanation
isn't doing that job it would take only one-third
of those members elected that could hold off get- Mr. Weiss Fellow delegates, this proposal is in-

ting rid of him. I- think this is the danger that tended to account to the public for the expenditure
we are facing when we say it shall take two-thirds. of state funds. The civil service section of our
We have a two-thirds provision to get rid of legis- state already has this, I understand, in their pub-
lators and they're elected by the people. Now here lie accounting system and this would mandate the
we're putting the same provision to get rid of an legislative auditor to conduct an annual audit, and
individual who is hired by the legislature. I don't therefore make it available for public use, on the
know if Mr. Burris is still in the chambers, he was amount of compensation paid to state officials other
nere just recently, I don't think the legislature than the civil service. Basically, the intent is

has been so bad that they would cet rid of him for to provide the public with the knowledge of the in-

doing those things he thought was necessary, but come from public sources, that other members of the
if he is, I certainly mean nothirg against him and state receive other than civil service employees,
if he is here talking for the two-thirds I can under- with the computer system, and this is a futuristic
stand that also. I think it's a bad provision to amendment, there should be no problem whatsoever to
leave two-thirds in the constitution. That two- pjt on computer the manner in which these funds are
thirds of the legislature, it shall take two-thirds spent and to whom they are allocated and, by simply
to get rid of an individual that they have working programming a computer, there would be no problem
for them if he is not doing the job. Because the in obtaining a list of the state employees other
bad part about it, it takes only one-third to keep than civil service that are receiving funds from
hin. I think this is where the danger lies and the the state and how much they are receiving annually,
inherent danger lies in the constitution. jhat is the purpose and the intent of the amendment

and 1 think in the future there would be no problem
Questions with computers to do this in a very simple fashion.

hat don't cover and don t

1 aspects of the problem,
is proposal and I give
1 , the 1 egi si ati ve audi -

nly the state funds but
to audit and to reaudit
travel from the state

e O"" the into other entities of state and local government.
This would exempt state civil service employees but
state appropriation going to the police jury would

people would ^lot exempt the police jury employees. So, the

amendment just does a portion of what was proposed.
The second thing wrong, it says it shall have an

annual audit. I don't know whether he has got to

perform that audit annually or whether he's got to

perform it on an annual basis and he can't get a

year behind. I don't know what that would mean.

The reason you can't tie him down is because there
are certain departments and certain small agencies
that have never been a problem and if you say he

has got to have staff enough and has got to audit
that annually, you don't know how much staff he's

got to have. In a number of those where very lit-
gisiative auaitj>- ana tie money is involved, they don't go to the expense
"'^' of auditing annually, they check them out every so

often, just as a matter of routine, and then in
might add, Mr. Womack, other cases they find major agencies with many mi 1

-

n excellent job. lions of dollars involved and they get bogged down

in it and quite often send additional auditors in,
red.

J

and where normally it would take two or three or

four weeks to perform an audit, they may be on it

9 for three months. When you once appropriate "X"

amount of dollars for an auditor to run an office
that the big problem ^^ ^„^ ^,5 (,js "X" number of employees which is set

here is that some people fear that if he's doing a fQ^th by his annual appropriation, his table of or-
good job, some people are going to want to get rid ganization, he can't be flexible enough to be man-

(ir. Chatelair Delegate Nunez, is it not true sir
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he audits the same dollar as many as three or four present, the civil service people who are keeping
times, so that's a field of its own. Now notice the computer for this purpose. So, it is simply
in there they have the wording in this also, not a matter of programing into these computers the
necessarily in this, but I will call your attention facts, then obtaining then and reporting them to
to it while I am here. It says there shall be an the public. I think this is a good amendment or I

advisor, or he shall serve as the advisor. If that would not have proposed it as a constitutional amend-
is the only one you are going to have you might not ment. I think that we owe it to the people of the
like anything he does. Right now the legislature state to make an accounting to them. True that this,
has any number of advisors, namely, before you start as Delegate Womack pointed out, is only an early
preparing the budget, you call in about six of them beginning and only a portion of what should be done,
including the legislative auditor, the state trea- but at least this is a beginning of what should be
surer, the department of economics of L. S. U., the done and I hope you will vote favorably and include
same thing of Southern of New Orleans, L.S.U.N.O. this for the people of the state to know how their
and any number that you can call in, PAR for example, funds are being spent. After they are spent then
comes in and you counsel with them. Then you wind it is up to them to decide whether they think, by
up between that and the Division of Administration election or other alterations in the process through
taking the one that you feel best represents and their elected official, that these funds are being
if you come out to within two, three or four million properly allocated. It is simply a matter of ac-
dollars, you have been awful lucky when you start counting to the people of the state and I urge you
your estimates, because any little change will change to vote in favor of this amendment,
it. I am very rel uctant . . . whi 1 e I am here I am go-
ing to touch on that until I run out of time, in [Amendment rejected: 27-79. Motion
setting this up as a before the fact position. This to reconsider tabled.']
is a big enough job to be an after the fact to check
the legality of what has been done. Checking into Amendments
the advisability and the wisdom of how money is
spent should be left to the executive branch, the Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1,
legislative branch, and the administrative branch Alario and Munson, on pa^e 6,
of the many departments, and if it is not left to after the word "and" delete t^
the legislature then to appropriate and to see that insert in lieu thereof the word "may".
the proper job is done as far as the wisdom is done. Amendment No. 2, on page 6, at the beginning of
then one man as a before the fact auditor, you are line 12, between the word "as" and the word "fiscal"
putting him in a very powerful position to say insert the word "a".
whether you wisely spent your money or not. In
short, I think this is a bad amendment and I think Explanation
it should be defeated.

Mr. Alario Mr. Chairman and members of the con-
Further Discussion vention, all this simply does now on page 6, startin

on line 10, the sentence would now read "the leg-
Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates to the con- islative auditor shall be responsible solely to the
vention, I also rise to urge defeat of this amend- legislature and may serve as a fiscal advisor to
ment. My honest opinion is that this is the type the legislature." Now the reason for this is that
of detail that really does not belong in the consti- presently when we get the fiscal advice or the es-
tution to start with; that the legislature in de- timated revenues from various agencies, we get it
veloping its statutes to set forth what the func- now from the Conservation Department, we get it
tions of the legislative auditor shall be. This is from the Revenue Department, we get it from the
the type of thing that would ordinarily appear in state treasurer, we get it from various agencies
the statutes and I think I would hesitate to approve who are involved on a day to day basis with the
this amendment because I think it would be a trend fiscal affairs, with the anticipated revenues, and
toward developing, I think a trend in this conven- with the actual revenues that are being collected,
tion, that it would not be appropriate. That is I feel, and Mr. Munson feels, that the present lan-
merely containing in our document too much detail. guage as written in by the committee would mean
This can be accomplished without being in the con- that we would restrict solely to the legislative
stitution. It can be accomplished through the leg- auditor that responsibility of being the fiscal ad-
islature. visor to the legislature. During this past session

of the legislature, since I have been here, there
[previous Cuestion ordered.] has been much talk of us having a fiscal officer

who is responsible solely to the legislature to
Closing give us the advice we need in preparing our budgets.

We don't feel that the legislative auijitor is pre-
"''• t^ei'ss Fellow delegates, in this convention sently staffed, or has the capacity at this time to
we will be frequently faced with the concept of do this type of thing because he is not involved
whether to include, and we have already discussed in it on a day to day basis. We are in favor of
many times whether this is statutory or constitu- strengthening the legislative auditor in the audi-
tional. I think that those who feel that it doesn't ting process, not in the means of giving us the
belong in the constitution really don't want the sole revenues and possibly being involved in the
measure and say it is statutory. Certainly this legislative end of it. That is why we are offering
argument, to me, is without merit and furthermore, these amendments at this time,
this certainly does not require anything more than
futuristic thinking. There is no problem at the Questions
present time with the computers now available to
the civil service people to put this information on Mr. Derbes Mr. Alario, since we really are not
those who are not members of the civil service and setting forth the responsibilities of the legisla-
by simply pressing a button after proper programing, tive auditor, doesn't this give further discretion
the outcome is very simple. I think that this is to the legislature in determining the scope of
a type of archaic thinking that is representative responsibilities.,
of some people in the gr
to the future and that t

to the future and obtain

;hat
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auditor should be the think particularly in view of having kept the re-
for that particular action. quirement for two-thirds to remove the legislative
trong in the auditing pro- auditor because of his functions in auditing local,
on of it. parochial, etc. affairs, I think that if he were

doing that job well but were not serving properly
xactly the point. If you as the fiscal advisor for the legislature it might

((ould have the be wise to get someone else and I urge the passage
effect of the legislative auditor being one or one of the amendment
among several fiscal advisors, but because you have
changed "shall" to "may" you have made it discre- Furt
tionary within the purview of the legislative act
astowhetherornotindeedthelegislat'
shall be a fiscal advisor, isn't that co

ing here, I think
should meet. If t

agencies then they
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Questions

isey.
of this public officials and in another part public Mr. Casey I could not honestly tell you that they
officers? Is there any distinction between the two? had any particular formal thinking on the use of

the word salary as distinguished from compensation.
Mr. Casey No, I don't think there was intended to However, it is apparent that they intended to use
be any distinction at all. the word salary as those forms of compensation that

are paid monthly or annually, but usually monthly,
Mr. Dennery Under the law, is it possible for a to a particular public official whether he be a

classified employee to be a public official or of- state elected official, a legislator or what have
ficer? you. And I don't think really the problem was nec-

essarily those forms of expenses that a public of-
Hr. Casey I don't know the answer to that. You ficial should be reimbursed for.
might know better than I since you are very well
connected with... Mr. Derbes In other words, compensation for mile-

age could be increased subject to the provisions of
Mr. Dennery Shall I ask the question this way, is this section by a simple majority vote but compen-
it not true that certain classified employees could sation for salary would require a super majority
well be officials or officers:

tha
say probabl y yes .

jrovisior
service

Casey I would assume it would be in conflict. Amendment
?ver, I would assume that those civil service
loyees, provisions pertaining to their salaries Mr. Poynter The first set of a

Id be interpreted under the civil service law. up by Delegates De Blieux and We

Mr
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adequate and setting them at that particular tir.e. He's a member of the Senate that doesn't meet too
I feel that the setting of elected officials sal- nuch conpared to what the House meets.
aries once every four years woulc
1 can't help but feel that when a person offers him- the capitol. He s only a matter of a few minutes
self for a job as an elected official he is telling from every agency or department head and he gets

Iff i



Mr.
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of the committee now provides that there can be an Hr. Rayburn Madame Chairman and fellow delegat

ng t Asseff a question but he

Mr.

nor
goi
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a mayor, a city councilman? When does one become Lambert] on paoe 6 line ID, after the words, "sal-
a pub ic official? What is a sa ary? Some of the aries of," and'before the word, "public," insert

to deal with what sala
emolument, compensation or what. 1 think the

)rds, "appointed and elected.
ndment No. 2, on page 6 line 20, after the

.^r^''?n^.I?in.H''L"H'T"th?ni;°"o^-,-i?'H"'^'r-H^'?^ ^'°'-'^=' "=alarie; of," and'before the word, "public,areilldefinedandlthinkwewillhavetodelete appointed and elected.'

Expl anation

this entire provision or else someone s got to come
up with an amendment that makes sense because "public
official" can apply to anybody in a local government.
You mean to say that a local government now cannot Mr. Drew Chairman and members of the con-
fix the salary of its mayor or school board, etc. vention. This is a rather simple amendment that

'.Itll^ .l'AlVA':'"J •]'= 1° ?? '} .1 t^"k ^t's clarifies this provision as written. In the last
egislature and I sentence in the section, it refers to elected or

sly urge that you defeat th

?'"^??!!l'.il"'^'^*^^'^
problems are cleared up "s^rt

'

appoi nted"and el ected^'before public'off
nted and what this amendment

lete t

Further Discussion

Mr. De Blieux Madame Chairman and ladies
tlemen of the convention, I just want to

and appointed and elected before public again on
line 20.

The reason I think that this is necessary, and
of course I think the major objection to this entire
section is the definition of the term public offi-
cial. This is not intended to apply to your normal,

ing since Senator Rayburn referred to my amend- unclassified employees, but we have seen recent
Id this amendment as being the same. I want
there is a lot of difference in this amend-

ment and my amendment. My amendment would allow the

seen in the past, occassion upon occa-
department heads and other top public

officials who have been appointed, have had tremen-Checking of the salaries at least once every four d sal aV^ i n r ases wi t; tan; "s yl o f om any-years. It didn't necessarily mean that they had „„^ responsible for providing the funds for that
to be the same for each year thereafter but at least increase. And I think if the legislature is going

di^ rirt ^tnr" y"^Pf ^°d you would khow. We have to have to provide the funds, I ?hink the legisla-district attorneys, judges elected for six years, ture should have some say-so in determining these
we have judges elected for twelve years, we have increases
judges elected for fourteen years. If this particu- i ^^^^a
lar amendment is adopted it means that those particu-
lar individuals could not have their salaries changed Questions
during that period. My amendment did not do that.
It had a whole lot more latitude in there. I thought Hr. Stinson I am not an authority on grammar and

good one and I think this is a punctuation, but instead of "and," shouldn't that
be "or", or, appointed or elected instead of ap-

-. . ,j. . , pointedandelected?
n, ladies and gentlemen,
jp our mind more or less Mr. Drew That is correct, if you might make that

nette would insist, person- technical change, Mr. Clerk.

^,L"°h!? ^!J°° ,•»
Instead of "and," it possibly should read, "ap-

It will make a technical chan

r. Drew. If there is no ob-

bad

Mr
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Mr Gravel My problem, too. Thank you very much. I wonder what the school teachers of this state
must think when we tell them we can't give them,

Mr. Drew I don't know, I had inquired, in answer we can't give them a 3.3 percent increase in salar

to your question, from Judge Tate, if possibly a But we can grant a ninety-seven hundred dollar

separate section was needed to provide the dsfini- ""^^ ^*,!?'", °"/ ^n?l°.^!!
tions...we'verunacrossthison

' '" '

or if it could be handled in sch
would be the proper way of handl.,., ...

But I think that the intent, and I think that L?

will be important, the intent of this is to clarify "ote ordered. Amendm

what it already says. The last sentence says, 84-14

"whether elected or appointed."
So this is to clarify that we

elected or appointed.

k Mr. Drew has an excellent amendment here
ask that you support it.

thi
is

ice
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this is not directe
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Mr.
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Mr.
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1 urge your adoption of this amendment. ere" and "goof-offs," and what have you, those terms
are unfamiliar to me and my committee, because the

Questions legislators that I was associated with proved to
me that they could be trusted. They proved to me
that they were gentlemen, they proved to me that
they were men of the highest integrity and I do
not propose this amendment because I distrust them
or because I have anything to say bad against them.
I think that the amendment merely puts forth to the
public a disclosure of what the public deserves and
needs to know. Legislators in this state receive
a salary. They receive payment for their services
and I submit to you that they receive a certain
amount whether they come to Baton Rouge or do not
come to Baton Rouge under the present provisions of
the law. I've heard an argument to the effect that

serving equitably on committees? this is not politically feasible and I v/ould submit
that this is probably the prime reason that most

H r. Tapper I think that would be so because then legislators oppose this amendment. Because they do

there wouldn't be any one member who would want to "ot want to vote themselves a raise, they do not
serve on more committees than another member because want to vote themselves an increase in salary. I

he won't be wanting to do more work than the other can understand their predicament in this, but I be-

fellow. lieve that most of the legislators in the legisla-
ture as composed today, deserve an annual salary.

3ther question. Don't I think this would encourage more legislators to

1 annual salary that become active and more active in committee meetings
lesser means to run and in the sessions themselves. This is one of the

nembers of the legisla- prime reasons for this amendment, to mandate the

;e, who are are well legislature to set a salary. I would say that

Mr.
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the legislature to meet for 60 days during an 85 Louisiana. So I say, let them tend to their own
day period so that the contending philosophies for business on it. Thank you.

split sessions and for straight sessions could
operate within the political arena. I think that [previous Question ordered.]
this amendment should be defeated for the same rea-
son. It still allows the ideas to compete and it Closing
does not forclose anybody from urging before the
legislature who after all, are responsible to the Mr. Juneau tladame Chair;nan, I'll make my remarks

particular philosophy. I urge defeat very brief. The issue has been adequately dis-
)f the amendment. cussed. The whole intent of this thing is to make

independent. As I indicated, the
•ther Discussion sole intent of this thing is to make a more inde-

make it where equality can
Acting Chairman and fellow dele- be achieved. Secondly, a good argument in support

!feat
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Thursday, July 2t:, 19 7 3
iffer

Legi:

[96 delegates present and a guorum.]
^ , „.Further Discussion

PRAYER
M r. Smith Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the conve

Mr. Casey Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed tion, this came up in our committee sometime ago

b3 thy nare. Thy kingdom come, thy will be done and I think it was killed about twelve to three.

01, earth as it is in heaven. Our gracious heavenly I don't see any reason to send it back there agai

Fatl;er, please give all of the delegates to our so I think it ought to go into another committee,

conientio
standi ng

.. 1
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Jack I'm going to ask this question. I didn'
to hear at the beginning and I asked about fif-

1 people around here and none of them know exact
vhat your proposal is for, or against the lottet
t is question No. 1?

introduced here today, it does the same thing but
there has been a motion to the contrary and of
course this body will have to decide.

Mr. Flory Further point.
Mr. Chairman, you said the convention decided

to put it in another committee. I understood you
to say earlier that the Coordinating Committee did

PI anchard My proposal is the delegate proposal
taining to the lotteries, period. And it reads
Dly this.
Neither the state nor any of its public subdivi-
is shall conduct a lottery. That is the whole
stion. I think we are referring to a matter of
;nues in state government and a matter of finance

Jack What is the situation regarding a corpor-

ques

Mr. Jack You say neither a state or a si

have a lottery. I am against lotterie
telling you. But don't you think it

ude anybody else? Is there some gimmick here,
body else can have a big ole state wide lottery.

division
. I dor
ught to

are speaking or /ate letter

Henry No sir, I never menti
ag Committee this afternoon.

Henry When it is possit
There is a mechanic way th

ivention.
ild be done

Furth Discussion

Mr. Sm ith Mr. Chairman, I made the opposition t

sending this to Revenue, Finance and Taxation. 1

didn't understand what the subject matter is but
Mr. Planchard is on that committee and so am I.

knowing what its contents are, I withdraw my objt
tion.

Jack Yes

Mr. Planchard If you f

the con
3t this should be ir

u,,:, ^ . ..u Mui. I..IC.I i Doy Q,„end it. I think thai
referring only to the state financing In the si

visions.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[I Journal 200'\

^^^ . Jack All right, ok.
Now, has a bill been killed regarding letter

Dne way or the other in any committee?

>1r. Planchard /^s I understand this amendment.

Point of Order

Denr Point of order, Mr'. Chairman.
ating the merits of this proposal atAre we d

this time?

Mr. Henry Whenever you are on referral of propo!
or bills or resolutions, whatever the case might 1

it opens the main question to debate. Yes, sir.

want yours to

PI anchard I simply want it to g(

and Taxation Committee because I \

proper place for it.

straighten thai
they didn't kn(

Ight, I

Point of Informatior

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, I am at i

stand what they are talking about <

what Mr. Planchard has said that h'

duces revenue to the state, does tl

been introduced prior to this, prol

had something to do
iting lotteries i

anted to
eopl earn

I loss to under-
ind I apprec1at(
s proposal pro-

le one that has
libit lotteries'

;hat the resolu-
^ek by Mr. Burni
owing or prohil

hatiting lotteries in ine state. i am not sure wnat
it was but it had something to do in our opinion
here with raising revenues or providing revenue,
was of the opinion that it should be referred to
Committee on Revenue and Taxation. The conventio

se and 1 i ....

Is my appreciation

ind
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the same thing.
However this is a democracy, and the majority

rules. We permit the majority to impose the death
penalty, make parole impossible and the like and y

many do not wish to give the right to determine
salaries by majority vote. I am quite willing in

for tax increases for

;e wi
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simple majority of the legislature. I have no ob-
jection to giving the legislature by majority vote
the right to fix that but when you come to the poi
)f permitting the legislature during a term of of-

being print
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is talking about, but I acn not opposed t

cept that you have, but wouldn't you be!

ciary branch or local government that dc

fically with allowing raises within thai
branch will supersede the general articl
legislative powers that we are attemptir
at this t i me ?

Newton Abs Jtel

Mr. Roy So that all we are saying is

it is otherwise provided in the consti
specific point, this will prevail but
superseded by other sections of the cc

men t correct ly , in

department would b

for them to do tha
Am I correct?

itand
ily wa
the e

is amendment, then

increase salaries in the futi

Newton That is correct, si

Mr. Lanier Delegate Newton, as this
drawn, I take it it's not intended to

situation of, changing salaries, of of
employees of local governmental units
Rule Charters.

Mr. Newton No.

that says that the local home r

their own determinations of sal
not be in conflict with this pr

Point of Order

lint of order , I (

to, there is nob(
about it. .

.

Mr. Henry Well, under the rule,
ire addressed to the chair, so we

Mr. Thompson All right, you meai
Education decided it wanted to ra

presidents twenty thousand dollar:

Mr. Henry That's a question rea

about it, Mr. Thompson. You migh
when he gets through. He might hi

knowl edge on this.
some super

rther i s c u s s i n

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman and mem
vention. I am just wondering whe
tually something that you want to
or not and I'm not up here to tal
it, but I would suggest that you
hard about this before you vote,
cite a couple of instances why an
might answer Mr. Thompson's quest

If you will recall recently th

ibers of th(
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situation where possibly Judge Dennis rendered a

decision that was unfavorable to a majority of the
members of the legislature and they reduced his sal-
ary during his term of office to one dollar a year?

Mr. Anzalone Could I foresee something like that?
No, sir. Because them that didn't get shot sure

wouldn' t get reelected.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise to
oppose this amendment. I believe in the two-thirds
rule of those elected to raise these salaries. Now,
let's look at the present situation. What could
happen if you changed to just a majority, which you
could do if you adopt this amendment.

I'm not criticizing. I think the salary in our
state right now are very liberal, but probably are
fair to the judges. But they are well paid and I

don't think the majority should be able to raise
them. A Court of Appeals Judge, thirty-six thousand.
Now if a lawyer in private practice can make thirty-
six thousand, he would have to gross over fifty
thousand because of his overhead. The experts say
in a firm the average but good firm, the members
can earn in it gross to contribute is fifty thousand.
You might have an unusual damage suit of this and
certainly you will make more. So a judge is making
probably on the Court of Appeals more than a lawyer
could earn. And it's a good job. You have a clerk,
you have your secretary, you've got your quiet at-
mosphere .

District judges vary, the ones down here make
more. I don't know what they make. Ours make, I

think it's twenty-seven thousand counting the police
jury part.

know what the doctors make. Dr. Mary and all. You
know what the college presidents make.

Now let me tell you, there is just a certain
amount of money to go around. And there's the lobby
system and pressure put on them. Now I voted to
give judges good salaries, and they got them, but
we then had to have two-thirds of those voting, and
I think we ought to have two-thirds of those elected
like this.

Now there are a lot of other people ought to get
some, the State Police, look how poor they are paid.
If you are going to just keep spending money to
raise officials, and there's plenty of elected and
appointed officials, and 1 say, let's kill this
amendment and leave this just like it is requiring
two-thirds of those elected, and of course it's
got the clause in there about you cannot reduce the
salary during their term of office. I don't see all
the reason for arguing all the other. If you want
to raise salary by a simple majority of the members
of the legislature, you just go right on and pass
this amendment.

If you want to try to hold a good line, then
you kill this amendment. Thank you.

[Cu delegates pr

Furthe

Mr. Arnet te I'd just like to point out one thing
to the defegates here in the convention hall and
that is the law presently is it takes two-thirds
vote to raise the salaries as it presently is. And
I think we ought to look long and hard before we
accept this amendment which would permit a majority
of the legislature to allow increases in salaries.

I definitely think that salary should not be
reduced in office, also. But the main thing is,
this system has worked in the past, it has stood
the test of time, and I definitely think we do need
a two-thirds vote to raise salaries, as Mr. Jack
said, to keep a line on the salaries in the state.
I think it's very important that we do so.

on ordered

.

]

Closing

M r. Newton After some discussion on the floor, it
appears that possibly there's a problem as far as
the salaries of appointed officials are concerned,
so I have an amendment that would apply to elected
officials only, and I urge defeat of the amendment
presently on the floor.

tabled.
"i

Amendme Its

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Delegate
Shannon and Tobias. These have previously been
distributed.

Amendment No. 1 on page 6, at the beginning of
line, and here's a correction that needs to be
made. Your copy says 8. It should be 18. On
page 6 at the beginning of line 18

After the partial word "tion" and before the
words "of public" delete the word "salaries" insert
in lieu thereof the word "compensation."

Amendment No. 2, page 6, line 20 after the words
"that the" and before the words "of public" delete
the words "salaries" and insert in lieu thereof the
word "compensation."

Amendment No. 3, page 6, at the end of line 20
iord "public" delete the word "officers"afte

reof the word "officials."

Explanation

M r. Shannon Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, these are in reality technical
amendments and all the purpose of it is to clarify
and tract the language in the present bill. I'm
only substituting the word compensation for salaries
in the amendment and changing the word so that the
language will be tract in line 20, I'm changing
officers to officials as it is on line 8, and I urge
the passage of this amendment.

Questions

M r. Flory Mr. Shannon, by changing the word sal-
aries to compensation, don't you encompass expenses
paid to state employees. You'd be having the legis-
lature set meal allowance, hotel allowance and mile-
age for state employees which is now set by the
Division of Administration?

These appo ited and elect

ipply.

""r.- tulco "'* Shannon,
ire doing this? Why do >

to compensation?

that case, yes , they

Ico, 1 think that's relatively
Dt want a salary for the legis-

1 ture .

. Ful

Mr. Shannon Well, compensation could be other than
a salary. And it could be a salary or it could be
other. Compensation covers both fields.

Mr. Fulco But surely you had a purpose in using
compensation for salaries. What was your purpose?

In order to el
the House and the Senate, in reality.

Amertdmants

[394 J
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Mr. Poynter Amendments proposed by Delegate Anza-
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problems with the word "introduced" as opposed to
Point of Information tde word "enacted. "

As I indicated the only other deletion that was
Gravel Mr. Chairman, do I understand that one made, there is a provision in the present law that

more committees are going to give further consid- requires evidence at the time that it was introduced
ition to this proposal? on the local level be attached to the bill. We

thought that that was a mechanical matter that would
so far as 12 is concerned that ^Qpg properly address itself to statutory law. But

there might be some conflict relative to what Rev- in substance, word and substance, basical
enue and Taxation is proposing and they want to jf,g c,ame provision you have today.
have a joint committee meeting as I understand it.

Is that correct. Senator Blair? Questions

Mr. Blair Not necessarily a joi n t commi ttee
.

They Mr. Tobias Mr. Juneau, I notice in reading this
could 00 It as a suo-commi ttee .

wnicnever one wouio section, that you state that the provision must be
be the better. I don't know but we think we can published on two separate days, the last day of
get together as far as the conflicts are concerned. which is at least thirty days prior to the intro-

When we adjour

t get togeth

the first da_
words, could they publish it on two consecu-
days?

M r. Juneau As long as it is two separate days.
we adjourn. Suppose we get ^ could be one, two days and the last day of the
5rrow, do you think you will publication has to bethirty days before it would
:uss it tomorrow? actually be introduced in the legislature. You

could have two consecutive days but they would ha\
one way or the other. If ^^ ^e two separate days.

I asked that question
that I- have an amendment to that particular section
that is really taken from the project and it is a

rather comprehensive amendment that puts certain
restraints, restrictions and limitations on the
legislature with respect to the passage of local or

special law. I think my amendment would be germane
to any consideration that you would give in trying
to accomodate the concept of local and special laws
and I would ask that my amendment also be deferred
and that the committee that is going to give this
consideration give consideration to my proposed
amendment also.

Mr. Blair We would be happy for you to meet with

Mr.
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Mr. Poynter
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you pick up no judge- it's apparent to me that you have deleted any ref-
erence to immunity from the suit itself. Is that

nation

Planchard I don't believe the
inchard That's what we've done, yes

eeds any explanation It = simply one thing a Mr. Kelly All right, would this allow the legis
person would not have to go to the state legislat
in order to file suit against the state. It would
however, a person would have to go before the leg- agai nst'thi' state or'any if

'

its"'poi i ticaT subdi
islature in order to get the judgement paid, and it ^^^

'

must be paid out of the funds appropriated for that
payment. This is a good amendment and I think that |^^

several have already acknowledged that this is a ^^
better amendment than they have. So I won't delay
the question. So if there are any questions that ^^
you have about this amendment, I'll be glad to an- —

^

swer them. „,

iture to come back at a later time and instil
pass a bill which would prohibi
tate or any of its

s except by legislative act?

Planchard Personally I don't feel that they

et me ask you th.is.

t I don't, I can't answer it. I

Mr. Weiss Delegate Planchard, bonding authorities, Mr. Kelly You're familiar with the proposal

don't they require, make certain requirements that Bill of Rights. Are you familiar with a prov

this might conflict with? In other words, what se- within the Bill of Rights which would affirma
curity does the state offer in releasing bonds? and in an affirmative sense, remove any prohi

Can someone explain that? fi"om governmental immunity, in othe
ed, in other words

Planchard I've heard about it.

Mr.
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you should also take a look at an article near the sary permission to sue the state or its respective
end of the present constitution in Article 19, Sec- agencies, those that are immune from suit. Mr.
tion 26. This sets out special agencies of the Stinson is absolutely correct that it is possible
state whereby the necessity for their consenting to that the amount of litigation could increase against
suits is withdrawn, and saying that they will be the state. We don't know how much, we don't
considered special agencies of the state of Louisi- if it would be one more suit or a hundred more
ana. This constitutional amendment was necessitated suits. But the point is, the attorney general is

because there were a number of cases which said that the official legal representative and officer of
sub-agencies of the state, such as School Boards, the state and its agencies, and he must provide the
did not share in the sovereign immunity of the state manpower to file the necessary answers and to defend
from suit as states. Now the most recent case on against whatever suits may be filed. If you think
the point by the Louisiana Supreme Court generally the attorney general's appropriation may be high at
holds that when the state acts in a quas i -corpora te this time, and that has been a controversial appro-
capacity such as in the case of a Dock Board or priation with the legislature, he will, I submit to
another agency which goes out and files suit, as you, that his appropriation would certainly have to
happened in a particular case, that it is not im- be increased if we would permit every type of suit
mune from suit in return. And I think that we to be filed against the state without obtaining the
should be aware here, that this whole proposition permission necessary from the legislature. Now I

should really be broken down into two questions. know there are many of you that disagree with the
One question is whether or not you think that we concept or my argument, but that's neither here nor
should constitutionally say that there is sovereign there. I strongly feel that way. That there is no
immunity for any agency of the state. My own per- trouble in getting permission. That I think this
sonal feeling is that most governmental bodies to- ought to be done. The state is self-insured. We
day, such as the one I serve on, the School Board, must pay whatever final judgements are finally ren-
carry liability insurance with exceedingly large dered, and those who are attorneys here, those who
limits and that this is for the protection of the are attorneys know that in a marginal case where
public at large, and that the members of the public you have to obtain permission to sue the state of
should be just as protected from negligence by let's Louisiana, that where you really know that you do
say a school bus driver who runs over them, because not have a cause of action against the state, that
they're just as dead if he kills them than if a you're not going to go to all that trouble to ob-
private citizen should. That's the purpose of in- tain the permission to file the suit against the
surance. That's one question. The other question, state where it's really not necessary. Also, I'd
however, which demands serious consideration and like you to check the wording of Section 14. This
which I understand the thrust of thi s. amendmen t gets is a very serious error, I feel, in the wording of
to is, it's one thing to say that you can bring a this section, and if adopted could cause, I feel,
suit and get a judgement against a governmental en- untold problems to the state, and to the Budget
tity, but it's another proposition to say that that Committee. In furnishing the money necessary to
governmental entity should have property subject to pay judgements not only against the state and the
seizure. I don't think any of us want that. And state agencies, but the wording in this section in
as I read the amendment, that is what this amendment the amendment says that we would have to pay a

gets to. It would prevent the travesty of a public judgement against the state or any other public
body such as the Police Jury having the Courthouse body. Now I know this was brought up, but I don't
seized, let's say, to satisfy a judgement against know what the interpretation of the wording "public
it. body" is. But my comprehension of "public body" is

any public body that exists in the state of Louisi-
Questions

'

ana whether it be a state agency, a municipality,
parish government, or what have you. And if it

Mr . St i nson Mr. Burson, don't you think that in would be interpreted, granted it's open to question,
the past that our prohibition has served to cut down but if it would be interpreted that the state would
the number of frivolous and even though they are have to pay any judgement against any public body,
frivolous, expensive lawsuits against the state? that means that the state would pay a judgement

against possibly an agency that exists solely for
That is certainly possible, Mr. Stin- the parish of Orleans or an agency that exists sole-

ly for West Baton Rouge Parish, or what have you.
I think this is a serious error in the amendment as

Isn't it a fact that what they're proposed but regardless of this, I strongly urge
to do here would mean that Mr. Guste you to reject this amendment and at least retain
to double his staff, at least, to take the concept of the sovereign immunity,
the lawsuits that will be filed?

Questions
Mr. Stinson, I don't really think so.

Mr.
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ereign immunity is dead, and we're goi
something that's dead. In another cou
we will no longer have sovereign immun
the only thing we are concerned with h

whether or not someone is going to get
against the state and seize public pro
amendment takes care of that. All we
to do is that you do not have to come
legislature prior to filing suit and a

islature, "may I file this suit"? Now
about frivolous suits. Now, whose fiv
want to deal with? If you ask permiss
legislature to file a suit, as I under
pass it through a committee who looks

ng to adopt
pie of yea r

ity. I thi
ere today i

a judgemer

ated for payment thereof." My question
this be construed to mean that the legi
have to appropriate the funds?

first
is frivolous. Or there may come a day
committee or the legislature may decid
suit is frivolous. "A" doesn't feel h

frivolous, he wants to have judge look
determine on the merits whether or not
lous. That's the way that we should g

think Delegate Burson has covered the
law in Louisiana today. I also want t

that the recent modern constitutions t

cently bee adopted, have adopted and d

sovereign immunity. Montana, 1972. I

braska. Those states who have not done
they've been doing away with it throug
process. So I think we're just foolin
make someone come to the legislature b

his suit. Hundreds of resolutions a y
legislature shouldn't be bothered with
you say well maybe I won't overlook th
it's frivolous. The legislature will
you that, well, we pass them all. Wei
them all then that's not important eit
they're not looking at them. Let's go

perty. Ihis
have attempted
before the
sk the leg-
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. ^ ^ . . . , , ^^ .. . ^ five or six years, attorneys representing the We"•standing it had init;iated the_suit against Baton Rouge School Board have tried to get the c

irman, to pay final judje-Splendor Shipping. The District Court said, yo
right, the Port of New Orleans has no authority to nent'aga ins't'that" Sc'hooT

'

Board
sue and be sued. Even though it is suing you
Splendor, you may not sue it. Went up to the
Circuit, they affirmed, I believe, or what ha

But it ended up in the Supreme Court and Just
Dixon wrote the majority opinion. He said, i

time in this century to face the issue. The
concept is that there is no such thing anymor
sovereign immunity, and it met it head on And it ^^y that the courts would rule that we wo
said, sovereign immunity was a creature of th-
appellate courts and we now say they have no
ity to grant sovereign immunity. So they str
Now what does that bring us. It brings us to
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as a defense.
As obvious, I rise in support of th

amendment. There has been much said a

has been proposed. I support the committee pro-
posal as written.

The committee proposal as written recognizes the
possible desirability of the legislature authorizing

odav we think in terms of aovernment ooli- ^"'^^ ^° ^^ ^''^'^ against the state. It allows the

°rd. flV.f.l" Zt iLtlZZl I'.^lV.l legislature control over that process. 1 sympathize
with those who wish to broaden the state's liability
for suits for damages for personal injuries.

But the proposed amendment goes far beyond that.

iust like each and everyone of"voi "^ waives entirely the state's immunity. I don't

^H ,'n h .fnl.! tn^n!^ «!t!^; I L nnt ^"°'" « *< ^ ^ 6 that might lead us. i don't know whether
ed in business to some extent. I am not »!,;, ,.,Ki„,», _..Kii_ . «*;_;,!, .. ,..;», ;. .i._

king can do no wrong." I'll not go into the history
of this doctrine. I think it's an outdated doc-
trine. Today we think in terms of government,
tical agencies, the state. Now what are we talking
about? We are really talking about business

The state, political subdivisions, they d

ing more than carry on business just like I carry

subjects public officials to suits in the
course of performing their functions. I don't know
where it leaves us with title suits.

I assure you that if this amendment is adopted,
you will have opened a Pandora's box that it will
take a constitutional amendment to close and I as-
sure you that the state in the meanwhile will run

protected against an exemption, or provided with
an exemption from suit. You let me do wrong and
I'm going to get sued. You let ABC Corporation d

wrong, they are going to be sued. And we have no
legislative prejudging. In other words, we can g

straight into that courtroom and we can let the
judge or a jury decide liability, quantum or any

ite frankly, this, I'm going
(lent. It doesn't go quite as far

jesti

ile attempt is made to straighten the
I urge your rejection of the amend-

ce;^ning ^he f^c^tha^ th^^e is^n^ affirmative state- -"^-'^ ''^ ^^"P^ion of the propo

ment that the immunity of the state or its political written,

subdivisions is hereby abolished. And Senator De ^
Blieux I have in my hand your amendment and 1 will questions

tell you at this time that I will support that be-
cause that leaves a query in my mind as to whether
or not the legislature can come back two years from
now assuming that the proposal and the Bill of
Rights is not passed and pass a simple act reinstat
ing governmental immunity.

I ask that you support this amendment.

Roy Mr. Conroy, do you understand that there
difference between liability and being sued?

iderstand that there is such a dif-

understand that all we are trying

Mr.
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ppropriated funds. Wouldn't probably
se funds come from the taxes that are
of the people in the political subdi-

Wr. Conroy Yes, and you know, Mr. Lanier, that is

part of the concept of this sovereign immunity.
It's not just to say that the king can do no wrong.
It's to protect the public fist, to protect the
treasury. It's to protect all of us.

Mr. Lanier And one other thing, Mr. Conroy, If

you completely waive the immunity of the state,
which of course includes the governor and the leg-
islature and the judiciary, would that not leave
open the door for all of these agencies to be sued
by anyone that wants'to come and file a lawsuit?

Conroy I tl )tic, yes.

specific performance?

Mr. Conroy Or for questi
actions, possibly even.

Further Discussion

Mr. LeBreton Mr. Chairman, fellow de

the opinion of one who is not an attor
to give a name to this amendment.

isdom of thei

ley.

name would be, "The Rape of the State of Louisiana."
I think that this is nothing but convenience for
some lawyers, some attorneys. I know of no great
criticism of the twenty-four years that I've watchec
the judgement system of this state go by. There
has been occasion, there has been some criticism.
ut certainly the cr
wo percent. I know

Now, without perm
hether it be a loca
his will happen . T

oca 1 au thor i ty ha s

udget to pay the judgment, bu

get permission, it has a wa

ticism wasn t more than one
of no reason to change this,
ssion from the legislature c

or a state suit, in my opir
ue the amendment says that t

provide the funds in the
least if it ha

g that this is

s may happen ar

on a better
going to come before them that
they will get a chance in my op

chance, to defend themselves.
It seems to me it will be obviously more expen-

sive and the smaller the locality, the smaller the
body of the state, the great expense that will come
to it. 1 think the delegate who said that this
would be a tremendous expense on the attorney gen-
eral, I think you might even say his phrase was
soft-pedaled. I think it would be tremendously ex-
pensive. I'm talking about hundreds of thousands
of dollars of money to defend suits if you can sue
the state promiscuously. And this is what I get

I fu
Id you

ther think that
come to the stat-

the state has not had thi

; amendment passes,
your judgment and
'tunity to authorize

the suit, it's going to be the durnedest political
power fight maneuver to get your judgement paid.
And I cite you the Sulphur Case in 1954 and the
McElhenny Case. And if you don't think judgments
being paid can't be a political maneuver, and who's
got the strength to get 53 votes in the House and
20 in the Senate and then get the money approved by
the Appropriations Committee and the Finance Com-
mittee, and the fact that the governor is going to

sign it, is not political, you don't have the actual
rea 1 i ties of 1 i fe.

Therefore, I say in conclusion that I know of
no complaint, certainly not from the citizens, I

know of very few complaints from lawyers, 1 see no
reason to make a major change, hence you have the
recommendation of your committee, and I see this
nothing but a play pen for attorneys.

1 ask you to defeat the amendment. Thank you.

'ther scussio

an. fel1 low delegates , my
ell what you do
tter. I have heard

lumber o

ite as t

It to re
ite, you
)pl e of
i I ask
Ik about
J to con
lity, yo
;ry scho
ite of L

jnces ag
its. An
ei ghtee

di tion
moder
dition

f speakers get up here and talk about the
hough the state was some person. Now I

mind you that when you talk about the
are really talking about us and all the

the state. The state is not an individual
you to give that some thought when you
waiving immunity from suits. And I ask
sider also, that when you waive this im-
u waive the immunity presently enjoyed by
ol board and every police jury in the
ouisiana that protects them in many in-
ainst frivolous suits, against nuisance
d I believe, and let me say this, that
n years experience as district attorney,
sion to defend many suits against the
ies and the school boards. And I think
need this immunity, they should have it.

hese judgements are secured against them,
he state as such paying it, it is the
pay, and I think this would be a danger-

ent, a bad amendment. I sincerely hope
ill consider well what you do if you de-
away with this traditional immunity,

s has nothing to do with the king always
t. We are not dealing with a king. This
ereignty that the people have enjoyed
lly and I am not one who believes that
istic view that we have got to throw all

out of the window in adopting this consti-

at are ve

away wit
th the St

ought to honor those traditions
; have many who not only want to
immunity, they want to do away
ask you to vote this amendment

Discussion

Mr. Wall Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the house, we are not going to pass any perfect
constitution and we are not going to pass any sec-
tions of this constitution that will be perfect.

Now there's been, there has only been one in-
stance in the many years that this question of where
this legislative approval was abused or not. There
has only been one instance that it has been pointed
out that there was possible legislative abuse. Now
I can see that many nuisance suits being filed
against political enti ti es . . . Now let me say this,
I feel that if a political entity, one of its em-
ployees causes damage to you or anyone else, you
should have the right to recover that damage.

But there has never been but one time in the
history that there was a question of whether there
was abuse or not. And I can see many, many abuses
if this provision is passed. We are not going to

have a perfect law, a perfect section. And I do
feel like that this provision, I won't say it's a

bad provision, but it would cause many more abuses
of nuisance suits and political suits than one
questionable instance in the past under the present

I'm going to ask you to vote against this, and
remember, a political entity should have to pay
their obligations. There is only one question that
that's ever. ..there is one instance where that's
ever been questioned whether it was abuse or not.
But remember, if you have it to where that lawyers
can just file these suits, and I'm not saying that
you may have one lawyer in each locality do that...
I don't say that there's many lawyers that wouldn't
do it. Lawyers specialize.

But if you've got one lawyer in each locality,
and I can think of two in my area, that they would
make a practice of filing these suits. Now I don't
mean all 1 awyers . . . But really, I don't mean to con-
demn all lawyers or ninety percent of the lawyers
or ninety-five percent of the lawyers, but I do feel
like there would be many, many abuses and I feel
like this would be bad for us to pass this amend-
ment. Thank you ^Gry much.

[403]
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do you think should really be the judge of whether

or not there is merit in a particular suit? Shoulc

it be the legislators, or should it be the court

systems?

the legislature in giving per

suits, hasn't made the deci-
nuisance suit. They leave it

aven't tried to make those

M r. Wall Mr. K

mission to file
sion whether it

to the court. T

decisions.
But in most instances, I'll say that then the

lawyers don't come to the legislature and ask per-

mission with nuisance suits which would be easy fo

them to file, or either a political suit if they

didn't have to go through that process of getting
permi s s i on

.

Mr. Deshotels Mr. Wall, do you realize that none

of the proponents of this particular amendment wer

in the legislative committee?

Mr. Deshotels All right.
Do you know sir whether any of the proponents of

this particular amendment made any studies as to

the consequences and effects that this particular
amendment would cause in future finances of towns,

of local governments, of school boards, etc.?

Mr. Hall Well , I just
lawyers and I can see v

\ couple of them wer
;he towns and munici
)t more lawyers with

Mr. Deshotels Right, sir.
Now they are talking about appropriations and

they said there would be no judgment executed except

upon appropriations. Do you know or do you realize

that the legislature of the State of Louisiana
could direct or order a town to appropriate X number

of dollars to pay a judgement against it? Do you

think this could happen?

Mr. Wall Unless we ha ve . . . unl ess the town charter
is the proper Home Rule of whether we pass proper

Home Rule, yes, that could be done.

Mr. Deshotels All right.
Do you al so real i ze, sir...

Further Discussi

Tate Mr. Speaker, sister delegat
delegates, I'm speaking in the interest of clarifi-

cation of one of the issues raised. It happens I

am going to vote for the amendment, but I am speak-
ing primarily to clarify one of the issues about
which a great deal of question has been raised which
is about a judgement, the effect of a judgement,
once a judgement is obtained and about how it is

paid.
Now Article 3, Section 35 of the present consti-

tution provides in effect, just what this amendment
provides in so far as what happens. In this Article
3, Section 35, provides "No judgement against the

state or any other public body shall be exigible,
payable or paid except out of funds appropriated
for payment, thereof.

Now, Mr. Robert Munson was pointing out when
they had a judgement against the school board, they
couldn't seize any school property, they couldn't
seize any payroll funds. They had to get an appro-
priation from the school board to pay the debt that
the court had held that the school board owed.

This issue here in my judgement is somewhat fic-

titious in so far as worrying about what happens.
The effect of the removal of a legislative judgement
whether to permit someone to file a suit is simply
to eliminate one step which the legislators say...
they always give permission to sue the state, or

the city or the school board. And it's simply to

let it go to the court system, let is be determined,

[4041

ig been deteand then as a matter of law
the public body pays when and if it can appropriate
the money.

As a matter of fact, you know how it actually
works. People get insurance just like you and I do

to take care of their possibilities. Now some of

the other issues raised about nondamage suits and
so on, there is a whole body of law. For instance,
you and I can't be sued as delegates. We are. ..no,

we can be sued, anybody can get sued. But they
can't win the suit. Because we can be sued because
we don't put something in the constitution to say
someone brings a suit. We have what they call leg-
islative immuni ty

.

Now if I write a dumb judicial decision, I've
never written any, but if I had, say, nobody can
sue me. It's one of the attributes of forming a

judicial, or legislative, or quasi -jud i c ial , or
quasi -1 egi slative act. ..an error of judgment.
You're immune from liability under a long estab-
1 ished tradition.

Now about nuisance suits. What do people bring
nuisance suits for? Well, the very few lawyers, the

one or two who might do it, do it to get some money,
for their client mostly or more or less. And why
do they do it? Because they can get a settlement
of something. But a nuisance suit against a public
body would not be very effective, would it, because
first of all, somebody has got to agree to pay it,

or you will have to get the judgement, and the town
council or the city. ..the State of Louisiana has to

pay. ..agree to pay. A nuisance suit, in my judge-
ment, just wouldn't be brought because you have to

not only go win a suit, if you can ever win it, but
you've got to go get an act.

So I'm open for destruction, now. Thank you.
Mr. Lanier.
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against the state,
withdraw your amer

Chairman, delegates to the suits against the
convention, I rise in suppc
Some of the things in support of this amendment has Hr. J. Jackson I'm not the lead author. I co-
been brought out by Justice Tate, particularly, and authored this amendment so you would have to talk
Hr. Kelly. The opposition says primarily that they to Mr. Roy. ..I would suggest that we adopt the
are concerned about nuisance suits. I think that amendment and for whatever further clarification
kind of decision ought to be decided by the courts, we need, then we ought to amend it to fit that ob-
whether they are nuisance suits. My appreciation jection. But I think that the committee proposal
is that there are what is called summary judgements which this amendment attempts to delete and substi-
whereby anybody initiating a nuisance suit. ...then tute in place of. ..that the committee proposal at-
the courts can decide even before giving it exten- tempts to keep things in status quo which I am def-
sive hearing that it ought not to be even enter- initely disagreeable with. I'm not going to argue,
tained. We talk about it being a purge on the tax- Mr. Anzalone, I don't particularly .understand the
payers. What if a taxpayer of the city of. ..of the part about torts. It's just the basic principle
state of Louisiana happens to hit on the highway by of where the suit ought to be initiated.
an employee of the state? Should not they have the
right to have the same kind of consideration? An- Further Discussion
other point is people saying that this is a rape
on the State of Louisiana. I know particularly that Mr. D e Bl ieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
if I go out there and knock down some property or of the convention, I'd like to answer a few ques-
run into some property by the state and I don't have tions that have been raised here about this, par-
the cash money to pay for it, they can seize my home ticularly by some of the opponents. I might say i r,

...if I do that in a city or parish. Finally, we advance that I think I have a better proposal than
talked about the prescription period. As you know, the one we have before us at this particular time
the legislature meets once every year. What happens and if we can establish that the convention wants
if after the legislature meets, that someone one to waive the immunity of the state then subsequently
day after. ..if we keep the committee amendments, you I'd like to offer mine as the proposal that should
may have the problem of him fulfilling the one year go into the constitution. There is a provision in
prescription period to file such a suit. I think our code that says that "prescription against the
that the immunity thing has been said by many of the state shall be, I mean against any person, shall
delegates that it is eroding. It's a judicial in- be one year for tort, act ions .

" But insofar as the
terpreta tion. The protections are built in the state is concerned the constitution carries the
present amendment that provides that the legislature provision that the legislature may waive any pre-
must appropriate tha money and if a judgement is scription or peremption which may have occurred in
ruled, let's say in the amount of ten million, the favor of the state or other public body against any
legislature says we only have twenty-five million, claim or claims when such suit is authorized. Which
I mean twenty-five hundred... As most of you know, means that you may have an action that has actually
we had about seven amendments which attempted to .

- . - .
....

do from one extreme to the other. This amendment
as proposed by Mr. Roy and others represents a

collective agreement as the best way to proceed wit
this problem. I understand that there are a couplE
of amendments that are going to clarify the objec-
tions. Do you mean that state would have to pay
for municipalities if the injury was done in the
city as such? I would ask that we adopt this amenc
ment because of the reasons I stated before and par
ticularly on the comments raised by Mr. Kelly and
Justice Tate. I yield to any questions at this

Roy Mr. Jact s a friendly quest
he seven hundred 0(
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on the fact that the legislature had to tirst auth- to visit a rig and a part fell, due to somebody's
orize these nuisance suits? negligence and seriously injured me. Would I have

a right of action against Shell Oil Company? Yes,
Mr. De Bl ieux I think it would, Mr. Jackson. I'd most definitely. I don't have to apply for that
say this, any attorney who would file a nuisance right anywhere; it's automatic. The parallel is
suit against the state, there's something wrong simply this. Is state government a business? Yes,
with him, the trouble he'd have to go through to it is. Then why should they be allowed to invoke
collect any money out of it. It certainly won't special privileges? And look who's arguing for it,
be a nuisance to anybody but him before he gets and by rights they should be and I commend them for
through with it. doing it. But they are wrong gentlemen. A citizen

should not be denied his right of action against
Mr. J. Jackson Well, in fact, am I to understand the state. Let's examine it a little further.

Mrs. 2
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Hr. Landrum Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, but I ask you to think about who these suits are
in response to Mr. Abraham, I am on that committee, filed for. Suits are filed for citizens of this
and I did raise these questions during the committee state and other states, but mainly of this state.
hearings because I do believe that the state should in most instances, the political subdivisions have
not be able to do any more to the people than what insurance protecting them from public liability,
the people can do to the state. Now, I'm in love in those instances, you can sue the insurance com-
with this state. I have a family to raise in this pany. The amendment will delete the immunity pro-
state. My mother and father and their grandparents, vision in the constitution. You will be able to sue
right here in this state of Louisiana. So I'm con- the state or any of its political subdivisions with-
cerned about the state. I believe that people out going to the legislature for permission. It's
should be able to file a suit in the regular chan- been said here that only one time have they ever
nels without being able to get permission from the turned down the request. Well, if that be the case
legislature. Why should anybody have to go to the then there is no necessity for the immunity provis-
legislature to file a suit against the state? I'm ion in the constitution. However, let me bring
not saying anything about winning a suit. I'm only out one basic problem, and that is in the case of
speaking in regard to the fact that if I want to sue prescription. Prescription is going to run while
the state of Louisiana, then I should be able to the legislature is out of session, how in the world

can you get the permission of the legislature to
file a suit against any political subdivision or
against any state or any agency of the state? My
amendment will take care of those arguments or the
arguments of the people who feel that there should
be no immunity. It also will take care of the argu-
ment of those who fear that public property would
be seized or that a political subdivision or the
state would have to put out money that it does not
have, because it simply says that that political
subdivision or agency or if it be the state, against

part of it, but even if we consider the collection whom a judgeiiient is rendered may appropriate the
part, there are people who have sold their homes, money to pay that judgement. They do not have to.
who have mortgaged their homes to pay off suits. If they do not have the money, they don't have to
If the state would have to mortgage one of its appropriate it. But this takes away one step, one
buildings to pay off a suit, then so be it. But unnecessary step. The step of going to the legis-
I don't think it would ever get to that point. I lature first for permission to file a suit, then
believe that the people are concerned about the having to go to court to prove your case, and then
state of Louisiana just as the legislators are after you prove your case, having to go back to the
concerned about it and they're not going to do any- legislature to ask them to appropriate the money.
thing to this state. They're not going to try to Now, under my amendment, one step is taken out, but
harm this state. I don't believe they will. If the legislature can still say that we don't have the
I should find people trying to harm it then I'd money or we're not going to appropriate it period
fight them too. I'd fight anybody about Louisiana ...you don't get the money or the judgement. Unless
because Louisiana is where 1 was born. I don't there are any questions, I think that we've belab-
plan to go anywhere else to live. This is where my ored this quite at length, but I would like to im-
children are, and I'm concerned about this state. press you with one vital thing, we're not talking
Therefore, I ask that you support this amendment about lawyers filing suits. We're talking about
because I believe that it's a good amendment. people who have valid claims having to go through

Thank you. unnecessary rituals in order to have their claims
hea rd

.

jected: 49-65. Motion to reconsider Mr. Stins on Mr. Tapper, we've seen the courts do
tabled.] a lot of things in the last few years that never

were anticipated, but don't you think that if a
Recess suit was filed in the federal court which I think

it can under this bill, and that a school board nr
[euorum Call: 83 delegates present and police jury had a Surplus at the end of the yea

go t(
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tution in the bill of rights in the 1921 constitu-
tion says all courts shall be open and every person
for injury done him in his rights, lands, goods,
person or reputation shall have adequate remedy by
due process of law and justice administered without
denial, partiality or unreasonable delay. That is

the only question. Sovereign immunity is contrary
to that provision. It always has been. It's some-
thing out of the dark ages, literally, which has
been haunting mankind in state after state where an
arbitrary government could keep him from even going
before the courts to determine whether liability was
due him from the state. It started with the king.
The king could do no wrong and then the state could
do no wrong, the politicians can do no wrong. We
know they can, and I would hate to think that we
would have a provision that would ever close the
courts to any citizen of this state who had a griev-
ance against this state. We can't afford to put
government above the people. If government makes
laws it ought to be bound by those laws. There
ought to be no escape. They shouldn't be able to

say, no we're above the law which we have passed,
but that's what sovereign immunity does. It makes
a distinction between government on the one hand
and every other person on the other. There should
be no price tag on justice either. That's been one
of the most plastic statements made in this debate.
No price tag on justice. If the state owes it, the
courts ought to hear it and pay it. There is a

question here too of separation of powers. The law-
ful separation between the judicial branch and the
legislature branches of government, Disputes are
to be decided by the judicial branch.. They are to

hear all sides of a question and make a determina-
tion. It's not for the legislature to determine
whether the judiciary should even hear a given
cause. If liability is there the court should be
free to determine it, not barred from that determin-
ation. There is some confusion too, regarding a

basic legal principle. The difference between right
of action on one hand and a cause of action on an-
other. Before you can go to court and be heard you
must have a right of action and a cause of action.
Abolishing sovereign immunity with regard to initia-
tion of suit only deals with the right of action of

a person to go to court. It doesn't give him a

cause of action. If we abolish sovereign immunity
in this respect, we will not be giving anyone a

cause of action against the state. They must have
a cause of action independent of that. It simply
means that if they have a cause of action, their
right of action will not be denied them merely be-
cause the state chooses not to hear their particular
suit. Someone said we must protect the state
against some individual who might have a claim
against it. Listen, the purpose of this constitu-
tion is to protect the individual against the state.
This state has almost unlimited resources and per-
sonnel. A simple individual does not. Let's pro-
tect the individual and stand up for him. This
does not give him carte blanche to run over the in-

terest of the state. It simply says that he will
be heard by the state, by the tribunals, and if

a judgement must be in his favor, it will be ren-
dered

Further Discu

Mr. LeBreton Mr. Chairman, member delegates,
thought I'm not an attorney, I believe that if you
would read this floor amendment very closely you
will see it's very close to the previous amendment
that we debated and had over 20 speakers. I think
that those 20 or more speakers gave every point that
was to be given on either side. I don't believe
that anymore can be said on this amendment
after we covered the previous amendment. The at-
torneys that I'm speaking to tell me that this is

...the same from the point of view of the state and
from the point of view of your community, maybe it's
a little bit worse. So, having gone through this
debate for some time and listened to many speakers,
I ask you to continue to vote down this thought
and therefore vote down this amendment, thank you.

n Casey

Quest!

Mr. LeBreton, in the House of Repre-
sentatives, I think you've been there quite a whi
haven't you? Who handles the bills or resolution
that are introduced for the authority to file a

suit?

Tappe

sometimes
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this amendment only eliminate from the present lates a state law such as the tenure law, we can
practice, legislative screening? be sued by any teacher, janitor or bus driver in

our parish, and there are plenty of those suits
Mr. LeBreton Not in my opinion, as I said in many, filed. So when we're talking about sovereign im-
many words. munity, we are talking about tort immunity for per-

sonal injury, and personal injury means that if my
Further Discussion school board got a school bus full of kids that's

hit by a train at a railroad crossing such as hap-
"-' Jack Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I pened last year in our parish; that if you want to
rise to oppose this amendment. It s just like the endorse the concept of sovereign immunity
other one and I wouldn't have taken the floor, ex- telling these parents of these children that if my
cept I wanted to mention one or two things. Now, school board is short-sighted enough to have failed
my friend, Mr. Woody Jenkins, is talking about no to get liability insurance that they have no right
price tag on justice and all those kind of things, of action for negligence and for the wrongful death
rather surprised, like the do-gooders, but let me of their children. Now, if you want to vote that
tell you there are things where you have to have way, just to maintain legis 1 ati ve- patronage in pro-
laws on. For instance, in the 41 years I've prac- moting these bills to give permission to file suits,
ticed law on August 2, I've had lots of people I've well, then by all means vote that way, but I want
gotten acquitted for various crimes. Now, you don't you to know what you do when you're doing it, be-
have a law, even with the permission of legislature, cause what we're talking about with regard to school
let's those innocent people that I got off, because boards is legislative permission to file a tort suit
they were all innocent, of course, doesn't allow when a school bus load full of kids gets hit at a
them to sue the state, even if the state agrees to railroad crossing. So remember that, and if the
it because you can't state a cause of action under school board doesn't have sense enough to have li-
our law. You can't sue the state in any state in ability insurance for that kind of accident then
the Union where you've been charged with a crime and they ought to be sued. I think, don't you? Now,
you're acquitted. If you could prove the D.A. did as assistant district attorney, I am somewhat fa-
it maliciously of course, you could sue him. So, miliar with law suits being filed right now, today.
It's not always everything you're entitled a recom- in federal court, every day, against district at-
pense for. You think of the good of everybody. torneys in this state for alleged violations of
Now, there's been instances where people were con- federal constitutional laws. Certainly I am much in
victed not. ..don't interrupt me. ..there's been in- sympathy with the district attorneys on that point,
stances where people were innocent and convicted however, off at the end, ladies and gentlemen, we
wrongfully where a legislature has reimbursed them. come to the issue t-hat Mr. Jenkins raised. Are
There was a man who wrote a book called Errors of you going to endorse the state against the people
Criminal Justice . He was a professor at Yale or or the people against the state? The United States
Convict ion of the Innocent. It hat Amendment 14 says that no state
showed numerous cases of innocent people being con- shall deny any individual due process of law. It
victed and later it came to life that they were in- says no state shall deny. That's the United States
nocent. Now those people, if they sued in any Constitution. Are we going to do less? And I would
state, they couldn't get any judgement. Even though point out that with regard to this immunity and po-
those states allowed suits. The only recourse they lice officers in cities right now you can sue any
had was to go to the legislature. Many a person city police officer in the state who violates the
has been acquitted in the last few years here in rights of an individual, and you can do it in state
federal courts, state courts, city courts and all court. You don't need legislative permission to
of them. Now, if y'all want to protect everybody, do it because I've done it myself. That's the only
why don't you get busy, I'm not in the legislature suits that I've ever filed against the city. I've
and I don't believe that way tha t. .. nobody ' s perfect defended plenty of them against the police jury and
and the prosecution is going to make some errors, the school board and I can tell you that sovereign
but you people, if you're a do-gooder and you think immunity rests with only the personal injury cate-
that everybody that's acquitted ought to be able to gory, and it's the personal injury category where
sue the state, you who are in the legislature get I'm asking you do you want that school bus load full
busy and pass that law and boy, you'll see some of of kids to get hit by that train and the parents
us lawyers really pick up steam. We won't need to not to have a right of action? Do you want, if a
practice but a few years before we'll have plenty police jury runs a ferry boat and they're short-
of money. Now that's just the thing that people sighted enough not to provide maritime insurance
have to, as citizens of this state, this country, and that ferry boat sinks, do you want the surviv-
take a chance on maybe being prosecuted when they ors , the orphans who are left because of that negli-
are innocent and get convicted or turned loose, gence to be deprived of a right of action in the
either way. So I just say that you've got to pass courts of this state? Now if that's what you want
laws that are beneficial for the state as a whole. then you go ahead and vuie for this, but I can
We've killed one bill. There's a lot of lobbying tell you that in federal court they've already ruled
going on on this and let's kill this amendment. that they've got a right of action in maritime law
Thank you. which is a federal law, and is interpreted by the

federal courts, and they've said in the district
Further Discussion courts in New Orleans that they've got a right of

action. Any lawyer worth his salt is going to try
to get that case into federal court in the first
place because he wants that jury, where the jury
verdict is not reviewable by the appellate court,
and if he gets a good verdict it will hold up. So
when you vote, vote how you please, but know
why you're voting that way, that's all 1 ask.

Point of Information

Mr^ Tporn^ Mr. Acting-Chairman, I'd just like to
about the poor school boards and the district at- request from the Chair at this time, if the question
torneys. Let me tell you that I am a member of a is divisible, ruling of the Chair?
school board and I am an assistant district attor-
ney. So I have a little bit more expertise about Mr. Casey We'll ask the Clerk if the question
these two areas than the legislators who have sought

"''" •—.f-^
'- lighten you on this point. What do we ta"'

Mr. B
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Further Discussion ing that irrespective of the right of the Individ
that the social contract mandates that the state

Mr. Duval Mr. Acting-Chairman, fellow delegates, whether it is right or wrong supersedes the indiv
I am at this time, towing on the horns of a dilemma ual?
for the following reasons. I think that if all
we're talking about is suits, under tort, that cer- Mr. Duval Well conceivably the court could say
tainly the doctrine of sovereign immunity should be that the title to the state of Louisiana was an
waived as it now stands because I think it's farci- Alphonse Gaston and we all had to leave and be
cal, in that it's been eroded away completely. What evicted. Now, should all the rights of all the
concerns me is suits not involving appropriations other individuals be sacrificed the right of Mr.
of money. I think that you have plenty of protec- Alphonse Gaston who has got a legal claim to the
tion under the Roy amendment and under the present state of Louisiana under the Louisiana purchase
amendment there. I'm wondering about the extent of was defective?
sovereign immuni ty . . . how it exists, and I've talked
to 10 or 12 lawyers and all of them had different Mj;^^ Ro^ You haven't answered my question but...

M r. Duval I am attempting to answer it in the
same way it was asked.

M r. Roy No, I thought you meant that the indivi
ual is subservient to the state alone.

Mr. Duval Of course not, that is not what i mea

I say in certain instances the rights of one in-
'idual would be mitigated by the rights of all
I other individuals in the state.

someone can give me a legal opinion that there Mr. Roy Shouldn't that individual at least have
no immunity at all, the state has no immunity at the right and the privilege of going to a court

all, except in matters of tort, then I say, let's of law to determine whether his rights supersedes
do away with it now. I agree, but if the state that of the state or not? And isn't that all we
presently has an immunity on suits such as land are asking in this particular amendment?
suits, etc., perhaps certain public policy decisions
would have to be made that would be a political de- Mr . Duval I agree with you basically, except in
cision that should be made by the legislature and certain crucial instances 1 think that the decisior
not the courts. Now, if someone can certify to me is a political one.
that legally the states immunity only applies to
tort suits, then we've been wasting a lot of time, M£^_Ro^ Well then the state and its judiciary
because we ought to do away with it. But if the system in my opinion, and I am asking you, don't
states immunity presently applies to other matters, you think that the state court would then say that
other than suits in tort where you don't have a we waive the interest of the individual against
money judcemen t . . .you ' re not worried about collect- three and one half million people and we then will
ing money. ..you have a judgement for land or mandam- rule in favor of three and one half million people:
us or for the other things, then the public could
suffer for the rights of one individual. We do ' Mr^ D^u^val Well, you boil down to where you put
live in a society and we all make a social contract, it on that?
and I don't think that the rights of society should
suffer for the rights of one ind'ividual. It's a Mr^^Ro/ But I would like to know really does the
very difficult question and I am very torn with it, immunity exist anyhow and if it doesn't?
but if the law is now that there is no immunity ex-
cept in tort, then, heck, let's do away with it, Mr. Duval I can agree with you...
but I'd like for someone to inform me about the law.
That's what I'd like, and I'm an attorney and I Mr. Casey I am sorry Mr. Duval you are out of
don't know. time.

Questions Further Discussion

Mr. Perez This is a proposal with respect to HtL^itoilLl Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
waiving sovereign immunity is so great, why do you tion. Delegate Dennery has an amendment which is
think that the United States has never waived its on your desk and which will be presented later on.
immunity and still retains the position that you Which seems to accomplish the purpose that many of
must secure its consent before you sue? you are concerned about, without relinquishing the

rights of the state. It says in effect, the leg-
Mr. Duval Well, I would assume that that immunity islature shall adopt statutes providing methods of
would apply to other things other than tort. filing suits against the state, its agencies and

political subdivisions. Such statutes may waive
Mr. Anzalone Mr. Duval, are you satisfied that immunity from suit and liability and shall provide
this present amendment does not restrict itself to a method of procedure. My point is this, the pres-
tort actions? ent amendment which is before us is extreme. This

amendment that will be presented by Mr. Dennery
Hr. Duval Yes. seems to be a midale of the road position which

answers many of the concerned. My suggestion is
"" Roy Mr. Duval, in your question about the that we vote on the amendment which is before us.

I think most of us have made up our minds and then
that we deal with the amendment that is being pre-
sented by Mr. Dennery. And Mr. Chairman, if I am
in order, I would like to move the previous ques-
tion.

nr. Koy nr. uuva
i

, in your question aoout tne
social contract , I take it that when years ago the
majority of people felt certain people should be
discriminated against if that was a social contract
thing, then the right of the individual should have
been superseded by the right of the majority, do

[Motion for the Previt
rased such jected: 32-59.]

it doesi
Further Discussion

Mr. Co nroy I will be brief. I am opposed to this

[411]
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amendment and I want to try to correct a couple of way it works, that is the way it works. There is

misconceptions. As I mentioned before I am entirely a judiciary committee at each house to which these
sympathetic to those who wish to expand the state's bills or resolutions are directed. If that commi t-

liability for tort, for negligence, to respond in tee does not report the bill out favorably it is

suits for such matter. The United States government not voted on by the house and therefore you are de-
enacted the federal tort. ..claim act. That act prived of your right to sue when you have a valid
permits suits for negligence against the federal claim. Now, yes, the only thing we are doing with
government, but it is limited in scope to that ac- this amendment is taking away the supervision of
tivity. Under the original proposal the state of the legislature and this should not be there anyway.
Louisiana could enact a comparable waiver of liabil- Now I ask you, you make the decision, do you want
ity for tort claims. And I think probably the leg- to stand by the sovereign for this technicality that
islature should, but we have heard some dramatic can deprive any individual of his right of action?
speeches about the rights of the individual in such Not only these children in the school bus, what
action. The amendment here goes far beyond the about a man twenty-five years old with about five
rights of an individual. It opens up the state or six children who is going down .the highway and
to suits not just by individuals but by large cor- a garbage truck crosses a red light or a stop sign
porations as well. And there may be quite a few in front of him and kills him. He cannot sue unless
such suits hanging in the wind and some substantial he gets the permission of this committee of the
liabilities on the part of the state. Right now legislature.
when the state leases lands and royalties are paid I am a member of the legislature, yes, and this
to the state, it keeps those royalties, no matter is not one of the rights I think the legislature
what. Be careful what you do with this amendment. should have, this is not one of the authorities I

Be careful what you do in this area because you may think they should have. I believe you should weigh
be opening up a possibility that will bring on the it as between the individual right and the right of

state serious economic consequences. the state. And don't make any mistake about it.

Thank you. Most of the subdivisions and the state's agencies
are insured against this. So we are not doing any-

Question thing here for the lawyers, we're not doing anything
here to deprive the state of any of its money we

Mr. Avant Mr. Conroy, you partially clarified the are only attempting to give the individual the right
question that I was going to ask but I just want to to file the action if he does have an action. If

ask it again on this point. Any implication by any he has no cause action he will lose his case in

person that the United States of America still re- court. So at least, let's give him that right and

tain the doctrine of sovereign immunity to the full- let's not put the state between us and the people
est and utmost extent is not correct. It has we represent,
waived sovereign immunity under the federal tort
claims act. Has it not, sir?

Mr. Conroy Under a statute which woul
be possible under the original proposal
by the committee.

the gar
Further Discussion bus driver or the highway

run around with impunity k

Mr. Shannon Mr. Vice-Chairman, fellow delegates, sued if the legislature dc

we have been arguing this thing back and forth for sued, is that correct?
about two and one-half hours now seems like, maybe
longer than that. And I have heard some of the M r. Tapper That is absolutely correct, and I migh
attorneys get up here and say what the committee tell you of an example of a case that came by me
came out with was good and I have heard others of- and that was against the federal government for a

fer amendments to try to change it. As I see it, national guard truck. There was a claim against
the committee recommendation is good so I now move the national guard ... dri ver of the national guard
the question on the entire subject matter of Section truck the state could not be sued because you had
14. to get permission but the federal government was

sued because it happened to have been called out ir

iMotion for the Previous Question on the a national emergency and that person was able to

entire subject matter rejected: 33-63. sue the federal government but not the State.

ment.] Mi^. _Gua_r ij^co Mr

that i f you oppos
Closing in effect you are

is better for an

Mr. Tapper Thank you, Mr. Chairman and fellow than that the put

neiry with these
brief. I would dn .I^LBElt: That

like to first though point out, Mr. Burson pointed
it out very, very ably about the school bus filled Mr^ S^tins^on Your wonderful illustration about the

with children who would lose their right to sue if national guard, isn't it a fact that that national
the legislature did not authorize it. And my amend- guard was federalized when it was called out and it

ment I am sure, Mr. Burson, he spoke in favor of the was on federal duty and not on state duty and there-
amendment and I just hope that you realize that he fore the federal government should have been sued?
did because he didn't want to try to convince any-
one one way or the other, he just wanted you to Mr. Tapper Yes, sir. I am glad you asked that
know what you were voting on. Insofar as the fed- question, because I have a similar case where the
eral government, yes it is true. There is a federal national guard had not been nationalized and the
tort claims act all of you lawyers know it and you party that was aggrieved could not sue Mr. Stinson.
can sue the federal government directly without If there are not further questions, I will ask
their permission, without their consent. As far as you to really consider this, I know you voted down
it being a political decision which somebody said the last amendment and I know a lot of you have
a while ago, it should be a political decision, thought about the possibilities of what would happen
well I don't agree with that. I think if an indi- with this particular amendment but believe me in

vidual has a right of action against this state that most instances. In all the instances on political
that individual should be able to exercise that subdivisions...
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Amendment fli:^,Conr5i *'l right, you are assuming Mr. De
Blieux that all possible such suits have been pre-

Amendments sent up by Mr, De Blieux. sented to the legislature in the past and may not
Amendment No. 1. On page 7 delete lines 6

through 11 both inclusive in their entirety and in-
sert in lieu thereof the following: "Section 14 Mr. De Blieux Well as far as I

the immunity of the state and any of its political think we have ever had an occasio
subdivisions from suit and liability is hereby abol- denied the right of an individual
ished. The legislature shall provide a method of but it just causes him a lot of t
procedure in the effect of the judgements which and I say why cause him to go ten

ndered against the state ing when he should be abl
political subdivisions however, public property
shall not be subject to seizure and no judgement Chairmar
against the state, its agencies or political sub-
divisions shall be exigible, payable or paid except
out of funds appropriated for payment thereof."

)1 ana t i on re you establishing, are you doing

Mr. De Blieux I might say this, Mr. Chairman, t,y the state
ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this partic- case.. .not i

ular amendment will allow the legislature to set up none at all?
the procedure by which suits against the state can
be authorized and how the judgement will have to be Mr. De Blieux Well, the legislature will set

'ley cannot be paid except by appropriations. the procedure because it provides for that for
amendment provides that and I think it contai ity.

Mr. De B
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asked Mr
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I discussed it



Act has been recogni
that type of legisla
under the provisions
posal . Isn't that c

Mr. Burson It is no
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the state rather then by somebody else. to waive prescription.

Mr. Derbes So, just like the Federal Tort Claims Mr. Avant I will try to explain it to you. The
:ed by the federal Congress, civil code says that the prescription for an action
tion could indeed be undertaken in tort is one year. That means that you've got
of the original committee pro- to file the suit within one year after the accident
jrrect? happens. The present constitution expressly states

that the legislature may waive the state's immunity
t required however, I have a from suit, its immunity from liability and may waive

jbsequent amendment that is coming that would re- prescription. So, they frequently do waive pre-
quire it because it says that the state would waive scription, and create a prescriptive period in the
its immunity in tort. We've had a lot of speakers act itself. In other words, say you've got to bring
tell us they didn't mind waiving immunity in tort, a suit by a certain date. Now if you leave that out
so we'll give everybody a chance to vote on it. of the new constitution the inference is that you

did it because you don't want the legislature to
iMotion for the Previous Question on the be able to waive prescription, which I don't know
entire subject matter rejected: 34-61. if that was intentionally done. All I'm doing is
Previous Question ordered on the amend- asking you to eliminate any possibility that the
ment. Amendment rejected : 29-71. Motion courts could SO interpret it and make it clear that
to reconsider tabled.} there is no change in the law. The law is just what

it's always been. You've got to get the act from
Amendment the legislature authorizing the suit and waiving

the immunity and if prescription is a problem the
Mr. Poynter Mr. Avant sends up amendments. Amend- legislature would have the right to waive prescrip-
ment No. 1, on page 7, line 7, immediately after tion. It's just as simple as that.
the word "subdivision" and the "," and before the
word "and" insert the following: "may waive any Mr. Landry Mr. Avant, I'm not goi
prescriptive or any peremptive period".

Explanation

;ant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm
going to be very brief. I know you
not trying to get you to waive immunity. The only
thing that I want to point out; the present consti-
tution permits the legislature in these special
acts to waive the immunity from suits, to. waive im-
munity from liability and also permit the legisla-
ture to waive any prescription that may have ac-
crued. Now, in many cases it's impossible to get an
act passed by the legislature to allow you to bring
the suit within the one year prescriptive period
which follows the date of the accident. That is

not included in the committee's draft. There is no
authority in the committee's draft, specific auth-
ority, for the legislature to waive prescription.
So since it was in the constitution now, if you take
it out I'm afraid that the logical inference is

that it was omitted for a reason, and that therefore
the legislature cannot waive prescription. In which
case, if you were not able to get in according to
the timetable of when the accident happened and
when the legislature meets and so forth and get your
act passed within that one year you'd just be blowed
up. So I ask you to vote favorably for this amend-
ment. It just puts back something that is in the
present constitution and it doesn't affect any other
phase of the committee's proposal.

Questions

It , you
cor
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ther the state nor any
subdivisions shall be
copy this may not be i

of its agencies or pol

immune from suit" and i

ncluded "or liability i

not substitute for the committee proposa'
would simply be an addendum to the committee propc
al. The committee proposal provisions, which woul
permit the legislature to set up the means by whic
the individual would exercise his new-found right
in tort could he done in a state tort claims act.
You've already had previous speakers up here tell
you that we have a federal tort claims act row. ;

I am simply telling you that this amer
pose ot this amenaiiient, wou'
state tort claims act, whict

into different categc
ng

and
ng

. ...^ it from the
say let's go ahead and have o

act which would per~-^ "-- -'

in tort to act in t

would against any c

It, the
_ _ _ to provide for i

instead of breaking
es or classesjwn ifiLU uiiiereriL udueyurieb ur Liaiici aiiu remuv

ng the immunity from the state highway department
id then maybe in another piece of legislation re-
Dving the immunity from school boards and ma^be in

t tt _ . . _ _

same legal capacity as he
er defendant in a tort suit,
islature provide the means o1

e in a tort act.

in at a railroad crossing
would not need legislative permission
in those instances or in any instance
suffered a personal injury at tl

of the state.

d, you
file a suit
n you had

hands of a servant

of this sentence
legi si ature may
any more . .

.

ferred to tort c

ords, sir, the first part
committee report where th(

e really has no meaning

be negated insofc

in the course of the debate introduced to other
areas such as property rights that would still, as

I interpreted it would still be left to the legis-

Hr. Dennery

Mr. Jenk...
would simply put
ment and waive
federal governm

you, sir.

Delegate Burson i n other words , this
th the federal govern-

nity to the same extent that the
has.

Mr. Burson It would be my i nterpre ta t ic

we would do this by this amendment, yes.

rther iscussion

. Conroy Certainly this amendment is not as bad
some of the others, but it still is bad. The
)posed amendment does not do anything that the
jislature could not do under the committee pro-
sal. The legislature could enact a general tort
iim act. Reference was made to the federal tort
iim act. I'm not that familiar with it. I know
it it exists. My impression was that it had cer-
in limitations and restrictions in it. I'm con-
-ned again about the possibilities of the kind of
it that we're opening up for the state. Suppose
- example, a major property damage suffered not
an individual, but by a major corporation whose
jperty is flooded due to the negligence of a levee
ird employee, or something like that. There are
ly types of things that come to my mind that this
jld open up, that you can't close the door on
iin. Again I say, leave it to the legislature,
it's what the committee proposal does. These
-t of things can be handled. They've been handled
the past and I think that we should adopt the
nmittee proposal and reject this amendment.

Abraham the proposal by tf

ature may authorizt
ey coi

ittee
iid that
lis to me means that they could enact a geneiu.
iw which says that people can sue the state for
lability claims for personal damages or something
ithout having to come to the legislature. All
ight, the last sentence says then that any law
nacted shall waive immunity. So this language
ight here is simply superfluous to what's already
?re, is it not? If they're going to enact a law
tating that a person can sue the state then this
5cond sentence here says that they shall waive im-

ity

Conroy

to conta

ifused about the thrust of youi

. Abraham What I'm trying to say is that the
;ndment is not necessary because the provision
the committee takes care of that.

roi
the legislature can do under the committee pro-

sal, yes, but the legislature would have to do
This is a blanket waiver that the legislature,

think, if it attempted to waive liability and tort
jld probably put certain limitations on what it

i doing, rather than exposing the state to multi-

Further i scuss i or

. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates to the con-
ntion, the more amendments that we have seen pre-
nted on this subject matter, the better and bette
d better I personally like t

rst of all , in the amendment
. the word tort

word tort is used
in the code. . . the c

quas i -offense , i s

ommittee proposal,
submitted by Mr.

s used. I do not know where
n the revised statutes, even
vil code, the word offense
sed to my knowledge in the

area of tort. The word tort certainly has legal
significance, but it is more a word coined for col-
loquial, everyday usage rather than for to be con-
tained in the constitution, and this point was very
intelligently pointed out by one of the delegates
on the floor here just now. Secondly, a proposal
of this type doesn't belong in the constitution.
Why are you going to waive immunity just for a cer-
tain one kind of suit and leave all other types of
suits alone. I submit to you ladies and gentlemen,
that this has no place in our constitution. Either
you're for sovereign immunity or you're against the
concept. Vote for or against the concept, but don't
make special itemized exceptions such as this type
if you adopt this amendment. As Mr. Conroy has very
well pointed out, the legislature itself by act can
waive immunity from tort actions and liability

[417]
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therefrom if it deems appropriate and I can assure "ly opinion that are not pointed out. In some of
you gentlemen that under no circumstances has any the other amendments there was a safeguard as to how
widow of a truck driver or an ice truck or a milk such a judgement would be paid and the need for the
truck with 15 children, have they been prohibited safeguard was to see that regular procedure in the
from filing a suit against the state of Louisiana, state and others would not be disrupted by a judge-
and I would urge rejection of the amendment. ment. Now when we speak of judgements now days,

it's not a few thousand dollars, if you get judge-
Questions ments, oftentimes it's a hundred thousand and two

hundred thousand dollars. Can you imagine this
isey, now you have been in the school board that has been used as

al
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School Boards are having more and more problems over Mr. Kilbourne Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

being financed now as we know. Bond issues are be- won't delay you long. But I am concerned about this
ing voted down, and we are soon, I'm afraid, going „ord "tort" in this amendment. Now all we've heard
to almost have a passed issue as to School Boards, about "tort" and I'm sure what you think it is, is
so maybe we won't even have to apply to them. „hen a train hits a school bus or something of that

somebody. But I'll tell you
s whole lot of things. Anything

that a person feels that he is damaged by in an act
Further Discussion of somebody else is a tort. For instance, to give

you an extreme case, and you know you have profes-
Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle- sional litigants in lots of communities. To give
men of the convention, I'm going to make my remarks you an extreme case, somebody inadvertently or maybe
very short. I think that Delegate Stinson has made accidentally reads a prayer in a school. Well there
some remarks up here that he doesn't believe in him- would be somebody that might say that their children
self. If he had read the pro.vision, it says the „ere damaged by that, and that would be a tort. So
legislature shall make the rules for the enforcement

i ask you to watch what you do here,
of judgement. So therefore, there's not any possi-
bility of seizing any school funds, or buses, or [previous Question ordered.

'\

anything of that sort. I want to make that very
clear. I would say this, he made reference to some Closing
S100,000 judgements. If there is any judgement ob-
tained in that amount, you can be sure that the Mr. Burson I don't want to pass it because frankly
person was entitled to something because as you well [ don't want to lose the vote because of a misunder-
know, the courts very, very seldom ever allow judge- standing. I may not get many.
ments to take care of the damage that was actually jhe word "tort" is a term which is backed by his-
done. If you take some individual that has 5 or toric meaning which antedates the Louisiana Civil
6 children, in the youth of his life and making a code and goes back to the very origins of law, and
good living and he gets killed, who is going to take

i don't think that a court would have too much
care of his family? That's where you get the trouble in defining it. It does include more than
$100,000 judgements, if one is rendered for that accidents caused by negligence. It does also in-
sum. And that's very, very seldom. You can sue elude intentional wrongs to the individual such as
the School Board or you can sue the parish or you an assault and battery. So if you happen to believe
can sue the state on a contract, but you're going that a servant of the state should be able to as-
to deny the individual the right to sue unless he sault and batter a private citizen and that private
comes and gets the right from the legislature. The citizen should have to come to the legislature to
legislature is not equipped to determine whether or get permission to file a suit for that assault and
not that individual has a merit to his suit. So battery, vote against my amendment. If you believe,
if they are not equipped to determine the merits as I do, that that citizen should be able to file
of the suit, why should you get permission from them that suit without getting permission, then vote for
to render the judgement in the first place? It my amendment. Now, it's been stated by Mr. Casey,
should be the courts function and why not go direct- for whom I have the greatest respect, that the leg-
ly to the court to start with for your remedy? I islature is not going to turn down widows and or-
ask you to vote for this amendment since we are only p^ans I think that that's true. I have the greatest
limited to the person who has been injured through respect for the legislators who are delegates here,
damages by tort action. Somebody that's entitled and if I had any doubts about their political acu-
to suit upon his claim. it's a good amendment and ^en, they have long since been gone since we began
I ask your approval. these deliberation. I am not proposing this to

take away anything from the legislature that I think
Questions the legislature ought to have. If the legislature

is going to permit these suits anyway, then why not
Mr. Tapper Senator De Blieux, isn't it a fact that let's say it here and now and not leave it an open
in order to get permission from the legislature, question in the future. I put it to you, ladies
some legislator must file something for that indi- and gentlemen, why else reserve the prerogative of
vidual and that he cannot do it himself, can he? approving these suits if you don't want to be able

to say no to some of them. Now other than that, it
Mr. De Blieux That's right, exactly correct. just doesn't make any sense. If you don't want to

say no to the citizens' right, then let's say it in
!!'• Tapper And if he can't get a legislator to the constitution and make it plain and let's not
file It for him, then he can't file his suit, can burden the legislature every time with five or six
*i6? hundred bills, most of which are passed pro forma,

but each of which costs the state money and time
Mr. De Blieux That's exactly correct. You are that could better be served on other legislative

legisl And if the suits are going to be den

himsel f

.

hich he ordinarily should be able to do by then frankly I don't think the legi

Mr. J. Jackson Just in lii
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Friday, July 27, 1973

[J05 dele

PRAYER

Mr. Burns Our heavenly Father, Thou greatest of
all law makers and law givers we pray that Thou
would pass on to us enough of Thy knowledge and
wisdom that we may draft a new constitution that
will not only meet with Thy divine approval, but
with approval of the voters of the state of Louisi-
ana when it is submitted to them. We pray that
Thou would give us clean hearts, free from any ani-
mosity, hostilities or any personalities that we
may proceed to draft this constitution in the spirit
of friendship and cooperation. We ask these things

Jesus

PLEDfiE OF ALLEGIANCE

3 suspend the rules to
lorum Call: 110 delega
i quorum. Motion to li
five minutes. Substitu
five additional winute fox

imited to five minutes foi

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Personal Privilege

itor Chai nd del ega tes , I hope
that this is the appropriate time for us to pause
a moment and examine the progress of this conven-
tion as of this date and make at least an attempt
to find ways and means of expediting the work of
this convention. We have been debating and rehash-
ing many subsections, many amendments to each sub-
section for more than three weeks on Article III
which I don't think anyone considered highly con-
troversial. According to Act 2 of 1972 the final
draft of the proposed constitution must be com-
pleted by January 4 of 1974. If we are to meet tha
deadline, we have to turn over to Style and Draft-
ing Committee at least a tentative draft of the
entire constitution several weeks before January 4.
Then they must come back to this convention for
approval, and then it must go to the printer and
be in the governor's hands by January 4. That's
why I think that we have to go back and see what
we've accomplished thus far, and try to expedite
the work of this convention. I don't have any solu
tions to the problems but I think it may serve us
well to try to analyze it as shortly as possible.
You will remember that on July 6 we started with
the election of legislators and it was proposed
that they be elected from single-member districts.
It appeared quite obvious that every delegate was
in favor of single-member districts. Merely, there
were some who were opposed to including that in
the constitution and some who wanted it in the con-
stitution. If my memory serves me right, at least
12 to 15 delegates came up to this rostrum and gave
identical reasons why it should be included in the
constitution. Another dozen or so delegates came
up here and gave identical reasons why it should be
left out of the constitution. This repetition is
what's bogging down this convention as I see it.
Our chairman has no power to eliminate this repiti-
tion. If he were a trial judge he could tell us,
'I don't want to hear any more corroborative evi-
dence'. That would be the end of that. But this
is a democratic convention and he does not have the
power to eliminate unnecessary repetition on every
proposal and every amendment to every proposal.
The only way we can accomplish this is by voluntary
self restraint. Now no one wants to cut off debate.
Everyone wants to hear all valid arguments for and
against every amendment. to every proposal, but I

don't think anyone wants to find himself on Decem-
ber 1, with the job half done. I think every dele-
gate wants to complete the job. The five minute

rule apparently will be a help, but it will take more
than that because if on every amendment to every pro-
posal we have say ten delegates on each side, 20
delegates, talking three minutes only, we're talk-
ing about the loss of one entire hour. As ! recall,
the very first day that we took up the proposition
of the election of legislators, we consumed about
three or four hours, flow, I don't have to remind you
that we have many highly controversial issues. For
example, property tax assessment, homestead exemp-
tion, irdustrial exemptions; based on our present
rate of progress we could spend six weeks on that one
issue alone. Not to mention the governance and coor-
dination of higher education, civil service, judicial
system, dedication of funds and many others. There-
fore, I have no desire to get involved in a debate
as to how to do it because I have no solution to the
problem, but I sincerely hope that every delegate
here will exercise some voluntary self restraint
seeking to expedite the work of this convention.
Thank you.

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[l Journal 2C7]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[l Journal 207-208]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 3, introduced
by Delegate Blair, on behalf of the Committee on
Legislative Powers and Functions, a proposal making
provisions for the legislative branch of government,
impeachment, and removal of officials and necessary
provisions with respect thereto. The status of the
proposal at this date, fir. Chairman, is that the
convention has adopted Sections 1 through 13 as
amended of the proposal and it now has under its
consideration Section 14, suits against the state.

...Correct, Section 12 was passed over, or action
postponed, so Sections 1 through 11 and 13 have been
adopted. Action on Section 12 has been postponed
and presently under consideration is Section 14.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Lanier], on
page 7, line 6, after "Section 14" and before the
words, "the legislature", add the letter (A).

Amendment No. 2, page 7 between lines 11 and 12,
add the following: "B. (your copy probably will
begin 'however public property', it has been changed
to read as follows:) The word "however" has been
stricken and it begins: "except as otherwise pro-
vided in thts constitution, public property shall
not be subject to seizure and no judgment aaainst
the state, its agencies or political subdivisions
shall be exigible, payable, or paid except out of
funds appropriated for payment thereof."

Mr. Lan

Explar

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, fe dele-
gates yesterday we had many proposals submitted to
us that had similar lannuaqe to this in it. However,
these proposals also contained provisions dealing
with the issue of sovereign immunity, which havebeen
so controversial. These issues were not severable.
This amendment isolates the issue... This issue is the
simple issue of the manner of execution of judgments
against the state. The purpose of it is to exempt
public property from seizure and to provide that no
judgment against the state, its agencies, or politi-
cal subdivisions shall be exigible, payable, or paid
except out of funds appropriated for payment thereof.
This does not make any change in the existing law.
We have codal provisions in jurisprudence that suo-
port this proposition, and this languaoe is presently
contained in Article III, Section 35 or [of] our
present constitution. We. ..the public nolirv behind
this, of course, is that if someone was to seize the
general fund of a public agency they could stop all
of the operations of that aaency and, of course, de-
prive the public, which is all of the people, the
benefits of these services. I added in the clausp
"except as otherwise provided in this constitution".

(4201
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because there are instances in our present constitu- seizure is good but is this amendment really neces-
tion and what is beinq proposed for our future con- sary or is this something that could be accomplished
stitution that authorizes the pledge of public prop- J^st as well by statute?
erty to secure certain types of indebtednesses [sic].
Specifically, I would direct your attention to the Mr. Tapper It could be accomplished by statute
proposed sections e,2 and 43 of the local and paro- ^"d anything that is not prohibited I understand
chial government provision. I feel fairly certain that we are going to finally. ..of course this will

there will be somewhat similar provisions in the be within the prerogative of the delegates of this

revenue, finance and taxation proposal where public conven ti on . . . bu t I understand that we are going to

property can be pledaed to secure revenue bonds, lo- allow the legislature to do anything that is not

cal assessments or certificates of indebtedness, and prohibited. It could be provided by statute, yes.

that also is the present law. That is the reason for Ladies and gentlemen of this convention, I don't

the "except as otherwise provided in this constitu- "^nt to oppose Mr. Lanier's amendment insofar as

tion" to accommodate these security devices, without the principle of not being able to seize public

which you could not sell these types of securities. property. But we are going a little further here

I believe that the amendment is fairlv sel f -expl ana- a"° "^ are providing that under our constitution in

jdate the remarks of Mr. Ar- this state that there can be no judgment paid unless

debate yesterday. What...wou
the purpose of the language ii

says that no judgment shall bi

is appropriated by the legisli
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ment when you get it, you will see that it says that present constitution. Section 35 of Article III,
no judgment can be paid--I think it says shall be says, "No judgment against the state or any public
paid--except by funds appropriated. This will pre- body shall be exigible, payable or paid, except out
elude the payment, in my humble opinion, of any of funds appropriated for payment therefore"
judgment by any insurance company that has been
paid premiums by any political agency, political M r. Tapper Yes, I'm aware of that but this amend-
subdivision, or agency of the state. This is the ment does not say. ..have anything to do with a

only thing that I am trying to straighten out and judgment against the state. It says that, "No
I hope we can straighten it out. I'll yield... judgment shall be paid." Have you read the amend-

ment?
Questions

M r. C onro y Ves, I have. I was trying to clarify
Mr. Duval Mr. Tapper, perhaps you can clear up exactly what your objection was.
something for me. Couldn't you bring a direct
action against the insurer under the Louisiana law? Mr. Ta pper At this time, Mr. Chairman, I move to

table the amendment.
That question was asked a while ago

and I don't know i f yc
but that authority is set forth by statute. r.-jected: 46-62.]
itatute cc
ig about a constitutional provision here which Further Discussi

paymen
La^nj^er Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I can
;rstand where there was some confusion over the

f you didn't name the state and votes on this thing. In that regar
nsurance company, you wouldn't have any stand why you want to reconsider this thing at th

Id you? time. However, I just can't understand some of t

arguments that have been presented here. I woulC
1 beg your pardon. like to read specifically from Article III, Secti

35. It specifically provides, "No judgment agair
f you didn't name the state and the state or any other public body shall be exigi

(ere
, set
nded
:iona
any

,
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he limited it

say like under
think this ame
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sued in the state, and I don't know what Mr. Lanier nity and then if it does give permission it need
thought. The legislature may broaden that thing or not pay if a judgment is rendered. There's still
the constitution may come up with something that one other protection that the state has, a protec-
would be a lot different. But I specifically wanted tion that would not be allowed in any other aspect
to protect the bonding industry of this state so of society and that is the man who mal<es the deci-
that we would not have to worry about people... sion, the judge is paid by the state. He's an in-
communi ti es ... being able to borrow money. That's s trumental i ty of the state. He's paid for by one
what I was trying to protect because yesterday it of the litigating parties. Now how much protection
was not protected in my original proposition. does the state need? I contend that the fact that

the judge is a state employee is one pretty good
Sinqletary Mr. Roy, if an attorney is repre- protection for the state. The second thing that

no judgment can be paid unless funds are appropri-
ated for it is another good protection for the
state. But the idea that a person can't even go
into court to tell what his grievance is, is an
abuse of state authority. There'sno justification
for something like that. You won't even listen to
the grievance, the state says. That doesn't even
make sense. Prosser, who is an authority on tort
law had this to say, "Just how this feudal and mon-
archistic doctrine ever got translated into the law
of the new and belligerently democratic republic in
America is a bit hard to understand." It was in-
troduced by judges, gentleman, ladies, not by the
legislature or by the Congress or by the U. S.

Constitution but by Chief Justice John Marshall.
He's the one who introduced it, a court usurpation.
The issue here is different from every other issue
we've considered so far at this convention. We've
been dealing with the lengths of sessions, payment

anything about abolishing it. Today and last night of members. Reasonable men can disagree about
after I thought about what Mr. Landry said and I things like that. But I think we are now dealing
realized that this is a constitutional convention. with a gut, basic, constitutional issue. The kind
I want our citizens protected as much as a foreign of issues that make or break a constitutional con-
corporation in here that could sue in federal court. vention. The issue is the right of the individual
I decided to meet it head on and I want to tell you citizen, for whom the state is established, to go
honestly that this will abolish sovereign immunity, into court and having his grievances listened to.
But sovereign immunity is based on an erroneous That's the issue here, or whether government can be
concept that the king can do no wrong. All we're all powerful and completely arbitrary and not even
asking is permission to sue without having to ask listen to the grievances that he puts forward. How
for it. would it be if the legislature started trying these

cases in the legislature? What if the legislature
iswering my question, I'm wanted to weed out the so called frivolous cases?
of your amendment or the Started calling witnesses, taking testimony .. .you
Meeting judgments and ap- can can certainly see that would be an abuse of the
iing compani.es and all that. legislative power and interference with the separa-
i we not vote on the direct tion of powers. It would be unjustified. The only
Immunity that the state now way sovereign immunity can be of any use to the state

is if that's done,.. is if some suits are kept out.
To keep it out would be a usurpation. It doesn't

no. Because it was strict- make sense. If it is going to be proforma in the

senting a client
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gib1e until you have a specific appropriation and Mr. Deshote ls Well, that is the only understanding
they are telling you that there is no such thing that I have for people advocating something so stren-
as sovereign immunity. One person says there is uously and forgetting about all the other facts and
just a little bit of a vestage of sovereign immuni- aspects to it.
ty left. Why have we fought for four and one-half
hours yesterday on this little ole bitty bit, ex- Further Discussion
cept for that thirty-three and one-third and forty-
five percent. Now they are talking about no appro- Mr. Tappe r Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates,
priations now, can you imagine me getting into the gentleman exceeded his time and therefore I was
court as an attorney and going with a right but no not able to ask him a question. But I resent and
redress? Now I get to the Supreme Court and I say I think every lawyer here resents the insinuation
gentlemen they gave me the right but they didn't that we are here representing ourselves and not
give me any right to collect on it. I want a man- the people that we were sent here to represent. I

damus these public officials to appropriate that don't believe anyone here is here to represent him-
money. Maybe I could do that, I don't know, that self. And that has been the problem with this par-
is the question. The group of people that went ticular subject since we began with it. The imput-
before you and proposed this amendment, did they ing to the lawyers that this is a lawyers provision,
study this. Second thing, suppose you have got a forgetting who lawyers represent. Lawyers represent
seizure of funds in escrow, is that public property? people and you ask the people in everyone of your
It may be but it may be that it would be interpreted districts...
differently. Now what about future bonds? What I will not yield to a question,
about the town that wants to borrow money and im- If we are going to continue on this particular
prove itself, put in a sewerage? A small town I premise that everyone who approaches this microphone
am not talking about the state, the state can take and everyone who submits an amendment is submitting
care of itself in most instances but I am talking it for personal gain. Then ladies and gentlemen of
about that town that has 1500 people, 2000 people, this convention, I suggest that we move to adjourn
3000 people, they can't afford the public liability sine die because this is not what we are here for.
insurance policy. I live in a town like that. If And you have seen me time and time again. I have

had some of the legislators tell me why have you
voted against my proposal. I haven't been with the
legislators on all of the proposals and I am a mem-
ber of the legislature. And I don't question their
motives in what they present here and I don't think
anybody else should. And I don't think that they
should be intimidated or it should be insinuated or
that the people of this state should be told that
there is a possibility that there is nothing but
personal interest here. And I resent what the gen-
tleman said here and I know that everyone of you do
also. And I hope that we can keep that out of this
convention. Now it is a simple, simple thing, this

represents or where his interest lies but I will
tell you where mine lies and that is with the peo-
ple that I represent. And I believe that all of
you are here in this same vein and feel the same
way. And I hope that we can continue to present
our positions, without being intimidated or ques-
tioned about our motives. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr^ Ass^eff Mr. Chairman, delegates, first let me
say I am imputing nothing to anyone. I don't want
to get involved in that. However, the issue has
been hashed and rehashed and thrashed and rethrashed
until I am sure that all of us, unless we are morons,

Questions are aware of the issues that are involved. We are
hearing the same thing over and over again. Mr.

M,-._Bu£SOji Mr. Deshotels, are you imputing to all Chairman, delegates, we are slow, not because of
oFthe attorneys who have argued on this case the any time limit or lack of it. But because the is-
motivation of a contingent fee? sue has been hashed and rehashed, thrashed and re-

thrashed, and it has so many facets that I don't
Mr. Deshotels Mr. Burson, I am telling you that know which facet I am on. I know that I am com-
thTrty- tTTree and one-third to forty-five percent pletely exhausted and I believe every delegate here
does have a lot to do with what we are arguing knows the issues. And I feel that it is wasting
right now. our time and the money of the taxpayer to repeat

the same thing over and over again. I'll rarely
Mr. Burson Are you aware sir, that as a proponent move the previous question and I rarely vote for
of an abolition of sovereign immunity that I at the it. But I think the delegates do know, and I wish
present time am defending thirty suits against state before I move it that the delegates will simply
agencies and have not one suit as a plaintiff present their resolution, explain it briefly and
against such state agencies? then let us vote, or, Mr. Chairman, if you will

forgive me, we will be here until the second coming
have been thinking of Christ. I therefore Mr. Chairman, delegates,

I just can't under- move the previous question.

I have got a policeman that goes in there and beat^
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11, get rid of all that. Then you didn't use the
words a few there and you put some extra periods,
and commas and those things. Now it is more con-
fused than ever the latter part of it. We beat
that wolf bill yesterday 65 Mr. Roy against it,
49 for it. I say let's get along with this,
defeat this amendment, go on, stay here tomorrow
if necessary, let's finish this material. All
the legislative work, then numerically we will
have finished one-eighth of all the committee
work. We can tell our people we are making
progress. We are not going to be able to tell
them that unless we finish this material I hold
up before we go home. I don't know how many
other amendments there are, but this is one sub-
ject matter in this section and so after the last
speaker, if it is in order I would like to, Mr.
Chairman, to move the passage of the entire sub-
ject matter that will cover the whole thing after
the next speaker, I believe there is one more,
isn't it?

Mr. Henry We will just have to get you up here a

recognize you at the proper time, as we have sever
other people on the list, Mr. Jack.

Mr. Jack All right, ok.

Further Discussion

Mr. J. Jackson
vent!

Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con-
in support of Mr. Roy's amendment.

I think what we are dealing with here is basic fun-
damental principle about state's rights versus the
individual rights of a citizen. You hear the oppo-
nents of this amendment talking about when such a

resolution is introduced in the house, all the judi-
ciary committee talks about is prescription. But
everytime they get up here and talk, they talk about
the merits of certain suits that are filed against
the state. I begin to wonder very seriously what is
behind our position from taking this authorization
from the legislature. I want to suggest to you that
it is not only the matter of prescription but it is
a matter of the legislature, members opposing this
amendment, wanting it in effect to become...! rise
again and I say I rise in support of this amendment
because I think this amendment provides citizens of
the state not to fear that ifthey don't have a fav-
orable legislature that they can get suit a redress
from the state from actions that they feel that they
have a just grievance against. I think that you know
the only major question is, whether we are going to
let the legislature authorize or whether we are going
to let people file suit in a proper court. Those in
favor of maintaining the legislature's authorization
says we need this. Not because we want to judge the
merits of particular cases, but we need it only to
judge that prescriptions have run out. And I want
to suggest that most of the arguments they have pre-
sented tends to lead me that they are beginning to
judge the merits. ..of it, of the particular suit
rather than the fact of the prescription. I think
in a political arena that you are going to get cer-
tain propositions that are going to have to be amend-
ed, or molded into some sort of compromise. But I

think that there is one issue before this convention
that this is one issue that we can't afford to com-
promise. I don't believe particularly and I am a
member of that legislature that I don't believe par-
ticularly that we ought to be about the business of
making judicial interpretations of whether a suit
is valid or not. That is why we have got the courts.
I don't see any rationale other than the fact that
you know we want to maintain the sovereign immunity
of the state. I want to suggest to you that certain
segments of the state feel that that sovereign
immunity has particularly been used to the disadvan-
tage of their development. I think that this amend-
ment, as proposed by Mr. Roy attempts to address it-
self to the arguments about the seizure of the court-
house or the seizure of public property, or the
stymieing of a public firm. I would ask that you
seriously vote in favor and give your serious con-
sideration. I remember one amendment by Mr. Riecke,
where we had to go almost three days and we finally
came up with something that we felt that people could
live with. So I don't have any problems if we have to
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Burns Mr. Chai
1 reason in getti

come up here over and over again in a different
form to accomplish the kinds of necessary reforms
that we need in our state and I suggest that this
is one problem that the legislature does not need.
And Mr. Chairman, I just want to finally say that I

want to bring up an example. If I wanted to file
a suit against the state for a damage done against
me I have to first locate a legislator that would
do it. If that suit is against let's say a public
or political body in the parish in which I am from.
There are political ramifications for a particular
legislator to do that. So which means that I have
to find someone possibly outside of my parish to do
it. And I can see a legislator going down to the
judiciary committee saying he is handling something
for a parish that he has no business in and of no
concern about. And I want to suggest to you that
I am not suggesting that this has been a patronage
system like in the past because I don't know that.
But I want to suggest to you that there is no rea-
son whatsoever that the legislature must first give
you the authorization to sue them. I think that
is why we have got our courts and for those reasons
and the reasons particularly enumerated by Mr. Jenkin
I would ask that you adopt this amendment.

Further Di scuss i on

and fellow delegates, my
here at this time is be-

:here seems to be a misunderstanding in a

question that I asked one of the former speakers.
Had we not voted on tiiis identical question yes-

terday? And the ge.ntleman answers no. I am not
talking about the method of recovery on judgments
or how the judgments are to be paid about bonding
company. My question was addressed solely to the
removal of the immunity from suit for torts that
the state now enjoys. I was much and favorably im-
pressed with Mr. Armentor's speech at the beginning
of this afternoon session. When he appealed to the
delegates for restraint on their part and not to
keep repeating the same thing over and over. And
we even went so far to show our appreciation and
our ratification and confirmation of what he said
by applauding him. And lo and behold, right on the
heels of that, we now find ourselves voting on the
same issue, that is the immunity from suit that the
state now enjoys. Not once yesterday, but I am
later told we voted on the same questions at least
two other times. So I say to you gentlemen, there
is nothing I could add or detract, I have my own
opinions and my own views. But I am not at all im-
pressed with this business of picturing the state
as some far off monster. These buildings over here,
the state Capitol and all the other buildings, that
is not the state, that is merely buildings in which
employees and the governor of the state occupy.
Anymore than a church building is a church. The
congregation is the church. And you, and me, and
all of the citizens of Louisiana. That is the state.
So let's not be mislead and sidetracked and hood-
winked by representing that the state is some mon-
ster ready to engulf all its people and take advan-
tage of the poor individual. This is not taking
away any rights of the individual to sue the state.
They have had the right to get the authority of the
legislature and you heard the gentleman say yester-
day that that right has never been denied us. So,
fellow delegates, this is just one place that we
have heard this debated, we have heard it argued,
and we've voted on it, I know once. The first time
on the amendment by Mr. Planchard and others which
started this debate into motion and it was then and
at that time it was voted exactly on this issue as
to whether the state should continue to enjoy its
immunity or whether it should be taken away. So I

say to you, let's once and for all, whether you are
for it or against it. But let's bring to to an
end. Thank you.

Further Discussion

H[ss_Pe£kjji5 Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of thfs convention, I rise in opposition to the
amendment. The reason that I rise in opposition
to the amendment is that the Lanier amendment as
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adopted'by this convention provides that legisla

ture can provide this immunity that has been bea

to death before the floor of this convention. T

first paragraph in the initial committee proposa

allows legislature to take this immunity under c

sideration and provide not only for the immunity

where necessary but provide the procedure by whi

the immunity can be enacted. I would also like

point out that this not only accomplishes the pu

pose of the general provisions tl- '

'

gued bef re th
> 1 egi s

study the enti
munity or the
I feel that Mr

n, it al-
y time toiture to take the necess

> consequences of the particular im-

(tent of immunity that is granted.
Deshotels earlier made a comment

which was pertinent to this convention though there
were delegates who took issue with his statement.
He said that he called this amendment the thirty-
three and a third, forty-five percent amendment.
Pointing out to the convention that on the basis
of contingent fees, a lawyer normally receives
thirty-three and one-third to forty-five percent of
the total amount collected. I would like to say
that I think that Mr. Deshotels' point was well
made. He did not accuse any lawyer in this con-
vention of being guilty of this being primary con-
sideration, insofar as his stance on the amendment
was concerned. But merely pointed out to those
people who are not lawyers that this is the way a

lawyer's fee is set on this type thing and every
lawyer in this convention had already thought about
that and if they hadn't they weren't thinking. In

addition, I would also like to take issue with
what Mr. Tapper said.

No, sir, I will not yield to a question. And
that was to the effect that every lawyer in this
convention took personal offense by Mr. Tapper's
statement. Ladies and gentlemen I am only one law-
yer but I took no offense to it. Simply because
I know what my legal and ethical standards are and
if this would not have crossed my mind to consider
when I was asserting a cause of action, why should
I take offense to it. So I do feel that if anyone
has taken personal offense to it, it is most unfor-
tunate. But I don't think that it was intended that
way nor is there any reason if you know your per-
sonal standards and live up to them.

At this point in closing, I would like to again
say that I urge that you defeat this amendment, it

has been back doored to death. The provision pro-
vided by the Lanier amendment gives the legislature
to give the immunity wherever they fs;l it is im-
portant and necessary. Thanic you for your attention

'Ersr Mriv legs

r«po2
far be it fror.i me tc

just left the podiun

Chairman, fellow delegates,
nastise the lovely lady who
Id I will not do that. Anc

of course I am not going to take issue with what the
lovely lady said. However, if what she said is

true then let's find out and this is something that
I don't really want to happen but I know there are
many insurance agents in this delegation there are
many'public officials, there are many contractors,
people in all walks of life, representatives of la-
bor, now if we are going to talk about the thirty
three and one-third. If we are going to talk about
a percentage that a lawyer may get, well let's talk
about the commission the insurance company gets, I

don't want to mention Mr. LeBreton's name because I

don't think he is here. But he was here fighting
this thing too. Well let's find out who the gentle-
man that I was talking about awhile ago, who chas-
tised the [...] who he represents, he defends politi-
cal subdivisions. Let's talk about everybody.

Point of Order

Hr. Stovall Mr. Chairman, 1 think the rules also
make reference to the prohibiting of personal ref-
erences. I really have the feeling that we have
dealt with this adequately and ! think that the
rules do prohibit personal references and my point
of order is that we proceed with the business and
get beyond this.

Mr. Henry Wait just a minute, gentlemen.
Now there is a rule which prohibits delving in

personalities. There has been entirely too much
this sort of business going on up to this point i

this convention. I do not have the authority nor
the intention or desire to keep anybody from talk
but it is just about time that we get down to the
business at hand and just because somebody says
something that somebody might take offense to, we
don't have the time here to get up for personal
privilege on it all day. But I am not going to i

voke any rule because it is sort of loosely drawn
and hard to construe, but we are all grown adults
supposedly mature people and it is about time tha
we begin using some restraint on ourselves.

Proceed Mr. Tapper.

Per ;ge

M r. Tapper I would like to reiterate what you said
Mr. Chairman, and Reverend Stovall and I agree with
both of you and this is the reason that I have ap-
proached this rostrum at this particular time.

Regardless of what our particular professions
are, regardless of whom we may represent individual-
ly, let us keep personalities out of this convention
and let us not suspect someone when he presents an
amendment or when he makes a talk because he hap-
pens to be in a particular profession or happens to
represent a particular company or happens to be a

plumber, a fisherman, a laborer or what have you.
And I will not attack anyone on that basis and I

hope that we can refrain from that. I think the
lady that was here before kind of tried to drive
it home because she was an attorney that this is

paramount in the minds of some of the attorneys.
The gentleman before, empha ti cal ly . . . he didn't im-
ply he stated it emphatically that this was the pur-
pose of some of the attorneys supporting this amend-
ment and I think we should take this out of this
convention. We don't need it here and I hope that
we can from now on. Thank you.

Recess

[OuoTum Call: 106 delegates present

Further Discussion

Mr^Kea^n Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, I

rise fn opposition to this amendment for one rather
significant reason in my opinion. As I appreciate
the doctrine of sovereign immunity, it goes further
than immunity with respect to suits in tort action.
Suits in negligence actions are the type that we
have spent so much time in discussion here about.
I would not necessarily be opposed to a limited
waiver of sovereign immunity limited to tort actions
if that matter were before the House. But when we
say that we will abolish sovereign immunity period,
I don't think there is a lawyer in this chamber who
could tell us where we would be in that point of
time. I sight to you for examples the present
doctrine of legislative immunity. In my opinion
legislative immunity is merely an arm, a part of,
an element of sovereign immunity. Judge Tate spoke
yesterday about the fact that there was a quasijudi-
cial immunity. In my opinion if there is such quasi
or in fact judicial immunity it is but an arm of
sovereign immuni ty . . . and element of sovereign im-
munity. Under the law at the present time, good
faith administrative action is immune from suit.
That good faith administrative action immunity is

but an arm of sovereign immunity and therefore, I

say to you in all sincerity that if we proceeded
to abolish sovereign immunity as the royal amendment
would seek to do. I don't think there is a delegate
here today who could intelligently analyze and say
to the people of this state where we stand now that
governmental immunity without any restriction has
been abolished. Under these circumstances I think
we would take a dangerous, a far reaching and a

precipitous step If we proceeded to abolish govern-
mental immunity when what we are talking about neg-
ligence actions, tort actions, suits in contracts

[427]
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amendment does is it mandates the legislature...
that the legislature shall provide by general law
...now why do I say general law? I am using the
term general law as distinguished from the present
system which requires a special law or resolution
for each and every suit. I'm saying that by general
law, hopefully, a Louisiana tort claims act or
torts and contracts claims act, that the legisla-
ture would provide a procedure whereby citizens of
this state could bring their suits in the courts
of this state without having to first come to Baton
Rouge and get permission. Now, the second sentence
of my amendment that is proposed today takes lan-
guage directly from, and I left the book on my desk,
but it's Louisiana Revised Statutes 13:5801, which
presently provides that any judgment rendered in
any suit filed against the state of Louisiana or
one of its political subdivisions or any compromise
reached in favor of the plaintiff or plaintiffs in
any such suit shall be exigible, payable and paid
only out of funds appropriated by the legislature
or the political subdivision concerned. Now, I

eliminated the language about compromise because I

think that is implicit, that if you say any judg-
ment has to be paid by appropriation I think you
can take care of that by statute by the same tort
claims statute that I'm thinking about the legisla-
ture enacting by the general language that I've
used. I have encountered in the debate today a

problem raised by Mr. Tapper, are you talking about
insurance companies. Frankly, I don't think that's
a problem, but just in case I would like to have
Mr. Tapper's support on this. I eliminated the
language about suits filed against the state and I

said judgment against the state, or a political
subdivision and I think that clearly does not mean
a judgment against an insurance company or any other
third party. I urge you to consider this as what
I deem to be a reasonable compromise between those
of us who are concerned with the rights of citizens
of this state to bring claims for personal injury
in a court of law in this state without undue delay.
Now, I should have made the point yesterday and
didn't because sometimes you get carried away with
your own rhetoric and forget to make the logical
points, but the biggest disadvantage of the present -

system is the delay by which a person has to wait
until the next term of the legislature until he
can get a bill or a resolution through both houses
of the legislature before he can file a suit.
Even though his cause of action may have accrued
ten months previously, and in some country parishes
like the one I come from, in ten months you can have
a law suit tried, heard and on appeal if there's
an appeal on it. I think it would eliminate an
unnecessary delay and inconvenience.

Further Discussion

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I have
two questions, I wanted to ask a question to Mr.
Burson, and he'd exceeded his time. Number one is

what if the legislature fails to reach an agreement.
We had, I don't know how you'd value them but I

guess several million dollars worth of no-fault
bills introduced into the legislature. We recessed;
we called joint sessions; we invited national and
international figures in; did everything in the
world, but the legislature refused to reach an
agreement. I don't know what would happen. If the
legislature fails to reach an agreement would a

suit be filed for a declaratory judgment and either
the state or the federal court be asked to set up
a complete set of guidelines. That's number one.
In number two, does not this proposal mandate in-
directly the same repeal of immunity that you have
failed to pass directly. To me it does.

Mr. Abraham As I read Section 14 as presented by
the legislative committee, with the amendments, I

see nothing in here which prohibits the legislature
from passing a general law allowing the claims or
the suits that it will accept against it without
the necessity of coming to the legislature prior to
the suit being filed. So, I see no need for this

amendment. Now, I think that this is pe
enough; it does anything that we need to

-ther I scussi

Mr. Landry Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the delegation, really it is a privilege for a per-
son of my type to sit here and listen to the legal
minds of the state of Louisiana and the representa-
tive people speak in terms of "I'm trying to under-
stand". I have come to a conclusion. I've asked
a few questions. I'm going to ask another one, if
it's possible to ask a question at this point. I

can answer it with no, I can ask it but you don't
have to answer it. The question is this: what is
the meaning of the word exigible? Now, I'm. ..I
asked 15 people just a moment ago. ..I made a survey
of 15 people in my area. ..and only two knew the
answer. I'm also aware of the fact that many writ-
ings lately have tried to express in language mat-
ters that people could understand. Exi gi bl e . . . wha

t

does it mean? I'd like to find out how many more
people in this audience doesn't know. ..what it
means. I'm in a better position now to take a posi-
tion because of having found out what the word means
but this vote in just a few minutes is going to be
decided by a few independent people. The lawyers
are locked, and the decision is going to be made by
people on the outside of the fringe of lawyers.
I'm completely satisfied after research with the
wording and the meaning of Section 14 as originally
written in this document, completely satisfied that
it provides for me and my constituents everything
that needs to be in this constitution. I wanted
you to know about it. I wanted you to know my con-
cern. Sometimes we're influenced one way or the
other by what we hear. I've enjoyed everything that
was said by every person in this delegation, espe-
cially the words spoken by Miss Perkins.

^d.]

Closing

Mr. Burson Gentlemen
right to close because
that the proces

not going to waive my
;cause I'm naive enough to believe
of debate while at times is very

hard on the rear end, sometimes can be good for
the brain. I know that there're some issues that
have been brought out in the course of this debate
since yesterday that I frankly had not thought of
when I began, and they may come only once in a

great while, but they do come in the course of the
discussion that we're having here. I'd just like
to point ouf in answer to the points that were
raised in opposition here; Mr. Womack asked if the
legislature could be mandamus or compelled to reach
an agreement. I think under the general law of
separation of powers no other agency of the govern-
ment can mandamus the legislature to do anything.
But I have enough confidence in the legislature to
believe that if we have this mandatory language in
the constitution that they will do something about
the problem. Now, the second question was: whether
or not this mandate indirectly would have the same
effect of repeal of sovereign immunity? To that I

would urge you the answer is no. Because the amend-
ment that I had yesterday would have repealed sov-
ereign immunity root and branch. This does not
preclude reasonable exclusions such as the one for
an administrator in the performance of his duty,
and that's very, verji important to your decision,
here. Mr. Abraham pointed out that Section 14
could do what my amendment would do. That's true.
I agree with that. The only difference is Section
14, it might be done. My amendment says it shall
be done and that's a very important difference. As
far as the meaning of the word exigible, I haven't
looked it up in the dictionary but it's my under-
standing that the meaning at law and the context
that's it's used in Louisiana Revised Statute 13:
5801, which is where I got it from, and the legisla-
ture put it in at some time past, means that a

judgment could be executed upon only in that manner.
Finally, Mr. Landry said that the independent peo-
ple would have to decide this, and that's the way
it ought to be just like in criminal juries. The
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law says that the guilt or innocence of an accused suit against the state. Now, my amendment does not

is too important to leave to lawyers. So with that, go into the idea of what happens after the suit is

I urge you to pass this amendment. I think that filed. I'm not concerned with whether or not the

it would be a reasonable compromise. individual wins the suit of loses the suit, or how
it's to be paid. What I am concerned about is that

Questions you have the right to do it, to file that suit with-
out getting permission. Now under the due process

Miss Perkins Mr. Burson, I have a series of ques- of law, and I'm not an attorney, everybody is sup-
tions . Fi rst of all, I think that you may have posed to have their day in court. What we are say-
clarified this. Would you agree that the power ing here is that you can be denied your day in

authorizing the legislature to give immunity with court. And I don't think that we really want to

reference to torts claims is a limited authority of do that. I don't believe that we really want to

legislature which would be included in the Lanier deny an individual the right to have his day in

provision which gives a general authority? In other court. Just as we get beat down on amendments here,

words, would legislature under the Lanier amendment then give that individual the right to get beat in

have the power to do what you have provided in the court. That's all I'm saying; I would ask that
your amendment? you support this amendment, and I believe that all

your constituents would be more than happy to know
Mr. Burson It would have the power under the com- that their delegate supported such an amendment.

Thar
I that
It spec
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no judgment against the state, its agencies or po- cases which were suits against the state involving
litical subdivisions shall be exigible, payable or the ownership of alluvial lands. In those cases

paid except out of funds appropriated for payment the doctrine of sovereign immunity was not Invoked
by the state, its agencies, or political subdivi- and I gather didn't hold not to apply but was though

agment
Kelley, we need to add an amendment deleting the gate against the state the question of o«

previous floor amendments.

Explanation those situations, is that correct

(heth
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Further Discussion the section designated as Section 15 is substantial-
ly the same with a few exceptions. First of all,

Mr. Conroy While this has been a long discussion, that part of the continuity of government pertaining
it has been interesting and we've seen a lot of to local government was assigned to the Committee
different versions of how to do something. The pre- on Local and Parochial Government so this section
sent amendment before the convention, is certainly is intended to apply only to state government,
the best effort made by those who wish for the state Secondly, the wording as contained in today's con-

to incorporate in the" cons ti tuti on a waiver of im- stitution to provide for continuity of government
munity. I still fail to understand those who feel in case of emergency resulting from disasters caused
that it is necessary to incorporate in the consti- by enemy attack has been changed to periods of emer-
tution, such a waiver of immunity. There is nothing gency so that it will not be strictly confined to

in Section 14 of the Committee Proposal that incor- enemy attack, but also to epidemics, natural disas-
porates or states anything about sovereign immunity. ter, etc., which certainly could occur in addition
It says the legislature may authorize suits to be to attack by the enemy. Unless there are some ques-
filed against the state. It's a delegation to the tions, 1 would move for the adoption of Section 15.

state, to the legislature, of the authority to do

what I thought thi s- const i tut i ona 1 convention was Questions
intended to do, was to indicate the areas in which
the legislature could act. Those who have spoken Mr. O'Neill Mr. Casey, you remember the discussior
for a flexible constitution, those who have spoken in our committee about this provision, and would
for giving authority to the 1 egi s

1

ature find them- you agree that in line 14, "provide for the tempo-
selves in this case, speaking for requiring the rary continuity of state government," that that is

legislature to do certain things or removing from sort of a vague mandate? And don't you agree that
the legislature the authority to review certain they could provide for any form of government under
things. I don't understand their concepts or their this provision?
desires in that regard. I think that the committee
proposal as written is sound and should be adopted Mr. Casey Well, obviously it's confined only to

by this convention. I continue to be opposed to periods of emergency and I would assume it would be

the amendments that are proposed to it. in accord, and it does, I think, imply that it woulc
be done in accord with the constitution and the law;

[previous ouestion ordered.] of the State insofar as the type of government is

concerned. It's strictly during periods of emer-
,d I think the
,0 be flexible
ift entirely toMr. KelLy
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the past, I hope we don't have any in the future. ture under our provision adopted earlier can come
But let's don't say that something like that can't Into immediate session, the governor can declare a

happen. I've seen some things happen that I never particular provision an emergency provision, it can
would have thought would have happened this day and come into effect immediately. They can pass laws
time. Even in this convention. on a moments notice, practically. They can deal

with situations as they come up, so there's no need
Mr. Perez Senator, to answer your statement, the to allow them to act contrary to this constitution,
question is which is the worse of the two evils. because the constitution gives them sufficient flexi
As the committee proposal now stands, it could de- bility.
Clare what an emergency is. There is no definition
of an emergency and it would strictly be left to Mr. Juneau Well then, what would occur, we'll get
the whim of the legislature to declare what would to the legislative article which requires that a

constitute a sufficient emergency in order to sus- bill, for example, be read on three seperate days?
pend the operation of state government by the duly And that's in the constitution, the legislature
elected officials and put that responsibility pos- couldn't change the constitution,
siblyinotherpersonshands.

convent
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vention, this is in the way of a techni
ment and I suggested it to the legislat
tee, Mr. Casey, and they found it to be
tionable to them. The reason for the a

that in the executive article which I h

we get to, it is provided in a very par
how a declaration of inability by a pub
can be determined which will involve al

branches of the state government. In t

lar case, I would like for our language
frozen out of the constitution by the w

one is written and the amendments provi
bility by saying "except as otherwise p

this constitution, it shall also provid
prompt and temporary succession to offi

Questions

Mr. Stinson Mr. Stagg, don't you thin
ment, now this is going to be when the
dropping and the earthquakes are happen
you think in there, you should put a li

bate and the number of amendments that
fered in those sessions?

Mr. Stagg Mr. Stinson, I'll honor tha

Mr. De Bl i eux Mr. Stagg, I'm wondering if you
not placing your amendment in the wrong place,
know what you want to do, but I think that if y
notice, that if you had placed the amendment ri

after the word "succession" in line 18, wouldn'
be a better place to put that amendment, than v,

you

Mr. Staqq Senator De Blieux, I would suppose
that the Committee on Style and Drafting could do
that. It does not change the substance of my ame
ment at all. We're just trying to allow the con-
vention to accede to the possibility that this
language would freeze out other 1 anguages coming
on in further amendments, in further sections.

adopted: SB-2. Motion to reconsider

the Section. Section passed: 86-12.

Readi )f the Secti

I aws , enactMr. Poy nter Section 16, style
clause. Section 16. The style of the laws of
this state shall be "be it enacted by the Legislc
ture of Louisiana." It shall not be necessary tc

repeat the enacting clause after the first sectic
of an act.

Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates, this ver
provision is in the law today. We even discusse
the possibility of the necessity of it, the pos-
sibility of deleting it. It was found that all
states have something of this type Most have
exactly this wording. It's felt that something
necessary to specifically designate some special
wording to indicate that when the legislature pa

ses a law that specific wording be used that it
a law enacted by the legislature of Louisiana.
urge adoption of Section 16.

sage 7, line
Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Casey]: on

page /, line 22, immediately after the word "la
and before the words "of this state" insert the
following: "enacted by the legislature."

Explana t i on

Mr. Casey This is strictly a technical amendment
with the possibility of this convention adopting
other provisions referring to initiative and ref-
erendum. This is intended to imply only to the
style of laws that are enacted by the legislature.
I request adoption of this amendment.

idopted ithc

;tion

Reading of the Section

P oynter Section 17, passage of bill
Paragraph A. The legislature shall enact no
except by a bill and shall propose no amendment
the constitution except by a joint resolution

which shall be processed as a bill. Every bill ex-
cept the general appropriation bill and bills for
he enactment, rearrangement, codification or revi-
ion of a system of laws, shall be confined to one
object and shall contain a brief title indicative
3f its object. Paragraph B. All bills enacting,
imending or reviving laws, shall set forth complete-

he provisions of the laws enacted, amended or
ved and no system or code of laws shall be

idopted by general reference to such system or code
5f laws. Paragraph C. No bill shall be amended

its passage through either house so as to make
lange not germane to the bill as originally
reduced. Paragraph D. Every bill shall be read
least by title on three separate days in each
;e. No bill shall be considered for final pas-

iage until it has been reported on by a committee.
Paragraph E. No bill which has been rejected by
ither house may again be proposed or considered
n the same house during the same session without
he consent of a majority of the members elected

to the house which rejected it. Paragraph F. No
nendments to bills by one house shall be concurred
1 by the other nor shall any conference committee
!port be concurred in by either house except by
ie same vote required for final passage of the

bill. The vote thereon shall be by record vote.
Paragraph G. No bill shall becom law without the
concurrence of at least a majority of the members
elected to each house. Final passage of a bill
shall be by record vote. At the request of one-
fifth of the members elected to either house a

record vote shall be taken on any other measure or
for any other purpose.

Expl

«lr. Casev Mr. Cf

nwoUTd" title coll
3f the constituti(
bills through ti legi

n and delegates. Section 17,
1 ly as the mechanical part
taining to the passage of
lature. Paragraph A indicates

that the legislature shall enact no law except by
a bill or joint resolution; it must be confined to
one object; and, it must contain a brief title.
Paragraph B is in our constitution today and spe-
cifically indicates that no law or systems of codes
or laws can be adopted by a general reference.
Paragraph C indicates that amendments must be ger-
mane. Paragraph D retains the concept that a bill
or joint resolution must be read by title on three
separate days in each house. That still restricts
or confines a bill which will eventually become
law to a minimum of five days to be processed through
the legislature in order to become law. Paragraph
E sets forth the mechanics to avoid duplication of
multiple bills on the same subject matter which
would indicate that once a bill is rejected it can
only be again heard by a majority vote of the mem-
bership of the house which originally rejected it.
Paragraph F indicates that once a bill passes the
House, for instance and I'm giving you an example.

[437]
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and goes over to the Senate, and is amended there. So, I move the adoption of these amendments,
the House must then concur in those amendments by
the same vote that was required for final passage; Question
so that, for instance, in the case of a tax bill
which passed the House by a two-thirds vote of the Mr. Avant Mr. Perez, we're considering your amend
elected membership of the House and goes over to ment that has only two amendments and it starts on
the Senate and is amended and let's say is increased page 7, and you insert certain language between
and comes back to the House for concurrence, the lines 25 and 26 relating to the passage of bills...
House still then would have to concur by a two-
thirds vote of the elected membership of each house. Mr. Perez No, sir. There were
Paragraph G indicates that for a bill to become
law that you must have a favorable vote of a majori-
ty of the elected membership of each house and it

must be by record vote. All these processes and which would require every bill befor
paragraphs are pretty much what is contained in the come law to be introduced during
constitution today, however, it was assembled in a

more orderly fashion and we tried as far as possi- does,
ble to make it as brief and as intelligible as pos-
sible. [Amendment adopted without objection.']

Amendment Amendment

M r. Poynte r Amendment No. 1 [hv Mr. Cdseu]:
page 7, line 32, immediately after the word "

and before the word "shall" insert the words

I had
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awing it and making way the actions of the budget committee could be
iting" rather than "session"? construed as actions, because they do not act on a

proposal. They don't even report it favorably or
resubmitted unfavorably.

Poynter
ter
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Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates to the con- Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
vention, the provisions of Section 18 are basically men, I think that Representative Triche has raised
contained in various areas of the constitution to- a very important point, and I think that we ought
day. Paragraph A. specifically indicated that no to revise this particular section. I know what Mr.
money can be withdrawn from tne state treasury ex- Casey has reference to, and I know that we in the
cept through appropriation, and that an appropria- legislature cannot have an appropriation which we
tion...no appropriation shall be made for contin- label contingent, or something of that sort. ..that
gencies or longer than two years. That is in there it must be a definite appropriation. But we do
today. All bills to raise revenue or appropriate very often make appropriations contingent upon the
money in Paragraph B must originate in the House of happening of certain events, and I feel like the
Representatives. That is the law today. Paragraph way that this is presently worded you will not be
C, the general appropriation bill must be itemized able to do that. I certainly think that we ought
and shall contain only appropriations for the ordi- to carry the same provision that is in our present
nary operating expenses of government, etc. That constitution that does permit the making of contin-
is contained in the constitution today. In Para- gent appropriations but denies the right of the
graph D., that wording is in the constitution to- legislature to make appropri a ti ons- whi ch are labeled
day. All other bills for appropriating money shall contingencies. Contingencies are just unlabeled
be for a specific purpose or a specific amount. and unexpected expenses which may be dreamed up or
Paragraph E. is also contained in the constitution you might not know about. I certainly think that
and refers only to a specific situation, where we ought not to have those type of appropriations,
during the last year of the term of office of gov- but not for things that we may feel like that may
ernor, after the regular session of the legislature happen that we need the appropriation for if it's
money can only be appropriated by a three-fourths definite for that particular subject matter if it
vote of the elected membership of each house. Ap- happens,
parently, there was an unhappy situation in the
past, I don't know how many years ago. Twenty, Questions
thirty or forty years where apparently, a governor,
shortly before the termination of his term of of- Mr. Flory Mr. De Blieux, by the prohibition against
fice, convened the legislature, appropriated a tre- the appropriation of funds for contingencies aren't
mendous amount of money, and left the state broke you in effect prohibiting the appropriation of monies
for the next incoming governor and the next incom- to the Board of Liquidation?
ing legislature. That was specifically designed to
take care of that situation. Mr. De Blieux Yes, I'd say that Mr. Flory, because

that's what the Board of Liquidation is supposed to
Questions take care of.

Mr. Roemer Senator, I fail and perhaps you can
explain it to me, the difference between the con-
tingency appropriation and the appropriation for
contingencies. They're both based on something
that may or may not happen, is that true?

Mr. De Blieux No, there's a difference in this
respect, Mr. Roemer, insofar as making state appro-
priations. Now, let me read you the exact words
that's now our constitution, which I think that
this provision is meant for and show you the dif-
ference in it. The present constitution says this:
"Each appropriation shall be for a specific purpose
and for a specific amount, and no appropriation
shall be made under the head or title of contingent,
nor shall any officer or department of government
receive any amount from the treasury for contingen-
cies or for a contingent fund". Now, that's what

blush, Mr. Casey, and I didn't have the benefit of I think that the provision is supposed to take care
the committee hearing, but it just appears to me at of, but you can see the difference in the wording,
first blush that you did make a change. Because What they're' saying, no appropriation shall be made
the prohibition against contingent appropriations for contingencies. There is a lot of difference.
would be a prohibition against making an appropria-
tion if and when a certain event occurred. Whereas, Mr. Roer
an appropriation for contingencies is entirely dif- and~I'l1
ferent, it seems to me. Because it seems to me to the proposal as we have it here, is that correct
that we make appropriations for contingencies all
the time. We make appropriation of X number of Mr. De Blieux As it's presently written, because
dollars to an agency, let's say X plus Y number of I thfnk that it's going to. ..it's certainly going
dollars for an agency, X for budgetary expenses to have the effect that you can't have any Board
plus Y for certain contingencies which may or may of Liquidation sum or anything of that sort. In
not arise, which is not a contingent appropriation. case of any emergency you'd have to have a session
It seems to me you are outlawing appropriations of the legislature to take care of it. There's no
for contingencies rather than contingent appropria- way around it.
tions. I don't want to belabor the point, I just
wanted to hear some explanation from you. Amendment

Mr. Casey Mr. Triche, I think that it would be Mr. PqiMT^te_r Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Rayburn],
appropriate to examine Article 4, Section 10, which onpage 8, "line 30, after the word "than" and befor
reads in this fashion. "Each appropriation shall the word "years" delete the word "two years" and
be for a specific purpose and for a specific amount, punctuation two years and insert in lieu thereof
and no appropriation shall be made under the head the words "one year". It's got a technical mistake
or title of contingent, nor shall any officer or in it. It should be, on page 8, line 30, after the
department of government receive any amount from word "than" delete the remainder of the line, and
the treasury for contingencies or for a contingent insert in lieu thereof the word "one year", to make
fund." I would say the intent is similar and I it read a little better,
would hope we are not complicating things. I don't
believe we are, but I think that we have attempted Explanation
to simplify that wording.

you
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"make appropriations for a period not to exceed two Mr. Roemer Right, but we don't require
years." That was placed in there in 1921 when the Senator, at least in our committee, requ
legislature met every two years. I'm merely chanq- propriation of a sum of money in the cur

ing that and inserting in lieu thereof, in the place year for
of two years, one year. The Revenue and Taxation tions in
Committee adopted the one year proposal along with
several other proposals that's really not mentioned Mr. Raybu
in this particular bill that we're discussing at the history of the Board of Liquidation since I've
this time, but we will have it in our proposal, been serving on it.
and this is the only thing that I've seen that is
in conflict with our recommendation. Therefore, I Mr. Roemer Exactly, we tried to eliminate that.
move the adoption of the amendment deleting the
two years and inserting in lieu thereof, one year. Further Discussion

Questions Mr. Casey It's difficult to oppose Mr. Rayburn's
amendment to change the requirement that no money

ttee's report, do be appropriated for any period in excess of one year
-ather than two years as contained in the committee
jroposal .

I would like to point out that that is contained
in the constitution today, but that's not any good
-eason to use it. The reason that the committee
;tayed with the two-year period is that there may
)e a time, and I've been in the legislature for six

section, wheth- years and I've never seen an appropriation for two
it says one year or two years, is not in conflict years. Every appropriation I have ever seen is for
1, because it provides that you can't appropriate one year. But I could envision that there could be
monies for contingencies? Don't you presently a time particularly in the are of federal funding,
opriate monies to the Board of Liquidation? that the state may be required to commit itself to

an appropriation to designate, to set aside certain
)f monies for a two-year period in order to possibly

you
to
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s is a super, super
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Yes,

Casey Mr. Chairman, this is more a point
jrmation. I am just curious how this ties i

1 the amendment adopted by Senator De Blieu)

jblem there because
)on't you think that a two-thirds vote Senator De Blieux's amendmer

protection and a limit on state debt protection is to the position that this one, there
adequate protection without tying our hands with word in between it and it doesn't sev
almost an absolute unanimity vote?

lAmendments adopted without obje
Mr. Juneau Under the circumstances that are pre- Previous Question ordered on th

It at

sented within this limited time span, I don't think section.]
so, Mr. Roemer. I think that the requirement that
has been in the constitutio
purpose and I think it's th
personal ly

.

Further Dis

Mr. Stovall Ladies and ge
I want to agree with Mr. Ca
ment. It seems to me that
Delegate Roemer has just sa
siderations that Sectio

"

sary. It seems to me t

sion we are going in to
deta i 1 , and certai nly t

covered by other provis
It also, I think, in

It's trea ti ng the 1 egi s

ernment, almost in a ch
tain checks and balance
for i n other places , an
Delegate Casey's amendm

Thank you.

in
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Questions

Mr. Triche Mr. Casey, I notice in this legisla-
tive article which the committee has drafted, there
is no reference to the Legislative Bureau. There
is no more requirement that bills go to the Legisla-

In my mind, the Legislative Bureau is sort of
like our Committee on Styling and Drafting. If a

bill originates in the Senate, for exampl

leg



Expl
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easily if it's the consensus and the issues are and then leave it as wide open as this is to go in
such that you want to have a Veto Session, it's not and override a governor's veto when you didn't even
very hard to get a majority of them to say we don't have to call your own session, just put you down
have it. 1 think this provision is consistent with there and put the heat on you to vote for those
what we've done in the past nineteen or twenty sec- things back home that the people want and throw a

tions. It puts the responsibility where it belongs. budget out of bal ance . . .

I
' d just like to know whose

And I think it brings it in line more with what the blame it would be on.
other states have done with regard to Veto Sessions. I'd call it an irresponsible legislature and to

I move for final passage. call a five-day Veto Session which I agree under
the provisions that proposed here, they could ad-

Questions journ at the end of one day. They probably wouldn'
They would argue over one or two bills and would

M r. Anzalone Mr. Juneau, do you feel that absent finally adjourn at midnight the last day. You're
a provision which is going to require the legisla- talking about a sizable sum of money for a special
ture to submit to the governor a balanced budget, session whether anybody wanted one or whether they
that you are going to have as a matter of course a didn't.
Veto Session just about every time the legislature I just think it's much better and in the public
meets? interest to let the legislature call themselves in,

if they feel justified in having a Veto Session.
Mr. Juneau I don't think so, Mr. Anzalone. My
answer to the question would be that if the legis
ture by a two-thirds vote during the course of th
legislature feels that strong about a particular
bill. It would be my thinking that they would vot
the same way on. ..at a Veto Session and would re-
quire them to have a Veto Session.

Mr, Anzalone Then you don't think that a provi-
sion which would require the legislature to submi
a balanced budget would help at all.

Mr. Juneau Oh, I think so, Mr. Anzalone, but...
I think that you are 1 imi ti ng . .

.

your questions ar
purely financial matters. There are matters othe
than finances which subject themselves to a Veto
Session. M r. Womack I would agree to that, yes.

Mr. Tapper In Paragraph B of Section 20, it says Mr. Roy So actually you're keeping people there
"if the governor does not approve a bill, he may who are not possibly going to override the governor'
veto it and return it to the legislature." My veto and they can't go home unless two-thirds of
question is, should it not read, "he may veto it them agree to go home,
and shall return it to the legislature."

The way it reads now is it not true that inter- M r. Womack That's what I'm contending all the way
pretation would be that he may veto it and and he through. It looks to me like it is far better if
may return it to the legislature. He may not re- the legislature wants to call a session, let them
turn it to the legislature if, he doesn't want to. call it. let me tell you what happens when legisla-

Don't you think we should amend it to put shall, tors quite often get through with one of these hard
to require him to return it to the legislature if sessions. The first thing they want to do, if they
he vetoes it? can as the result of their obligation to their local

business, is to go off and hide for a few weeks and
really think that would neces- rest and try to get over it. Because usually you
r. Tapper, but I wouldn't have wake up a little bit, your blook pressure's up a

any objection to such an amendment because I think little bit and you're literally beat to death. As
that's the intent of it. the usual rule, you do like the Speaker does, your

family comes in and just sits on the front door.
Amendment waiting with their head kind of down so you can get

through and take them on a vacation which is right-
Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Delegate fully so. It's one that has been well earned and
Kilpatrick. well deserved. So you go and leave and stay two

Amendment No. 1, page 10, delete lines 5 through or three or four weeks, a few of them every once
20 both inclusive in their entirety and insert in and awhile go to Europe, and they don't come back
lieu, thereof the following: "C. The presiding in order to vote against having the veto session.
officers of both Houses shall convene the legisla- So it just passes on over and the next thing you
ture in Veto Session upon the written request there- know they get a notice we're going to have a veto
for by at least a majority of the members elected session. What I'm trying to do is avoid that and
to each House on the thirty-fifth day after final let the legislators themselves, if they deem that
adjournment of each session for the sole purpose of the urgency is sufficient and that there's an item
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)e thirty-five members of vote to override the veto. I urge the defeat
! to override the veto on the amendment and your adoption of the proposa
iffected his particular mitted by the committee.

I, but when you put the composit
1 would get more than a twenty,
•ty percent vote.

posal and against the proposed amendment. 1 think
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much more positive
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just jndering, I think the teachers' salary sch

^a% going to cost roughly eighteen ".iiH"--

lars passed both houses with a pretty substantial

vote. However, when the governor vetoed that bill I

noticed there weren't many people who wanted to come

back and override his veto. What do you think would

have happened if we had had an automatic session on

that particular bill?

Mr. Nunez I'm getting a lot of advice up here. I

think. Senator Rayburn, that we would have come back

and done the same thing that we did before. The

sentiment of the legislature was to give the teachers

that pav raise but I just think legislators as such

are reluctant, and you know why. Senator Rayburn,

they are reluctant to override the governor's veto.

I don't have to tell you that, but they are just

reluctant to do it.

ther Diss jss ion

supportMr. Jack Mr. Chairman, Members, I r

of this amendment. I believe this is about the first

amendment I've spoken for. I've been usually oppos-

ing amendments. This language of what you are try-

ing to put in the constitution sounds to me like one

of these hi gh-fal uti n , technical, fast thinking.

Harvard combination Oxford graduate or something like

that. If people are going to override the governor,

it takes two-thirds. It takes to begin with usually

the governor is right, not always, but usually the

governor is right when he vetoes the bill. I just

can't see an automatic veto session. A five-day ses-

sion, I don't know what it costs but it's bound to

cost fifty to seventy-five thousand dollar minimum.

This amendment is proper. If people are going to

want a veto session and you expect to get two-thirds,

they are going to have to have guts enough to ask for

the thing. So 1 say this is a good amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. T

r

1 c h e Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the delegation, I rise in opposition to this
amendment and in favor of the committee's proposal.
The only fault I find with the committee's proposal -

is that it's not liberal enough. If my personal
view would obtain here, we'd have an automatic veto
session and we'd have to come here and we'd be
forced to sit here for five days and face the gover-
nor and face the issue of how and why certain bills
were vetoed. This veto session will do more to
strengthen the independence of the legislature than
anything else we do. It will also have the effect
of encouraging responsibility on the part of the
governor in his actions on veto or whether he signs
or vetoes proposals passed by the legislature. Un-
fortunately, not all governors have acted wisely
in the use of their veto powers and not all gover-
nors have acted with the benefit of all of the in-
formation available and proper understanding of
the bills before they have acted. I think when
faced with a real possibility of another legisla-
tive hearing over the bill as to whether or not the
governor's veto would be overridden, would force
the governor to study the bills more closely, get
the information before they enact it, act without
gamble, without reservation and without tongue-in-
cheek and it would give the legislative action more
meaning. Let me suggest to you some things that
have happened. We've never overridden the gover-
nor's veto since 1921. We never had any opportu-
nity to override the governor's veto until 1966
when Article III, Section 82 was put in the consti-
tution providing for a veto session. That's just
a recent creature. Since 1966 the legislature has
never called itself into veto session and why hasn't
it called itself into veto session. I don't think
it is because the majority overwhelmed the majority
of the legislatures have approved what the governors
have done in the exercise of the veto power since
1966. I just don't believe that's the case. I

think what's happened is that the mechanics of the
Article III, Section 8, the way it's written now,
I think the mechanics are such that it doesn't lend
itself to a decision of a group of the legislature.
The legislature goes home and the ballots are mailed
out and each legislature independently, without the

benefit of consultation, without the benefit of dis-
cussion, without the benefit of advice makes a sepa-
rate determination as to whether or not he wants a

veto session. I submit to you that's not the way
bodies act in unity. The only way bodies act in uni-

ty is when they are in session, when there is discus-
sion, when they get the benefit of the attitudes of

the other members of the legislature. You just can't
do that when you mail out bfi'-*- -- '-' "-"-*

privately by each individual
we never have veto sessions.

Let's talk about these bills that we passed in

the face of the threat of a governor's vetoing it.

It's been suggested to you that the legislature
passed a pay raise, the governor vetoed it and what
would happen if it came back in veto session. I

predict to you, ladies and gentlemen, that if we
have the procedure for a meaningful veto session,
the legislature is going to act responsible. I

suspect, seriously, that many members of the legis-
lature voted for the teachers' pay raise with tongue-
in-cheek knowing full well that they woi

it, with full realization that the govei
declared publicly and openly and announi
and the world that he would >

raise. Many members of the
the pay raise, put the heat (

they wouldn't come back in veto sessior. . ^

again that that same legislature if it knew it had
to face that teachers' pay raise again in a veto
session, would act more responsibly the first time.
Veto sessions, meaningful veto, lends itself to

jture and responsibility
he gc

ves the

lots to be acted uj

legislator. That's why
That's why we never wil

respt
i of thi

1 i s e w i

' t get
had

to God
eto the teachers' pay
egislature voted for

predi ct

sponsibility in the lee

governor's mansiorin Lne yuveriiur :, intjnbiuii. Mituwiiiy Liie yuvei
to veto without meaningful veto sessions gives
governor the authority to write the laws for t

,. -, ..... ..-.-
^Qjj can--' '-- - --

neani ngf

go ...
people of this state
dependent, autho
legislature if you give the gove
write the laws. I suggest to yo
we should vote this amendment do

itte

Further Disc

Chairman am del

responsi bl

e

the right to

egates, I rise in

reasons. I must
eal of what Mr.
t arrive at the
ection to the pro-
t does not resti ...

eady

support of tl

say that I concur with a great
Triche has just said, yet I cai

same conclusions. First, my ol

posal by the committee is that it uuci nut icanii.
the sessions to only veto matters. You've already
provided for sixty days annually. I think this is

nothing more than to allow an additional five days
for a legislative session. Secondly, I would assume
that it would cost somewhere in the neighborhood of
a hundred thousand dollars to hold a five day ses-
sion. For all practical purposes, and I'm speaking
now only practically, whether the legislature calls
themselves into a veto session or whether you make
it automatic, it just ain't gonna happen. If a

governor can't get and prevail upon a third of the
Senate or a third of the House, then I submit to
you, he has no business sitting in the governor's
seat as a practical matter. So that the net result
is you waste a hundred thousand dollars. Simply
that. Therefore, I support the amendment.

Mr. Tapper
only one hu ^-
i s

1

ature , don ' t you?

Flory, you know that there are
d forty-four members of the leg-

Mr. Flory

Tapper And you a'

s a day foi

e of that,

that they get only
fifty dollars a day for meel

M r. Flory That's correct.

Mr. Tapper If you multiply fifty dollars times a

hundred and forty-four, what do you come up with,
ot a hundred thousand dollars, do you?Flory?

Flory e legislate
Mr. Tappei

are not the only ones
As you wel 1 know , the

[449]
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1 of the expenses been submitted back. None of them yet have ever
making as a total come close to getting enough to be passed. Let

us assume that the ten million dollar bill that
passed this year to pay the teachers a raise hac

you're talking been overridden, and it would have been. And Mr
about a complete veto session. But if the governor Triche, you say that they would have acted responsi-
is so powerful as you say he should be if he's gov- bly, they would have responded to the pressure of
ernor, which I disagree with, I don't think he the teachers, that is right, they would have been
should be that powerful, but however, if he is... very responsible. The net result was that this

next year you would have had a built-incost of gov-
Mr. Flory I didn't say he should be. I said as ernment, ten million dollars bigger than it is today
a practical matter. in recurring revenue...! mean recurring expenses.

It is estimated by the brains of this state, some
Mr. Tapper But don't you believe that if they six different agencies, that have, esti ma ted revenues
can't get enough to veto anything that they're only of this state, that the net growth factor this year
going to be there one day and you're going to pay over last year is going to be eight million dollars
the staff for one day, and you're going to pay the to the general fund. But keep in mind that each
legislators for one day. Isn't that a fact? year you are going to come back and not start from

where you finished this past year but as a result
of the bill being vetoed, you are going to start
with a new total each year. So if you maintain it,
it takes ten million this year, the next year if
you maintain the deal it takes twenty million over
the previous year, the next year thirty million and
consequently you are going to get new taxes. Now
with reference to the district attorney bill. If

I had a local bill and I thought there was any ques-
tion about it, I believe I would have checked with
the governor and been certain that he understood it.

If he didn't understand it I would have tried to
help him understood it. But if it is going to cost
us seventy to seventy-five thousand dollars this
year to save that little local bill that might be

just a little bit expensive to the taxpayers. Just
a little bit expensive. And I can tell you now I

have seen the time when every little individual
running for reelection started back with his pet
appropriation. And I can remember just a few years
ago, when Governor McKeithen said I am not going to
worry about it, go ahead and pass it I'll red ink
it. He decided at the last that he wouldn't red ink
it. And what happened, there was a lot or stuff
signed into law against the general appropriation
bill that year that should not have been and every-
body agreed basically that it shouldn't have been
but said let him veto it. I'll protect myself. I

am not going to agree, if you want to protect the
state treasury you leave the constitution like it

is today, require the governor to submit a balanced
the same date. Of course no action was taken be- budget and require him to sign a balanced budget,
fore they adjourned. What protection is the taxpayers going to have if

the governor is required to sign a balanced budget.
Further Discussion the legislature is turned loose to vote any kind of

a deficit spending on the taxpayers they want to

Mr. Champagne This is very brief and I wasn't and there i'S no prohibition against it. Just go

going to get up here. I just want to tell you that ahead your last term of office, vote for what will
I thought this debate was very informative. I was make you look good, if it won't elect me, let the
against this measure completely. I am now for it fellow that replaces me catch the [...]. I don't
and not because I think there will ever be another know how many votes we are going to get, but I tell

veto session anymore than you had before, but sim- you right now this is a very important approach and
ply if anything will make these legislators face I think everybody has their mind made up, Mr. Chair-
up to the facts and say I don't want that and I'm man, the only thing I can tell you, as you vote
not going to put it on the governor's back or vice your conscience, 1 am voting mine, and what I think
versa. We're going to kick this thing around and is in the best interest of the taxpayers and the
make them decide what they want to vote for. Then people of this state is the reason I am supporting
I'm for it and I see in this thing not more sessions, this proposal,
not the possibility of more sessions, but forcing
the legislators to say, I am or am not in favor of [Record ^.ote ordered. Amendment rejected:
this and not passing the buck to the governor or 13-B2. notion to reconsider tabJed.]
the governor passing it back to the legislature.

Amendment

Mr^ Poi;£ter Amendment No. 1. this is by Delegate
Closing De Blfeux.

Amendment No. 1. On page 10, line 19 immediately
Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, after the word "leased" and before the word "days"
during the last session of the legislature a publi- delete the word "two" and insert in lieu thereof
cation was passed out by a member who spoke about the word "five",
the responsibilities of the legislature and how bad
we needed a veto session, and on the back of that Explanation
he said in these words "your family, your home,
nor your property can be safe while the legislature Mr. De Bl ieux Mr, Chairman, and ladies and gentle-
is in session." So Mr. Jenkins, I am trying to men, as you read in the present provision it says
save your family, your home and your property for that the ballots must be in to the presiding offi-
at least five days and make it a little better. cers at least two days before the session convenes.
Now, let me tell you now, during this time and I I do not feel like that is sufficient time for the
join Gordon Flory in saying that many bills have presiding officers to let the legislators know that

[450]

Mr. Flory No, sir
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there will be no
those notices in

days sometimes fo

I merely changed
the legislators w

a little bit earl
can properly notify the bal

technical amendment. And I

the amendment.

veto session. Because if you put

the mail it takes more than two
r them to reach and be delivered,
that period to five days so that
ill have to get in their ballots
y so that the presiding officers

just

ty percent of us

Mr. De Blieux That is exactly correct,
after he has convinced fifty percent of u

no need for the rest of us sticking aroun

Mr. Juneau Just to make
to make sure whether I arr

gesting that we change fr

Mr. De 81 ieux Five days prior to the time that

the veto session is to convene. You see because
the presiding officers must notify the legislators
and if those ballots come into him just two days

before they are supposed to convene, he has no
that th sessi las

Mr. Poynter Amendment N

page 9 line 29 after the
[by Mr. Tapper]. On
"and" and before the
"shall". .

Explan

LE£i . Chairman, and fellow delegat
this does as it is worded now.

understand the committee has no objections...
chairman of the committee has no objection to

The only thing I am doing is saying that if t

governor does veto it that he shall return it

the legislature. The way it is worded now th

applies also to the returning to the legislat
and he can either do it or not do it. I thin
ought to say he shall return it if he vetoes
That is really what the amendment does.

[Ar^endn wi thou

\\r

.

Poynt er Amendment N

On page 10 line 6, after
thereof the

Explanation

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentleir

as you may recall of the previous provision we

adopted, the bills can be submitted to the gover
three days after the legislature adjourns. He h

twenty days after the bills are submitted to hiir

if we have adjourned in order to veto the bills.
That gives you a total of twenty-three days. It

certainly is going to take at least two days to

get the notices out to the legislators, that is

twenty-five days. And then if we have to be not

fied five days before the session begins that is

thirty days. I just feel like that the time for

the legislators to get their notices back to the

presiding officers is not going to be sufficient
time in thirty-five days. So therefore I just >

to extend that period of time to forty days to

us sufficient ti to get the ballots back

iithout objection.

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[i- Journal 219']

[1 Jc 21 9-220]

o'clock a.

Mr. Poynter
On page 10 1

before the w

thirds" and
majori ty"

.

. 1 [by Mr.
le words "v
ielete the
thereof th

De Blieux].
)te of" and
/ords "two-

I ana 1 1 on

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, and ladies ar

men of the convention, I kind of feel like
a little technical amendment because if yoi
majority of the legislators who want to adj
there certainly isn't enough votes there tc

any veto. So therefore, I think the majori
sufficient and we should not require two-th

iesti

Mr. R ayburn Senator De Blieux, in other words
we get over in a veto session and the governor
get hold of majority of us and convince us we h

got any business over there a majority of us ca

go. .

.

send us home?

Mr.
car
to
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Saturday, July 28, 1973

ROLL CALL

[72 delegates present and a quorum.]

PRAYER

Mr. Stagg Dear Lord, as we meet in this conven-
tion to do Thy work for the benefit of Your people,
we ask that You grant each of us Your proxy so that
in our voting the results will be pleasing in Thy
sight.

Grant each of us at the end of this day a safe
trip home and that all of us be assembled here next
week to continue this great work.

We ask it in Thy name and ask Thy continued
blessings on us

.

Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[I Journal 222]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 3 introduced
by Delegate Blair, Chairman on Behalf of the Com-
mittee of Legislative Powers and Functions, and
Delegates Casey, Fayard and others

A proposal making provisions for the legislative
branch of government, impeachment, removal of offi-
cials and necessary provisions with respect, there-

Its status so far is the convention has adopted
his amendment as amended. Sections 1 through 11,
postponed consideration on Section 12 an thereafter
adopted as amended Sections 13 through 20, the next
Section in order would be Section 21, Effective
Date of Laws.

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynte r Section 21. Effective Date of Laws
Section 21, All laws shall be published as pro-

vided by law and shall take effect on the sixtieth
day after final adjournment of the session in which
they were enacted.

However, any bill may specify an earlier or
Iter !ff£

Explanation

Mr. Blair Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, we changed this section to give
more time for the Secretary of State to publish the
acts. The usual thing is about twenty days, or
twenty days has been in effect for many, many years
unless it was specified otherwise.

We also gave the protection if you wanted to

have a bill, or if you had a bill that you wanted
to specify time, maybe sometimes at the first of
the year or earlier than the sixty days, then you
could do so. It just gives more latitude and espe-
cially for the publishing of the bills, so we ask
for your approval unless you have some questions.

Mr. Poynter Amendments proposed by Delegate Jenkin
to the proposal as follows:

Amendment No. 1, on page 10, line 22 immediately
after the word "published" and before the word "as"
insert the words, "in the official Journal of the
;tat

idment No. 2, page 10, line 23 immec
the word "and" and before the word "

the word "thereafter."

te ly

1 s rea 1 ly just a

:hnical amendment. The present constitution pro-
ves this same sort of protection that the publica-
)n will have to be an official journal so that it
11 be readily accessible to the public. And also,
ice the committee has provided a sixty-day period

publ

effect of the
no objection.

in, it would provide that the publ
a prerequisite for enactment, fin
law. I understand the committee
so I move adoption.

Readi )f the Secti

Mr. Poynter Section 22. Suspension of Laws
Section 22. No power of suspending laws of this

state shall be exercised except by the legislature
and then only by the same vote required for final
passage of the law proposed to be suspended. The
vote, thereon, shall be by record vote.

Mr. C ase
Suspensi
at this

Explanation

I Mr. Chairman and delegates. Section 22,
on of Laws is contained in the constitution
time in Article 19, Section 5, and is basi-
e same today as is proposed in the Section
tted to you at this time, but has been merely
in order to be somewhat more brief and suc-

d I would urge final adoption of Section

Questions

Mr. Abrah am Tom, what is the history of this, or
the necessity of it. Why do they have to have some-
thing like this? Why do laws need to be suspended?
I am ignorant of this fact.

M r. Casey Well, now, I think it's a good process
to have available to the legislature where a law
has been passed which could be detrimental to a

certain industry, and the most recent example of
this was the Lead Paint Law which was passed, I be-
lieve, during the 1972 session of the legislature.
And of course the intention of that law was particu-
larly good. But the way it was worded and the ef-
fect it would have had, would have put many paint
companies out of business.

So, in the interest of being fair with those peo-
ple, it was fortunate that we had a special session
of the legislature shortly after the regular session
in 1972 and 'that particular law was suspended.

That's merely an example of one thing.

Mr^_AbraJiaiii
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Mr.
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Mr. Drew Mr. Womack, although it's not limited to distinct readings in each House on three separate
that, isn't the usual reason for the use of this and distinct legislative days.

law to suspend the effective date as we did on the So, I think that this may be a handy device,
requirement of ninety hours classroom for realtors It may be a device which can be used in certain
before they took the examination? cases to permit, to (Srevent injustices or other

undesirable consequences. Certainly, certainly no

Mr. Womack Surely it is, Mr. Drew, but I can think harm can be done by a simple requirement that in

of any number of times and this, as Mr. Casey said, those cases, the chief executive, the governor of

it's just a safeguard and something for you to use. the state must concur in the suspension of the law

I think it's very necessary in there. in writing before it shall become effective. That's
all this amendment does. We are not trying to take

you, Mr. Womack. What I am away the right and the po

Mr,
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I don't know. I would rot object to that. I

the suspension should be subjected to the sati

cess that it takes to repeal or to enact legi

tion, except as to the fact that it can be do

concurrent resolution.

Mr. Henry The gentleman has exceeded his time.

Further Discussion

Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, delegates, though I rise

to object to the amendment simply because I do not
feel that it puts sufficient limitations on the sus-
pension of law. There is great detail on the pas-
sage of a bill and yet we permit a suspension with
no restraint, whatsoever. I am quite familiar with
legislative procedure. The fact that it may be

sent to committee under the rules, which it normally
is, does not alter the fact that it need not be sent
to a committee and such suspension may be passed on

the day it is introduced.
I, therefore, urge that you reject this amendment.

Mr. Perez will offer a more acceptable amendment and
at this time, Mr. Chairman, I will waive while they
are presenting my amendment in favor of Mr. Perez's
amendment. I suggest you reject this amendment.

Further

Ca sey Mr. Chairir

I scussi

nd delegates, I won t be-
labor the point, I would urge rejection of the amend-
ment. I guess the worst reason I could give you for
rejection is that it's basically worded as it is the
law today.

But I would submit to you that a better reason
would be, that I think was as pointed out by Sixty
Rayburn, that the way that this amendment is draft-
ed, is that any suspension would require the ap-
proval of the governor in writing.

Well, suppose the governor refused to give his
approval in writing, there is no provision here by
which the legislature could override his refusal to

give the approval in writing. If Mr. Avant would
use some reference to the fact that it would follow
the same course of action in the preceding section
referring to the veto process so that the legisla-
ture could override his veto, I think his amendment
would be much better.

But this amendment, I would certainly urge re-
jection.

rent resoluti

; s t i n s

Mr . Kelly Mr. Perez, you may have explained it

already concerning some defective language, possibl
it looks like to me that possibly this thing would
be better phrased if you said no suspension of law
after the effective date.

Quite frankly, I think the amendment is not goin
to do what you want it to do the way it is present-

youMr. Perez I'm in agreement
must apologize that the amenc
ly drawn and unfortunately I prepared it hurriedly.
But the purpose of the amendment and I'm sure we can
take care of it with Style and Drafting, if neces-
sary, unless someone has an amendment to it, the
purpose of the amendment was to limit the effective
period of time of a suspension which could extend
only until the end of the next regular session of

the 1 egi s 1 a ture

.

Mr. Asseff Mr. Perez, I have no objections to your
amendment. However, I am concerned about this.
Under your amendment, would it not be possible for
the legislature at the expiration of the time, by
following the same procedure to continue the sus-
pension?

Mr. Perez Yes, sir, that could be done, there is

no question about it. But at least each year you
would have to go back and get both Houses to agree
to suspend year after year, and I just don't believe
they will continue to do it. But I do think we have
to leave the way open for suspensions to the legis-

Point of Information

Mr. S tag g Mr. Chairman, my remarks are directed
to 'the chair in a point of parliamentary inquiry.

I think that Mr. Perez has an effective amendment
for the purpose to which it is introduced except
the words need to be transposed.

Is there any way, by leave of the chair, Mr.

Perez's amendment could be perfected while he is

at the microphone simply by saying "no suspension

changing of the words.

M r. H enry Well, he would have to withdraw the
amendment and we could accomplish that right quick
like if he wanted to withdraw the amendment. But

Amendment

Hr_^_Po^nt£r Next set of amendments are sent up
by Delegate Perez.

Amendment No. 1, page 10, line 30, after the
word "and punctuation suspended, period." And be-
fore the word "the", insert the following:

"No law suspended after the effective date of
this constitution shall remain in effect beyond the
time of adjournment sine die, of the next succeed-
ing regular session of the legislature."

Mr^ Pe^r_ez Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the
purpose of this amendment is to limit the effective
time of a concurrent resolution which would suspend
a law, and it would limit it to the time of adjourn-
ment sine die of the next succeeding, regular ses-
sion of the legislature.

This would afford the legislature the opportuni-
ty to suspend the effect of a law until the end of
the next session and then give the legislature the
opportuni ty . . . to give a member of the legislature
the opportunity to introduce a bill in the next
session to repeal or amend that law instead of sus-
pending it.

I may have some technical problems with respect
to the amendment itself, and I'd be glad to have
It cleaned up. But the purpose of the amendment is

Mr^^ P^erez

amend the
pending a

in I di rect a quest i on to. . .

Point of Information

jn I ask for a unanimous consent to

Dlution to read, "no resolution sus-
after the effective date" and so

Mr. Henr^ Mr. Perez, you can't ask for them to

voTe.\.'we can withdraw it and put it right back in

if nobody objects to that.

Question

Mr^ ]^eBl^e^u Mr. Perez, if I'm not mistaken, the
whoTeTaw'or even a portion of the law can be sus-
pended under the provisions, and of course, your
amendment, I believe would suspend the whole law
and give the legislature time according to your
limits to reenact that law in the corrected fashion.

I believe that is your idea.

Mi^ Pe^rez The purpose is to give the legislature
the'oppoftuni ty , or a member of the legislature the

opportunity at the next session to be able to offer
a bill which would either repeal the law or amend
the law, but would give the legislature the author-
ity during that interim period, the authority to

suspend.

[455]
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[Amendment withdrawn.] amendment and it's needed. We have emergencies.
I remember one time we had an act that had a section

Amendment that was unconstitutional. We used this suspension
and it's necessary, just like a board of liquidation.

Mr. Po.ynter From the same place [by Mr. Perez], You've got emergencies you've got to provide for.
page 10, line 30, after the word "suspended." and be- So, I say let's adopt this amendment and have a good
fore the word "the" insert "no resolution suspending well-rounded legislative function proposal here.

iw after the
;titution, etc. No resolution suspending a Questi

after the effect!
Couldn't this parti

Explanation be included in statutory laws,
cons ti tut i onal i ze suspension of

^e date of
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ously prepared. Where the words "commit
and" are inserted between the words on 1

"same" and "vote", I think it's somewhat
ed and has little meaning and is really

add
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Mr. Poynter His amendments were added after the knowledge of it, don'
portion of a sentence on line 30 that says "be sus- are printed in the jc

pended", and he inserted a new sentence and then at this particular time?
this one is to go at the end of line 30 and it would
be after the words "the vote thereon shall be by Mr. Arnette Yes, but they aren't printed in the
record vote". So, I think that we're straight, and official journal of the state. So you would have
I believe you're correct. They're not in conflict to look up that particular day's proceedings to

in terms of substances, at least. know whether a resolution had been passed. But it
becomes effective without any printing whatsoever

Mr. Willis Which sentence would precede? in the official state journal, whereas a bill is
required to be printed in the state journ.l before

Mr. Poynter It would read. ..Yes, the Perez would it can become effective.
go first and then you would have the sentence "the
vote thereon shall be by record vote". Then you [previous Ouestion ordered. Amendment
would have the two sentences added by Mr. Flory's adopted: 66-30. Motion to reconsider
amendment if it is adopted by the convention. tabled.]

Mr. Willis Much obliged. Reading of the Section as Amended

Questions Mr. Poynte r Bear with me a second, Mr. Jenkins,
so that I can make sure that I'm getting all of

Mr. Tobias This particular provision would require these in the right spot.
the governor's signature? It will read as follows: "No power suspending

laws of this state shall be exercised except by the
Mr. Flory No, sir. The added language specifi- legislature and then only by the same vote required
cally states that it would not be subject to the for final passage of the law proposed to be sus-
governor's veto. pended. No resolution suspending a law or part of

a law after the effective date of this constitution
Mr. Tobias Now, that's the veto, but. ..O.K. shall remain in effect beyond the time of adjourn-

ment sine die of the next succeeding regular session
Mr. Kean Mr. Flory, with the additional sentence of the legislature. The vote thereon shall be by

record vote. Any measure to suspend a law or por-
tion thereof shall be adopted by the same procedure
as for a bill." Last sentence ... provided. .. and I

don't have the copi es ... there we go. "However, such
measures shall not be subject to gubernatorial veto
nor time limitations with respect to introduction."

lings, the same require-
for possession of both houses and a public
ig and a committee report. His did not.

th

di

Mr
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He ought
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Mr. Lanier. That is a question of contention. I

believe that we're going to get to that somewhere
down the road with this convention. There's been
some thought on the part of many delegates to pro-
vide that the legislature can do anything that is

not prohibited, and there's a thought that if you
don't put any prohibition that the legislature the

can do it. I'm not so sure that is a fact.. .that

it's true. 1 can't answer your question because I'

not certain about that and there's a big question
about it.

Well, let me ask you this. If we knoc
that provides limitations on the

the legislature can suspend laws.

Mr. Lar
out this sect

would that not, in effect, mean that the legislature
can handle that particular item any way that it

wi shes

.

-ed that wi th the 1 ast
ihat's necessarily true,
)uldn't be up here oppos-

Mr. Lanier Is it your position that in order for

the legislature to suspend a law it has to have a

grant of authority to do so in the constitution?

Mr. Tapper I believe that the constitution, yes,
is the basic law of the land. ..of this particular
land, Louisiana, and if we don't provide something
in this constitution, my opinion of the theory is

that if we don't give the authori ty . .

.

and I don't
agree that if we don't put it in there they're en-
titled to do it. I think that if we don't grant
the authority to the legislature, they won't be

able to do it.

Mr. O'Neill For those people who are not 1

let me ask the question point blank and you
answer it again, what will the effect be of

placing this in the constitution?

Nyers

What ;ffect be of not placing

want the question understood more than the answer.

Mr. Tapper The effect of not placing it in this
part of the constitution in the present terminology
will be that you will not have a mandate as to the
procedure to be followed. I think that's the answer
that you want.

Mr. Tobias Mr. Tapper,
that this provision is nc

sti tution?

I don't th

say so, 1 agree

t is , Mr. Tobias.

)t aware of that, but if you

Further Discussion

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I rise in support of this section
as amended. I must confess to you that I do not
have the legislative experience of Mr. Triche or
Mr. Tapper. I have been in the legislature since
the session of 1972 and in these two sessions, one
60 day session, one fiscal session and one extraor-
dinary session, I have seen this power to suspend
laws used to the advantage of the public. To the
advantage of the public and not to the detriment of
the public. One of the questions that I asked Mr.

Womack was in 1972 the legislature passed an act,
and as I recall with my poor memory, it required
90 class hours of instruction before you were eli-
gible to take an examination for real estate broker.
It became effective the same day that all other laws,
20 days after the legislature adjourned. It was

[460]

found after that law was passed, that there were
many people who had already filed applications to
take those tests, were ready to take those tests
and a great injustice would have been done to them.
And in the extraordinary session in August, if my
memory serves me correct and I could stand corrected,
there was a resolution offered to suspend the oper-
ation of that statute until January 1 of 1973 which
protected the rights of those individuals at that
time. You heard the paint law discussed. It was
found, as I recall, on that particular act that was
passed for the benefit of the protection of the
children at that time, that it would have possibly
put most of the paint in the contraband category
and it was suspended. I have not seen this power
used except in the manner in which it would protect
the people, not hurt the people. And in these three
sessions of my short tenure in the legislature I

have not seen it abused and 1 do not expect to see
it abused. As far as the safeguards, I think with
Mr. Flory's amendment, with the other amendments
that have been put on this section, the public has
ample safeguards. No one is going to be surprised
by something. As far as the question of whether
the public and whether the lawyers and whether the
judges know of this, they say West Publishing Co.
may make a mistake. Certainly they may make a mis-
take, they are human too. But let me tell you,
gentlemen, they are making mistakes now and not just
on resolutions. There are other mistakes. This
is something that serves the benefit of the people.
I trust that it will never be abused. I have not
seen it abused to this date and I urge your adoption
of the section as amended.

Questions

My question is more itur

obta ?w of the Flory amend-
ment which I believe provides that the passage to
suspend a law has to go through practically the same
legislative process as the passage of a bill. As
I understand the purpose of suspension of the law
is to take care of some situation that develops be-
tween sessions of the legislature. But in view of
the Flory amendment, which as I say is just as time-
consuming, is there any real necessity for this sec-
tion being in the constitution anymore?

Mjl^_5liw ' think it's necessary for this reason,
Mr. Burns, you take your Real Estate Brokers' Act,
it's a good act. It's something we needed, but we
needed to suspend the effective date of it. And
that's the primary use of this section
seen. I don't think there is any abus

that I
'

Mr. Champagne Mr. Drew, don't you think with the
fact that we have provided more time for the legisla-
ture, more time to study the bills, more time in
which to digest them, that in all probability if

we didn't have this that it would encourage the leg-
islature possibly to make a better, take a better
look at the bills and possibly have fewer errors in

passing it?

Mr. Drew Mr, Champagne, your inference is that we
do not look at the bills as we should. We have not
been able to, I can assure you that the legislature
has done everything within their power to look at
the bills as much time as they've had. I'm sure
we will have more time, but it does not take us out
of the category of being human.

Mr. Ch^ampagne I understand and I didn't intend
t'hat^as'a criticism but what I'm trying to say, sir,
if we're going to provide all of these safeguards
with all of these amendments, I think, and I'm just
asking you, I think this is a repetition of the same
question but really and truly don't you think possi-
bly that since we are going to have to go through
almost the same procedure we might just as well have
a procedure by which we can repeal those laws which
were made wrong? You don't agree with that?

Mr. Drew The point there, Mr. Champagne, Is that
most of the laws do not need repealing. They may
need suspension for a definite period of time, but
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not repealing. place relative to suspension of laws. My personal
preference was that Section 22 be adopted as pro-

Further Discussion posed, I think it was a valid reasonable power giv
to the legislature to take care of difficulties i

r

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I mediately in certain areas, on certain laws. It's
believe there is a dire need for some provision to very watered down from the way that it was origina
allow the legislature to suspend laws or parts of ly submitted. It's unfortunate that the amendment
laws. I think it's worked well in the past but I'm were adopted, I think that's an indication on the
a little confused as to how far we are going. If part of the delegates of their hesitation to have
I understand one of the amendments adopted by this great amount of faith in the legislature and I'm
body that was offered by Delegate Perez, it says surprised that some of the delegates have advanced
no resolution suspending a law or part of a law opposition to this particular effort on the part
after the effective date of this constitution shall of the legislature to retain the power of suspensi
remain in effect beyond the time of adjournment of laws. I would leave the final decision up to
sine die of the next succeeding regular session. the delegates themselves as to whether they will
I know in many cases where maybe we passed a bill adopt this provision as amended or not.
and stated in the bill the effective date, and
Representative Drew just explained that to you. Questions
We suspended that date when we found out we had
made a mistake, for a further period, the effective Mr^ Ni^fiez Mr. Casey, in lieu of the fact that we
date that that particular act would go into effect. now have"85 day continual sessions, five day auto-
Under this amendment, if I read it correctly, any matic veto sessions, committees in session at any
suspension we made, I have seen the time when we time to consider bills, to hear bills, to all but
passed the law and at the next session the Legisla- act on bills, a simple majority of the legislature
tive Bureau told us we had to change a period or a to call us into special session, do you really be-
comma or maybe take out one particular section or lieve this is needed?
one sentence to make the law constitutional. We
have suspended that particular section indefinitely. Mr. Casey Mr. Nunez, I would say in nine hundred
If I read this amendment correctly, in the future and ninety-nine thousand times out of a hundred
if we suspend any portion of a law, we have got to thousand, you probably don't need this, but there'
come back at the next regular session, reenact, re- that one small, little, minute instance where it
establish, rehear, and repass that entire subject would certainly be helpful to have available,
matter. Now maybe you want to do that, I don't
know. 1 really see no need for it. I do want to Mr. Kean Mr, Casey, if this section is deleted,
read one provision that I think the people who put would it not be necessary that we come back and
this in the constitution, even I believe, before place somewhere in the constitution an absolute ba
'21. "No power of suspending laws of this state against suspension of laws, in order to insure
shall be exercised except by the legislature." If against the contingency that Senator mentioned a

you did not have that language in there, I'm of the
opinion that you might have some governor that
thinks he could, under his power, executive order
granted to the chief executive of this state, he
could suspend the law. Executive orders have broad
powers. We've got many a commission in this state
today that is now a state agency that was created
by executive order many years ago. Later they came
back and got a $5,000 appropriation, next year,
S25,000, today they are up to a half a million dol-
lars. They were created not by the legislature. So if this is rejected by the convention, some posi-
but by executive order. And I'm of the opinion if tive action would certainly be in order on the part
you don't tie down some language, either under the of the Committee on the Legislature and on the part
Executive Department or the Legislative Branch, to of the convention,
spell out who has the right of suspension, we might
be doing something we might regret. That's the Mr. E. J. L andr y I don't know whether I'm correct
only reason that I do hope we preserve that language in the question that I'm going to ask Mr. Casey,
as who would have the power, and the legislature but Mr. Casey, would you have any power at this
only, somewhere in this constitution. Other than time to make it possible for me and the other dele-
that, I think we've got nothing. I think we're gates to have the materials put together that were
doing nothing but wasting a lot of paper and a lot expressed by all of the different people favoring
of time. some form of expression? You see, I haven't seen

that. It came in parts. Would you be able, as the
Further Discussion leader or the person sponsoring this particular sec-

tion, would you have the power of making it possible
Mr. S tova 1

1

Ladies and gentlemen, I'd like to em- for me, as a delegate, to see these expressions put
phasize the point that Mr. Champagne made here in together before a determination is made? You see
a question a moment ago. That we are granting the I've spent a lot of time listening, Mr. Chairman,
legislature more time to study bills, to consider to all of these people and I think all of them have
them and it seems to me if they have this greater had something valid to say. But at this particular
period of time, they can eliminate some of these time I'm left without the complete summarized ex-
inadequacies in some of the bills which need to be pression of what these people tried to say and I

corrected. It will encourage them to be more care- know a lot of people have had experience and they
ful in their study of whatever is passed and will know what they are going to do, but it is unfair to
eliminate this need for suspension. Also, this me as a delegate not to have that material put to-
provision is not in other constitutions, it's not gether in order for me to make a determination,
in the model constitution and I encourage you to I'm appealing both to the Chairman and to the leader
eliminate this from the constitution. of that subsection. Can you help me?

moment
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iion of the rules in order that you could make Mr. Poynter Section 23. The legislature may au
nion to pass over this section in order to ac- thorize the organization of corporations for per-
jlate or combine all the amendments that have petual or indefinite duration. However, every cc
1 adopted in order to give the delegates time poration shall be subject to dissolution or forfe
intelligently analyze everything. Other motions ture of its charter or franchise, as provided by
Id certainly be in order, and I hate to act as law. Neither the state nor any political subdivi
jrl

i

amentari an here, to have it referred back to sion shall grant a perpetual franchise or privile
nittee or any other motion that you think might to any person or corporation.

Landry
•. Juneau



if
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lowing: "Section 23. Neither the state nor any grounds for impeachment by replacing the phrase
political subdivision shall grant a perpetual fran- "high crimes" with the word "felonies" and deleting
chise or privilege to any person or corporation; misdemeanors in office and favoritism. This deletes
however, the legislature may authorize the organi- the disqualifications from practicing law if you
zation of corporations for perpetual or indefinite are a judge, district attorney or an attorney gene-
duration. Every corporation shall be subject to ra 1 is convicted. It changes the method of filling
dissolution forfeiture of its charter or franchise the office of a suspended official from appointing
as provided by general law." authority to Governor. The other changes that we

have made is this eliminates the requirement that
Explanation senators take the oath of affirmation. It removes

the chief justice or associate from presiding over
Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is the trial. We felt that this was statutory material
principally a redraft of the section as proposed by and that it could be handled by statutes. The im-

the committee to give it better style and drafting peachment provisions are a traditional power of the
and to add that with respect to dissolution of for- legislature and I think the section that we have

that it could only be done by general law. drafted is coherent. I believe that it implies the

1 delegates, this is
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...it doesn't belong there. This is the power of Point of Information
the legislature. I believe that our committee has
proper jurisdiction because it was given to us by Mr . Blair Point of Information or point of order,
the Coordinating Committee and I feel you will sus- On May 2nd, 1973, Mr. Stagg was present at the Co-
tain us in our work. I think that by a valid effort ordinating Committee in New Orleans, Louisiana, at
on our part to write the impeachment article that the time the Executive Department was considering
you sustain us, and I feel that delusions of gran- it, the Legislative Powers and Functions was con-
deur have no place in this convention and that by sidering it and the Judiciary Department. It was
obstructing our work, we're keeping ourselves here decided in that meeting that it would be assigned
longer today than is absolutely necessary. I ask to Legislative Powers and Functions and that's how
you to let us pass this impeachment article and we have proceeded with it up until this time,
move on to the final sections of our draft and con-
tinue our work as we're supposed to be doing today. Point of Order

3f Or
Roy made his motion therefor

. Roy It makes me no difference personally would be out of order.
3ther we take this up in this legislative section
the executive but I think that allowing us to Mr. Henry I never even recognized a moti
ahead and start arguing who's going to take it O'Neill.
.rather than arguing the merits of Mr. Stagg's
sndment is dodging the issue. I think the con- Point of Information
ition as a whole ought to determine whether to-
/ we want to take it up right now under this sec- Mr. Schm itt I see before me and I belies
an or whether we just want to boot it out and take a copy of Delegate Abraham's amendment anc

Dt this amendment is the total of the executi
cles in its entirety, therefore by us cons
this amendment, won't we be in effect cons

/ I the proposal of the Executive Committee ar

ing should defeat this and adopt yours we woul
take ciding it so I think we're rea 1 ly . . . woul dr

:u- consider this arguing about a lot to do at

Stagg to amend this particular s

to the merits of the section its
sue of who should take it up, w^

it
foi
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the 1921 constitution and provided that the grounds guilty simply because a cY
for impeachment shall be the conviction of felony him. Consequently that's
or malfeasance during the term of office of any the article as we preparec
public official or gross misconduct, and frankly
that could cover I think every area of culpability Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman,
on the part of any public official. Yes, I yield

Jo agree with Mr. Gravel.

My question is real brief. I noticed

to judges?

Mr. Gravel

in the proposal for the legislative branch, they
Id this apply mentioned drunkenness, habitual drunkenness, and

in this one you do not. I would just like to kno
why, for the record.

some modification in the judiciary article that Mr. Grave l Well, for the record, we left that oqt.
would be applicable to judges.

Mr s. Warren I mean why?
Mr. Drew The Executive Committee has provided

1r. Gravel Frankly because we didn't think that
it was easily ascertained whether or not a person
night be drunk or whether or not that might inter-
fere with the proper discharge of the duties of his
iffice and so forth. I would think that habitual
drunkenness in such a way as it would prevent a pub-
lic official from performing the duties of this of-
fice would be covered generally under the malfeasance
irticle of the code of, criminal code.

^LL:__yi.!X§Jl Thank you, I just wanted some informa-
tion.

•ir^ C onroy Mr. Gravel, as you know I had amendments
islative article dealing with the
nt of impeached officials. Ois-
ce of law. There was considerabl
Association. I had received let-
t these amendments be made. Now
t is the intention of this sec-
ence to action as well as prese-
nt that an impeached judge for
isbarred by proper disciplinary
rought against him by the Bar
his proposal. Is that correct?

that
y the official, that it M r. Gra vel That's correct Mr. Conroy. That's the

the possibil
ight not be obtai

le or might not be obtained
'ords, if a charge could be Mjl^ Burns Mr

ctually been committed and such a serious
ted, that could form the life and so fo

en though there hadn't been word "commissi
pose an offici
brought to tri

means of removal of judgi
would be advisable to exi

peachment proceedings?
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that our objections in the previous discussion was alleged offense which would be grounds for impeach-
to placement of the section and not on the merits ment, so in effect what happens is you have a body
of the section itself. This amendment corresponds of people trying someone before the court has actu-
very nearly with what we had done and if I offended ally found him guilty. Could you see even with the
the Chairman or the members of the Executive De- present situation that exists within our state rela
partment Committee with my comments, let me assure tive to some state officials that, you know we coul
you that because our committee felt so strongly have basically started some impeachment proceedings
about the placement that we felt like we had to ar- without the courts rendering a decision. Further,
gue strongly, and it was not on the merits of im- would you also agree that the method of indictment
peachment or the demerits. Thank you. which is primarily by grand juries have, in some

cases, been abused and that grand juries have been
Questions utilized with some D.A.'s as a matter sometimes

bringing some political pressures on candidates whc
Mr . Gri er Mr. O'Neill, the term malfeasance here, were maybe in opposition political views. Would
does this interpret to include both misfeasance and you agree? And that as the article presently is
nonfeasance in office? written suggests that maybe we all have in mind the

things we feel that we ought to do, but maybe the
"

- - .
. .... tten is not the proper way or proper

I assume that it does but let me check. I retract method in going about this. Wou
that statement, I'm advised it does not. It's mal-
feasance as stated. Mr. Landrum Mr. Jackson, I certa

with what you are saying. It just
Mr. Gri er Could we have a definition of malfea- if we have three branches of government then we
sance. Exactly what does it include? should use those three branches of government.

That's all I'm say i ng

.

Mr. O'Neill Let me find my Black's Law Dictionary
"ier, malfeasance is Mr. Schmitt Assuming that someone, as an example,
las committed a wrong a judge has been caught in the act of committing

jffice. A malfeasance is interpreted as not some type of a crime but through some type of legal
ig something or not performing his duties. technicality he should be found not guilty. Do you

understand that in a criminal law you have to prove
Gri er That's nonfesance, nonperformance. beyond a reasonable doubt and that certain evidence

in certain situations can be excluded. As an ex-
feasan'ce and mis- ample, in a narcotics case, it might be possible to

exclude the hypodermic needle which is being used
to be injected into a person's arm and in certain

rrect that under possession of heroin cases that the actual heroin
he criminal code itself can be excluded so that you don't have any-
re incorporated thing to go to trial with even though an individual
sance in Louisiana? might be caught with these things on him, and they

nd misfeasance under have witnesses that this person had them on him but
for purposes of criminal law he might not be able
to be convicted. Would you feel that this person
should have the right to decide the guilt or inno-
cence of other people who are charged with these
types of crimes?

Mr. Landrum Well, are you saying to me then that
5ceeding you don't have to be
s reasonable doubt.

Mr. O'Nei
feasance
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And adopted by the convention today on line 3 of Mr. tjeiss Delegate Drew,, could you envision a

that amendment, after the words "impeachment for" situation wher? a criminal offense is so serious
and before the words "conviction of felonies" delete the man was under indictment but not yet convicted
the words "commission of". and if this was beyond a reasonable doubt, couldn't

Should be "commission or", I believe. he then be impeached on a gross misconduct charge?
"commission or" instead of

Explar
think that is very possible. Doctor

Further Discussion

t
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Mr. Lambert Mr. Gravel, let me ask you this, under change of all federal, ci
your amendment, I want to read it right quick under evidence.
Section 24-A. Any state and district official
whether elected or appointed shall be liable to im- Mr. Drew And hearsay ev
peachment for commission or conviction of felonies to no end?
or malfeasance during his term of office or for
gross misconduct. If the word commission would be Mr. Burson Well in fede
removed would not "or for gross misconduct" still evidence will be admissib
serve the same purpose, possibly?

Mr. Gravel It would serve no purpose, because y
can't be con'
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have a right tc
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there. Now, the privilege of serving the people I'.r. Newton I rise in support of the Roy amendment
has certain reservations is the way I look at it. basically because ! believe in the right of the peo-
If you serve the people, they trust you, they give pie to decide for themselves who they want to repre-
you these positions of trust, of honor, and of car- sent them. And I would like to point out just very
rying out their destiny then you should not commit briefly, that impeachment could be totally and com-
a felony, you should not be guilty of malfeasance pletely politically motivated, as I believe was
in office and you shouldn't be guilty of gross mis- the impeachment efforts in the case of Huey Long,
conduct. If you do those things you are not fit And if such an impeachment which did not involve
to serve, you have been given your chance, you any crimes but somebody was impeached, say my dis-
should not serve again. Now as to being innocent, trict attorney and the people in my district still
this thing bothering you, we can't always wait for wanted him to be the district attorney, I think it
a trial on those things. The next thing you can is the right of the people to have whom they want
be convicted by a jury and hanged when they used to represent them. And I don't think we ought to
to hang you and turn out innocent. Nothing is deny the people this right, for all times. And I

fool proof, you read of people convicted by juries urge you to accept the Roy amendment,
with prejudice, serve twenty, thirty, to forty years
and then found to be innocent. But those are un- Further Discussion
usual and exceptional cases. I think that if a

person was convicted upon an impeachment and it was Mr. Gravel Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
later discovered he was entirely innocent and it the convention, I just want to make one point clear
could be proven, your courts could go back into it and I am authorized to say that the position that I

and set aside this conviction. They set aside other am stating also is that of Reverend Stovall's. I

types of convictions day in and day out after many, think that in view of the fact that we do have a

many years. So that little far-fetched chance does provision in the proposed Executive Department Arti-
not bother me a bit. Impeachment and conviction is cle that deals with pardon to the effect that there

shall be no pardon by the governor or commutation
of any kind in cases where there has been conviction
upon impeachment. That the concept that Mr. Roy
has in his proposed amendment of course is a valid

asked down, I didn't have an amendment but I came one and one that we should either accept now or that
down here so I could discuss it. And I think these we are going to have to consider further on it during
huddles will do good for anybody that has a question the convention as to whether we want to eliminate
ind Mr. Chairman, I think that is a good thing you the language that L have just stated as in the par-
suggested and speeds it up. So I ask you to turn doning article. In other words, I want to make it
down these amendments. Thank you. clear that some of us definitely do have the view

that there should be some method by which a person
Vice Chairman Alexander in the Chair convicted upon impeachment is granted pardon or re-

lease if proper rehabilitation of course has been
Further Discussion made.

nette I can't tell you how much I do oppose Questions

a criminal law and that
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been completely established?

Mr. Schmitt In a criminal trial yo
blish a person's innocence for the
we're talking about right now. In

you're talking about a proof beyond
doubt, and you have a lot of eviden
stricted and not allowed in a court
would be allowed in an impeachmen
Number one, hearsay information whi
allowed in a court of law but would

'ou do not esta-
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office, and the other way it could be misconstrued,
and Mr. Bergeron and I noticed it, and we brought
it to the attention of Mr. Roy and for that reason
we have it as an amendment.

Mr. Arnette Well, it seems like the clause "during
his term of office" only modifies gross misconduct
and does not modify felonies or malfeasance. It

seems like you've got a problem there because you're
now saying that a felony before he entered office
would be grounds for impeachment.

Mr. Champagne That's not the intention and really
or not, I think it's clearer this way, in my mind,
than it was before.

Mr. Deshotels Mr. Champagne, suppose it was found
out that the attorney general had embezzled a mil-
lion dollars immediately prior to his going into
office. Do you think this ought to be grounds for
i mpeachment?

Mr. Champagne No, I don't think so. Because you
could go on other grounds, but it had not been done
during his term of office, and this is the point.
In other words, the people elected him and they
honestly brought him to office, and that's why.

Mr. Deshotels But sir, possibly, don't you see
the situation where this might not be known until
after he's elected?

Mr. Champagne I realize that. The question in my
mind is could he have been done for something he

did 20 years before in the case of the last time
which had nothing to do during his term of office?

Mr. Kelly Mr. Champagne, in return though, if you
place it in the proper order as Mr. Bergeron is try-
ing to do, let's assume that the attorney g'eneral

did embezzle before he went into office. We'd have
to assume that he had not been convicted before he
went into office, and yet, under the very language
if he was later convicted during his term of office
he could be impeached under that provision. Is that
correct?

Mr. Champa I would

Mr. Gravel Mr. Champagne, if I understand your
amendment correctly, and it was a little confusing
when it was read, what you've proposed to do is

after the word "for" on the third line in Mr. Roy's
amendment is to insert there the words "gross mis-
conduct" and delete it from the end of the paragraph
so that the provision would be as follows: "any
state or district official, whether elected or ap-
pointed, shall be liable to impeachment for gross
misconduct, commission or conviction of felonies,
or malfeasance during his term of office." Is that
the way i t reads?

it's correct. Th

Mr. Poynter No

,

vay It

Mr. Gravel Well, if it doesn't read that way are
you willing for it to read that way? Because I

think that's what everybody had intended.

Mr. Poynte r It reads: "shall be liable to impeacl-

ment for commission or conviction of felonies, mal-
feasance or for gross misconduct".

It does place the gross misconduct in order, but
the order is after malfeasance and not in front of

Mr. Poynter Section 25. Removal on address by
legislature. Section 25. For any reasonable cause,
whether or not sufficient for impeachment, upon the
address of two-thirds of the members elected to
each house of the legislature and after a public
hearing by the Committee of the Whole in each house,
any officer except the governor or acting governor
may be removed from office. Any officer so removed
shall be ineligible to succeed himself, the cause
or causes for which such removal is made, shall be
stated at length in the address.

Explanation

M2^^_Ca_sej^ Mr. Chairman and delegates to the con-
vention. Section 25 pertains to removal of public
officers on address of the legislature from the
office which they hold. This has probably been one
of the most controversial matters that the Legisla-
tive Committee has handled. It was included and
then amended out, then included and amended out,
and after vacillating back and forth various times,
it really just depended which members of the commit-
tee happened to be present at the time the votes
were taken. One of the members of the committee
indicated to me or rather asked just now if I en-
joyed being on a suicide mission because I somewhat
feel that way at this time. Sensing the feeling of
most of the delegates to the convention, I feel that
most of the delegates have apparently already formu-
lated their opinion on this matter. I realize its

a very controversial point. I feel that everybody
pretty well knows how they are going to vote on
this. I realize that there is an amendment to par-
ticularly delete Section 25 from the provisions of
the constitution. I can certainly understand the
feeling of those delegates who have advanced this
position. I see no point in having any emotional
debate on this whatsoever. I feel it, however, my
duty merely to point out the feeling of those com-
mittee members that voted to retain it. On the
basis of their decision, I would say generally was
merely two-fold. One, that there was a question,
and I feel a very honest and sincere question, when
discussing the area of impeachment, which indicates
that impeachment shall originate in the House and
shall be tried by the Senate. The term trial im-
plies due process which includes or requires notice
to the defendant. If a public officer, whether it

be state or parochial or what have you, who deals
with public money, embezzles that money and goes to
Brazil, technically they are. ..well, or some other
South American country.. .is not available for trial
under the technical terms or intention of impeach-
ment. Whereas, under address ... the address provi-
sion that person could be addressed out of office
after public hearing. Now, you might note, if you
would refer to the present proposal on address out
of office as compared to the old proposal, the pre-
sent proposal requires a public hearing whereas the
old proposal does not. I would say that was proba-
bly the main argument as to why the use address out
of office was even retained in the Legislative Com-
mittee proposal. The other feeling, I would say
merely generally, is that the legislature is the
board of directors for the state of Louisiana and
should have some prerogative to five the employees
of the state of Louisiana. I know that that privi-
lege given to the legislature under the existing
constitution has been abused in some cases in the
past. Certainly, I don't think that it was any in-
tention on the part of any members here to condone
that past activity whatsoever, and for those reasons,
I realize it's probably the most controversial area
that we're dealing with under the legislative arti-
cle. All I can do as a member of the committee,
submit this proposal or section to you for your own
decision and your own determination as to what you'll

>revj
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Mr. Fontenot Do you have some idea what...

Mr. Casey Mr. Blair indicated that it was some-
time around 1960 was the last time, or between 60
and 64, but I couldn't tell you from my own expe-
rience as to when it was used or how many times or

how long ago or.. .and I might mention this, we hav

some distinguished delegates to this convention
that this was attempted to be used against and I

think that it was wrongfully used at that time.
There's no doubt about that, and so I'm sure those
gentlemen have very strong feelings on this provi-

Hr. Fontenot Do you have any idea of what... on

line 28.. .for any reasonable cause. ..What would be

a reasonable cause?

Mr. Casey Mr. Fontenot, that's within the discre-
tion of the legislature. It's up to their interpre-
tation.

Mr. Fontenot In other words, suppose you could
not impeach a person on the grounds of the previous
section that we just adopted, then you could rely
on this to get a man out of office?

Mr. Casey This has nothing to do basically with
the impeachment proceeding insofar as the basis or

the cause of action. I would say if you go into
the interpretation for any reasonable cause it would
be a much, much less serious offense and possibly
no offense at all except that the person charged
might, for instance, be politically on the opposite
side of the fence, or philosophically may have some
different views. It could be even something as
frivolous as that and I think that probably those
were the situations that were most publicized where
it was wrongfully used.

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Fayard, et
ai. J, on page 11, strike out lines 27 through 32 in

their entirety and on page 12, strike out lines 1

through 4 in their entirety. Amendment No. 2, page
12, beginning on line 5 and at the beginning of line
7, strike out Section 26 and insert in lieu thereof
Section 25. Amendment No. 3, changes Section 27 to

Section 26.

Expl ana ti on

Ms. Zervigon Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, I think that Mr. Casey is probably right.
Most of you have your minds made up, but for any who
may be waivering I'd just like to make a few points.
I think Mr. Fontenot's questions are well taken.
What is reasonable cause? Why should the legisla-
ture remove someone from appointive or elective of-
fice for cause that's not sufficient for impeachment?
This section as it's drawn, in addition, could ap-
ply to any officer in the state. Aside from the
fact that that's unclear, it might apply to police
officers or something like that. In addition to

that, it's very sweeping so that representatives of
Caddo Parish might be asked to vote on whether to

remove for a cause less than an impeachable cause
the officer of a municipality in St. Landry Parish.
The other think that I would really like to bring
to your attention at this time in connection with
this section is that there are many other remedies
for an elective or appointive person not doing the
job. There's the impeachment section that we just
worked on for a considerable amount of time, there
will be a recall procedure if we adopt Section 26,
and that's also covered in the local government
article. Section 27 of what is now numbered as the
present section 27 will ask the legislature to esta-
blish a procedure for removal by suit. There's al-
ways, if a person is not doing his job and is an
elective person, defeat at the following election.
In addition to that, in the executive article for
elected officials there is the declaration of in-

ability to serve and for appointed officials there
is removal by the governor. If the governor can
appoint unilaterally, he may remove unilaterally.
It seems to me that there is adequate remedy for
someone not doing the job, that we don't need this
section, that it is not well drawn and could be
abused. I ask your favorable consideration on the
amendments.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, I have been in the legisla-
ture on two occasions when this particular provision
for removal from office was exe.rcised. I might say
this. It was one of the hardest votes I've ever
had to cast since I've been in that legislature.
I think that we have adequately taken care of re-
moving people who shouldn't be in office by the im-
peachment process or through the other two provi-
sions which come below this section. I certainly
feel like that in the previous occasions that it
has been used for political purposes more than for
anything else and therefore I support this amend-
ment and hope that you will delete it from the con-
stitution. I just don't feel like that this is a

proper way to take care of the affairs of the state.
Whether it's a state officer or whether it is a dis-
trict officer or whoever it may be, we've got other
methods by which we can remove a person from office
other than bringing a resolution before the legisla-lution before the

i feel like that this is a politi
resolution and we should not use i

Mr. Newton Senator De
perience during your te
the only time this prov ied 1 t was

,

lat's correct, absolutely.

M r. Flo ry Senator, explain to me, if you take this
out, what happens in a situation where a person is

confirmed by the Senate after appointment by the
governor and let's say he has a responsibility as a

member of a board, welfare board, who has a respon-
sibility for making rules of eligibility which cost
the state money, which could, in effect, bankrupt
this department, how could he then be removed if he
refused to resign?

De 81 i eux We can remove
f impeachment for gross
that would be gross mis

Further

im under the provi-
isconduct, because
onduct as far as 1

'

Mr. Assef f Mr. Chairman, delegates, there has been
much question of when the first address was prepared.
It was my most unfortunate duty to be the first per-
son to prepare two addresses for a governor of the
state of Louisiana, and there were several threats
used also. We have a method. I see no reason to
include an address. It is a powerful political
weapon, and it has been used exactly as that. I

was asked by the governor, since I directed the
council, to prepare the address. This was the rea-
son he gave me, that he was elected by the people
of the state of Louisiana, and he had a mandate.
Therefore, those members of the highway department
were appointed. They were not there with a mandate
from the people, and consequently they were addressed
out of office on the same day, the same day. The
same thing was tried in 1960, and it was used sev-
eral times as a threat, and the members resigned
rather than face an address out of office for which
there was no reason and have their character and
everything else besmirched. Maybe there's a little
penalty for removing it, but there are other methods
including impeachment, and I urge you to support
the amendment to delete this from the constitution.
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Reading of the Sect

Mr. Poynter Sectic
by the previous amer
Section 25.

Removal by suit,
of suit. Section 26

Jment to non

Officers subject

offi

ed to be Section 25.
. „. rated in Paragraph A of Sec-

tion 24 of this article, the legislature shall by
general law provide for the removal by suit of any
state, district, parochial, ward or mur ' '

"'
cer except the governor, lieutenant gov

judges of the courts of record.

Explanation

Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates to the c

vention. Section 25 pertains to removal of publ
officers by suit. At the present time, Article
Section 6 and 7 of ousection D ana / or our preseni constitution itemize
in great detail the removal by suit.

The intention of Section 25 as proposed to you
sets forth that there will be a method for removal
by suit, but the mechanics and the detail and the
itemization is left strictly to the legislature to

-he true detai 1 . __
request- that Section 25 be

the leg i slat
tution it pr

that the lee

Mr. C asey Mr. Stinson,
not specifically containe
mean that we have el imi na

interpretation would be.
cial process, the appeal
main with the defendant,

Mr. Stinson But if you
moval, are you sure that
of the person that's beir

Casey

sent constituti

Mr. C asey It

the present consti
<ow you don ' t say

; fact that appeal is
in Section 25 does not
J it as far as my humble
think under the judi-
'tainly does rest or re-
sever might be accused.

jvide for suit for re-
<es care of the appeal
•emoved?

B best answer I can give
/ou are not sure, I would
ion if you submitted an

led but not in these words,
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/ery much itemized as to
flber of days and things

here for the appo
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Also, in that article i

rnor may remove them at h

ourse all of this is spec
vou is that do you thin

Questi on

'. Casey, in the Executive De|

.'s going to reach this floor
opefully, there are provisioi
ointment of certain departmei

provides that the gov-
5 pleasure. And of
lative, but my question
that under this partic-

tide the legislature could enact
emove an appointedtion whereby if they wanted t

department head, they could unde
stitute action to do so and they
rely upon the wishes of the gove

egis-

%ey_ We'

removal by suit f

sole discretion w

under the executi
mere fact that

would certainly hope that the
his provision could provide for
any public officer in that that

Id not be left to the governor
article to do it himself. The

as made the appointment does not

remova 1

So 1

or appt ted that h

suit in our judicia
would read both of
and the article und

e should be the or

Id think that whet
jld be

ices s

.

ly one tc effect tl

operly remo

rti cl es together

ed by
hink h

This

Mr. Poynter Amendment No.
page 12 at the end of line 5

word "subject" delete the "s
At the beginni ng of "

the word "ment of s

suit in the title.

[by Mr. Casev] , on
mmediately after the
icolon; commencetne semicolon; commence -.

ne 6 delete the portion of
," deletes commencement of

.-.. . 1.0 acj II.. CI. oilman and delegates, this is

strictly a technical amendment. The staff felt
that inasmuch as the legislature shall provide for
the method of removal by suit, that technically you
did not need the words in the title "commencement

That's this amendment does.

nt adopted without objoc

Questions

Mr. Casey, I noticed yo

would think most states

through some judicial p
available to the people
that this public offici

lestly answer that, but I

would have this procedure.
ifficial ought to be removed
•ocess and that should be
of whatever state it is

il would be serving.

^oynte

One

Reading of the Secti

Section 27, the legis
general law for the reca
district, parochial, war
cept judges of the court
at any recall election s

shall be reca lied.

Exp-

3f elf
Casey

propos
provision is contained i

today's constitution. T

words from today's const
"may", was changed to "s

was changed to "parochia
Request adoption of S

, recall.
lature shall provide by
11 by election of any state,
d or municipal officer ex-
s of record. The sole issue
hall be whether such officers

and delegates. Section 26
cted officials there. ..this
n Article IX, Section 9 of
here's a change of only two
itution. One is the word
hall", and the word "parish"

ection 26.

ignorant. I was n

question.
Why in the previous Section we excluded "judges

of the Court of Record," and this particular time,
we are excluding "judges of the Court of Record"
again? I mean, could you explain to me why? I'm
an attorney and maybe there are other delegates
around here that don't understand exactly why the
judges of the Court of Record cannot be recalled.

Do you follow my question?

Mr. Casey Wait, I'm trying to tie the two togethe
ffou"Td you repeat that?
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"The legislature shall provide by general law
for the recall by election of any state, district,
parochial, ward or municipal officer except judges
of the Court of Record. "

Now in section. .. the previous section, we excluded
lant governor and judges of

Why are we excluding governors...! mean judges?
I don't understand. Could you explain to me?

Mr. Casey In Section 26, it was felt that in a

suit by removal, the Judges of Record theoretically
could be hearing not really their own case, but
cases of judges of the same court. Also in 27,
judges were excepted because it was felt that this
matter would be handled under the judicial article
and that was my under. ..the intent of this that the It's just an amendment as was read to fix the tine
committee on judiciary would specifically handle in which the legislature would take office.
this problem. I found that when I was elected the duties began

" I think you will find that if the
Henry Justice Tate has a question and I be- legislature can take office at the same time the

lieve he can resolve this. He's an expert on judi- governor takes office, which will be prior to the
erstand. convening of the legislature, you will have a much

itial session of the legislature
it would provide that if a per-

ill a vacancy, they would take
h means they could take it imme-
gation of the returns.
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vention, I rise to oppose the amendment at this
time. I'm not against the concept and something
like this probably has to be done someplace in our
constitution.

The only point that I would like to make here,
I would hope or would think that this might be bet-
ter handled through a delegate proposal, properly
heard in committee, to determine if this is the
correct time when the legislature should take of-
fice. And I think it would be fine if Mr. Drew,
himself, submitted that delegate proposal so that
we can properly and intelligently handle this sub-
ject matter in committee. And if any change is

necessary after a proper consideration and hearing
in committee, I think we can make whatever changes
are necessary.

The other concern I have is, that it's something
that is sort of stuck in at the end of our Legisla-
tive Article and probably properly belongs under
maybe. Section 3, 4 or 5. So I am not against this
per se, but I think we should delay consideration
of it at this time and I would urge rejection.

Questions

tional Section be antagonistic to Act II of last
year convening this convention? Wouldn't that
shorten somebody's term?

Mr. Casey Mr. Willis, I have heard that argument
advanced in connection with the time of office and
you may be certainly correct. That's something that
I think would better address itself to a committee
hearing and consideration of a proposal of this...

Mr. Wi res, sir, I am in compl ete

Point of I nf orma t i on

Mr. Henry We w(
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suspension of the law, namely one year. Now Mr.
Perez will offer an amendment a little later to
simply take the language that we've already adopted,
take those various amendments and make them much
more concise. You have that in the amendment by
Mr. Perez, Mr. Flory, and myself on your desk. That
takes all the language, puts it together, boils it
down and I think gives you a workable instrument
there. But the right to suspend laws is something
the legislature must have. There are eventualities
that arise where we need to act, we need to post-
pone something, we need to delay it. This happened
with the lead paint poisoning bill this last year
There was certainly an argument put forth this year
with regard to suspending the effect of the Super
Board Bill. And while we did not act on that, that
certainly should be a prerogative that we might want
to have to delay the final going into effect of
something of that nature. We need this authority.
Let us have this check over the Executive Branch.
So I urge the rejection of the Triche amendment.

Quest

Nunez Mr. Jenkins, I tried to fc

lat the right to suspend lav
!r to the legislature. Nati

yoi

tional power t

in the hands of the legislat
or the amending process. Do you recall last sessior
where we passed, I think it was the Severance Tax
or the gas rebate and subsequent to that or conse-
quent of it we had to suspend the law because of
several provisions affecting several companies?
That cost the state about four or five million dol-
lars. They are still in suspension. Now those
were executive suspensions. Naturally the legisla-
ture did it, so I don't quite follow your arguments
that this gives the power to the legislature and
not to the Executive Department because those were
their suspensions. Those suspensions were at the

ecuti

Mr.
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ical subdivision." I'm just saying this as long as ramifications, but the other delegates have not.
my name appears there, I want to say that in con-
nection with that that I think there would rise Wr. Henry Mr. Flory, in all probability, of course
questions having this sort of a detailed definition you're just asking me what I think, yes sir, I think
which does not, for instance, include trusts. It probably you're right. Because while everybody wants
doesn't include a number of other entities that are to serve in the convention, everybody doesn't want
considered persons for purposes of local and special to work on Saturday afternoon and we've got a short
laws. Now I'm open for questions because I can... House. Since they have imposed the imposition on
Okay, Mr. O'Neill... us, perhaps it would be better if we took it up next

week, but I would hope that in the future when we
Mr. Hpnrv Waif nnw. .Justice Tate. I'm the one have to work here on Saturdays or Sundays or what-

5le for questions and Mr. ever the case might be, that those delegates who
vould be number one. wanted to serve will continue to work with us.

Questions Personal Privilege

Mr. Tobias Judge Tate, in other words you do not Mr. Perez I wanted to suggest at the proper time,
believe the definition of person is needed? In that it might be a better procedure to reject this
other words the last sentence is not needed in this entire article and request the Committee on Legisla-
section? tive to reconsider the matter so we could go ahead

and adopt the entire proposal other than this arti-
Mr. Tate I would think it is not needed unless, cle. At a later time we could take up and consider
as I understand Mr. Perez has substantial reasons this particular section under a new proposal which
or substantive reasons to say that it shouldn't in- it may submit, or some other committee may submit,
elude a political subdivision. If that is the 1

tent of the local and special law provision, I t

it should be included to say that the person doe
Dliti

Mr. Tobias Do you know of any case or law that
says that a political subdivision would be a per-

Mr. Henry Well, Mr. Perez, of course you can make
whatever motion that you desire and we'll dispose of
it with the people that we have here. But in view
of the short House that we have, we're going to have
tn dn snmethinQ nnp wnv nr the nthpr.

Mr. Tate I really didn't think there were any, Mr. Abraham Well, while I'm not disagreeing with
but there are, apparently Mr. Anzalone told me there what ' s been said and deferring action on this and
were. things like this, but for the sake of the record

and for the future, I think that, by golly, whether
Mr. E. J. Landry Judge Tate, since your name is we have a short House or not if these people don't
on the proposal or the amendment, does a sentence want to stay here and work and there are some of
have to be that long to explain something? Does them who are wanting to work and can get some thing;
it really have to be that long? passed, I think we ought to go ahead and pass them

and don't worry about whether these people who aren'
Mr. Tate It probably does not. Professor Landry, here have had time to read what is being presented,
and possibly it could be broken into shorter sen- I agree with doing what we're doing today, but I

tences as a matter of style and drafting. This pro- - think that in the future and for the record, we
posal resulted from a great deal of informed input ought to consider this,
adding and subtracting things and trying to get away
from what is it, two pages in the present constitu- Mr. Henry Mr. Abraham, I want you to know that
tion, a listing of kinds of local and special laws the Chair agrees completely with what you're saying
that may not be only one page. but I'm afraid we're to the point now where it wouli

be difficult, if not impossible, to get 67 votes if
Mr. E. J. Landry There is so much included... there are some people who are not in favor of this

to even adoot the section.

[notion to adjourn to 9:30 o'clock a.i
Mr. E. J. Landry There is so much included in that Wednesday , August 1, 1973. Record vc

sentence. By the time you get through with it you ordered. Motion adopted: 78-4. Adjc
...Really and truly, I just wonder if a sentence ment to 9:30 o'clock a.m., Wednesday,
has to be that long to make the meaning understood? August l, 1973.']

Mr. Tate I have to agree with you that any sen-
tence longer than 17 words, someone said, the mind
boggles before you get to the end of it.

E. J. Landry

the other
this for two pages of detailed details, if the con-
vention wishes. We're substituting this for two
pages of very detailed illustrations.

Mr. E. J. Landry I'm wondering about the people
who have to try to understand this. I mean, I know
the lawyers will understand it, but how about peo-
ple like me and others who can hardly read?

Point of Information

Mr. Flory Wouldn't it be much wiser if we delayed
the consideration of this section until Wednesday
in view of a short House, and the real seriousness
of the provision that we have under consideration?
We're talking about the vital functions of the wholi
state in this one section, really, and I just think
with a Short House we ought to at least delay it ant
have time to read what was presented here and to
study it. They've had time to study it and its
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that generally, at least my feeling would be, that

you should not restrict the legislature anymore th

is necessary to correct or prevent abuses that may
have happened. And these are ones that apparently " """ ''""' ""•-

the legislature was faced with problems on over the
^ Conrov Yes

years and that this particular listing was felt
Lonroy

dealt with the problem. „^ uiiiic uoi

Mr. Duval Don't you think that there are an in-

finite number of situations that you could put here
though? I can think of several right now that are
not listed here that are special or local in nature

Mr. Conroy That is correct. The only responsein,<nluinn th(i u/hnip cnprfriim nr whflt ran romp in —=-r 7~.—^ .. "L ^

.

r. Conroy, Mr. Duval's question
id you mean to strike out. Paragraph
ve D as A?

Mr. Willis Well, then my next question
prompted by the first, then similar to ^

is that what is not listed is permitted,
correc t?

ng the whole spectrum of
at the legislature can do
n relationship.

Conroy If you think of any that ar

^ ^. , . , . . ^.^ .„, ,„„,,.„ „ after that Mr. Willis, is that those of us who are
lat the legislature can do, the whole spectrum

„(,,king on this felt it better to present the speci-
of human relationship. ^^^ listing now, those who feel that in addition

to that, there should be a general prohibition we
think that that would be the better subject of a

them both. We debated up here as to whether we
should put it all before and divide the question
or take this procedure. But we felt this would beParagraph 5 ,

do you use the words "assessor or collector of
taxes" why not. ..why shouldn't that section apply r

to all public officials? "^ „
ibled

.

]
Mr. Conroy The only answer 1 can give you to that
Mr. Singletary, is that those are the phrases used
in the present constitution.

Mr. Singletary I would like to ask you one other
question then, the very last sentence, except as ^^ ^^^ ^j,^ following: The legislature shal
otherwise provided in this constitution. Does that ^directly enact special or local laws by t... _.
just modify Paragraph 8 or does that..: ^.^, ^^p^^, ^^ ^ general law.

Mr. Drew, did you want to make this a separate
"I"- Conroy Yes. paragraph designating it as "B".

Poyn ter Amendment proposed by Mr. Drew.
Amendment i^o 1. On page 6, between lines 25 ar

modify then al

)f the sections, all of the paragraphs?

iroy This question comes up from time to

^r. Drew Mr. Clerk, I initially had that drawn
that way and then I did not know what was going to
happen to the first part. I think if we could des-
ignate it as Paragraph B, it would be better.

time in this convention and f

that is always understood that one provision of a „^ Poynter Thank you, sir.
constitution is not going to override another one. ^

When you have a specific dealing with a subject in .

Explanation
the constitution that is going to take precendence
over a general statement elsewhere in a constitu-

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
ti°"- the convention, under Section 5, Article IV of th

,, ,, , ^.,, . ,^ present constitution we have another prohibition
Mr. Singletary Well, I still don t... ^j,^^^ ^^^^^ „j^g legislature shall not indirectly

, , J , . . enact special or local laws by the partial repeal^ Conroy n other words, I am saying do you ^^ ^ general law. But laws repealing local or*"--- you could start off every Section '"the special laws may be passed." Now I have deleted
constitution with the phrase "except as othe
provided in this constitution" and it wouldn't
ly add anything.

the second sentence because this is an inherent
right, to repeal laws that the legislature passes.
I think the first sentence is very necessary as a

Mr. Singletary Well, why did you add it to Para- Section a' whUh' was' j us t°Idop?ed^ ' Whar^hiTwou ) d
graph 8 if it doesn t add anything?

^^^ ^^^^^ prohibit the legislature from passing a

„ . . . ,
,. I J H I, A^ , general law, coming right back and repealing it ex-

"'•. Conroy Again, as I said, I didn t add it.
^ insofar as it applied to an individual or a

This IS just picking up the anguage from the pres-
^^ individuals. So what it does, it prohibits

ent constitution. No attempt to edit, just regroup ^^^ legislature from coming the back door with some-
it.

IS purely tecr

ig they couldn't come in the front
/e for the adoption of the

jestiIn the fourth word from the end of tl'

graph, I noticed in the present constitution that

;' ^\P^"!;'?, ?^^"""-
"i^l f5""!..'

'"'°" '° "^^
Mr. Champagne As the amendment was originally

lete the "s" from the word effect . proposed it was to be part of what the committee
„ - ., , 1 ., J , »„f,ii proposed. Now would this be. ..are you proposing t
"'• Conroy No, I would dare say. it is total y eliminate what has iust been adopted?

itentional. I think it is typographi
think it should be "effects" if that is what is

eliminate what has just been adopted:

s no effect on what was
the present constitution. If there is no objection, just adopted. This is in addition thereto. M
can we make this technical amendme Champagne. I think this is very necessary and I

pe you will see fit to adopt it. Thank you.
Hr. Poynter Where are you, Mr. Conroy? I am sor-

'^^ [_Amendment adopted wichoae objection.]

3 , next to last Amendment

... r ., • • 1 Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Avanc]. Page
.prescribing the effects of judicial

e. line H

.

at the end of the line add the follow-
ing:

C. Any law enacted by the legislature defining
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a crime shall be of uniform application throughout
i ng land. I'm talking about the crime of criminal

the state. trespass. In certain parishes, if you're in a boat
on a navigable stream and you get out on the bank

Explanation you will commit-a criminal trespass. In other par-
ishes, if you do the same thing you don't commit

Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this jny crime. In certain parishes there has to be a

is a simple amendment. It simply says that if the fence. In other parishes there doesn't have to be
legislature enacts a statute defining a crime, or a fence. In certain parishes it has to be posted
making certain conduct a crime that that statute in a certain manner. In other parishes it could be
shall be of uniform application throughout the posted in a different manner. In some places a

state. Now, for those of you who might think that simple painting of a line through the woods is suf-
the language in the amendment that you just adopted, ficient. And if this Is going to be a matter on
which says "The legislature shall enact no local or which the legislature is going to act and pass a

special law concerning any civil or criminal ac- state law defining a state crime, I respectfully
tion," would cover this, I just want to point out submit to all of the delegates, it should be of
to you that that language is In the present consti- uniform application throughout the state or else th<

tution and in spite of that language, the legisla- legislature should get out of the field and leave
ture has adopted statutes defining crime which vary ij jp to local governing bodies,
from parish to parish throughout the state. Where
certain conduct In a certain parish will be a crime Further Discussion
whereby state law in another parish it wouldn't be

a crime. So the purpose of this amendment is to Mr. Ray burn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

make it abundantly clear that if the legislature, still haVen't received a copy of the amendments,
by statute, makes certain conduct a crime and at- b^t before we take action on this amendment I would
tempts to define that conduct, that that statute jj^t like to say that I think this is a real bad
will be of uniform application throughout the state amendment. I know now in some areas and in some
of Louisiana and will not vary depending upon what parishes they want to have a trespass law with no
parish you might be in. fence by marking the trees, but in others they

don't. So to say here that it's got to be applica-
Questions ble to every section of this state whether or not

you want It, I think, is real, real bad. We talk
Mr. Roy Mr. Avant, I'm very much for your amend- about local government, we talk about home rule,

, this would not pre- t^e way we've been operating in the past is home
illties from enacting rule. If you've gc

....
- own problems in that ^ trespass law and

they have it that i.

an area that doesn'
3t. If the police „ant to be saddled
; local governing tution that would say th
1 conduct a crime In would have to be saddled with the provisions ot in
?ld in which they are act whether they want it or not. And let me say
jldn't affect that at here and now to all you people in the metropolitan
itate law defining a area that's got children and grandchildren that li

3f uniform application jg (-ome over in my section and shoot a rabbit or

a squirrel, if you allow this to happen they may n

be able to do that in a year or two. The larger
jld happen in a given part of the land in my area owned by just a few
Some areas you post people or one or two corporations and I don't want
ners throughout the to see something happen in this constitution that
in order to post it. „iii say If you've got a hunting club in Tallulah
»? Would everybody and those people want to have tiiat hunting club an

have to have a uniform... they want to mark those trees and keep people off,
I'm for letting them do it. But don't saddle me
down in my section where my people may not want it

I think, Mr. Avant, that your amendment tends to d

that. I may be wrong, I still haven't received a

copy of it, I just got. .. somebody gave me one, I

haven't had a chance to read it. But I think you
better look at this long and hard before you vote

Mil- Av^arJ
then egi s

state 1 aw
ing autho
the vario
the vario

ment
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: will be permissable? What we are talking about !lll^_WilILs Mr. Stinson, it appears that «

; a state crime, a state act defining a crime in very transparent to me is not translucent,
ifferent manners in different parishes. Not local it a fact that the legislature could classi
)vernment defining things in different manners in lands and prescribe the procedures and the
fferent localities. ment and be uniform throughout the state?

-. Rayburn Well you have a state law now relative Mr. Stinson Yes sir, that's right.

Mr. Willis Then we would have uniform la»
to
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because it says defining a crime, if they pass it inal trespass in St. John the Baptist Parish, crim-
en to a city or parish, that may not be constitj- inal trespass in Jefferson Parish, criminal trespass
tional for them to try to circumvent it. But even in Caddo Parish. Then there are another group of
if they did, remember state laws can be felonies, parishes such as Union, is one, where they said well
very severe penalties. Parish ordinances and city we're not going to get into it in this parish,
ordinances are not even misdemeanors. They are We're going to let the police jury define it in this
parish and city ordinances in a very limited penal- parish. The point that I am trying to make, I care
ty. What goes in the constitution in our clause not whether they leave it up to local government,
you know is a pretty permanent thing. People don't There are many things as you travel from one part
pass constitutions any amendments much anymore, and of this state to the other that as a citizen, you
that's one reason we're here. So, you think a long know, are governed by local ordinances. And you
time before you put something like this in the con- know before you go into the parish of East Baton
stitution that's liable to let pornography run wild Rouge and open a meat market that you have to com-
or get declared unconstitutional this day or the ply with local ordinances. You know if you are go-
other. I feel confident if you defeat this the ing to go into the city of NewOrleans and build a

legislature, with the Supreme Court decision, will swimming pool in your yard, you've got to comply
pass proper laws so that we can do all we can to with local ordinances. But you have a right to

stop pornographic books and that. Thank you very expect that a state crime, defined by the legisla-
much and I suggest you defeat it. ture, for which you can be prosecuted in a State

District Court will be uniform all over the state,
Mr. Kilbourne Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, and not that if you go into one parish the crime
this is really a simple matter in my opinion. What of theft shall consist of a certain thing whereas
Mr. Avant is driving at, primarily, is the trespass if you go into another parish it is something else.
laws, as he has said. And the way that has been if the legislature can do this in respect to the
done in the past, it is somewhat of a problem. I've field of criminal trespass, they can do it with any
dealt with it quite often when I was district at- crime. Any crime. We are a highly mobile popula-
torney because in the Criminal Code they define, tion. The people of this state journey all over
there is a specific article that defines criminal the state every day and they have a right to expect
trespass. But then they go on and they've got that the criminal law of this state, now I'm not
several amendments or several sections to that arti- talking about the criminal law of the city of Opel-
cle which would define criminal trespass or seek to ousas or the criminal law of the parish of Jefferson
define it in Jefferson Parish, for instance, another Davis as enacted by those duly constituted ordin-
section which would define it in Bossier Parish, ances. But I'm talking about state law. The laws
and so on. And it's very confusing and I thoroughly of the state of Louisiana. So when you come into
agree that a criminal law should have uniform ap- court the charge reads "The State of Louisiana vs.

plication throughout the state. Now to answer to Joe Blow". It should be the same and uniform all

that, the problem that Mr. Jack and Mr. Stinson over the state of Louisiana. I have no more to
have raised is for the legislature to delegate this say.
authority to the police juries. And as far as

trespass is concerned, the legislature has done Questions
that. You may have a different trespass law in say

all 64 parishes, but that is what. ..you have differ- Mr. Lanie r Mr. Avant, I am concerned about your
ent problems in different localities and it should opinion as to what effect this proposal would have
be handled on a local basis. The legislature, I on some of our wildlife laws, like on shrimping, for
suppose, got tired of fooling with it and finally example. You have different rules for inside
in about 1969 or '70 they did pass an act which shrimping and outside shrimping. You also have dif-
allows the police juries to enact ordinances which ferent rules on things like dove seasons or duck
define trespass in those parishes. I think that's seasons and where you can get what different types
the way it ought to be and as far as the laws on of things. Is this intended to affect that type
pornography, I think that would be a good idea too, of a law?
because if the legislature is going to define, seek
to define pornography all over the state, it might Mr. Avant No sir. That doesn't have any effect
not suit people in one section and it might want
something else. I think Mr. Avant's amendment is

a good amendment and I suggest that it be passed.

Closing

Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

certainly agree with Mr. Kilbourne that this is

an area in which the legislature cannot pass a uni-
form statute, uniformly applicable all over the
state of Louisiana. Then they should withdraw from
that particular field and leave it up to local gov-
ernment as they have done in many other instances
such as closing laws, speed limits on city streets,
and a hundred other instances that I could cite to

you. But I want to read to you, and in five minutes
I couldn't read you this 15 pages of very small
print, so I'm just going to summarize for you cer-
tain provisions of the Louisiana Criminal Code.
That's the criminal code which defines crimes in

this state from murder, to rape, to burglary, to a picket with a sign...
arson, to any other thing that the legislature has
made a crime under state law. It starts out first, Mr. Avant It would be anybody who commits a cr

"Criminal trespass, except in the parishes of Alle
Assumption, Beauregard, Grant, LaSalle, Livingston
St. Helena, Vernon, Winn and Sabine is the follow-
ing..." Then they go over and they have many many
minute details as to what that crime consists of.
Then they make a s.pecial provision for Jefferson
Davis Parish. That crime is defined differently i

that parish, than criminal trespass in Bossier Par
ish. Criminal trespass in Terrebonne Parish, criii

on
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25 both inclusive in their entirety, and we need to are the papers going to say? What are the people
add, and to strike out the floor amendments which going to say?
have been adopted today by Mr. Conroy, Mr. Drew, We have written it in the constitution.
and now Mr. Avant. Now I think that we ought to be able to allow

the adjournment sine die with a majority of the
Explanation legislature, because if we cannot get a two-thirds

majority on any bill, we are wasting our time. I

Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates, I'm not sure just ask you that because when I get through with
that anybody really needs a copy of the amendment this, if the chairman will let me, I'm going to
to properly understand it. A mere explanation would ask that we take from the table that particular
indicate that it's quite obvious and the intention section so we can change it.
of my amendment is to delete Section 12 in its If this stated two-thirds of those present and
entirety, at this time. Of course that's all we voting, that would be alright. But it says two-
can do at this time, but the intention is this, that thirds of the elected members which means that if
it's such a complicated area and even the great it's the Senate, you've got to have at least 26,
legal minds in this convention differ, in all hon- and the House, you've got to have at least seventy
esty, as to the proper method of handling this before you can adjourn.
problem. The intention would be that either the If you have a short House, or you have a short
Legislative Committee or individual delegates sub- Senate, you ire going to be in trouble and we are
mit delegate or committee proposals in order to going to be spending about ten thousand dollars a

properly resolve this problem after proper committee day of the taxpayers money...
thi

Jblem in its relation to two other proposals Mr. Henry Now, Senator, Senator
ie convention. First of all, the Committee on not debatable

Local and ParocI'
solve some of th

, . _

;n't made it yet, I'm just...

Well , it looks like you ar
iterest of fairness, I think
; so don't over-state your

that's the only point I want

jroper
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, you mean by economic interest? In other words, does
why I think it is wise to put this particular pro- ^^^^ ^^^^ ^j,^^ g^g^^ legislator has to give a full
vision back into the constitution. Let the people report of how he earns his living, or if he's in
know that you really have good intentions of serving different types of businesses. Or is that just with
them. That you are going to be honest and above reference to his income?
board in your doing? Now maybe some of you have

j^ other words, just what do you mean by econom-
so much that you don't want to divulge. That s why, .^ interest? It's such a general, far-reaching ex-
maybe why you don't want to hear me, but I m a pression
preacher and many people don't want to hear the gos-
pel. But nevertheless I preach it anyway. But I „^_ Landrum A full disclosure, Mr. Burns, a full
think it should be in the constitution. Certainly disclosure
it will not hurt for it to be in the constitution.

If it was wise back in 1921 when the confidence Further Discussion
was far greater than what it is today, then I would
think that it would be wise to put it in now to Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates. It's cer-
help to restore that dwindling confidence in our tainly difficult to argue against what might appear
government. This is our government and we've got ^^ [,g motherhood and what is certainly possibly a
to do everything in our power to keep the people motherhood amendment to the legislative article,
loving our system of government. g^^ ] .^^^^ submit to you that it would do well

And they are getting to the point where they are ^^^ g^^^, delegate first to refer back to Section 8,
so disenchanted with elected officials that they Conflict of Interest, which we have already adopted
won't even take the time out to vote. Then anybody .^ ^^^.^ convention as the Conflict of Interest Art-
could be president, governor, legislator or any .^.^g pertaining to the legislative office which re-
other position. quires the legislature to enact a code of ethics

Thank you. prohibiting conflict between public duty and private
interest of the members of the legislature.

It was intended by the committee, and I would
hope by the delegates to this convention that all

matters pertaining to the ethics and conduct of
public of f icial s . . .of the members of the legisla-
ture, would be covered in Section 8 and I submit
to you that the legislature itself would have the
authority to make the requirement that is being
proposed in this amendment.

The Committee on the Legislature discussed the
ethics area and the conflict of interest area, I

think at length and thoroughly. If you would also
refer to Article III Section 29 and 30 of today's

, . ^ . „ u r »,. 1 constitution, you will note that today's constitu-
nave a copy of it and it says members of the legis- ^^^^ ^j^g^ contain certain specifics pertaining to
lature only." I thought that since in the spirit ^^g personal interest that legislators have in bills
of I know you are tal ki ng . . . you are looking for all ^^ ^^^g ^^^g ^^^ j^^^jg ^f ^^^jg^ ^„^ conduct of that
the sinners, not just one or two. type. It was intended by the committee on the leg-

islature not to in any way have in our constitution
i-i'^<irum Right. ^n itemization of specifics or matters affecting

specific conduct of legislators. This is a matter
of general nature, it should be set forth in stat-
utes and the regulation of the conduct of individ-
ual legislators could be more thoroughly and proper-
ly contained in statutory material. We are certain-
ly concerned, for instance, about what is the def-
inition of economic interest. We don't know that,
and I think would instigate, certainly a certain

-et that particu-

t I think it
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Further Discussion

Mr. Schmitt This is one of the few times

ere the insurance company invests say on the stock
rket which covers any and everything that the
gislature ever votes on regardless of the subject

i n that particular bill?

.
, ^

,^^" Mr. Schmitt No. The amendment itself states that
I have come before the convention to speak and I this statement shall be filed annually. As an ex-
feel this is one of grave importance. ample, if a person owns some stock in a certain cor-

There has been some issue as to whether or not poration, he would have to divulge which corpora-
the term economic interests would instill litigation tjo^^ ^e owns stocks in. If he owns land, he would
in the State of Louisiana. have to divulge where the land is located, how much

I'd just like to suggest to you that the passage ,jnd ^e owns, what is the fair market value of that
of any parts of a new cons ti tuti on . . . or a total new land.
constitution will definitely be the hallmark of many Lgj.j i^ j^e cards on the table.
...much litigation for the next 25, or 30, 40 or
50 years. Some sections of our present constitution Mr. Guidry When you say economic interest. Would
which were adopted in 1921 haven't even been rulr--

—
^ ' -

'' -
-

on up to the present time.
The purpose of this amendment is a very honor,

purpose. I believe what it does requires those \

represent various interest groups to make those
facts known to those whom they represent.

Now, there will be many objections to this and m^. Schmitt I

the primary objections would be to those who wou'"
'

feel that they have something to lose by the adop- amendment says
tion of this amendment. I feel that a Senator o-
Representati ve who claims to represent the poor
people, should be able to have these facts bared
that others can examine them and see whether or
their real economic interest is with the poor people Mr. Schmitt Well, what's the matter with y
or whether they have got millions and millions of ^„g to j^y ^ow much life insurance you have
dollars worth of property in oil or in some other don't see anything wrong with that at all.
type of area

.

— —
And I also feel that someone who claims to re

resent some particular type of business should h

these facts brought before the people because he

doesn't really represent that interest. Perhaps
represents the poor people. Mr. Schmitt Maybe this can di

But I don't believe that the people of the state are worth and that might be one of the thing
have anything to lose by the adoption of Reverend people would take into considerat"
Landrum's amendment. My father is a state repre- „qi yg^ represent their interest,
sentative. I'm sure he has nothing to fear by the
disclosure of what his economic interests are. An

I'm sure that all the legislators. Senators or Rep
resentatives here have nothing to fear, either.

I would suggest to you that this will be one of
the greatest steps forward that the State of Louis
ana can make. This will be one particular proposa
or one amendment which will cause the legislators
to be more responsive to their people. The people

on
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Reading of the Resolution Senate. It's the provision which now controls our
legislative body in the state of Louisiana. I made

Mr. Poynter The first resolution is Committee f
fewchanges to conform to the language_ f r"-" =

by Delegate Stovall which was legislative body to a convention body. Additionally

reported'withamendments. which amendments were ' took out the provision with regard to a photograp^

adopted by this convention on July 20, 1973, and and I took out the provision with regard to putting

has been reprinted, and is in your book in the same "P t^^e '^n dollars. Additionally, the only major

color now, but it is reprinted. You'll find that change which I consider of any significance is the

"reprinted as engrossed" should be at the top of ^^^^ '^'^t I took out the provision which calls for

the copy. A resolution, amended by Delegate Stov- ^ five hundred dollar fine in the proposal

amen Rule 40 of the standing rules of the "°w enacted into the law in the state legislature

convention, to clarify the requirement that eaci The reason for that, to me, is obvi

ittee proposal shall bear the signature of a
don't believe that we have the authority under law

-ity of the members of the committee. to impose that kind of sanction. What this provi-
sion does, though, is to require lobbyists to reg-

Exolanation ister, and if they register it will be kept by the
Clerk for the inspection by the public. I submit

itnvall Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of to you that abuses of that would be readily known

al procedural matters ^^ the delegates of this convention. Your weapon

that we might deal with ^" that regard would be the microphone. There was
some controversy about the words used so far as
definition of who is a lobbyist, and specifically,

piy changes the'word 't defines any person who engages himself for pay

aning here is that °'" any other consideration. Gentlemen, that's the
exact same language which is now in effect in the
House of Representatives and the state Senate. I

cannot see. ..I think it's a workable solution. Ex-

the 1
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Amendment Mr. Roemer Well, I agree with that. I don't
think we could adopt any letter perfect. I thinn,..^.... ,.,() stovall, Amendment that the rules that we have been under have been

1, page 1, delete lines 13 through 24,
live. This goes to the actual engrossed
:h is on your desk. ..in their entirety ar

'estrictive quite frankly. I just wish that we
i come up with an amendment that differentiated

uestions because
in lieu thereof the following: "Rule No. 30. turn your example around. If I wanted to defeat
Limits on Debate. Delegates shall not speak more something, I would make sure that we had a list c

than once nor more than 5 minutes to the same ques- questions that use up all the ten minutes at the
tion without leave of the convention, except that initial opening statement and give him no time at
the mover, proposer or introducer of the matter ai] to close.
pending and/or his designees shall be permitted
to speak for a total of not more than ten minutes Mr. Rayburn Well, that would be up to him, and
for purposes of opening and closing. The mover, if he realized what you were doing I think most c

proposer, or introducer shall not be recognized to them around here would know that. He wouldn't hi
close until every delegate choosing to speak has to yield.
spoken except when the previous question or the
previous question on. the entire subject matter has Mr. Roemer Well, would you go with me in offeri

3d , '

jnetheless, to close. stopwatch so he can keep up with where he stands.

got one that keeps
B that I'm up here a

Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, they don't want to listen at me, I want to sit
these amendments simply say that the person who
handling the particular proposition shall have a

total of ten minutes, or a period not to exceed
In other words, if he desires to take your amendment you say'"without leave of
ites in his opening remarks, he can't vention". Suppose a man was presenting

avcuversevenminutestoclose. ItfurtI— -

ides that no one else can have only five n

think that this has worked real well in t

few days. I think that we've made progress, and means for doing that
the only thing it does over and above the rules that
we have been temporarily working under, it does al- Mr. Rayburn That i

low the person, who is the prime mover, a limit not the rules, as in the
to exceed ten minutes, if he so desires to use that the present rules, t

stoi
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idue time

what you

about the question period. I just wondered if it

might not be possible that we could go on to the
next resolution. If we can just lay this one asi

fifteen mi

Mr. Roemer

re going to have
'or questions and
twenty minutes.

time being, Mr. Chai

Amendments

Mr. Poynter
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in the art of politics. Would it give us a better
s a very good amendment

Jackson Thank you, sir.
Mr. Roemer No question about it. I've fou
self being guilty of coming to this microphone when Further Discuss
really all I wanted to do was ask a question of the
first speaker. I was denied
rules and so I had to come up

three or four minutes. I think we ca
that. The heart of this issue is the

Fel low delegates, I want to

Mr
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-ther Discuss

^ . ^ . , u .1, initial suggestion that we have a legislative ses-
5 to bring out a point maybe the ^^^^ j,.^^^ legislative days in eighty days. Then

I really think the proponent has ^^ ^^^ ,-„jg ^,,5 debate on the split session and I

ne opponent. ^^^ 3 proponent of the split session, but we went
. .

f
.

f
all around by Aunt Mary's house and after four days

n only asking for a point of intor- ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^. ^^^ adopted another amendment sponsored
f. When I ask a question 1

want
j,^ ^^^ Rayburn which required a sixty legislative

lappening. ^^^ session in eighty-five days. I submit to you
that it's open to serious question whether the

^° "°- four days that were spent on this thing were worth
it when obviously there had been or must have been
a clear majority at the beginning which remained
more or less constant until the end and agreed
on sixty legislative in eighty or eighty-five
days. This is the kind of situation that it

hoped this rule change would prevent as we con-
sider other articles. One final point that I

' wanted to make is the proponents of the Execu-
tive Article could easily achieve the same ob-
jective by having their proposal recommitted and
going back and where they have five A through L,

just giving them a section number, but they'd wind
up with fifty sections maybe where they have twenty
and it would be poor drafting. This is just a me-
chanical way to permit the will of the clear major-
ity of the convention to be performed and to avoid,
I think, undue delay in our deliberations. Although
I think we ought to deliberate until everybody
thoroughly understands something. Once everybody
does thoroughly understand it and once the majority
has spoke, even though I may not be in that majority

tabled. Previous Question ordered on the which I haven't been in too many so far, then I

Resolution. Resolution adopted: 103-0. ^(,^nk that that's what it's all about and let's
Motion to reconsider tabled.] ggj on „ i ^ f, Q^r business.

Reading of the Resolution Questions

Mr. Poynter The next resolution is Delegate Reso-
f^^ Tobias Mr. Burson, you used the word para-

lution No. 29, introduced by Delegate Burson.
A resolution to amend Rule 4b and Rule 81 of

the standing rules of the convention to provide fi

adoption of proposals by section or paragraph.
This was amended too, and also was not reprinti

Copies of this resolution are being passed out at

this time.

Explanation

Mr. Burson I might say at the outset that the

1r.
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graph if acted upon separately the yeas and nays This has not really come into play up until now but
shall be entered in the journal and no proposal, I would like to propose a practical problem that
article, section or paragraph is acted upon sepa- might arise. Later on in our deliberations if we
rately shall be declared passed unless a majority do not have such a rule we could reach the end of
of all the delegates of the convention shall have our deliberations and somebody who was really dis-
voted in favor of the passage of the same." satisfied with something we had done early could

come in and propose and amendment, let's say to the
Mr. Henry Then it would require 67 votes for the section on education which really dealt with the
adoption sir. Are there other questions? section on the legislative which might have been

finally adopted by the convention already and unless
Mr. Burson I might poi'nt out that as I would read you have a requirement in the rules that amendments
that, that still doesn't mean you don't need h]_ be germane I don't see how you could prevent such
votes for passage of the whole section. an amendment from being offered especially since it

has been ruled by the Chair that amendments may
Mr. Henry Yes it does Mr. Burson. Have you com- propose entirely new sections. In other words, it's
pleted your remarks sir? feasible to me that under that ruling without a re-

quirement that amendments be germane that I could
Mr. Burson Yes sir. come in and offer a section doing what I wanted to

with regard to any article in the constitution in

^Resolation rejected: 40-65. Motion to December if we're still here and it looks like we
reconsider tabled.] will be SO I submit to you that this is a necessary

requ i s i te in our rules.
Reading of the Resolution

Mr. Poynter The next resolution is Delegate Res-
olution No. 30 introduced by Delegate Burson. A Mr. Dennery Mr. Burson, do ! understand that with-
resolution to amend Rule 46 of the standing rules out your amendment you believe the Chair would have
to require that amendments to proposals be germane. to reverse its prior ruling in connection with
Now this resolution was reported favorably by the amendments?
committee on the 26th of July and engrossed on the
27th. Since it has no amendments the Delegate Res- Mr. Burson No I don't understand that because I

olution 30 as you find it in the pink copy would believe the Chair's prior ruling was under the rules
be correct. as they exist at the present time.

Explanation Mr. Dennery No I'm talking about your resolution.
If your resolution without the amendment is adopted,

Mr. Burson If at first you don't succeed ... the your Delegate Resolution No. 30, which states that
resolution here is basically the simple proposition the amendment proposed must be germane to the sub-
that amendments have to be germane to the topic un- ject of the section or paragraph of the proposal,
der consideration which is a general rule in Mason '

s

Do you conceive that the Chair's previous ruling
Manual of Legislative Procedure , page 274 and 275 would now have to be changed?
is where the language used in the proposal comes
from. The purpose is self-evident that the objec- Mr. Burson I would think so. I think that would
tive of this rule would be to prevent amendments be...
which are not really germane or relevant to the
topic under consideration. Now, of course, to be Point of Information
germane does not mean that they have to agree. An
amendment may be germane even though it entirely ' Mr. Dennery May I ask a question of the Chair on
changes the effect of the motion or measure as long that? Well Mr. Burson's Delegate Resolution pro-
as it applies to the same subject. It simply seems vides that "every amendment proposed must be germane
to me that this was an oversight 'in the rules as to the subject of the section or paragraph of the
we had them adopted. Now, some delegates have ex- proposal to be amended." His amendment to his pro-
pressed concern to me that the language used in my posal says "and/or to the subject of the proposal
proposal did not permit of the proposal of amend- itself." My question is without the amendment if
ments to the subject of the proposal, that is new the proposal is adopted, will this change the prior
articles or new sections rather to articles. So ruling of the Chair about amendments?
I have prepared an amendment to this proposal which
I think would meet this objection. I don't know Mr. Henry 1 don't think the ruling of the Chair
if it has been passed out to you or not. would change in either event Mr. Dennery.

Amendment Mr. Derbes Jack, perhaps this is a question that
was just answered but take the Landrum situation

Mr. Henry Do we have the amendments? this morning where an entirely new section is pro-
posed but in the form of an amendment, your proposal

Mr. Poynter The amendment has been passed out, has no affect on that. Isn't that correct?
Delegate Burson.

Mr. Burson Not if the amendment were adopted I

Explanation think obviously then you could go ahead and do that.
Obviously if you adopt the amendment to the proposal

M r. Burson You will notice that the amendment and in the proposal itself, I don't think that sit-
would simply add at the end of line 14 after the uation would be affected at all. There were some
comma that the amendmen t ... "every amendment proposed people who felt that just the proposal alone might
must be germane to the subject of the section or have that effect and that was not my intent. My
paragraph of the proposal to be amended and/or to intent was simply to require that amendments be
the subject of the proposal itself." germane to the subject under consideration.

I would like to offer the amendments because I

do understand that some people are concerned about Mr. Derbes But if there indeed were no subject
i t

.

under cons ideration, that is no particular section
The purpose of the amendment would simply be to under consideration to which the amendment was in

make it crystal clear, although it certainly wasn't reference and if the amendment simply added a new
my intent to do otherwise that in accordance with section your proposal wouldn't affect that amend-
the ruling of the Chair which has been upheld by ment. Isn't that correct?
the convention that you could have floor amendments
proposing new sections to the proposal but they Mr. Burson In what sense?
would have to be germane to the proposal. They
would have to deal with the same subject matter. Mr. Derbes Suppose we adopted Sections 1, 2 and

[505]
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3 and then somebody came along and introduced Sec-
tion 4 as an amendment, your proposal wouldn't af-
fect the introduction of Section 4.

Mr. Burson It wo
adopt the amendmen
proposal itself."

Mr. Derbes Right

[P

it, not if we
he subject of V

hank yoi

evious Question ordered. Ainendmer
read and adopted: 85-13. Previoi
estion ordered on the Resolution,
solution adopted: 93-6. Motion
reconsider tabled.

'i

[Quorum Call: 99 deleyates present and a

quorum.]

Mr. Henry Now gentlemen and ladies, we're going
to get started on this Executive Article in a minuts
and just as soon as we read the first section we'll
call one of these little meetings down in front and
I think if we have a meeting, we might get through
with this article by five o'clock. I wo
say that •-' •- '---• •- ••-*'-
wiLn Liiib afLi(.ic uy fivt; u LIUL^. i wuuiu iiKt; lu

say that we've kept up with some statistics because
a lot of this is on television as you know and for
our own Grammy Awards and on the Legislative Arti-
cle we had several personal appearances. For in-
stance. Senator De Blieux appeared 48 times right
here who was the winner. Mr. Roy, who has been
sort of quiet for the last few hours, appeared only
40 times and then we had Representative Elmer Tappe
who appeared 27 times. Now, we're not going with
any success or failure on what happened when they
spoke but we'll be giving you these statistics from
time to time

.

Clerk. . .Why do you rise Mr. St

St 1 nson That was each day, wasi

Mr. Henry Nc just seemed liki

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

there were twelve members of the committee so we
could have worked 216 delegate days. I would like
to thank the committee members for their work be-
cause out of those 215 possible delegate days, there
were only 11 delegate days of absences and we had
therefore an attendance record of 95 percent and I

think that is remarkable and I would like to thank
the members of the committee publicly for their at-
tention to the duties assigned to them. In the
composition of the executive branch we have provided
for five state-wide elected officers on the theory
that that made for more orderly government for a

lack of what we have now that is a diffusion of
authority in the executive branch as presented by
a permissive eleven state-wide elected officers. I

might point out in passing that's the most state-
wide elected officers elected by any state in this
union. There are in other committee reports that
of the Committee on Judiciary which has some writing
about the attorney general which we will get to
later, but in the Education Department Article they
have provided for the election of a commissioner or
superintendent of education. In the Committee on
Natural Resources has provided for the election of
the commissioner of agriculture and I don't know
whether there was another one or not. Education,
Agr i cul ture . . . was there another one Mac, in another
committee report? Attorney General and the judi-
ciary. I guess that's it. It is the contention or
the belief of the members of the executive depart-
ment that the administrative power and responsibil-
ity of the state government ought to be concentrated
in as few executive officers as possible. It is
felt also that the provisions as to their powers
and duties of these five executive officers ought
to be placed in the constitution so that the legis-
lature at some future date could not name some other
state-wide state officials and thereby by crippling
degrees change or diminish the authority of the
chief executive in this state. In our research we
found that out of the 161 years of Louisiana state-
hood in 100 of those 161 years there have been seven
or fewer statewide elected officials. In the con-
stitution of 1921 two additional officers were
added. Those of commissioner of agriculture and
register of the state lands but that provision also
allowed those two officers to be merged into other
departments. In 1956 the legislature proposed a

constitutional amendment to make the insurance
commissioner and the custodian of voting machines
statewide elected officials. This was done as his-
tory will tell you because Governor Earl Long had
a falling out with Secretary of State Wade Martin
who would not go on the stump and speak for the
Earl Long ticket and as a matter of retribution when
the governor took office he importuned the legisla-
ture to diminish Wade Martin's office by taking away
from him the duties of the insurance regulation and
the handling of the voting machines. In our commit-
tee deliberations we felt very strongly that the
executive office of the governor having the respon-
sibility to the people and in the people's eye ought
to have the machinery at his disposal to carry out
that responsibility. In other words, shall the
governor be at least an equal partner with the other
three branches of government? By what we have done
in the last four weeks of our deliberations, we have
greatly strengthened the legislative branch of gov-
ernment. It is fair I think to say now that the
legislature is a coequal branch of government in this
state. The judiciary is and will remain a coequal
branch of state government. Shall we not now di-
minish the ten arms of the executive department to
five and make of the executive department a coequal
branch of state government? I have watched elec-
tions around this state as you have. Many of you
here have run for state-wide office and you know
where your campaign funds came from and you know
that when you were elected where some of your loyal-
ties lie. We believe that the diminution of the
numbers of executive officers from eleven down to
five will yield in the executive department a

stronger, more perfectly functional and more respon-
sive executive branch than one that is spread by
diffusion over ten or eleven state-wide elected of-
ficers. You have in effect put those many checks

\rm\
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against the power of the governor by giving him in cials. Under the Judiciary Article, he will no
the executive branch persons who do not answer to longer appoint vacancies to judges, a quite large
him, do not have the necessity of answering to him source of patronage power. And in forming the ex-
and are lords of their own domain. It is interest- ecutive branch into twenty departments and no more
ing as a statistic to note that in the offices than twenty, two of which will be occupied by the
elected those of the commissioner of insurance, the elected state officials, the Governor can appoint
register of state lands, and the custodian of voting no more than seventeen department heads, right now
machines and the commissioner of agriculture spend and those boards and commissions whose membership
of your money each year and in the forthcoming bud- is not otherwise designated by the legislature,
get less than one half of one percent of the state Those only can be appointed by the governor. So the
budget. Those that are appointed by the governor, provisions for cutting down his appointment power
i.e. the director of the board of highways who's if we sat down with our pencil and our present
appointed by the board of highways, the department organization table we could show you where the gov-
of conservation, the department of corrections, and ernor could appoint maybe one hundred people or two
the department of health and social rehabilitation hundred people at the most rather than fourteen or
services. Those people are appointed by the gover- fifteen hundred. And that is a measurable reduction
nor as department heads and they spend nine hundred in the power of the governor,
fourteen million, seven hundred and twenty-six
thousand dollars of your money or forty-three per- Mr. Arnette Mr. Stagg, how do some of the so-
cent of the state's budget. In some, Mr. Chairman, called experts in the field, such as PAR AND CABL

^

it is the belief of this committee that the func- and the Louisiana Law Institute's projet, how do
tioning of the executive department through the five they feel about the elected officials and which ones
state-wide elected officials we have suggested will do they recommend should be elected?
yield an executive branch worthy of the name. It

contains within it the necessary checks and balances Mr. Stagg I have read the comments recently pub-
against arbitrary executive power. We have an in- lished by PAR I've read those in the past and we had
dependently elected state treasurer, we have an witnesses come to our committee from PAR and from
independently elected attorney general, and an in- CABL and we read the projet that was prepared by tne
dependently elected secretary of state who will han- Law Institute some years ago. The arguments that
die the election machinery of the state so our elec- we make this morning and the provision which we are
tions and our law enforcement and our money are placing before this convention comports entirely

with the feelings of all three of those you named
as to what would be an ideal executive department
for a 1973 model constitution as contrasted to those
provisions of the 1921 model constitution.

saf egu
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So whether we enumerate cert
1 as executive offices, is not
ition of whether or not they ar

not, the legislature could provide for an elected Mr. Poynter First set of amendments is offered
Asseff, Alario, Gauthier, and many

of agr^-'' '" --;.-

in essence a minority position on
the Executive Department.

Staqq Pappy, no, I do not agree with that. Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 14
language says the executive branch shall consist through 19 both inclusive in their entirety and ir

of and it names those officers and then it says all jgrt in lieu thereof the folic
Kecutive offices, agencies, and instrument- "Article IV, Executive Branch , 'Section 1. Com-

ities. It provides only that those fi

officials shall be considered to be part of the Section 1. (A) The executive branch shall
jcutive branch. sist of the governor, lieutenant governor, secretary

attorney general, reigster of
;gate Stagg, is it not true that in tf,e land office, commissioner of insurance, commis-

mei
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would not be treated as an amendment to this arti- that they would be made more manageable. I have
cle? not had one person in my area disagree that we had

too many statewide elected offices, several of these
Mr. Henry No, sir, it wouldn't be treated as an offices are strictly administrative offices and do
amendment to this article, Mr. Anzalone. not perform that large a job and the question 1 ask

is how can you afford to run a statewide election
lot they propose it to be an campaign and spend fifty to one hundred fifty thous-

jmendment to this article? and dol
to get elected to a job that pays between twenty-

1r. Henry Well, it depends on how we adopt this one and twenty six thousand dollars a year. It just
article if we adopt this proposal at some particular doesn't make sense. Right now we have many, many
joint and time and reconsider the vote by which it agencies, we have no real effective means of control
is adopted and lay the motion on the table. when you ask for an organizational charge on state

government, there is none. No one knows who all
Ir. Anzalone Are we doing that, Mr. Chairman? these agencies are or where they are or what they

do. All we are trying to do here is to gather
Well, now we didn't do it wi,th the Leg- these things into an effective o.rgani zati on . As far

islative Article but Mr. Anzalone, you know 1 can't as qualifications for these various people who might
say we won't do it with this article or we won't be appointed as department heads, this could be pro-
do it during the workings of the convention, I am vided by statute if necessary. We have provided
just trying to answer the question honestly, sir. safeguards that in the appointment of the department
I would hope that we will allow some leeway in case heads that they must be approved or confirmed by
we make a faux pas where we can easily amend what the Senate so we will have some control there. But
we have done but there is no guarantee that we will i think the whole thing to consider here is that if
do that. we are going to get this state into a more manage-

able position even though it might sound good that
Point of Information we want to elect all of these various offices, I

challenge many of you to tell me how many of these
Mr. Flory Point of information. Couldn't just a elective officials that you personally know, how
simply majority of those present and voting recon- many times have you seen them since the time they
sider and lay on the table which would then require have been in office? I will say that most of these
a two-thirds vote to lift from the table? i had never seen until they appeared before our com-

mittee. I don't know how we can come up here and
ider and lay the motion on the say that we want to draft a new constitution for

il it is going this state unless, we take into account just wheretab
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Mr. Rayburn I make that
I state my reason for that

Hen
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That's my only question, and asking to get the com- ments. Mr. Anzalone is just one of the many. I

mittee's report if they have one, and I understand would like to know if I will have an alternate pro-
it is forthcoming, as to what procedure we would go cedure before I make a final decision. That's my
about, as for as adoption on the proposals. I felt only point,
that that would be beneficial before we took an

ironclad vote on the amendments and the propositions Point of Order
that we're going to have to vote on today.

Chairman, I just wondered if '

Questions debate might not be out of order since there is

nothing in this particular section that says any
Senatur Rayburn, do I understand you thing about the election or appointment?

to say that we cannot go back if we adopt sucf

rule to have an alternate provision in the legis- Mr. Henry Well, of course, the motion originated
lative section? because the Senator moved that we pass over this

section for the moment. Of course, the debate sort
Mr. Rayburn Mr. Dennery, my point is this, if of ranged from there, Mr. LeBleu.
we make some votes here today, then maybe when we The gentleman has moved that we pass over Section
get the committee's report and we deci ded . . .

I
' 1 1 1 of the proposal on the executive branch to which

take mysel f. . .maybe I'll vote today to say that the objection has been urged,
superintendent of education or the commissioner of Why do you rise. Senator?
agriculture should not be elected. Maybe they come
back with an alternate proposal here where we can Point of Information
go back and maybe say let the people decide. I

don't know how I could go back after I had already Mr. Rayburn Point of information. Mr. Chairman,
voted today, and change my vote.

Mr. Dennery In other words, you don't think there
is any possibility of our going back, for example,
and having an alternate proposal on split sessions?

it's only about fifteen
Mr. Rayburn Well, my only point at this time, was to five and I was just wondering if this. ..maybe by
this, Mr. Dennery .. .yes , sir, I think that but I tomorrow this committee could give us a report?
would like to know if we're going to have an alter-
nate proposition, before I cast my final ballot Mr. Henry Well, we've still got time to dispose
on this decision here today. It might be that if of the motion, sir.
we come up where we can't have an alternate posi-
tion, I might choose to place some of this under an [notion to pass over Section I rejected:
alternate and let the people vote on it. That was 52-59. notion to take up other orders
my only point. adopted without objection.]

Mr. Dennery Thank you. INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[/ Journal 237}

is just trying to establish
if there is any procedure or will there be
if there's some, say for tomorrow, I had rather
defer this until we find out the proper mechanics
of submitting alternate propositions to the people. [Adjournment to i.-oo o'clock
That's my only point. I'm not trying to belabor Thursday, August 2, 1973.]
it, I'm just trying to get a, little more information
where if I want to submit some of this to the people
as an alternate, I don't know the mechanics to do
it under at this time.

Mr. O'Neill Senator Rayburn, with all due respect
and I'm not trying to ask a mean question or any-
thing, but do you realize that right now, in a mo-
tion you could set up a procedure to submit alter-
natives. ..in a motion right this minute?

Mr. Rayburn Delegate O'Neill, they have a commit-
tee studying that, and I respect that committee.
That's the reason I don't want to come up. ..they've
studied and I haven't. I don't know the proper
mechanics, but I felt like that since this has been
assigned to a committee, they've been working on
it. If they did have a recommendation, it would be
good for us to know before we were called on to vote
for these. Because in my opinion, and from the
section that I come from, this is highly controver-
sial. I want to represent my people. I might de-
cide on some of these issues, I'd rather say "let
my people speak in the place of me speaking for
them". But in this particular moment, with this
decision before me for a vote, I don't know if
my people are going to be able to speak on it or
not. That's the only information that I was seek-

Mr. Stagg Senator Rayburn, wouldn't it not cure
the problem you're suggesting then, if you would
vote against the amendment by Mr. Anzalone and to
vote for the proposition as put forward by the
Committee on the Executive Department?

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Stagg, I wouldn't say that because
I believe there's going to be fifty other amend-

(5121
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Further Discussion sense of security, well my answer to you is

rather have a false sense of security than

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Chairman, members of the conven- these people appointed. Thank you.

tion, we've talked so much about flexibility and
viability in government you'd think we were buying Further Discussion

a pair of jockey shorts instead of setting up a
. , ,, ^ , ^ , -

government. Mr. Duval's logic, 1 think, is the Mr. Derbes Good morning fellow delegates, I ri

logic that the committee took and I think that we in opposition to the amendment on essentially a

appreci Iso think that as with procedural ground. That is, I think that

ly other committee report we shou
:tentively and consider what that committe

these offices that we have discussed
very important. Many

iderstar it and accept for a long period of time in the histo

But I submit to you that we cannot accept U e people are accustomed to the offices

the intent of this committee's report. but I think the offices, because of that fact, de-

Just because an individual comes before a committee serve independent consideration. To lump them al-

and says his office shouldn't be elective, we together in one amendment, to restore them to the

shouldn't just listen to him and say all of a sudden committee proposal and then to argue over whether

not going to be to take them out to me,

^„„_ .... office should be ap- confuses and complicates the discussion on this very

pointed and I don't care if someone else thinks important subject matter. It serves no useful pur-

their office should be appointed. I'm not here to pose to me to have to discuss the commissioner of

listen to them. I'm here to decide for 50 more insurance at the same time one discusses the register

years, at least, we hope, whether that office will of state lands. To me, the clear, logical and most

be elected. Not whether one person thinks his of- efficient method to handle this problem is to discuss

fice ought to be appointed or elected. Yesterday, them individually. If we can all agree that the five

we heard testimony about the cost of some of these offices mentioned in the original committee proposal

people One delegate went so far as to say some- should indeed remain elective, tnen let s merely

one making from $21,000 to $25,000 a year shouldn't amend the original committee proposal to add to that

have to run statewide. What does he get back in proposal the individual offices which were deleted.
Let's discuss them individually and independen

that deci
return? I'd like to ask that delegate whether o

not he knows that the governor gets paid only
$28,000 a year. What does he have to gain from I think that the most effective way to do that is

running statewide? You know, this committee's pro- to defeat the amendment and to take up the set of

posal, one of the articles in it says that the gov- individual amendments which the staff of this con-

ernor should make at least as much as his highest vention has prepared and which can be introduced

paid cabinet official or you know, what have you. shortly hereafter. Thank you.

automatically giving the governor a raise
Mary's salary of $55,000. I guess the Fu

t governor is going to have to make as

e is, too. So we're talking about cost Mrs

you

en Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

this amendment. I think it is good. Thi:

super health agency, and look at the consolidation morning I received a mailogram, a Western Union

of 56 to 58 state agencies and we find that they mailogram, from the Orleans teachers saying please

are spending more put together than they did while keep the superintendent of education elected. The

they were separated. I'm for saving money and all superintendent was good for him to say that he woul

those good things, but not when it's going to cost like henceforth, that the superintendent wou

lese g why he didn't ju

about accountabil- wait and be appointed instead of running. I thi

tv You know it is real funny that the voters now he's doing a good job, but I do think that the super
• - --'--dent of education should be elected. There

thers in this amendment, as Mr. Derbes said,
ight not be as important, but I think they are all

mportant because each of them have a separate func-

system tion. I've had an occasion to write the insurance

d rather commissioner on matters, and in other words 1 would

of have had to go to the governor to get permission
be- probably to go to the insurance commissioner which

a longer time to get a reply from

,

t these elected officials will be

2o"of us at least, more accountable to the people if they are elected

"a strong^ph'ilo'sophical feeling that these peo- by the people. In spite of the fact that we said

should be elected rather than appointed. We apathy in voting is law, we have it. 1 do believe

t care what other states do, we're not here that people are voting more today than they

are not going to be able to hold the people account- intendent of educat

able for their actions. We're going to have to "*' '

ranee

effect
amen

chase
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you read or which expert you contact. Just as phy-
sicians do not agree, neither do the governmental
experts. Dr. Clyde F. Snyder, Professor of Politi-
cal Science at the University of Illinois, and a

leading authority in the field of state government
comments on the results of reorganization of the
executive branch as follows: "In general, the prin-
ciple of centralization appears to be basically
sound, but that is not to say that complete reorga-
nization on those principles is the wisest course
of action in every state and under all circumstanc-
es". It is unfortunate that as the present writer
believes, proponents of reorganization have devised
a reorganization formula of which they have virtual-
ly made a fetish and which they tend to prescribe
for every state, regardless of local differences.
As a matter of fact, what is best in an individual
state at a given time will depend largely upon lo-
cal conditions. The argument for appointment is

that the governor is held accountable for the af-
fairs of the state, and should be given the neces-
sary tools. Ironically, that was the argument for
addressing certain state officials out of office.
Even if the arguments were valid, to appoint will
strengthen the governor in a state in which he is
already, in fact, if not in law, one of the most
powerful in the United States. The argument against
is that it strengthens the chances of dictatorial
rule in this state. Most important of all, we live
in a democracy and right or wrong the people wish
to elect these officials. What I think or do not
think is immaterial. It is the people's government
and they must decide what they want, and they have
decided. I have no mandate to impose my views upon
them. No one can honestly say which method is su-
perior. Some, in their ivory towers, have urged ap-
pointment, but those who have lived in the ivory
towers and also have had years of governmental ex-
perience, as I have, are not convinced that appoint-
ment is the answer. The answer, in reality, is

the revival of public interest in their government.
When elected, the official, periodically, must ac-
count to the people for what he does. This makes
him more responsive to the public will which is as
it should be. Appointment brings some independence
but too often arrogance and a flouting of the wishes
of the people. I favor reducing the number of exec-
utive agencies to not more than twenty, but I have
watched too many governors from behind the scenes
and know what they can do, and am unwilling to take
a chance on dictatorship by also permitting appoint-
ments of these offices. Is your memory so short
that you do not remember the political history of
this state? Do you want to take a chance on dicta-
torship? Well I do not. I remember the era of
"gold bathtubs" in this state. Do you? On my grad-
uating diploma, the B.A. is the signature of the
governor who went to the penitentiary. Too many
"gold bathtubs." Also on my diploma is the signaturi
o' the president of the university who went to the
penitentiary. Too many "gold bathtubs." Also I

have the signature of the United States Attorney
General who sent them there. And ironically for me,
I was the class's valedictorian, but no "gold bath-
tubs" for me. The issue is crucial and the decision
is yours.

Amendment

Perez sends up the fol

Amendn
19, delet
the state

? 1 , at the end of
id the following:

ition

Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this
amendment, I hope, will not be controversial and
one which has been agreed to by the Chairman of the
Executive Committee. The only purpose of this amend
ment would be to make it clear that the executive
branch of the department will consist of the gover-

nor, the other statewide elected officers which are
specifically cited and all other executive offices,
agencies and instrumentalities, and that's the way
the present section now reads, and I would just sug-
gest the addition of the words "of the state," to
make it clear we are talking about state instrumen-
talities, offices and agencies and not any other.
I move the adoption of the amendment.

U" thout obje

Mr. Poynter Amen
Lambert has the sa

Amendment No. 1

word and punctuati
and punctuation "c

Tt offered by Mr. Derbes;
jmendmen t

.

Dn page 1 , line 18 , after
'treasurer," insert the n

Explanation

Mr. rbes dies and gentlemen, I just
-date on what the product c

g in the front was. My
bring you u

1 ittle gath
lar feelings vary about these
whether they should be electiv
merely wanted to try to get us
swift consideration of the iss

f t^

ous state offices,
• appointive. I

the road to a

Ived by su
mitting the offices to you separately. So the staff
had prepared, and I took the liberty of authoring
a series of amendments which will add each of these
offices to the present committee proposal. I am not
necessarily in favor of adding them all, I'm merely
in favor of submitting them to you for your inde-
pendent consideration. So I'm not going to waste
time by speaking to each of the issues and I would
ask the Chairman at this time, if he's available,
to let you know in what order these various offices
will come up, as presently proposed.

Detical order. I believe that's the way
you introduced them. So we are going to take Agri-
culture, Custodian of Voting Machines, Superin tendeni
of Education, Commissioner of Insurance, and whatevei
else in that order .

Mrv De rbes I would just like tn say before closing
and taking up these amendments in order that I am
a member of the Committee on Natural Resources and
the committee did unanimously decide to retain as
an elective post the Commissioner of Agriculture.
I am sure Mr. Munson, who is vice-chairman of that
committee, will have more to say on that subject.

enry
phabe

Furth

your question a m
amendment , s i mi 1 a

was submitted by

i^ ega tes , Mr
in regard t

is a similar
so like to point c

ment ago that ther
to Mr. Derbes' amendment that

r. Lambert on behalf of the Com-
i ttee on Natural Resources and Agriculture which,
s Mr. Derbes pointed out, voted unanimously to keep
his office elective. I would like to say first
n regards to a statement made by Mr. Duval a few
inutes ago, when he said it doesn't make sense for
his office to be elective...! can assure you ladies
nd gentlemen that it makes a lot of sense to the
armers and to agricultural interest of this state
hat this office be elective and I believe to a

ajority of the voters of this state. As all of
ou probably know, I'm a farmer myself. Every farm-
r I have talked to on this subject matter here has
een in favor of an elected commissioner of agricul-
ure. I have here in my hand a letter
la Farm
ISO recf

just a cc

I Feder
in which at thei

if weeks ago they

all of you
)n in Monroe

jple ot weeks ago they voted unanimously
isk this convention to retain this office as an
;tive office. I was appointed to this convention
the governor of this state to represent agricul-
;. Let me assure you that in voting for this
idment I am representing agriculture and I would

sincerely hope that all of you will go along and keep
this very important office as a constitutional office

[515]
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and as an elective office. I might point out that are varied. I don't have all of those duties in

I voted for the amendment just a few moments ago front of me. The primary duty of course is to pro-
which was defeated because I really do believe, and mote Louisiana agriculture, which I will say right
I'm convinced in my own mind that the people of this now that, in my opinion, our present commissioner
state would rather have their officers elected rather of agriculture has done a great job of promoting
than appointed. Louisiana products. He also has the job of regulat-

Mr.
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that is by any governor worthy of his salt, he will Mr. Stagq Mrs. Warren, I don't believe it would
seek out the most qualified person to represent the be necessary for any citizen to go to see the gov-
interests of agriculture. Yes, I agree that it is ernor in order to go to see one of the governor's
a great part of the economy of this state, but so appointees. That just isn't so. Because he is ap-
is mineral production and in that field the gover- pointed doesn't mean he is not accessible to you.
nor appoints the commissioner of conservation.
There are no qualifications set forth in the consti- Mrs. Warren Mr. Stagg, I'm here just to ask you
tution for the job of commissioner of agriculture. a question, but experience has taught me that this

A person can be elected who's first and foremost a is not true,

politician, and maybe not at all acceptable to a

majority of the responsible farmers or farm organi- Mr. Stagg I would hope that your experiences do
zations. It was in this sense that the Committee improve, Mrs. Warren, as I hope the constitution
on the Executive Department concluded that the bet- does, too.
ter interests of agriculture for the distant future
and for now would be served by the governor appoint- Further Discussion
ing a man acceptable to agricultural interests who
has a knowledge of the field of agriculture and can Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

carry out farm programs in the Executive Department. rise in support of this proposed amendment. Let me
If for any reason it became necessary to replace say to you here and now. I know of no better yard-
that person, if the governor had appointed him, then stick to measure anyone by than the ballot box. I

the governor could replace him. When anything goes think one of the reasons we're in the trouble we're
wrong in one of the major departments of government, in in this country today is because in many occasions
it is the governor who also gets the blame and in the people have not had a right to speak on the peo-
these instances can do nothing about it. Those were pie that represent them and the welfare of their
the things which motivated the Committee on the Ex- neighbors, their friends, their children and other-
ecutive Department and we think that they are sub- wise. Thirty-nine thousand people, yes, Mr. Stagg,
sisting and that they are viable and important to they don't live in New Orleans or Shreveport, but
this convention to decide. they provide what lets those people that live there

eat, raise their children... The commissioner of agri-
Chairman Henry in the Chair culture has more to do in it than any other one in-

dividual in our great state. He's saying that your
Questions milk is pure, your vegetables are pure, your toma-

toes, your apples, your peaches. He's saying that
Mr. Abraham Tom, don't you feel that the promotion the fertilizer has the content that it's supposed
of agriculture and the promotion of commerce and in- to have and that your beef doesn't have bangs and

dustry in this state are equally important? many, many other occasions. I could go on and on
and on and relate to you why a man with that much

Mr. Stagg Yes, I do. power and that much authority should be responsible
to the people of our great state. Yes, if you want

Mr. Abraham Don't you feel that by the governor to build up a Hitlerism, in my opinion, you get a

appointing the board to promote commerce and indus- governor and you might get a nut. Some of you think
try that he could do the same thing by appointing we have had some nuts as governors. I've served
someone or a board to promote agriculture? under a lot of them, especially this two term deal.

You give me that big chair. Let me name the com-
Mr. St agg 1 think that makes very good sense, Mr. missioner of agriculture and the insurance commis-
Abraham. sioner. You couldn't blow me out of it with a stick

of dynamite. You talk about politics. You talk
Mr. Shannon Mr. Stagg, is there any place in the . about machi ne . . . a 1 1 you good government people. You
proposed constitution, any qualifications set forth, must not know what you're talking about. If you want
for the commissioner of agriculture? to build a machi ne , . . .

I
' ve got no quarrel with the

present governor. I think he's made a good governor.
Mr. S tagg Not at this time, Mr. Shannon. I think he's doing a good job and I hope he contin-

ues. I have been there when they started off sweet
Mr. Sha nnon Is it proposed that it will be? and wound up sour. I hope he stays sweet. Let me

say to you, you didn't have to have any qualification
Mr. Stagg I have not read that in the proposal of so to speak of to come here. Now, you want the
the Committee on Natural Resources. It may be, but commissioner to have all types of qualifications.
I have not read it. Here you are writing a document that your children

and my children and their children might live with,
Mr . Dennery Mr. Stagg, isn't it true that under as far as we know, for the next fifty years. Does
the Executive Article as presently drafted the leg- anybody question your qualifications? Oh, no!

islature would have a perfect right to set qualifi- It's all right for us to come do what we want to...
cations for these appointed offices? third grade, fourth grade, no grade, doctor, Ph D.,

everything else. Just come on down and get with it.

Mr. Stag g The present draft of the Executive Ar- No qualifications required of us. Just qualify,
tide would allow the legislature in the appoint- Then they say that we don't want to inject ourselves
ment of anybody by the governor would have qualifi- in the great political arena. I don't know how you
cations set forth by statute. Yes, sir. got down here, but I did a little bit of politicking.

Maybe you didn't. That sounds good to say remove
Mrs. Warren Mr. Stagg, you mentioned that people the politics out of everything. How are you going
in the urban areas were not aware of what the com- to do it? They'll be politicking when you and I

missioner of agriculture and all of this was all are dead and gone and forgot about. You're not
about. Do you think that at this stage when we are going to stop it. I found it here. I'll leave it

having higher prices and probably a shortage of here.
food that people in urban areas would not be aware When you try to say to the people of this great
of what effect things have on the farmer if it is state, if you want what we are doing here today to

going to affect them too? be doomed and go down, you tell them they can't elect
some of their public officials. You tell them that,

t only aware of them but they One of the most important jobs in this state, in my

jncerned about it. Yes, ma'am. opinion, is the commissioner of agriculture. I think
he should be responsible to the people of our great

Mrs . Warren So in that light, in the farmers need- state and not to the governor. The governor's busy,
ing someone that they feel that they can go to in He's got all he can do now. If you throw all these
order to produce for the people, don't you think it other offices up on his shoulder, you are liable to

would be [. ] to have somebody that they could go run him crazy before the first six months he's in

to instead of having to go to the governor and then office. My Lord, he's got an awful job now. If

backtrack? you don't believe it, try to see him or ask him.
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He's busy day and night, if he's tending to his b

ness. If you had to put in a cotton farmer, ever
cucumber picker, every cattle dipper and every bod
else under his control, then he's going to regula
your rates on the insurance. Then he's going to
tell you who's going to operate the vote machine.
I like Governor Edwards. I don't want to load hi

down or no other governor with all this business.
Let the people speak and you'll be doing what I

think they want you to do. If they get a bad one
they know what to do with him. We've had a few t

ones, but you can't beat letting the people have
their day with the ballot box at the polls. I ho

you adopt this amendment.

ther 1 scussi

Mr. Jack hr. Chairman and members, I'm delightc
to follow Senator Rayburn because I'm on the same
side with him. Now, by maintaining these offices
elective we're going to help the governor. It's
like Senator Rayburn says, it's too much burden f

the governor to have to find people for these mos
important offices that are now already elective.
You just keep on. ..we're not going to inject pers
aiities, who's governor, who holds this office or
that one. If you do away with all elective offic
except the governor and the lieutenant governor a

the others named, so that leaves five, the goverr
becomes in my mathematics one-fifth of an emperor
a king. Do away with all of them but the governc
Let him appoint everything. He becomes king or e

peror. I do not see how you can argue with succe
It's a hard thing. Let's just take what the comrr
sioner of agriculture over the the years has succ
fully spent. I'm sixty-five. It doesn't seem ar
time ago when they called me one of the Jack boys
I remember as a child out at that state fair, Mr.
Harry Wilson was there all the time. ne was the
missioner of agriculture. Everywhere I went, sin
even then, I see the commissioner of agriculture
all these meetings. What I'm gettin at. ..a man i

not going to run for the office unless he likes i

You talk about lack of qualifications, someone, 1

me tell you whether it says it or not, any comruis
sioner of agriculture is going to be a farmer. H

let's take the governor, and Edwin Edwards is a c

friend of mine. I supported him after Jimmie Dav
after I voted for him in the first primary. I'm
him and he's making a good gpvernor. This is the
mistake we're always making.

Mow, let's just take the difference between el

ted and appointed. I'm not stepping on any feder
judge's foot, any U. S. Marshal, U. S. Attorney c

the assistants. I've noticed this all of my life
just about my grown life, you get an appointed of
cial. He does not go to all these civic things «

you get close to the people. I've seen federal
judges when they held elected offices, they were
civic meetings, but after they became a federal
judge you didn't see them. I've seen U. S. Attor
before they're U. S. Attorneys but once they get
they're not at these meet i ngs . .

.

thei r assistants
not, the U. S. Marshal I've never seen, his assis
tants. But let's take the same in the state. I'

seen those judges. I see our district attorney,
see the Bossier district attorneys, Webster, all
those. I see their assistants at those meetings.
I see the sheriff there. I see his assistants,
proves that the elected officials and their assis
tants get out, get close to the people. Every cc
missioner of agriculture, as I started to say, wa
a farmer and is a farmer To be governor, though
there's no requirement about you've got to be.
You've got to be a certain age and if anybody fin
out you are not alive, you can't continue servinc
That's the only thing. Locked in genius is no gc
I don't care how good an appointment a governor n

make, if that fellow doesn't get out and see the
people and find out what they need; he can be bri
liant; he can have the highest I.Q. or she can ha

the highest I.Q. but it does no good. So I say 1

keep this elective. Thank you.

rson I ege

Mr Nil
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of the convention, we have the honor to have visit-
ing with us today a member of Parliament, Mr. Ernest
Marples, who is a dear friend of Senator Adrian
Duplantier and a number of us who visited London
this past year. He is returning the visit here in

the United States with us. Mr. Harpies has been
elected to Parliament eight times. He has served
two positions in the cabinet of Mr. Harold Macmillan
and with Mr. Winston Churchill. I am at liberty to
tell you that he said he lives in London but he runs
from a district that's two hundred miles outside of
London and gets elected eight times. I told him that's
pretty good. I wish you would join me in welcoming
the Honorable Ernest Marples, Member of Parliament.

<ed Mr Ma

bel ieve

rples if he would
egates and he has
t the Watergate, V

ke to
reed
Stagg,

Mr. Marples Thank yo
to me. I come to Amer
of very curious sights
going to happen, but t

so much for your kindness
:a frequently and see a number

I never quite know what's
is time I went to Watergate.

Before I came to Watergate I went to France. Now in
France they have certain rules about what they think
is a scandal. They said that they criticized both
Britain and America in a very hostile way. For ex-
ample, they said to me about the Ameri cans--Now
here the Americans are with a great scandal on their
hands. They haven't handled it properly because
there's no sex in it. They said this is uncivilized,
because it's not giving the women a chance to say
anything or do anything. Then they said about
England--And here you have Jellicoe and Lambton who
go out sleeping for the night, I'm told it was en-
joyable and agreeable but I wasn't a witness so it's
only hearsay. They went with two girls or one went
with two girls and the other went with one girl. I

don't know. It's rather confusing to get the facts
because I wasn't there. I was with my own wife.
She sees to that. Anyway, the point is, that you
said that you in England, you're even worse than
America, because if that had happened in France,
both Jellicoe and Lambton would have been promoted
at once

.

All I can say is that I hope you will get over
your Watergate troubles as quickly as possible be-
cause deep down in my heart as a politician I know
that the government of the country will suffer if
the Watergate affair goes on too long. We had this
problem in England during the Profumo crisis. Ten
years ago it dragged on and drooled on and the gov-
ernment of the day suffered. This last time with
Jellicoe and Lambton, it was finished speedily. I

would say for God's sake and the world's sake, let's
hope it ends shortly. Thank you for listening to
me so patiently and so kindly.

We here tclave some other guests
day'that I would like to introduce at this time.
We have Senators Schwartz and Wolff and Representa-
tives Von Dohlen and Hale from the State of Texas.
If you would, would you stand up in the back and I

will ask that the delegates welcome you at this tin
These gentlemen are over from the State of Texas

They are about to commence a constitutional conven-
tion there where the Senate and the House will sit
as the convention. They are over here observing
our progress and organization, or lack of it, what-
ever the case might be. We're glad to have you wit

Further Discussion

Mr_ Roemer Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. I rise
in support of the amendment to elect, to continue
to elect, to forever elect our commissioner of agri-
culture. I'm a duck hunter. That doesn't make me
smart, but I do like to hunt ducks. One thing 1

learned is when all the ducks come in at you at one
time in that blind, if you try to hit them all at
once, you're going to miss them all. So we are
going to take these elective offices one duck at a

time. As far as I'm concerned, the first duck and
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and the biggest duck and the duck that's closest to
me is commissioner of agriculture. Let's talk about
this duck. One of the speakers that preceded me
to this rostrum used the phrase, "any governor worth
his salt." Any governor worth his salt will appoint
a good man, a fine man, a competent man as commis-
sioner of agriculture. I submit to you that we've
had some governors that weren't worth their salt.
Chances are we'll have some more who don't measure
very high on the salt scale. I would rather risk
my case with the people than with the governor.
I don't care who the governor is friend or foe.
Now, it's true that the legislature will have the
right to set the duties of the commissioner of agri-
culture and so they will. It's also true that the
people in this state have had the right to elect a

commissioner of agriculture. It's one thing to
give them new rights. It's something else to take
an old right away. I think that's something we need
to remember here if we decide to take away the right
of the people to elect their commissioner of agri-
culture. Some of the speakers have hinted that may-
be the commissioner of agriculture is not as impor-
tant as it once was. Untrue. It's more important
now than ever. Go down to the store and see what
the price of meat is, if you can find it. Go down
to the store and see if you can find the kind of
food products that you want to find. You can't do
it. More than ever we need a man or a woman, a per-
son interested in the consumer and the agricultural
interests in this state. Now, some speakers talk
about the cabinet form of government. I think the
jury is still out to hold and elect a successful
form of government or not. Look at our national
government. We've got a cabinet form. Some peo-
ple try to tell me that the best argument for ap-
pointing a commissioner of agri cul ture -i s Dave Pearce.
I submit to you that the best argument for electing
a commissioner of agriculture is Earl Butz, who's
our national commissioner of agriculture. He is

the very man in that administration is why you can't
eat what you want te today for the price you can af-
ford to pay. Let's look at the facts in the situa-
tion. You know I'm familiar with the professionals,
the people who get appointed, the pros. They know
more about programs than they do about people.
We're talking about people here, not programs. I

think people elect good people. Find and let's hire
some professionals to get the program together, but
let's get a people man at the top--a people man.
Now, I'll close with this. Most. of us here have
more education than we do knowledge, and I'm one of
them. It becomes quite clear among the educated
and unknowledgeable speakers when they speak about
elective versus appointive that they don't know what
they're talking about. I hear the slogan, and it's
nothing more than that, cabinet form of government.
Read a book by George Orwell, It's called Animal
Farm. It's about slogans and people who run their
life on slogans. It's about a farmer who lost his
empire to the animals. The animals took it over
and the animals elected the pigs to run it. The
pigs ran it by slogans, seven of them. One of the
slogans was, "all animals are equal but some ani-
mals are more equal than others". That's a slogan
and they found out, the pigs did, that the animals
couldn't remember seven slogans so the pigs gave
them one, "four legs good, two legs bad" and the
sheep were happy. I'm tired of the slogans. Let's
look at the facts. People elect people. We can't
have it any other way

.

Mr. Ginn Mr. Chairman and delegates, I too rise
in favor of this amendment, for the election of the
Commissioner of Agriculture. Just a minute ago, I

pointed out to Mr. Burns, I asked him if there were
37,000 families in the Farm Bureau Association in
Louisiana, and he said that he was aware of that.
Senator Rayburn...he corrected me... he said there
was 39,000 plus, and these are families, not people,
but families. That's including the wives and per-
haps some 18 year old or older children. Just the
other day on that phone over there the president of
the Morehouse Parish Farm Bureau Association called
me and asked me how I felt on this, and I told him.

He informed me that there are approximately 400
families in Morehouse Parish who are in the Farm
Bureau Association and at their convention they
supported the election of the Commissioner of Agri-
culture. Ouachita Parish. ..800 familes. Union
Parish. ..350 families. In West Carrol 1 ... 700 and
in East Carrol 1 ... 350 families, and in Madison Paris
...300 families and/or voters. Every single time
there has been an agricultural problem in my neck
of the woods, the Commissioner of Agriculture has
come there and checked it out. I should think that
we need an elected Commissioner of Agriculture to
continue to take care of our agricultural problems.

Stoval
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<here we have bee
listory is. When we do this, we dis
the past we have had in state govern-

ment competing power structures for money, position
the loyalty of the people. This has created duplic
tion, overlapping, and by and large an inefficient
system. We have not had clear lines of responsibi-
lity from the top to the bottom, and accountability
from the bottom to the top. Good governors have
not been able to administer the affairs of state
because of these competing systems. Good legisla-
tures have been frustrated in their desire to bring
about something better. I think, first of all, we
need to look at out past. With our system of many
elected officials we have not been able to bring
about the kind of efficient, honest government...
after all, we've had many, many indictments and
convictions of public officials. We need to move
from our past to a new structure that will enable
us to move into the new possibility for our state.
What we need is a unified structure. It is not a

question of giving the governor of the state more
power, but rather it is a matter of providing a

structure of government that will enable the chief
executive of the state to administer the affairs
in a responsible way. This, gentlemen, is the deci
sion . . .

1

adies and gent 1 emen ... that is before us.
It is a question of whether we're going to have a

unified system of administration or whether we're
going to have competing structures before us. Now
let me respond to some of you who say the people
want to elect their officials. May I suggest that
what the people of this state want is honest, effi-
cient government. Many elected officials have not
brought it about. What we need is a unified system
We have given the legislature more power. This is
good, but we believe in a separation of powers. We
believe the governor should have power to administe
the affairs of this state. May I suggest to you
that the interests of agriculture will be better
served if the Commissioner of Agriculture is appoin
ed for it will mean that the total power and author
ty of the state will be back of the program of
agriculture presented by the Commissioner of Agri-
culture who has been appointed by the governor. It
will not longer mean that the Commissioner of Agri-
culture will be in competition with others, but in-
stead there can be a unified approach to whatever
the needs of the state might be. In conclusion, I

invite you to vote for the future possibility of
Louisiana. Let us enable a better day. ..a better
future. Let us get beyond the conflicts that we
have had in the past. Let us vote for an appointed
Commissioner of Agriculture along with his other
appointed officials that we might move forward into
a new day, a new future, a new possibility for our
state.

r. Kilp a trick Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

iTe in support of this amendment. I come from the
3lling hills of north Louisiana, and as state Sena-
jr there I represent five parishes that are primar-
ly farming in nature. The Farm Bureau, the Police
jry, the school boards, and many of our people ther
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have contacted me ally on this i ssue. This
is one of the clutch issues and one of the clutch
votes that we're going to have in this convention
to take to the people for their support. These peo-
ple in north Louisiana want you to vote for this
amendment to keep the Agriculture Commissioner
elected. They don't want to give all this power
to a governor. Any man who is appointed to a post
can remain in that post as long as he's a good poli-
tician. If he is an elected politician he's going
to have to serve the wants and the needs of the peo-
ple of this great state, from New Orleans to north
Louisiana and from Texas over to Mississippi. Now,
our farmers that we have there... we have a good
cross-section of the people there in north Louisiana.
We have the cotton farmer, the soy bean farmer. We
raise our corn. We have our dairy farmers, our beef
cattle farmers, peanut farmers, peach, watermelon
and poultry farmers. If we don't give the people
of this state the opportunity to vote for this Agri-
culture Commissioner, I know and I've been told by
the Bureau which is 39,000 plus families strong that
they're not going to support this convention's
charges when we support it to the people there. This
is as important as any tax proposal that we're going
to have and three dollar license plate. I urge your
support of this amendment. It's very necessary for
us here to present something to the people that all
of the people in the state of Louisiana want. I'll
rise to the question.

Mr. Avant Senator Kilpatrick, if the Secretary
of Agriculture of the United States had been elected
instead of appointed, do you think that we would
have sold to the Communists every last bit of re-
serve wheat and feed grain that we had in this coun-
try on credit. ..on better terms of credit than you
can get at any bank, I don't care what your finan-
cial statement is, and then turn around and agreed
to let them take that grain to the Communist coun-
tries in their own vessels while our vessels and
our sailors lie idle in our ports?

Mr. Kilpatrick Absolutely not, and that's a good
point to bring out here. In closing I would like
to say this, I think that I'm qualified to speak
to you on farming, after all, I'm a planter myself.

Furth

Mr. Lc Mr. Ch

scuss 1 on

;gates to the convention
I hope that it's not often
to you. I recall that the last time that I came be-
fore you was at another occasion when I thought that
the issue was an issue of independence. I think tha
I feel more strongly about independence than I do
any other one thing, as far as state government is
concerned. I often reflect to tell you some of the
experiences that I've had, because I did have the
experience of serving one term and voluntarily not
seeking reelection. I think that it's because of
some of those experiences that I had that I did not
seek reelection and I wish that each delegate here
that had not had that experience could at least have
had one term in the state legislature before coming
to this convention. 1 firmly believed that the key
issue to the people of the state of Louisiana in
this constitution is the issue of independence. If
we can give them independence in state government,
we've given them a constitution that will stand the
test of time. I firmly believe that the history of
success in government is a history of the limitation
of the powers that are given to that particular gov-
ernment. I'm not here because I feel strongly about
agriculture. I'm not here because I feel strongly
about voting machines which I'm sure will come up
with a later amendment. I'm here because I do feel
strongly about independence. I believe that each
delegate, as we consider amendments and proposals
to this constitution will have to consider a text-
book approach and a practical approach. There'll
be times when the practical approach is important.
There'll be times when the textbook approach is
important. I appeal to you now to put aside the
textbook approach, to take a serious look at the

practical approach of what we can do for the state
of Louisiana. There's no doubt that elected offi-
cials... the elected officials that we now have in
the state cons ti tuti on . .

.
gi ve us a measure of inde-

pendence that is impossible for us to get if we give
that power to the governor or some other body in the
state of Louisiana. Now, I opposed the two term
amendment, the second coming, and I opposed it be-
cause I felt that the state of Louisiana was not
ready for it. Not because I opposed the concept
of it. There was already too much power for the
governor. We haven't changed that drastically.
Until we make some drastic changes that are going
to bring about independence, I appeal to you to
leave in our constitution the little independence
that we now have. I hope that many of you voted
against the previous amendment because all of the
officers were lumped together. I hope that you
are ready to consider them individually and to give
us that independence that we have come here to as-
sure the voters of the state of Louisiana that they
would get from this Constitutional Convention.

Furthe 1 SCUSSl

Mr. Schmitt I've heard many good speakers up here
today. Senator Rayburn, Buddy Roemer and many oth-
ers, and the more I think about it, I'm beginning
to understand some of their points. Initially, I

had conceived the idea that when we went through the
legislative section we had granted more power and
capability to the legislature than they've ever
had before. After analysis of that entire section,
in seeing the powers which we have granted to them
in an attempt to balance their power with the execu-
tive, I really firmly believe that we have done this.
In the executive department, according to the pro-
posal which we have before us, many of the appointive
powers of the governor will be removed. This will
strip him of a lot of the power which he presently
has. Right now, the governor has more appointive
power than any other governor in the United States
and it's my understanding that he has more appoint-
ive positions available to him than even the Presi-
dent of the United States. However, subsequent to
the adoption of the executive proposal, he will be
reduced to that of having perhaps a few hundred
appointments versus the approximately 2700. appoint-
ments he has at the present time. One of my ini-
tial reasons for being opposed to this amendment
was because of the fact that I felt that this would
destroy the accountability f actor. .. tha t the Commis-
sioner of Agriculture, by having an elective one,
if he wanted to do something different, and if he
didn't represent the interests of agriculture, that
they couldn't do anything about him for four years.
The more that I've thought about it, I really believe
that's still true and is still the case. Also, Buddy
Roemer's comments with reference to the fact that
the Commissioner of Agriculture should represent
the consumer and that he should run state-wide. I

really feel strongly about this too, because the
consumer must be represented. I feel that if a per-
son ran from the city and said that he runs for a

strong consumer ... he ' s a strong consumer advocate.,
and the farmer bedamned . . . tha t he can win, because
he can get the votes from the cities. He can get
votes from the urban areas, and he can beat the
country boys. If he does that, you're going to hear
more hollering from the farmers. You're going to
hear that Farm Bureau up there screaming to the
governor. There's nothing the governor can do about
it, because that man's in for four years. You've
created one of the most power fu 1 ... or you will be
creating one of the most powerful positions that
this state has ever seen. If you get a person who
is a consumer advocate in the Department of Agricul-
ture, who will he be representing? Will he be at-
tempting to promote agriculture in the world or will
he be attempting to make the prices lower for the
people in the cities? What's to prevent the cities
from electing their own represen tat i ve. .. from elect-
ing a man to this position? I see nothing that we've
done so far. That's why I can see the wisdom of
Senator Rayburn's proposal, because he's giving a

chance to the cities to be elected to head this
particular department. Maybe it's time for a change.
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jte. Agriculture was the major industry of the to make a deal to be appointed to an office
ite. But now, is that true?
this proposal, this amendment, come forward and fice? Those insurance companies are going to wheel
itradict that statement. Further, I have heard and deal with their contributions prior to t^

industry of the
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a chemist. Certainly you would not want to leave
that position open to anybody who comes in off the
street. Now I think that the expertise required
for a commissioner of agriculture is much the same.
I will give you an example right here in Louisiana.
It is my own private opinion that the L S U Agricul-
tural Extension Service has done more for agricul-
ture in this state in one month, than the Depart-
ment of Agriculture does in a year. I would invite
discussion with anyone on that point. The L S U

Agriculture Extension Service is peopled entirely
by professionals who are lifelong career people in

the field of agriculture. It seems to me that if
we're really concerned about the future of agricul-
ture in this state, that we will devote our efforts
to defining in the article on agriculture and nat-
ural resources, qualifications for a future secre-
tary of agriculture. I submit to you that having
a properly qualified man and qualifications perhaps
set out in the constitution, as Mr. Cowen, I think,
tried to raise the point in his question a while
ago. You don't have to have an elected office to
have it in the constitution. It's entirely feasi-
ble, and I would like to see it proposed, I have
not yet read the committee's proposal, that we woulc
have qualifications for commissioner of agriculture
set out. That would not necessarily necessitate
that he be elected. Now, would the election to of-
fice necessarily insure that a farmer or a country
boy, if you will, such as myself would be elected
to this office. Not at all. As I see the present
population trends in this state, it's far more
likely that somebody from the garden district or
some other section in New Orleans who may be a prom-
inent man in the community and quite an able man,
but knows nothing about agriculture decides that
he wants a state office. If he gets out and runs
for the office of commissioner of agriculture, he
may very well get elected just because there are
more voters that live in that metropolitan area
than live out in the country. It's as simple as
that. So I submit to you that maintaining this of-
fice as elective may very well, in the end, defeat
what should be our primary aim. That is to have
someone in office who is a qualified man in the
field of agriculture. That is the primary reason
that I am going to vote the way that I am going to
vote on this issue. Now it's been brought out that
we've had cost increases in agricultural products
because of poor national policy. That may be true,
but let me remind those of you here who are delegate
and concerned with the rights of the consumer that
we have had two milk price increases proposed in
this state in the last year. We've got one of them
in effect right now and another one being proposed.
So I don't think that having an elected secretary
of agriculture is going to say anything one way or
the other about the actions of that man on price
increases .

Mr. Segura Fellow delegates, ladies and gentlemen,
Mr. Chairman, most of you know me as an architect
and a businessman, but I was born and raised on a

farm. Like Senator Rayburn, I've looked at the
north end of a south bound mule. I've had to quit
college three years in a row to help my father with
the sugarcane harvesting. I now own and operate a

sugarcane farm. I grow rice on my land. I raise
cattle. I raise horses. So I'm speaking to you
right now, not as a delegate, but as a farmer. I

want to tell you, the farmers are not unanimous in
wanting an elected commissioner of agriculture. I,
for one, am advocating an appointed commissioner of
agriculture because I can see the day, and it's
coming very soon, because there are more people who
live in the cities. More people who are consumers
of the farm products than there are farmers who
produce the products. I can foresee that someone
will get elected to this important position to the
farmers who does not have the interests of the farm-
ers at heart. Just for an example, take a man like
John Schwegmann, who is the hero of the consumer.
If he runs statewide, and he can afford to do it,
on the principle of; lowering the milk prices, this
man probably would get elected overwhp I mi nql v , .ind

has no interest of the farmers at heart. So I'm
asking you to think of the farmers. If this com-
missioner of agriculture could be elected by only
people who were farmers, if only people who were
farmers could vote and elect this man, then 1 would
say he should be elected. But that's not the way
out state government is set up. This position is

getting in jeopardy. You gentlemen who are farmers
and who have spoken for an elected commissioner, I

think you should take a second look at it because
if you are a farmer and you are interested in the
good of the farmer, you would want this position
appointed. I think you'll end up with a better
man. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies-and gentlemen of
the convention, I'll be very brief, but it appears
that we've put this whole thing out of perspective
because all debate has been on the question of
whether you wanted an elected commissioner or an
appointed commissioner. Section 2 deals with that
problem. Now what you are doing here is determining
and your vote will determine whether you want a

commissioner and Department of Agriculture. I have
not heard anyone who said they were opposed to that
concept of having a commissioner of agricultre.
That is what this amendment does. It puts a consti-
tutional guarantee that there will be a commissioner
of agriculture and nothing more. Nothing more.
When we get to Section 2 as to whether it will be
elective or appointive, that will be the issue at
that time. I grant that if this amendment is de-
feated, the opportunity to vote on appointive or
elective would be denied. But right now, I don't
think anyone in this convention is opposed to having
a commissioner and Department of Agriculture. That
is all in God's world this amendment does. I ask
you to support the amendment.

Que

Closing

<e to yield to Mr. Munson.

. M u nson Mr. Chairman, members of the convention,
ion't know of a great deal that I can add, really,
it hadn't already been said by the proponents of

this amendment. I would like. Reverend Alexander,
J said a moment ago that you would ask someone
come forward and contradict your statement. I

nant you to know that here I am. I do very emphat-
ically contradict your statement. The farming in-
terests in Louisiana is by far the biggest business

n Louisiana. There is no question about this what-
jever. .I'm not going to take but just a few moments

Decause as I said, I couldn't add much to what's
-eady been said by better speakers than I am. A
^ moments ago when I was up here Mrs. Taylor asked
a question and I ran out of time. I'm not going
yield at this time, Reverend, when I get through,
/ill. Mrs. Taylor asked me some questions as to

the duties of the Department of Agriculture or the
commissioner of agriculture. I want you to know

it the Louisiana Department of Agriculture, ladies
and gentlemen, affects every man, woman and child
in this state without exception. In that department
we have the Department of Consumer Affairs. Several
speakers have mentioned the consumer. Department
of Agriculture does have the Department of Consumer
Affairs. To name a few things other than that, it
regulates the composition, for instance, of fertiliz-
er to see that the farmer, when he buys a sack of
fertilizer, gets what he pays for. It regulates
seeds, all seeds, to see that the analysis is pro-
per and that that farmer, when he buys any kind of
seed, gets what he pays for. And Mrs. Consumer, he
has the job of checking on every scale in every
store in this state to see that when you walk out
of that store, there's not someone's thumb laying
on it, and you're getting what you have paid for.
Checks all the sanitary conditions and scales In

all of our livestock markets. Checks on plant dis-
eases that are hauled from one end of this state to

[524]
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to see that the consumer is getting a fair shake Questions
and that you are getting a good product. And as I

have already said, for most Louisiana products, Mr. Al ario Mr. Roy, where would you have this
nationwide and worldwide. Mr. Drew brought up a funcTion performed if you eliminated it as a state-
very good point. We have amendment to the section wide elected office?
that says whether or not it's going to be elective.
This merely puts it in the constitution. I haven't Mr. Roy Well, it could be performed just as it is

heard anybody argue against it being a constitution- now by statutory law. All I'm saying is that it

al office whether it was elective or appointive. does not deserve constitutional dignity, and it

When we get to Section 2 or 3 whichever it is, there could be performed under the secretary of state who
will be amendments to add it to the elective offices. in turn, really, is in charge of elections in any
Mr. Burson, a good friend of mine, is opposing this. event. All the custodian does, of voting machines,
I would like to remind Mr. Burson of what someone is he takes care of them and sees that they're at
said here the other day. That the delegates to this certain places at certain times. He develops no
constitution weren't running for anything. We're policy,
not running for reelection, which Mr. Burson, may
be a good thing, because the St. Landry Parish Farm Mr. Alario You don't see, then any conflic
Bureau is, I believe, the largest in the state. interests in the person that certifies the
And Mr. Segura, if Mr. Schwegmann runs for this of- of the election also being in charge of the voting
fice, you have listed a lot of reasons for you to
vote against him. If there are any questions, I'll
try to answer them. Ladies and gentlemen, let me
beg of you to go along with us and let's keep this
office close to the people and let's keep it elec-
tive.

and I differ

of
mai
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tee or the Board of Supervisors of Elections as the when the functions of this office was under the
case may be in the given election. Those returns secretary of state. I can recall when the legisla-
are sent to the secretary of state. But it is the ture took those functions from the secretary of
custodian who is responsible for the machines them- state, it was submitted to the people by way of con
selves, for making sure that they have an honest stitutional amendment. And the people overwhelming
count on them. So that they are preserved inviolate. ly voted to make that a constitutional office and
If that function is put under the secretary of state, elect him for four years. This is just recently,
then it mixes up the whole system of checks and so I would ask that you yield to the expression of
balances. It deteriorates under such a system be- the public in this state, they have spoken in my
cause you then have within one man, the capacity judgment, their views on this particular office,
not only to preserve and protect the machines, but and that you retain it as a constitutional elected
to promulgate the returns. It destroys that system office in state government.
of checks and balances. There are more than 600
elections held each year which the custodian of [previous Question ordered. Record vote
voting machines must supply the machines for, make ordered. Amendment rejected .- 54-60.
sure that those machines are in operable order. Motion to reconsider tabled.

'\

He is a technician, there is no doubt about that,
but he plays a vital role in our election process. Amendment
I haven't heard of any complaints about electing
the custodian in the past. Any demonstration that Mr. Poynter Amendments proposed by Mr. Derbes.
it hasn't worked well, that he's been involved in On page 1, line 18 after the word and punctuation
fraud or wrongdoing or that in any sense putting "treasurer" insert the word and punctuation "comp-
that under the secretary of state would cause addi- troller".
tional wrongdoing. It seems to me, rather, that
it's a good protection. Perhaps even more important. Explanation
I would hate to see this convention, whether it's
on custodian of voting machines or any of the other Mr. Derbes Again this amendment merely inserts
offices, start taking away from the people the right at your pleasure an office left out by the commit-
to elect some of their officials. If we started tee's proposal. I personally feel that the office

Mr
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Further Discussion seriously the passage of this constitution that we
submit to the people. I think it is vitally impor

Mr. 0' Nei 1

1

Mr. Chairman, members of the conven- tant that we leave this position of insurance com-
tion, I think the previous vote has proved one thing, missioner, just as important as we just left the
that about fifty-four or fifty-five of us strongl
feel that all of these people should be elected in as we have the other five offices
the constitution. I simply want to point out to this position is vitally important. Vitally impor-
you that we are not voting on the personality. tant to the people of this state because I don't
Who's in the office, at this moment, nor are we think there is any issue that I feel, and if I read
voting who is governor at the moment, nor who will the people right, and I believe I do, I think it

do these functions. Someone pointed out yesterday is insurance rates. And I think the present commis-
that a couple of the officers combined spent only sioner has got the sentiment of the people that he
one-half of one percent of the total state budget. is trying very hard to lower insurance rates and I

Well, do you know how much the people of the state think in time, he will lower insurance rates. But
of Louisiana spent on their insurance per year? I think that the position must be made a constitu-
They spend two billion dollars a year on insurance. tional office and it must be elected. So I would
That is the total amount of the whole state budget plead with you to go along with this position and
combined. Personally, I would favor abolishing the keep it in the constitution. 1 think that the peo-
insurance rating commission and being able to elect ple have spoke time and time again on the proposi-
a commissioner of Insurance. And I think that if tion and if we take it out, we jeopardize what we
the people had this as an alternate they would over- are trying to do, so I would ask you to go along anc
whelmingly vote to keep the insurance commissioner keep the position in the constitution and keep it

elected. Those of you who feel that may be this elected,
isn't worthy of constitutional status, I want you
to think twice before you vote against this amend- Question
ment. I think that the people of Louisiana have
faith in our current commissioner and as long as
they have the right to elect a commissioner they
will turn out the

3r do you want son
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t you think the fac
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So I urge
elected c
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in my area. And if there is one issue, one strong ive board, as most state boards of education are,
issue that we need to consider that is this, the it is probably more responsive to the appointing
elected superintendent in the state of Louisiana is authority than it is to the people. If it is elec-
the way to go. ted, which not too many are in this country, the

members are likely to be elected from overlapping
Further Discussion districts than from districts and for overlapping

terms. In either case the meetings of the board
Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, I are held far from where most of the people live, the
hate to come before you again, but this is a matter people don't know the reasoning of the decisions,
that lies closest to my heart than any other thing they don't know the identity of their board members,
in this convention. And there are many that touch and I would suspect that in Louisiana today, few
me closely. Two ministers got up and spoke some- people could even tell you the name of the state
time ago and I wish I could have said Amen. But board of education member who represents them.
Mrs. Corne got up here and she mentioned the teachers Neither system will guarantee you a good state super-
and her connection with them. I would like to say intendent, neither appointment nor election automat-
to you at this time that I am Chairman of Community ically resolves a single problem which is facing
Responsibilities, I am on the State Board of Manage- education in Louisiana. Neither method eliminates
ment and I have contact with parents and teachers politics from education. They change from one method
all over the state of Louisiana. We would prefer of selection to another, just change the terms of
an elected superintendent and we do want it in the reference and the frame of reference of the politics,
constitution. I am going to ask you at this time. It doesn't eliminate it. I don't think it is either
would you think about it, I am not here representing necessary or desirable to eliminate all politics
myself and if anybody has any questions as to what from educational decisions anyway, because of fund-
I feel about it, I have feelings about it but my ing and the support of education is based upon pub-
chief concern is what the people feel about it. So lie consent all the way. The schools are the peo-
I urge you to vote for this amendment. pie's business, inherently. Basic decisions affect-

ing public education from free textbooks to career
Further Discussion education are necessarily made through the political

processors. In the twenty-one years of observing
Mr. Sutherland Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, state government, I cannot recall many fundamentally
I am a little bit confused as to what we are really important issues which affected the schools which
voting on at this time. I heard Mr. Stagg when he were not essentially political in their nature. Now,
got up here say that he was voting for these offices I think that leadership at the state's level in edu-
whether they be in the constitution and at the same cation necessarily involves a certain amount of
time whether they would be elected. However, as political expertise and judgment. Not just profes-
Mr. Drew pointed out in the commissioner of agricul- sional competence and administrative expertise. And
ture. Section 3 deals with which offices are elected I think there is a distinction to be made between
and as I understand this provision it is which of- the role of a parish superintendent who functions
fices are going to be constitutional offices. I at the operational level and the state superintendent
certainly think the commissioner or the superinten- of education who functions at the leadership level
dent of education should be a constitutional office, and at the state level. An elected state superin-
but I have a difference of opinion with some of the tendent of education is un questionably the head
other speakers as to whether it should be an elected of the state public school system. An appointed
office. Our committee has proposed both, an elected superintendent is merely the executive officer of
state board of education and an elected superinten- the board which appoints him. And to me that is a

dent of education, I personally believe that this distinction. A very important distinction. Because
has not worked in the past and it will not work in in state government we usually elect our leaders
the future where you have two elected groups account- and our major officeholders. We appoint or we hire
ing for one particular subject. If this convention ' our technicians and our administrators. An elected
votes to support an elected superintendent of educa- state superintendent of education can take his case
tion, then I think we ought to have a state depart- to the people, and on occasion he may need to. An

ment of education and no elected board of education appointed superi ntendent who disagrees fundamentally
for elementary, secondary education. On the other with the board or whatever authority appoints him
hand, if you vote for an elected board of education, can take his case only into retirement. Now, there
as has been recommended by the Committee on Educa- are some teachers and administrators on both sides
tion, then I think the superintendent should be ap- of this particular argument. But I am in no doubt
pointed not by the governor but by the elected as to where the great majority of the teachers stand
board. And I think that is the difference, the gov- on this issue, they favor the elected superintendent,
ernor will not appoint, the elected board of educa- I don't think you may be too much concerned about
tion will appoint. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. that insofar as what the teachers think themselves,

but in expressing themselves in our convention on
Further Discussion this issue, I don't think they perceived any self

interest in this whole proposition. I think they
Mr. Robinson Mr. Chairman, and delegates, educa- were expressing themselves purely as citizens or

tors and good conscience can advocate both an elected almost purely as citizens. They voted I think first
and appointed superintendent. I, myself, have in as citizens and secondly as teachers. I think when
the past waivered between these two positions or two it comes right down to it, what they were saying is

systems. And actually I do agree with one of the that they want to have something to say about who
previous speakers that we are probably wrong in runs the school system and unless I think they are

making decisions at this point, an isolation from fairly represented...
a discussion of the entire control structure of pub-
lic education. Nevertheless, the issue has been Further Discussion
raised and we must, I suppose, resolve it. I know
that the immediate issue is whether this should be Mc^_J^acj( All I have to say is I'm for the amend-
a constitutional office. I certainly think that ment. I'm for keeping on electing the State Super-
the office is important enough to be in the consti- intendent of Education. Thank you.
tution. The pattern of the basic argument in favor
of an appointive superintendent goes something like Questions
this. You are going to have yourself a board of
lay citizens, this board represents the public in- Mr. Jack Mr. Smith, I'm a

terest, and it is responsive to the people, and
this board shall appoint itself an administrative
officer to advise it and to carry out the policy
determinations made by that board. But I think what
in practice this idealized situation is most likely
to break down because in truth the board is not Mr. Jack No. sir. 1 was elected myself,
fully responsive to the people. If it is an appo

Mr.
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the parish school board elect ers stated that in the Superintendent of Education,
;? Aren't they well qualified? under the Education and Welfare Article, that the
ilified men, is that right? Superintendent of Education for the state of Louisi-

ana should have at least the qualifications of a

Jack No, sir. They do not. I wasn't for the parish superintendent, and I think that
there now, and a lot of people that I know. I highly significant. In the Committee on the Execu

think that the people ought to get to elect them tive Department, we found ourselves, early on, at
too. odds with the Committee on Education and Welfare.

They have at various times during their delibera-
Mr. Smith Regardless of whether they're qualified tions felt that the Superi n tenaent ought to be ap-
or not, Mr. Jack? pointed if the board was elected, and then their

final product, which is in the books on your desks
Mr. Jack Of course not, Mr. Smith. We both think they feel that the Education Superintendent oughtMr. Sm
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terribly from a procedural point of view. As Mr.
Drew and Mr. Stagg just pointed out, all of the
arguments that have been made up here have been made
as to whether the Superintendent of Education ought
to be elected or appointed. "-' " '

voting on is whether or not 1

intendent of Education establ
at pf
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consider when we come to the executive department
discussion on the Board of Education. So, Mr,
Chairman, I would like to urge the delegates that
speak after me, if there are any, to confine their
remarks as to whether or not this should be a con-
stitutional office as opposed to whether or not it
should be an elected office. In addition to that,
Mr. Chairman, if a motion is made to reconsider the
vote by which this vote is adopted or rejected and
lay it on the table. I plan to stand and object be
cause I would like to be able to reconsider this
easily at another time when we take our position or
the Board of Education.

Motion

I rise not to question but to make a

motion in ace
Under Rule 69, Section 10, I m
to a day certain, that is, the day t
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posal, what we're, in effect doing, as has been Amendment
pointed out several times today, is establishing the
Superintendent of Education as a constitutional Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. De!:bes'\, on

...executive officer in the executive branch. Now, page 1, line 18, after the word and punctuation
this doesn't mean that the Superintendent of Educa- "treasurer," insert the words and punctuation "re-
tion will be elected, nor does it mean that he will gister of state lands",
necessarily be appointed. What it does mean is

that the Superintendent of Education as set out Explanation
in this paragraph of this section will be a consti-
tutional officer. Now, when we get on Section 3, Mr. Derbes I'm sure you all understand the amend-
one of these days, page 2, I would assume that we ment. I ' m not going to express any feeling on it

will spell out who will be elected and who won't be at this time, and I would invite discussion by any-
elected, but since there is such a great deal of one who is in favor of it.

concern by the delegates as to what to do about the
Superintendent of Education and wanting to wait un- Further Discussion
til we get the report of the Education Committee,
then we can very easily not do anything in Section Mr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

3 about appointing or electing your Superintendent have some reservations as to whether this office
and waiting until we get into the section, the pro- should be given the privilege of'being in the con-
posal, by the Education Committee so that that com- stitution; however, because of the work that this
mittee can let us know what it's recommending rela- office has performed in the past, I'm going to vote
tive to the State Board of Education and everything, for it. I just want to bring this to your attention
and we can spell out in that proposal whether the that, especially in south Louisiana where we have
Superintendent of Education will be appointed or so many lakes, streams and rivers and water bottoms,
whether he will be elected. that all of this property comes under the jurisdic-

tion of the State Land Office. They also have juris-
Personal Privilege diction over the deeds to various properties that

the state owns. I'm not sure whether they have
jurisdiction over the land that is owned by the state
and used for game refuges, but no matter who controls
this property it is a vast resource for the state.
On a basis of what might happen if this office would
be abolished or transferred to some other jurisdic-
tion, I'm just going to go along with the way it is

today and vote to keep it in the constitution,
invasion of your privacy invades us all. I will
remain unknown for obvious reasons. Good Luck." Further Discussion
May I say to whoever put this on my desk, I have
nothing at all against Muslims. My philosophy of
life is far different from that of Muslims, but I '

n

not equipped to hate anybody. Now, whatever reasor
...you say you put it on my desk. ..and the F.B.I,
could monitor my room all day and all night. You
have finished this by saying "good luck", but don't
live on luck. Luck comes by chance. Lessons come
from God, and God gives me whatever he wants me to

have. So, thank you, whoever you are, Mr. Good-Luc
or Mrs. Good-Luck.

[previous Question ordeKed. Quorum

Mr. Poyn ter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. sc-iimict], page
before I close, there's 1, line 18, after the word and punctuation "treasur-

Mr.
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have previously been discussed were departments this constitution, but more so an amendment that has
which existed in the past. I do not believe it is been presented after thought, but particularly after
the function of the Constitutional Convention to hearing people throughout the state of Louisiana corn-
look just toward the past. There are many cobwebs plain about the many abuses that have occurred to
in our past which must be cleaned out, but we must them. It seems to me if there is a need for a ex-
look forward to a great future. We must look for- pansion of the various elective offices in the con-
ward to the protection of the interests of those stitution then this very amendment as proposed by
who cannot protect themselves. I feel that this Mr. Schmitt provides us with the mechanism. I would
Commissioner of the Office of Consumer Affairs could suggest to you that the numerous amounts of com-
do this. One area which particularly concerns me, plaints that have filtered through the present state
and I believe it's an example of this, is in the office, particularly if you check with your local
L.L.'and T. situation, in which thousands and thou- parish officials, would indicate that the rise and
sands of people across the state of Louisiana had the concern around the problems of the consumer has
their life savings stolen from them, and only through reached great proportions. I would be one and I

the intervention of court proceedings did they get would hopefully suggest to you that you give some
a percentage of their money back. This Office of serious attention and some serious consideration for
Consumer Affairs could look out to protect people expanding our constitution to allow a new office to
from the wholesale rape of their life's earnings, be created whereby we can assure that as much big-
and could help to protect them from industrial cor- ger, that constitutional officers would pursue in

porations who are not particularly interested in other areas, that we would have the same amount of
their best concern. One other example...! recently vigor and the same amount of independence being
filed a case in federal court against certain lend- fostered. For those reasons and the reasons that
ing institutions, particularly pawning institutions. I firmly believe that we ought to begin to address
In the investigation of this case I have found that ourselves, I guess more adamantly and more sincerely,
they have charged in many instances more than lOOS to the problems of the consumer ... tha t you give
interest per year. Also, that they might confiscate favorable adoption of Mr. Schmitt's proposal,
and seize without any type of judicial hearing, a

four hundred dollar piece of property on a loan of Further Discussion
maybe forty dollars. I have sought the protection
of the federal court and the matter is presently Mr. Velazquez Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

under determination by the federal judge but he has think that when we talk in terms of writing a new
not issued a decision one way or the other. I don't constitution we have to think in terms of balance,
feel that we should have to go to federal court to I supported the position of an elective Commissioner
have our rights protected. I feel that we should of Agriculture, because I feel the farmers should
have the right to go into state court. I believe have that protection, and I support the position
that this commissioner could look out for the poor of a Commissioner of Consumer Affairs, because the
man. That this commissioner could look-out for the urban people deserve protection. I supported the
consumer. For too long have we looked out for cer- idea of an elected Commissioner of Agriculture even
tain special interests who have to a certain extent though the numbers of rural people are steadily de-
benefitted the state but the consumer is not pro- creasing, and the numbers of urban people are con-
tected. I feel that we must look forward in this tinually increasing, because the question is not the
constitution. We must look forward to the problems size of the electorate involved. It's a question
of the future, and one of the problems of the future of fairness and of justice to those people. This
is that of the consumer. Many of you have said that will not just help the city dweller at the expense
you are in favor of protecting the institutions which of the farmer, because the farmer himself is a con-
are already in the constitution. This institution sumer. If you think that you have a bad problem be-
or this office was not in the constitution in the cause your automobile is a lemon or because your air
past, but I believe that we must look forward to . conditioner doesn't work or because your washing
the future and let's give it a little protection. machine broke down, just think of the problem you
Let's look out for the interests of the small per- would have if a twenty or thirty thousand dollar
son. Let's not just look out for .the interest of tractor broke down and you had trouble on your war-
the farmer. I'm not saying that all farmers are big ranty with it. ..or an exp.ensive cotton picker. The
farmers, and I'm not saying that all of these people farmer himself is a consumer. He consumers gas, oil,
who have had vested interests shouldn't have their seed, fertilizer and he should be protected in th.ese

rights protected, but I believe that the consumers products to make sure that he is taken care of. I

represent probably one of the largest bloc votes in think that the only way that we can have balance in

the state of Louisiana. I feel that by putting this this constitution is to have a Commissioner of Agri-
type of protection in, it won't do any harm, but culture and to have a Commissioner of Consumer Af-
what it will do, it would give us hope for in the fairs,
future where our interests might be protected. I

feel that if you would go forward with this that [previous Question ordered. Record vote
you will show that we're not just interested in pro- ordered. Amer^dment rejected: 31-79.
tecting the interests of the past but we have a con- Motion to reconsider tabled. '\

cept.. .we're looking forward to protect the interest
of the future.

Question

Amendment
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Mr. Staqq No sir, it did not get the two-thirds five minutes that does,
vote of an independent legislature even if you were
there. Mr. Alario The proposal as presented by the Ex-

ecutive Committee on the first draft that they gav
Mr. Stinson You mean that a constitutional amend- us and what we looked at, and they did a wonderful

thout getting a two-thirds vote? job at working at it, and they said that they were
proposing it as such so that the governor might

I took issue with was "independ- have a cabinet form of government. Well, by your
votes shown today, the only form of government the
governor would have now and the only meeting he

r words, you don't think the could call would be with the Custodian of Voting
the Register of State Lands. I don't

my governor through tha t . . .meet i ng in

with an oil can to look at some voting
0, let's keep this office responsive
e. It's been an office that's been

in elected posi-

men
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or as my grandpa said, "they fetched them in". I've it. ..to consider the duties of the secretary of

been through those trails, and I say the procedure state and the Commissioner of Elections, provided

and the mechanics we have in operation in this state this amendment passes,

today are working well. I see no reason to change
them. In closing let me say that regardless of Mr. Lanier Do you think that it might help some

what kind of legislature we had at that time, there's of us, like me, if someone later on in the dis-

always those who can get up and criticize people, cussion would say what specific duties they intend

but I see Wellborn Jack, I see Ford Stinsoii, and I to take away from the secretary of state as pro-

see several others that was in that legislature at posed in Section 7?

that time, and I think that they're all fine honor-
able men. Mr. LeBleu I'm sure, since Mr. Kelly has proposed

this amendment that he has some ideas in mind as

Further Discussion to what those duties should be.

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the Mr. Fontenot Mr. LeBleu, if I understand correct-

convention, I know Don Kelly well enough to know ly, the job of the Custodian of Voting Machines at

that this is not an attempt, as Mr. Derbes would the present time is spelled out in the statutes?
have you believe that his poetry of a rose is a Is that correct?
rose and so on. This is the first step in what I

think is one of the most important and major gov- Mr. LeBleu That's a constitutional office, Mr.

ernmental reforms that we'll be able to accomplish Fontenot, and as I understand that's what we're
in this convention, and that is the establishment considering here,
of a Department of Elections and put all election
procedure in one department. You say that it would Mr. Fontenot No, but I mean the job of the Cus-

be done by putting it in the secretary of state's todian in the present consti tu tion . . . he ' s a con-

office. I have not as of this date seen the ad- stitutional officer, but the requirements of his

vantage of these umbrella agencies. I think that job. ..isn't that in the s ta tutes . . . the legislature
Don is doing what possibly should have been done controls that at the present time?
years ago. Let's create a Commissioner of Elec-
tions and it's not merely an attempt to change the Mr. LeBleu I couldn't say.
title. It is the first step in creating a Depart-
ment of Elections which can be major and good re- Mr. Fontenot So, the point that I'm getting at

form for this state. I urge your adoption of the ...wouldn't it be possible for the legislature to

amendment. take away from the secretary of state and give the

jobs of election laws to the Commissioner of Elec-
Further Discussion tions?

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I Mr. LeBleu If we provide that when we reach the
^or thi!
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dividuals would fear a change from the decrepitcy
of the past so that in the future we might have a

office which would protect the small individual,
that in the future we might have some type of con
stitutional protection for the person who does no

have the chance to protect h imsel f . . .

f

rom the man
that has to deal with the big institutions but

istitutions.
iner of the
: of these

doesn't know how to deal with these
I feel that we should have a commis
Office of Consumer Affairs. The Ic

people to favor these offices, the constitutional
protection of the commissioner of elections, yet,
at the same time to reject the idea of the concept
of an office of the commissioner of the Office of
Consumer Affairs is just .beyond me.

Questi

Roemer
tread

nitt, don't you agree that we
this debate between personal-

ities and policies? It seems to me that you might
be guilty of overstepping that line. For example,
don't you think by the use of, name whether it be
Roemer or Rayburn or Chehardy or whatever that
you're not doing anything but cementing people intc
positions that may be different from your own. I

think that your allegation that everybody who spoke
in favor of the farmer and then turned around and
didn't vote for your particular bill were trying
to do an in-service to the state is just absolute-
ly wrong. Don't you agree?

Mr. Schmitt No, I disagree. I think that it's ar
absurd position for Senator Rayburn to come forward
and to claim that there should be constitutional
protection for a person in the position of the com-
missioner of elections and then to go farther and
say that he's in favor of the poor man but he does
not support a commissioner of the Office of Con-
sumer Affairs. I just don't understand this. I

don't see how it fits in with his philosophy.

Further Discussion

Mr. Abraham Ladies and gentlemen, I think we've
reached the point where we simply need to decide
just how far do we go with naming all these offices
in the constitution. This is the sum and substance
of what we need to decide. Are we going to name
them all? Are we going to try to hold them down?
Or what are we going to do? This .is for this con-
vention to decide. Now the remark was made awhile
ago that we ought to keep these various offices,
the state's running good, ought to keep things like
they are. Well, if the state's running good and
we don't have any questions or problems with it,
then what are we doing here today? Why did the
legislature create this convention to begin with
if everything's alright. Those of you who say
that the office should be installed because this
person or that person can't handle the job. He's
too busy. Well, I submit to you, then, maybe we
had better take a look at the duties of the gover-
nor. Let's make a separate commissioner of public
works and one for highways and one for health and
welfare and one for revenue. Really, gentlemen,
let's just decide now how far are we going with all
these various
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later on in the future. I urge the adoption of twenty departments with a department head--part ic-

this amendment. ularly in light of the fact that many of the agen-
cies of the state, boards and commissions, operate

[Previous Question ordered. Record On s e 1 f- genera t i ng revenues which are not state
vote ordered. Amendment rejected

:

funds and they are not Subject to budget regula-
21-91. Motion to reconsider tabled .'\ tions. Therefore, I'm speaking primarily of those

boards and commissions who are created by statute
Amendment primarily for the purpose of licensing doctors,

dentists, barbers, plumbers, beauticians, watch-
1 [by Mr. JenAins]. makers, etc. If you had a department ... one man
Floor Amendment by over all of these agencies with self-generating

legate Oerbes and adopted by the convention on revenues, it would control budgets of those various
August 2, delete the words "commissioner of in- agencies, boards and commissions. I would suggest
surance" and insert in lieu thereof the words to you that we adopt the amendment and leave it

"secretary of commerce". up to the legislature as to what the grouping shoul
be and as to the number that there should be. I

Explanation would yield to any question, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con- Questions
vention, I supported the concept of having an elec-
ted insurance commissioner. I think that the peo- Mr. O'Neill Mr. Flory, if these departments were
pie have a right to elect the person who handles put into twenty, wouldn't they be able to create
that responsibility in our government, but I do different subcommittees and different committees
feel that that is a narrow area and that someone themselves within the twenty? Don't you see just
in that sort of position could have much more re- a mushrooming of these departments into all sorts
sponsibility in the affairs of the state. The of committees?
commissioner of insurance has little authority at
present with regard to his function. I think he Mr. Flory I don't know what was discussed in

could handle other areas. Here are the areas that the Executive Committee relative to this particular
I suggest a secretary of commerce could handle. He provision. However, I might say to you that noth-
could be in charge of the same functions that the ing is spelled out as what is intended in the du-
insurance commissioner has at present, but he could ties and responsibilities of those people that
have a number of other important functions as well. would head the twenty departments and what their
For example, regulation of banking, savings and duties and responsibilities relating to those agen-
loans, finance institutions; regulation and li- cies, boards and commissions under that department,
censure of other businesses; he could have the I think that could best be left to the legislature
Office of Consumer Affairs; he could have the In its wisdom.
Board of Commerce and Industry under his jurisdic-
tion and every other aspect of state government Mr. ' Nei 1

1

Another question; is there anything
which we might want to delegate properly to him. now which would prohibit the legislature from doing
A secretary of commerce would be a much greater just what the intent of this article is?
constitutional dignity, I think, than a commissioner
or insurance. But by substituting such a proposal Mr. Flory Not as I appreciate what is proposed by
we would allow the people to continue to elect a the various committees of this convention,
person who is directly in charge of insurance regu-
lation, but we could also accommodate the views of Mr. Nunez Mr. Flory, in the descriptic
those who suggested an Office of Consumer Affairs. commissions, agencies which operate
Possibly, he could be in charge of registering generating funds. Things like the barber
state lands, an office which apparently we will
abolish, as well as the other vital duties with tal board and various other boards that
regard to promotion of industrial development in solely for the purpose of either licen
the state. I think this would be a step forward some places regulating their own industr
and a move in the right direction, so I move the
adoption of this amendment.

28-72. Motion to reconsider tabled.] Mr. Arnette Delegates to the convention. I'm
greatly disturbed. I'm greatly disturbed because

Amendment we're going back to the 18th century instead of
moving forward into the next century. We're sit-
ting here and we're not consolidating any depart-
ments. We're expanding and expanding and expanding
and making this thing totally unworkable. This is
something you had maybe 200 years ago when you
didn't know about management. Vou didn't know how
to manage people and agencies and departments, but
now we have no excuse for preventing a consolida-
tion of these departments like this. Do you want
to greatly increase the power of the governor? If

you do, adopt this amendment. Right now he has
over 200 agency and department heads to appoint.
Do you want to increase this to maybe 300 or 400?

Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, what the If you want to do so, fine. If you want to greatly
amendment purports to do is to delete the language increase the power of your governor, go ahead and
where you allocate according to function, after do it. But, if you refuse to adopt this amendment
that delete the language "within not more than and adopt the committee's proposal you will reduce
twenty departments." Let me give you the reason- his appointments down to 20. There will be 20 de-
ing behind the amendment. First, if it is deter- partment heads, not 200 or 300 or 400. This seems
mined in the wisdom of the legislature that they to be the only logical thing you can possibly do.
should be grouped accordingly, it may be five, I don't see how you can adopt Such an amendment
six or any number of departments, but you would that would not limit the number of departments of
not necessarily have, as I appreciate what the ar- state. This would also greatly increase the busi-
ticle purports to do as it is, twenty new positions ness-like nature of state government. Right now
created in state government. This of course is the state government of Louisiana is totally un-
the objection that I have to the creating of the workable. No governor can possibly know what over

f538]
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that he does not have to deal with more than 20.

I suggest to you this would be a help to the legis-
lature because the legislature in dealing with ad-
ministrative reorganization could just tell the
department heads when they come up, "well, look
old buddy, I'm sorry to have to cut your department
out or merge it with another one, but you know the
new constitution says that we've got to have just
20 and we've already approved 18. Somebody's got
to go." I suggest to you that whether you look
at it from the point of view of good government or
good politics, that it is a good idea to leave
alone the committee proposal that we have not more
than 20 departments.

Question

Mr. Avant I've heard the statement made that you
got to leave this thing like it is because it will
reduce the power of the governor to appoint people,
and then they use the figure twenty in here. There
are approximately twenty, maybe a few less, maybe
a few more, boards that regulate various professior
and occupations. The Louisiana State Board of
Medical Examiners, the Louisiana State Board of
Examiners in Nursing, the Louisiana State Board of
Examiners in Watchmaking, professional boards that
regulate particular trades and occupations accord-
ing to a legislative act setting up standards for
those trades and occupations. My problem is what';
going to happen to those boards, or those regulatoi
bodies, if this amendment is not adopted? You're
going to put them all under one so then the gover-
nor will only appoint that one and the doctors will
be passing on people who want to be TV repairmen...

Hen Avant, rry, you xceeded

Oiscu

ike tcMr. Duval I'd just
that's been previously made, but I think it's very
important. Our present governor ran on a platforn
of reorganization as did the second candidate, the
person who came in second, and the people elected
him governor. I think it was one of the prime

npaign and the people endorsedjes in the
when they elected him
that if we are going t

want. Thank you.

Further

ider
isic

jcuss 1 on

Mr. Dennery The purpose of the Executive Committ
in. ..rather the Committee on the Executive Branch
in drafting this provision may be more clearly un-
derstood if you look at Committee Proposal No. 19
which provides for the mandatory reorganization of
state government and provides that the legislature
shall allocate within not more than twenty depart-
ments. Now not more is the important phraseology
here. It is conceivable that now that we have
added some more constitutional officers, if they
become elective officers and therefore are re-
quired to head departments, that this must be
changed in some small increase. But to do away
with the limitation of the number of departments
seems to me, as a member of the committee which
worked on this, to be striking at the very heart
of our proposal to try to provide for the state of
Louisiana an efficient form of running the state o

Louisiana. Now, Mr. Flory, made some statements
about the self generating fund agencies. There is
no problem there because right now the Department
of Agriculture, for instance, has under it the Or-
derly Milk Marketing Commission and the Structural
Pest Control Commission which qet one hundred per-
cent of their funds self generated. So I don't

see that there is any real problem on that. All
of these commissions, right now, are under the
secretary of agriculture. The purpose of this
entire section, taken as a whole, is to provide
for the governor of the state of Louisiana a meth-
od of operating the state's business in an efficient
manner. It seems to me that if we take out the
twenty department limitation, or if we amend it

to many more than twenty, we are losing the whole
efficacy of this entire article.

Sibu

uesti

r. Dennery, let me just ask you this
question, and my purpose for signing the amendment
that's now up for discussion is I'm not clear as
to what departments would mean. Do you mean, when
you say departments, do you mean agencies, boards,
commissions like the Television Board? That's the
only reason, because I could see with twenty de-
partments you could be In trouble in this state
the minute this was adopted If you got a ruling
from the attorney general that department means
any board or agency. That was my purpose because
it's not clear in my mind as how you define a de-

Mr. Dennery Well think the defi IS con-
ned, if you look at Proposal No. 19, Senator

Rayburn, it says "The legislature shall allocate
within not more than twenty departments the func-
tions, powers, duties and responsibilities of all
departments, offices, agencies and other Instru-
mentalities within the executive branch except
those allocated by this constitution." Now the
whole theory of it is to put all of these various
boards and commissions under a department head
who can then, in a pyramid fashion, report for
those commissions and agencies directly to the
governor, which we believe would give the gover-
nor a little more efficacious control over them.

Mr. Rayburn Well then, Mr. Dennery, really what
we're doing, and nothing is the same thing when
we say twenty, if we wanted to create in the legis-
lature in the next session if this provision in
the constitution was enacted, we could just create
fifteen new agencies and put them under "X" depart-

lery I think that's quit

3urn So really what we '

r

about the same thing then.
ly circumvented if you so des

ider

ing and not
Tiean It car
re to do so

Mr. Dennery Well I don't think it would be cir-
cumvented. Senator. I think what would happen is

that these various agencies that you would create,
if you created them, would report to the governor
through one particular department head. This would
give the governor an opportunity, in the nature.
If you will, of a cabinet form of government al-
though we didn't specify that's what It was to be
called.

s ti tute am
go.' Cou

But Mr. Dennery, take the Law In-
the Barber Board. Where would they

ne just put them under some department?

Mr. Dennery I would take it, for example the
Barber Board, that you would probably, there would
probably be some sort of a licensing, a department
of licensing. All of these various licensing boards
would report to the governor through the department
head. Now the department head would not control
what those boards do. The boards would remain in-
depende

Pol

Mr. 0|Neill My comprehension of the new Rule No.
90 wTiich we enacted yesterday said that all mate-
rials placed on delegate's desk must bear the name
of those persons or organizations who submitted

[540]
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which does not bea
person who placed it on my desk, and I simply want Further Discussion
to raise that point of order.

Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of

Mr. Stagg I would like to reply to the point of the convention, I think there's been a real misun-
order. This material was printed long before Rule derstanding by many of you with respect to the pur-
No. 90 was adopted, and it is a part of the pre- pose of this proposal. What the Committee on the
sentation by the Committee on the Executive Depart- Executive Department sought to do was to determine,
ment, and I'm sorry we couldn't get it reprinted first of all, I suppose as we all have, that there
in time to put Committee on Executive Department are three branches of state government. Now within
at the bottom of it. the executive branch of state government, we in-

tended by this provision under consideration to
Further Discussion provide that not more than twenty departments, that

would be major divisions or major parts of the ex-

Mr. Conroy I speak in opposition to the proposed ecutive branch would exist. That only, as Mr. Con-
amendment. I have read through the committee pro- roy correctly suggested, creates the superstructure
posal ; I've read through the comments which we for the organization of the executive department,
have all received from PAR on the committee pro- Now within that manageable structure, we think,

posal as a whole. It strikes me that Mr. Stagg is there're certainly going to be divisions. There
justifiably proud of the work which his committee are going to be agencies, boards, commissions, corn-

did. I think they did a fine job. I did not rise mittees and so forth that will fit into a logical,
to speak on Section No. lA because to a large ex- formal reorganization of state government. This,
tent I don't think that Section No. lA has any par- ladies and gentlemen, is at the very heart of the

ticular substantive content. It is descriptive proposal that Governor Edwards made to the people
of a lot of different offices, but it doesn't say of the state of Louisiana when he campaigned for

much about what they are or where they'll go. Sec- governor. He appeared before the committee and
tion No. IB, I think, begins to get into the sub- supported in concept, the proposal that is now
stance and content of what their proposal is. As before you. I urge that in order that we can carry
I understand it, at the heart of their proposal is out a full and valid reformation of our govern-
the concept that the executive department should be mental structure, that you vote against the pro-
reorganized. I think the purpose of the reorgan- posed amendment and vote for the provision as it

ization is responsibility. That's a word I hold has been approved by the executive department,
dearly in this whole constitutional convention, is

one of responsibility. I think one of the efforts
here is to try to say that there are a few people [previous Question ordered .}
in this state, that at least you'll be- able to go
to only a few, to find out what's happening, what's Closing
going on within various state organizations and
boards and whatnot. Right now, it's bewildering, Mr. Flory Mr. Chairrr

as I'm sure that you can begin to gather from the pose in submitting thi

sheet that was distributed, as to what, exactly, not in any way to detract from the program espoused
the executive department or what the administrative by the present governor when he was running for
branch of this state government is and how it func- office. The amendment does nothing to his program
tions and what it does. I don't think that the of reorganization whatsoever. And to Mr. Arnette,
Executive Committee Proposal, or the proposal the let me say to you, what's proposed here does not
Committee on Executive Branch intends to answer all call for the abolition of state agencies, boards
these questions. It asks the executive department . and commissions. It merely gives to the governor
to propose a reorganization program. It asks the twenty more additional appointments than what he
legislature to act upon this proposal. This is now has. My only purpose in proposing the amend-
only the beginning. This is the. framework. This ment was to take care of those boards, agencies
is the foundation on which all these other things and commissions who operate under sel f -generated
are to happen and I think that this is a good revenue. That's solely the whole purpose of the
foundation. I urge you to reject the proposed amendment. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, if I have been
amendments to Section No. IB and adopt the com- assured that "department" does not mean those agen-
mittee proposal largely as it is. Thank you. cies operating under sel

f

-genera ted revenues, I'd
be more than happy to withdraw the amendment. But

!r Discussion nothing contained in this proposal makes such a

definition. That's my whole purpose in proposing
1 and ladies and gentlemen of the amendment. After the explanation, with the
't believe we've now come the approval of the Chair, leave of the convention even
lere with the notion of making though the previous question has been ordered, Mr.

a more independent legislature and having it more Chairman, if I'm in order, I'd like to move that
flexible and we've done that. To make the execu- we withdraw the amendment,
tive branch somewhat less powerful. Now the Ex-
ecutive Committee has come up with something that Mr. Henry Mr. Flory, the previous question has
I think is really, really good and is needed, es- been ordered,
pecially when you look at that sheet that was
passed out. We are now going back to where we are [Amendment rejected : lJ-93. notion
going to saddle the governor with the idea or the to reconsider tabled.}
notion to have to know some possibly one hundred
to two hundred different department heads or agency Point of Order
heads when he can hardly know twenty or thirty.
We're going to make him responsible for whatever Mr. Blair Is there any way when a gentleman comes
they do. Now I just sat here awhile ago and had up and asks for his amendment even if the previous
a bunch of legislators, and there's nothing wrong question has been ordered for him to be shown the
with it, come and talk with me about voting for courtesy to withdraw it in our rules?
the position of commissioner of elections, and to
reinsert it in the constitution. I did so. Yet Mr. Henry Yes sir, we could reconsider the vote
these same people, now for some reason, now are by which the previous question was ordered. If we
trying to involve the legislature in something do that then and get through those mechanics, the
that is, in my opinion, the executive branch. I problem is the journal on the thing. We've gone
just don't see how we're going to tolerate the idea through the process, you see, of debating it and
of a three branch, separate branch, government and then the previous question being ordered, and in

at the same time continue to emasculate the pro- the journal it's going to reflect that the previous
visions of the Executive Committee that, in my question was ordered and then the amendments were

[541]
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drawn and just procedurally there are no me- „hat that reallocation is. The problem, as I see
ics for It unless you go back and reconsider it, with Section 19, and I hate to go into Section
i/ote by which the previous question was ordered. ig, but I think it is a necessary part of the dis-

cussion of this amendment in getting the overall
Blair I wish there was some way, Mr. Chair- picture of how the governmental reorganization

Id give the courtesy to a person, should be done. The problem with Section 19 is
the light, he wants to change his mind, that if the legislature rejects the plan of the

nothing happens and there would be
illocation. If you provide that the
11 make the reallocation if the gov-

;o initiate a program, he can do so
a legislator or group of legislators

done and has been doing

person,
lis mind,
lered, to
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our conclusion was that the executive should have scheme to get reorganization into effect, and that's
this power after the first mandatory... what the committee set out to do. But the impor-

tant part of it is, that the first time that it is

Mr. Lanier Well as I see it, really, we can solve done, it will be done by the state legislature,
the whole problem right now with this language, at Then, thereafter if from age and from obsolescence,
this point in time. That is why, in the presenta- departments are put out of business by the legis-
tion of my discussion I brought up the fact of the lature or new departments or agencies are created,
provisions of Section 19 and of the proposed sched- then the governor may go to the legislature with
ule provision. I think we can lay the matter to a plan of reallocation. Hopefully the legislature
rest right now. If the convention, in its wisdom would agree to it, but if they don't then it doesn't
does not choose to do so, then of course we can happen. It is still in charge of the legislature
always raise it at a later time. I feel we ought but the governor has the duty under the permanent
to face the issue now. To me, this is one of the constitutional provision of making a proposed re-
most critical parts of the executive article, allocation of the executive department, which we
right here. Section No. 1, setting forth who will think he properly ought to do since he is the head
be your elected and constitutional officers and of the executive branch of government. I urge you
setting forth the framework for the reorganization to reject Mr. Lanier's amendment, and that we tackle
of our government. I agree with the previous this problem when we get further on into the Execu-
speakers that there has been a mandate by the peo- tive Article under Section 19 of Committee Proposal
pie of our state for reorganization of our state No. 4.

government. I think that this should be done by
the legislature, and I think this language will Questions
put that to rest. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

:e Chairman Miller in the Chai
Perez My question will be fast and

Mr. Lanier, if the conventi
and if it also adopts Commit

19, well then would not the r

lished as provided by law? I

being the schedule attached to
by Committee Resolution No. 19. because without the schedule, this

tee
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mandatory that the initiating action come from the Mr Anzalone No si r i t does not because we haven

governor because at some time in the future we gotten to the allocation of the state department

could have a reverse situation where the governor yet with these elected officials.

wanted a multiolicity of boards for some reason,
or wanted multiplicity. This way the legislature Mr. Gravel Mr. Anzalone. you say that the purpose

would be locked out from taking action without an of this is to make sure that the duties or func-

initiating action by the governor. For this reason tions of the constitutional officers are not ad-

I think we should allow flexibility in the system versely affected, is that the purpose of your amend-

legislature to do tni

ieems it appropriate.

Questi

Anzalone

Mr. Gravel Well, if we provide specifically in

Walt, your statement is that follow- the constitution as to the functions of constitu-
" reorganization of state government tion officers, certainly no provision of the i>"

I feel that the legislature would be powerless to could adversely affect that, could it, no prov

ititute its own plan of reorganization. Is that of any statute?

Mr. Anzalone No, sir.

Lanier

•e anyt
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the state. Now, the reason I suggested this be Mr. Weiss No, absolutely not. Senator De Blieu
included is not to reduce the power of the governor,
but rather enforce the power of the governor. Please Mr . De Bl i eux Well, I just wanted to clear that
understand, if you will, as I have learned in study- because that seemed what you indicated in your r

ing the governor's appointments, that two things marks.
will happen as a result if this is passed. One is
that the governor will be more powerful and go di- Mr. Weiss Not at all.
rectly to the people. That is the Blue Ribbon
Board, the people who are selected by you and I in Mr. Stovall Dr. Weiss, don't many of the decis
any given profession or in any given work to rep- by these different boards affect the people. ..th
resent you at state levels. This is not state funds welfare of the people of the state of Louisiana?
going toward these commissions, towards these boards
or towards these agencies. The other thing is that Mr . Weiss The state's authority is supreme. Re
it will reward the people who serve on these boards Stovall, and I think that the state is responsib
and commissions and the like, who serve at not cost in any action of any
to the state. In other words, let me read to you
some of these commissions and boards that now exist Mr. Stovall And because they are, should they
and then I'll explain one in part i cul ar ... the Med-

...
ical Examiners, for example, that concern me. But,
these include such diverse boards, commissions or
agencies as the barbers, contractors, cosmetology, Mr. Weiss Absolutely not, and the reason I say
dentists, embalmers and funeral directors, engi- that is that these boards are specialists in thei

-s, hearing aid dealers, horticulturists, lique- own fields. If the funeral directors don't know
fied petroleum gas commission, livestock brand com- more about funerals, I don't know who does, and
mission, livestock sanitary board, medical advisory they are the ones who are responsible for licensing
board, medical examiners, motor vehicle commissions, the funeral directors in a given area. Now, the
namely the dealers, nurse examiners, optometry, governor or the legislature may take action, cer-
pharmacy, plumbing board, psychologists, radio and tainly, but they are the boards that qualify these
television boards, sanitarians, seed commissions, individuals and are expected to know more about it
shorthand reporters, social workers, speech path-
ologists and audiology, soy bean promoters, straw-
berry advertising and development commissions, sweet Mr. Stovall But the decisions that th
potato boards, veterinary medicine and watchmaking affect the people of Lou
board. Now, each of these boards represent, at
least in the medical sense and I will use that since Mr. Weiss Of course, they do.
I know it best, the blue ribbon physicians of the
state that are presented to the governor when he Mr. Duval Dr. Weiss, you've been talking about
is elected. In other words, the physicians would professional boards, but don't you know that your
select ten members and the governor would select amendment says "sel

f

-generati ng funds". It doesn't
3 or 5 or whatever the requirement is. Now, that mention professional boards, and are you aware,
is how the governor has his power, but not mone- sir, that there are certain boards that are self-
tarily. There is no money involved and no exchange generating and are not professional boards such as
of funds in these types of sel

f

-generati ng revenue the milk marketing, the structural pest control and
boards and commissions. Therefore, the governor levee districts just as a few examples. Are you
will get to know these people better. He will be aware of that, sir?
closer to the blue ribbon people and will know them
better and these Are the people that the governor Mr. Weiss The levee districts I've checked on
should have direct contact with. I do not feel that . and I do not believe that's correct, but I do un-
a intermediary between the governor and these types derstand the milk commission may be, the insurance
of board members should exist. It would represent rating bureau may be and the public employees board
to me bureaucratic bungling, and th.is to me is un- may be. But these are still sel f -generati ng revenue
necessary. At the present time, these members, boards and I think they're, entitled to be separate
when they have a problem, can go directly to the and apart from any bureaucratic process which is
governor and they should be rewarded for their necessary if the governor is to have a strong hand
positions which they hold at no expense to the state on these,
to at least see the governor. My legislators back
home tell me that there's all the difference in the Mr. Duval You do understand that these are sub-
world between an elected and an appointed official. divisions of the state and state agencies, don't
When they write for you or for
official, then they get an ans
They are taken care of promptly. I'm sure you leg- Mr. Weiss No, anything created by the legislature,""'"*— appreciate this. " " ^. - - _. .

1, to
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they may be and whatever assortment and
variety of assignments they may have. ..to which-
ever department head they are placed under. For
example, the master H.E.W. scheme that is now in
effect for the state of Louisiana has one man over
this tremendous agency ... some 300 agencies spending
a half a billion dollars in the state at this time.
My understanding would be that he would or she
would or whatever the agency ... cosmetol ogi st would
do would be to report to this department head be-
fore they could reach the governor for any type of
minor or major problem which they may have. This
to me is very disturbing because these people are
selected as the most outstanding people in any
given field. I think they should have the gover-
nor's ear, and I think that the governor would
want to have their ear, and this is something that
would enhance the governor's position.

scuss i

Mr. Gr Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, 1

rise in opposition to the amendment. There's
nothing in the present constitution, nor has ther
ever appeared to have been any need for the kind
of protection that Dr. Weiss's amendment suggests
should be in the new constitution. But even pre-
termitting that, if there is any necessity to giv
consideration to the boards and commissions that
operate with sel

f

-generat i ng funds, that can be
handled under Section 19 of the proposal. Now, I

not suggesting that it should be handled at all,
but I do believe that this particular amendment
should not be considered at this time and in this
particular part of the constitution and I move th
you reject the amendment.

Further i s c u s s i 1

Mr. Conroy I am opposed to this amendment. I

think I addressed myself to the basic substance of
this amendment previously with Mr. Flory's prior
amendment, but I do want to raise one additional
question, not so much just for this amendment, but
for in general, that some of us who worked on the
Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation will
recognize. That's the use of the phrase in here
of an agency that operates on sel

f

-genera ti ng funds.
We had a great deal of difficulty with this con-
cept in the Revenue, Finance and Taxation Committee.
I think that anybody who studies it would have the
same sort of concern about exactly what you'ro Ho.
scribing and what sel

f

-genera ti ng funds are.
alone is subject to a great deal of dispute as

This
aiuFic li iuujeuL Lu d yfcdL aed I OT Qispute as to
when funds are really sel

f

-genera ted and when an
agency is operating solely on such sel

f

-generat i ng
funds. We managed to get through our proposal on
public finance without having to use that phrase,
and I think that anybody who does attempt to use
it in this constitution will find that it will
cause you nothing but headaches in trying to de-
fine what you're doing, and for that reason alone,
1 would urge you to reject this amendment.

[previous Question ordered.]

Mr. Henry You have the right to close. Dr. Weiss
Bo you pass? Dr. Weiss?

The gentleman passes.
Oh. Excuse me, I thought somebody said that yoi

had passed.
I guess that I was just hoping that.

r. Weiss

ClO!

- -- ith you in spirit, and we'll so(
leave, but I must make it clear that I'm glad to
hear that there's confusion in the term "self-ger

sting revenue" other than in my mind. But none-
theless, that's the best te could figui

here and I think that the Supreme Court has, as
Chairman Henry has said, will make a large number
of decisions, and certainly the levee board will
not be included in these types of boards, commis-
sions and agencies which are so border lined, and
so constructed that there's a tremendous amount of
legislative responsibility, I would like to see
the floor amendment adopted, and I think that we
are doing the people back home a real service, par-
ticularly the list of organizations that I read a

moment ago. Perhaps, this should have been intro-
duced at another section, but I'm introducing it

here for you to be familiar with it in the event
it is introduced later in another section. I would
ask you to adopt it and hope that we can dispose
of this properly now.

Question

Mr. Stinson Dr. Weiss, were you not a little
shocked at Mr. Gravel objecting to this because it'
not in that old antiquated constitution? Hadn't

Mr. Weiss I am, and as a matter of fact, if
somewhat unwritten in the present constitutior
There's no appreciable change, as I understanc
over what is currently going on.

[A:.ena

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Kelly, et ai.],
page 1, line 17, at the end of the line and after
the word "state" delete the remainder of the line.
Amendment No. 2, page 1, line 18, at the beginning
of the line, delete the portion of the word "eral".

Mr. Deshotels Ladies and gentlemen, I want to
apologize to you for coming up with this at this
time, but we had this on the table since yesterday.
For some reason or the other, it was overlooked
when we were going over Section A. It involves
taking the attorney general out of the executive
article and putting him back into the judiciary
article where he has been in our past constitu-
tions and is presently in our 1921 constitution.
Our rules that we adopted in January provided for
the Committee on the Judiciary having jurisdiction
over the Department of Justice, and we, in our
committee, reported to the convention and had the
Department of Justice worked in. Now, the com-
mittee proposal is with our committee now. We
have not reported it back to the convention. We're
still working on this particular section. There
are some very valid reasons besides having been
assigned a particular subject. One, is that our
attorney general is more of a judicial officer.
All of you are concerned and realize and have been
acquainted with the many opinions that our attorney
general gives throughout the course of his term
of office. The attorney general has an interre-
lationship with our D.A.s and any article or any
provision containing the powers and functions of
the attorney general have to be considered along
with your powers and functions of your district
attorneys and also of your courts. He is a quasi-
judicial officer, and for that reason, I would ask
that he be considered in due course, and that our
Committee on Judiciary be allowed to continue its
consideration and deliberation on this particular
office, and provide you with a good proposal with
a continuity between the attorney general and the
workings that he had. I might add in closing that
the attorney general specifically requested that
he be included in the judicial article if he were
not given an article separate and apart from the
executive and judicial. His second choice was to
be in the judiciary article, and gentlemen and
ladies, quite frankly, we have enough to consider

[546]
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ROLL CALL

PRAYER

irect us Lord these our doings,
mindful of the
efforts be in Thyeds of others, and may al

me. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[l Journal 251]

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[r Journal 251-2^

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 4, introduced
by Delegate Stagg, Chairman on behalf of the Commit-

Department, and Delegates
, Arnette, Brien, Dennery, Duval,

tee on the E

Abraham, Ale _ _ _ ,

Gravel, Stovall and Tapperavel, stovaii ana lapper
A proposal providing for the executive branch

f government, for the filling of vacancies in cer-
^ublic off , ....

ficeholding, a code of et

Lebretor
I thought you mi ght
News and Rev

'

members of the conv
interested in an ar

h is the
.

un i ci pal
review magazine. The state of Alabama has just
completed their study of a constitution. That's a

neighboring state, I thought you would be interested.
It's very short, it will take me maybe two or three
minutes to cover it. I think it's interesting. I

might observe before I give you the report of how
similar we have been and how we have differed in

some parts, and that's what ma-kes a bunch of good
50 states, I imagine. Alabama Commission reports
on constitution. In its final report the Alabama
Constitutional Revision Commission provided guide-
lines around which the proposals were f'-amed. These
basic principles include, one, preservation and
stressing certain aspects of the Bill of Rights.
Two, preservation of the separation or powers.
Three, assurance of flexibility for the legislature
in dealing with changing conditions. Four, recog-
nition of increased responsibilities of the gover-
nor as head of the administrative branch should be
improved by adequate authority. Five, responsibil-
ity and authority of the courts must be restated
and strengthened. Six, local government should be
granted more authority, flexibility and initiative.
Seven, excessive provisions and language should be
omitted so that the document provides clearly the
basic principles and the structure of state and lo-
cal government. Highlights of articles pertaining
to rights, divisions of power, representation, the
executive, the legislature, the judiciary and local
government follows. I'll skip over that and get to
where we just finished. Provision No. 3, legislative
powers. In Alabama they call that the distribution
of powers of government, and you can see how close
our report came to theirs. Regular annual sessions

'egislators to be determinee
nissior

and an annual sa
by an independent nsaf

anges are proposed to speed up
procedure in enacting legislation a '

"

Several cl

. ^..,.-, ...-,.., -.. ,jcal and ge
eral laws are clarified. Next, the legislature wi
be required to adopt a code of ethics governing
conflict of interest for the legislators, state eit

ployees and nonjudicial offices. Representation,
the state will be divided into House and Senate
districts consisting of compact and adjoining ter-
ritories with a ratio' of members of legislature to
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population, in nearly equal, as practical. A re-
apportionment commission is established and directed
to report after each decennial census. The commis-
sions plan would become law if the legislature fails
to act on it in the next session. Last, provision
of a plan by the State Supreme Court is authorized
on the petition of any voter. And then it gets us
to the executive department where we are right now.
The one paragraph is, and I quote: "Executive De-
partment. Nonpoiicy making offices are eliminated
from constitutional status leaving only the gover-
nor, the lieutenant governor and the attorney gen-
eral. Age and residency requirements are reduced
for these offices." Thank you.

Read ig of the Section

Mr. P oynter Status of the propos.al to date is that
the convention has adopted Section 1 relative to
compensa ti on

.

Next section. Section 2. Qualifications.
Section 2, Paragraph A. To be eligible for any

statewide elective office, a person must have at-
tained the age of 25 years by the date of his elec-
tion and be a citizen of the United States and of
this state for at least 5 years immediately preceding
the date of his election. He shall hold no other
public office except by virtue of his office during
his tenure in office.

B. The attorney general shall have been admitted
to the practice of law in this state for at least
the five years immediately preceding his election.

Explanation

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, delegates to the conven-
tion, in the present constitution, the age require-
ment for governor has a minimum age requirement of
30 years of age and that he must be a resident of
this state for 10 years. The Committee on the
Executive Department felt that it was in line with
practicalities and 1973 as against 1921 considera-
tion that the age for statewide officers be reduced
to 25 years and that 5 years of state residence was
sufficient a qualification for such office. There
is in this provision, also, a provision, also, a

provision that the statewide elected officers shall
hold no other public office during his tenure in
office except those that he might hold ex officio.
I understand, Mr. Chairman, that there is an amend-
ment being circulated concerning the Section 8, and
I'll withhold any comments on that until such time
as we get to it. At this point in time, Mr. Chair-
man, I move adoption of Section 2.

Recess

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 ibg Mr. D'Gerolamo

,

et al .]. Page 1, delete lines 27 through 30 in
their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the fol-
1 owi ng

:

"Section 2, Paragraph A. To be eligible for any
statewide elective office, a person must be an elec-
tor who has reached the age of IB years at the time
of qualification for office and must be a citizen
of the United States and of this state for 5 years."

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, at the beginning of
line 31, delete the following words: "preceding
the date of his election. "

Expl ana t i on

Mr ^ Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
amendment purely and simply reduces the age at which
a percon can qualify for running for the state electee
offices. 1 am aware that a lot of people believe
that an 18 year old or a 19 year old or a 20 year
old is unqualified to run for this office, or those
offices. As a practical matter, and 1 urge the
practicality of it, strenuously, how many 18 year
olds do you or any of you know that can raise the
funds or have the political power to run for this
office, these offices? How many people do you ac-
tually know that can do this? Is it not fair thai
any elector should be allowed to participate in
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every election of this state to the maximum extent
that he ought to? At 18 years old, I probably would
have been unqualified to run for a statewide elected
office. I might even venture to say that I'm 25
now, and 1 would probably consider myself unquali-
fied to run for a statewide office at this time.
But it's fair, it's fair to everyone. I move it's
adoption, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

Mr. Lanier Max, I notice here you say that "has
reached the age of 18 years at the time of quali-
fication for office." Do you mean by that at the
time of qualification for candidacy for office or
at the time that they are sworn in to office?

At the time of
le provision for

for the
ig what c, I'm wonderi

fications an 18 year old would have for being gov-
ernor? You mentioned, this is kind of a twofold
question, that an 18 year old night not have the
financial funds to run statewide. There might be
an 18 year old who has it, who has gotten some kind
of an inheritance who gives him the money to run
for anything that he wants to run for. In that
event, if he is elected, what situation would our
state be in if he wasn't qualified?

Mr. Tobias Well, the point is that if the voters
want to elect an 18 year old statewide elected of-
ficial, they ought to be allowed that right. It
would have to be a fantastic young person running
for the orrice to actually succeed in gettin elected.

Mr. Tobias No, this is the language that we track.
It takes care of the situation. You have to be 18

when you qual i fy

.

Mr. Lanier Is that qualify for candidacy?

Mr. Tobias Qualify for candidacy, yes sir.

Mr. Bel Mr. Tobias, only one thing worries me.
I'm not against 18 year olds, but what about the
attorney general ?

Mr. Tobias Well, as a practical matter^ as you
are aware, the attorney ... the qualifications for
attorney general include that he must have practiced
law for 5 years. Since he must have practiced law
for 5 years, and as a practical matter, you're not
going to find very many 18 year olds who have prac-
ticed law for 5 years.

Tobi as Yes , that be very difficult.

Mr. Smith Mr. Tobias, do you think someone just
18 years old is mature enough to run for office?

Mr. Tobias Yes, sir, sc

Mr. Smith Wei lybody could run though
they?

!s , si

Mr. Smith They were ji

Is that right?

Mr. Tobias Correct.

Mr. Smith Why do you think they are mature enough
at that age? Why do you think that particular ar-
bitrary age makes them mature enough to run for an
office?

Well, my firm belief is that every in-

dividual at the age of 18 is mature enough
for that office. But if a person is mature enough
to run for that office, the people will know who h

or she is.

Mr. Smith Well, usually at that age they are sti

under their parents and hadn't finished high schoo
Isn't that correct?

Mr. Tobias Many of them, yes, sir.

Hr. Tobias Definitely.

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Tobias, do you think that all 40

Mrs. Warren I agree with you that
exception for one to do that, yet I

with knowing the juvenile situation
I'm just wondering if we would have
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Mr. Abr^.hiii.1 That's correct. All he needs to do imply that when you have youth involved, the possi-
is get a filing fee. bility of youth obtaining office, that that increases

the potential for misrepresentation in office, the
Mr. Duval Mr. Abraham, I agree with your position kinds of, I guess, unaccepted behavior in office.

ed to ask you if you know that Mozart I would like to suggest to you that all you would
when he wrote his first opus? have to do is to turn on today's television and you

will see that most of the participants in some of
0, I'm not a musician. the hearings and some of the discussions about na-

tional and state government are nowhere near the
Mr. Abraham, have you ever known age of 18 years of age. It seems to me that if we
ected who just filed and went home? talk about providing the age of 18 to run for the

office of House of Representative and Senate which
BS. are those bodies that are going to be passing laws

that effect every part of this state, it seems to
Governor? me that young people at the age of 18 or somewhere

close by ought to be able to hold those offices.
3t for governor, no, but I've known If we are going to create them through the legisla-
Bcted who just filed and went home. ture and if someone is 18 and they create that of-

fice, it seems to me that they ought to, if the
No, that was the question. people so desire to elect them, be able to hold that

office. I think that the arguments presented here
. Abraham, I'm a little disturbed by are some of the same arguments that we heard when

what I consider your lack of confidence in the in- we discussed the legislative proposal. The same
tegrity of the people. Are you suggesting, on the merits that were fostered and which this convention
other hand, that all of the persons elected by the adopted are the same grounds. I don't think that
people have been topflight, efficient in the car- there's too much difference between an office of
rying out of their responsibilities once elected? being a Senator and someone being able to hold state-

wide office because both offices have statewide im-

Mr.
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age thirty. Amendments

Mr. J. Jackson Would you admit to the fact that Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [iy Mr. Abraham'i,
the legislature, particularly in this new proposed page 1, line 29. ..this is the Abraham set of amend-
consti tution , will be passing laws of statewide ments . . . immedi a tely after the word "his" and before
concern, and so therefore, in that we are passing the word "and", delete the word "election" and in-
and will be passing laws of statewide concern, that sert in lieu thereof the words "qualification for
the possibility that they may be eighteen years old office". The amendment has been changed to read

would indicate that we could very well have an "qualification as a candidate for office",
eighteen year old hold an office of statewide con- Amendment No. 2, page 1, line 31, immediately
cern? after the word "his" and before the period, delete

the word "election" and insert in lieu thereof the
Mr. Juneau Mv answer would be this, Mr. Jackson. words "qualification as a candidate for office".

Explanation

t^. Abraham This is more or less a technical amend
ent simply to bring this article in agreement with
hat we have already approved in the Legislative
rticle. If you will remember in the Legislative

«/ould you think that'if the people of the State Article, on Section 4 B, we defined or we spelled

I think that a legislator is respon;
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amendment because my copy may be wrong bu

Mr. Fayard
tive office
twenty-five
for office.
United Stati



think t

iection
1 define
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yesterday. I would like to remind you again that
the farmers of this state are unanimous, I believe,
in their desire to have this an elective office.
The farm organization that represents all farmers
are unanimous in asking that this be done, and I

would suggest to you today that let's vote and fin-
ish what we started yesterday with Section 1 and
make it elective in Section 3. If there are any
questions, I'll be glad to try to answer them. If

not, I move the adoption of the amendment, and I

would like to point out also since it was brought
up a moment ago, when the next amendment comes up
in regards to the Superintendent of Education, I

intend to support that one also. Thank you.

[Pre.

'. Asseff

Closing

.loulc je the right to close e

cept that I may have given the impression that
members of the executive committee agreed with
...two said they did not; I want to be certain,
Mr. Chairman, that that is understood.

of Education

Amendment

Amendment No. 1 [it; Mr. Raybum \ ,

1 , proposed by Dr. Asseff and adc
tion on August 3, 1973, after the
Tsert the following: "Superintend

Expl

ixbu r. Chairman and fellow delegates,
this is rather a simple amendment. A very short
amendment. It just adds the words "Superintendent
of Education". I think we've made a tremendous
step in the right direction, by adopting the amenc
ment that we just adopted and I hope that we will
adopt the one that you're fixing to vote on in a

few moments. The people that have talked to me...
the majority of them that understand education far
better than I do. ..feel that the state superinten-
dent should be elected. The vast majority of the
teachers and the people in the various school cir-
cles that I have discussed this with share my feel
ings that our superintendent should be elected. I

personally, am for electing all officers. As I ha
said before, a public office in my opinion is a

public trust. I have heard the argument made that
you might get a person that didn't know anything
about education. I don't think our people have
quite got that stupid, yet. I certainly hope they
haven't and if they had had a lot of requirements
on a man to serve in the legislature educationally
wise, I would have never made it, because I have
no formal education. I wish I did have, but some
of the smart people I've seen have seen some of th

hardest people that I've ever seen to understand.
You want to see a real dilly, you see an over-edu-
cated smart fellow, and you'll see one. You'll se

a dilly, dilly, and he knows he's a dilly. A lot
of other people don't, but he does, and I say to
you that I do not believe you can do wrong by lett
the people of this state speak on who they want tc
operate the educational program of our state. I

move the adoption of the amendment.

Quest i ons

Mr. Flory Senator Rayburn, would you have any ot
jection to them opening the machine and let some c

us others be co-authors of your resolution?

nobody has objection

[52 coauthor.-; a
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Raybu ^ou mean... they could do lat, now

Sol 1 i nqer it not true that if this anend-
nent is defeated, and would you not place the name
Superintendent of Education in the elected officers
of the executive department, couldn't the convention
decide that they want to elect the Superintendent
of Education, but decide at the time we discuss the
article of education?

Mr. Rayburn Sure, they could, if they so desire
to put it there, but if they are going to decide it

then, I don't see any reason why they shouldn't de-

M r. Bol l inger Well, don't you think that the com-
position of the Board of Education will have some
effect on the decision if the Superintendent will
be elected or appointed?

M r. Rayburn Not necessarily so, I've seen the
boards when they all had a big honeymoon, and I've
seen them when they were like me and my wife...
didn't get along too good at times.

Mr. Stinson Senator Rayburn, isn't it a fact that
we're trying to simplify it. So, why not put them
all in one provision. We're trying to keep around
looking all through the constitution to find things.
We're just going to bury it back away from the other
statewide. .. that's just going to interfere with the
peopl iterpreting the constituti ' t iti

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Stinson, I certainly feel that
way, and I had an amendment that had them all, just
like they were passed on yesterday to make constitu-
tional officers out of them, but some of them de-
sired to take the first three first and then take
this one separate, so that's what we're doing. Cer-
tainly, I think the best place to put the Super-
intendent of Education is right where we're putting
the other elected officials, and since we've already
said it would be a constitutional office, I think
it should be placed in this particular category.

Mr. Stinson The next questi on . . .you referred to
your intelligence. Don't you think it's lucky for
the people that you're not smarter than you already
are?

Mr. Ray
I would
the peo

I wouldn t necessarily say that, and
ay I'm smart. I will say this, since

eople have placed their trust in me, I've tri
ply myself and I realize my limitations I thi
ch as anybody. Sometimes, I believe, when yc
ze your limitations, Mr. Stinson, you learn
tie more. Those people that I've had trouble
are the ones that don't realize their limita-

r, hov,

your hon

re appointed.

re appointed by whom?

local school boardb.

t work pretty well.'

i t works f a i r ly we 1 1 ,

works wel 1 , but let nir say tins
mr. Arnette in further answer to your question.
That's a very small area. The people are in one
given area, there, but the person that handles the
education department statewide is a large area; he
represents a tremendous amount of people more than
the local superintendent.

Mr.
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to elect him.

' t you thi nk tha
pie should vote their feel
if we change our minds after the Education
has made their report; don't you feel that
come back at that time and do something abc

Mr. Burson That's possible
final approval on this artic
table, it'll take two-thirds
that decision.
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were legal remedies but the legal remedies were flr_--^BoeE?X 0"^ final question, if I understood
more expensive than the results which they could your arguments yesterday about the commissioner of
obtain in these cases. These are the kind of situa- agriculture, you said that in effect he would be
tions in which an impartial third party could inter- elected by the urban centers. Is that right?
vene and more or less moderate the situation and at-
tempt to work out a reasonable and just settlement Mr. Schmitt That is correct,
between the parties. This would lead to a greater
confidence of the consumer in business and also Mr. Ro emer And therefore would be more representa-
greater confidence of the consumer in our govern- tive of the consumer than of the farmer. Is that
ment and in our society. We have seen in the recent correct?
past the outrage which the consumers have projected
with reference to things and actions which were !lr^._5chmHt What I said is that there was a chance
done to them by corporate interests which they felt of it. However, if you adopt this amendment then
did not have their best interest at heart. I feel the urban people would have the right to have their
that by establishing this office we will take one representative in the form of the office of consumer
step forward in the problem of making this consti- affairs and he would also be representing the agri-
tution a constitution which does not look towards cultural area, and the agricultural area would have
the past only but recognizes that there shall be the opportunity of having their person in that par-
problems in the future, problems which we can see ticular field,
right now and problems which we can eliminate in

future. I therefore request your favorable Mr^Roeme^r Well you don't share my fear then that
ideration of this amendment. by selecting a commissioner of consumer protective

you call it then would just be
Questions duplicating the role of the commissioner of agricul-

'" '1 let this guy concentrate
; like "Been cheated lately?"
ist time you beat your wife?"most every ci
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Mr. Kil Patrick Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
I would like to ask the Speaker to come down to the

podium at this time, to the mike, and while he is

coming down I would like to tell you it is my plea-

sure to serve in the thirty-fifth senatorial dis-

trict. Speaker Henry is the representative in this
district. I was going to be a proponent of this

measure. I think it is an awfully good measure.
We have a hundred and thi rty . . . a 1 most a hundred and
thirty-two delegates decided, there are a couple
who are absent or sick, and after thinking about
this and being a proponent I have just about decided
I would have to be an opponent because after serving
in the House I don't believe he could go on and win

in the House and he would have to run statewide.
But I am going to give Representative Henry at this

time a copy of the bill and let him know that we

all did sign the bill, the first official document
for you sir, and it says that the Speaker of the
House of Representatives shall run statewide, is

what it means.

ice Chairman Roy in

It of

Chai

Mr. Stoval This

Now let me make one thing perfectly clear. I

have tried and tired again to explain this to you
people, and my own senator does not surprise me at

all. I have introduced a proposal for a rules change
which I think will be accepted. We have points of

information and points of order and this points out
to me that what we need is a rule on points of ig-

norance, because you people, if you had read the

rules and if you understood the mechanics of this
convention by now, would know that this amendment
is out of order. It should have gone in the legis-
lative section so the amendment is withdrawn.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Delegates Fcntenot, Jack, Smith,
Lennox and Stinson send up amendments.

Amendment No. 1, on page 2, at the end of line

9, delete the words "a person" and delete lines 10,

11 and 12 in their entirety and insert in lieu there-
of the following: "no person shall be eligible as

a candidate for nomination, election or reeelection
to the office of governor for the term immediately
following the term for which he was elected as gov-

ernor. However this provision shall not apply to

the governor in office at the time of the adoption
of this constitution who shall be subject to law in

effect at the time of his election."

Explanation

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates,
this is the first floor amendment I come here with
since we have been at this Constitutional Convention
since July. I think it is an important floor amend-
ment. I have a couple of statements I would like
to make in its behalf. The present constitution.
Article V, Section 3, allows a person to run as gov-

ernor for two terms. Then he can sit out one term
and run again for two more terms. The possibility
of sixteen years out of twenty years, you can have

the same governor. The present constitution also
allows the possibility of a lieutenant governor be-
coming governor the day after the governor takes
office by a possible death of the governor or if

the governor resigned. This could possibly lead to

a lieutenant governor taking office, serving three
years and three hundred and sixty-four days, then
he could run for two more terms. Or there is a pos-
sibility we could have the same governor for twelve
years, less one day, straight. If you keep adding
on these years you will also find that this same
person could stay out four years and run for gover-
nor another eight years. A possible twenty years,
less one day, out of twenty-four years. Or go a

little bit further, he could stay out another four
years and run for eight more, twenty-eight years,
less one day, out of thirty-six years. This is

what you have in the present constitution. Now,
let's get to the committee's proposal, Section 3.

This is how I interpret it. It starts off the same
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thing as the regular constitution. You can run two
terms, stay out a term and come back with two more,
sixteen out of twenty years; stay out another term,
come back for eight more, twenty-four years out of
thirty-two. Now, this is where the change comes in

in the committee proposal. If there is a lieutenant
governor who takes office as governor due to death
or resignation of the governor, it depends what half
of the governor's term he takes office in. If he
takes office in the first half of the governor's
term then he can only run once. If he takes office
in the second half of the governor's term he can
run twice. What this is leading to is the possibi-
lity of a lieutenant governor stepping into the gov-
ernor's shoes the day after the second half of the
governor's term is in progress, serving two years,
less one day, then a possible eight years straight.
As I say, you continue this, let him stay out anothei
four years and you have the possibility of a person
being in office a total of eighteen years less one
day out of twenty-two years. Stretch it a little
further and you have a possibility, like I said
this is all possibility, of twenty-six years less
one day out of thirty-four we could have the same
governor. My mathematical calculations may be

wrong, but I studied it and I don't think they are.
Maybe somebody could find out where I added one or
two numbers wrong. My examples under both the pre-

sent constitution and the new proposal may be extrem(
cases but I wanted to point out that this could pos-
sibly happen and as far as I am concerned I don't
want the possibility to exist. My amendment cuts
down the possibility of having a governor for such
a long period of time. It limits the governor to

one term. The only exception is that if the lieuten-
ant governor takes office if the governor dies or
resigns. After one term, I feel it would be in the
best interest of the state for the governor to stay
out four years and then run again if he so wishes.
This cuts out the possibility of having a governor
for such a long period of time as I stated in my
example. My amendment would allow a governor to be

in office four years, stay out of office four years,
be in office another four years, and stay out anothe
four, or a possibility of four out of eight, eight
out of sixteen years he could be governor, twelve
out of twenty-four, or sixteen out of thirty-two,
you just keep on adding up the numbers. I know that
the people changed the old constitutional article
in 1956 to allow a governor to succeed himself. I

don't want to get in an argument as to whether this

was a good move or not at the time the people did
it. I don't want to get into personalities of
either the governor at that time or the governor
we have now. I feel that the best interests of the

state will be served if we amend the committee pro-
posal to restrict a person from serving more than
one elected term in succession. As you can see on

my amendment, I have excluded the present governor
from this rule because I feel that the law at the
time of his election should apply to him. I don't
think it would be right to cut him off now that he

is in the office and may wish to run again. There-
fore I urge your adoption of this amendment. If

there are any questions, with my limited scope and

experience I will attempt to answer them.

Questions

llr:^-^bra_ham Mr. Fontenot, 1 have heard this ex-

pression used many times here in the last few days

so I am going to ask it now. Shouldn't we let the

people decide whether they want to vote for someone
for twenty-eight years out of thirty-two?

Mr^ Fon^teno^ We are here today to write a consti-
tution andT'the constitution, as I see it, is to

protect the people. I think placing a limitation
as I am proposing is a protection to the people.

Mr^. Waxcejl Mr. Fontenot, have you had any peo-

ple'asking that you do this or that you don't do

this? Anybody for or against it? Have you had any-

body to make any suggestions at all?

Fontenot Anybody fr whe
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to just have one governor, one governor. Everybody
should have a fair chance and when the governor can
succeed himself, no opponent that will run against
him will have a fair equal starting chance in that
race. So I would like to urge this without any re-
flection against Governor Edwards. I offered the
same amendment when it was put in the constitution.
I accepted it so that Governor McKeithen could run
the second time and in the legislature it didn't
pass. I am still for it. I think it will be a

great advancement and I think if it is submitted
to the people and in fact if this is not adopted
at this time, and we do have alternate propositions,
I'm going at that time attempt to have it submitted
because I believe that the people of Louisiana would
rather have it that way. I would like to urge at
this time, let's put it in here. We are not hurting
anyone and I think it is helping an independent
legislature and helping the people statewide in

LeBreto

Discussi

fel
don ' t bel i eve i t can be a

between north and south Louisiana, but I rise in
favor of keeping the governor on a two-term basis,
and hence against the amendment. I have felt that
way for a long time. It is easy for me to get up
here and speak this way because I think my legisla-
tive record will show that I have better than twelve
years of trying to get our law so that the gover-
nor could succeed himself--any governor. My theory
in this is very simple. I don't know of a better
way to compare the business of this state than to
big business. Any big business that you want to
speak of doesn't say that their president can only
be president for four years. It probably takes two
years or more before the governor really knows what
he is doing, his powers, his field, his ability to
run the state, and to give him eight years, I think,
is an investment. 1 think the state of Louisiana
has an investment in a man who has had four years,
who'll risk that experience to come back. I like
to think that about myself as a legislator. We all
know the joke, or the story of the congressman who
goes to Washington for the first time, how long it
takes him to get around, how long it takes him to
find a few places and how to get from one place to
another. Obviously, experience is what I am saying.
It doesn't take very much judgment to realize that
a man with experience can be of tremendous help as
governor of this state. Other states have this.
The United States has this. There is a lot of cri-
teria for having two terms and I assume the only
reason you limit it to two terms is so you don't
have a monopoly of a man who can successfully have
himself elected regardless of any other reason.
We have only tried it once and the second governor
has a chance at it if he chooses to run again. Cer-
tainly we ought to not try to move it out now with
the little experience that this state has with the
two year term. I heard people yesterday get up
here and talk about the different offices that this
state should have and say we ought to recognize the
fact that people speak. Well I don't know that I

can go along with what the people who said that
yesterday but certainly the people of this state
spoke on the two terms. I heard one member get up
here and say that his people are against it. He
may know something nobody else knows but the last
vote on the two term governor was overwhelming so
if you want to take what the people have said, then
you will leave this be. I know of no reason to
change it. I know of very few people who have
asked to have it changed. And certainly there is
a lot of merit to keep it going and I am on that
side strongly. I would be glad to answer any ques-
tions.

Ques t i ons

Hr. J. J ackson Mr. LeBreton, is it not a fact that
in all other statewide elective offices that there
is no limit placed on the amount of terms that a

candidate or an incumbent can seek?

Jackson

Du are absol

And wouldn'

itely rect.

t It seem to you that
understand the fear of some delegate

uilding empires, but wouldn't it seen
be reasonable that i: we have unlim-
other statewide offices which have

re ought tc

of govei
that it
ited tei

particularly the same significance
at least allow a governor to have the opportunity
to run for two terms. If the voters decide that he
was a bad governor, that he has ulterior motives,
then they could very well not elect him for that
second term.

-ee with your analysis
:he right to speak.

Mrs. Warren Mr. LeBreton, how often has this come
before the legislature to vote on and why did it
come before it in the first place?

Mr. LeBreton Well, I would say that I can remember
back in the late fifties it came up for the first
time that I can remember and maybe it was earlier
than that. But I can remember sometime in the late
fifties at least.

igly?

Mr. LeBreton
viii~rTrT96T;
of the sixti
and that is
years ago.

And ie people 3d for

lat I am trying to find out.

<hat I am trying to find out

;nt overwhelming and then it
- 1963, in the early part
remember the exact year,
overwhelming, about ten

1 scussi on

,_De_BJJ
itlemen
ings to
cons i de

< Mr. Acting Chairman, lad
the convention, I want to r

J I want you to take into co
ig this amendment. The firs t th

that this puts a limitation on the times that a per-
sons can offer himself as a candidate for governor
of the state. There are only two elected offices
in the state of Louisiana that I know are limited
in the times that they can run for office--only two,
the governor of the state of Louisiana and the mayor
of the city of New Orleans. You don't impose that
limitation on any other elected official in the
state. Now, let me tell you this. The reason that
we have the bad government that we have in the state
of Louisiana sometimes, in my opinion, is because
we can't reelect the governor any more than once
or twice as we have just changed our constitution
in 1956. What happens? When a governor takes of-
fice he starts out doing the job that he wants to
do and getting off on a good track and he is pretty
popular the first couple of years. McKeithen was
popular in his first term because the amendment al-
lowing him to succeed himself was passed in 1966,
just two years after he got into office. But get-
ting to the latter part of the office, the depart-
ment heads, the others who have received the special
favors and so forth, if there are any, start jockey-
ing and looking for positions with the next incoming
administration, and let the state go to pot. That
is what brings about the bad government we have.
You take every progressive state in the union-they
don't have a limitation upon the number of times
the governor can succeed himself and it keeps the
governor on his toes at all times. I have heard a

number of speakers come to this mike and say that
you ought to trust the people yet you will not trust
the people to decide whether or not they want to

allow a man to stay in office or not. Now, how can
you trust him in one category and not trust him in

another? And I tell you this, if you are going to

have a limitation in one office as to the number of

[562]
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public attention focused on him like no candidate for the state of Louisiana. He looked at the Johnson
who wanted to if possibly succeed him could ever administration, he looked at the Nixon administration,
have. This is what makes it unfair and that is why Mr. Jenkins did, and I agree with him. The second
the people in such instances never decide truly. half of those terms are just terrible and I will
Look at history, I ask you, when was the last time agree with him and I think the only example we have
that a governor of Louisiana or a president of the in our state....! didn't want to get into Mr. John
United States has been unable to win reelection HcKeithen's administration; I don't condemn him
when he sought reelection. When? When a president personally but I think under his administration, the
of the United States has sought reelection, has he second four years were terrible four years. I feel
failed to gain reelection? I'll tell you when, 1932, if John McKeithen had stayed out for four years he

when Herbert Hooever ran for reelection and was de- could have run for reelection, he would have been
feated. And you know what it took in that instance a good governor for another four years, I may be

to defeat an incumbent president? The greatest wrong, it's just my opinion. Now concerning the

depression this nation has ever known. That is what people voting for a change in the constitution back
it took then to defeat an incumbent president. Now, in 1966 I don't think they were voting for the change,
look at the men who have served two terms. And I I think they were voting for John McKeithen at the

include in that category men who have succeeded to time when his popularity was just overwhelming,
the office of president by virtue of a president This is what brought about the constitutional amend-
dying and who had then been elected and I consider ment. I don't think the people were really voting
that as their second term. Look at what has hap- for changing the constitution, I think they were
pened. Look at Richard Nixon now in his second voting to let John McKeithen run a second term,
term, admits the biggest scandal to come along in And I think we found that it was a mistake to do it.

this nation in who knows how long. Look at Lyndon Now about the argument that the restriction only
Johnson, who was serving what amounted to a second applies to the governor. I don't think all these
term, involving us in no win war that lasted for other elected officials are as strong as the gover-
eight years. Look at President Eisenhower, whose nor. I think it is much easier to perpetuate your-
second term was keynoted by recessions and extreme self if you are governor than if you are one of

embarrassment in foreign affairs. Look at Harry these other statewide elected officials. Like I

Truman, who in his second term got us into the Korean said again, it is only my personal opinion. Now
War and kept us there. And what was the result of if you want to allow the possi bi 1 i ty . . . 1 i ke I said,
it, another Viet Nam. Look at Franklin Roosevelt, it is a possibility you are going to allow if you
who had gained so much power in his terms in office let the committee section stand as it is, you can

that we had an amendment to the United States Con- allow a man to perpetuate himself in office for a

stitution limiting presidents to two terms. Look period of twenty-six years less one day out of a

at Woodrow Wilson, who in his second term got us possible thirty-four years. If you want to allow
into World War I probably for no good reason at all. that, vote against -my amendment. Now consider what
Listen, when you put this much power in a man's he might do if he is out these four years. He will
hands it tends to make those men not act rationally, put somebody like his wife, or somebody else to run
it tends to give them too much power. We have got for governor, he can be lieutenant governor, so
to have some check on it, it is not enought to say technically he will be there for thirty-four years
let the people decide. The people have such coer- straight and even longer if he so wishes. It is

cive elements placed on them that they can't make possible. If you feel as I do, that it would be

a free decision. Should a legislator succeed him- in the best interest of the state to limit the term
sef in another statewide office. There is not com- of governor to one term then I urge you to adopt
parison, no other statewide official, no individual my amendment,
legislator has anywhere near the power that the gov-
ernor has. If those people did, I would say that Questions
the same thing would be true, don't let them succeed
themselves. The legislative branch of government Mr. De Blieux Mr. Fontenot, with all the power
barely has as much power as the governor of this that the governor has. ..can amass during his term
state and the legislature as a whole is never made of office, can you name me one governor that has

up of the same men in any succeeding term. For been able to elect his successor to office?
example in the last four years we had a sixty-five
percent turnover. I say look at our sister states, Mr. Fontenot Mr. De Blieux, I am not as old as

they have had the good judgment to not allow gover- you' are anfl am not an expert in history and 1

nors to succeed themselves in most of the instances. really could not answer that question. Somebody
And where they do allow gubernatorial succession, is yelling Huey Long,
those are states where they have two-year terms for
governor and the governor must frequently come to M r _ 2.? _ B 1.1.1u x Now, we have a number of governors

- reelection. This since his time and they haven't been able to do
ithern state. They that. Now, let me ask you another question. Do

to realize this you know of any governor that you can remember during
ust be inposed. Now, your lifetime who was popular at the end of his term

the legislature. of office, whether it was a one four-year term or

lature to the ex- a second term?
ich of government.
<. If we limit Mr^ Fq^ntenot Well, to answer your question, no, I

the governor of this state to one term we will have do'n'"t remember but I do know that Jimmy Davis was
a true system of checks and balances. A true system elected, stayed out and got elected again. I know
of separation of powers and we will have coequal Earl Long was elected, stayed out and got elected
branches of government. That is the decision we again but I don't think John McKeithen would be

face here. And that is why limiting terms of gover- elected again if he ran.
nor to one term is in the interest of the people.

Mr. De Blieux Well, now isn't that the cause of

[previous Question ordered.'] the fact Fhat after each time... at the end of their
office they were unpopular and could not have been

Closing reelected?

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I 1ll:_ L2."1^0.°.t Well, if they were unpopular at the

wil 1 try to be brief. I am not that good at debating end "of ' thei r terms why did they get elected after
but I listened to some of the arguments presented a layover of four years?
against my amendment and 1 have a little bit of
rebuttal. Somebody made the statement that our Mr. De B l ieux Because the other governor that
national governmen t . . . the president can succeed him- they succeeded was unpopular at the end of his term,

self. I think Mr. Jenkins mentioned it and I will that is why.
mention it also. Just because the national govern-

the peop
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[Record vote ordered. Amendments Of governor of the State Of Louisiana. That would
rejected: 34-77. Motion to re- be the most irresponsible unthought of thing that
consider tabled. '\ we could do and certainly if we are going to pass

this constitution, I don't believe we could with
Amendment such an unlimited position as that. Dictatorship,

mass machine politics would result. Please let's
oynter Senator De Blieux send up amendments vote this down.

at th

Further

Mr.
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1 with respect to how elections are Mr. Jenkins Delegate Roy, isn't this just the kind
le Judiciary Article and I am sure of dupl ication that has so cluttered up the consti-
les because of right, they should be tution and aren't any policy questions going to be
elections and suffrage articles of decided with regards to elections in the Elections

an. Article rather than in the Executive Department?

;hdirman Casey in the Chair Mr. Roy You are absolutely right, Hr. Jenkins.
What we are doing here is writing apparently ... the

Questions Executive Committee is attempting to write a speci-
fic provision on elections for the officers that

Roy, are you saying that these two we have cons ti tut iona 1 i zed thus far, that is, those
redundant? of lieutenant governor, governor, secretary of

state, attorney general and treasurer and that doesn'
I am. address itself to the whole issue of elections

which we are trying to cover elsewhere.
can you explain again why?

Stagg Mr. Roy, in preparing this document,
Hr. Roy They are redundant because these provisions have changed the law for a purpose. The change i

and the results of elections and tabulations, etc., the law is to have the returns transmitted to anc
should properly come under the elections and suf- promulgated by the secretary of state, in order
frage provisions or articles of the constitution that the election decision can be reached before
which have been designated to the Bill of Rights the legislature meets in May. If your amendment
for preparation, and we are working on them and should be adopted, and I trust that it will not,
there is no need to put a special provision about then would your committee also believe that the r

electing executive officers under the executive turns should be transmitted to the secretary of
branch of government in the executive branch alone. state for promulgation by him, and would you also

agree that the drawing of lots in the case of a t

Further Discussion would be considered by your committee?

?z^ Mr. Acting Chairman, and delegates, !ili_i°y ^°'^- ^'' Stagg, that is easily answered
that part of the section which bothers me a great because the convention as a whole has now elected
deal is that part which deal s . . . wh i ch provides that or put into the constitution a commissioner
the person having the greatest number
each office shall be declared elected.
with that is, that it would preclude the possibility Mr^_Sla5g They haven't defined
of ever having an ope
open election where all of the various candidates yii_Roy That is f-ight and that comes later in the
would be required to run at the same time. Because sections on the following pages 4,5,6, and 7 when

high man wins you would never have the we are going to have to decide the functi

)rovides that
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Mr. Chatelain We are talking about the lieutenant don't think there is any limitation on how many times
governor and the governor running together, Mr. the lieutenant governor can run. If his lieutenant
Stinson. governor has won twice with him then the natural

line of succession would be to governor. In line
Mr. Stinson I know, but I couldn't run if a gov- with all of the political appointments that he has
ernor candidate wouldn't put me on his ticket. made, I am sure they won't be changed and they dy-

nasty is perpetuated.
Mr. Chatel ai n I can't conceive of a situation,
Hr. Stinson, where any man who was qualified to be Mr. Cha tela in You are right, sir. But I will take
the governor of this state who could not find some- that chance. Everything you gain in this world,
one to run with him. I just can't conceive of that you have to pay a little price for it. I would
thing happening. rather pay the price of having a strong lieutenant

governor who is in true fact a lieutenant governor,
"

^ election, didn't it? who has something to do and a man who can help the
awesome job that the governor has. I think then

:o go into that, sir. you would have a team working together and the Lou-
isianians would wind up with a better government,

are the ones who in my opinion. I urge your support of this amend-
ed or not? In other ment.
in inherent right of
run if he only gets Mr. Roeme r Mr. Delegate, if a man or a woman wanted

to run for lieutenant governor and couldn't find a

governor on whose ticket to run, what would he do?

Mr.
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Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of Mr. Bel Mr. Avant, wouldn't this take
the convention, I rise in support of this amendment. tionrPrights away from me of rur

I want to point out just one thing to the delegates
that I think is very important. If you will read
Section 6 of the committee proposal that is under
consideration, you will see that it was the sense
of the committee that the lieutenant governor would
serve as a partner with the governor, ex officio,
as a member of each committee, board, agency or
commission that the governor serves on. I think
that this proposal of Delegate Chatelain carries
further into effect the concept of making the gover-
nor and the lieutenant governor a working partner- Mr . Ava nt I would certainly hope so, Mr. Bel.
ship for the benefit of the people of the state.
For that reason, I believe that the amendment is Further Discussion
good and I hope that it is adopted. Thank you.

Mr^ Jack Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I ar

Further Discussion against this amendment. We have a governor and I

think I should have a right to vote for the candi-
date of my choice for governor. I think everybody

tio
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people one of their elected officials for whom they completely incompetent by any measure of reasonable
may freely vote. I do not understand the apparent men, and they both get elected. Something happens
inconsistency of these positions and I urge the de- to the governor and we have this guy now as gover-
feat of the amendment. nor, the lieutenant governor.

Questions Mr. Staqg I feel that that man would have been an
appendage on to that popular governor, picked for

Mr. Chehardy I would like to preface at first that his politics or for his geographical place of resi-
I have no particular feeling for PAR as offering dence and with no other good qualifications.
anything worthwhile so when I show anything that
favors this amendment, it is not because of PAR, it [previous Oiiestion ordered. Record
is despite PAR. Now, the question I want to ask vote ordered. Amendment rejected:
you, you seem to place a lot of, not yourself but 35-76. notion to reconsider tabled.]
everyone speaking against this particular amendment,
on the proposition that the lieutenant governor Amendment
would not be elected independent. I would like to
believe that this is comparable to the president Mr. P oynter Amendments submitted by Mr. Toomy
and the vice-president. Would you say this is so? which affect D as printed, a technical amendment

momentarily that renumber the paragraphs.
Mr. Staqg The amendment has some visible relation- Amendment No. 1. Page 2, line 24 between the
ship to that circumstance in our national govern- words "official" and "shall" insert the following:
ment. "enumerated in this section".

Mr. Chehardy Now wouldn't you admit that the vice- Explanation
presidents who have succeeded the president who have
died in office have been men who have proven them- Mr. Toomy Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think
selves to be men of mettle generally throughout the this amendment could properly be labeled a technical
entire history of the United States and everyone of amendment. It is my understanding from speaking to
those men ran as a running mate of the president? several of the delegates on the Executive Committee

that their intention in this Section D was that it
Mr. Staqq Mr. Chehardy, that is not the problem. would refer to all the statewide elected candidates
The problem that Mr. Chatelain addressed himself referred to in Subsection A. And the purpose of
to was that these people would be compatible and I this amendment is only to clarify their intention
don't see that it was anything but politics that that the date upon which the officials were to as-
chose Truman to run with Roosevelt or Johnson to sume office, would only. ..It is my understanding
run with Kennedy, or some of the rest of the people that the intention of the committee in Subsection
who have been chosen as vice-presidential candidates. was that this term of office beginning on the
The same is true in Louisiana. You will get a second Monday in March would apply only to the state
southern governor candidate who will go to north wide elected officials in Subsection A and not to
Louisiana to fill out his ticket and that is what all the elected officials of the state as I am sure

you are aware many of the local officials and other
officials in the state assume their term of office

Mce- on dates other than this date mentioned here, and
neither I merely offer this amendment with the intention
so? of clarifying the committee's intention that this

applies only to the officials enumerated in Sub-
'. section A whichever officials those might be. I

would appreciate your acceptance of this amendment.

we
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Mr. De Blieux M

the reason that I

particular lines
wide election to
section. And tha
if it saw fit ere

Expl ana t i on

Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
ik for the deletion of these tw

because this limits the state-
;se officials contained in this
neans the legislature could not
! any other statewide elected

)fficial. And I just realize that would be putt
1 hamper on something that you might not want be
;ause it would require the constitutional amendm
;o do that, and I just think it is a bad
;o insert in the constitution. That is

)urpose of the amendment, and if you wan
•ight, if you don't it's ok.

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Section 4. Compensation
Section 4. Paragraph A, the compensation of eacf

elected official within the executive branch shall
be fixed by the legislature and shall not be in-
creased or decreased for the term for which the of-
ficial is elected. No state official shall receive
a salary in excess of that paid to the governor.

Paragraph B. The lieutenant governor, when act-
ing as governor shall receive the same. salary as
the governor and an appointed assistant when acting
as an elected official, shall receive the same sal-
ary as the elected official.

Expl ana ti on

Mr. Staqg Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we had
considerable discussion in last week's proceedings
under the legislative Article, and the Committee
on the Executive Department felt that the compensa-
tion paid to the elected officials within the execu
tive branch ought to be fixed by the legi

'

and when fixe
during the te

is an added p

this time, wh
their conside

hould not be increased or decreased
1 for which they were elected. There
ivision which is not in the law at
;h is suggested to the delegates for
ition, that no state official shall

receive a salary in excess that paid to the gover-
nor. It was the feeling of the members of the com-
mittee that as the chief executive officer of the
state, the governor bore responsibilities far in

excess of those of any other official of the state
and ought to be so compensated. In the Section B

we feel that when the lieutenant governor because
of the absence of the governor is sitting in his
chair and handling his duties, that for that period
of time he ought to be paid the salary that the gov-
ernor will command because he has the duties of the
governor for that period of time and the same thing
applies to the other statewide elected officials.
By way of explanation in a further section in this
article, in Section 10 we have provided that each
statewide official will have a first assistant who
will be appointed by that official subject to con-
firmation by the Senate. In that instance, for in-
stance if the first assistant to the secretary of
state occupies his office while the secretary of
state is out of the state, he should receive the
compensation applicable to the job because he is

carrying out the duties of the job. I move the
adoption of Section 4, Mr. Chairman.

page 2, you

Questi

Mr. Burns Mr. Stagg, in line
refe> to the salary of elected
1 of page 3 you refer to state officials. May
ask, the heads of a department, the state depar
mental heads, would they come under the state c

cial category?

S tagg Mr. Burns
TTFee and of the

ig of th!
jred thii

3ffici

as the feel
delegate who spon

ir article, that no state
any more than the governor. And

if'for instance there is a state official who is
drawing fifty thousand dollars, then the governor
ought to receive fifty thousand five hundred dol-
lars and you can magnify that in any way you wish,
but that was powerfully lobbied by a member of our
committee, we accepted his suggestion and it appears
as a part of our committee proposal to this conven-
tic

it this state official
ision
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Mr. Staqg Yes, sir. the legislature would then have the right to do so?

Mr. LeBreton Mr. Stagg, trying to follow your Mr. Lanier I did say that Mr. Lanier. If you wis
reasoning, what would be the actual workout, should to correct me, I am wide open,

this pass and become part of the constitution, does
the governor's salary automatically go up to the Mr. Lanier Well, 1 just wanted to get your opinio
highest paid state official or does the state offi- as to what effect you think that the present pro-
cial's salary come down to the governor's, or do visions which I understand will be duplicated on
you provide for it? division of powers would have on that. In particu-

lar Article II, Section 1 that says the powers of
Mr. Stagg We don't exactly provide for that. ..the government of the state of Louisiana are divided
position of the committee was that we ought to state into three distince departments, legislative, execu
it affirmatively that no state official will receive tive and judicial. In Section 2 which says no one
a salary in excess of that paid by the governor, of these departments nor any person holding office
that is a kind of a backhanded way of saying, the in one of them shall exercise power belonging to

governor shall be the highest paid state official. either of the others except as otherwise provided
in this constitution.

Mr. LeBreton I am not particularly for or against
your article, it just seems to me it leads to some "i"- Stagg And we are here otherwise providing in

confusion, does the pay automatically stop the day this constitution for that exception...
it is received. I think some thought ought to be
given to that or at least to Style and Drafting that '^''- Henry The gentleman has exceeded his time,

maybe this conversation you and I are having could
put some sort of a deadline of maybe give the leg- Recess
islators six months or a year to straighten the
manner out. My second question is, and I could not [ouor
follow you. Does this apply to municipal, parochial
officers, like superintendent of education of Orleans

Just state officials...

I would think then. ..don't you thi
that if we are just going to pick on state o

ficials, why let the man appointed get much more
money than the man that is elected, I just sugges
that for thought if we are going to cure, let's
cure all of the baby.

Mr. Roemer Tom, in the Section B, talking about
receiving the same salary as your superior when
acting in his or her position. It would be my im
pression and I would like to hear the reason why
is in here, that we elect a lieutenant governor etc. The question that comes to mind is, if we
just for that purpose, he runs for that office for strike the entire provision, is the executive able
that purpose, he is elected for that purpose, why to set his own salaries and that of the other mem-
should we give him special award for doing what he bers of the executive branch. I believe that power
ran for in the first place? Why should we increase if inherent in the legislature and when you say that

his salary? they. ..if you don't say that they can't do it, well
they can do it. I have specific objections to the

Mr. Stagg Buddy, I think that the committee felt idea that no state official shall receive a salary
about it in. ..felt this way for two reasons. One, in excess of that paid to the governor. I think

that it is in the present system of payment of the governor knows what he is going to be paid when
state officials now and that to make some change he runs, I think even though some of us might feel

of that sort that wasn't necessary to make, that the salary is low right now we find that there >s

weighed on the committee's mind somewhat. It is, "Ot a real need for candidates to run for governor
the way it is done in several other states, though at that salary. And I submit to you that the salary
I am frank to admit that in some states they dispense increase right now would be nearly thirty thousand
with this bookkeeping and simply pay the man the dollars, that is more than a lot of people here
salary that he was fixed by the law when he ran for "^ake in a year. The second section. Section B,

the office and therefore they agree with you. But states that the lieutenant governor when acting as

the majority sentiment on the committee was, that governor, etc. ..I think that this is verbiage and
if a man takes over additional responsibilities I wonder if it is even worthy of statutory nature.
other than those for which he ran and was elected I think it would be better if we take this out and
to do, that then he ought to be compensated for it. ""ely upon the provision adopted by the legislative

article, and I refer you to Section 11 of that arti-
Mr. Roemer Right. And I wonder if you would agree de. Which says the compensation of elected public
that in effect the lieutenant governor does run as officers shall not be reduced during the term for

one of his requirements is to stand ready to serve which they are elected. I think this implies that

as governor in the governor's absence, so it is no the legislature has the power to set salaries and

great undertaking, additional to what he ran. also to raise salaries. It is only a specific pro-
hibition against reducing salaries. All of us here

Mr. Staqq I agree that that is a correct state- want a short constitution and all those good things
ment. and maybe I have been guilty, more than some, of

wanting to put things back in, so help me take this

Mr. Lanier Mr. Stagg, did I understand you cor- 0"t, and we might make up for some of that. I move

rectly when you said that if this article makes no fo"" the adoption of this amendment.

Mr.
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Quest! ons

Mr. Lanier Are you familiar with the pr
the Bill of Rights Committee on the three
ments of government and the limitations o

r. Roemer Right. And I wonder if you would
gree that in effect the lieutenant governor does
un as one of his requirements is to stand ready

serve as governor in the governor's absence, s

t is no great undertaking, additional to what he

Staqq

rectly when you
provision for fi

the legislature

Stagg , did 1 unc

;aid that if this
<ing salaries, tl-

ight to do so?

If you wisr

Lanier Well, I just wanted to get your opinic
to what effect you think that the present pro-

sions which 1 understand will be duplicated on
vision of powers would have on that. In particu-
r Article II, Section 1 that says the powers of
vernment of the state of Louisiana are divided
to three distinct departments, legislative, execu
ve and judicial. In Section 2 which says no one
these departments nor any person holding office

rcise power belonging to
of the others except as

IS consti

this constituti

Mr. Henry The

)n for that excepti

gentlemen has exce

85 delegat

Mr.
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Mr. 0' Nei 1

1

Dr. Asseff, two questions. First, I feel that the O'Neill ament
has there ever been a lack of people aspiring to that the language of Section
the governorship? leted from the constitution.

s I am concerned, Mr. O'Neill, Questior

Mr. Willis Mr. Gravel, don'
cond question Dr. Asseff, correct matters of public service the

Wasn't it your motion that de- greater the honor?
r almost entirely the reference to
egislative department which we Mr. Gravel I not only agree

ttoing that for the next question
concerned. Wouldn't that be the

ceptions to all rules. I am in thesis to what prompted the governor to delete
t that

le it pel
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have that right but as I stated at the outset, if

the O'Neill amendment is adopted and if Section 4A
is deleted, that I propose to offer an amendment
that would provide in essence that except as other-
wise provided in this constitution, the compensation
of each elected official shall be fixed by the leg-
islature. And I think that we need that although
I don't believe that this is necessarily the place
where it should be lodged. Style and Drafting can
reallocate it to its proper place at the proper
time. Thank you.

Mr. Stovall Mr. Gravel, did I understand you to

say that you had talked with the governor about
this prov i si on?

Mr. Gravel I did. . .

Mr. Stovall The present governor?

Mr. Gravel The present governor. Saturday after
noon and he authorized me to make the statement th

I made, that he did not feel that this kind of pro
vision should be in the constitution nor should
any. . .

Stc But, my question, Mr. Gr
we writing a constitution to accomodate the present
governor or are we writing a constitution which we
think will be the best for the future of our state

Henry Mr. Stovall, he's exceeded his ti

This kind of tommy- rot is not necessary.

Further Discussion

Chairman and fellow delegate
last sentence in this Section 4A is of some concern
to me because 1 believe it can be so misconstrued
and misleading and I just don't think it's the pro-
per business-like way to fix salaries of the electee
state officials or the governor or the other depart-
mental heads. I think that each salary should be
fixed on the basis of the position that they hold
and what salary is commensurate with their duties
and responsibilities. But to pass this amendment,
which would automatically mean that one position,
I'm told in the state, pays a salary of $57,800
which would automatically mean that the governor
would be raised from 528,000 some 530,000 just by

virtue of passing this amendment. Personally, I

think the governor is underpaid. I think that his
salary should be higher in view of the present eco-
nomic situation and his responsibilities, but I

certainly don't feel like that this is the way to
accomplish that objective. I think perhaps by the
passage of this amendment deleting this section al-
together, although this sentence is the only one
that I find fault with, and then having come back
with the passage of Section 1 as Mr. Gravel sug-
gested he's going to do, I think would be the best
approach to it, or either pass this present section
with the deletion of that last sentence, but I thinl
the last sentence as Mr. Champagne, as we call him
over in our section of the country...! think his
suggestion has merit, that perhaps it's going to

give the public a wrong impression that there's
something hidden in this thing, which I'm sure
there's not, but I suggest that we either delete
this last sentence or delete the whole section and
approach it in a different manner.

[Pr Question

Point of

.d.]

ision of that question, Mr. Chairmar

first three lines on page 2, and the second amend-
nent would take the six lines on page 4, so you
Mould be slicing right in the middle of paragraphs.

Mr. De Blieux So, the best way is to defeat the
guess.
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Chairman and ladies
acceptable to men, if this amendment which Mr. Gravel has was all
3. 2 and made that was necessary we wouldn't even need that. The
t line 29 insert legislature can do that without this amendment, but

it so happens in drafting this amendment, Mr. Gravel
let out some very important words that were contained

Thank you very in the original portion of the provision as submitted
by the Committee on the Executive. He left out the
words "as fixed by the legislature and shall not be

creased or decreased for the term which the offi-
al was elected." Those words are not contained

s the right of the in Mr. Gravel's proposal. That's the important
words in that. That's why they were submitted by
the Executive Committee to start with, to show that

ning from state gov- this was limited to those officials during the term
of office for which they were elected. Now, I have
an amendment proposed tracking the words as they

rence to the fixing are contained in the original proposal just leaving
ree that with the off that portion which says that the state official's
TChes and the divi- salary shall not be in excess of that paid by the

sion of powers and the prohibition against one governor. I just don't feel like that we ought to
branch doing actions in the other branch except as have that particular provision in the law, because
provided in the constitution that there could be you might not be able to get a state official some-
created here a very serious problem about who would time that may be an appointed official to serve for
fix the salary and that that is the very definite what you would pay the governor because he doesn't
necessity for your amendment? get all the other things which the governor gets.

So, I'm going to ask you, if you want to have a

Mr. Gravel That's correct. I think so. realistic provision with reference to salaries in
the constitution, you ought to vote down this one

would you have any objection and vote for mine. At least, if you don't want my
ie words "elected" and "offi- amendment, don't put this one in the constitution
so it would read "of each because it's just words which actually means nothing

insofar as the legislature is concerned. They have
the right to fix a salary anyway, and you don't

afraid that that might be have to tell them that they have that right when
it would perhaps not be con- they already have it. I just think we ought to take

; to district officials or out obsolete words. ..out of the constitution. I

lan state official who might ask you to vote down this one and vote mine when it

Mr.
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the legislature. If we don't bind the legislatur
it's no need of passing a constitution, and I am
in favor of binding the legislature on certain is

sues and letting it be flexible on others. One o

the things which I don't want the flexibility is

the right to increase elected officials' salary dur- Mr. De Bl ieux Yes, if I

ing the term for which they sre elected. I just I'll take what I can get
don't think that's right. I don't think that the
public approves of it. !^J1l^?°1 Why? Why?

Mr. Nunez Senator De Blieux, you're very consis- Mr. Oe Blieux Because

hav

Mr.
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entered thereon. He shall then have 30 calendar support the constitution and laws of the state.
days within which to act on it. If he approves. The present constitution provides that the govern(
he shall sign it. If he disapproves, he shall veto is the supreme executive power. Me deleted that
it giving his reason therefor, and if the legisla- language and put chief executive officer which, I

ture is in session he shall return it to the house think, more accurately states what the governor
in which it originated within 24 hours. If he fails really is. ..the chief executiv
to veto such time provision by this constitution it him to faithfully support the

shall become law. tution, to support the constitution and the laws

H. Appropriation Bills. rather than execute ... execute was in the other con-
1. The governor may veto any line item in any stitution and we felt it might be some problem when

appropriation bill. The items vetoed shall be void you require the governor to execute the laws, be-

unless the veto is overridden as prescribed for the cause in some instances he could not possibly exe-
passage of any other bill over a veto. cute a law. He would have to go through the normal

2. The governor shall either veto line items or processes of government to do that. Section 8 merely
use other means provided in the bill in order that requires the governor at the beginning of each reg-

total appropriations for the year shall not exceed ular session of the legislature to make reports and

anticipated revenues for the year. recommendations and to give the legislature a full

I. Appointments financial picture of the state. The present consti-
1. The governor shall appoint, subject to con- tution requires the governor to make periodic re-

firmation by the Senate, the heads of all depart- ports to the legislature concerning affairs of the

ments in the executive branch whose election or ap- state and to recommend measures for its considera-
pointment is not provided for by this constitution tion. This, I think, more clearly requires the

and all members of boards and commissions in the governor to give a full report at each legislative
executive branch whose election or appointment is session and of course, at any other time can make
not otherwise provided for by this constitution or reports and other recommendations and give informa-

tion to the legislature. Section C coincides with
legislature be in session the gov- our reorganization concept and merely gives the

ernor shall submit for confirmation by the Senate, governor the right to secure information written or

the names of those appointed within 48 hours after otherwise from his department heads. The depart-
the appointment is made. Failure of the Senate to ment heads to be a part of the reorganization plan,

confirm prior to the end of the session shall con- and, of course, it excepts matters related to in-

stitute rejection of the appointment. vestigations of the governor's office, because we

3. Should the legislature not be in session the felt that this protection should be built in. The

governor may make interim appointments which shall present constitution now provides that the governor
expire at the end of the next session of the leg- can require written information and financial

islature unless submitted and confirmed by the Se ' ' ' '

'

'
*

'' "'
' '

'''

ate during such session.
4. A person not confirmed by the Senate shall

not be appointed to the same office during any re

cess of the legislature.
J . Remova 1

.

The governor may remove from office those whom
he appoints except those appointed for a term fix

by this constitution or as may be fixed by statut
K. Commander-in-Chief
The governor shall be commander-in-chief of th

armed forces of the state, except when they are
called into the service of the federal government
He may call out the armed forces of the state to

preserve law and order, to supress insurrection, to Mr. D uval I don't remember any conscious delibera-
repeal invasion or in other times of emergency. tio" O" ""f" part. I may stand corrected, some of

L. Extraordinary Session the committee members may correct me, but I don't

l! The governor may convene the legislature into recall any specific reason except that the governor

extraordinary session by issuance of a proclamation of Louisiana would have a primary obligation to

to the legislature at least five days prior to the Louisiana,
convening of the session. The proclamation shall
state the specific subjects to be considered, the Mr. Singletary Mr. Duval, on line 19 under Re-

date and time the legislature is to convene and the ports and- Informa t i on "excepting matters relating
number of days for which the legislature is convened. to investigations of the governor's office," would
The subject matter of the session may be amended by you explain that a little, please?

proclamation to the legislature until 48 hours prior
to the hour at which the legislature convenes. The Mr. Duval Yes sir With the governor's right to

power to legislate under the penalty of nullity require written reports from all department heads,

shall be limited to the subjects especially enumer- let's say the attorney general's office was conduct-

ated in the latest proclamation convening such ex- ing an investigation of the governor's office, the

traordinary session. The session shall be limited governor could secure this investigation material

to the time name therein and shall not exceed 30 and I think it would be prejudicial to the investi-

days. gation. So we thought that this type of thing

2. The governor may convene the legislature in should be protected in the constitution.
extraordinary session without prior notice or proc-
lamation on occasions of public emergency caused Mr. Burns Mr. Duval, how does the length of this

by epidemics, attacks by the enemy, or public ca- section in this proposed draft compare to the pre-

tastrophe. sent section in the constitution? Lengthwise?

Explanation Mr^ Duval It's 87 words less. No. The present
constitution has different sections on these mat-

's, because ters, Mr. Burns, and this merely puts them all to-
r-y brief. gether in one section because they all relate to

ing to at- the powers and duties of the governor. It is actu-

jes have ally no longer and perhaps it's probably shorter,

ittempt now actually. If you take all the sections and put

3 explain A, B, and C, and we'll have other mem- them together.

;rs of the committee come up and explain the other
actions. Mr. Burns The reason I asked, it just seemed like

"A" merely deals with the executive authority to'me that there is so much of this that is descrip-

id provides that the governor is the chief execu- t^ve. You know it goes into detail.

por
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Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Duval, you mentioned in your what we mean when we charge the governor and mandate
presentation that the committee thought about uti- him with the responsibility to faithfully execute
lizing the word "execute" but there would possibly and enforce laws. I'd like to hear some discussion
be instances where the governor, someone might be on it. The present constitution says something like

confused about whether the governor really had the the governor shall cause the laws to be executed
capacity to execute certain laws. It would seem to and I searched around for some understanding and
me, that in your statement you also said "executive" definition of that, and I'm not sure that it's ever
and it seems to me the word "executive" is a deriva- been defined or explained and I'm not sure I under-
tive of some part of the word "execute". But could stand what we mean here. Do we say when the gover-
you give me some examples of situations where the nor shall enforce the laws, does that mean that we

governor could not be, or could not really execute? give the governor the authority, just by way of
illustration, to send the State Police into the

Mr. Duval In the event someone in the executive various municipalities and parishes of the state
...some state official violated a criminal law, the to enforce criminal laws that may not be enforced
governor could not execute that criminal law. It at the local level by the local sheriff? Or do we

would have to be executed via the ordinary criminal call upon the governor to do other acts in connec-
process. tion with enforcement that he's not doing now? I'm

not suggesting that it's good or bad, but I'd like

Mr. Mario Mr. Duval, on Section E you refer to to hear some more explanation of it.

Dennery Mr. Duval, isn't it correct that
the
qui
cor
tha
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ably give cause to an impeachment when the man. who- ,^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^g, ^^^^^ ^^
ever was governor at the time, or lady, would not committee iust used the
have the power to cause the execution and enforcement ^""'^ committee just used the

of the laws by another elected official. Wedelib-
h^. Dennery Ibegyourpard

erated this section in the Executive Department Cc"'- ^
nders tand you .

r. Tobias Well, the present Constitutional Oath

tee at length and we concluded that we should
put the burden on the governor to execute the

;, but merely to faithfully support the consti-
ion and laws of the state and make him the chief -'"'K.y h = -

•

•

:utive officer of the state. It seems to me that
^r. Dennery Oh, the oath. Yes , yes I 'm aware of

nt could very well create an impossible that. I misunderstood you, yes, the oath does say
jsition, or situat
jlt of enfo

naybe

:on rather, and
and might lead
that you defeat
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Mr. Stovall It's somewhat surprising that ques- Mr. Velazquez Delegate Vick, we stilt have onl>
tions would be raised concerning an effort to make one nation, don't we, and 50 states? Not 50 nati
adequate provisions for the execution and enforce- over here,
ment of the laws of the state. The last speaker
recognized that in the 1921 constitution it says Mr. Vick At last count, Mr. Velazquez, but I ur
that the governor "shall cause the laws to be execu- stand Hawaii had moved to secede after the other
ted." This is all that this amendment says. It day's comments,
does not place a heavy burden on the governor. In-
stead, it recognizes that he shall cause, that is, Hr^ V e1 azquez Well, it's very possible, but I t

through his administrative channels. Now, I think that we better work with the idea that this was t

that in regard to what the attorney from Baton one time, when it did try to divide the situatior
Rouge had to say a moment ago, that we would all up in the north and south, it didn't work then,
recognize that if the laws of the state are being don't think we can envision any further civil war
latently violated and are not being enforced in so we ought to go ahead and make the governor of
some subdivision, that there should be some channel Louisiana obey the laws and the constitution of t

whereby the enforcement of the laws can be realized. United States seeing as every other citizen has t
' ' do so.

Mr^^VicJs Exactly, Mr. Velazquez.

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Vick, i

of an attempt to keep us i

Union?

Mr. Vick Not on my part.

[Previous Question ot
adopted: 85-9. Mot
tabled.

-i

ites present
ote ordered.
-82. Motion

to reconsider tabled.]

Amendment

Poynter

such cases.
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years or whatever term it specified and if the leg- Would this prohibit any relief for that man if he

islature 1n that particular type crime would speci- was truly entitled to it at that time?
fy that that sentence would be without benefit of
commutation of sentence or parole then under those Mr. Sandoz Mr. Avant, we are leaving the details
circumstances the governor's power would be limited. of the types of crimes and terms and conditions up

to the legislature. The legislature may fix these
Mr. Roy I understand what you're saying but you're terms and conditions as it deems fit. We are only
not addressing yourself to my question. My question attempting because of experience which we've had,
is couldn't a subsequent legislature say thatthat to provide that in certain cases, in the wisdom of
particular crime will be subject to commutation of the legislature if it deems necessary it would have
sentence? that right to pass such a statute.

Mr. Sandoz Oh yes, it could be changed. Mr. Avant Now, question number two. There are
many crimes that are today don't carry that limita-

Mr. Roy Well, that's what I'm saying, so that tion. Armed robbery I think is the only one that
there is no stability in the law. You are taking does. I may be wrong but let's take simple theft,
away under your amendment the thing that we the could under this provision the legislature enact
people have given to the governor historically, laws applying to people who had already been con-
you're going to remove it from session to session victed and sentenced of the crime of theft and were
ofa legislature. presentlyservingtheirsentenceandeliminatethei

No, my point is this, Mr. Roy, that
It to executive clemency?

we would place in the discretion of the legislature Mr. Sandoz I don't think they could. 1 don't
the right under proper circumstances and conditions think that would be retroactive.
to place some limitation on the now unlimited power
of the governor to grant these pardons and commuta- Mr. Avant Well, I'm not at all sure and those
tions. In other words, I believe that under certain things disturb me.

sets of facts that it would be more responsible to

have the legislature set certain types of crimes Mr. Champagne Mr. Roy pointed out that it was
and conditions that would restrict the right of the cretion of the legislature. Isn't it not discre
governor to pardon and commute sentences. tional now to the governor? In other words woul

it that right would still be an arbitr

Mr.



say.
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I the district I want it definitely understood, has no reference
found guilty and to the present governor. We keep on saying which

all the legislature has ever said and all it can is properly so that we are adopting this constitu-
ever say is that the defendant after found guilty tion to serve for the next 50 years. So what I'm
shall be sentenced to X years without benefit of saying applies to all governors in the future. 1

parole, probation and suspension of sentence. That's am not necessarily sold on this particular amend-
entirely different from pardon. Parole is after a ment, but what I'm saying is that we're going to
man has served some time in the penal institution have to put some restrictions on the pardoning and
and has been rehabilitated and upon the advice and the reprieve powers of the governor. If you don't,
with the consent and consultation with the board of the penalties that the trial judges inflict, and
parole he is granted some relief. That's after he I'm talking now about these real extreme cases, the
has served a portion of the sentence. Probation ones that get people aroused and disturbed and they
and suspension of sentence is usually granted at are disturbed. I know each and everyone of you know
the time of sentence by the district judge because it, as to what we're going to do to stop this. You'r
the circumstances warrant some additional mercy in not going to do it by always catering to the crimi-
the case and the district judge will say two years nal element. Now Mr. Roy asked Mr. Sandoz a ques-
probation, ten years sentence suspended in good be- tion, did he know of any instances where this au-
havior. Those are the types of things that the laws thority of the privilege of right of the governor
in the past and the legislature have sought to pro- had been abused. Well I've served as District At-
hibit the courts from doing. Prescribing a sentence torney for 24 years, and luckily I got out before
without benefit of parole, probation or suspension all the present type of crimes came into being. But
of sentence but never has the legislature provided during those 24 years I could name you instance
that sentence shall be without pardon. If you pass after instance after instance where this power was
this amendment, you will allow the legislature to politically abused. I'll just give you one instance,
say certain crimes shall be subject to sentence I convicted a man for cattle stealing in St. Tammany
without benefit of pardon. Now let me tell you a- Parish and he had good connections, both family wise
bout that. Once a sentence is imposed and begins and political wise. He had contacts down in the
to be served it cannot be changed. I repeat, it Supreme Court when the case was taken upon appeal,
cannot be changed and parole doesn't change the sen- When the conviction was upheld by the Supreme Court
tence. It puts him on the street under certain con- and the time came for him to be taken to Angola, the
ditions but the sentence of ten years imprisonment people were waiting at the gates of the penitentiary
still goes on. The sentence cannot be changed. If with a reprieve, and that man never went through
a man is convicted of a crime that calls a penalty, the admission office at Angola. Now that's just
if a man is convicted of a crime that calls for a one instance of what I'm talking about. But what
penalty without benefit of pardon and he's sentenced I'm trying to say to you, ladies and gentlemen...
to fifty years in a penitentiary without benefit of
pardon and we later find out five or ten years later, Further Discussion
somebody makes a deathbed confession, we found out
that in spite of due process of law, in spite of [^ li^itQiii li '^'"- Chairman, delegates to the con-
the sworn testimony of witnesses and the jury of an ventior, I must admit dissatisfaction with both the
impartial verdict of an impartial jury, we've con- amendment before us and the provision written by
victed the wrong man and there's nothing we can do the Executive Committee. I think the best alterna-
about it. tive is that in the present constitution in which

There's nothing we can do about it. There are the pardon power is unlimited, but 1t must go through
no post conviction remedies that apply to that cir- the Pardon Board made up of the lieutenant governor,
cumstance and that situation except the remedy of the attorney general and the presiding judge. That,
pardon. I've exceeded my time gentlemen and ladies. . to me, seems the protection for the public that we
This is a very serious matter and I urge you please need, but also the flexibility that is sometimes
to vote against this. necessary in particular cases. I really feel if

we adopt this amendment that pardons will no longer
Further Discussion exist in many instances because I think the legisla-

ture will be quick to take it away in certain ex-
M r . Burns Mr. Speaker and fellow delegates, it treme cases, because of our emotions, because of
is true what Mr. Triche has just said about the pow- our high feeling about the particular case involved,
er of the governor to pardon and the authority and Suppose we have a mandatory life imprisonment with
the legal rights of the legislature only to deal no benefit of parole, probation, commutation or
with paroles and things of that matter. That is pardon for a certain crime. We may feel very strong-
exactly the purpose of this amendment in this new ly. right now that that should be imposed in the year
constitution. We're not talking about the consti- 1973. But there may be someone in his teens or his
tution of 1921. If we fail to adopt this amendment twenties and in the year 2020, all the principles
it will go back to what is now the existing law. may be dead. It may be long forgotten, except for
The thing that impresses me, ladies and gentlemen, that individual who has been in jail. Just as now,
is almost everything that has been said not only we have in some cases people in jail who have been
in connection with this particular amendment, but there since the 1920's and the 1930's and everyone
with reference to the criminal, its reference to involved is long gone. It's a crime which has been
the law violator, its reference to those who have forgotten. It's a crime where a penalty, a severe
been guilty of the atrocious and the mass killings penalty has been paid. There is no way to right
that we experience today, and which, unfortunately, the wrong at this point, but the person is in a

are growing worse and worse all the time. I think harmless, helpless condition and there's really no
in drawing up this new constitution that we should justification for keeping him in prison at this late
stop a minute and think about those people who have date. Now if we want to talk about justice, I think
been the victims of these tragedies of these mur- we've got to believe in the death penalty and I do.
ders, and kidnappings, and rapes and give them a I support it when uniformly applied for certain
little consideration, or at least their families heinous crimes. But if we can't impose that penalty,
and their loved ones and not devote all our time we've got to do the best justice we can. And in

for the protection of the criminal. I think that some cases somewhere along the way there has to be
the public, at this time, is more aroused and more the alternative for one man sitting over there in

aware about that, particularly since the United the governor's mansion to review his conscience and
States Supreme Court has seen fit to declare the the circumstances of the case and make a decision,
death penalty unconstitutional. The only thing that usually long after the events have occurred. I

we have to offer the people of our state now, if think between this amendment and the provision by
that when a man is convicted of a cold blooded mur- the Executive Committee, we've got to go with their
der, or particularly a mass murder, then when he's provision in the Executive Department Committee,
sentenced to the penitentiary for life, it means But I think the real alternative is to retain the
that. I don't mean that he goes up for a year or present law. Make it go through the Pardon Board,
two years, and under this article that the governor But keep that institution i nv iol a te- - the right to

would see fit to pardon him. And what I'm saying, pardon. So I urge you to reject this amendment.

[585]
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Further Discussion

Itimate, in the important part
ind I are in complete agreemen

section can be referred back to
thing ought to be referred back
; with people, knowing they can

to appear before it and other

?n\h» rnl??it'tLi' '? ^^Hp'/^ "^ °^9ht to, for that Committee, if we're'not going
in tne constitution. i unaer- ^„ ,,„„„ ,^,„ „.oc<.nf i .,., a; to how the Pardon Board

ney general, trial judge andstand from Delegate Jack that he has such an am
ment proposed and I will certainly support that
amendment when it comes up. At the present tim
which I hope is virtually irrelevant, I would s

port the proposed amendment because I think tha
some restriction is necessary on the governor's
authority to gra
solution to that

adopt the

ther Discussion

Jack Mr. Chairman and members.

irdons. I think the
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of any one human being. Only favorites will be is later found to be innocent by possibly the con-
pardoned and not maybe those that should be. Now fession of the guilty party, under the amendment,
if there was a requirement saying that the governor able to get out of jail. There is no way. There
would and shall review every case and pass on it, is no new trial for him because the only way he can
it would be all right. But the only case that is have a new trial under this statute, under the
going to get to the governor, he's not going and go habeas corpus article, is if there was an error in
through and look for them, are those that someone his trial. We're also talking about the issue of
in jail or the penitentiary that has political pull. separations of power. What's to stop an emotional
Politics will come into this more than anything. legislature from invoking serious, very serious
It's a chance for graft and payoffs. You're sen- penalties for even minor crimes. Persons going to
tenced for 80 or 90 years in the penitentiary. It jail under these sentences and then have no recourse
sure is a big temptation to try to buy the governor to any other authority. I think we have to have a
and get out instead of staying there that long. I'd court of last resort and the executive has to be
like to urge that this amendment, as some others that person. Well, you say you're going to allow,
have said, is at least better than what the provi- let a lot of guilty people out. Well at least the
sion is here. Let's adopt this and then if Mr. governor can't do you in. The legislature can do
Jack's amendment comes up placing it back in it's you in.
present context, let's vote for that at that time.
At the present time, you noticed on your digest on Questions
your table, the governor can only pardon after it

has been recommended to him by the present board. Mr. Sinqletary Mr. Guarisco, did I understand you
The person entitled to be there with his lawyer and to say that under the law there is no right to ha-
whatever may be to have a fair hearing. There is beas corpus under this amendment?
nothing under this committee report. In fairness,
let's adopt this resolution leaving it up to the Mr. Guarisco There is no right to habeas corpus
wisdom of the legislature... in the Code of Civil Procedure of the state of

Louisiana at this time. If you adopt the amendment,
then there is no recourse whatsoever to get out of
jail if you are convicted properly, even though you
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and the legislature passed a statute that said the had a case down here where the convicts were suing
penalty for the crime of murder will be life im- the warden up there cause they said he didn't keep
prisonment without benefit of pardon, or commuta- the law library open at the right time. And they

tion of sentence or parole, and John Doe was con- file one writ right after another. Every now and

victed of killing William Roe and 15 years later then they'll get a good one where the federal courts
William Roe showed up and it was found out that he have made a new rule and I've had the experience
had been lollygagging around in South America all of the federal judge ordering me to retry that man.

that time, that there is no legal procedure under Maybe he was convicted 10 years ago, and he said

our law for John Doe to get out of the penitentiary. you've got to retry them within 50 days or let him

Isn't that right? go. Well can you imagine, no you can't, cause
you've never had the experience of trying to go back

Mr. Guarisco Absolutely right. and dig up witnesses in a murder case that happened
10 years ago. When the Supreme Court threw out the

Further Discussion death penalty I think we lost a great deterrent.
Even though we couldn't enforce it, there was a pos-

Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I sibility we might be able to. Now the legislature
think now is the time we should be having our prayer has come along and said, in some cases, that you
instead of this morning. I would like to say to can't grant pardons, paroles, reprieves in certain
say to all of the delegates and especially to the kinds of very bad crimes, heinous crimes. I say

first speakers, I'm not for crime, I'm not for rape, this, under the present constitution...
I'm not for murder, I'm not for it in any form
whether it's legal or illegal. I'm thinking now of Mr. Roy Will you yield to a question from Del

a statement that was made some time ago, that it's
not the man that steals that goes to prison, it's
not the man that kills that goes to prison, it's
the man that gets caugnt. I'm also reminded of a

question that I asked one of our judges in the city
of New Orleans when we were discussing this same
matter. We were talking about justice, and you
know what disturbed me mostly was his answer. That
it was nowhere in the law where a man had spent his
life in jail for a crime that he did not do and was
proven innocent, that
sideration or a

spent there. I think we should defeat this amen
ment, I think we should spend a little more time
it. I'm not saying that I think the governor or

one man should have all that authority, but I do

think we should have a Pardon Board. I want eve
body tonight, and I'm not Reverend Stovall and h

minister, but I want everybody to go home tonigh
and pray, because if God gave us all our just du

I wonder where all of us would be today. At thi

gate...
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lieve that because it's proven every day. Now, you Announcements
know, I can understand the concern of certain dele- [j joumni 262-263']
gates to this convention about law enforcement pro-
cedures in general and about justice because history Personal Privilege
has shown that they have not been fairly treated,
but I ask you to remember two things here. First Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
of all, one of the greatest injustices that has men of the convention, I'm getting somewhat con-
been done to minorities in my view, in the United cerned about our committee meetings. I don't know
States, is a failure to prosecute people and con- „hen we're going to be able to finish if we have
vict people for crimes committeed against individual any more committee work to be done, but as I see
members of minority groups. That's one of the this thing, if we're not going to have some time
greatest injustices that's been done, and I submit to cover the work in these committees, we're going
to you that individuals who are members of minori- to be in a worse jam than ever. I just wondered
ties are probably percentagewise the victims of if we can't find someway or some schedule to where
serious crime in this country more than anybody „e can have an orderly meeting of the committees
else. 1 would like to make a second point in that rather than trying to do it after adjournment and
regard. I wonder how much some of you here as dele- on days other than when the convention is in session
gates today would like to have had to depend on for i just ask that in hopes that maybe the Executive
your freedom the whim and the will of a single man. Committee in its meeting Thursday can work that out.
the governor. Now, y'all are all thinking about
Governor Edwards, but let your mind drift bac
you will and think about some other governors we've that you can feel free for your committ

rday aftehad












